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PREFACE

In March 1980 the NRC staff published the draft version of this Final Environmental Assessment (NUREG-0662) and

two subsequent Addenda for public comment. The staff received approximately 800 comments on the draft Environ-
mental Assessment. Of these, approximately 195 responses generally supported purging krypton from the reactor
building, approxalately 500 opposed it, and the remaining responses were either recommended alternatives for
removing the krypton or comments that took no position on the staff's recommendation.

This volume of the Final Environmental Assessment contains copies of letters and reports that suggested either
decontamination alternatives or that in some way commented on one or more alternatives proposed in the draft
Environmental Assessment. Also included in this volume are representative letters either opposed to or in favor
af purging krypton from the reactor building. These letters come from private citizens and groups, from tte
business and professional community, and from local State, and Federal officials and organizations.

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office
U.S. Nuclear Re2ulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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DOE REVIEW OF EPU It'COMNDATION OF TMI-2
Department of Energv CoNTAl w ni PURGING
We,'Jngecn. D.C. 20: d5

FEB 5 800 There are at present about 44.000 curies of Krypton-as pas in the TMI-2
containment at a concentration of about three-fourths microsurie per cubic
centimeter. The GPU Company has requested approval to purge this to the
atmosphere from the plant stack at rates which are permissable within current

W. William J. Dircks Federal regulations and which neuld be monitored to assure exposure to personnel
is mell within acceptable limits. The purging would be donc over a period ofActing Executive Director for Operations 30 days or more and would be done only when favorable weather conditions areU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission (mBD) present. The alternatives to centro 11ed purging are:Washington. D. C. 20555

1) Maintain containment isolation while designing. constructing, andDear W. Dirths: installing new systems to separate and isolate the Krypton gas from the
containment atmosphere. Complete functional systems to accomplish thisAt the request of the Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC). separation at TMI are not presently available. 00E laboratories havethe Department of Energy (DOE) is conducting a program in cooperation with estimated it would take at least two years to build one such system.NRC and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) aimed at learning as We believe that the actual time including licensing would be longer, evenmuch as possible from an examination of Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) with a crash program. Furthermore. subsequent storage and transportationplant and equipment. This program was endorsed by the President in his of the separated Krypton would pose significant radiological risk toDecember 7.1979 message responding to the Kemeny Comunission report. In workers and the public.

connection with DOE efforts to plan and conduct this program. I have become
aware of the need to gain proset access to the reactor system and core in 2) Maintain containment isolation while gas storage tanks are constructed,order to replace monitoring instrumentation and to begin the process of and then. using compressors, pump the entire containment atmosphere intodefueling at the earliest possible time. The increased knowledge and control these tanks. This storage option would require more than twenty-fiveof reactor conditions that would be gained by such prompt access is an important miles of thirty-sta inch dimension pipe (filled to a pressure 340 psig),element in NPC's and the General Public Utility's (GPU) mutual objectives of mould take at least two years to procure, test and install and would
assuring the continued safety of workers and the surrounding public. Such have to be housed in large buildings designed to provide adequateaccest s today precluded by the taistence of radioactive gas in the con- envirormental protection to the storage tanks.
tainment, the removal of which is currently under evaluation by the NRC.

3) Maintain containment isolation until the Krypton gas decays to lowerI understand that the owner GPU Company has evaluated alternative methods radiation levels. The half Ilfe is 10.5 years. Thus, several decades
of removing the gas, and has concluded that a controlled purging which meets of storage would be required.all Federal regulations is the sost acceptable altunative from a public

.health standpoint. GPU has requested NRC approval of that course of action Each of these alternatives creates two principal difficulties which. wein a letter dated November 13. Ig79. and thet NRC has the GPU recomunendation believe. make them impractical and unsafe.
under active consideration. My staff has performed an independent review of
the untter, and has concluded that a ccntrolled purging is indeed the First, they involve a lengthy delay in gaining access to the inside of thepreferred method. It sculd result in less public radiation exposure than TMI-2 containment to begin assessment, cleanup and defueling operations onaccrues from seny other power plants, both nuclear and fossil. The purpose the reactor plent. Such operations cannot be safely conducted with theof this letter is to urge the Comunission to act promptly on the matter, and Krypton gas present. Access for work is urgently needed to assure that thein the event of NRC approval, to offer the resources of the Department of reactor system continues to be maintained in a safe condition. The
Energy to assist in monitoring off-site conditions during the purging process instruments which monitor the nuclear and therimodynamic condition of theto help guarantee that conditions remain within acceptable limits. The basis reactor core have been unattended. in a high humidity atmosphere for overfor tw CCC cinclusion on purging is esp'airej in the enclosure. 10 months. It is prudent and important for safety to replace these

instrisments with new and reliable instrumentation and controls as soon asincerely, possible. It is also prudent to gain access to the reactor plant and
%. . . .

G. it. Cunningham
Assistant Secretary )

for Nuclear Energy

Enclosurs
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Maat.a 12, 1980

Commissioner Jos. M. Hendria
.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D. C.

2
Commissioner Hendries

Before the Manhatten project, the only radioactivity harmassed by man was

core in order to determine its configuration and to plan and implement . radium. "At this time the total world supply was 1300 curies.* - fee AIJKST IAST ,

the defueling operation at the earliest posstble time. Delay in achieving Tm0IT, Fuller, page 27.) Depending on the source of informatiu , estimates of .
"norum1* radioactive emission from a "normally" operating ator4 earray plant vary

the control that would resul+ from these actions increases the risk to from 35 to 70-80 curies daily. Think about this. If a plant er<.ts M curies daily, 'worker and public safety, in 28.5 days this would to 1000 curies. If emissions are 70 cuties daily, the
5econd, the delay associated with each of these alternatives increases esissions of only 28 5 days veuld equal tutes the world supply of the early tourtles.
the likelihood of uncontrolled release of Krypton gas to the environrent. It was printed that you " bitterly derided...the time ' consuming safety pn-Such releases, because they could occur at or near grou d level (rathern

caution...during cleanup of TMI...even if the entire amount of Krypton 85 werethan from a 160 foot hie stack) and because they may occur under inadvertantly released, the resulting exposure would be less than 1/10 of naturalfavorable weather conditions, could cause higher radiation exposures than
would the controlled pa ging. Such release could occur if. fer example, tackground." Isn't" natural background" level an arbitrary figun? Are you sayirag

that TNI has already released so much that our ana has a " natural background"
the containment building atmospheric cooling equipment, whfch has been

This could which would be abnormally high at any other location? What geographical area
operating for 10 months unattended, should develop a failure. would you need to get this 10JE increase in " natural background"? Would this include
happen at any time, considering the entre e huridity conditions inside all life in a 50 mile radius? 100 mile radiust 200 mile radius? Do you also ignore
containment. Failure of this cooling equipment would permit internal the higher " normal" levels near TMI to get your low statistical projection?containment pressure to increase slightly thus leading to small leakage <
which, although within containment leakage specification limits, has thus How heavy is Krypton? How far would it travel? What force winds would be -
far been prevented by keeping the containment below atmospheric pressure. required to get the 10JE increase you predicted?

The proposed purging process is within all operable rules and regulations To exhaust the estimated 50,000 curies as desired by Met-Ed in 60 days, 833
and is practiced by other operating utilities with no adverse effect on curies would have to be exhausted daily - 24 times the 3) curies " normal": . 555 curies
public health and see environment. A review of available NRC records would have to be emitted daily for 90 days (only 16 times the 35 curies " normal")
reveals over 70 cases d#ing the period 1971 through 1977 in which the to get rid of this garbage. This is the cheapest, fastest, easiest method of
annual discharge from a single nuclear power plant exceeded 44.000 curies
per year of noble gas. Furthermore. studies conducted by the Oak Ridge

disposal. Is it the safest?

%ational Laborate"y indicates that the total integrated population exposure Mr. Hendrie, the people within the $ mile area would welcome you and your
from discharge of radioactivity from a modern. high efficiency coal plantThfs compares to the family as neighbors. This is an invitation to share our fear and also the
would be on the order of 1.2 to Il person-rem / year. insignificant fall-out from 75tI.

, estimated total integrated population exposure within 50 miles of TMI of
about 1 person-rem as a result of purging. For comparison naturally
occurring radiation exposes the same population to over 200,000 person-rem

we want this cleaned-up. We want this done in a safe, humans manner.

# # #'' * Sincerely,

In the interest of safety we conclude that the ' prudent man" decision would Q4 pg g

be to approve the controlled purging of Krypton gas from the TMI-2 containment.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles W. Emerick, Sr.
489 Willow St.
Righspin, PA 17034

2
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ENVIRONa4 ENTAL COALITION ON NUCLEAR POWER '
Edweed n. acok

ONE CHOCOLATE AVENUE Presidens and Chewman C*8mese== Mr casese nesmene-n D. es.Peesn am po.17 ass 7174esasas
HERSHEY. rENNsYLVANIA 17o33 717 / 534 3099 or.Joesh Jr ayud-433(besageausnue.see=ComuseA tmet as4337ana

March 10, 1980

March 14. 1980
MAR 12 G33

n e Honorable william W. Scranton III
Lieutenant Governor Dear 5f r or Madam:
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Room 200 Below are my comuments on NUREG-0662. the Env f ronmental Assessment
Main Capitol Building for the Decontamination of the Three Mile Island uiit 2 Reactor BuildingHarrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Atmosphere.' which I abbreviate as EA.
Dear Bill:

With the release of this EA and the unnecessarily short 15 day public
In my responsibility to the stockholders, employees s.nd their comunevit period, the NRC Staff continues its policy of mismanagement by

families of Hershey Entertainment & Resort Company (HERCO) as well as to
the countless others in this area who derive a living or benefit directly crisis which has become so typical throughout the continuing TMI-2 accident.
or indirectly frm tourism, I would be negligent if I did not bring up the The Staff continues to invent crises 50 as to force the isolementation of
anticipated venting at TNI.

the " action * or "fix* that is ready to be implemented or in place and
Clearly, safety is the number one objective. Beyo'nd thate which has already been decided upon by the NRC Staff and the suspended b

however, we would respectfully request that tae approximate 51-day vent
mentioned in the media be scheduled either far enough in advance of the Itcensee. This policy of action by crisis was used to force the use of
peak June-August tourism season or just after it as is Epicor !! in late 1979, and is used again in this EA. The result of this

is that because of the invented crisis, public debate and comment is(a) consistent with safety, and
(b) least likely to impact negatively on the tourism industry. severely limited.

Were is no need for me to belabor the point. There are many This failure of the Staff to deal in an honest and forthright method
industries, interest groups and others who will suffer from the inevitable g gg gmedia blitz of the venting no matter when it is scheduled. we will support
your decision with full knowledge that this tiger's tail puts you, and all One unfortunate example is the silly and meaningless method used by the
of us here in Pennsylvania, essentially in a "no win" position. De tourism NRC pubile relations office in King of Prussia. Pa. This office, throughoutindustry of Adams Cumberland, Dauphin, Lancaster, Imbanon and York counties,
however, will be hard pressed to survive a second consecutive disastrous the month of April was unable (or refused) to offer useable or interpretable
year if the venting occurs during the three month peak season, g g g g gg g g

wishing you every success, 131). Wat the office did report was vent exhaust gas concentrations,

warmest regards, with no mention whatsoever of the vent exhaust rate or total quantitles of

gadioactive gases on an hourly or daily basis. This policy was also
,

- carried out through the issuance by the NRC of the various'PN0 bulletins-

1
Edwa ,R. Book throup3ut the early Course of the accidente
Chairman 4 Osief Executive Officer

ERS:nsh
aP 1 Ig See for instance, PNO-N-67X. page 2. Here are listed a number of iodine- ;s

131 concentrations in the ventilation stack. With no further informatian, j
these nisnbers are meaningless and useless, since there is no specification

|of the volume of gas releard during the specified time periodse 1

- . scoru.. . ... Asem a ..ou. -

.e.e . .e. .eu - . e.e.e, ~s . g,e,,.,e.,.,e;e,,e,,.g. ce~, . ~.e. vs e. . ~.e. =~e

- .. .,...u. -

[ ee's ete 8
-2" searene"y sessan C e esa e yeroney see a

* Spo.Ys & tesTseTaassessesT 4 099 -

esse- .aserenoves.e A,ees . eserenee seessee Cast . eseemse essenese se Asiseases tme eteronewesen senere eser.neemore sessene ,,
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_~ greatly to the mental stmss and anguish already suffered by the residents'

.in an attempt to get accurate, tirely, and useable information among of central Pennsylvania. Yet the other systems of krypton removal (charcoal
j other things concerning the TMI-2 arcadent. I filed an emergency petition absorttfon, gas compression, cryogenic processtag. and selective absorbtfon)

in accordance with the Commission's rules (10 CFR 2.202(a)(1) and 2.206(a)) all assee that the krypton is to be contained somewtere until it all decays
on April 27. 1979 and supplemented on May 16. 1979. These requests asked (the half-Ilfe is about 10 years). This rigid assumption allows the Staff
for a pubite hearing before any change in plant status or plant technical to raise the spectre of accidents in the storage of the gas. The Staff
specifications, or before the " modifications of equipment, processes or does not seem to view as a workable alternative the collection of the gas.
structures at TMI-2." (May 16,1979 Supplement. p. 9). Not only was this the removal from the site to see unpopulated place. like the Atlantic
request Igneerd in its entirety, the meager flow of accident-related Oman, the pactfic Ocean, the Antarctic.^ or the Arctic and the release.
faformation that had been coming to the lawful fatervenors in the incomplete of the krypton there under specified conditions. Such an option would go
TMI-2 itcensing process soon dried up. Despite involvement in the TMI-2 pro- a long usy tenerd restoring pubile confidence in the NRC.
ceeding since 19" and despite the specific requests (above) for information

There are at least two other alternatin, which have not been evaluatedand pJ1fc hearies . the falttal receipt of the Epfcor !! EA arrived only
After Epicer II had been designed, purchases. and constructed, and after by the NNC Staff. I can only speculate as to the reasons for these emissions.

public comment had been received, on October 20,1979. Of course, at that ""*" "" ' ' " * " "

time, an offer of hearings was made by the NRC. but only after the fact. '" '"' I'$ WI "$ " " ""
and only after all other alternatives had beca precluded, and all public #M # "* " " #**

comments were rendered useless. "* * * " " * " " * "

se ject the already tre mettaed residents of central Pennsylvania to further
Sudden rena ning in the on t bu d

->a-*-**~<~~~'-'---'-1-*~=.e . -. m -1, we, ,uo tu,ns cum be exam,, .at m sus, ended
an orderly pace.

11censee and the NRC Staff have already agreed upon. Here again, a crisis
has been created so as to preclude meaningful pubife comment and.a therm % Secondly, the containment structure could be vented rapidly, as in a
evaluation of alternatives. There does not appear to be any reason dat- " puff * eelease. This should take place in an orderly fashion, on a day
soever why this sdject of krypton disposal could not have been approached with predetermined meteorological conditions (as steady winds and full
on a rational, deliberate timetable. Instead, the Staff stalled and seemed sunlight to enhance upward afaing). Such a plan could be 4.*naunced well
to ignore the problem of equipment failure inside the TMI.2 containment in advance, with the actual release to take place, for instance, on the
structure until the spectre of famrinent failure could be used to create a Unt Saturday w Sunday eM mts W metemWeal chia. N
crisis to force an otherwise unacceptable krypton dispoal option. adeantages of this plan am Ifsted below-

So here w are again. A new crists has been found. and a new. 1) It is quick. and the public can be reassured that the gaseous
forced option has been chosen quietly by the Staff and the suspended miease problem is over with.
Ifcensee to again preclude meaninclui public tavolvement and meaningfui 2) Those members of the public who choose not to be esposed to
discussions of alternatives,

radiation for etch they get no benefit and those who simply
The options suggested in the EA are suf ficiently rigid and poorly want no further involuntary radiation exposure for themselves

thought out that little choice is offered among them. For instance, the and wir children (and the aborn) Can staply leave the area
reactor building purge option (to take place siculy, over the period of to be affected for the day. Costs would be minimal, as would
tuo months) obviously releases the krypton to the atmosphere, but at the he the total populatten exposure.

site of the accident. It is inconceivable that this option would not add

4
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3) The NRC and the suspended licensee could break with their past
practices and demonst'.w a modicum of concern for the feelings
s,.' *% public.

YlLa e /0* b$ 444) People all over the world would for the very first time learn
how many menbers of the affected public would take

protective actions appropriate to reduce cr avoid 44
exposure to radiation or to radioactive materials. [
(10 CFR 140.85(b)(4)). / JWmt" ude * NC4

The only disadvantage that I can conceive of to the " puff" option [ArdJ O . ofd M /A

would be that the nuclear industry and its unquestioning promoters in
government, including the NRC itself, would also find out how many people
don't want to be exposed to any more radiation from TMI-2. Such knowledge a

wwld undermine the myth of pubile acceptance of unnecessa.ry radiation
,

exposure and would look bad on the record of future reactor Itcensing gg g g qwpeed
proceedings. U

b b A & [ & h & A N U LA'For each of the "less preferred" options in the EA. the Staff discusses

Ithe tire required to implement the option. In none of these discussions *yg , g gy g*fL4,
does the Staff acknowledge that many months have already been wasted by
the inaction (or inattention)of the Staff and the suspended licensee to ed y gg g 4
the krypton problem. The public must not be held hostage and again used ,

N .M44L. (2,4fg%as guinea pigs in the continuing TMI-2 accident as a result of the incom- %

petence of the NRC Staff and the suspended licensee. g f
The " preferred option " that of slow venting into the atsosp4 re h

b# # - **requires the public to continue to trust and rely on both the NRC Staff y #
and the suspended licensee. The TMI-2 accident has amply demonstrated
that neither is worthy of trust. [ I _[ [ ~

f . %_ W#- b
CA L & W &axw aC- L$gi&.gxy
Chauncey Kepford
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I feel that people working with radioactive materialMarch 17,1980 are becontag very las in the handling of it, I don't know if
it is because the dangers are kept at a low key and they are

'
not impressed with the responsibility they have, not only la
protecting themself but the earth.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Human suffering, the lives that can be lost, and the
Middletown, Pa. earth cannot be replaced, other methods of productag safe

electricity can be used.

Dest Sir,

I am strongly opposed to venting Erypton 85, gas into *

the atmosphere for the following reasons.

Erypton 85, has a half life of 10.8 years, and to date Stacerely
the long tera effects are not known. Studies of Krypton 85, were
not begun until 1973, of the small amount of information collected
research shows the trend is upward.

If normally operating nuclear plants routinely release [ w p,.
twenty thousand times more Krypton into the atmosphere each
month than than what has alreaty been released, this is more reason
why you should not release thia gas into the atmosphere, but use Mrs. R. W11kisson,

the safest method available, ~.egardless of cost to the Utility Co. '8
'$.J.08002Where radiation is concerned, cost should not be considered. Che 1

People in the Delaware Valley have had consideratie rad-
1stion exposure in the past four years. *e had fairly high levels
of fallout from the Chinese Nucient explosion, people were subject.
ed to more than was necessary due to the delay in informisg
people the fallout was passing over this area. Many people had .

clothes drying on the line, remained outdoors longer than they
would have had they been informed, windows were open and summer
furniture was left outside. Then the Three Mile Island accilent
that released unknown amoants of radiation in the first hours after
the accident that was not monitored. There were continuous releases
of radiation from March 28th, thru May 23rd. Now the Erypton 85,
from the airlock and you want to release more.

-
*

'. act
If this gas is released into the atmosphere when other

safe methods are available it ebows lack of concern for human life.
Spring is almost bere and cattle will be grazing and

it will te planting season, all this ground could be contaminated I

and the more of these products we use the greater the risk to our
|beslth. The milk from all of this area ir pasturiset together.
l

7
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Enviconuturat PCUCY CENTER
31y pennsyNanna Ave 5 Wadengton,D C.20003

4 aus,. -"' "&. no
Statement of Eleanor halters. Washington Representative.
Presented at the Environmental impact Statement Scoping neettag, Baltimore, MD-

. *

The Environmental Policy Center opposes the Nuclear Regulatory

g . Co-ission's proposal to release radioactive gases and water from the "hree

Mile Island reactor into the atmosphere and Susquehanna River. It is our. SW 3WH7bd N. %

N bel,1jrQhatentombioJghe_tpdioactive wastes with1_a the contalmeent is an
N //[k

_

option which_ bas wt been throughly explored by the NRC. By keeping the*

radioactivity on-site, it will not pose a threat to the health and safety of

perseas living down wind or down stream.

The reascalas behind the proposal to slowly vent the krypton is

that the gases must be removed before clean-up operations can begin and that

this will keep health hasards to a minimum. It does not matter, however,

what the rate of venting is because the total radicactivity vetted is the

same. There is an increastag amount of scientific data which suggest the

amount of genetic damage la the exposed population will be maximized by slow

releases over an extended period of time.

More specifically,' spreading out a given total dove alalaises

the short-term biological ef fects but actually maximites the auch more serious

long-term effects which teclude genetic damage. This is because the immediate

cause of radiation-taduced disease is danade to the DNA. Reproductica of mis-

leformation eventually results la a visible effect such as cancer. At low

levels of exposure it is extremely unlikely that a cell will be so damaged

that it cannot reproduce itself. At higher levels of exposure, however, cell

killing is more 1:seiy. a dead ceta cannot produce a cancer or future genetic

defect.

9
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Remarks ts be prcsonted te2- Nuclear Regulattry Cosssission
Department of Environmental Resourcesne release of the contaminated water f rom the reactor poses
Metropolttaa Edison Company

the same type of long-ters risk to public health. In fact. it is more of a at Elizabethtown High School 7:30 p.m.
on Thursday March 20, 1980

threat to public health because the Susqueharma River provides the drinking

water for southeast Pennsylvania and northeast *.aryland residents. It is a
Pty ntne is Harry L. Flick. Jr. and I serve as the executive director of the

major tributary to the chesapeake Bay - one of the U.S.'s most f ragile and Pennsylvanta Dutch Visitors Bureau (PDVB). The PDVB is a non. profit trade organization
composed of approximately 425 members dedicated to promottom of Lancaster County as a

productive ecosystems - thus, further radiation contamination can result by . vacation and business meeting area.

the incorporation of locg-lived radionuclides in the fcod chain. Should the As a result of its efforts, the PDV5 has helped to establish the Lancaster
County visitor industry as the fifth largest in the state, generating sales in 1973

Chesapeake be contaminated by the TM1 radioactive wastes the economic ar.4 of $233.5 million and creating jobs for 10.200 Lancaster County residents. In -
addition, Lancaster Coimty's tourise industry provided tax receipts to the state and

environmental reprecussions would be devestating. county la the amounts of $14.8 mit!!an and $493.000, respectively, as reported by
the United States Taavel Dr.ta Center.

The federal gogernment has consistentiv saintained that TMI
The POVB is grateful for this opportunity to present its remarks in regard to

radiation releases are not harmful to the public. It has not been able to a serious probles. The problem point is reference is the clean up operation at

determine, however, what it causing the increased incidence of spontaneous
After nearly one year since the accident at Three Mile Island, it should be

abortions, stillbirtha, and illnesses among TMI residents. Radiation may not evident that the accident had a significant impact both psychologically and econo-
alcally on the area. For example. La 1977 the PDVB logged 495,000 visitors at its

be the only reason for this increase but it is unlikely that it has not at Route 30 location, la 1978 it logged 516,000 visitors, but la 1979 the bureans logged
only 214.000 visitors. Obviously, the Amish potto scare and spot shortages of gasoline

least contributed to it. exacerbated tMs condition, but the potential danger as presented by the news media
was the most significant contributing factor in tae decline of visitors to LancasterBecause releasing the wastes will create the potential for County.

additional health problems among a larger poeulation and contaminate the Unfortunately, for the we11.being of the area economy ' the objectiveness of
the media reporting has not improved. It seems that the news media has chosen to

environment, the Environmental Policy Center proposes that (1) the NRC adopt give a high priority to the reporting of news on this event which has already been
inscribed in our history books and to report on subsequent events at IMI in aen alternative to releasing the radiation into the environment, such as most economically detrimental way.

entombeent; (2) the tnvironmental Protectica Agency increase its on-site and A perfect example of this style of sensationalisa is the March 10 venting of
off-site monitoring capability; (3) the Pennsylvania and Paryland Pealth a minute amount of Krypton 85 gas. Aational and local television, radio and print

media proclaimed radioactive gas being released during the cleanup procedures at W I.
He travesty of the reportage was the fa!!ure to note the amount and to relate it toDepartments monitor vegetables, fruit, and dairy products grown cown stream

from TMI for strontium: (4) independent monitoring systems te implemented: ever mentioned la the first place.

(5) the NRC, EPA. state, and independent monitoring data be analyzed by Acting in response tL a deluge of calls at the NRC field office in MadJtetown.
Clifford L. Jones, Secretary for the Department of Environmental Resources called

independent reseachers; and (6) the cost / benefit analyses include the long. the amount of radiation " miniscule and insignificant in terms of any environmental
or health impact. Es precautions of any kind are necessary." A DER radiation specialist

ters health costs created by TM7. reported that less than 50 millicuries of Krypton 85 were to be released compared to
approximately 50.000,000 n!!!! cries in the main containment building.

10
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Page two

It is important to note that the release of 50 millicuries compares to the
routine venting with government approval of approximatley 1,000 curies each month
at operating nuclear power plants. A DER spokesperson said: "If a person stood at
the site boundary for the entire three day period, total calculated exposure would d)gbe less than one-tenth of a micro-ree. During that same time, the person would be
receiving somewhere between 500 and ?20 micro-rees of esposure from natural /[/P/Obackground."

The point to be made is that despite scientific knowledge of the insignificant
impact to be made by this gas release for some reason it never became the predominant '
feature of the news releases. The Visitors Bureau urges that all news releases in the
future contain an orplanation (in layman's terms) of the physiological and
enviromental tapact. It is the opinion of the Visitors Bureau that such information

t en onveyed to the public in establishing the appropriate perspective to 7 _ s /,

f_ _ ALL., [ ^-"'MThe visitors inaastry plays an important role in the economy of Lancaster County -

and more attention must be shown to those factors which would adversely impact upon
its performance. According to statistics reported by the Pennsylvania Travel Industry j <r N * M A

~Advisory Council,100 tourists per day cause an increase of 459 in the population,
create a demand for 140 new households, raise enough in tax recespts to support 156 M /" 'd g M

,

school children increase bank deposits by $144,000, increase retait sales by $1.1
on, p ide financial support for seven retail establishments and til new industry gg fg

From these figures it should be abundantly evident that the visitors industry
interfaces with the local economy in a very dependent fashion. Furthermore, it A
should be quite clear that very careful attention must be given to the preparation p gZe W
of news releases and the conduction of news conferences. The Pennsylvania Dutch
Visitors Bureau urges the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Department of
Environment Resources and Metropolitan Edison Company to coordinate their media [ '

retsases taking into consideration the fattowing points and to serve as a leader 7< < b ifor others in the industry in reporting the facts in the perspettive in which they gy W
happen. j /

On behalf of the Pennsylvania Dutch Visitors Bureau. I appreciate aaving this ), & dd0 0AAALU 0 M

opportunity to present these facts to you. If these suggestions are followed in ,

the manner in which they are intended Lancaster County's economy can be assured
,,,,

=

of a steady recovery from this unfortunate incident. Failure to do so will manifest
itse1* in econceic despair that will affect all aspects of the aestoi.'s economy. g A

,,) 0, Q00 ,

Wb/+ & N' g w 3 -_
;

*
, .

1
1

* |
|
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's
Mrs. Pstricia A. Roddi
202 E. Maywood A7e.
Peoria, Illinois 6)603 ' -

March 22,'1980

.N*k Dear Mrs. Preleseth,
* " *

Y '
*

Af ter heartag the discussion of the problems at the Three Mile

[ ,

bebend mentioned a safe alternative to the NRC's plaa.
Island meclear plant, and the sca's plan to went the Erypton gas, my, ,

JIde . 51mee my baband is a registered professional hechanicalgy
/ Eastseerlag consultaat, Itcensed to two states, who specializes in

Ileattag, Teatilattag, and Air Conditiostag of structures, I thought that I
.

pin _ h
. would pass his ides en to you,

kn ang s

" One or more large capacity air compressors could be used to
-A W ~ eveemate the containment batiding. The discharge of these compressors would

be piped into pressure radioactive shielded storage containers or tanks.' la
. , this mammer all of the Kryptom gas could be removed from the contalment

pp butiding and takaa to a place more euttable for disposal."

&&-

According to my husband, this method of extraction la sa simple
that he can mot believe that it wasn't brought up before. The expense will
be greater, of course, them just venting the Krypton gas to the atmosphere,

/ but them, the safety of the cittsees of Middletown will also be insured.
##, This method will also be more time consuming but if it can relieve the

citizens of fear of danger f rom accidential contantaation would not this bes
*~~~

worth the added time and expense? Who knows this might also increase the

*
confidense in the credib111ty of the !fRC to handle auch problema la the years
to come.

Most sincerely,

*

.S). &
/ !

Mrs. Richard J. Rodds

cc

Mr. Jack Anderson ABC Neve

Ihsclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D.C.

E
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Janst B. Allsn
,

.109[ Garfield Ave.*

Cherry 11111, N.J. - 08002 Dr. Gofman claims that if we stopped' wasting energy, largely

E ** * E ' "*. Nuclear Regulatory Commission *~

" * **# " * * ~ "" "Post Office Box 311

Middletown, Pa. - 17057 Problem of storing radioactive waste, becomes economically worthwhile,

March 24, 1980 HALT All NUCLEAR PLANTS!

Meanwhile, expense.in dollars must not be' chosen above expense-

in health and lives! Insi t on the more costly clean-up at TMI. - ands
'

I wish to add my pretta$ to the ven. tins of the radioactive g ses

at TMI into 'the atmosphere. I urge you to insist on the more expensive add that to'the cost of' nuclear power, proving that nuclear' plants
_

alternative of liguitying the gas by ," freezing" it - and insist on are not as economical as their advocates claim.

working immediately toward that end..,

I also urge the conversion of all existing plants, and those under

construction, away from nuclear power. The claim that nuclear power is Sincerely. *

cheaper rings hollow when an accident requires expensive clean-up. It

'also fails to take'into account the cost of lives and health. I feel -

| Su' v
-

it is entirely irresponsible to proceed with nuclear, power. Not only
are the plants themselves subject to accident, but the safe contain-

ment of the nuclear " garbage" and its long-term storage is impossible.
-

No matter what stringent measures are required for the transporta-

. tion and storage of this radioactive material, it is ridiculous to

, even imagine a 99.2% of containment (the Safe . level, according to Dr.

. John Gofman) at every stage, hour after hour, day in and day out, month

after month for many years, When Dr. John Gofman, one of the pioneers

in nuclear power, is now preaching against it because of his years of

studying the effects of radiation and consequent conclusion that no

level of radiation is safe, we must heed his words.

Even if the impossible percent of containment could be guaranteed,

the danger of sabotage or of a conventional bomb being dropped on

a nuclear power plant, which would have a worse effect than an atomic

bomb,,the risk is too great.

14
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502 Neadowpark Lane,
e n, mm ars -wc

No11a. . Pa.19063 asae man MNW
oncrwwan asaee

March 24, 1930

Lnn t vtsnn,n o.

Naolear Regulatory Conission
'

'

P.O. dox 311

wtailetown, Pa.17057 . Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street Northwest
Washington .D.C, 20006 '

. Deer str8

Car collope students are t te omrwnts of our next Recent testimony before the NRC has suggested that residents
in the immediate area of the Three Mile Island nuclear power
plant would be severely disturbed by the release of radio-generstion. Namy will os parents in tne next few years. active krypton into the atmosphere at the Three Mile Island.:

I unterstani you are making a decision about venting On the other hand, the staff members of the Nuclear Regulatory
~

Commission believe that only by removal of this radioactive
Krypton 85 into 'the atsosphere by Apr11.18. gas can decontamination of this damaged unit ba continued.

If the radioactive gas is not removed, a multimillion dollar,
d "My suEf estion, briefly, is that if tala venting oould

be' delayed about a .ionth, until around May 25 sont coileEen I recommend venting the radioactive material into an enclosed
. , balloon and attach this to a helium balloon, pull it over the-

in the area vill be closed for vsostion. These students will Atlantic Ocean and release it. A remote explosive device could
be attached to the krypton containing balloon so that it could

be spread all over the country. I don't know exact be destroyed when it. reached an appropriate height over the
eastern Atlantic.

figures, but, I thint at least 15,000 critical age young people
If our technicians feel that the release of this small amount

would be out of the area. This would include stu1ents at of rypton in the region of Three Mile Island would he safe
(but is prevented by the understandable emotional sentiments of

N111ersv111e State College, Penn Stste Capitol Calicus, the local residents), surely the release of this same radio-
active naterial at great height over an unpopulated area would

'

Franklin ard Marshall, Elizabethtown York and marty other "" * * *#*

colleien. I would like very much some acknowledgement that this letter has
been read by at least some one on your staff cad if this idea is

I hore you will Elve this idea acrue thought * Thant defective, I would appreciate the err in my reasoning pointed
you for readint my letter.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

s incerely, 8 I"C'"II Y"""'

Y)
O f[ Lee J. pr D.

LJV/ab

i

, b1'

-
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The BrotherE a Schools

I1-h '-

March 24, 1980
*aC

- .t.t'_ _ anw em

f I
Mr. John Ahearn
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ')'

'

Washington, D.C. 20555 g j[ M' 9' / - _ ')7 t- .1717 H. Street NW At 24- -

cj y

Dear Mr. Ahearn. M p. _
7

We the undersigned would like to officially .

protest the hearings concerning Three Mlle Island 5 i~ -" *

which are presently being held in Pennsylvania. .,Ca tt, 4 f- F ' I~hw .

k') * % *

0AAs citizens of Connecticut we feel that hearings f 'M}'1

should be held in Connecticut as the venting of $ ~h nnhEbk # -Acb
1

Three Mlle Island affects us as well as the i j' ,
ymr

residents of Pennsylvanta. We are especially / S e<,y f'

concerned with the venting process, causing gg/gggdu *g [} } Q g ,," - -

the release of not only krypton gas into the
atmosphere but other more hazardous radioactive (1.l

- g d[ c. ,d Q,.,

j d ,dj4[ ,

gases. As mothers as are especially concerned with
. f ~. a4 $3[.the alpha and beta particles which are making . Le

their way into the food chain. p tu c.,_. .d47L <

A "'IASperely.. ,

A V t&-

m e : zen.v ~ g' A oht[ o Wy

aan. C ticut 06840

L O a ~;. New . knec9 ,. .

j#g*

h a. Mm '$ MrG- pMs. Rosanne Maro fkhant Mrs. Allison Brown "
j

15 Old Stamford Road 75 East Avenue .
V

06840 ( g g g g eg m .,

14My #New Canaan. Connecticut New Canaan. Connecticut 06840 *

.

Aal,

1s

<

__ ._ _ ______ _
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[ g UnnT E D s TA TE s
f' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Yarch 25,1720
g ', | maswsescross, a c. zonas

\,**v /*** u., .olum
, gag 2 ; 1980 Demty Director

Docket No. 50-320 TMI Sapport Group
US suelear Regulatory Coussissian

Dear W . Co nins,

MEMORANDUM FOR: Richard H. Vollmer. Director This letter is in response to the NC request for publio commentTMI-2 Support
,

" "
FROM: Jan A. Norris, Sr. Environmental Project Manager "'"

Environmental Projects Branch 2. DSE building. As residents of landanderry Township living within a mile of
SU8 JECT: C0 MENT ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSE$$ MENT FOR TMI-2 TMI, we are very eeneerned with the geogress of the Unit II aseovsry

DFCONTAMINATION (NUREG-0662)
Effort. de believe that the radiation olean-up operation and eventual .

Af ter having read the Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the de-fueling are essential to the publie safety of this area.Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere. NURIG-0662. I would
like to point out that for the gas compression method the volisne of conlaminated therefore, we most definitely caneur with the Met 31/NRC groposalair to be stored could be drastically reduced by introducing the replacement
volume of gas in containers in order to prevent mixing and dillution of 15e to vent the Erypten gas within the thit II containment building into
contaminated air. The replacement gas (such as helium) could be contained
in flexible (or rigid) baloons. Varying the siaes of baloons would minimize the atmosphere. It is the only logical and safe way to proceed sensid-
the interstitial volurre.

ering the status of the thit II reactor and associated equipment.
Theoretically, only one reactor building volume would have to be compressed
and disposed. Practically, only the bulk of the gas could thus be purged. We are the parents of five children all eder eight years of age.
however, the remaining volume to be drawn off by feed and bleed operation

*

would be significantly reduced. After purging. the baloons could be collapsed de do not feel this radiation release will harm them or ourselves. How-and after decontamination disposed as low level waste.
ever, we do feel that further delays in the Recovery Effort will jepor-

dise their health and safety because of the increased risk of uneen-

^Jan A. Norris. Sr. Environs er.tal treued releases, equipment failures, and remote but possible further
Project Manager

Environmentai Projects Branch 2 core damage.
Division of Site safety and

Environmental Analysts In closing, i,= would like to take this opportunity to thank you

and your Staff for your work and efforts in a sometimes unfriendly and

inconsiderate environment. There are many people of the area who appre-

etate what you are doing.

Very truly yours, j
1

arge and a Bunder

17
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In swriary. I find your Errironrental Assessment, although technically
TMI Supoort Staff 3/2;/80 sound, to be of litt12 clue to a lay person who must derive some
Of.,1c2 d Nuclear Reactor Regulation understanding of the harrds involved. It is tith this concern that
U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Carsrission these criticisms are offered. Also attached are specific cements
hashington D.C. 2C555 to the report. If you should have any questions on these coments.

please do not hesitate to contact me.
SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of

tM Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere. Sincerely.
March 1980

.

Cear Sirs: ,/ . rk[tw
-

14%)
I have personally reviewed your Environmental Assessment for Decontamina- Craig Fredrickson
tion of the TMI Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere and offer the following 27a2 Veranda Rd. N.Wcoments as constructive criticism of your report. Although ! agree Albuoverque NM 87107
with your conclusion. that being that purging the reactor building is (505) 344-1048the most intelligent option available in consideration of the need to
maietain the instrumentation and equipment inside. I do have some
general criticisms which are identified below, as well as sone
specific coements, attached.

The EA lacks the perspective required by the public to understand the
significance of the proposed action. A comparison of the dose consequences
of each alternative. including the "no action * alternative which you have
not specifically addressed, should be made to natural background esposures
for each critical organ (skin and total body). It might be helpful to
compare Kn85 exposure to the maximwn individual to exposures which result
from radon gas esposures in homes made of brick or stone in that both
Kr-85 and Pn-220 are radioactive gases.

The most irportant issue, indeed, the si.bject of the EA. is removal of the
Kr-85 from the reactor building to allow maintenance of instnanentation and
equipment inside. All other reasons such as deconmissioning, recovery
of the unit, removal of damaged fuel e*.c. are secondary at this point in
time. It is the public health and safety risks associated with not
maintaining / refurbishing the safety-related instrumentation and equipment
inside the building which should be of primary concern. This is not
consistently clear in the curr ent EA.

The presentation of two different reactor building Kr-85 concentrations
(1.0 i,C1/cc and 0.78 utt/cc) is confusing as is simply defining the Seatity
contained as curies of Kr-85. This says nothing about the relative hazard
of krypton gas, and because it is a big nunber (57.000 C1) is somewhat
intimidating. A thorough explanation of what Kr-8515. how it reacts
or doesn't react with human body, what limits apply to operating reactors,
etc. would be helpful, to the public.

13
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Soecific Cannents 11. Section 6.1.5 page 6-7 (line 1) - Guaranteeing continued reactor
building isolation is not possible for any of the alternatives
including purging. It would be true, however to state that the

1. Section 1.0. page 1-3 (line 5) - The dose consequences of planned Itke11 hood of an accidental release is increased with the delayreleases are not suspect. They can be well defined within limits associated with implementing the alternatives to purging. Also,
according to the rate of purging and coinciding meteorlogical conditions. in the last paragraph of this page " interpretation * should be

" misinterpretation."
2.. Section 1.0. page 1-3 (1tne 13) - Although the releases associated

with accidents during a li to 4 year waiting period may be smaller 12. i$ection 7.3 page 7-2 - The Co m onwealth of Pennsylvania radiologicals
than the controlled release of Kr-85 contemplated, the actual dose monitoring capability consists of fixed filter cams which would be
consequences of an accidental release at some time in the future of little use in monitoring for Kr-85. Therefore, credit should not
could be greater if unfavorable meteorlogical conditions exist. be taken for this monitoring capability as part of the program.This should be stated.

13. Ser. tion 7.6. page 7-4 - The discussion of the DOE radiological3. Section 1.0 page 1-4 (lines 1 & 3) - Same as Coment 1. moritoring program includes objectives which are not relevant to the
task of monitoring the purge operation and which do not belong in4. Table 1.1, page 1-5 - The comparison of dose consequences should this Environmental Assessment.

include a comparison to the range of natural background exposures
for each critical organ. Also, the occupational exposures should
be defined as whole body exposures.

5. Table 1.2. page 1-6 - An advantage to reactor butiding purge is low
occupational exposure. Since this segment of the population (radiation
workers) is the highest exposed, minimizing their exposure is
desirable and consistent with ALARA considerations. Similarly, a
disadvantage of the cryogenic processing system is high occupational
exposure.

6. Section4.1.page4-1(line12)-Purgingofthereactorcontainment
does not per se represent a way to dispose of the Kr-85 gas. This
alternative would be better termed " controlled dispersal" rather
than disposal.

7. Section 6.1.2. page 6-2 (line 13) - Administrative limits for the
controlled release of Kr-85 should be defined.

8. Section 6.1.4. page 6-4 (line 9) - This section states that a particulate
removal efficiency of 90% is assumed for the two-stage HEPA filter system.
Although the HEPA filters would not remove Kr-85 the credited particulate

,removal efficiency is unrealistically low. A two-stage HEPA system
would be expected to provide a reduction in the source term, due to
particulates, by a factor of 106

9. Section 6.1.4. page 6-4 (line 20) - The X/Q values assumed should be
accompanied by their corresponding stability class. It is likely
that dose consequences could De reduced by more than the factor of 2 or 3
stated by venting only when dispersion conditions ex:eed certain limits.

10. Section 6.1.5, page 6-6 (line 13) - The calculated dose consequences
of the worst-case accident are not defined in terms of the dose receiver;
1.e., is it the maximun individual offstte, average individual offsite.
maximally exposed worker? Also, it is not clear that the accident limits
of 10 CFR 100 are appropriate in t5at they apply to major accidents at-

operating nuclear power plants and are used primarily for siting. It might
be more correct to compare the dose cohsequences to 10 CFR 20 limits or
perhaps both parts 20 and 100.

D
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1818 Northbrocat Drive
Lanex t r. h 17601

West Snone Scnoot Distnicr
~ * " * "'w

scopHuuun avfuuE * LEuovut.PpessvLvasnatseas
inypu>risi The Nuclear Regula tory Commission

1717 H Street. N.'.a
Washington, D. C. 20585

March 26. 1980

Dear Sirs t
u. s. muclear Reculatory Comission I am writing to express my violent opposition to the venting

or the radioactive Frypton-85 cas from the containment buildingWuhtagton. D. c. 20555 .

Dear strs: at Three Mile Island. I an aware that this gas presents an

obstacle to the maintainence necessary to prevent a worsening
Thn West thara ichml nistrict lies on th west bank of the Susque.

hanna River opposite the Three Mlle Island nuclear facility. The district's of the already dangerous water problems at the plant and that
Newberry Elementary School lies within the five-mile radius of the, plant and it is essential that it be removed. Nevertheless, the Met Ed
the Fishing Creek fleentary School and Red Land Migh School lie wethin the
sim-elle radius. During the crisis a year ago we evacuated the populations Corp. was certainly aware that this probles would have to be

Itof these schools to a neighboring district some 15 miles to the west. dealt with shortly af ter the accident, almost a year ago.
r m .ae tanufries would seem that the NILC must have been aware of it also, orPresently we are receivian = - f o r el e m,.o r e

about our ofans if rre w t..e eu.c > a --a'" ' '- m t u at e nw re. obviously should have been. This problem has now been presented
$@F or these carents. concerned abnut their M'ha'< hu" '. *ven
mori concerned about their health, are requestino t he - r ime our uhnols, to the public as a sudden emergency requiring immediate action.

.

1 Tier in m u e tr.n they will leave the area during any venting and they are This is the same technique that was used when Net Ed attempted
asking for some accomodation to eliminate the necessity of placing their
children's educational progress in jeopardy. We don't know how large this to dump radioactive water into our drinking water supply.
parent group is but our esperiences wiih parents this last year would indi- The lirypton problem should have been dealt with man months
cate that the number could be slaable.

ago. Shortly after the accident met Ed received an offer from
Pbst of the school districts in the vicinity of the Three Mile Island another nuclear plant of equipment for containing the gas in

plant will close for the summer the week of June 9 The West Shore $chool
District will complete its school year on Tuesday, June 10. If you do decide containers. Met Ed refused the offer. because it was more
to approve venting of radioact ive materials to the atmosphere, ma vnw Mease expensive to dispose of the gas in this way than to simply vent

-

conseder postponing this action untii tne schools in the area have closed for
the s - er. I recogn ue that the Co mission must = igh many factors in ets it. Met Ed has once s. gain diplayed its total indifference and
decision and that postponement may not be in anyone's best laterests for insensitivity to the health and saftey of the poeple who live
other reasons. However, I waat the Comission to be aware of the effects
of its decisions on the school children who reside in the Three Mile Island in this area. Throuf;n what sort of negligence or incompetence

is it that the NRC acnages to remain ignorant of the necessary" " * *

5 erely yours, operations to clean up that plant safely, even at this stage.

\/.tM h { Surely the NRC ought to have determined that the safe containment
Ja' cob N.'Wentiel ' of this gas was necessary long ego and to have required that
I"''""'**d'"' Met Ed take the necessary actions to do this. It is imperative

g
cc: W. Reed Ernst. Superintendent. that it do so now.and require Med Ed to act on it soon.

nititetown Area School District The effcets of the TM1 accident on the residents of this area
Dr. Henry R. Moerner. Superintendent, can never be adequately acasured or quantified. The stress and
Lower Dauphin School District anguish suffered by my family and myself when we fled this area

.



.3 2.G/fD
was indescribable. Ey nuaband's sister and her family have moved
away from this area specifically because of the accident. The
thought of beint exposed to further radiation. however small the r. , &

amount is said to be, is intolerable to the poeple who live here, gg g. L b O'' '

after what we have already been forced to endure . The clean-up J,
procedures of Eet Ed have shown that they are no more fit to M.',g g n

operate a nuclear facility than they were when the allowed the # ' T/

accident to occur a year ago. The only way to deal fairly with
.

7 -

the resident 1%ere is to decommissic a that facility and allow them gg / /
'

to regain the peace of mind they have lost since the accider.t. It
. a

[ .<(j gMJ Ahwill never retum until that plant is closed forever. The people - .

who confronted the NRL. *t the Kiddletown and Elisabethtown meetings gg[L4j & dC7 - '

recently were not the minority, they were an expression of the '
ifeelings of the ma,jority of the pecple who live here. I know

y .

E
because I live heres and those who do not live here, like yourselves. *

(46fx',g[jh d /77tb g g ,g h p.,

gentlemen.cannot really know what it was to live through that #g
accident and thspnxiety that still remains in its aftermath, the ,

Q //, bfre a
fclean-up. We were exposed to radiation because Ket Ed lied to us. 4 A d"

/We were assured repeatedly at the time of the accident that all

gj .
['c==g g 7 y[was perfectly safe and we remained here when we should have left ,

- - C~~-because of that deception. It should not be hard to understand # 7
- -Jthat people here do .not trust the assurances of Ket Ed that the

g'(/ //b.exposure to radiation this time will be minimal. It was Eet Ed's ,

, 7 edesperate attempt to conceal the real facts of the accident that
caused us to be exposed to radiation at the time of the accident. g 8 <'_.- 4 L/ ". "g

~~_ . - - - /Ket Ed is now desperate again, because they cre close to bankruptcy. M
, .

* gmIt is not inconceivable. In light of their past actions, that they h'W - d

{ Q g A 7 f~would try to release a larger amount of radioactive gas than they ,
4

p ~ gannounce publicly. And in view of the NRC's past preformance, it r tN
is not inconc ivable that they would be oblivious to this act. ferhaps fe

we might never know. In any case, the credibility of both the NRO -[p h A E '

gr gr# Gg

4.nd Eet Ed around here is about at sero. In God's name, we have ,

[ g#[ s jRbeen through enough. Let's get this plant cleaned up and closed down / .! ,
without any further harm to the people around here. You are [h M hsupposed to be serving the public. not Eet Ed. A

*

LG ^ f*Q & pas sLLa&"e
* <<

3"'"J ' n n3 JAdk: Ab%,b_

g g
K;gL,
oo 1gw' Chg ,7070We ' , e w s f ig i
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Ettes, b ,

Aidnli % lfio
R.D. NO. 5. BOK 258
tebor-1,ra. mu

Ngt Mue/cv y G> ,~r - raaclear negulatory ce riissicaa
Midiletcen, Pemsylvania 17057 Marth 26, ISO

Gentleren: Re: Ctrrent - Prtposed

pW g[, ** Krypt m cas ventaris

fv0'[A v'f4,J fo VaM*7 $ Dg' 'p- We beliew that it is inocutant for the Caesissicn (NBC) to trderistard
f opt gj re cur position ard that of our re1@bers in central Pemsylvania, toward the

@ d ' D 4 L 2 l'W /u "'I' 'N '''# M g N"7. - ,, fa ,=} S' S ""d '"" tin 8 f "rYP''" 8"* SY "*$ " ** "-

g fe. 7e [pe ry ta 7/' ' In fellowitg this situatim in tre redia, it beccres saw ard rraw

. The ydf (Md re (8"" j yau /'',r.J, appannt that the NRC is hardenirg its positim in favtr of this praedare.-

N g ,1g hter f$v44 pe sti g " d a d Cat ""* p
g g pf,g g ' Testinuiy by NHC Carunissinert and staff at public aretirgs ard to various

. bodies, stresses tre reed to "do scrething" sacri, tefore the fans quit, etc.
Discussion of tre grositie cf the local papalance to ventirs is in the
light of 'how can we change their udnds and nake then believe us't

}[ g paga ([res ,

~ d dbd4 As an Divirturental Review Officer fcr local govemment, I kros toer
b qm easily an envirammtal assesurrrt can be affected by the attitudes offft ei a

p pold [y .
ones superiors ard ccMsoricers. I will be very tas:h surprised if the NRC. "' gg
Assesnent does not rake a strmg case fcr ventirg.i

4/g dyJ ( '

6 O, * D c* **" b dE NI ne point the tsc and Met M seem to be missirr.. is that this is
not a 11able alternative. We tre residents of central Pemsylvania willI8Q q 7/,e[fJ rever allow the ventirs to take place. Please trderstarmi that this iss'n p{gy h fe

Mef [e F [g 48"' h Q3. set not a streat on our part, tut rstter a staterent " act. PLtlieg
IpI, 'p 4/[| [e C ff ee/M attittdes are such that no rarter of stuiles will charge tre adrds of

8 the people directly affected.
, pg %ep 68tt *

f Die NFC has had this altemative tws1oved frtus their decision makirgfe /(4vg Nf iM N

/h Th - '[ M , N y [g|| prtcess by tre geople. You are only Irmrg yourself by contirami.

discussicn of this precedure. Pzrther cmsideration shouM be,

/f.{ dg y"f WcAI [r* [d([ Fat 5 discortiriued.hd th [l k 4M
We stsport recent editerials by the Itt3adelphia Irtpirer (3/23/B0)

ard the Harrisburg Patriot tiews, d.ich we believe renect tre cpinions;

|of nost pecile in this area.=

(J!C'* / De more tire that is wasted m review and discussion of venting,
the nu2e clean-up is delayed. !

' nie 100 should aprreach this decisicrt frtsu the question, 'Will ,

thit 2 ever be restarted?', the answer should be re. Based on that >

startirg point, clearne takes on an entirely different attreach.' i

h lAI We per1xnally favor freezirg tre gas, but do not precitde other '
altertatives asside frcus ventirg.

L fje n . fw.17D7
>

f In swrnry, no gmervriental agney or Ccreiissicn will pay fcr
mistakes with M cleaiac. We tre residents of .entritl Femsylvania

4I A. NVd"* i8 - 7 6 We
will pay via cur health, our liv =s and our electric bills.

ftCG**y,L [f h Rfigtd f'ff' j; h5U' -

, y g % sa a vs & = * m f__. A d nf t c h *'h T W K'". WI

fe s. #3
22
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_ ,

$16 Pan'uro Roada
Reserford, Pe.

March 26, 1990

The wuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 V' Street, NT
washington, D.C.

A Centlemen:
March 26,1980 Is there a possibility that the krypton-85 gas could be rolessed

into druma instead of into the airt I don't live in the area, but
'" U*""I"I'"8 I avapathire with the feelings of the people there. On the other

I'm concerned about the venting of krypton-86 hand, I try a little bit to enter into your probles although, per-
ges into the atmosphere et Three M11e Island. sonally I have'no use for the nuclear option. Releasing into drums

8'water to he r , would be expensive, I realige, (anlonly defer the problem), but I
So much so that all my life ( I'm 54 )I think that the nuclear source is going to be esponsive if it is to

be used rightly and safely. M be the costs will help turn us tot t me the a e von b en ser.

then I am now, 20 miles ever. I'm I suppose you a more intense crash program to develop' solar, aind, and other formswould any afrold to go near or to set any fish
from the river, of energy.

r$h *Pof the e een p met e a t he t I did force myself to read through David E. Lilienthal*e *A new,

Previously mentioned, nuclear day is dawning," as a matter of open-mindedness and I w u sild-
' *

steel nou tr wit e o f me t o .g 1, impressed. Newbe you could get a member of The Union of Concerned
eres now I'm afraid to, In feet I don't feel Scientists who wee not too absolute in opposition to nuclear energy

gtb. to study and report on the danger or non-danger of the rolesse. The. fee for t

Please try en have the piece cleaned up
sei'ely en with a way thht you will know what the creSentiels of such a member might reassure the people who no longer
out come in the future will be. Once it la cleaned believe in the government nor (naturally,who would?) believe in the
up let it etay shut up, there is other en este self-interested corporation.aseena of producing Electricity.

Actually, we all may have to develop e simpler life style. Does
1 our complea life style real?y give us that auch happiness? While

[j"' -e[c.Crabbs rending the account of Indian life by Lane Deer. Seeker of Visione
4 Hemecad Ave. I feel tempted to go "primitivoit)* and join an Indian tribe. Of
" **#' '

course, I know that, et age 72, I'm too long corrupted by " civilise-

tion" for such an adaptation, even though my life is simpler than

that of many Americans-no car, few modern gadgets. I find my life

happy enough without them.

Sincerely and respectfully yours,
mm. (se . 1.temtec
Union of concerned scientiste Constance flyslop
1.M*:.t'.:'.%iW"" wap,

25
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Pro:n the desk of . From b M of
From the desk of '

DR. PETERS -
' DR. PETERS-

DR. PETERS.

c3 27-Ec
There wre, by newwaner esti w te m u.M r anne inking. ercooy
four t*undrw1twople et W Litarr t fire Mcked up tw no rt of W fin c.m. ofMr John Collins, t.AC dall last week -- propacly half of those " D"IS tM * IO
from outside our community - more people #' " IC"" **

Oser Sir: than that go to Three Mile Isla d ever " " " ' 'I "#""I *

1 think it le moout time soas one day to work. The GPu system provides f act md Wed u get press coverme. %
socke up in behalf of TMI and the reuclear electricktv to 4 million people ILving in bndy n ticed a later report several inves-
Industry. All snet is heard is the 19ud almost half of the states er Pmgma tigatime main wnich stated there was no
noise of a relattwely few - the same kind and % A r - De cust e rs alone basis for a connection Laten this e,J
of noise that swayed the immamakers into re- nw=cer 1.5 m1111m. hnoulan't they be the acc1 M t.
moving the remainq of the Bible and the listened td
Pledge of Allegiance from the Public Schools. it is a.ix,t tt w for we m d e a

And about polls -- on two occasionsThe vast majority of peop.e didn't say any. after the acc11ent of lest year, poll backbone, one 6Ao is not af teld cf not be-
thLrig and let mostly one woman take these tak ers interviewed as -- once at my of fice ing elected again to a soft positLon, to

make a sted and say w are going to cleanthinge away from our chilcren. Occasions,ea *y

D * * "* W" N.

Three to four hundred notty radical
people * acting like had anLeals - if you Dut making any notettone. I espect they long as it is -- the lor >}wr it 11rs se it
looked at the I.L reports of the meeting ,gg ggg gggg g gg gg ,g ,g

not phe & h 1 1"9Vet the Litwrty fire hall - you could a9e I am outte certeln that the west '##d l" DID'' ""d **C"1""#V "It"""I ""'"-nothing more L'as an maac t duplicate of the
uncontrotable mobe in Iran -- and if lef t

majorlty of tne anti-nuclear people ao not '#"# * D#" "I " ** W"* "UO
know much about matet they are af raid of-- n Qe it has u W Wel u sago, violence will erupt. Can you blame the

level-headed memDers of the community radiation, kryoton, contamina tion, the 8 P' 3t"t ** * ## t ' L " "tAiA'I'*

for kt saying anything. It was tried once, hydrogen bubble - and all other Famife.sone * " *
cetions of that incilant. Ha th the Press awe ad more m an eno @ time toand altho the anti-nuclear faction here ernd tne news name a big cry of each in-views- em @ wi th anaw rs. If us at 6.aygiven a respectful charca to air Welt cident heich flood into the minds of the 2 e4 M d d W y a h by we% ~ hno pro-nuclear

they are entitled, 7e e booed and un-informed -- but in fine print, with a ed to-actmw. U tMto ad11th
. they wcould say anything little entn st. sm, le mentionwd f actsu es en n es way to get rid of weabouted do# at the ex2rougn Coutil Meeting, tnat show there will te little or no 6 e is ** EU" "N''** I' DV D"III#*Members of the Police had to os brought in

for Uut 74rticular faar -- and this is n e sque anna - then put it in.so it was safe for tne w1wes and their 3 or.sc ked in by those onesnot remeCouncil husbands to leave and go home, n nave sne se was get out or con _wa

e
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Fross the desk of
'

. DR. PETERS

March 27 1080e small Til room rilled with smoke -- they
R.D. r3 bleveland Streetride in a car and smoke ell the way, and

the children breeth it -- they are oll IrW13e IeREey17eEIR Ibbk2
coing down the cancer road much rester
than this TMI le taking th=m.

So Lets net TMI-I going immediately
as soon se all erre-guards are pieced,
late save 15 million barrels or oil a year
just here in Middletown -- the same ette-
wheim, late quit sending all our tones to
the mid meet and other u.1 countries, late Dear Mr. President,
est the 5 back into respect, late get our
nation back into respect - we don't have With the problems of the -Three Mile Island- Naebar
a real friend in the world -- England and
Canade era probably the best ones -- all power Plant and the Noeleer Regulatory Agemey deelding if
the rest would cut our throats the first
chance they get. I've been around culte Kryptom gas should be vented into the atmosphere... A wonder
e bit -- no peoptes care for un any more, if'Is would be poseihle to vent the radiometive material intothey put up with us for what they can Qat
and our hand-oute. 1.nd ir the people in some light, flexible pipes through a compressor sad intoLeshington can't get us these thinge, late
throw the whole bunen out and get ones in
that will work for us and our count . igee compressor) taaks--which eaa them be disposed of la

[ traditional methods.
(You may use this comme for what ever ''

3i'**#*1I I*"#**purpose you went)
8/

- g8*T,
Martin R. Prythoroh

MRP

a

O
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YstFSk5,7/f fd
5A3 Erp 5 if'

/& Nscy, 7d.
J apaf7 F, The Itaclear hqulatory Cbsmissicn

1717 H Street, fM
Washirgtm, D.C. 20585 March 27,1900- .

[S&- $devM/4ffoerst"2
/|fr/oser 5cf e7w (#=**Ms/f/Ed
hf / /****** 7 s / So fr f,Y

~

Cbsmiss & s
S/SA"f "$ AEd: 2:orrrI

ctvm the infc==ation I've rems in our - r p- anaerning Metrunlitan

fyj,. Biison's perpn=al to vent Kryptcn 85 at Three Mile Island, I qpose the venting.,,

Cbrrect me if I'm wrorg, knat **m1Mrn't it be passible to transfer the gas
/ vv/f WT [4.eN /r ###/"*'"'**7[

.-

.///M

f/rpjfM pfffyM.<sc_ -,'M / M ,",/ frcza thit 2 to thit I without avtr=nre to the outside world? That would result
/Af de I in safe storage of the Krypton 85 and perinit - to thit 2 for further clearesp.

veMcMsv J/ swa,/e peM I# [4# /##0*'

f*/fgff''/ p /
I risalize tM this would <*==a amtaminaticn of thit 1, but my opinion is

y{## <<c por 7/nS/ e/~ that the M M M M owe the pecple of this area the safest passMe M" ***
'

_ of clean-up. I ma av=plately --w 4 with the " health" of thit l's equipment

7/c p,' ,4f e,/ 7/ere M/s //. //de M"". j"/ or the financial well-being of Pkt Bs and GRJ. Rxrther, I think thane tho hope
to regen either ur.ic at Three Mile Island are not facing reality. I don't. r .

4///reervd e /re /[ /reI f#'' c.Mv^r /r
.

believe the pampla of this area ever will allas TMI to operate again. Certainly,
4*f ///MnJ /#64fe//(f#d'#I/ e8/~, then, the ewntual cleanmp of thit 1 mild rot be sure difficult than the

. eventual deoczumissicning of the plant as a thole.
sffr/$ /d,_ /#e** **'/f//>!J ./J

- .- Finally, I regret that your recent gablic hearing in MiMiatown, which I

J pp.< // s/* /' ///M/dr ////'"#4 oculd not atted, was disripted to the point that you madri't present yaard'

opticms as plars,ed. But yun certainly shcmild have kncan what to engmet - both
then and in the future.

hk//'n'h,

### **" mmy
N:_ . 6

Tipothy/otts
-

31 W. T==r=i Street
Mechanicutmarg, PA 17055

N

.

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _
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soseA R. Heclamon
613 N. Brood 5t.
Lansdale, Pa.19446

O!aECTCe EseL CEhTC%
March 27,1991 DraECTCe NWCLEsa staCTCe aEGLLat!C%8

ea5=1%GTCN CC 20555
Nclear Regulatory Commission
Post office Bom 311
Middletown, Fo.17%7

Deor Sir:
CEa4 DIRECTC# Cth704

1 om obsolutely opposed to the venting into the atmosphere the radioactive PLEaSE CE*ahD Taaf "ETEC8CLITa4 EDISC4 CO !"mE0!afELv FREE 2E set *fCm
lerypton gas tropped inside the TMI facility. Althoup more costly, the most practical Ga5 NOT VE%T IT. ?>ERE IS 43 PRECECEh? CChCEa41mG EFFECT CF

A D VEhT!hG cr angpfCm C= Cha CF PEht3YLVants AESICthT8. * CSTalternative wowid le to employ the Cyrogenic prxess. Venting tke gos would be
irresponsible and unnecessory.ith ebis alter 2tive availdie. ,,,, , gy, g

The venting of the gas would subject the people of Penrelenio to unsafe
doses of todiotion ineddition to that which they hav ofready teen esposed since 22ea9 Elf
the be, nning of the occident. It is my belief that decisic.rs on safety should be
mode without any examination of dollors involved, but only from the standsoint of "Guc0** PGW
human life.

Sincerely,

>J|'n'
.

v . ,na, .
.

R. Hec $fnan

i
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%~ W4w3 'ite';1:hn:11"i :' ''"" '' ""*"
w.shington o. c.m_ . %.

t o.a,fre.id.nt ca,ter.

I have a suggestion, based on recent technological advances,- * " " ~ ,
,

to reduce the danger of Krypton contamination during the ventingv4 y

process at Three Mile Island. Several modes of transportation are

. h% "g available for natural gas, which could be esqployed in this operation.

gw h WM The gas could be pumped into air tight vehicles, compressed, and

be transported to a remote area and released there. If, es the

N.R.C. said, there is little danger in a populated area, homumth*

n e o_ a - w s
less danger if this gas were released in a remote area T q,

M " pk * I am personally eenvinced that monetary factors rather then publie,,33. p W

4 g q safety is the dominant thought behind current anticipated methods.
While it would be more expensive, my solution wauld be safer and' *

CAM * -*'

more acceptable to the publie at large.
, ,,,p& #A

cA- - A hsm % ~ ~ & mal -
,

,

& w v ++ u u ""o c 11~2 ,.
nah. Aat.
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2
520 Sutton Apartments
Collingswood, N.J. 08108
March 28, 1980

be found negif ert by a jury. I hope that you will indulgeNuclear Regulatory r-f asion i
F.O. Box 311 ne this ba 4. and rudimentary lesson in the law, and take
Middletown, Pa. 17057 from it what, you will.

In deciding whether a party may, as a legal matter, be
Daar e - imaioners: found negligent, a trial judge must first find that that

party owed a duty of care to the injured person. Whether
I am writing to register my opposition to the proposed a duty of care is to be imposed depends, in turn, upon a

venting into the atmosphere of radioactive gases now con. careful balancing of the potential for ham presented by
tained at the Three Mile Island nuclear facility. the activity engaged in against the burden of taking pre.

cautions against such harm. Where the cost of prevention
As a resident of a consunity located very near "' hila. far exceeds the potential for harm, a party ordinarily will

delphia ( and, therefore, approximately 100 miles frem the not be legally accountable for injuries caused by his
reactor site ) I have experienced much the same anxiety about activity. Conversely, where the potential for ham is
events of the past year as those who are more ismediately great, compared to the cost of taking precautions, a
threatened by the TMI power plant: because they may lead to party may be held accountable for the resultant injuries.
exposure to gases whose harmful effects can be felt far and
wide, your deliberations are of great concern to residents By this recitation I simply wish to point out that,
of Philadelphia and surronding areas. as is the case with negligence, where the cost of pre-

vention is minimal compared to the potential for harm
It is my understanding that a decision to sustain the ( as I believe it clearly is in the case of alternatives

venting plan would have to be made in the face of known to venting) the utility should be required to pay such
alternatives to this procedure, such as liquification of costs. The only material difference between the judge's
the gas by use of a cryogenic process or compression of task and your own is that he must wait to rule until
the gas and pumping over charcoal beds. The argument after the damage is done, whereas you are much more for-
against these alternatives seems to be that they are too tunate, because you are empowered to prevent the damage
expensive and too time-consuming. But words like "too before its occurrence.a

are parative: "too" expensive compared to what is the
question that must be posed and answered. To my way of I wish you the courage and wisdom to do what needs
thinking no added financial burden ( which, in all likeli. to be done. Please do not permit TNI to be the precedent
bood, will be passed along to the utility's customers) upon which other utilities rely,
can be too great when considered in light of the potential
for long-term psychological, physical and genetic damage
which venting presents.

As one familiar with the legal system in this country,
I was struck by the similarity between the decision which Very truly yours,
you will be called upon to make, and the determination
which a judge must s.ake when confronted with the question pt b[b

_

of whether a party to a lawsuit can,.as a matter of law,

Joseph M. Jacobs

@
.
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lessons from this accident, but the people of this area don't want
our nightmare to continue, we want it to END with)ut any further
darsge to our shysical and mental health. Thank you for takingtime to hear our feelings on this most serious issue.

3' Delmont Avenue
Ilarrisburg. Pennsylvania 17111 Sincere 1

.i March 28, 1980
Rebecca Bittinger" Q.

. -e m t iv

(Mrs. L.R. Bittinger)
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 11 Street N.W.
Washington, D,C. 20,565.

Subject Venting of Arypton-85 gas at Three Mile Island

Our family consisting of my husband, four young children
and myself and living within the 10 mile radius of TMI, are
greatly cencerned about the proposed venting of Krypton into
the atmosphere, so that clean-up of the containment building can
take place.

It is our feeling 'that this issue be' looked at long and hard,
so that the safety of HUMAN LIVES takes priority over the fastest
and least expansive way of clean-up as seen by Met-Ed.

' This past year for those of us in the THI area has been nothingt

short of a living nightmare. The psychological stress which we4

have dealt with and continue to deal with each day is unbelievable.
There is not only the fear of how safely this clean-up operation -will be carried out
ev(n place the Plane back in operation.but that constant fear that someday they might

Just what damage.to humans the radation leaks of the past have
caused might.take years to find out. And now we face the possibility

- of more radation exposure in the clean-up. This is not right, do
you know what it's like to wonder if your own children were damaged ei-
the'r physically or psychologically by this accident? It is hard
enough being a parent in this world today without this added burden
of THI. We have been used as " human guinea pigs" last year because
of this, FM ASE don't per::iit this to happen to us again.

The people of the TMI area have suffered ecough. For a Country
as great as ours, who help and give aid to others in this World, I

how can it put its own people through this type of "living mightmare".
Please we akk of you in making your decision about venting the
Krypton-85 to think of humans FIRST and the financial well-beingof Met-Ed as LAST.

>

Hopefully, the Nuclear Power Industry has learned valuable

,

!

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ - - - -- -''
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- Donald P.Lookin6b111 I, for one, hope rever to hsve to experience it mE2in.
1359 Bradley Avenue For the past yeir me have ccatinued to live with the
Hurzelstown, Penna. uncert.inties involved wit'. the clesnap. It appears

17036 that this situation will persist until the elesn-up is
Esrch k8, 1960 complete. After that, I think we should be entitled to

say, "enough is enoughl* Having been sufficiently son-
sitized to the haards of nuclear energy, we should not

Mr. John &hearne. Chairman have to live a6ain with the threat of another nuclearU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission accident - as would be the case if TxI or 2 were to bewashin6 ton D.C., 20555 reopened by anyone - most particularly by Met-Lt.
4. THE NLC - Sont view the NRC as yet another 6roup with

Dear Mr. Ahearnes a ves' ad interest in the nu: lear industry, and therefore, ~

one t t to be trusted. I would like to think that thisThe current public outrase over the su6gested release of.
the Erypton-85 from TIC-2 should be telling us somethin63 judgement is unfair. It seems to me thst the NRC is the
the people in this area have absolutely ~no confidence that only hope we have for resolvin6 this probles in the best
public health and safety represent the maTor concerns in the interests of the public.

cleanup operation. In my view, the reasons for this distnet aat auch scre needs to be done if there is to te any
possibility of restoring pablic faith for the difficult

1. MET-ED - A company on the verg, of bankruptcy, (particularly clean-up proceedures ahead. I think the following stepsares
tnis one) cannot be expeted to ignore economic considerations ,7, ,,,,,gg,1,

in their decision makin6 processes. As we're constantly (1) Remove Met-L1 from the TXI scene - forevert
bein6 m einded, the company slaply has too ruch at (2) Entrust the clean-up procedure to a federally appointed
stake econoalcally.For this unprededented clean-up, we and financed team of experts - ut111 tin 6 the best

need decision makers who are not distrscted by the profit people in the country and ensuring that the prima *y
concern is public health and safety - not profit and

2. THE CONTAMINATED CCRTAINDENT - The mess in the TNI-2 con *
loss. If it is to be a " laboratory experience", let'smotive.
be sure we have the beat possible people in the lab.tainment building presents a radioactive clesn-up

problem without pr6 ;edent. The March 23, 1980 edition of (3) Guarantee that TMI will never sg;*n operste as a nuclear
the Harrisburs Patriot News quo". i G.P.U. Chairman

facility. This point is crucial and provides "the
william G. Ruhns as character 1s' 3 the clean-up as a light at the end of the tunnel" that we so badly need.
*1aboratory experience'. mat cuacerna me is that my We need hope that we may sometime in the future, a6 Sin
family have become unu1111n6 prtielpants in this be able to feel safe in our own homes.

"1sboratory experience" - currently via the psychologicaal I hope you'll Elve these suggestions yoursost serious consideration.

exposed to acre radioactive releases (indeed we,be
stress of knowing that we may yet, at any time. Our future is in your hands.

re
told that a meltdown is even ettl) not completely out
of the question), and, potentTnTy, via any physical 33 ,,,,,1 ,7
dama6e which could result if unexpected large release *Tkoccur. Mr major concern is not over the reportedly

*

relatively modest amount of Krypton 85 sas (although I
don't relish its release), but over the auch more Donald P. Lookingbill

substantial amounts of radioactive material in the
damaged core, water and walls in the containment c.c. - Mr. Victor 0111nsky

M 12 ding. This contains, as you know, such more dangerous, Mr. Peter Bradford
hf u gically active, lon6-11ved isotopes. It's difficult Mr. Richard Kennedy

to be reassured that the clean-up of this mesa can pro- Mr. Joseph Hendrie

coed without a hitch when such an undertakin6 has neverbeen don.e before, when the equipment is not yet available
to do it, sud when It's described as a ' laboratory
experience". Given all this, I think it's not . unreasonable
for us to feel a bit anxious about the future.

3. THE FUTURE OF TMI - I will never for6et the terror of thedays followins the accident of March 28, 1979. March 30
was especially memorable. When it became evideat on
that day that the situation at TMI vse one of total
confusion, we evacuated our children to Philadelphia.
The emotional impact of evecuatin6 ones family because
of a threatened nuolear disaster has to be experienced to
be appreciated.

$
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[ M p * Attatica: N . Herman Diecka p
,

, i y ~.aisn.,

I i 1,f. ., , 1e um to ti.e _1.f ti,e , mixed .
, curies of krypton gas from the mree Mile Islam! emeest. I feel aartain,

~ [,4 % p.4 d.t 'by citiamo cr enviars,antalists ard above all the most safo yet
-

j ,this can be rurzwed insupumsively with the least zwant of &$ections
/

# #

) u she use of larve ba11mns cap.ble of travel to the stra.to s.ure
-

e

ea,. y - .i, , , , , mi - t.t.m . - 1m 1. f
carryirn an agireciable niaunt of the gas weer presume.

_

j MM yM M 2) Aftar the ballocus reaches a high enough altitaaSe, relief valvee
/ m the cmtatsrent vessel cars be release! by rm11o ental,

ami 1 ster the balloon can be dentroye! by escploalves.g M W W, .

/
(/ This can further solve the agparent tra.ption trabless if an

/. effort is made to transport the gas by lar:1. la.(citizens cbjecting to -

/ or accidental discharge).

I namon't explain the further reprecussions cr costs connectet with
j release of the gas in the atrs.aphere directly above the %ree Mile Islarut

y plant.

Perhaps this coulf le the mlh safe solucim and certainly s%214
-.

,c g W g *=' = 1*"'

ii n sa " - * ' .
ALL A /9/Y7'

Albert B. Snisik
ABS

' c." ~ Attia ' E kQcca
' ~iichard%1remish

khart Arnold - Ikecutive Vice President, N. R. C.__ .
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Three Mile Island a,ppears to be insignificant. However, the
LJ j . psychological effects and stress among a sizeable segment of

[
N' ationa u u onSociety the population which may result from the release appear to me

,50 TMAD AVENUE. NEW TORK. NE MD #2ry gyree cAsLE; #A TA UDUSON to be so significant that a release should only proceed,at this
time if ample justification has been made that the release isMarch 28, 1980

needed on safeev grounds.

Statement of Dr. Jan Beyea, Consultant
Thus, if I were in charge, I would only approve venting

to the National Audubon Society

.

of ,the containment building if I were sure that the health and
(Dr. Beyea, a nuclear physicist at Princeton University's safety of my workers were at stake or if I felt venting were

-- Center. for Energy and Environmental- Studies, has studied the
safety of nuclear facilities for governments around the world. necessary to allow entrance to the containment to prevent the
Most recently he has carried out a study of hypothetical re- -
leases of radioactivity from Three Mile I. land for the Council core from overheating.
'on Environmental; Quality.)-

I can find no hard evidence that these conditions are met.
"I have been asked by the National Audubon Society to "

look into the question of Krypton venting at Three Mile Island. I#*** * * *

e , wa n Wu a a tua nc d & nge.I-have corscluded that the official. reports which deal with

F r instance, should certain equipment fall--equipment which isventina' fail to justify the need for Krypton release on safety
grounds. It has not been demonstrated that Krypton release at maintaining or monitoring th'e integrity of the core ,itn

- this time will significantly reduce the doses to workers enter . might be necessary to obtain prolonged access to the contain-~*

ment building. Under such a situation, I too might recommending ,the containment building,. nor has it been demonstrated

'
that Krypton release at this time is necessary to allow access '*

to the containment building to attend to the safety of the re- n any, case, should complete venting of the containment

building be decided upon, regardless of the reason, everyactor core.

Krypton release will save money and, by making it ea'sier "
*

to work inside the reactor, may possibly shorten the time by f the public which appears to be extremely frightened of the
*****

which the reactor will be cleaned up.

If the executives of Metropolitan Edison, the N.R.C.According to current scientific understanSing, the glirect

commissioners, those persons in charge at the site, theirphysical consequences, immediate and delayed, of controlled

relemme og 50,0U0 curies of Krypton 85 into the atmosphere at

AME RICAN5 COMMITT E D TO COME R VATION

M
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f *
~ohildren and their grandchildren are all willing.to stand down- powever, it has not been demonstrated that Krypton is theI

. wind at the site boundary while being exposed to 'the released *

major ProNem preventing access.
*

|

radiation, then I think it will be clear to the public that -
The residual . radiocesium on the

those in charge honestly believe the release to be insignifican't. walls may be more important in determining worker access time than
.

.
.

i

+ --

the kryptom gas in the air. Given the state of public alarm.
.

- If, on the other hand, any of these people refuse to meet
it is premature to vent the Krypton before equipment is placed

this test, I don't see how the public can be expected to believe
in the containment capable of predicting the radiation levels

statements that the release is insignificant.
which will remain in the building af ter the Krypton is gone.

~In additiNs I suggest, that any controlled venting be done in
.

.
. .

.it .-,.3. .

It has been implied in the "saller Iteport=2 that ' gamma *
bursts occurring at times when the wind is blowing in one, agreed

radiation levels in the containment will drop by 754 af ter Krypton
upon direction.

release, but no documentation has been given of this number, suggest-
Residents residing in the downwind sector would then have the

. .

. . . . . ing that it is a very *sof t" estimab,^ -- one that should not be '- ...

option to move outside the sector for the duration of the release.
~ relied on to justify a, policy decision of the magnitude.that the

The public could ,then' vote with its feet as to its confidence in
official pronouncements. To make such moves easier for the public

proposed release of Krypton' represents.
~

Furthermore, even should subsequent measurements show the 754
the releases could be scheduled on Saturdays *.

reduction figure to be a valid prediction, there appear to exist
Those persons residing in the downwind path who would not'be

shielding alternatives which could reduce the worker dose by the
concerned enough to move, but still interested in taking additional -

.

. .

It appears to be possible to build
.

. same amoust as could venting.
2- precautions, could reduce their dose significantly by sheltering

a walkway with a roof of lead bricks which would significantly
-

themselves in' basements according to pre-arranged instructions.
reduce the long-range radiation (Canusa Radiation) from radioactivity

IACK OF JUSTIFICATION FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF KRYPTON
on the walls and from the Krypton in the air above.I shall now outline for you the reasons I have concluded that

This approach would not be as convenient as complete removal
Krypton release cannot be justified on safety grounds at this time.

Nuclear Regulatory Commissioner Hendrie has argued that vent- of th,e Krypton would be, because workers would still have to wear
Protective clothing to redubsthe short-range radiation (Beta

ing is necessary to allow access to the reactor sooner than other
radiation) from Krypton next to their skin. But the trauma of re-

methods of Krypton removed would allow.
leasing all of the Krypton to the atmosphere would be avoided.

.

The Krypton could then be removed by slow liquirication techniques
without interference with the checking and maintenance of equip-

ment which I agree are sorely needed to insure the long-range

safety of the core.

50
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, I must caution the public, however, that this alternative I

have mentioned would not prevent all releases of Krypton.

some Krypton would be released each time the containment waa , Notes

entered. But the total of such releases would be much less than 1. Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the
. -

*

that resulting from complete venting.
- Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactot BuilC1no.

Atmosphere, Nuclear Regulatory C - I.'sIod,
Washington, D.C., NUREG-0662, 1980 -

ADDITIONAL COpetENTS ON HEALTH EFFECTS RESULTING FROM THE
PROPOSED KRYPTON RELEASE. 2. Report of the Special Task Force on Three Mile Island Clean-up

According to current scientific understanding, venting of 3. The N.R.C. should. compute total population dose from
a) cloud passage in the vicinity of the plant, b) The long-termunit f two's atasosphere will probably not lead to any deaths or Krypton dose to the world's population, and c) The long-term dose .?
from any escaping radiocesium which would deposit on the ground.injuries either in the short-or long-run. I mak=' this statement v.- - , , ,

based on my own analysis, since the N.R.C. has not apparently pub- '

lished aryprediction of what is called the _" total population dose".
. . , - - . Every few thousand person-sem may

lead to a cancer death. For policy purposes, in the absence of pre-
cise knowledge of low-level radiation effects, many scientists assume

that the same number of deaths will result if 10,000 person-rem is
accumulated through 1000 persons receiving 10 rem or 10 million
persons receiving one milli ren.

,
,

Consequently, the total population dose is the crucial number

which is needed for policy purposes when deciding upon the impact'
.

of low-level releases. (I hope that in the future, reporters will
become aware of the right questions to ask of public officials about
low-level releases.)

publication of the projected person-rem dose along with the

population dose would allow radiation scientists everywhere to com-

ment meaningfully on the radiation significance of the proposed re-
lease without having to do detailed calculations.3

i

|*

|
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,,, , w . .. . - -e. x 217 West kcKinisy Avsnue
. = w.u mas igerstown. Pennsylvania 17067e uae mae ""

Earch 29. 1980
Marek 26, 1980

Chief Eagineer,
Three Mile toland Neolser A ser staties,
Three Mile Islead, Nuclear Regulatory Cormission

Kiddletown
y ,,,,yg,,,g, Pennsylvania

17057
Dear Sires

Centlemen
IE5 ,1gsh
New to get slightly redienetive gas out of the After due consideration of the alternatives available.I strongly urge the Nuclear Regulatory Cormission to arprovepowerplant's eestainment bet 1&ias, without weattag diree* venting to the atmosphere the krypton gas in the contalnaentgly into the etnosphore and sensing andse sensera by a building at Wree Alle Island. We procedure as proposed by

,,,yg g yey,lene. 14tropolitan Edison appears to have an inconsequential effect
on the residents around Wree Elle Island. of which I considerP " bla seleties wortb eeneiderattees myself to be a part.

wea W e esopher tag The equing meri el f ey cefor the balleen som14 he seeled aroand the power ptent a thea icsokea very voca , bul $rtyaanformed,anorfty.as r u o the
Test opening and the gne forse-vented into the deflated
h11 - Wem the goe bee been exhausted free the build- In addition I sug& 3% th3t the customers in the service

areaofbetropolitanEdisonwougdbegentlybenefitedbyre-ing and/or the balleen Stiled, the ballem een be tied off
[$$,[igf, 8, 'as'or esaled at the threat, and the bellcon senttisgag the hae *

n ally posseen then be treaspersed by a variety of sease to a desert .

er esena aree dere the gne saa be released (or buried)* Very truly your ,
Seek a mati - offers seeeral adotatageen g ,

1) semilability av & M
,

2) designed to seatein gae without leekingw eed
ammally at eene pressure einem these balleene Donald J. King

lende of eene weight to extremely bigb
ces Cong essman Robert Walker

3) immenos eelume--ter more than weeld be me*8*4 G vern r 31 chard h ornburgh
I siespect, to empty the building. Lt. ,ov. W1111871 Scranton

Perbepe this has already been suggested. If not,
I kepe it may be of ecoe belt.

Staserely,

7 tedste k. aA[, .

Theodore L. Gaillard, Jr.
(214) 350-91$2 (home)
(214) 363-6311 (verk)

een Direeter, Wesleer negaistory coesineien

2
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704 North Wales Ed.
North Wales. FA 19454
March 29,1980 -2*

A study conducted by your own agengy, the Mancuso study, showed that
lov levels of ionizing radiation cau ses a significant increase in the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission cancer mortality rate. Other studys (British Medical Journal 181495,
P.t. Box 311 1958; Journal of National Cancer Institute 28:1173, 19621 Lancet 1:1185,
Middletown, PA 17057 1970) confirm the results - low level radiation has adverne results

on the population involved. The release of redioactive gases from
Dear Sirst TM1 is unquestionably wrong.

Your commission is ignoring viable alternatives, including
There is some confusion in my mind at this time as to the compressing the gas, freezing the gas and/or filtering the gas.

exact prupose of the NRC. In 1946 the Atomic Energy Act estab- Met-Ed was even of fered cyrogenic equipment, yet refused! Is
lished the AEC with the intent of improving the public welfare, there any rationality to the management at this facility?
increasing the standard of 11 vira," strengthening free competition The NRC must assume full respoasibility for the safety of the
in private anterprise, and promoting world peace." Based on this PeoP e, not corporate headquarters of Met-Ed. It is within yourl

criteria, I would hardly deem your ef forts to this date successful. power to prevent the loss of any further rav11ation to our environment.
History speaks for itself. In spite of the reputed sataty of You must exercies that authority. Then you can truly say...
nuclear power, accidents have been a major part of its history there is no cause for alare...
world wide, including ,,

-a partial meltdown at Chalk River reactor in 1952, followed Peace, j' 6,,
by another accident in 1958

-a partial meltdown and near critical masa emplosion in 1955 R. Allen Fazenbaker
at the EBR-1 breeder in Idaho Falls

-fire at the Windscale reactor in Creat Britain in 1957 RAF/ref
resulting in massive releases of radioactive iodine

-the death of three men at the SL-1 test reacter in 1961 at
Idaho Falls

-a partial meltdown cf the Fermi Fast Breeder outside Detroit
in 1966

-release of radioactive iodine frna the Dresden 11 plant in
Morris, Illinois in 1970

-release of radioactive waste into the Mississippi River at
Monticello, Minnesota, in 1971

-the fire at Bronws Ferry in 1975, resulting in loss of safety
systems for the reactor

And the list goes on. Is this your idea of improving the public
welfare?

In 1974, the AEC found a total of 3,333 safety violations, yet
imposed punishments for only eight violations. Does this fall
under the catagory of improving the public welfare?

There are presently hundreds of millions of tons of radioactive
mine tailings lying throughout the western U.S. In Crand Junction,
Colorado, these tallings were actually used in the construction of
5,000 homes. Is this an improvement in the standard of living-to be
irradiated with the equivilent of 550 chest x-rays per year?

The list of abuses is endless. From mining to transportation to
manufacturing to processing to storage, the NRC has f ailed
miserably in its appointed duty to the people of this state, not to
mention the country and the entire planet. As usual the reason is
profit. Damn the people as long as Babcox and Wilcox makes a buck,
subsidezed by our tax dollars.

Your commission must soon make important decisions regarding
Three Mile Island. It is time to quit laying in bed with Met-Ed
and show some responsibility for the purpose your were created.
The venting of radioactive Krypton gases is an irresponsible move.

55
1
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'

, Q"g **". ." b,W h.M. -
^ March 20, 1980/J, .

-

fO Honorable John Ahearne
F Page ho

,

; ;-; ,

% t.

Krypton 85 venting plan, I would imagine, but th- e is no point.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES in contacting them about it if the NRC is not wi Jing to suspend
couuow-m or nmusnVANIA its Plan now. 'Itat is why I am writing.

I do believe t?at independent assessment is important to
the other phases of decontamination of Three Mlle Island's Unit
2 and the citizen dominated effort, utilizing non-NRC and non-

March 29, 1980 Met Ed personnel and expertise for that purpose, remains an agenda
item for me, but for now suspension of the venting for Union
review purposes is a more immediate need.

Honorable John Ahearne, Chairman
- 1 8PPreciate your consideration of this suggestion.U.S. Naclear Regulatory Commission

Washlagton, District of Columbia 20555 The awstion is not whether Unit 2's Containmar.t Building
should be decontaminated, but rather how it will be done. It is

. Dear Chairman Ahearne, . on that point that local opinion runs strong and independent
assessment would lend credibility to whatever finnally results.

As you already know, there is considerable opposition
to the present NRC-Metropolitan Edison Company plan to vent
radioactive Krypton 85 into the atmosphere aro,nd Three Mile-

u a sincerely, t
Island. .

1

MThe full effects of low level radiation are not known JLcs yet ar.d the NRC nor Met Ed cannot guarantee the public's
health from the exposure you now plan. Moreover, the last STEPH R. REED

thisty years indicates a series of instances wherein " low State Representative

level radiation expsoures* brought about serious health impact,
such as what happened in Utah.

rcs J hn CollinsThe stanElards used by the NRC and Met Ed to measure
radiation and exposures to it have been, in part, discredited
by recently released review entitled the Heidelburg Study,
and there is therefore doubt as to the accuracy or validity
of the Hrypton venting plan's estimates reoarding exoc'sure.

There are cptions to your plan to vent Krypton which have
not been explored by independent assessment. I strongly favor
having a citizen group dominated independent assessment capa-
bility, but to put that fully in place takes additional time.

In view of your plans to vent Krypton beginning in April,
I am writing to-request that you lumnediately suspend those
plans to allow time for an already in-place independent ase.ess-
ment to take place by such *a -noted group as the Union of Con-
cerned. Scientists.

I-have not ascertained the availability of the Union for
this purpose, although a number of their. members were in
::arrisburg this weekend for the THI rally at the Capitol Cr r.alex.

It muld not take a great deal of ti:aa to * crank t.p"
the thalon of Concerned Scicatasts to get busy on reviewing the

55
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{537Garfie1<tAve. [a,$;e7pA17057S

Wyocissing, FA 19610 March 29, 1990

f orch 29,1980 'Mr. John Ahearne, chair
- muclear Regulatory e - inston

"**"*""**"* "CJuelear Regulatory' Commission
P.O. Box 511 Dear Mr. Ahearnet

Fiiddletown, PA 17057 One year af ter the accident at three Mile Island. I as
writing to you to tell you my vieve on the clawa up at TMI.

Gentlenent. Since last year I have spent many hours attending meettmas and.
reading documents and talking with my family and neighbors
about the accident and its af termath. I have tried to learn

As a ccncerned citizen- concerr.ed for the future as much as I could about nuclear poeer and tried to keep as

' " ' * * * * '' **** * ** *** " " * * ""
safety and good health of all the world's IecE e* and rather have enjoyed spending hours with my family than needtagl

e d close to l'iddle- the Ea===y Co==1ssion Report or Bogovia neport. I would have- now especially these who live in n
rather enjoyed a quiet evening at home playtag with my son and

- town,1 plead, urge, beg you to use the alternate setMd daughter than to attend one of the many public heartage held by
for venting the Irryptor. ras - 4. c. the crystallization the NRC. I am generally an easy going person and do not seek

.
to make " noise" publicly. But, the events of this poet year

Process. try4'"'' at TMI have changed me. And thas is why I am making these
several requests of you.

Flense put lives ahea(* of ac11nrs!! I ask you not to vent the Krypton on my family.~ Use
the most feasible alternative, as f adicated to your Enviromanatal '

*

Very tr uly yours. .

I ask that we realdents of Middletown be better informed
8) g -

,

~

of radiation moottortsg. Allow citisens to become involed. Make
the information public.f ,. ,

,fs).ll V LLt.f(L48

I ask that some independent, knowledgeable and objective .
/ group be formed so consultante on the cleanup. Despite the good4

intentions of the utility, there suet be an independent assessment

. of the entire clean up operation.

I realise that you are a busy person. I do not wish my
requests to overburden you. I want to act in a responsible and .
faformed asnner and hope that my requests have helpea you to
understand how one citizen vieve the accident at TM1 and its

*
aftermath. Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

ygr f. s$ti14kl1
! acob L. SusskindJ
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RD4 Box 8630

Duncannon, PA 17020
.4 e4 MN A._g.g - March 31, 1980

M. : .sd .M . < _Aj . f5M-. ..
W,wf4v ML d 4 X ._ M / W . - C ,
half __@ M_fM _ 6 / N _._ M A , / M The Nuclear Regulatory Couumission

*
. 1717 H Street, Md

__. M _W ._ _ _ Washing wn, DC 20585

9 __% _ _ r _ I m _1 % Re: Tal9

s uf _p M p Gentlemen:_ . 6/#.

_. .. M___Ada h M~ ,MJ I am not convinced that the best way to dispose of the radioactive/
krypton-85 gas at TMI is to vent it into the atmosphere. However, ifr e

- f'8' ggy 4 .A _~ the management of General Pubile Utilities Corporation feels that this
is the best way to handle this, it should be done only with the fo11 ewing
stipulations:

i - - --
y - - -[ i/- -

GPU should announce publicly no less than two weeks prior to the1.
first venting the exact date and duration of the planned venting.

M 4'/ N-- ~

2. Area residents within 20 miles of the plant should be reisbursed by
, ,,- - - - - - -4y M,Q GPU for all evacuation costs including travel expense, motel expense

-- and lost wages for the duration of the venting.

Ms N NM " -- O. M * 3. No GPU employee who wishes to flee the area during the venting should

_ . M..__ Y. /,M bs __ ,_.S W.7 " " ~l
g gq p 4 4. None of the above should even be considered until studies of alternative

,_,% methods have been completed and the reports released to the public in

.. M N 2_N MI gy g " detail through local newspapers. These studies should be done by
scientists including physicians and roologists who are not on the
pennanent payr 11 of either GPU or the NRC.

_g&j A s
- s 4.c a 4-a %

$
._ 9xf d<Ay~1+ ';'"'''

_

,_ M W - ' ; w ~ ym - 1. .we.
C#M

_ p __ - Q Q :x*A wt A T m 9
.) y* A - L ra.._M
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d, , 14 aav6 cou, gu u March 31, 19804 7
'

eW h- Q N (ptf d ,
.) 04CMU
* ' /_ / u The Nuclear Pegulatory Commission

'9"'*)[A * pMu /b 1717 H Street, N. W.+ '

1Au c ***1"c'c" D c- "S*5

y&/ .FEco %g ps uw3 & p My v y n c o m a a bb W Mp ut
Jg g gg dw cent 1 =en'v

gg h/ s p pp j
-

A recent letter from Senator John Heins (PA) suggests his constituente write
st/ th *M 8 to the Nuclear %gulatory Caumeission in cosmaant upon the plan te vent the

radioactive kryptonJS trapped in the containment building at ihree MiledC g Island,

g ggpf May this letter serve to heartily eMorse the plan to slowly vent the gas.
After a year of every imaginable delay, legal reselocks, environamatal-

,M [40[ studies and any basis for more delay that can be conjurea up = - I my
/ 1et's address ourselves promptly to the task of, cleaning up the problem

at Three Mile Island and get the job finished.

I recognise there are merg hysterical and irrational people who think other-
vise and I'm just as sure that a goodly number of them supoort that position
just for the sake of joining an opposition even thougn taey have not the
foggiert idea of the issues involved or tne scientific facts ispinging
on the pmblem.

Moreover, I eamestly hope that wr.en safeguaros are completed, et )(I Unit #1,
it will be reactivated and as prosytly as possible....and without all the
bureaucratic delays and legal roadblocks that a wilfd few can throw into the
path of progress.

We chaff at the slowness and lack of action enthe part of the Congress. The
innumerable delays at Three Mile Island sees every bit as futile.

Are Americans, who can place a man safely on the moon too stupid to run a
nuclear plant? Did not tne Feoeral Government itself institute the push
into the nuclear age? If Europeans, the thesians and tne Japanese can
operate nuclear plante in a, parent safety to their citizens (and citisans of
the world) are Americans too aumb and stupid to do likewise?

There always have been and always will be ride in every undertaking, be it a
trip to the corner store, the voyage of Christopher Columbus, or a cmse-
country trio en a jet plane. Have Americans lost their seal to pioneer,
secept a calculated riskt Since the occurrence of the Dif accident (in whien
nobody was killed or apparently even hurt) how marty have died in eiprinne
accidents and in highway crashes. Ihree Mile Isisad opponents might well
a1 dress themselves to these problems tool the accident rete in msny other
facets of our daily lives has been far more alarming. 1Aqy all this hysteria?
The news media, for lack of something better to " work over* has reviewed and
re-hashed )!! so marty times that I'm sure most people are sick and tired about
hearing about it further. Let's get on rith the task - and do it promptlyg
SJncerely,

LLPr erfr 1017 HELEN AVE.
LANCASTER, PENNA.1M01

.-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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March 31, 1980

* 'March 31, 1sso

The March 28, 1979 accident and subsequent events at Three Mile
Island have left the Containment Building of Unit 2 with dangerously

Ro{r ,(|haAh ara h, hi ev s of radiation and contamination that need to be decontami-,, on
y=tshington, DC 20$$$

whereas,

Dear Chairm an Ahearne,
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has determined in concert*

The attached represents the Resolution formally with the Matropolitan Edison Company, ownerb of Three Mile Island, that

adopted by a unanimous decision of the three-member Dauphin the venting of over 50,000 c'tries of radioactive Krypton 85 into the
County Board of Commissioners this date relative to plans a mosphere is the best method available for the removal of such Krypton
to vent Krypton sS into the air at Three Mile Island, from Unit 27 such plans have met with opposition from members of the

public concerned with the possible health implications from such a re-
Three Mile Islaad is physically located within Dauphin lease of radiation and gas. Ee it therefore

County. kesolved,

With warmest regards, I am
That the Dauphin County Board of Commissioners heraby opposes the

release of radioactive Krypton in the manner presently planned by the
ours sin,erely. NRC and Metropolitan Edison Company because (a) the health cf humans,

, animals and plants nearby cannot be fully guaranteed, (b) the full health
isaplications c,f low level radiation expusure are nct known, (c) haalth
studies on human thyroids and various ailments af flicting anis:a1 life

S T EPH EN R. REED have not been completed to determine what effect, if any, previously re-
Commissioner leased low level radiation has already had on humans and animals in the

TMI area, (d) other uptions remain for the renoval of the Krypton SS
which have not been assessed independently by experts outside the NRC or
Metropolitan Edison Company, (e) experience of the last thirty years frem
radiation exposure to indigenous populations near nuclear sites indicater

Er o d. uet Ed YP clear health risk and resultant increated health problems from varyingR r
exposure levels to radioactive particles, (f) radiation and exposure
messarement standards currently being used by the NRC and Metropolitan
Edison Company are based on experiments and standards discredited by
recently completed Feidelburg studies and serious questien :s to their
accuracy and validity therefore exists in the scientific resununity and
be it further

65
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P ge Two
Fr. Vollmer
March 31, 1980

w
co.usne so....e

. . . .

stare OF MaRMAmo Of course, in determiring the proper choice for handling the
containment gases, it is necessary to consider the impacts on

" "a"na 'a$ Usr[[, Pennsylvania's citizens, particularly those residing in close
* * *

a
rawws stars opre sunawG proximity to Three Mile Island. We note that projected radiation

meanns aiet doses for all options presented are within the limits imposed by
non anzm' the plant's Operating License and the values established in

10CFR50, Appendix I for keeping radiation doses from operatingMarch 31, 1980 reactors to the public as low as reasonably achievable.* on that
basis, we believe all the options presented should be considered to
have acceptable levels of radiological impact. However, as in the

Mr. Richard H. Vollmer case of an operating reactor, every reasonable opportunity should
be taken to minimize the discharge of radioactivity to the environment

Director of Three Mile Island Support duri .g the cleanup of Three Mile Island. It is in this context thatOf fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation the alternatives for handling the containment gases should be evaluated.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Although Maryland supports the concept of a programmatic

Environmental Impact Statement to address the overall decontamination
RE: Draf t Environmental Assessment operation, we believe it is proper to make a decision regarding the

for Decontamination of the containment building atmosphere at this time. It appears that a
Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor decision based upon the programmatic EIS could not be forthcoming
Building Atmosphere for at least another year. At that time, the additional two or
( NUR BC-0 662 ) more year wait to implement any one of the options utilizing krypton

Dear Mr. Vollmers capture devices would weigh even more heavily in favor of the purge
option than it does now. A decision to purge the containment
building at this time would not preclude, but rather facilitate

These comments and recommenda tions are submitted on behalf other options for the remainder of the decontamination process.of the State of Maryla nd. They represent a consensus of Maryland's On the other hand, if the decision is to utilize one of the krypton
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene and its Department of capture devices, making that decision now would preclude fewer optionsNatural Resources. The Maryland Covernor's Committee on Three than would making the identical decision one year from now. Therefore,Mile Island concurs in these recommenJations and has submitted to because there is no benefit but there is substantial loss in delayingthe Covernor its own report, wh ich is appended. the decision, Maryland supports the separation of this decision

Having reviewed and checked the quantity of Kr-85 potentially ~

available for release, the likely dispersion during transit to the
Maryland border, and the resultant dose to Maryland citizens, we
conclude that the radiological impact in Maryland would be negligible
from venting the containment building over a period of approximately
60 days as described. Our predictions of doses to the most exposed
Maryland citizens are less than 0.1 mrem to the skin and 0.001 mrem
to the whole body. Our own radiation monitoring data shows that *We believe the goals established or a single unit in 10CFR50,d

variations in dose due to natural radioactivity frequently exceeds Appendix I are the appropriate valaes to be considered (ie., maximumone millirem from time to time and place to place within Maryla nd ogg. site dose rates from gaseous effluents should not exceed 10 mrad /over a similar 60 day period. Cons equently. Maryland has no reason year from gamma radiation and 20 mrad / year from beta radiation,to oppose the venting option.
and doses to the maximally exposed individual should not
exceed 5 mrem / year to the whole body nor 15 mrem / year to the skin).
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Page Four
Page Three Mr. Vollmer
Mr. Vollmer March 31, 1980
March 31, 1980

other deficiencies noted in the Environmental Assessment

Maryland continues to be extremely concerned over the presence relate to the monitoring activities described in Section 7. Only
of approximately one million curies of bioaccumulatable radionuclides those air grab samples to be collected by Metropolitan Edison at
in aqueous solution within the power plant. Should error or malfunction the estimated plume touch down point seen intended for feedback

cause discharge of even a very modest fraction of this material, capability to the Dr.it 2 control room. It is not clear from the

public water supplies and fishery resources in Maryland are in peril description if adequate real time dose rate or beta-emitting gas
of serious contamination. Even chronic leakage at a level suf ficient detectors will be used by the sampling crews to ensure that they
to goduce a detectable increent of radioactivity in Maryland are actually at the point of maximum ground level concentration when
seafood would jeopardize the marketability of our harvest and the each sample is taken. Reliance solely upon atmospheric transport
livelihood of our watermen, due to public aversion in the marketplace, modeling seems inadvisable for assurance that such samples are taken
We believe that it is in Maryland's best interest to decontaminate at the point of maximum impact, even at relatively modest distances.
the plant's water inventory as expeditiously as is consistent with
caref ul planning, review and control, In addition to the radiological impact of each alternative, there

is a non-trivial psychological impact to be considered. We note
a e Ce pumc andant mentioned in W EndmentalDue to the long lead times involved in implementing any of the

alternatives to containment purge, it would be at least three, Assessment expresses the unattainable goal of no further planned or
aMi en a re ease M M oa d re materials. Gady, h cannMperhaps five years af ter the accident tefore there would be reasonably

free access to the building. We do not feel it is prudent to wait "" * * " " * " *^ "' * " "

this long to replace and repair instrumentation nor to maintah f*t en ro ch a 9 9 e ve n tu e hevital equipment in the containment building, and Maryland is opposed
to any decision which would ef fectively prohibit containmer.t entry krypton would result in a release somewhat greater than the 47 mci of
for such protracted periods. Consequently, the evaluations of the Kr-85 which caused much public consternation when the airlock was
various options should be rewritten to include the unavoidable releases recently entered. It is not clearly stated in the Environmental

and occupational doses inherent in performing the necessary containment Assessment how much Kr-45 would ressain in the containment building
entries over the respective periods prior to completion of the af ter the operation of each of the alternative krypton capture

devices. Apparently, each would be operated tokrypton removal * building atmosphere to the MPC level of 1 x 10-$ reduce the containmentDCi/cc. At this
Although it has suf ficiently demonstrate $ that containment n , 0.6 d of M W W M still remain in Ge m n M nment M % .

* " ""* " " " " * * * *purge can be accomplished within established dose limitations, the
Environmental Assessment is deficient in that it has neglected to mld M intentionaW paged or wentually leM Ming repea M
properly evaluate the dose reduction which can be accomplished by building entry. All descriptions of krypton capture devices except
limiting krypton releases to periods of rapid disprsion, as indicated * * *" " * 9 * * **' "
by real-time meteorological data. We believe this option is a krypton release would be zero.

practical opportunity for reducing radiological dose to the local
ppulation. The Envirorstental Assessment should spcifically In weighing the psychological impacts inherent in each of the

delineate the actual scheme for this control, ar,d, based on an options, we make the observation that public reaction has not been

hictorical set of sequential meteorological data, estimate the dose directly proportional to the number of curies in a release, and it

reduction probably achieved and additional time gobably required should not be presumed to be so in choosing among the options in
this case. A sense that every practical opportunity will be takenshould purging be conducted with these limitations.
to reduce public radiation exposure would certainly aid in achieving
public acceptance of any proposal. In that reg a rd , the Environmental
Assessment is particularly unsatisfying due to its cursory treatment
of meteorological restrictions which could be impsed in the venting
process, as mentioned above. Other factors which we believe would

i

|
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' illE J011NS 110PKIA5 MEDICAL LA571TilTIOA5pags rivs
Mr. vc11mer . DIVI $lONS OF NUCLEAR htEDICINE AND RADIA TION HEALTH Sa?NCESMarch J1,'1980

Nonin wous STArET

. be useful in reducing public stress are provision of more certainty trtuost. w r w n s rearpn.ae st; enassa

as to the scheduling of any releases and the maximum dose associated
with the releases. Real-time off-site dose rate monitoring provides March 28, 1980

' direct confirmation and an opportunity to catch errors in prediction. ,

The publicly accessible ronitoring programs to be conducted by
the Department of Energy appear to be useful for enhancing and
maintaining public confidence that suf ficient control is being

The Commission The Honorable Harry R. Hughes' maintained over the sixty day purge duration.
should ensure that these DOE programs are in readiness prior to Governor, State of Maryland

, commencement of the purge ard that the resultant data is made Executive Department

. available to and reviewed by Metropolitan Edison personnel as quicklY Annapolis, Maryland -21404
as possible. If properly analyzed for such factors as wind persistence.

and ranges of short term dose rates, the predictions mentioned Dear Covernor Hughes**
earlier based on sequential hourly historical data could be very
useful in interpreting the significance of individual measurements A be ' "*

we have die a St epo t N 2 wh asfrom the DOE monitoring program. problem of radioactive krypton gas in the reactor building, c s
In summation, Maryland agrees with the Commission's staff s r ng it, and makes a recomendation. In essence *

and supports te C i 15 pr p se to vent the gas out of a 160. foot stack over arecommendation that a decision be made at this time,
' the choice of purging the containment building as the best available 60-day period when the meteorological conditions are suitable,

However, we recommend -that, prior to granting final enroval '

that radioactive krypton within the containment vesseloption.
of a plan to accomplish the purge, more detailed specification of
the meteorological limitations and real-time envirorssental monitoring creat p e hat sha ld be sol ud as soon as possible. The
be required and be evaluated by the Commission to be sure that radioactivity lev e gh at can s e en er the building-

resultant public radiation exposure be kept as low as practicable. to carry out the pr

cond tion and diminish the hazard of releases of r ioactive wate
Sincerely, g

/ g'; -|//' d . There are fans operating inside the building that keep the temperature' ~"
down in the face of heat still being gener.4ted by the reactor. - Th% coolingSteven M. Long, Ph.D. System has been in continuous operation-fgr a. without-the maintenanceDirector, Power Plant Siting Program . s eCified in their Usual operation guidel 4Jayh. humidity of the
building is especially deleterious to the ' operation of the fans.
Their failure would pensit the temperature wi hin the building to rise, which

SML:ps in turn would cause the pressure in the building to rise above that of the
outside atmosphere. Should this happen, radioactive gas would leak out
through seals and gaskets that have not been adequately tested because of
high radioactivity levels. In contrast to such uncontrolled releases, the
proposed controlled release of the radioactive gas could ensure that expected
levels are not exceeded. We are reviewing the proposed monitoring procedures
being carried out by the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene and the
Pepartmeat of Natural Resources of the State of Maryland <

The estimate of the whole body exposure to persons at the site bounJary
over the 60-day period would be 0.2 rirem. The significance of this amount
of radiation should be viewed in the context of the exposure that all hisnan
beings receive from natural radioactivity, that is, from cos:alc radiation,

N
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Florence L. h11y

Box.157 hupson
The Honorable Harry R. Hughes- Puneylvania 18465
March 28. 1980
page two

'

March 31, 1980

from the earth, and froo radioactive material that all human beings have always
had within their bodies. For example, the radioactive potassium within our
body and other sources of internal radioactivity amounts to an exposure of g ,3,,, ,,g,3,g,,y g,,,,,,,g,,

-

about 25 arem per year; cosmic radiation averages 45 mrem per year; and terres- 1717 H. Stnet N. V.
trial radiation in this part of the country averages 25 mress per year, the Washington, D. C. 20585
total of which is several hundred times as great as that which would result
to persons maximally exposed to the released krypton. The exposure would be' Dear Sirless than that resulting from variations in natural radioactivity in different
parts of our State.

I wish to register my strong disapproval of the venting of radioac-
We believe that the proposed release of radioa'ctive krypton is the safest tive Krypton-85 gas from 1El-2,on several grounds.

possible course of action if properly monitored. We wish to assure you that
1) he effects of rndiation are additive. herefore even the smallestwe intend to verify the mor.itoring process and report any deviations above dose can affect life,e

the predicted radiation levels imediately.
2) The effects of radiation are multiplied as the redisective particlesThe citizens of the States of Maryland and Pennsylvania have a legitimate are concentrated as my so up the food chain, so that even miniscule dosesconcern over the methods used in the clean-up of Three Mile Island. We agree can be concentrated into Israe doses by yeasing through plants and snianlacompletely that the prinary determinant of these methods should be the health to humans.

and safety of all human, amisal, and vegetable life. It is in consideration
of all factors known to us at this time that we concur in the controlled 5) In disussions by the NRC and its staff at the time of the accidentrelease of the krypten gas now in the staosphere inside of the containment Commissioner Ahearne asked about the adequacy of the monitoring during thebuilding * mecident at MI-2. h. AWrt CNm ansvend, "mfortunately all of the

monitors were off the scale". Mr. Calinski, 'Let's see, was the stack radia-
Sincerely yours* tien sonitor also Mf the scale?". Mr. Gibsm, "Yes, sir, it was".

Mr. Calinski, 'So, we don't really know what went up thers." Mr. Gibson, "That's
correct." . Even without knowing "what went up there" the helear RegulatoryCommission's hvironmental Monitoring Group reported that by mid-April,1979

Henr H. Wagner * Jr M U ,000,000 euries d Kenon 133 had been n1 eased on the people of the ans.Chairman, Mary 1nd5ver.Dnor's Ccenittee (and who knows how much more?).
on Three Mile Island

Iy Metropolitan Edison's own calculations of a weret design basis accident,
das 88,000 curies of radioactive material would be released translating into a

320 millirem dose. How then can the helear Regulatory Commission say that:the
cc: Mr. Charles R. Buck, Jr. accident at TMI-2 only resulted in a dose of 85 millires to the people?

Secretary Department of Health and Mental Hygiene
Fifth Floor Since the effects or radiation are additive and the people of the area have

already been subjected to 15,000,000 euries or radioactivity, I must object201 West Preston Street,

Baltimore, Maryland 21201 to any more venting of radioactive gases.

Hr. James B. Coulter Instead. I join those who have sugges'ted that TMI-1 sust be used to help
Secretary Department of Natural P.esources solve the problems of the mounting volumes of rsdioactive water and gases,

temporarily, until pemanent yafg2 disposal has been worked out.Tawes State Office Building
580 Taylor Avenu,
Annapolis, Maryland 21t01 Respectfully submitted,

s -7

fjw f,1LLQ~
Plorence L. Shelly

ces Senator John Heins of Pennsylvania
Dr. Russell Peterson, President of
National Audubon Society
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Iou 13 M. Busch, Esq. Tag 7 2

The common jargon used by C;U and your agency hide the real
dangers involved. Radioactive gas is not released into "the
a tmosphere . " It is released into the troposphere -- the air we

Xarch 31. 1980 actually breathe and live on -- the air that is really at issue.
not atmospheric air a hundred alles above the surface of the earth.
We rely upon the rain to clean our troposphere of ordinary pol-
lutants by washing them down to earth. Would you propose nature
clean its air of K-85 by washing it down to earth too?

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W. The characterization of the inept attempts of GIU to deal
Washington, D. C. 20585 with a highly radioactive contamination site at Three kile Island

as a " clean-up' operation grossly misrepresents the seriousness
RE: VENTING RADICACTIVE CAS K-85 A M CE:l? TO and danger of the site to the public. 11 ant personnel are sMwn

MABITATED RESIDENTIAL AREAS with mops and pails as if they were merely trying to make thr
place look neat. frue facts reflect a site of radioactive con-

Dear Sirss tamination greater and more intense than any other located on the
surface of the earth immediately juxtaposed to large areas of

winds)y family and I live only 60 miles down-wind (prevailingM habitated residential communities.
from the Three Kile Island nuclear power plant owned and

operated by General fublic Utilities Corporation. Consider the terror and fear in people involved by " nerve
gas", a tasteless, odorless colorless poison gas manufactured for

One year ago my wife and I were in a state of anxiety on a the Army in this Country and others. Comparing tha toxicity of24 hour basis because of the nuclear disaster occurring on " nerve gas' to K-85 renders ' nerve gas a minor threat to human
Earch 28,1979 We constantly checked the wind direction hoping life.
that it was not blowing radioactive clouds of poisonous gases
over our home. I had made plans to evacuate if the radioactive The nuclear power industry demonstrated on March 28. 1979,
poisons involuntarily escaping into the atmosphere increased and and on subsequent dates that nuclear technology is not suited to
the wind direction began blowing them toward m
My two children are pre-schoolere aged 3 and %y home and family. the generation of electrical energy. Propagandized myths of cheap.

years old. safe, dependable electricity will not materialize into fact now
or in the future. Indeed, at this point in time any iteration of

To voluntarily release hazardous, poisonous, radioactive such myths should subject its utterer to criminal prosecution.
gas such as K-85 into the air we breathe and to perinit it to be
carried uncontrolled by the winds across habitated areas of A final word. The credibility of this Commission specificallyFennsylvania countryside would be a far greater catastrophy than and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in general is nearly non-
the involuntary release occurring on March 28. 1979 existent. Any decision by this Commission which would intention-

all poison the air United States citizens breathe merely because
GTU is patently guilty of propagating a string of lies laat- t a not " practical * to do otherwise, will effectively put an

ing for more than one year from the present time. The only truth end to this unfortunate nuclear / electric venture and terminate andevolving from GTU corporate officers' penchant for untruths is era whose promises proved to be impossible to fulfill.
that thier disregard for the public health of people living in
communities within a hazardous radius of their contaminated plant ry t y yo ..
is total and absolute. Inasmuch as their utility will shortly be
in a state of bankruptcy, any cost proposals made by GiU are *

irrelevant.

ces Richard 3. Schweiker Ioul E. Busch, '~,sq.
Let's get a few facts in proper perspective with a real-life John lieinz 74 Cherry Lanesituation. K-85 is a poisonous atomic gas of incomparable hazard Eacungle, ra., 18062

to human and animal life. It does not dissipate or combine with
other elements which change it into a less harmful state such as
chemical poisons would be expected to do. K-85 remains in the
air indefinitely as far as the lifespan of we and our children are
concerned.

Il
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aht/so y3r/so

Dear Ihaclear power 4 --tive. Also one of the smet popular songs that aus written la the late 1970's uns

aqr meme is Samel C. Phillips. I an 15 years-old. I have a brother whose is " Iou 11ght, Up Q Lifel" 1 would like to see this song come'tane but not to the point

11 years-old his name is Jamie L. 3h1111ps_. I feel that nuclear power la a good when *1_'11 go around glowing like a shael. ear Beactarl!!!"

idea.' Bot. um amed to do alot, more resserch on it. I na a ctearch going person Signede Gme of the next

and so is sur family. I think that nuclear power started may back in the beginning. Bhaman Mt haine. k

I also thlak auclear pouer is one of the apples that la found henging on the tree

of life. r. . le _this asalg God e willnn'

God told Adam sad Eve that there were monethirgs that man shouldn't snow the-

meenlag of. Just as Adam and Eve ate 'one of the apples from the tree of life I feel I am se_nding a_long a self-addreened enrelope and a copy of my Baltimore,

the scientists of todaF are about to pluck or have already plucked the apple of Maryland report.
L'8 et to bare m r*rly!!!!!!

auclear pcuer from the tree. I feel once we find out the secret or the idea behind - . , = = ~

nuclear power this could be a sign that the end of the world is coming.
This is taken from Genes _le chapter J.

I heard from some of my friende that bhoumethod for the new power plante will

be "Cyregonice". ife have just finlohed studying cytogenics in Scie-ce class at my

. school. I understand that this is a asthod of supercooling uhich startes at -150 .

and descends. This will crystalles the substances used to operate the new nuclear

peer plants.

I live in Boeding, Pennsylvania there is a nuclear power plant at Three Rile Island

and there is going to be a plant built at Limerick. This wou14 mean that my fani,

and the other people of a ain, will be play 1 rig the part of a piece of mal ==i .

Sandwiched between th m $ plantellt

I did a report on a nous article from the Reading Eagle it told about the nuclear

gness that were released and how 'the people uho lived in Baltimore, Maryland vers I

scared. Also how vetenarians are starting to say that there are more still born baby

onttle this year than ever in the Middletown area.
OI en a singer at my church so I will use a couple of songs to express my point .

Qas of the greatest songs ever written about this country of ours la " God 31eSe

America!* But how can God bless America if we Leop destroying it with things mach as

Dangerous thael_ ear Game _st!

7f4

__. -
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March 31 1980

The Nuclear Regulatory Cossaission
'

1717 H St. N.W.

Sea Phillips Miss Iapi Washington D.C.

3/12/80 20585Current Event ;'/, TMI Cas Seen No Hasard/.
---- Dear Sire-

Ref.Three Mile T eland - Ventinq of Kr85The people of Baltimore, Maryland were frightened when radioactive gas uns . Senator Jcetn Heins has informed me that you will be making a.

released free Three Mile Island on Monday March 10,1980. The officials stad that de cis im about permis sion to vent the gas fross the TMI systest
this w eek . I wtaald like tw offer a vot e of support for

there is no health danger for Maryland residents. Henry Mathan, one of the spokes promeding with this and oth e.- necessary activities just as
expeditiously as possible.

-man for the department of Health and Mental Hygiene saidthat, "No such danger will
obviou sly with the great publicity accorded this itesa, the

decis ion is not a technical one. The amount of radiation and -come to the residente of Maryland.
the dilu tim so well as the time extension for its release -

Plant workere released 47 a1111 curies of radioactive gas into the atmosphere all can be kept well within the lowest levels of safe esposuse,
for even birds. H oweve r, the more important itesi at stake is
the cont imed use of Atomic e ne rgy, and for this, a prompton Monday.
clean-up and a rapid restart of this unit is essential.

Henry Nathan says the Repartment of Health has planned 'no special invest 1 ation4

1. There is no quantion of safety or danger in the release.of the water or milk in Northeastern Maryland.
2.The unit should be decontaminated quidly and as emportly as
pos sible within p ractical safety standards (not ridicma lou sly .
stilted super-safe levels as prcyceed by the uninformed), since
every day of delay is mounting a cost figare that is comparable
to the cost of a real nuclear accident. I say this because
delays beget further cont es ts and delays in administration.
becau se the plant itself is deteriorating.because promptness
will instill confidence m the part of the public. bemuse the
pla nt should be res tart ed and shwn to be a dependable
contritaator to the peer system of the country. '

3. The only alternatives to shutting down this plant ( and the
corollory th at other if not all other nuclear plants will be
shut down) are coal and oil pla nts. These are sauces worse
environme nt al hazards and are economically inferior. The other
alt e rnative - cons ervation is retrogression and beyond a
reas criable and ef ficient levs 1.- unthinkable. .

4. America needs the low cost power which this plant is capable
of generating.

I trust your decisicri will be for progress and expeditious restart.

Yours very
rne J, .,

J. . Pink

%c
2- e .-

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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In reference to reopening TMI. I say "C14SE II". Het Ed ham thown over and over
athat it is f acaprble of operrting a secure (e.g., the rscent security guard

121 Evergr<en St. Episoda) and seis power plant. I also herrd on the radio tod:y that FCC is
Barrisburg. FA 17104 being flooded with sail from CPU elderly dividend holders that their source of
March 31, 1980 incoms is threatened. I have empathy for their economic problems in this day of

outrageous inflation, but I also believe that when you invest money you must be
realistic to know that your investment could decline or even fall " flat on its
face".

I repeat again, economics shou 1J ng be a matter of condderation in this matter.

I would appreciate any comments or answers to my questions you have la regard to
The Nuclear Regulatory Commisalon this letter.

*1717 B Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20585 Thank you

) - .

~ ,f w. [ v#. t.yGentlemen:
.

I as writing to voice my concerns about the clean-up activities at Three Mile Lovena K. Salvaggio
Island nuclear power plant and the possible reopening of the plant. (A local citizen who has been terroised by TMI)

I understand that venting of the 6pton-85 gas is proposed for the near future.
I heard on the radio today that the Dauphin County Commissioners are not in
favor of this proposal unless you can prove to them that this method is not
harmful to local residents. I agree with the Commissioners. But. I remain
sketical as to the Federal government's ability to assure us of this fact, cc Senator John Beins
especially since the experts seem so divided on the issue of the possible health Rep. Allen E. Ertel

consequences of exposure to low-level radiation. The unconfirmed and undisputed County Consn'r Steve Reed
cassa of abnormalities in hundreds of animals within the five-mile radius of Public Utility Commission

TMI. ani now some of the local residents. is my main concern. I attended the The Fanton Berald
national debate held in Barrisburg on Friday. March 28. and at no ties was this
mentioned until a local resident bought up the question at the end of the debate,
which still remains unconfirmed or undisputed.

Just how do you expect the citizens of this area to accept your credibility when
all our questions are not being answered? The very same thing is happening
here now to the animals (the antieuclear experts say "what the animals first")
that happened to the =at==1s as a result of testing in Utah and Nevada. I get
very angry when I hear that in the 1950's, during testing of the Abomb on a 3-
4.000 mile area la Nevada and Utah, that the dust blev across the plains carrying
radiation with it, resulting in leukemia deatha of children, cancer increases
and mutations in animals. And, you want us to believe that krypton gas release
into the atmosphere here is so safe. All the guarantees in the world didn't do
those children in Nevada much good, did they? I'm not saying these deaths and
cancers were intentional, but just trying to show a point of simar11arity that
when all the dangers aren't explored, dangerous consequences are possible.

I believe that you should make known all the possible alternatives to clean-up
TMI. and sparing no costs the safest method should be pursued. I for one am
sick of hearing the words " cost effective", " profit" "dividende declining", and
others over the health and welfare of the citizens and land in this area. If
you can assure me and others that this gas release is the safest way to dispose
of it, then I say "do it."

26
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april 1.1910

Daniel R. hller
Office of Buclear Reactor Regulatica
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission we, are not failing the goverummat er lontag faith through our unu1111asmess
u.=nt agtem. D.C. .%% to believe la your 7 - w; ,72 are failing us by your re1%eal to respond

to the moede and desires of those most directly involved. Radioactive Kryptan
gas is a threat to the lives of milliams both today and in the future. Safer

Dear Mr. Ihn11ers alternatives do exist. I urge you to use your power to utillee those better

I am writing to you to express my conceres and fear ever current plans
to release M.Ouo curies of radioactive Kryptma ses from the demased Three Mile
Island mucelar reacter. Although officials of both Metropolttaa Ediana and the
Euclear Regulatory Commianian continue to claim that osetlag saa in this manner Eiacerely.
Posee no merious baalth threat and la the safeet possible altergutive. I ass forced ,[ * f ,
te view their opinions eith estrues skepitician. Net Ed's obvious interest la the
ch==r=at possible route to re ectiviating TRI and contisaaing the erynmoien of *( L q4g su

muclear en=rgy la clear and the Ecc is made up 3argely of acleatista and business- Robert Barris
uma eho have had a continuiag stake is nuclear pouer for many years and have 3295 Enter Street
acted as advocates for the industry la both pemt and institaticeal capacities. Madelphia. hylvania W
Instead. I unnet realmd you that radioactive Kryptma has been shoun to ceumo
several types of ccacer and birth defects and that me safe level cum possibly be
deftaitively established os either a long er abort term basis for this gas. In
addition history has continually sheem un that tan future effects of dangerous
subetences ero often auch greater and more damaging them anything that might be
anticipated at this tian. Fi==11v. we also knou that the . _ a we are
currently hearing from suppened esports mound remarkably similar to those gives
countless tiene in the past that have proves to be lion. Remid==ta living ta
Nevada and Utah a-saa subjected to fallout frum muclear testa is the 1950's
were commistently told (whom they were told anythang at all) that they had mething
to fear med moed only go inside to avoid anF danger. Ikey of tlwtem realdents
are now dead of rediation-induced ceaeer. Biagru Falla citimano lured to le c
Canal by the plemanat deceptions of the chemical industry alas learend mach too

,

late had little faith to put in the words of *emporta". I could contimme to
cite many similar incidente, but I know you are as familiar with them as I. I

would only ask you one question. Do you believe the samurances of safety suffici-
ently to go to Middletown. Psammylvania, with your family on the day radioactive
gas is released into the stanophoro?

I am not a resident of Middletous, but I feel for the emeer and fear of those
who live there. I do not believe anyone has the right to subject kommen beings
to the dangers these people have already faced and unst continue te deal with as
a result of our reckleen energy programe. At the amme tian, my fears are also
my cua. As a resident of Philadelphia. I live is a direct line of the prevailing
einda free TNI and I am act at all confidaat of up oua amfety. I as muro that
most of those who stand any ch==e= to be esposed to this rediation feel unch as
I do and e=anat believe that there are any interesta som important them the
health end safety of people la this area. Teu any feel that my fears are ground-
less and that yoe na a goverrumsat esport have a better gresp of the realitise of
this attuation. N uns it that made other "1aformed" goverammatal ;--
is other instances? b assured us that nuclear accidmets were impa==ible?_-1

O
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LEPOCO~ . pi - .e
t =;;;grt'g;;'-f - a te oco~o co-me or coucou

-. , .m_. m . 0,. . ... m
Buclear Regulatory Commission 355 Main Street
F. O. gan 311 '
Middletous, Penna. 17057

April 2, 1780
Gentlemme:

1 urge you to begia enasiderlag the people as your primary concers. President Jim y CotterTo date you have allowed and endorsed Metropolttaa Edison's clatas tt.at
The e ite b se

the Krypten gas amat be vested or risk a criticality. la fact, the Washingt m , D.C. 20500
vesting of the gas to merely a convenience for few, workers at Metro-
polttaa gdison, at he risk of many, the people of central Pennsylvania.

Dear President Corter,The people have reached their limit! Although we aren't supposed
to know, the people are ausre that there are other ways of deallag with When the emergency at tve Three Mile Island M, clear Generating Plet wasthe gas. Ia fact, we know that studies initiated by your own agency have declared..to te overAst people believed that the radiction eminating fromactus11y advised against weating the gas. That your own task force, g 7,

which assessed clean-up operette=a at TMI, indicated that the data which ro olitan Edison pl e for decanta inating the stricken reactor is corried out.
to being cited could be interpreted either way. Over 40,000 curies of radioactive Kr 85 gas is still present in the reactor

containment building ed it must be removed before clem up operation, cm
The atility has been asking the choices. It chose,almost a year begin. Met Ed wants to remove the gas by venting it into the atmosphere in o

ago, to not use equipment made ave 11able to it to deal with the kryptos, serks d "whh roles . W Mility is in the was d suking
It chose to not take any measures until the try of time and equipment Mr askn % W Mew Wotwy Mssion to stat the nlms of
failures could be sounded with a false sense of urgency. Now the utility "9**
wants to choose to vest the gas to gata a few extra minutes of work time
per penas la ne cleam-ep. During the occident at TWI, the people of eastern Pennsylvm ic were en-

p mmes te es d &km MWm. W stm & mt kne bBefore proceeding with the weating, I urge you to come before the a m ce n n M moos d W side ebpeople and answer their questicas. Can you assure the people, with
. r m umen s suggest M W oWm conpcomplete confidence, that the Krypton will not hurt them? Can you assure im on m si c e o sp m d. d g oH n the occident, the

the people tLat the radiation costatmed la the Mrypton will be evenly * "" * * * "C I'*
dispursed, thus assuring the radiation dose which is so routinely recitedT men n-133 g a levels which were 1000 times higher the normal (Scieace, Vol.
Can you assure the people that only Kryptos gas would escape and would be . p. n n g ses ed D h in m ht iden-.1solated from any other radioactive isotopes inside the centstamentf (In "*""* I" ** * b"O "W I" 9 "N*N*answering these questions plasse be ausse that theoretical models do not ctive gases released from TWI therefore, pose much more the o local problem.
provide any assurance or degree of certainty for the people since it is
so often disparate from the real world. Theoretically, the accident Carl Abraham from the regional Nuclear Regulatory Comission in King of
itself could not happen.) Prussia had the following coments to make regarding the dangers of Kr 85.

y #m #s o e m to a p ch....The public does not trust Metropolttaa Edison, and the NRC, by The Beto porticle is not a very penetrating particle but it ce give youbacking this irresponsible utility, is devestating its owa credibility. *" ** * "* *9 " 8" PThe NRC should lead the way. They should publicly reveal that other ways * "* * *9* E**" " " * "***of dealing with the Krpaa such as freezing and subsequent entht exposure would be to the lining to the lungs and the epithelial cells of the
are feasible and in the pubhe laterest* lungs which are very sensitive to radiation. The Beto is strong enough to

""I* * 9 ***
Please do not allow the Krypton to be vented. The independent studies

of the air, soil, and water around TM1 by Japanese scientists indicates . We strM- --- the.plmnad ralesses-of Kc.85 frcualMI ltLEd hm
that radiation doses have been greatly under-reported by Amerissa officials. ochitted that'other' ways of removing the gas exist. They contend that ventinp
This is certainly not reassuring to the general public that future releases the Kr into the air is the most economical method. Met Ed's choice of this ple
will be safe or that the company provides reliable inforestion when it
disagrees with what it considers to be its own best interests.

Thank you for your attention to this very taportant matter.
.

Very truly yours,

h w . h S t|aA|'
cc: Gov. Thornburgh (Mrs.) Marcia J. Ehrhart

@
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reinforces one's feelings that the utility is more concerned with its financial
problems the with the hoolth of its customers and neighbors.

The long term hoolth effects of Kr 85 are not known. Until the nuclear
weapons tests of the 40's our air cantoined only a minute amount of the
gos. It is also a long lived isotupe with a half life of 11 years. Since 116 Shelden Avenue
krypton is on element with no major envirarmental sinks, the Kr 85 w*tl re. Frankfert, New Tork 13340
main in the lower otmosphere for mon years and spread over a wide oreo. Wio. April 2. 1980
effect the ever increosing amount of Kr 85 released by the nuclear power in-
chsstry will have on people or on the enviterunent is, at present, anyone's
guess.

**To conclude, the plened release of rceficactive gases from Tul poses o
serious hoolth threat to people living in a wide oreo. The releases are 1stm Wah
totally urviecessary. We deplore Wet Ed's choice of the "che e and easy way". Washin8t m * A C*
It wos this kind of thirking which helped cause the occident in tha first place. Dear Sirs.

Sincerely, I would like to know if the possibility of removing the kryptoe gas has
been explored la full. By your past reports, you have stated thatMA 57.000 curries of kryptoe gas can be safely eettted into the air and

A1 %14er for LEPOCD cause no more harm than the amount we actually take la by various other
acans.

Your problem is the people in three mile island area have rejected the
release and that they have lost faith la you and they want the plaat
closed. Perhaps you can restore your faith if by a remote possibility
you have overlooked moving the gas to an uniabibited area, land or sea,
if you have and this could be a possibility I may or may not have a
plan. If I do, it's with your ingenuity and power. The fear of gas.and
steam f rom a plant can se the fear of the past. I would like to hear
from you before I look for information elsewhere.

This could be a great safety factor la restoring confidence in atomic
energy we need. It should not be stopped and should contiene to be
built with its present status se that we could get off our knees to the
oil cartel and restore our standards by stoppias inflation and recession.
The fight should be to save America by atomic energy not to stop it.

Sincerely.

$ ) ~

DOMINICI MAZZOIA

cc: Radiation Biologist Gotchy)
Wash DC

Ceneral Pubite Utility Corp
Middletown PA

6
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224 EAST HIGH STREET EllZABETHTOWN. PA. 17022 (717) 367-1168

ASSOCI ATION . .-

OF M M 'I' 4 .## #'* /b/
3

&'PROCESSORS April 2, 1980

.El APR1980 ew, 4 a-7 I

h/istfu

Y b Ldd, O'M f 4'e ra ,/,,,,,;//., //s(,4 p|/ 'OThe Nuclear Regulatory Comunission #
u,,,

1717 H Street, N.W. M# /*,4' j /- a s a
,

Washington, D. C. 20585 y ,//rt as

YN{k'* /h'.' by a *Gentlement

our organization's headquarters is located just about 6 miles from the Three Mile 'y * .
'

dd d''?sland nuclear plant. So, we hope you will give special consideration to our .

recommendation. # Mhod 6 /s r w j446

[* 'A pN' d usy A4v,4.- /f ,r'i .u/ -#/We feel that the NCR abould proceed with the release of the krypton gas and
should begin the cleanup operation. Since no one was hurt or injured in any ''#4 MNAg, ,

fe e >*p',,, ,f,/. a'

mway, we are con inced that the safety precautions built into the system worked
in spite of human error. So, we urge you not only to proceed with the cleanup 'g ,

of Unit 2, but also with the start-up of Unit 1. #'#'## [ M,.d '' /t h /a r4=.'/-e ' //"*>/

k h$ 44d', h A/.$ </ / - f)[y--.

3, /We feel that the tremendous added cost to us as consumers of electricity that ,

/Ade' j g<// M ._##Haimust be purchased elsewhere is a needless burden.

# Mab/ #[ /E'/I4df /.; / /A, &IfThe hysteria that characterizes the seemingly endless tirede of the professional ,

activists against TMI must give way to the comumon sense point of view shared by jag,g ,

, ,
[, g #^/ h_.&' .the vast majority of citizens both in the TMI area and throughout the nation.

N f'/fA'd ,]cstres; y gfu gu ,f yyy %"- - # d d -ryJ/'"Incerely,
-

-

|O:/f Afedw tief s/a ojAM* r

-&f w ry y <,at x6 .aa y pas'
Robert L. Madeira, g j ,' , , ''4/f b5 b* ' firm'or<W*Executive Director N

Y'''' 4'/ h*f, s a rSu <f / jg,y g,,,
''N w AE pf pyys o; ), g,, y yccx W. L. Hancock, President

Senator Richard Schweiker ',,(fg ..

'N dt'dt** ' M /44[ 4[/Is /an -Senator H. John Heinz III *

Congressman Robert Walker
Govemor Richard Thomburgh

$

. - - -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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ATTENTION s John Collins
April 3, 1980
Pare 2

Andrew C. Burger
luto Briarclail kv4J I netteed one re pert st at ed t he s caputer will update the operator

Middletowe, PA 17057 every hour. Is this the Aene 4 ***past er t i.at Jeein -hemeuy t a l led t en*t y years
Aptil 3. 1980 out -of -dat e ?

-* Will it be written that the wind must reac h a certain rate? If
you would only went when the wind blows Sout heast . It would require less of
an evacuation. Il t he NWC wuuld uw sume tes s i s <-e sense , you wouldn 't

MIC have the problems with st ress.
F. O. Boa 31t
Middletown. fa 17057 Sinterely.

ATTENTION: John Collins

Deer Johnt A wwtw r. eact u

I thought it was very nice of you to appear before our Middletown AS /%
Counc il . I am sorry that the crowd turned the meeting into a debate between

* pro-and ant i-nuc lea r sent iment instead of quest ions c ontercing radioactive sta Pres id.- *t C.o rt e r
Krypton. Commissioner Ahearne

Consissioner Bradford
It is important to re-emphasise the f act that people who fear this Commissioner Gilinsky

venting should be able to leave this area at no test to themselves. Some Senator Gebas
people cannot afford to leave. In our phone conversation I thought yo* Congressman Ertel

agreed, but I must have misunderstood. Governor Thornburgh
4.t . Covernor Sc ranton

It is my understandia.g that 50 curses of radioactive Krypton are County Commissioner Reed
vented per year under normal operating c onditions. The 57,000 curies you Co.,nty Co issioner m erick

plan to vent is an equivalent to 1,140 years wort h et radioactive Kryptoa Count y commi h t oner M i nes as h
under normal conditions. Senator 5t hwethe r

Senator Meina
I believe your attitude toward psychological stre . will delay pepresentative Dinning

the ventina. In my opinion, the venting eilt be delayed us.se.- sumer with
winds not so strong. Of course, one Wednesday evening several weeks ago
you told me there was no urgency to vent anyway.

Also. I thought you said the stack s would be set higher for safety ,

I
purposes. Now I understand t hey won't be.

i

John, are there any conclusive stedies for a release of 50,000
curies of radioactive Krtpton? I hope our children won't be " guinea pigs"
againt Could you please send me any conclusive studies.

A statement was made that no one was airaid. A recent study was
made by Elisabethtown College that showed 51% of the people surveyed are
afraid. I am sure you must base decisions on t hat fact.

_

.__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ __
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River Hill Farm worse. We search the Haller Report to see if it is yet known how
RD 2 far into the walls the contamination has gone: will they need jack-
Holtwood Pa 17534 hammers? Will there be dust released containing Cesium and Strontim 1April 3, 1980 Will NRC say, if we sit by for a release cf Kryptoa 85, that be set

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission some kind of a precedent for the future release of worse substances?
Director, TMI Support Groun -

Many are reading of tb kuge controversy over the safety of theDivision of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D.C. 20555 current standards in 10 '.fR. Amunents in the public press over

BEIR III, Dr. Mancuso's data on higher rates of cancer desths at Hea-
Dear Sirs: ford from exposure to ' low levol" radiation and-his subsequent firina

with Betelle to finish the study, Dr. Bross, Dr. Alio. Stewart and
Dr. Georae Kneale, the Heidelbera Report of errors in theoreticalSubject: TNI Clean-uo, Public Comments on NURE 0662,3/80 projections of as much as 1000 times, Dr. Uptom of NCI here last
year sayina definitively "all radiation is unsafe".... these anAfter reading NURE 0662, the Haller Report and Mr. Diecknap's

letter to the Commission of March 4,1980, I would like to respect- havina their isoact. Fs have an asbestos plant in this area where
local people are nor dying of the effects of another industry wherefully submit the following connents: the st*-d" =% thought to be adequate and have proved wrona.
In my opinion, this does not prove that we are all " stressed" and1. It is very difficult to understand why NRC has treated this cleaa- emotionally hyped-up this proves that we realize the clean-up willup as a " normal" procedure and has not taken an active intensive role generate dangerous u,terials and are tryng to make the regulatoryin directing its operation. Met Ed's first request to deal with the agency respond to the emergency having PUBLIC HEALTI! as the top prioritynoble gas problem is dated November 13,1979r ln all the alterna-

tires lir>ted, the time required to install equicaent and process the and to take the lead role, not a passive review capacity.
gas without major off-site releases has gone by while NRC deliberated When we met with Dr. Hendrie on March 18, 1980 he said there isand now we face possible machine deteriorstion with NRC and Met-Ed a risk of bankruptcy for Met-Ed if the clean-up is difficult. Theasking to vent because it is cheapest and fastest. You seen to me to Haller Report says this also. He further attted the license is "like
have added to the problem by lack of expeditious action, and we as flypeper" and the company cannot abandon the plant. However, underresidents are now to suffer releases because of a lack in what Eezentcalled "a fundamental change in attitude." questioning, he admitted all NRC could do if they'did " walk away*

is cite them and fine them. That does not clean up the mess. If the
2. Credibility in the utility and the regulatory agency is low at situstion is in truth that serious, I would like to see NRC tell
this time. NURm 0662 will further lower this credibility because its President Carter new actions, such as a federal take-over are needed,
overall impact to a " civilian" is: clean-up will utilize those pro- and do it S0ON, not waiting until the situation is more deteriorated.
cesses which are cheapest or fastest, NOT THOSE THICJ GIVE THE SMALLE3T I an also under the impression that clean-up houding to decommissioning
POSSIBLE DOSE TO TlfE AREA. Money seems more important than safety. will differ substantially from clean-un houding to re-openina. In

my opinion, if you try to open un either unit again, you will face
All you are acconnlishing by going this route is to snell the ranks uncontrolled civil disobedience by the local people. Reed the local

1

of those who oppose nuclear power in this area. Every day, more people editorials, such as the Intelligencer-hurnal of March 21 and 27,1980.
who have previously believed that the " experts" have the answers see
in your own documents that the decisions are being based on finances, 3. The local NRC staff here has really behaved angnificently under fire.

,

not public crotection. In my opinion, thie will eventually lead to
Dr. Collins and his men are under the most intense tressure from all I

the public rejection of electrical generation through the use of
nuclear power. If you believe that is s mistake, and it should be of us. Their refusal to make decisions without the full involvement
part of our energy mix, then you had better make the THI clean-un of of the five Commissioners is proper: it is a tacit admission that this

utmost priority,de safe"with as close to zero releases as can be obtained.
is not business as usual. Of course it is not business as usual: it

If it can be "ma to prove that by releasing Krypton 85, and is the most serious accident in the industry knownloutside the Soviet
other aerosols as the first step is a grave error in judgement. Union) No one has ever cleaned un such a situation before, and no one

really knows how to do it. In my opinion NRC has not treated it-Incal people say constantly to each other," If the government can with sufficient seriousness and seems to regard it as one of 72.bail out Chrysler, it can bail out Middletown." All of us are now Toar men on the spot deserve,'better support than that. It ranks in Mr.aware the Krypton is the first release, and from there on in it gets pg,,g,,,,s priorities as Number Four? This is intolerable.
4}}adu hepd M a 0 N refe d

91
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#1';19 Perd Ave.
T3.

!

'

H:rri: burg, Pa.17109

Buelear Regulatory Commission. Middleteen Office.JohnT. Collins and superior'

Penna. Dept. /Envire. Roses.Dur. of Radiation Nonitoring.Thee. M. Gerusky
President Carter. Senators Schweiker and Meins Representative Allan Ertel.

(Esch adressee's response and action will te weleeced)
In summarT, it would appeur the Commis.sion should take the following

centlemenasteps in regard to the entire clean-no, including MTRE 0662 as onle
the first of a related series of steps to resolve TMI:

AS enes a. who has a fasily living ten miles from T.u.1.
. b. wha has fairly broad scientifie training

1. Declare the situatica e national emergencv* e. who realised the need for maintenance at T.N.I. before
. . . inaccessability of Unit 11 eauses a meltdown in the

2. Give it too priority, with NRC and DOE in the lead role, not a event of pisip failure.
passive response role. and d. net affillisted witn any pre or anti-nuelear group ....a

3. Commit themselves to the goal of public protection first, fin 2nces I would like to effer some observations and facts that may be everleeked
second with the aim of as close to zem releases as possible, re.iecting by politicians er nuclear specialists to which rational responses te
Appendix I and others as the basis for operations. the public will avoid the extremes of a Sony high dose of krypten 85

andradiation,ortheindiscrifte low level venting with its longer
1.. Commit themselves to a complete decommissionina of both units. psychelegical concern for these who ever-esphasise its risk.

The following facts
5. Commit themselves to a removal of the wastes from the site and Krypten 85 is approximately th*.9 times as heavy as air and even when
their transport to an approved duan facility as rapidly as psaible. vented from a 160 feet hig v.ack and helped by wind and diffusion

will sink to earth quickly.
6. Dent early site aview for any other sites in this region per-
manently* Observations

1.Yourprogramwi1%eedtoinvolvecoordinalenbetween around-based
I appreciate the opportunity to express my viess on the issue. ehemical and radiatten monitoring teams, metererelegists, and a commu-

I home the resolution of this problem will be expeditious or as [*d'"",N"[D"*",* 1N h*
,, h e r ur 1 la and diffusionDr. IIendrie said, we may face "recriticality" again. ard the aveldance of pockets of eeerless and celerless Krypten through

. concern for both radiation and respiration and appropriately interrupt
Bite the bullet, sirs. venting as necessary.

3. In view of the fact that commitment to a fixed timetable ei' 5 or
60 days prevents aseeunting for the directions of the four winds during

Sincerely yours, these periods in advance,se as not to subject any direction to more
/ o of a toneentration than another....in view of this.it seems innapproptisteh; kIh4 M4uth/[b to set a timetable and expect nature to cooperate. Its more sensible to

Walden S. Randall take the levels and winds a day at a time and regulate the telease while
monitoring constantly. if it takes numerous monitors or ever 60 days the
public would be more confident of its safety than considerations of pel-
itically expedient extremes er technically-precise but opposite periods.
4. In light of the fact that the whole area around T.M.I. is populated
the 5 day shot eeuld expose one area to significantly greater krypten
than others if the wind did not change during the agreed timetable.

What concesses me as a person within slight respiratory problem.as well
as a family in the area. is that teehnical recommendations of 60 days
as promoted originally shoald shift to 5 days at bureaucratie request
and be viewed seriously without a discusoien of the above eencernes

As a student in 1954 the Atene for Pease program visited the city 1
lived in complete vi th a government-funded brochure for each visitor
describing the U.S. sommitment to more nrelear energy. New that same-
thing is wrong the same government must e aamit its resources for the
numerous ground senitoring tease, detecture. and communleations, and
not leave our future in the hands of economically-motivsted Bet-Ed
and their inherent limited fins @es which affect extent of safety.
Please advise en your action er reeemmentations. Sincerely,

h/ sf .

T

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _
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April 6, 1980

To Whoa 't Should Concern,
It is no longer enough, or even desirable, for scientists to

I have just been advised by an article in the San Francisco create and inventors to invent merelf to perpetuate jobs, or to
Chronicle that the events at the Three Jile Island nuclear power earn profits, or just to be original. Scientists and technologists
plant one year ago did not constitute a serious accident. 'In - have a moral duty to the population of this planet to go beyond
fact, the article went on to say, the only damage'done was psy- the realm of pure science. They must have ethical considerations
chological damage to residents of the surrounding area. As I in everything they undertake, in order to insure that they do not
understand it, at the time of wnat I prefer to continue to call destroy everything that came before. The leaders of the next
the accident, a certain amount of radioactive steam was released generations, should there be any, cannot be.just politicians,
into the air.. A piece of equipment, a valve, malfunctioned, and just technologists, they must be scholars, and educators, and peoplein addition there was a certain amo2nt of operator error. In the of conscience. Otherwise, we do not stand a single chance,
days following the release there formed a large bubble in the
core of the reactor that presented a potentially very hazardous
situation. Luckily for all or us, this situation resolved itself Sincerely,
in what we are told is a satisfactory manner. Today, a year later, Je ,4 *

nobody has yet been able to enter the reactor. Clean-up procedures M W *--
are impossible, and now the Pennsylvania utility c'orspany is asking *

to-be'all'ued to release further radioactive gas into the atmosphere. Evelyn Lincolno
Both this, and the release of many gallons of radioactive water into
the Susquehanna river slow a height of irresponsibility that is
amazing _ h jee. But what Fs~ilost'Tanbelievable, most puzzling,
is the failure by the President and by the Nuclear llegulatory
Commisuon. to admit to the graveness of that accident, to face /!-- ,mL*gngy g p; y jgthe possibilities in store for future ge'terations. By refusing
to face the consequences of this accident, we are condemning our-
selves to repeat it, and perhaps with much more tragic results.

The residents of Three Nile Island, and especially the famers
(some of whom have been famiw the area for generations), have alot
more to be worried about than phantoe technological vagueries.
You have no doubt been advised of the very high incidence of mis-
carriage, stillbirth, and mutation among the farm animals in tt_e
area. If you haven't, then all you need do is contact the farlsers,
r%o have been keeping records and are trying to get attention
paid to the frightening and devastating statistics they are
accumulating. The gestation period for their animals is much
shorter than our human one. Isn't it therefere a wise thing to^

do to take advantage of this early warning. and take into account
what it may mean for the next human generations? What is to be
gained by denying what is happening? How will it help our re-
search and our lives and livelihoods to ignore a bad mistake in-
stead of learning from it?

I would like to have a family, and live t., become very old,
and enjoy grandchildren. I would like to sit uy my fireplace and
be able to look forward to a future for the next generations where
they might not have hairdryers, or electric popcorn poppers, or
myriad other pieces of wasteful ' energy saving* devices. I would
hope that they would have strong arms and legs, and healthy saascles,
and good red blood so they could perfor1s most duties easily for
themselves. I would hope that their future would be free of fear
of the extinction of their species by a technology that they no
longer understand, and which no longer has the best interests of
freedom, life and happiness as a raison d'etre.
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10. If cowling fans fail does a .7 "tG to 1.0 PSIG tump many release more snaa
a couple of curies a day?

,
April 6, 1990 11. How sognisticated are your contingencies if certala irstrumente fail in

containment!

, Chairman John Ahearne '12. Do you encose prging over cryo 6enic thceuse you know utility mannessent controls
U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory M ssion and integrity are inade ,uatet

. Wasnington, IC s20555
13 An|/ pre. planned venting ccastitates a significant psyenological and saysical

Tear Chaivm Anearne s environmental la:act. This is way the Inupnia and Imbanoa County Commi. stoners have
. . .

voted on resolutions not to condone venting. Also Barrisburg Patriot Dews, Middletown

I strongly urge tnat some type of funding be made available so tnat independent peess and Journal, Elizabetatown Chronicle, Isbanon Dany sewe, and Lancuter Iatent-
specialista can review and comment on an Environmental Assessments and E15. gencer-an East Snore pa;ers donot condone venting.

My reasoning is because orme agnia I am trying nard to analyse information in 14 The beta exposures are very close to what each citizen is anowed for one year.
wnica I have no training. However, in order to maae your agency more respons4ve I realize no one win be out-of-doors all of the time, if you anow venting, however
to citizens I feel it is my duty to cement on MDEG 06c2. the calculations may be in tne low rance, wind directions on release any be pre.

daaluantly in one direction and reany not everyone win be monitored individually.
First, I en disturbed that an EIS was only announced in November 1979.-8 monsna cace again a risa tnat is not acceptable to tne citizens of tais area.

after the accident at TMI. Secondly, if you and the utility reany understood the
credibility problems.-an alternative to venting would have been develo;ed in April . 15 Does 300 :@/ar. exposare to gamma require the same protective star as 1200 %hrt
1979 Finany, this utility is designed to prodace electricity not cleanup a class
9 accident. The fact tnat utility money controls the cleassap win continuany - lo, . Table 4.1 is not understood and I am not always free on Wednesday nignts or
cause public furor over tne next 5 years. Saturday mornings to s; mas vita someane at tr.e NRC Cffice.

Fonoving my ecuments: 17 Now maca is 'very little airborne Sr J9/90" (Pg. 5 2). Just a little can be slot.

1,- You abould list the wind speed necessary for surging in the montas of April 13. If you a14cw purgind,wnst if wind speed decresswa from 15 2 xPh to 7 5 MIM one ,

to facember. Be:ause you caitted it and I can't pt too utility or ETC to agree ninute after purging starts? Da you nave the so;histication to be rosynnsive to
on an M7H I doubt snas it will be done properly or acnered to strictly, stopping and will you stop2

2. You nave segmented Epicor and now possibly K-85 gas disposal from IIG becense 19 Can you have anot er type of nydrogen control subsystem installed snat win do
of indecisiveness. Detter taan ALARA or s it too costly?

> ts K-d5 reany the dominent radio-nuclide in the containmentt 20. Does tse utility 3 ave annaesment controla capable of maintaining a safe filter
system used for the pr posed purging!

4 Why did you allow tne utility until Novemoer 13, 1979 to submit plans for ventint
That's an incredible 8 months after the accident and I understand sney parely looke 21 The mistorical meteorological data used--who 4veloped it? Ibes it truly reflect
at other alternatives, actual conditions?

5 Will sasses bove to be disposed of from tne reactor vesselt Fow mucnf 22. pse 6-5 anows a hacer beta based on continious prescence and average annual [
meteorological conditions. Does this mean if average wind speed for May 20-23 was

6. Access win stin be restricted to a degree if sne K-45 is purged because f 16 mpa taat regardless of actual aan you will release but perhaps at a lower efs on :
won't be operational until early 19d1 (plenty of time for alternatives to be b those dv s ,

7 If the KJ$ is not purged, waien is more important regairing tne instrum 2b What is an occupancy factor of 70% mean?
planning the decontamination.

Because a majority of the citizens only received their topy of kreg 0662 at
J. Does the building air cooling system run continuously! tne Uberty Fire Han meeting any questions related to the document would have been

limited at tnat time. I realite it was avanable at the Nedletown NBC Cffice but .

9 save you considered that while alternatives to purging are construe. because of very liatted evening hours many could not stop in. ibrnaps in tse future '

*ae Ibst Office and Public Ubrary rould be used for distribution with at least aa serious need develops that Mr. Eenton's plan could be effectei %uice .

little publicity in the local ;a;er. Also in conjuction witn a pblic meeting, way
not use Publie-TV wita an audience and snow a 2 knur can int t

$
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- JullUS E M A R X, I N C w m7) Realtors

" I en extremely displ ued with NIC responsiveness to utility and citizen needs.
I feel indecisiveness and sek-passing are rampant. Unfortunately I donot have any .moe.

' suggestions to rectify the Ave because I have exhausted myself analysing NU1EG _

stousing . couwseciAt . LAN0s . DAuMeN RAND
0662. The agovernmestal system must work for Q cf us some of the time--not wors -

u,,6,, d h issuwe d seal Eve e -' . ^ d h Ne*==1 AnesceWee d senhowsg of the time for same.
,oe conmutaca sunDeNe . AssA CODE tes est.asse

Please be certain that all Cammissioners receive a copy of this letter. MOtLE. ALARAMA
se.es

sincerely,
, April 7, 1980

So-UPM~L
Donald E. Hossier
501 vine Street
Middletown, PA 17057

CC: Congressaan Allen Ertel
Daapin County Commissioner Stephen Reed Nuclear Regulatory Agency
Pa. State Senator Georde Ceams Washington, D. C. 20013

,

Richard Vo11aer, NBC
U.S. Senators Schweiu r and Seinz Gentlemens

While I have no idea of the volume of krypton gas that
must be gotton rid of, it occurred to me that perhaps
large high pressure compressors along with " secure" tanks -
such as those used for oxygen or acetylene might be

.- filled until the level of gas was safely diluted with
fresh outside air let in during compression of the kryptor..

Obviously it would be a costly process and much fresh air
t' would have to be brought in to reduce the excess negative -

pfessure while pulling out the krypton.

Then, the tanks could be buried. Hopefully, the tanks
would last the one-half life of the radioactive gas.

If there is no way to contain the gas for a long period,
then perhaps the cylinders could be taken to a " remote
area * where they could be vented slowly and safely.

s r spee ully,

& b
ul:.en E. Marx

JEWja
Honorable Paul Doutrich

ces Mayor, h rrisburg, Pa.
Mr. Bob Wilcox, Repair Division, Three Mile Island

i
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beu Ch % Akee,<.c, s o u 6, som 363

L.h.aos. ra. Imr
1 Mst, pg4 qsitd rtAd493 A f4*4k i Ic tlte f* * ci N''ama D''Ct bP

D yod.
Buelear Regulatory Commission

Os g9 i , he 'i=A'ta nel Mai , rebitj *(" % " *t4 ett q n W nudieo a. Pa.I M

b'"$ IN h lime egetation u ahe let! 4kaas 'l st|t.ac.I as nwally b it.g Au(gayg,!e p,,,gg,,,

Mj 18^4 td %**I9 31 nat A notasal ege.ca 4 3 (catter (citajat aben 50 1 *= a resident er Lehmana county. living within a 20 mile

b (N * M**4h. M O,65) Lee.d gropen,d qt d W(QdD'O
1 #"dI"' *t tNI*

Ytar) d (th ate 1 fe, sae normal ye,etter. The intest or this letter la to register my opiaica en the
3

I'2**411g I w.44 bge. yev Gil re..cu the seht.44 es ef res=t caeu- ""'*** # # #""*"I'"' * *""''***# * " "*

f.t)U a *f W * kt 4 f*ad istA. I ful Ac y.dt&< in! sg.I g=4s to
ny ranny and I maat to em on rocast as bains la twar or

1. mediate nattag or the ans. tyavor or th. immediate rusart or
Jee3 a5 tregt t,.J <chwl edie ntta.ty uo ;,4gs,.g g,3,,3, ,,, ,,, ,g c c,

'tr$ ge*gvI1 gatingd 6sett). Init I and the elena up and resM d Unit H es m as WW.

Octaed.% g 4(g $ggg TYS Tebdstal.ly & 1 pgs.Qg 4 3g media abould take over the decisica aaking procese la this or ela11ar

I ran to N why a naal minuity and as byeteriM

(omhee(EnW pQg
lastamoes.

***D1e I ** *a4ted +kalr lluw b tt , mg+ s.gyt, e 4Le last I ran to understand what the actin would be for the nec

(T) L )a*** MAa*1Cwud Ocf.tLJ. Th ba.LI be P'1 N C -il%t thei 'st m.$t,.~g, and not Ed to propose noting, M it nre Me. N Me d Wa

M certataly abould be more kaouledgeshie or the entire situation
%C*W4 Cad 8k Q C&( b IPC & Psep jewritt d pbl%3g,% Q

than anyone around. I*a sure nome or them ocuid purposely entsager or
LA N CA-$etaj Lthd Cd.

I'm m their myloyment would k h less

W dl6vAaf{h) g(Gdge{ d ungl.wp % Q 14h)y - en qv.QQy Wlk dy it they continuany eveWed making a destaion ha it they

M lb d $Mmj \ m lent, took a stand.t,

3, as ter nos Es, it mir en,teyse. thomeht shias ser. se.

usare, they would be leaving in droves rather than steading by,
CC.. Lgessam Ann r,,4 hg Ng!J|gr

shaarbing the surr, and pertornias their dettes.g . g

htt'JJIetske.f4
non

%
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7888 2 Page 3

I fail to understarrt how the Lebanon County Commissioners and
argues abat park barrel legislatioe and reMeetion. N burecaythe Bayor of Lebanos can complain about the high cost of electricity and

* *la the same treath oppose progress la the cleanup of Unit II and the
' ' '

*restart of Unit I by asking for more study. Erplain to me how that
and more expense, all at our expense. b local goverimmat is bullieddemonetartes leadership,

* ** *I fail to understand how we can accepts loss of life on the

highways, lose of life by lung cancer ( and at the same time have hen are the leaders? h is the landership?

* * **governennt support of the tobacco industry), lose of life by the use
* *of drugs, loss of life and environmental pollution by capsising oil riss,

' " * ""*
super tanker crashes, uncontrolled oil well bicuoffs, Ices of life from

*black lung and mine cave ins. N list goes on and os.
*Nowhere do I hear the cry for the abolition of coal, oil.

*cars ships, tobacco, and boose. In fact most of the protesters at the
has done more for the Communists than she will over de for the Unitedstate capitol last week drove there in cars, the smell of marijuana
3******filled the air, amt the boose flowed freely.

*Several months ago the doctor suppected that I enffered

from a hiatus hernia. I was directed to the Hershey Medical Center for
* *tests. Because they decided that people should train on me, I uniervent

approximately 30 m rays. This is more radiation than I could pcesibly

gather from TMI, if I stood ntale at the least advantageous spot on the *

island during the venting.
- A

Donald M. UmbergerCoeernor Thornbwg has now said he felt more study is

necessayy before a deicision on venting can be made.

N eecessary information is on hand. There need be no more

study.

At the soment the President of the United States grovels in

the dirt before the Iranian militants. h Congress of the United Statee
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NEWBERRY TOWNSHIP BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
W rvM = M Ntiun, by Smith, secondeOy. Bro _thers.,_three atrirmatire that

n. EL sa. mas e * voms Maws = es eram be it resolvei the Board of Supervisore orpose the release of Ervttaa a4
Th the staw}4ere1A;t[hlitanMon.(7 Fs ese-eees

N'V PUSIM CS

1 W Nicet Otion by Brothers, secceded by Smith, three affirmative to
April 7,1980 tentatively approve the proposed tendset for 1980

John F. Ahearne
o.cmmtional Privilere Tom Solicitar to ecstact West Shore fez BureenUnited States relative to format for O.F.T.Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washir dtan. D. C. 20555 Sewer Ordinance The Departaant of Community Affaire raah a sauer
Deer Commissict.er ahearnes ordinance be established la order to set aside ftsmes each puer, in the esmet "

the present eewer plan does not materialise. Seliaitor to ressarek emme. .e

on Noventer 23, 1779 correspcdence was sent to the Nuclear Pyron Nelson Circle addition Seeldente on Dyres solean Cirale to be motifiedRegulatory Subcommittee informing thee of the resolution passed
by the Bewberry Township Board of Supervisors at their November of the roccamendation of the Engineerg which has met beer, acomeplisand by

the Developer.20, 1979 meeting. The resolution, passed mai=ously, opposed
th+ release of Krypton 85 into the atmosphere.

Twr st.erine c<=witte. Public meeting to be held Mr 12, 1779, maiesyry
Elementary School. 7:30 P.E Quest Speaker to be Walter W. Cohee, Penna.Recently the Dauphin County Commissionere passed a siallar State Consumer Advocate.resolutim opposing the release of Krypton 85 into w atmosphere.

Nii tinc Pereit officer Reenummwletims Motion by Smith, seeceded by Brothere,Ecclosed is a copy of the official resolution as taken
from the ningtes of the Newberry Township Bonni of Supervisors. u.ree attirmtive to have l'ermat officer coordinata with the Solleitor, a

prqmat of tir necessary ordhances in conjunction w'.th the rechatione.
We hope your staff has inforsed you of the resolution

li. rn e C4emittee Buard to menider .seveloping kritage Ccunittee.passed by Newberry Township and the related resolution passed
by Dauphin County. Please consider these resolutions is ycur c.urstimus to be reviewed at the mart meetint.
final decision, relative to the Kryptcm 85 release.

w,r, wn, Tu hu edu n.-colution Motion by Salth, seconded by Brothere,
tw sffirmat.ive to rescind the resolution relative to the West Shore Tax
Ihmm in tir minutes of N; venter 7,1779.

Respectfully sutaitted.
West share T=s Nri.ata Reg resentative and Alternata h tian by Smith, esen=d-df4 , - [ 'Q by Brothers, three affirmative to approve reeclution of West Shore faa hrome

1 anat appoint Henry Clemano, representative and William Dugma es alternate to
Bruce 1. Smith ** *

Chainmen
WmMTNewberry Township

Board of Supervisors
Properly moved and socceded to adjourn at 10:00 P.M.

Enclosure (1) One

Eenry W. Clemene
Secretary
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b U.S. N.R.C. TESTIMONY April 7, 1980

TESTIMONY ON DECONTAMINATION OF THE THREE-MILE-ISLAND UNIT-2 the charcoal-adsorber technology involved; and it does not approachREACTOR BUILDING'S AD40 SPHERE the idealized goal of 100,000:1 reduction of the Krypton concentra-
tion that is implicitly adopted in NUREG-0662 (data on pages 3-1 orTO: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consaission (N.R.C.) 5-2, plus data on pages 6-2 or 6-28: consistent with data on page1717 M Street, N.w. 6-13). But a reduction by *merely* 100:1 would provide a usefulwashington, D.C. 20555 and practical solution of the Krypton contamination problem: At
present, approximately 1/4 of the gassa radiation that would affectFROM Daniel M. Lipkin, physicist workers inside TMI-2 is indicated as being caused by sources other

#

1717 Bantry Drive (215)-646-7522 than the Krypton gas (page 4-2); therefore, a 100:1 reduction in theDresher, Pennsylvania 19025 concentration of the Krypton gas would bring its gamma radiation down
to a level 33 times smaller than that of the other (and unventable)ATT'N Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary, N.R.C. sources of ganuma radiation already in the reactor building, and would
thus constitute a quite handsome improvement of the situation.DOCKET No.: 50-320 DATE: April 7, 1980

In a proper use of charcoal adsorber technology, importantalso ATT'N Director, TMI Support Staf f, N.R.C. Of fice of advantage can and should be taken of the fact (stated on page 6-9I Nuclear Reactor Regulation (N.R.R.) but not exploites. in NUREG-0662) that charcoal loses its abilityHarold R. Denton, Director, N.R.C./N.R.R. to adso.b Krypton if it is exposed to even moderately small levels
John T. Collins, Jr., Chief, N.R.C./N.R.R. of humidity. This fact permits previcAasly adsorbed Krypton to beEffluent Treatment Systems Branch largely flushed out of a charcoal tank if desired, and thus permitsRobert J. Budnitz, Director, N.R.C. Office of Krypton gas to be transferred between a small number of such tanksNuclear Regulatory Research in a controlled manner. Such transfers, if crogramed in a readilyJohn F. Ahearne, Chairman, N.R.C. understood manner, will in principle permit the available KryptonPeter A. Bradford, Commissioner, N.R.C. to be concentrated with a high degree of precision into a singleVictor Gilinsky, Commissioner, N.R.C. One of the tanks. Proper engineering insight can thus eliminateJoseph M. Hendrie, Cocumissioner, N.R.C. any need to consider the monstrous scenario of hundreds of charcoalRichard T. Kennedy, Commissioner, N.R.C. adsorber tanks (page 6-13) that is painted in NUREG-0662.

other cc: additional distribution as per attached list. I shall consider refrigerated charcoal adsorber to be used,
maintained at an ordinary food-freezer temperature of 0 oF. (page 6-11)REFERENCE: N.R.C. Document NUREG-0662, " Environmental Assessment whenever it is in the process of being used to adsorb Krypton frcafor Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 suitably conditioned air (completely dehumidified and dried air --Reactor Building Atmosphere". Hyphenated-page loca- pages 6-9, 6-10). In that context, the charcoal adsorber schemetions noted in the text below refer exclusively to described in NUREG-0662 is stated to require the use of 150 charcoal-that document.

---
containing tanks (page 6-13), each of volume 42,300. gallons (implied
on page 6-10). This number, 150, of such tanks does not, however,

Dear Sirs: serve as a fair basis for comparison, because it corresponds to much
more than the targeted 100:1 reduction in the Krypton concentration
in R2. It can readily be shown that 59 or 60 of such tanks would,Your referenced document NUREG-0662 indicates great difficulties

of four different methods for removing Krypton jas contamination from however, be needed for a 100:1 reduction of the Krypton concentration
by the refrigerated-charcoal adsorber method described in NURIG-0662,the TMI Unit-2 Reactor Building, in comparison with the technically and this does provide a f air starting figure on which to base compar-simple alternative of venting that gas into the public air space. isons. By contrast with this last, approximate figure of 59 or 60My testincny will shs w that one of those four methods, based on the tanks of charcoal, the method that I shall describe requires the useadmittedly feasible (page 1-6) use of charcoal to adsorb Krypton gas, of only 3 separate tanks of charcoal of the individual size indicated,has been unimaginatively if not clumsily conceived in both of the and therefore presents a dramatically different picture as regardsvers ons described (pages 6-9 to 6-16), and should bu capable of practicality.

approximately twenty times greater simplicity if modified in ways
that should be obvious to those skilled in the technical arts involved. Consider there to be provided three separate bodies of charcoal
As a citizen, I am greatly disappointed at this performance of agencies adsorber, each having the single-tank volume already indicated, andthat have been invested with the public trust. designate them as L, M, and N for brevity. A Krypton " transfer"

cy:le, utilizing two of these three charcoal bodies, is executed in
For the purpose of my discussion, and essentially only by way of three steps, as follows:

illustration, I shall take as a goal the reduction of the Krypton con-
centration in the TMI Unit-2 Reactor Building's Atmospacre (hence f ort h, (a) Filtered, dried, and heated air from t.no reactor building R2 is"TMI-2* or just plain '92*) to 1/100 of its present value. This does circulated through the first charcoal body, L, and returned
not represent an ultimate limit of relatively simple applications of to R2 in a closed circuit of air flow, as a preparatory step,

page 1 of 8 pages page 2 of 8 pages

@
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U.S. C.R.C. TESTIMONY April 7, 1980
th-t E3 ruch sa 50% of the volume cf a chr oal t nk is retu;11y
occupied by air when the' tank is apparunt?, filled with charcoal,

to remove any moisture that the body L may contain. (Both in detailed and conservative numerical es+.imates can be made of the
this step and in the step (b) that follows, a net preponder- fractions of the initial Krypton radioactivity that will be found
ance of cooling would be applied to the air returning to R2, in the building R2 and in the various charcoal bodies at the end of
to avoid any rise of the air pressure inside R2, and indeed each Krypton transfer cycle. The mode of calculation that must be
to forestall or compensate such a rise of pressure due to any employed is quite evident from information given in NUPEG-0662 (e sp.
outside causes.) page 6-l'). Estimates of this type which I have made will be detailed

at a later point. But a preliminary example of such estimates is
(b) When L is dry, the closed-circuit flow of air between R2 and L that, by using only the two charcoal adsorber bodies L and M, of the

is continued, but now the filtered and dried air entering L volume previously indicated, nine repetitions of the described trans-
is not heated, but inatead is refrigerated to 0 oF., to cool for cycle (a)-(b)-(c) will reduce the Kr-85 radioactivity ir. buil-
L down to that temperature and permit it to adsorb Krypton ding R2 nearly to 52% of iN initial value, and will transfer nearly
gas maximally well (page 6-10) from the R2 air flowing 47% of that initial radioactivity into the charcoal body M. Up to
through it. this point, no use has been indicated for the third charcoal body, N.

(c) When L has cans to equilibrium in its Krypton content and will As the concentration of Krypton into charcoal body M cyclically
adsorb no further Krypton (i.e., when * breakthrough * occurs proceeds, and directly due to that rising concentration in M, the
- page 6-10), valves are operated to disconnect L from R2 residual amount of Krypton that is left in the charcoal body L.at
and to connect L instead to the second charcoal body, M, the end of each transfer cycle inevitably increases too, progrersMay
which has previously been dried and refrigerated to 0 0F. diminishing the ability of body L to . adsorb fresh Krypton from bull-
Closed-circuit air flow is now established between the two ding R2 during the next succeeding transfer cycles therefore the rate
charcoal bodies L and M, with the following special provisions of decontamination of R2 would tend to slow down undesirably - if

no further changes were made in the process so far described. At such
col. The air that is to enter M is first dried and refriger- a point, however, the charcoal body M can.be placed into closed-cir-

ated, to maintain M at 0 oF. and permit it to adsorb cuit circulated-air communication with the third charcoal body, N,
Krypton maximally well. (No moisture, or heat, are and most of the Krypton that has been accumulated by M can be flushed
introduced into M during any part of a transfer cycle.) out of M and adsorbed into N, leaving M sufficiently depleted in

Krypton content that it can usefully resume participation in the
c.2. The air tnat is to reenter L is heated and humidified, R2-to-L-to-M transfer cycle and restore a steep rate of extraction

to cause L to lose its ability to adsorb Krypton of Krypton from R2.
(page 6-9), and thus in effect to flush out nearly
all of its adsorbed Krypton into the circulated air, The operation that involves flushing M's Krypton content into N
from whence the Krypton is available to be adsorbed will be termed a Krypton " storage" cycles on a regular basis, aby M. single such storage cycle would be executed each time that a set

number of consecutive transfer cycles had been made. From numerical
In the course of effectuating the provisions c.1. and c.2., experimentation, when the three bodies of charcoal adsorber L, M,
the heat and the moisture that are removed as waste from the and N are of equal volume as supposed, it appears to be appropriatecirculated air before it is allowed to enter charcoal body M to execute 9 transfer cycles, then one storage cycle, then 9 more
are shunted back usefully to aid the process of heating and transfer cycles, then one storage cycle, etc., so that every tenth
humidifying the air entering L. The combined process c.1.,c.2. cycle would be a storage cycle, all the rest being transfer cycles.
causes the Krypton initially present in the charcoal bodies This ratio of 9 to 1 is not at all critical for success; and quite
L and M to become preponderantly concentrated into M, and different cycling programs than the one here described can equally
largely removed from La this process is allowed to run to well be employed to produce the same end result.
completion as measured by stabilization of the Krypton-85
radioactivity levels in the respective bodies L and M, after Before giving further numerical estimates of the progress ex-which the communication between L and M by air flow is pected of this Krypton decontamination process, it is worthwhile to
disconnected. be more explicit in delineating the nature of a Krypton storage cycle,

although no physical operations are involved in it that are much dif-
Repetition of the transfer cycle (al-(b)-(c) continually trans- ferent (apart from sequence) from operations already encountered infers Krypton from R2 to L, and then from L to M as a temporary recei* a Krypton transfer cycle. Thus, a Krypton "storaga" cycle is execu-ver, leaving the charcoal body L depleted in its Krypton content at ted in three steps, as follows:

the end of each transfer cycle and therefore able to adsorb more
Krypton from R2 during the next such cycle. (d) The charcoal bodies M and N are placed into closed-circuit

circulated-air communication with one another, the circulatedBy using available information concerning the initial Krypton-85 air being dried and refrigerated before it enters M, butradioactivity in R2 (pages 3-1, 6-37, 6-5, 3-2) , and concerning the being heated and humidified before it reenters M. This pro-amount of this radioactivity that can be adsorbed into a first tank
of refrigerated charcoal adsorber (page 6-13), and by further assuming

page 4 of 8 pages

page 3 of 8 pages
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cess drives most of the Krypton out of M and concentrates it is described, and consazvatively described, I believe, by the num-into M, and is continued until it reaches completion. (At bars given in the accompanying Table 1. In Table 1, the first col-this point, the charcoal body M contains moisture, which must ussa counts the process cycles that are gone throughs the second col-be removed before M can resume participation in transfer cycles.) com tells the type of each process cycles and the remaining four
. colusas predict the amounts of Krypton that will exist in the reactor

(e) The charcoal bodies L and M are next placed into closed-circuit building R2 and in the three charcoal adsorber bodies L, M, M at the
e.irculated-air cosusunication with one another, and beated air end of each cycles those Krypton amounts are empressed to three sig-is circulated through both of them, the circulated air being, nificant figures, as decimal fractions of the total amount of Egyp-however, dried before entering M (moisture that is removed ton initially located in the reactor building.as vaste from the air stream before it enters M is shunted
back to L). This process dries any moisture out of M, and As is shown by the third coluen of Table 1, on line 77, the
traps the moisture in L. Krypton concentration in the reactor building 22 should be down to

below 14 of its initial value, after 77 cycles have been performed.
(f) After M is dry, the closed-circuit circulation of air between At a processing rate of perhaps four cycles per day, the entire

L and M is continued, but the air is now both dried and re- Krypton decontamination of R2 could therefore take less than 3 weeks
frigerated before it enters M, and is heated and humidified from start to finish.
before it reenters L, just as in step (c) of a transfer cycle.
This ensures that most of the residual Krypton in L and M In discussing the foregoing example of a practical Krypton
will be concentrated into M, and completes the reconditioning decontamination method, it is not my intention to suggest, as NURBG-
of M to a dry, cold state suitable for use in a resumption of 0662 does (pages 6-9 through 6-14), that the charcoal adsorber tanks
the transfer-cycling (a)-(b)-(c). be used for permanent storags of the Krypton removed from the reactor

building. Instead, the adsorbers should only be regarded as a tempor-
If the processes of transfer-cycling and of storage-cycling, ary storage means for the Krypton, until such tins that it can be

that have been described as a means for extracting Krypton from the dealt with by methods permitting its greater concentration for final
building R2, seem cosplicated, it is only because I have attempted disposal by burial, but requiring longer times to implement (ej.some precision in describing them: they are actually quite simple pages 6-23, 6-32). This provision of tesporary storage would suffice, . .

from a technical standpoirst. Thus, the combined total volume occu- to accomplish the primary public-safety goal of permitting expeditiouspied by the charcoal in all three of the adsorbing bodies, which is access to the damaged $2 reactor core for the purpose of safe dises-
about 17,000 cubic feet, is only the air volume in a medium-to-large- sembly of that cores 'and it would do so without risking the publicsize private home. The physical operations that are essential to the distress (pages 1-3, 6-7) that might attend venting of the Kryptondecontamination process under discussion are only the heating of air, gas.
the cooling of air, the humidification of air, the dehumidification
and drying of air, and the forced circulation of air, all of which I hope that the discussion and analysis presented here may *
are c=== technology. As to forced flow of air out of the building straighten out the perspective from which the Krypton decontaminatica
R2 for the described purpose of closed-cycle circulation, a flow rate probism is viewed, and prove useful in expediting an acceptable solu-
of 1000 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of filtered air represents a tion to that problem.
capability that is already (page 6-1) being installed at TMI-2 as

,

part of the proposed " purge" system for venting the Krypton. Although Sincerely yours,
an air flow rate of 1000 CFM represents it,is than what is comonly ,

used in single-home central air-conditioning, it is att11 adequate to '
move 2,000,000 cubic feet of air (one reactor building's content) .

e
five times in a week -- and to change the air in one of the charcoal Daniel M. Lipkin, physicist
adsorber bodies under discussion more than 10 times in an hour. Be-
cause the Krypton decontamination process under discussion involves
rather large and abrupt temperature changes of circulated air, the
heat or cold supply rates that are involved do need to be much larger
than those involved in single-home central air-conditioning but the
supply rates can be minimized by using well known counter-flow heat-
exchange techniques affecting waste heat or cold, and, at any event,
should not prove larger than those required for, say, a supermarket
(if indeed suitable facilities do not already exist in some unrecog-
nized form at the site).

With the iissediately preceding discussion of air flow rates and
the like, as background for a prelininary understanding of the degree
of difficulty or simplicity of the Krypton decontamination method I
have described, the performance that can be expected for that method

page 6 of 8 pages
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U.S. C.R.C. TESTIMONY April 7, 1180 U.S. N.R.C. April 7, 1980

Diatribution L yi

TA3LE 1: Estimated Progress of the Krypton Decontamiration The Hon. Richard L. Thornburgh, Governor
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Main Capitol Building

Ordinal Type of Fractional Krypton Amounts at End of Cycle Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
"'). of Process in Reactor in First in Second in Ibird
Process. Cycle Building,' charcoal Charcoal Charcoal Dr. Robert D. Pollard Dr. Henry W. Kendall
Cycle (see text) *R2* Body, "L' Body, *M* Body, *N* Union of Concerned Scientists Union of Concerned Scientists

1725 I Street, N.W.- Suite 601 1208 Massachusetts Avenue
0 (initial state) 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Washington, D.C. 20006 Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
1 transfer 5 HT U~T5T29 U 57T2 5~TCT
2' transfer 0.856 0.00245 0.142 0.000 Jack H. Watson, Jr., Cab.Sec'y. Charles Warren, Chairman
3 transfer 0.794 0.00351 0.203 0.000 The White House Office Council on Environmental Quality
4- transfer- 0.737 0.00488 0.258 0.000 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 722 Jackson Place,'t.W.
5 transfer 0.686 0.00536 0.309 0.000 Washington, D.C. 20500 Washington, D.C. 20006
6 transfer 0.639 0.00615 0.355 0.000
7 transfer- 0.596 0.00688 0.397 0.000 National Constission on Air Quality President, Metropolitan Edison Co.
8 transfer 0.558 0.00753 0.435 0.000 499 S. Capitol Street, S.W. P.O. Box 542
9 transfer 0.523 0.00813 0.469 0.000 Washington, D.C. 20003 Reading, Pennsylvania 19640

10 storage 0.523 0.000275 0.0158 0.461
11 transfer 0.483 0.000942 0.0544 0.461 Douglas M. Costle, Administrator
12 transfer 0.448 0.00155 0.0893- 0.461 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency -- A-100
13 . transfer 0.415 0.00210 0.121 0.461 401 M Street, S.W.
14 transfer 0.386 0.00260 0.150 0.461 Washington, D.C. 20460
15 transfer 0.359 0.00306 0.176 0.461
16 transfer 0.335 0.00347 0.200 0.461 David Hawkins, Ass't. J.dain./A N,R. John Russell, Chief
17 transfer 0.313 0.00384 0.222 0.461 U. S. E. P. A. En.& Fac. Eval. Br., O.R.P.

- 18 transfer 0.293 0.00419 0.242 0.461 401 M Street, S.W. U.S. E.P.A. - AMR 459
19 transfer 0.275 0.00450 0.260 0.461 Washington, D.C. 20460 Washington, D.C. 20460
20 storage 0.275 0.000286 0.0165 0.709

' 21 transfer ~ 0.254 0.000634 0.0366 0.705 U.S. Senator John Heinz U.S. Senator Richard S. Schweiker
22 transfer 0.236 0.000951 0.0549 0.709 4327 Dirksen Sanate Office Bldg. 253 Russell Senate Office Building
23 ' transfer 0.219 0.00124 0.0715 0.709 Washington, D.C. 20510 washington, D.C. 20510
. . . . . . .

U.S. Repr. Lawrence Coughlin State Senator Stewart J. Greenleaf. . . . . .

(etc.) 306 Cannon Office Building 306 Wyncote Road. . . . . .

Washington, D.C. 20515 Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 19046. . . . . .

60 transfer 0.0149 0.000445 0.0257 0.959 State Representative Vern Pyles Lawrence H. Curry,
69 transfer 0.0141 0.000457 0.0264 0.059 3239 Pebblewood Lane Montgcaery County Commissioner
70 storage 0.0141 0.000294 0.0169 0.969 Dresher, Pennsylvania 19025 Courthouse, Norristown, PA 19404
71 transfer 0.0134 0.000307 0.0177 0.969
72 transfer 0.0126 0.000319 0.0184 0.969 Louise Bradford, Staff Call Bradford, Staff
73 transfer 0.0120 0.000331 0.0191 0.969 Three-Mile-Island ALERT March 28th Coalition
74 transfer 0.0114 0.000341 0.0197 0.969 315 Peffer Street 1037 Maclay Street
75 transfer 0.0100 0.000350 0.0202 0.969 Barrisburg, Pennsylvania 17102 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17103
76 transfer 0.0103 0,000358 0.0207 0.969

** 77 transfer 0.00989 0.000366 0.0211 0.969 Lt. Gen. John W. Morris Prof. Ernest J. Sternglass
N transfer 0.00948 0.000373 0.0215 0.969 Chief of Engineers Rm. RC 406, Scaife Hall, Radiation Cente.-

79 transfer 0.00911 0.000379 0.0219 0.969 The Pentagon. University of Pittsburgh
80 storage 0.00911 0.000294 0.0170 0.974 Washington, D.C. 20310 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15261
81 transfer 0.00869 0.000301 0.0174 0.974
82 transfer 0.00832 0.000307 0.0177 0.974
83 transfes 0.00797 0.000313 0.0181 0.974
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Dr. Harold Denton
April 9, 1980

LEBANON, PENNSYLVANIA Page 2
,

p On behalf of the citizens of this consiunity and M self, I thank
you for your efforts and applaud you for your fortitude.

April 9, 1980 Sincerely,

.

Dr. Harold Denton Thomas J. Ed n. C0thCILMAN and DIRECTORNuclear Regulatory Comission DEPARTMENT PLSLIC SAFETY
Middletown, PA 17057

cab
Dear Doctor Denton:

cc: Governor Richard Thornburgh
I am sure I need not remind you that the physical well-being

of the citizens of Central Pennsylvania is the primary concern of their
elected officials. In attempting to assure the pubitc of this fact, I as
afraid that some have done the politically expedient thing--opposed the
Krypton venting at IMI--without any assurance that there is a reasonably
safe alternative.

I support the NRC's preliminary recommendation on venting the
gas and am confident that your interests and ours in Central Pennsylvania
are one end the same-to accomplish a safe, reasonably swift clean-up at
the island.

. However, there is a strong point being made regarding the mental
stress of area residents. In addition, the venting of the gas in the very
near future will give rise to feelings of frustration and anger on the part
of those do are convinced their voice falls on deaf government ears. In
this respect, I would urge a short-tern delay in the venting and a stronger,
more concerted effort to establish a factual, responsible, pubite information
source which may enjoy a greater degree of public confidence than that now
expertenced by the NRC. The Governor's request for participation by the
Union of Concerned Scientists may be a step in this direction.

Many impressionable and cynical citizens rely on self-serving
media opinion, ill-informed and biased reporters, and on over-simpilffed
distortions of technical information in Iteu of an alternative information
source. The role of leadership is not one of simply echoing the masses but
of attaining the pubile good. If that end is served by allaying unreasonable
levels of fear, such efforts should become part of the process.

110
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Count House. CAnusLE.PA. 17013
Dear Sir or PAlaal

Havir.g considered the infomation available to us, we would like to
express our support of the NHC proposals to corduct a controlled
venting of the krypton 85 pasently trapped inside the Unit 2 containment BE IT BESQLVED:

structure. The slow-venting technique appears to be an expedient yet
prudent means of establishing a workable environment within the
containment, penitting the further cleanup and'eventua'. retum to It is ira the ptblic interest to provide for the health and
service of Unit 2.

welfare of the people of Ctznberlaru! (bsmty by cleaning tp
Either the five-day or the 60-day schedule would appear acceptable, so
long as the non rapid air change rates requind in the five-day plan M as snan as possible. The W an Itegulatcry O.xmuissian
were balanced with incident metoonlogical cenditions to insun thonughdispersion of radicemitters. We can see a possibility of dispersion and the Errvircrrnental Protectism Agency staffs have
problems in calm or inverted conditions, particularly in an attempt to
complete the venting in five days (working with figures of 44,000 curies determined that it is safe and proper to vent the Kryptort 85 gas
krypton concentration in 2,000,000 cubic feet of containment air, and
two complete air changes) e ta the chg process and restore

-

Aiditionally, we would like to request that Unit i be permitted to salms sause of trarrguillity to this ctumanity; and
ntum to senice as soon as practicable after necessary modifications
and inspections an complete, themby reducing Metnpolitan Edison
Company's purchased power requirements.

BB IT MIRTHER RESCLVED that the QwerrsmantAa Metropolitan Liison subscribers, and as parents of young chiletren who
are entitled to a futun without energy or environmental cr' mea,
appeal to you to nject the loud but thin protests of a ha'.dful of should exert the necessary leadership to accxrplishwe

demagogues and ignorants, and maten to us the promise o' a stable, venting of the Krypton 85 gas.safe, clean, nuclear energy future.

BESOLVED this 9th day of Apa-il,1980.

Sincerely yours.

M N#g .

.[ ,'fPaul A. Ise

AO - %L90 % uki.ba
Tf.c),T.W.,Ca.j,a($;fJennitar L. 1+. t '. r
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April 10, leo

P>6e R -
hablic Comment

To the Comments on Proposed Tentirig
Is it eossible to make the ermtainment renairs with a robot?' Nuclear Regulatory Camaiselon of Krypton 85 from TMI containment

1717 h Street, 8.W. A2 ring the first weeks of the accident we heard about Herman the
hashington, D.C. Robot. He was finally sent home because using him would breach the

containment. If we are going to breach the containment anyhow, le itI would like to raise some questions as response to yo.r invitation possible that scae remote ccetrol mechanical means might measure and
to public conment on the proposed venting of Krypton 85 repair in there?

Idhr is an environmen tal imenet ste'etrent beirur released at thf e time? why can't we +u s t ennere te over tb whole th tu?

In p-011e meetings both Robert Arnold and Harold Dentan have Dr. Irwin Bross, a respected scientist, has proposed this and I have
downpimyed the necessity for immediate entry into the containment building heard no specific detailed rebuttal. Can we be sure that exploring theand have indicated af gimum current risk. It was ny understanding that the Council containment to really public necessity, not just scientific curiosityon Envircamental sality was preparing an Environmental Assessment for the or corporate anneuvers to get TMI back on line?
whole clean'ap, and that only overriding danger requiring immediate action
would trigger an h13. What studies can you cite to orove that Krvrtan will do me no hare? -

Why is ventina so necessary when other dansere mssibly rreclude entry? I as being askwd to accept that it le an inert gas and will not do as
bodily hara or enter the food chain. Dr. Kendall of the Union of Coneamed

Access without protective clothing or self. contained breathing apparatus Scientists is quoted as saying that Krypton le a very nasty substance.
has been cited as the major reason for getting rid of the Krypton. 30 scientist has minimised the gamma damage possibilities. Byen sqr leyman's

questions and reading admit that the beta emitters, when inhaled, can enter
The Governor's Commission noort states that them is a 200 ren the blood stream, migrate and cause damage to muscle, sut and ganada.(not millirea) reading at the surface of the standing water. It also If you ca2not offer as absolute proof,you have no right to make statemente

presumed high levels of Strontium 90 and Cestua 137 in the containment that it le absolutely harmless.
building. MkC has also waned Meted in its current request to enter
the containment building April 15. that there exists a dearth of oxygen WY are you ao sum that dilution and dienerson of' the ans in hiah winds will
to protect a man in an emergency failure of brra thing apparatus. Aene alve me absolute erotection?
has been listed as present in the building's atmosphere. Even after the
formal venting, the EIS indicates some Krypton 85 will renain. I continue to question that a little radioactivity over 'a long time

_ any not be as dangerous to as as the same radioactivity over a shorter periodIt would seem logical to expect venting to dislodge and circulate offered in lar6er doses. The answer I en always given is that my abasese laStrontium and Cesius as air is being forced in and out of the building. either case of breathing in dangerous amounts am very small because of theThe descriptions of " radioactive rein" created by condensation would dispersion of the gas.
aisc seem logically to disperse radioactivity inside the building.
Filters might protect the population offsite, but it would still seen I would like to point out that we live in a stagnant air basin which has
irresponsible to expect workers to breathe what's left even af ter Krypton been compered to a bowl with a 114 on it. Krypton is supposed to be heavier
venting. How such will have been sained by venting? than air. Why wouldn't it collect in basemente or swaopy areas along the Sueque-hanna given our air basin conditione?
Can we be sure trat no Iodine 191 will be released with the KrYDtonI

The laws which govern cmfigurations of plumes show that same may riseWe are told that all the Iodine 131 has decayed. Yet, if the Kry M on in Y-ehaped funnels which you seem to envision, but othere rise only to drop to
levels have risen by 13,000 curies from November to February, it would seem the ground and travel at that level. Some bounce along the ground. What
that dangerous byprodcats continue to be manufactured by the core even if I happen to be standing at me of thcae contact points? What guarastees do
under natural circulation. Why not Iodine? I have when I can't see it or smell it?

Can we be sure that no other radiometive substances will be released? Wy is mmitorins beinn done only within the seven alle radius?

A February story in the Patriot cast some doubt on your assurances Venting only in high winde could indic w Krypton will not drop to thethat the filters will protect w from all radiosotivity other than Krypton. ground within the immediate area. But might .t not then drop down 10 miles
This story indicated a possible time lag for release of isotopes. It implied away? or 207 or 50? Conventional plumes have been measured for 40 or 50a saturation and mlease pattern of the filters. Is trere any basis for this? miles, even up to 75 miles. Detectable elevated levels of Zenon tas were monitored

during the accident as far away as Albany, N.f. % der these coriditionsYour invironmental lapact Statement indicates that before venting the will a 7 mile monitor be enough to tell th e operator that he can proceed withstack will ne " uncapped." Does t' is stack contain any trapped unmeasured assurance that he is venting at acceptable levelat
radioactive material which a:ight be emitted during the first days of your
proposed venting?

$0_
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Page ) Wat crecedente are we settina?

Mat has bem Gene to Mrdrede * e erill of the enerators who would enan the vant? If we agree that we can get rid of arypten simply by venting, will
we likewise be asked to accept a little Trittua, a small amount of Costun?.In February radiation was loc d offsite for 16 hours without either . This is not all the Krypton to be expoeted in the cleanup. Will the restMetNd or SC being aware of it. In cember Robes t Arnold admitted that he had also be vented later if we accept thia first batch?

recently had to undertake another ryorgantaation of personnel because
n t capabilities were so poor. John Colline was guoted as saying he would Wr not buy tima br ventins the cant-i - t of Unit 2 into Unit if
not let any low level waste leave Abe island frca August to January because the
workers were not competent $4 [, sad tre tracks. Are these the people I as There you have no deteriorated seale, a ' ready-built container. .

- suppened to trust to vent jest a little lethal gas at precise momente in And you have bought all tFe time you need to onnvert it to any acceptable .
a prooise wayT form you wish.

Ena anyone studied the arnermiette effects of Ervetant I do not believe you undaratand

Suppose I work in the Manheim asbestos plant, or load chemicale, or N ro are too many unknowns. There is too much history of finding out
plate metal at acid vate or smoke two packs a day. Is Krypton then safe about daneere to the pubite health yeste efter we are reamoured that nothing
and harmlese or oculd it be not doubly but triply dangerous? '

- can poesibly go wrong. - In short Wre have been too many lies. We have
.

'

mover 1.ad any real amourance that health and safety have over come before
Or the maalative effectet engiceeeing, wrofit and expedieng. Getting poisoned by an accident to

sometti g we any necept so fate. ht we cannot help but ned and leam .a

Suppoes I an already subject to this ana's chronie sinusitio or
. have methan or other lug canditions? , Suppose I an elderly or on infant..

that it =se caused by stupidity and bungling. Do you really exteot ne to
gather our children and march into the showere laughing and singing all the

' Could we replicate another Danoraf way?

I have alnady recetved 13 million curies of radianctivity I don't meet Beverley hviel
i and never wanted. bt doesn't include the part you cou1Wt measure because 200 Gettysburg I'ike .
your instrumente went off scale or your calibration was not up to date. It Mechaniesburg, Pa.170%
does not tell me the alpha and bete which was seldom even measured by your
instruments. N ousulative totale of what you any I have gotten are not
available in the pablic document room despite several public statements to
that effect. And even that famous 100 millireme standing naked at the
math gate for the duration statement le a figure arrived at by a committee *

which resobed a commemous on that figure. Some people en that Interagency
. Task Faroe figured the dose much higher, some lower. During the accident
I remember eneday when the BM team read their monitore siz times se high -
as everyone else. b team was discredited and their figures thmwn out.'
Can you be sure they.were not right? How can I accept these figures as a
guide to how much more I shmle be ellowed to tolerate?

Background levele have bba rising every year. My children 'are alnady
'

*

living with Strcuttium in their bones that I never had. Wo is to egy what
level is enough and what level to too much? Wo can say when .4 of a curie
more le not the level wbtoh tipo the scales into disaster? Will ay children
find out too latet+

f er do monitorina ====etes continue to talk about warninas after releases not
: w=>
s

W. Gage of EPA tried to reassure the public that they need not worry
because they would always hear about the day's releases on the 6 o' clock neve."*

Why is it that none of the people involved seem to be able to understand
that you can train and monitor all you want but what people ramily want .to
know to what you expect to do that day so that they can leave the area?

To date no-ane has had t%e comon decency even to give us simultaneous
immediate notification of accidental releases. We ask that and more. Give
na advance warning.

. , .

'114 !
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essential. Not to respond to this need is to "take the
cheapest. quickest way out" and to negate before study"

Sh 1 s the pocaible biolorical short or long term effects.
Lancaster. Penna. 17603 Questions which are raised by your MURG-0662 includesApril 10 1980

1. ) What other radioactive materials might be " masked * by
the large amount of Krypton-85 in the reactor building? I
do not believe this is investigated to a sufficient
degree in your assessment.

2.( I understand that maintenance of instrumentation
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and equipment required to keep the reactor in a safe
1717 H. Street M.W.
Washington.DC. 20585 shutdown condition gg} be attained with protective clothing

although this might prove a bit awkward. Therefore I do not
believe Kr-85 must M vented to prevent a criticality.

Gentlemen. J.) The question of occupational safety vs. public
safety I feel is a key one. For biological and genetic

I have just read your " Environmental Assessment for reasons I would rather see a few exposed than many, since, as
Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Dr. Upton says there is no safe threshold. Also I believe
Building Atmosphere." (NUREG-0662). As a physician I have the workers have a choice of whether they wish to work in
several concerns, questions and suggestions. this necupation or not. The public living in the area has

"We cannot prove. and we no longer assume. that, there no option if venting occurs.
is a threshold (below which there is no radiation damage)." 4.) I feel the riska involved in "long-term surve11ance"
"I think all agree that we have no reason to assume that any requirements of storage of Kr-85 are no greater than the
level of radiation is utterly safe." -Akthur Upton. M.D.. venting,most likely much less. As the previous NRC
Ca-A Cancer Journal fj2r Clinicians. Vol. 29. #5. Sept.-Oct. quote states, the current standards of exposure to the
1979. general public neid improvement. Besides, don't we have a

"The Environmental Protection Agency, which has gigantic radiation waste problem anyway? I would rather
responsibility for establishing federal guidelines and

have it contained than released. All we have to do is contain
generally applicable standards for the protection of the this Kr-85 for a few decades compared to over a thousand for
environment from radiation and radioactive materials is plutonium. Nuclear engineers keep telling us tM3 is no
currently developing new guidance in this area." " Areas M problem.
of Part 20 identified by the NRC staff as needing improvement 5.) I do not feel your conclusion on page 1-4 (that there
includea...(3) Standards for exposure of the general is no significant environmental impact) is valid. There
public..." - U.S. NRC news release Vol. 6 #12. week ending is no biological data presented for this presumption to be

!March 25, 1980. made. )The foregoing quotations are part of the basis of my 6.) From a non-engineer's viewpoint your best choice !conc &nsion that a separate Environmental Impact statement would be the selective absorption process system. It is the |
on the purging of the reactor building atmosphere is

115
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217 North Bishop Ave
Clifton Neights. Penna 19018

cheapest alternative to purging, allows a minimal offsite 10 Apr. 80does (even if an accident occurs) !s in t.se presently elee-
- where and is simple to operate (pg 6-37), would delay only

1) to 2 years (pg 6-33), should be very low occupational
8" * ry Commission

exposure based on previous operating experience (pg 6-37) D C
and could be designed for remote and maintenance free (Attn. Dr. Denton)
operation of iterage. (pg 6-35.)

It is your job to show a thorough and open evaluation Dear Sirs
of the evidence., The public should be convinced that Instead of venting the Krypton gas into the air as

proposed why couldn.t it be vented into large baloons which ineverything is above-board and that there is not some turn could be released high into the atmosphere by plane end not
effort behind closed doors to manipulate.the evidence. affect the town of Middletown. Pa.
It must be absolutely clear to the public that engineers are I have followed theevents at T.N.I. since it happeed
responsible and that risks are reflected as accurately as and have not read of the possibility of releasing the gas into
possible in your risk / benefit calculations. I do not feel this baloons and I think it is worth giving it a try as I believe that

with this method larger amounts can be released.
has yet been done for the previous reasons, and neither
does'the general public. The future of nuclear energy rests
with how you handle this situation publicly. not in further Yo e Trul

k3 , M/fengineering breakthroughs.
B. N. LE

Thank you for listening. I hope and pray you are.

-Yours truly.

sSM,' u s

Alan S. Peterson, M.D.

P
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1 Ifoodthorne Ct. #5
Owings Mills. Nd. 21117
Apr. 13, 1980 Commente on EUREMM62 & 2,

Richard H. Vollmer
Director, three Mile Island Sapport hvironmental Protee, tion Agency Regulations (40 CPR 190.10(b))
NRR, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisoton for radiation exposure for non-workers near a nuclert power
Washington, D.C. 20555

plant limit dosages to 50,000 curies of krypton-85 per gigawatt
Dear Mr. Yollmer,

year of electrical energy. As I understand it, this addendum

I est enclosing a ocument on EUREG-0662 Addendus 2. thank proposes the release of a greater amount of krypton-85 in only

yourfor your kind assistande in this matter.
released abould be scaled down to a level more in congruence

with WA standards. Alternatively, the , surrounding population
Tours truly, should be evacuated when the gas is being emitted or, at the

very least, be given the opportunity to, and assistance in,
.

u evacuating the area at the times of emissione should they so
desire.

.i .

-
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'Assestment Cunents, Michtsr, pets 2

4/14/80
'
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70s: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commise1on atmosphep1r beginning as early se next spring for a perio,. of about*

51 days.
*hree Mile Island Site
1.0. Box 311, Middletown, PA 17057 I contend that never was any other method of remov'ing Fr 5 ever8

FRCM Tanya Richter, '102 E. Locust St. Annville, PA 17003 seriously considered. It was a foregone conclusion that the Esses
would be vented. Only public outcry to the contrary prompted the

CCG3%TS ON THE NRC STAFF REPCRT "ENVIRONKDiTAL ASSESSXENT FCR
KRC to cursor 11y examine other methods.

'

DECCETAKIEATION OF THE THREE MILE IS1AND UNIT 2 REACTCR BUILDING IL **P10 FIDE siternatives to ve s.-g, I was interested to read
ATPCSPEERE" some material written by Geoffrey G. Eichholz, Professor of Nuclear

EnEineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology which stated thatI an opposed to the proposed venting of the TMI? Unit 2 containment The major advantage of the cryogenio distillation process for adsorption
building atmosphere for a variety of reasons. of noble Esses is its present hiEh technological level.*t Ee goes on
The first reason revolves around a well founded lack of trust in to say that " liquid air plents have been in existence for decades, and

the NRC to insure that the public interest both sental and physical thus considerable knowledEe has been assembled on materials of
is the primary consideration in decisions made concerning the clean. construction, valves, cocpressorg, distillation column design, sodes

of operation and reliability. Specific cryopr.n processes recovering
up operations. natural krypton from air have also been operatei for ecce time. 3ecause

A perusal through the history of agencies charEed with protectinE both noble-Eas removal system are well defined.' gs f.; a fission-product
of this, projected capital and operating coe

workers and the general public from radiation exposure reveals a .

record that is hardly stellar. For instance, the Federal Radiation , thy didn't the NRC include estimates from independent engineering firasCouncil, the U.S. Public Health Service and the Atomic EnerEy Commission rather than take the figures given by the licenseefpermitted underground uranium workers in the Colorado Plateau to
work in high levels of radiation until 60 had died of lung carcinoma. Possible future *mcontrolled releases of Kr 85 from storageThese same agencies then omeosed the action then taken by the Secretary is listed as one of several disadvantages for each of the siternatives
of Labor cen he took un11steral action and lowered the =aximum to venting. If the nuclear industry ca got safely store $7,000permissitie exposure level in uranium mines. Many other exacples curies of the relatively short-lived Kr , how can we possiblycan be cited which reveal a long term, continuing disregard for long
ters affects on human health. For instance, increased cancer deaths expect them to store radionuclides which are for more dangerous and

long lived? The implications are truly frighteningPresulting from nuclear weapons testing in the west are now coming
to light along with deaths of shipyard workers who serviced nuclear The assese=ent gives none of the back round data from which thefsub:arines at naval shipyards. Numerous accidents and radiation ERC staff drew information in order to arris a at their conclus*ons,releases at nuclear power plants would have re=ained unknown to the hhile it may have been impossible to include 'his in the assessment.

public if net for the press, document, it, should have been more accessib.v.

This is not a track record which would inspire me to place the hesith
of my children under NRC care. Yet in spite of this record, the NRC A body of knowledge is developing which suEEest s that low level

, ionizing radiation is far more harmful than was originally suspected.patron 12ingly tells us that cur doubts in their veracity are unfounded wubsequently, nothing less than a conservative '.ublic health postureand ;roclai s those who question their decisions as "ecotional" and to radiation exposure is acceptable. I do not perceive the NRC e tracing" irrational.= such a posture. In fact, I'm quite confused as to exactly what the,

3oth the ERC and Xetropolitan Liison =ust have realized immediately NRC, posture is because of state ents made at cauy of the innu=erable
aff ar the accident that the gases in the containment bu11 dine would TXI related meetings which I have attended during the past year.

I have heard NRC representatives state in one breath that "he dod

have to be removed in order *for cleanup to proceed at the facility. not assume a threshold" and in the next breath talk about us livingEere it is a year later and now we are . told that "it is likely that with tack round radiation, living in Denver for a week. Eettin6Efuture accidental .ralesses or operational incidents will occur if a chest x-ray. These latter statements sufgest that the ERC stillstorate is continued. The possibility of future accidental releases accepts the threshold hypothesis and that, hell, if we get this suchis also increased by eqntinued reliance on unmaintained equipment." all the ti e, a little more frca venting the krypton won't hurt =uch.The obvious question is, why weren't plans =ade ic ediately , then
1cple=ented to re=ove the gases in a manner which would have less of
an i=;act on the publio? I'll take the liberty of annverinE my own 1. . Radiation Release at TXI is Forcast,. The Patriot,"Harrisburg, PA

Cn August 14, 1979 Robert Arnold of Xet Ed/GPU told a,guestion.f state and municipal officials at the Hershey Motor Led e #"ED*t 14' 1979'eeting o E
and Corvention Center that decontamination of the ds=cEed Unit 2 2. de alz, Geomey, Dvhemmal iswets of Muchir Pcwer;
reactor "will require the venting of radioactive Esses into the Ann Arbor Science Publiscers, Inc., Ann Arbor, Kico. Ac106, 1976

;
-
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. RIMan et tERur.Otstman C sowiescoe sr.VEeChur'TWn WEmr J R0earfyg Jr, EsecuttveoWWtter

Mr. Bernard Snyder -2- April 14, 1980

t

'

release of the gas until the proposed study by tne Union of Concerned Scientists
is corpleted. This study, if conpleted in four to six weeks should provide an
independent analysis of the proposed action within a reasonable time period.

Mr. Bernard Snyder ' Oi""*r'l# y urs.
TMI Support Group .

Office of Nuclear Regulation
, 3 ~g g 'U. S. Paselear Regulatory Comission =^Washington, D. C. 20555

Em re<.
* * "

cc: - The Honorable walter S. Orlinsky
Monters of the Regional Planning Council and its staff have reviewed The Honorable Barbara Risacher

the Enviromertal Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit . m Se W ort
2 Reactor Building Atmosphere and with to submit the follonving Corrients. *

pp ,pg

The Regional Planning Council, in previous state mtits, has supported
the position that there should not be release of radioactise material from the
cleanup process before the preparation of an Environmental Impact $*.atement.
We also recognize the need for timely action by the PRC when it finds that pub- 5

lic safety requires release of material before the EIS is empleted.

The information in the Environmental Assessment indicates that sooner
or later utility and W C staff will have to enter the reactor building to
detemine what cleanup procedures will be most appropriate. The ossesament also
suggests that planned release of the Krypton 85 gas is required to prevent more
serious accidental releases. While it is better to release the gas under ideal
meteorological conditions than by unplanned, accidental leaks, the Assessment
fails to mention a time period or deadlins for rele)ses of the gas.

' In addition, the Assessment suggests that 7 ,St radiation monitoring
efforts will be within five miles of tne plant s' .e. There appears to be a

deliberate absence of infomation in the Assessment on desired wind conditions
for release of the radioactive gas. 38turae that the ans be released to the

i atmosphere only af ter nencyland health ^ officials are notified in advance so that
{ prwer monitoring stations can be estaMiahed. In addition, the PRC should

determine if more uo-to-date information on meteorological conditions around
TMI exist since preparation of the ETS for the plant.

' Firally, we feel that because the Assessment does not F Cvide aiy
requested or suggested time schedule for action, the PRC should delay actMI

arco,cev mwnncam asenvecuv enecan, sermrocuv *ews cam amece nev ree
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@ , E /177 2o5 au orarm- -
New Cumberland, Pa.

17070

kh MM April 15, 1980

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
gQ P. O. Box 511

Middletown, Pa. 17057g%194 e U"
Dear Sires

le a realdent who lives only six miles from the Three-Eile Island suelear
plant, I want you all to know that _ I don't like Tour *1==a for ventina theQ,Qgpu rQioactive krretod amo. But even more than snat, I don's like the exD-a
tance of those nuclearplants in my neighbostood, especially when one hasg A C(R.t. f03 become essentially a nuclear was te dump.p k$t@h rTC.-. [f , '

.k Mr eife le so upset with it alls that she deeperately wante t'o move out of
( g,A 1t:. ok k M hW I E the area in order to protect our three young children. Iff the econoale

(/
.

paCC once mortgages improve. Our modern ktstas history has taught us not to
situation were more suitable, we would be moving and probably will be moving

h CgY h4{Sg gg g g Q Qf trust our government experts with our personal health and welfare, and as a
result all the elesnup designe you have offered scare us.

p yA $b n % h C b N
Right now, the only ones I can trust regarding TMI are Dr. Kendall and the

. 4gQ5 Q [,g Qkt. In T vvd de initon of Concer=.4 sci.nti.to. I will b.liev. what th.y t.11 us, and I pray.g/M(v.oG;; 04- Ad
that the NRC will listen to them. I also wok 1d have such more faith in the, h QM . NRC if they announced that TM1 would be closed forever once its cleaned 4p.4\g hy Q. A 4% NVt: .A ( I #
I really love this area and would rather not movel But I could never live
here in peace again if these facilities sere reopened.

'[f h kk Ruh N*
gh Iq g A$Nt *

If, as I suspect the NRC will, the ventins le dones I'd much prefer the shorter
five-dar terlod than the longer elan. rive days would be much leen et...y...exg to our personal lives as there would be little trouble in taking my children

b N~ bqQ4 Mt. k N ( N h ha elsewhere for that time period. I also hope and pray that the proper weather
g7 Out I conditions are selected for the venting.. I'm sure that a five-day period

could be predicted well enough to find conditions that will disperse and
- g g gd@W D

Q g d Ob 4 ocatter the gas rapidly and carry it far enough away as to make it insignifi.9
hb }y O.4 cant to ell. But I'm also sure that there are other meterological circum-

Dp g7p ps -M( "f gN Qt _ g centrations-and leave it there for hundr.d. of y.aret That'. also another
stances that would tend to dump the gas in local areas of unacceptable --W

d \
- dl mdt Mb reason why 1 favor the short venting plan over the 60-day one. A 60-day Pro-

g eggy;L n+Wgyg 4 pR d- gram probably wouldn't be too weather selective and might tend to leave*

greater long tera depseits of radiation la the area than a discriminate 5-day
,

release,

g g h N Above all, though, I would much prefer a program that involved no releasesN YO
N and no long term atorage, and E don't understand why all your alternatives

Q gW offer.ed only one or the other and not both of these advantages.y, #e a -n ug q3 This tenda
,t. . .. ...I th. 1t.rn.tiv.. ..r. . 1..t.d t. h. v..t g lo.h. b..t

n as, u, , v, n m. fy a , pa a ecaua. it .- ch.a,e.t. ind one. aga. I .u.t ea, that th.s. hind of action..

. id ,. ..r. ..., f ro. t e t. th. .. .. th. .. -. .tr....d the 41t. .
..f.t, .f .iti.e.. . r ... r. .

Mk Jincerely,

$4^ h.4( m
%

e- ,ean .. ...
e

_

,
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| UNIT 1.C ST ATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2044o

-2-
APR 11 1980

We estimated the health risk of releasing the krypton-85 to be'O.0001
UM. excess deaths to the 1.750.000 population within 80 k11cueters of Three

Mile Island. This estimate was made using the averaae annual meteoro-
logical data from the Three Mile Island area and uncorrected population
(ata from the 1970 census. However, discharging the krypton-85 under

Mr. Richard H. Vollmer favorable meteorological conditions. which results in greater dispersionDirector. Three Mile Island Support. NRR and dilution, muld further reduce the health risks, as pointed out byU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coinnission the NRC staff. " Favorable meteorological conditions" means that com-
Washington D.C. 20555- bination of wind speeds, wind directions, and atmospheric stabilities

which wuld promote the rapid dilution and dispersion of the air beingDear Mr. Vollmer; exhausted from the containmant vessel.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the " Environmental The total health risk, both to the public and to workers. is such smaller -
Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island thit 2 Reactor for the fast purging option. Tne occupational health risk is 0.00022
Building Atmosphere." (WJREG-0662 plus addendums 1 and 2). This assessment excess deaths (1.1 person-rem) for the fast purging option compared to a
was prepared to evaluate the impact of releasing the krypton-85 in the range of 0.0064 excess deaths (42 person-rmm) to 0.051 excess deaths -
Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor building to the environment. (255 person-rem) for the other control options.

In our opinion, the most acceptable option is to purge the reactor The accident risk assessment by the NRC staff is incomplete since no
building atmosphere and release the krypton-85 to the environment in as values are assigned to the probabilities of occurrence of the various
short a time period as is possible, using actual meteorological conditions accidents. However. it appears that an uncontrolled large release of
most favorable to dispersion. We are also in favor of the monitoring krypton-85 could happen accidentally within the period required for

- program as described on p. 6-45. This choice is based on the very low installation of control systc. . More important, however. is the poten-environmental and public health impact that would result from the release tial for a more hazardous accident given the unknown condition of the
of the krypton-85. Also, a controlled release would eliminate the large reactor itself and the limited reactor monitoring instrumentation.
occupational radiation exposures which would be experienced for the While it would be helpful in this decision process to have quantitativeother control options. Information on probabilities. delays in obtaining it may be inimicable '

to public health and safety. We believe it prudent to reduce the like-
Our assessment of the off-site doses for the purging option are in lihood of reactor accidents which could be more hazardous than the releasegeneral agreement with those made by the NRC staff. We calculate a of the krypton-85. Thus we conclude that the most acceptable option is
maximum skin dose of 20 mrem to an individual continuously present at to release the krypton-85 from the reactor building.
the site boundary during the release period based on average annual
meteorological conditions. The whole body dose to the same individual We do, however, suggest that the discussion on the environmental ispact
is 0.2 mres equivalent. These estimates are further reduced by using an of the non-filtered particulates (p. 6-4) be expanded to include sizingoccupancy factor, similar to that used by the NRC staff, to produce an and distribution after dispersion.
estimated skin dose of 14 mrem and an estimated whole body dose of 0.15
arem equivalent. These doses are well within the EPA environmental We would also suggest that the NRC indicate that the ctanulative environ-
standards for the exposure to radioactivity of the individuals involved mental ispacts attributable to this cleanup action and the EPICOR !!
in the normal operations of the uranium fuel cycle (40 CFR Part 190). action will be included in the the discussion and assessments in theAlthough these standards are not strictly applicable to this situation, forthcoming programatic environmental ispact statement (EIS) on decon-
they do provide us with a reasonable yardstick for measuring the relative tamination and disposal of radioactive wastes (44 FR 67738).

, seriousness of this exposure.
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OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
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omon cane or coneomanon
RUCl[AR Division

Should you have questions regarding these matters please contact
Ms. Betty Jankus (202-755-0770) of my staff or Mr. Jack Russell
(202-557-7604) of the Office of Radiation Programs. rosv oerics son s

GAR RIDGE, TEusestl5EE 37338

Sincerely your April 15. 1980

*

William N. Hedeman. Jr. ( Chairman John Ahearne
Director U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Environmental Review (A-104) Washington, D.C. 20555,

Dear Chairman Ahearne:

In riew of tne intense public concern expressed recently about the proposed
venting of Kr-85 from the damaged TMI reactor, I would like to suggest a
possible mechanism for alleviating some of this concern. Why not encourage
and fund local radiation monitoring efforts for the duration of the
planned release 7 This arrangement would allow independent, local
verification and monitoring of the information provided by the utility
and the USNRC, and may reduce some of the fear and anxiety experienced
by those who distrust both. Perhaps the State of Pennsylvania should
be asked to assist or oversee this effort. The principal objective ,
however, should be to create independent, locally-controlled monitoring
arrangements which local citizens feel they can trust. Similar
arrangements should be considered at all operating plant sites.

This suggestion arises from my eight years of social impact assessment
work on nuclear and coal fuel cycles and decentralized solar technologies.
Our group has considerable experience (initially funded by AEC in 1972)
in community impacts of large and spell energy technologies. I would
be pleased to discuss the suggestion further if you are interested.

Sincerely yours,

&LL*

Eliza th Peelle
Social Ispact Assessments

,

EP/le

cc: R. Brafo F. Mynatt I
B. H. Bronfman H. Postma
R. J. Budnitz - NRC M. W. Rosenthal
R. M. Davis T. Row
M. Firebaugh - ORAU 0. Trauger
G. Flanagan A. M. Weinberg - ORAU
W. Fulkerson T. Wilbanks
R. S. Llvingston . H. Zittel
F. C. Maienschein
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April 16, 1960 /4/[8f

Donald I. Hoover N-
7' '

~' '
<-

-

r /. k [M412 West Pine St. f
- Palmyra, Pa. 17076

M4%, r6. //A.r7
General Public Utilities Corp.,

100 Interpace Parkwayi

| Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 jp gfd .*
ATTN William G. Kuhns, Chairman

Dear Birs *
y.. , ,, ,_ , , _ , ,

For GPU Corp. and Met-Ed to put the treM ne e,nay. before the /. /

.' # "EN N e g sg,jgr.ggent)M $,velfare of the citi= ens, tarpayers, and Met-Ed consu:n=rs is '

'T ' /supq appauang. /
.

p m y x :- j
Your consideration for your stock holders well-being must be / f ~7y
gratifying to them, but hardly a consolation for the people who g,, , , g , , ,,*a

,. " Me , '.^.
are going ta sacrifice their hard-earned money to pay for an s -- 7 7 -- -jaccident they did not cause. Please do not tell me that the - r
" poor" stock. holders would be made to suffer, since they are M" r [ _ f E- h^ - ^ ^

known to be generally in the upper class. #
. .AYour insistence to vent the Krypton Gas at the expense of the &|M. *

m m ace an1 w mu suu meorcers r.wney is dreadful. It
simply tells me that Het-Ed, GPU DER, and the NN ,just does p g A*zi- g

"/ ~ ~'
ent ny a s <t 1 if ce o a ess / *

equitable and a less expensive method of cleaning up the reactor.
The cryogenic method would be the safer way to dispose of the f-

-

j& *, _ _g /u_- .f,,

-[---- AMMradioac61vity, but then that would be more expensive for GPU and 7

for it's " poor" stockholdars. MM.
,

[g s t-e e /w/p' M [f/ -
Some day you will meet your maker and will have to answer for

g~ ~
w /_

your actions, but you have a consolation in that the God above M
,

..' * * *'E "E /$ ffe !" "- dei / WA' **

,, _

Sincerely, h-

h p.g -y Wu k?- 'Y- ^[ ' '
^

g

Donald I. Hoover

ces NBC, Ahearne Feed Williams, WANT M*Gov. Thornburgh /, 4PUC, Shanaman
Sen. Heinz yh, ,

.r
-- *

e -Ed
y [f *D- .

m

___ __ _ --_ - _ __ - - __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1etter - Ahearn

PENNSYLVANIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE g
""* **

The eme spokesme= /w e# " _ ed i A-ay Even so, we encourage careful sumitoring by EPA's office in Midilletcast
222 M M W and its 18 annitoring stations almg with an active public information

program. Nrtlerere, w would be pleased to help in any way possible.Hmmtans. Pa.17101 Thank you for your consideration of this est important matter.
Ama Code (717) 2344441

April 16, 1980

A

Ilobert HibbardMr. John Ahearn. Onairmen PresidentNuclear Regulatory Ccuatission
1717 H Street, N.W. 15t/kik
washington, DC 20555

cc: Lt. Governor hilliam W. Scranton, III
Dear Otairman Ahearn: Clifford L. Jees. Secretary - IER

ik1bert A. Shinn, Director - GEC
1he Pennsylvania Osamber of Commerce is a statewide organizatim

which represents over 2000 businesses and industries in the Gamamwealth.

We__ urge you to initiate the venting of the contaminated atesphere
frm_Tm 's in.u u w aa or nuu aing.

We support an expeditious clean-up of thit II, of which the next
mjor step is venting of the krypton 85 gas. We are convinced that of
the four proposed methods for decontamination: (1) a cryogenic system,
(2) a pressurized storage system, (3) a charcoal absorption system, and
(4) venting, that the fourth method, venting in as short a period as
possible, considering health and safety, is preferable.

We have arrived at this decisim through information provided by
the IER, NRC, and the " Report of The Governor's umanission on 1MI", on
P.106 it states that it,

would not oppose an NRC decision to vent the kryptm gas, provided
that dose levels projected in the envirmeental impact assessernt
are acceptable.

We believe that projected risks of permitting the cataminated
atmsphere to remain in its present state exceed any risk of vmting.
Limited enitoring capability, possible core start-te, or leakage from
the primary system requiring additional water could be ena=mes of
extensive delay in the decmtamination process.

Cm the other hand, the risk of venting is minimal when one considers
that the maxiam anotzst of radiatim received would be .1 to .2 millircus
if an individual were to stand at the nearest point to the plant through
the entire venting period. This small animt would still permit the plant
to meet the legally acceptable limit for operating plants of 5 Mt/ year and
we view such an atmspheric release as safe relative to normal amatets of
radiation received from living on earth today. |

I

Cheweten MAROLDS MoHLER Ps sanssut ROSEET HISSARD 1 poHND WicEEST
|

vecechowsmen 8AME5 H SINN5 * JE f f REY J SURDct * EAYMoND D RYAN * A ) 50RDoNI. W e EDwpe E. TUTTLE
|



Lette? - Thornburgh
, hy tm

PENNSYLVANIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE M Even so, we encourage careful mnitcring by EPA's office in MidiletamN *** M"** W h ead indmany and its 18 monitoring stations along with an active public inforation
222 North Nd Sir,,8 program. Nrthermore, we would be plead to help in any way possible.
Hamsburg, Pa.17108 ank you for your cmsideration of this most ingertant matter.

. Area Code (7tn 23s* 8 Sincerely.
April 16, 1980

Robert Hibbard
h Honorable Dick h rnburgh President
Governor of Pennsylvania

RH/kik225 min Capitol kilding
Harristurg, PA 17120 cc: Lt. Governor William W. Scranton, III

. Dear Dick: Clifford L. Jones Secretary /- DER
John Ahcarn. Otairman - !@tC

h pennsylvania O'.anber of Consmerce urges you, following the report *

of Dr. Henry Kendall's panel, to recoronend to the Nclear Regulatory
Comunission that a safe initiation of the venting process for the con-
taminated atmsphere from Eree Mile Island's thit 11 Reactor Building
be imidertaken as soon as possible.

h Oud;er supports an expeditious clean-up of thit !!, of which
the next major step is venting of the krypton 85 gas. We are convinced
that of the four proposed methods for decontamination: (1) a cryogenic
system, (2) a pressurized storage system, (3) a charcoal absorption system,
and (4) venting, that the fourth method, venting in as short a period as
possible, considering health and safety, is preferable.

We have arrived at this decision through informtion provided by the
DER, MtC, and your Cossalssion's statement on P.106 that it,

would not oppose an MtC decision to vent the krypton gas,
provided that dose Icvels projected in the envirorumental
ingutt assessment are acceptable.

We believe that projected risks of pernitting the contaminated
atmosphere to remain in its present state exceed any risk of venting.
Limited unitoring capability, possible core start-up, or leakage from
the primary system requiring additional water could be cr==~es of
extensive delay in the decontamination process.

On the other hand, the risk of venting is minimal when one considers
that the maximan amount of radiation received would be .1 to .2 millirems
if an individual were to' stand at the nearest point to the plant through
the entire venting period. Bis small amunt would still pennit the plant
to meet the legally acceptable limit for operating plants of 5 Mt/ year and
we view sxh an atmspheric release as safe relative to normal amounts of
radiation received from Ilving on earth today.

Chewmas MAROLol MoMitR Paredeae ROstRTHissAmo Taeaewer loHm o weCatet
vue Chawmeo IAMil M. StasmS * l4FFRtY ) SURDcf * B AYMoPeo o RVAN * A I 50Roomt. ses * towlm t TUTTLE

b
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PSI / Arnold, to nornburgh: April 16, 1980 2m PARAScIENCE INTERNATIONAL
IE 1826 Miller Lees. Herristerg. Posesylvania 17118 USA.

- Larry E. Arseld, director
In our view this position, recognized as highly unpopular samg the populace

and thus politically hazardous, is nevertheless the sanest reconneniation to
April 16, 1980 make at this stage in the on-going crisis at NI.

Let us give you the reasons behird this perhry surprising stance.
The Honorable Richard Thornburgh First, contrary to what NRC official Richard Vollmer told incensed citizensCovernor of the State of Pennsylvania at Middletown's Liberty Fire Hall last enth, Kr-85 doe 4 occur naturally inCapitol Building this planet's atmosphere. In southcentral Pennsylvania, Kr-85 contributesHarrisburg, Pennsylvania 20-30 picoCuries per cubic meter to the annual background radiation level.

Our independent calculations indicate a vented Kr-85 dose of 17 picoCuries
Dear Mr. n ornburgh: per cubic meter at the 10-mile radius for the two-month (proposed) purge, an

effective increase of 340-510 percent over natural background. Extrapolated
to the North Gate at NI, the Kr-85 post-purge level would increase approxi-
mately 285,000 percent.

His canunication is in response to your public position to solicit and All that somas like a lot, but with assistance from Margaret Reilly, IX'Revaluate responsible viewpoints on the atmospheric purge of Kr-85 fra the Bureau of Radiation Protection, we fird this level converts to about 0.3contairnent vessel of nree Mile Island Unit 2. microRads (millionths of a Rad) at 10 miles and 0.2 mil 11 Rads at the North
Gate. His latter value coincides with the figure originally given by theAs a preface to the following recanendation, you should know that unlike NRC, incidentally,

yourself and 99.9 percent of the local citizenry we have actively opposed Cmpared to the normal bi-monthly background dose fra natural sources of
Metropolitan Edison's operations at B res Mile Island for many years -- a 14 millirad (or Rem), this is for practical pugoses a tubj miste incteme.statement the utility's top management will readily acknaledge. It is reasmable to state that moving to Pittsburgh -- which has a higherIn the 3pring of 1977 we were one of a handful of southcentral Pennsylvania natural level of background radiation -- would be radiologically more detri-residents who appeared before the Atomic Eafety and Licensing Board on M-2 mental on the dose-alone basis, for example,

o and testified in opposition to issuance of an operating license for Unit 2.
Among the more than 20 points we raised that we found inadequately addressed Second, between 1955-1970 the total Kr-85 in the dele Northern Hemisphere
were mItimode failures, mergency warning and planning, and Class IX acci- of the planet increased, thanks to the Nuclear Industry, a dopping 1500 percentf

Between 1970-1980, again thanks to the Nuclear Industry, the worldwide Kr-85dents at 1M1-2. The NRC Staff laughed at us, and the ASLB Cornissioners
refused to consider (along with our other contentions) Class IX events as dose @h M W h wh m AMM W W WW hH m

Radiation Protection to rise 588 poteent from 0.034 to 0.2 millirm per year,
bterwards, at our request Representative Jeffrey Piccola (R-104th) Yet few PeoP e in this area have complained (even know, we suspect)_about thisl

arranged for a tour of M in early struer 1977. Jack Herbein, whose name situatiou -- even though it should be far more disturbing than the quantities
you will recognize, gave Rep. Piccola and us a " cook's tour" of Unit 2. De- of Kr-85 proposed to be purged frm Unit 2.
signed to allay our fears about TMI, this tour managed instead to enhace our Clearly, we do not suggest Kr-85 is hamless.
cmcerns about the facility's safe operation; unfortunately, Rep. Piccola The National Council on Radiation Protectim, in its 1975 Report # 44chose rather to place credence in the acillfluous pronouncements of the Met-Ed entitled " KRYPTON-85 IN 11E A1}0SNERE -- Acctnulation, Biological Significance,spokesmen. and Control Technology," defines skin first and lung tissue second as the most

In July 1978 we authored an insightful and, as it pmved to be nine months easily damaged parts of the body by Kr-85 missions. However, states the N O Plater, highly accurate article published in HARRISBURG MONTHLY MAGAZINE: # 44: "The absence of an observed excess of skin tinors in A-bomb survivors'TELTDONN! Teorrow's Disaster at Three Mile Island." It described a Class ... argues that skin is appreciably less susceptible to radiation carcinogenesis"II multimode accident at Unit 2. For this we were vilified by Met-Ed's presi- than suspected. While monitoring of A-bomb victims has been admitted less than
dent 1 the publisher's Federal grant was terminated after inquiries launched by canendable, had skin been severely injured by bmb radiatim one would thinkMet-Ed; and Jack Herbein wrote a lengthy monograph pointing out the " errors it difficult to overlook entirely. Thus, on accepted radiological research,and misrepresentations" of '1ELTDOWNL" me should not expect much (to be conservative) skin injury from the purge dose.On March 28, 1979, we were vindicated -- though the victory se m s a Punic Conversely, a study cmplied by the Pemsylvani2 Thorasic Society in 1979one. In the aftermath of that fateful day, the coadibility for accurately found that segeral environmental irritants, when inhaled into the lungs, engen-assessing conditions at IMI se es clearly to lie with us and not Metropolitan der elastin -- a substance which damages lung tissue. We have strong suspicianTdison or the NRC, Mr. Thornburgh, that Kr-85 is me such irritant, ard therefore the purge of Kr-85 has a

Frm this long anti-nuclear background we make this recanendation: that secondary hysiol ical impact that, to our knowledge, has not been addressed
you support the proposed atmospheric purge of Kr-85 within Unit 2's conialiiment. by Met on t

impairments physiologically - and certair4 psychophysiological y. Because of

'today's frontiers are tomorrow's understamlingn:
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a 1 cms-term post accident health investigation con & acted privately, we cre likely
sera maare of the physiological effects of even extremely low-level radiation As stated earlier, we recamnend you sgport the proposal of Kr-85 pargireemissims wcm the public aroLMd M than ate most so-Called experts on radiation and urge that it be acC u plished soon.
-- certainly moreso than the batch of radiol ists iho addressed the pro-mclear We also recamnend and urge that you abarmion your current ncm-ccontittalRadiatica and Health Gmference at Hershey cal Center last September, stance on mclear power plants in the thwascalth and vociferously opposeConsequently, we made this secondary rer==mdatica if (or more reasonably, when) the licensing of new reactors while pursus.ng all means to expediently phaseventing is approved: that the Pemsylvania Health Department seriously exmine

out those currently on-line. Southcentral Femsylvania cme within nimtesand tabulate reports of tachycardia, sore throats. W and sore eyes and of being istinhabitable for decades (WA31-1400 Report). We don't want another
skin, ext m letherry ed similar radiati m sickness ailments that will be . portion of Pemsylvania, or our own hane for that matter, in that precariouslyexperienced by a seament of the populatim surroimdias mI esring this period.

jeoprdized ccumiitican again. And as Governor of this magnificent state we
ht factor and ren-mdation considered, we still believe it pnalent and dcm t think you want that either.

expewfient to purge this radiomclide becmase of a third ad (in our view) the Available to be of assistance on this issue, we resinover-riding reason:
A far greater danger lies in failure of contalment ev:',pment that is kwp- Wst sincerely yours,ing 1MI-2 fram going for its secorn! Class 11 and fourth near-meltdonan. This

equipment requires maintenance not given in more than a year.
We taiderstand that Met-Ed vice-president Hof ert Arnold has recently stated (*

it is not this equigment maintenance that is the main reason for his r=pany's ##I Id
advocating the purge of krypton. This we find a surprisirs statement; but
even if true, our ition would not be altered for Met-Ed's track record in
describing and pre cting events at M is not what one could call noteworthy * You might like to ask the PSC why they didn't order ins ion of a cryo-
for genic distillation system the day after the accident, a systs that N0tP Report

Ha rsonally foreseen the March 28, 1979, accid et at 1MI-2 nine # 44 said was 98 percent effective in Kr-85 removal and,has been " developed and
months before it happened, te now perceive as iamminent suita ei malfunctions operated'cm a significant scale" way back in 1971. faC s John Collins coul
associated asidt Unit 2's annetar. It is of utmost importance that catairment mir tell us that his ag was " busy with other things" at the time -- so
entry occ r soon: if not, the crisis developiru will force vimtira of Kr-55 apparently the PSC has nei r the expertise-in-depth nor ability for mult
myway -- but it may well cae too late. response to a reactor accident as serious as the last cme at 1M1-2.

It uhat z could sit for years without further problaas developing, we would Rzrthermore, Robert Arnold (no relatim) has said one reason Met-Ed did not
take the position of many anti-raaclear associates regardine Kr-85 purging arul favor cryogenic distillation was becmase cylinder storage of the Kr-85 posestell Met-Ed to " sit cm it." hat as you should have learned by now, the pihlic contamination leakage problems. If the Muclear In&astry can't safeguard theis still held hostage to a smaclear terror in our midst. Ignoring hard decisicms ecosystem from a radicraaclide with a half-life of only 10.7 years in the casewill not make the dangers at 1MI simply evaporate into ncn-existence. of Kr-85, how can they expect -- and how can you condone their claims -- toh incetrovertible fact, fram our perceptim, is that if containamt entry isolate o ch more biologically destructive radioisotopes like Cs-137, Sr-90is not made soon and ti.ae-consuming thornish surveillance aind repair of safety- and P1-239 (with a half-life of 24,000 years)?assuring equipment mdertaken (idtich, we sutmit, canot be =cramplished by
sendirs in work crews for very short durations in a Kr-85 envircament, as the is this the legacy you wish to leave to the people of Pemsylvania at the
1M1 legal Defense Red suggested April 15), you, the leC, Metzupolitan Edison, cupletion of your ters as Governort
and southcentral Pemsylvania are going to be facing the see kind of "taithink-
able" crisis that terrorized us all less than 13 months asof

there is not sufficient time to install a selective absorption system or
cryogenic distillation devices.* ilnless both we and the ccmsultants who have cc: Rep. Jeffrey Piccola
advisal you arut the DEC have overlooked a slaple and quick solution to this Sen. George Gekas
situatim, there is no other position we can r-<-md, distasteful though it gresman Al en
I" * "*

President Jimmy Carter
In the vernacular, this area has " bought it" be=ne its people refused to Robert C. Arnold, Vice-President of Metropolitan Edisoninform themselves about the dangers of mclest reactors util the ' impossible' Jolm Collins,PSC in Charge of 1MIjarred them into awareness. Now all of us face, and some are suffering, the Acting leC Oialmen Ahearne

r<--s of that blindness. Oumancey Kepford and Judith JohnsrudWe hope, thotch we becue increasingly doubtful, that your awareness on this "the Paxton Heralcr'issue of smaclear power plants has likewise been awakened. Three Mile Islami Alert !

!
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CRITIQUE OF INVIROGIENTAL ASSESSa u f FOR
DECONTAMINATION OF TiptEE MILE 151MO IMIT 2
REACTOR BUILDING ATM)SPtGE (NUREG-0662)""""" 7 7.EE." .",'EUO.7"** *

April 16, 1980

The Nuclear Regulatory Commissica (NAC) has considered a

series of five options for dealing with the gr-85 in the containment of
William J. Dircks
Acting Executive Director Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island (TMI) complex and has recommended venting

for Operations
.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission the radioactive gases into the atmosphere (" purging"). This recommendation
Washington, D.C. 20555

is based on a cost-benefit analysis in NUREG-0662 that involves two
Dear Mr. Dircks: .

serious mistakes in the method of calculation. If these mistakes are
Having received NUREG-0662 and the Report on the Special Task

Force from Jona Souder on April 10, 1960, I was unable to submit the corrected, the priorities for the five options are effectively reversed.
enclosed brief critique by the deadline. In view of the fact that I
have promises in writing from the Nuclear Reguistory Commission that ! The first mistake is to calculate the cost-benefits from the
would be sent all such materials but these promises were not kept, I
suggest that circumstances make some relaxation in deadlines appropriate. standpoint of the utility although it is the resp 0"sibilitY of the NRC

hm ly eived the materials in conjunction with legal actions
,

However, on the positive side, it did make it.possible to means is that the public health costs have been virtually ignored
include data from the Pennsylvania State Health Department. Contrary to

(there are in fact no, estimates of mortailty or morbidity either forthe statements of that department, the figures given for the three o
years. '77, '78, and '79 for infant deaths in a 10-mile radius of TMI-2
in the same 6-month periods (e.g., 20, 14, 31) shows significent increase workers or the general public). Admittedly, the 375,000 price tag on
in the death rates. An elementary statistical analysis (using the
binomial distribution) shows that the increase in the mortality is purging is cost-beneficial to the utility when compared to a multi-
statistically significant at about the 1% level. This makes it comparatively
easy to estimate that che purging will produce at least 50 excess infant million-dollar price tag for the alternatives. When, however, the costs
deaths '.n the area and somewhere between 500 and 5000 total casualties,

to the public are also considered, the purging option is completely
While I realise the NRC has orders from the top to go ahead

with the purging at TNI-2, this will be a rerun of Big Smoky. However, unacceptable from a public health standpoint. As w'11 be detailed
I woald like to remind all of you of one thing. In view of the warnings
that .rou have received here and elsewhere, the approva; of purging later, a conservative estimate is that the venting will produce at least
w uld be a criminal actior - reckless endangerment or negligent homicide
at th e least. When babie# start dying (for whatever reason) after the 50 infant deaths.
purging, the public revulsion will be such that all involved in this
fatal decision will, I believe, be brought to trist on cr:.minal charges The second mistake in the cost benefit calculations is that
or will be faced with damage suits. If you don't care about other
humans, think of what might happen to . a. the analysis considered deals with only the first step in the clean-up

,

Verysin7erelyyours, process instead of the entire process. For example, the rationale given
. . . -

i . , ,, r 1 " "
Irwin D.J. Bross, Ph.D.

Direct'or of Biostatistich
IDJB/mak /
Eac. /

b
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for purging is that it would allow early entry of workers into the any final decisions should be made. Is this reactor mortally wo w

, containment as the first step in the clean-te . , Thus, on page A-2-1 it and beyond repairt (Any realistic appraisal would lead to a *yes"

is argued "Each 1/2 hour entry is estimated to result la a dose of 0.3 answer.) Given the present state of the art in decontamination,'is it

0.5 R if the Erypton has wot been purged. If the Krypton has been ' realistic to plan on putting workers into the containment? (The cited

purged, the comparable dose is 0.2-0.4 R. Therefore, failing to purge NUREG-0662 figure on dosages from water, walls, etc., indicate this can

the Krypton would add...about 0.1 R (per entry)." What these figures never be done within the NRC 5 R per year limit.) is there any way to

actually show is that purging fails to produce a safe work environment. stabilize the reactor environment without putting humans inside? (Yes,

so in practical terms the operation would be about as hazardous after entombment could largely be carried out by remote operations.) Would

purging as before it. After purging (but to conform to NRC permissible purging be necessary with entombment? (No,~all the radioactivity would

levels), a worker could work no more than two days per year. stay inside the containment and be' stabilized in concrete, including the

Another way to see that the Er-85 exposures are not the radioactive water.) Long-term cost' considerations gives an entirely

limiting factor in the clean-up is to consider operations at a later different cost-benefit picture than single-step analyses and permit

stage where the worker would have to be near the radioactive water. options that the NRC has refused to consider seriously.

Here the level is 120 R per hour. In a single g hour shift a worker The second strategic mistake in the cost-benefit analysis of

would get a dose of 960 R. about a lethat dose of radiation, and the NUREG-0662 is the failure to deal with public costs rather than private

additional 1.6 R from the Krypton would make little difference in the costs. Such analysis requires a strong effort to base estimates of a

health effect. hestth costs on factual evidence instead of on the meaningless Nickey

The previous examples point up how superficial the cost. Nouse Arithmetic (spurious calculations) of section 6.1.4 on " Environmental

benefit analysis in NUREG-0662 actually is. The disposal of Kr-85 Impact". While NRC has accepted peta calculations (as they are called in

cannot be considered without considering the disposal of the half a the trade) for many years, a competent public health panel would not

million curies in the radioactive water. To evaluate the options on accept these numbers as relevant to health costs.
,

s

Kr-g5 it is essential to have the comprehensive programatic plan for the Factual evidence does exist but has been ignored by letC. .For

clean-up at hand. example, the Pennsylvania Health Department has just released statistics

In analysis of long-term cost-benefits rather than first-step . which can provide direct estimates of the effect of purging on infant

consequences alone, a series of key questions must be answered lefore mortality in the area. Overall long-term morbidity and morality can be

t
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estimated from the genetic damage indicated by the infant mortality.
If the purging option is carried out, what will this do to the

roughly by multiplying up by a factor between 10 and 100,
death rates la infants 7 According to the Special Task Force report

According to a health department survey, there were 31 deaths -

{2,l), * Estimates are that about 65 40 curies of radioactive gas escope
within a 10 mile radius of TM1 in the 6 months after the March 28, 1979

,

accident and an' infant mortality rate of 17.2 per 1000. This latter is
gas releases from a similar operating nucteer reactor." The purging

about 20% above the statewide average of 13.3 per 1000 and is an even
would release an estimated 44,000. curies of Kr.85 into the atmosphere.

greater lacreas'e above previous local rates. Deaths in the same area in
This is about 50 times the release claimed for TMI after shutdown and 5 '

the same months for 1977 and 1978 are reported as 20 and 14 so that the
times the " normal" release on an annual basis. A five fold increase in

31 deaths in 1979 may represent a 50% increase. While the evidence is

not conclusive, there is a strong prima facie case that at least 5 or 6
,

corresponding increase in infant deaths.
(and possibly twice as many) of the 31 deaths are due to releases of

. Roughly speaking. the observed 20% excess infant mortality
radioactivity from TMI.

would become a 100% excess after the purging. A doubling of ths infant
The pennsylvania Health Department claims these figures "could

h We@ W a @k MM n@M m if W
not support a suggestion of a significantly higher (death) rate" since

utility can save millions of dollars.

the 15.7 rate "was actually a decrease for the Three Mile Island area
Numbers of deaths are perhaps easier to inderstand than rates.

because during the prior six months the rate was higher,17.2." What
An excess of 5. deaths in 6 months is 10 deaths per year. maltiplying by

the 17.2 shows is that the death rate has been ceasistently high, probably
, ,

because of malfunctions and releases prior to the accident. As for the
NRC to sanction this is unconscionable.

decrease, there is a well.kpown annual cycle of these rates with the
The overall health effect la the population of 2,500,000

peak in January and the lowest values in July or August and there is
within 50 miles of TM1 can be roughly estimated by multiplying the

also a steady downward trend. This decrease should have been expected.

The health department also refers to " wildly fluctuating"
500 and 5000. Many of these casualties would not occur for 20 years or

death rates but this is what is found around reactors beuuse of the

accidental releases. It certainly does not absolve TNI. So the actual

data (butnotwhatwassaidaboutt$edata)actuallyconfirmsthatthere
benefit analysis from the public rather than a private standpoint

was an excess death rate at TMI. Indicates an environmental impact of an order of magnitude which might

131
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Comm. John Aherne
.

*0* Toa Nuclear Begulatr>.y Commission

Des Venting

be described 'as a " deliberately engineered disaster . The purging
Dates Apr1117,1980a

optica shc,uld never have been rom, r4,t ed by the NRC.i ,

which permeates even erotective clothing. Now would $7,000 curies of Krypton
affect our " normal background * when vented is a 3 to 60 day period? Why. with
other alternatives available, would you select the type " clean-up" which adde the
most background to the public? Didn't you know you would have this residue? If
you know this, why didn't you start implementing a safe disposal systee for Krypton
10-12 months ago? There are alternatives to venting, more costly but ester to the

general publie - which did not cause the accident. If storega containere leek after
- 10 yeare, the redicactivity from Krypton will have taen natusslly reduced by 305.
After 20 years, th amount of radioactivity will be only 25 of the original.

If Krypton is vented. what presente this heavier element free settling La
" pools" which will increase " normal background * rediation level and pose a potential
probles 100-150 years, at a conservative guess.

le it only another apponeseent play to limit emissione to 0.1% or 1% or 10$
of " normal background" levele? By leaks and planned esteetone, how long until our
area has a " normal backgreurd" level of radioactivity as high as your favorite
city, Denver?

Can you assure the public by facts - not gumeene - that radioactivity contributes

nothing detriomatal to our life?

Thara you.
Cf_ - 40 ( 34 ,% .
q g

-

Char A. Y rick. Sr._
>___<~

Genevieve B. Emerick

(Mr. & Mrs. C. W. Bearick, Sr.
489 Willow St.
Highopire, Pu. 170y6

(717-939-9037)
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April 18, 1980
I'IVENTNOR CITY. N. J. oSaos April 17, 1980

TMI Program offfce
Atta: J. T. Collins, Deputy Manager
U. S. helear Regulatory Comunission
c/o Three Mile Island helear Station
Middletown. Fa. 17057*

To Whom It May Concern:
Dear sir:Af ter hearing on TV about the cost and problem of getting rid of the

gas at Three Mile Island, I have been giving it some thought abcut a Three Mile Island Noelear starten. Unit 11 (TMI-2)possible solution.
Operating ucense No. Drt-73

Docket No. 50-320The ideas I have probably have been thought of before, but perhaps
not. I realize there is much to be thought about and I do not know Co ents Concerning NUREC 0662

anything about the type of gas, such as can it be compressed, is it
heavy or light, is it flamable, can it be mixed with other gases,
will it dissipate in air and what type of materials will it penetrate? Enclosed, please find the Metropolitan Edison Company comenents on NURLC 0662,

Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island UnitThere are many more solutions which would have to be thought out by II Reactor s.11 ding Atmosphere and Addenda. These comuments are submitted tothe proper people. However, my thought was to put the gas into bal- meet the close of comments date of April 18, 1980.loons alone, or in a balloon within a balloon with helium or a lighter
gas, to take it many miles above earth and detonate it with a radio

sincerely,controlled charge. Perhaps phosphorus, dye or smoke could be mixed
with it to follow it's path. It could be released at night when /// *,the wind is pull or perhaps larger balloons could be used and towed 6 '%to an area and released and detonated. The balloons could be filled c. x. noveyperhaps one mile above 'IMI by hose with the use of choppers or helium
balloons to a platform or such, or perhaps a hose line held up by Director, TM-II .

balloons miles up the gas could be released without being put in a cKn;1.71.: hah
balloon first.

EnclosureI don't know the answer, I wish I did, but perhaps these ideas may be
of some help. cc s. snyder

Respectfully.

[e
Warren Dagrosa
Plumbing & Heating Inspector
Ventnor City

P.S. This just could be the old lead balloori trick?

cc: WPVI TV, Gov. Thornburg, Public Service Electric & Cas

RAmrocoltan fthon Company a a Memene cW Genees Pdyc tamin syuem
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TLL 191

METR 0 pot! TAN EDIS0m COMMENTS ON huREG-0662
12. and maintenance requirements. For this reason, occupational

exposure associated with the selective absorption process
1. Page 1-3 paragraph 2. line 11: In addition to accidental small should be approximately the same as for the cryogenic processing

releases. there will be small releases associated with each system,
airlock entry and with each reactor building entry.

13. Page 6-37, paragraph 2. line 5: The absorber / stripper column is rot
2 Page 1-5. Table 1-1: Occupational dose for the selective absorp- likely to be available 'of f-the-shelf.* Special constration of

tion process system is approximately the same as for the this column would be required.
cryogenic processing system, since both systems separate and
store the Krypton 85 for a periot of time.

3. Page 3-1 paragraph 1 line 8: The average concentration of Krypton
85 based on analyses taken since the November 13. 1979 submittal
is about 1.04 pCi/cc.

4. Page 3-2 paragraph 1. line 2: Less restricted access to the reactor
building is definitely required.

5. Page 4-5. Table 4-1: For accidental releases. Reg Guide 1.145 requires
the use of 0.5% or 5% probable meteorol The
appropriate number for TMI is 6.8 X 10 ggical (onditions.sec/m3

6. Page 6-1, paragraph 1 line 3: The system modification will allow
throttling of flow from about 50 CFM to 1000 CFM, not just step-
wise flow increases.

7. Page 6-3. paragrash 2. line 7: Only periodic entry into the auxiliary
building is required during purge. Continuous stationing of an
auxiliary operator in the auxiliary building is not required,
since all major components associated with the purge are controlled
from the control room.

8. Page 6-4. paragraph 3. lines 4-9: 6.7X10-6 3,gf,3 does not represent
the average annual meteorological dispersion condition at TMI.
This number was imposed by the NRC as a Technical Specification
condition and is conservative by at least a factor of two (2).

9. Page 6-5. paragraph 1. line 6: Maximum skin d v off-site ua notm
occur at the site boundary, but at a diste ce to about 2 miles.

10. Page 6-26 paragraph 1. line 12: Metropolitan Edison agrees that entra
steps may be able to be taken during design, engineering, and
construction stages to reduce worker exposure from a cryogenic
processing system. The extent of these thanges could, however,
significantly. increase the already lengthy 20-30 month time period
estimated for system implementation.

11. Page 6-33 line 23: Metropolitan Edison does not believe that a
selective absorption system can be installed in one and one-half
years, unless all NRC Regulatory Guide and Code Requirements are
waived. It is assumed that the NRC agrees, since this paragraph
mentions imposing only " standard industrial criteria."

! ?. Pa< * 6-35, paragraph 2. line 10: Metropolitan Edison believes that
any Krypton 85 storage systes would have significant surveillance

1%,

.
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c. - , ,os.w .e ma1. Page e, ". paragraph 1, line 6: The purging alternative using the reamse na eta C,*, ".,*,,*c,o.hydrogen control subsystem also was planned for use only under @7 y,,,,,,,
'w+swometeorological conditions favorable to atmospheric dispersion, sowaae a stur=w

same e.emns2. Page 6-39, paragraph 1, line 8: The reactor building purge system is y n., o,nce,
not capable of low rates of 3,000 - 50,000 CFM unless modifications ..c.
are made. Even after a modification is made to allow manual
throttling of the fan vorten dampers, Metropolitan Edison is not April 18, 1980
certain that flow rates as low as 5,000 CFM can be attained. This
concern was expressed to NRC epresentatives at a meeting on
March 20, 1980.

Comunissioner Victor Gilinsky
3. Page 6-40, paragraph 2, line 4: Each train is capable of a single 25,000 U.S. Muclear Regulatory

CFM flow rate. By modifying the fan worten damper control. Iower Connaission
flow rates may be obtained. Flow rates as low as 5,000 CFM may be 1717 *H" Street, N.W.
Possible, but the lower flow throttling limit will not be known washington, D.C. 20555
untti the system is modified and tested. Metropolitan Edison is
proceeding with modifications and with procedure writing to support Dear Comunissioner Gilinsky:
use of the reactor building purge system. The procedure is being
written to use only the "B" reactor building purge train. On behalf of the TMI Legal Fund, the enclosed

Comment to the Comunission's Environmental Assessment for the4. Page 6-41, paragraph 2, line 4: The hydrogen control system must be used Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building
until purging at the minimum reactor building purge system flow rate atmosphere (NUREG-0662) was recently subanitted to Mr. Richard E.
can be accomplished without exceeding the range of the stack radia- Vollmer.
tion monitor (HPR-219a} Based on not exceedteg a stack Krypton 85
concentration of 2 X 10-I pCi/cc and using 5,000 CFM flow, use of the We are particularly concerned about the contents of
reactor building purge system can start when reactor building air the Environmental Assessment and therefore request that you take
Krypton concentration is 0.46 pCi/cc. The lower flow limit capability the time to read the enclosed Comunent before making a decision
of the reactor building purge system will determine the point at which as to whether to vent the krypton gas.
a shift to this system can be accomplisned. As a result, the time of
purge using the 1000 CTM is not necessarily fixed at 50 hours. Af ter a thorough evaluation of the situation, we are

convinced that maintenance and data collection in the contain-5. page 6-45, paragraph 1, line 3: Metropolitan Edison agrees that instan- ment building can begin inanediately without venting the krypton,taneous off-site concentrations of Krypton 85 will exceed the concen- and that worker safety need not be diminished in the process. Atration specified in 10CTR20. Table B. However, the Table 8 concen- decision not to vent the gas would,at the same time, avoid in-trations are limits for average concentration. Therefore, the creasing the psychological stress evident in the population andrequirements and intent of 10CFR20 will be met. avoid potential additional adverse health effects.

6. Page 6-46, note b, line 3: The last five words should read " and t is in
hours." If you have any questions concerning our Ccaunent,

we would be most happy to try to address your questions.
7. Page 6-46, note d: The units of "3" in the numerator should be pres /hr.

Sincerely,

8. Page 6-47, paragraph 1, line 13: Although the April /May meteorological
.

conditions are historically more favorable than suruner conditions, D y
f&Metropolitan Edison believes that the purge could be conducted safely

Jy#1th A. Dorsey, Esquireand expeditiously during the sunener. However, we agree that it is JAD/atprudent to complete the purge as soon as possible.
Enclosure I

I
i
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I. - SUMMARY STATEMENT II. INTItODUCTICN '

. The NRC Environmental Assessment proposes venting as an The Nuclear Regulatory Cossaission's Environmental Assess-
urgently needed, superior method for the removal of $7,000 curies ment for Decontamination of the Three mile Island Unit 2 Reactor
of krypton-85 gas from the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere. Building'Atsosphere is grounded upon the premise that immediate,

i' The NBC proposal is replete with errors of both fact and judgement. less restricted access to the containment facility is necessary.
1) There is no emergency at hand. Data may be Once that premiss is accepted, it follows that krypten-85 in the

collected an_d containment facility equipment may be atmosphere of the containment building must be vented, as the

inspected and maintained without removal of the licensee proposes, because of the length of time needed to in-

krypton-85 gas. There is adequate time to implement stall equipment in order to remove the gas by alternative methods.

an alternative system for krypton-85 removal from This premise is false. We do not disagree that immediate access

the containment building atmosphere. is at least highly desirable, if not necessary. Nor do we dis-
t

'9 ** "' *** #*" ** ***" ** I #"2) Venting of krypton-85 gas into the air which

the containment building in order to proceed with the clean-upsurrounds TMI-2 carries definite genetic and carcino-

operation. We do ny agree, however, that less restricted ac-genic risks to the people of nearby communities. For

** * * ' 'a population which has already endured severe psycho-

e Mn ainmen
logical stress, the proposed venting will only exacer- ng can be entered for the purposes of I

f

bate this state of stress.

Unlike the general public, workers who enter the con-
3) The proposed venting cannot be controlled

' nmen a y can patec e te and @ Wque to meteorologic uncertainty. The monitoring as

with self-contained breathing apparatus. Thus they will be -described by the NRC is incapable of TJroviding suffi-

cient information for the protection of people in pr tected from beta-particles emitted from krypton-85, which
' 'communities surrounding TMI-2.

and constitute the greater health hazard. In addition,
We urge that data collection be initiated, that the;

these radiation workers will be carefully monitored for ex-
containment building equipment be inspected and maintenance

* "* "" "'* " * *** **
begun at TMI-2, but that the krypton-85 gas be retained until

* E **
an alternative system has been installed for its safe and

efficient removal.
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while inspection, maintenance and data gathering proceed,, There is a lack of supporting data for many other state-

proper equipment can be installed at the TMI-2 site for safe ments put forth and conclusions drawn in the Environmental

removal of the krypton-85 gas without adverse health effects Assessment. (Specific instances will be addressed in section

to surrounding coussunities. By the time this gas has been IF. Insuffiefenoy of *%e Ensironmental Assessment Data Base .)

removed,a comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement on the Without supporting data, the public cannot possibly evaluate

entire clean-up process should have been completed. At this the conclusions drawn by the NBC. Bence, the public right

time actual clean-up can begin,'with the assurance that the to comment is r'endered meaningless.

public will not unduly suffer as a result of that clean-up.
It appears that the reason for the lack of supporting

The NBC's refusal to acknowledge the feasibility of entry data lies in the fact that the NRC staff has relied largely,,

into the containment facility without venting places the agency, if not entirely, on information it has received from its

and the public it is supposed to protect, in a classic Catch-22. licensee in assessing the request for venting, its necessity,

The public is aAed to choose between intentional release of and alternative methods for the removal of krypton-85 gas,

krypton-85 gas into the air that they breathe and the potential As a result, throughout the document, the virtues of venting

for further uncontrolled releases. The p*2blic is further asked krypton-85 from the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere are .

to believe that intentional releases are superior to uncontrolled extolled, while potential adverse health effects are either
.

releases, downplayed or blatantly ignored. Although four alternative

y release of krypton-85 gas is dooeptable, intentionag methods are considered in the Assessment document, in these

or otherwise. R release is necessary, intentional or otherwise. cases the potential adverse health effects are maximized, as

are their costs and delays in implementation.
The Environmental Assessment contains nothing to support

the conclusion that an intentional release can be controlled in It rust be obvious to all that the licensee has a parti-

such a way as to prevent human and other environmental exposure cularly strong vested interest in skewing, at least subcon-

to krypton-85. We believe thac there are no such data in the . sciously, the information it submits to the BiRC in order that

Environmental Assessment because no suoh data aziet. To per. the least expensive alternative is rendered most tenable.

mit krypton-85 releases,which involve some health dangers,with. For this reason it is imperative that the NRC seek independent

out necessity is inconsistent with the AIJLRA standards, which assessment of the issues at stake in venting of krypton-85.

require that radiation releases be kept to the absolute minimum It is time for the agency to take charge of the most severe

reasonable. CC''aercial nuclear accident in the history of the United States,

"
,

i -
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and, in so doing, to make public health, safety and welfare released radionuclides, mostly fission products of uranium-235.
top priorities of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission. The Given these huge prior releases of irradiation, it is totally
failure of the NRC to do so only hastens the demise of the unacceptable for the NRC to rely as it does upon:
nuclear industry.

e the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20,

Even though the NRC has conducted cne psychological survey
* the design objectives of Appendix I

of its own, is aware of 14 other studies on the psychological
to 10 CFR Part 50,-

stress induced during the accident at TMI-2 and in the year
the limits of 10 CFR Part 100, ande

afterward, and has been confronted by hostility in public

meetings concerning the proposed venting of krypton-85, it e the applicable requirements of

remains oblivious to these concerns in the Environmental 40 CFR Part 190.10:

Assessment. (These considerations will be expanded in S*Jtion in determination of the nature of further planned relensen of radio-
III.S. Psychologiest rffeets of Fencing) . Through continued nuclides which it will permit to be released. To do this is a

display of this struthian attitude, the NRC only aids and misplaced attempt by the NRC to hide behind extant, irrelevant
abets public distrust and hysteria. regulations and to ignore the realities of the accident at

Three Mile Island. (See Appendia F. ##C Advoessy. )Finally, it should be made clear that the NRC is guilty

of illegal segmentation of the TMI-2 clean-up process in the

issuance of this Environmental Assessment. Nuclear Regulatory

|Commission regulations, N.E.P.A. and CEO guidelines all require Although krypton-85 emissions include gama '

that the NRC prepare a programatic Environmental Impact State-
irradiation only 0.4 percent of the time, there is

ment prior to any clean-up a:tions, where such actions are major sufficient krypton-85 in the containment building
and will significantly affect the quality of the human environ- atmosphere to provide about 0.8 res/ hour whole body
ment. Through its isolation of the krypton-85 venting from the

gama irradiation. Another 1.2 rea/ hour whole body

TMI-2 accident and the clean-up process itself, the NRC ignores gamma irradiation comes from the containment walls

the fact that the public and the environment have already been and sump. Hence, venting the krypton-85 would de-
exposed to huge quantities of irradiation, and that future addi-

crease total gamma irradiation by only 40 percent,

tional exposures are likely as the clean-up proceeds. At the allowing workers 2.5 hours of access time

time of the accident and the two weeks following the public andj instead of t!;e 1.5 hours they have at present.

the environment were exposed to at least 20 million curies of

6
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III. POTENTIAL HEALTH EFFECTS OF. PROPOSED VENTING
p chain nor are they metabolized by the hu: nan body. This is ob-g

A. Adverse Health Ef fect.s . of Krypton-8 5 ..... ..... .. . . 8 viously not the attitude of the NRO as they propose to vent

B. Adverse Health Ef fects of Low Levels of Irradiation.12 the containment facility of krypton-85 in order to render the-

C. Psychological Effects of venting..... ... .. 19 ' building safer for data collection and' equipment inspection and... .....

D . Ri s k to Wo rke r s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 maintenance. Yet, if this 57,000 curies of krypton-85 is re-

E. Increased Risk to people in Surrounding Communiti e s. 23 leased,.it will persist in the environment for long periods due

to its slow rate of decay (half-life of 10.7 years) and its

"Despite widespread recognition of the hazards inertness (2).

of radiWon, there is no comprehensive program to Krypton-85 is dangerous any time it becomes juxtaposed'
,

protect the public from its hazards " with any portion of the human body. The gas decays to rubidium-45,

a stable isotope, releasing an energetic (0.67 MeV) beta -particle
- E. B. Staats, Comptroller General

I in the process. Rarely, only 4 per 1,000 disintegrations,
'

U.S. General Accounting Office (1)
krypton-85 also releases a gamma ray as it decays. Like any

t er radio mc m e, W ton-85 is esp M a W dangerous in @A. Adverse Health Effects of Krypton-85

concentrations, as in the containment facility atmosphere at
The major contaminating radionuclide of the containment

present. As it is more than five times as dense as air, krypton-85
building atmosphere at TMI-2 is krypton-85, a noble gas. In this

tends to seek out and accumulate in low-lying areas unless ad-
sub-section,we discuss adverse health effects of krypton-85 and

equately dispersed by high convection and therefore may also be
xenon-133, another radioactive, no*le gas released by nucleara

found in high concentra.tlons in th environment if the proposed
fission of uranium-235, we also briefly discuss other radio-

venting is iritiated (See Seation v. Meterotogla Criteria for
active isotopes which may contaminate the containment building

venting),
atmosphere as aerosols or particolates derived from the sump.

The major target organ at risk to high concent' .ons of
Since krypton'85, if released into the environment, will interact-

atmospheric krypton-95 is the lung, which will be exposed to both
with humans as a source of'lew level irradiatien, these effects

beta-particles and gamma rays resulting from radioisotopic decay.
in general will be discussed in the following sub-section. ,

outside the lung, these beta-particles travel less than 6 feet

'

Common misconception has it that radioactive, noble gases in air and are blocked by clothing, so that exposed skin is the

are not dangerous because they neither travel through the food only organ affected if within a few feet of the isotope. The

beta-particle travels less than 1/10th inch in human tissue (3).

10
;
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- 10 - Although krypton-85 is not employed for'radiospirometry.
,

The gacuna rays, on the other hand, may travel for miles in air another krypton isotope, krypton-81, is' currently being adopted
,and are not blocked by protective clothing. 'The human body is with some success (9, 10). More epidemiologic evidence is avail-

transparent to g - a irradiation. Hence,to a protectively garbed able from studies with another radioactive, noble gas, menon-133,

worker' or to a person more than six feet away from the plume, which has been used for the past six years in radiospirometry. (11).
'only the gasuna' irradiation of krypton-85 is important, whereas Initial results show substantial retention of menon-133 by lung (12).' ;

'for an unprotected worker or a person enveloped in a krypton-85- and bladder (13) and a correlation with specific organ site car-

containir.g plume, beta-particle emissions are more important. cinogenicity (14). Another radioactive, noble gas, radon-222, has~

"E*#'*Although krypton-85 is tx>orly soluble in water, it may
~ #* *

* ' "" * * ** *be transported by the circulatory system to fatty parts of the
* * * " *""body where it accumulates (4).- This is due to the partition

' * "
coefficient of krypton-85 of 0.5 air-to-fat (3). Krypton-85

" * * * "" #I'* * **retention by experimental subjects has been shown to be pro-
* * * **** *#portional to their percent body fat (5). Fat pads which become

"* 9*"* """'""'"# "#*impregnated by krypton-85 for long periods include those of upper i

,

thighs and buttocks and those of the female breast (6). These
* *

N mention was made in the Environmental Assessment ofareas are important because thighs and buttocks reside close to

the gonads of both men and women,- and irradiations arising there ther potential atmospheric contaminants in the containment building,

may give rise to birth defects due to irradiation of developing a ch as strontium-90, cesium-137 or any of the transuranics, such

germ cells. The female breast is acutely sensitive to radiation- as plutonium-24$ which are present in the sump due to'both normal

C ntaminati n of c lant water by fission products and wide-spreadinduced carcinogenesis (7). In the case of this organ, beta-

particles, which produce much more damage per ion track than the disintegration of fuel-rod cladding.** These reactive radioisotopes

gasuna rays,* are emitted less than 1/10th of an inch from their may contaminate the TMI-2 containment atmosphere as aerosols or

' target epithelial cells in the mammary ducts or glands (8). particulates maintained by the 750F, 90 percent humid condition.

*Ionisations (free radicals) per ion track are measured 'Although releasing an alpha-particle, its RBE is not too

in tems of linear energy transfer (LET), which determine the much greater than that of the 0.67 MeV beta of krypton-85.
radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) of radiation. **Resnikoff (15) has estimated this to be 75% on the basis '

' of krypton-85 levels rather than the 31% estimate of NUREG-0557.

141 '
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The Environmental Assessment is incomplete without a description- the highly reactive free radicals produced along the ionization

of the atmospheric concentration of these isotopes and to what de- track diffuses a short distance and interacts with a base in DNA
gree they will be removed by filtration prior to the proposed to alter it functionally. Altered bases in DNA are unable to

venting. pair with complementary bases in the opposite strcnd of the DNA

** "'* *" * ** " *^ ""* ~

B. Adverse Health Ef fects of Low Levels of Irradiation *r-

ing the opposite DNA strand as template. Following the excision
" Exposure to ionizing radiation, in any' dose- of a damaged DNA base, it is occasionally replaced at ran-

except zero, results in a transfer of energy in dis- dom with any of the four possibilities adenine, guanine, cytosine

crete quanta,'which may be responsible for DNA strand or thymine.* This random replacement of a DNA base which has been
breakage and possible ultimate carcinogenesis.* (16) damaged by interaction with an irradiation-produced free radical

Although there has been a great deal of controversy forms the functional basis of radiation-induced genotoxic effects,

surrounding the adverse health effects of low levels of human including mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and teratogenesis. (For

irradiation, it has become increasingly clear the NO LFFFE OF a detailed analysis of the ideas sunesarized in this paragraph,

RADTATIOT g SAFF (17-20). Ionizing radiation interacts with clease consult references 21-24.)

hu: nan tissue by creating a track of free radicals within the The above mechanism is described in detail in order t,o
aqueous environment of cells. Tras less than a tmaidred to several tons demonstrate how beta-particles cr gasuna rays emitted from krypton-85

of_ thousands of free radicals may be created per ion track as the , ,

particle or ray transcends human tissue. The number of frr
lations, even at low levels of contamination by the radioactive

vradicals produced per ion track depends upon the energy o'. the

particle or ray-- its mass, speed and charge if it is particulatu from any other source is not dangerous. This lack of a threshold
(alpha or beta) or its frequency if it is a photon (gamma or for carcinogenesis has been difficult to prove experimentally due

x-irradiation). It is rare that the particle or ray itself in- to the large number of test animals which must be employed to show
tercepts DNA, the chemical blueprint which passes along genetic statistically significant effects at low doses. As the major

information as cells divide and individuals produce progeny.
mech uisas of radiation-induced carcinogenesis are equivalent to

More often, genetic damage is induced by radiation when one of

* W * '*U* *** * "'* " *# * *
*See appended affidn it by Karl 2. Morgan, Ph.D.

correlated with sensitive stages in the cellular replication cycle

when the DNA is not accessil..' to normal repair enzymes (25).

l'c
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those of chemical carcinogenesis, [.e., transmission of the x-rays used in =a m raphy (a few millirens whole body irradia-

radiation-induced insult by chemical free radicals, we may tion, or a fraction of the annual background irradiation), it

gain significant factual insight into the lack of a carcino- was concluded that more cancers were being induced by the pro-
genic threshold from the recent "ED study"* performed with cedure,than were being detected in younger, asymptomatic women.01

24,000 mice and the chemical carcinogen 2-acetylaminofluorene This lack of a threshold for ====agraphy frequency vs. incidence
(2-AAF). In this study, the lowest dose of 2-AAF utilized, of breast cancer in women may be seen in the following Figure (28).
30 ppe, was so weakly carcinogenic that 5,000 mice were en-

ployed for this concentration alone. The results of this

massive study, costing over $1 million, conclusively prove

' that there is no threshold below which chemical carcinogens
BREAST CANCER INCIDENCF. AS A FUNCTION OF

fail to induce cancer, provided one employs a large enough L

NUMBER OF MAleeOGRAPHIES (28)
population'to see the effect (26). The ED study helps to01

define why low doses of radiation, which produce low concen- sae w. n. m. Enea e e A c. s. mennesses

trations of free radicals, have lower, but demonstrable, ad-
, , , ,

verse health effects proportional to those seen at higher doses. ' '. ,,

= - n - 1
I-There are several human epidemiologic studies with
|m- -

ionizing radiation which confirm the adverse health effecte
, [

jderiving from low level exposures, From their evaluation of
4

,,

o

the benefits vs. the carcinogenic risks of inammography in 280,000 1

women involved in the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Pro- m-

ject (BCDDP), the American Cancer Society and the National Can-
.

-

M, ^ $ i i 1car Institute jointly concluded that the risks outweighed the
a s., e -

benefits for women under 50 who were asymptomatic and without Figure s
Incidence of brese cancer per 1000 persons per year at risk (PYR). The

family history of breast cancer (27). Despite the low doses of '"or bars nprunt 90% conAdence intervals. and the has la the bee-Siting,
weighted, least4quares regressios kne.

f

j * Effective dose which affects one percent of the, i

i experimental test population.

.

1

1

1M
1

1
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- 17 -Recently, similar restrictions have been suggested for other ~
radiological diagnostic procedures by the American Cancer Society (29). series of atmospheric tests in the southern Enew2t.k atoll,

These radiological diagnostic proceduzes, such as annual chest children were born without thyroid glands (athyrtidism) in the

and dental examinations by x-ray, also expose people to fractions northern atoll (36). A similar iodine-131 release ftC TMI-2.

of the radiation dosages received from natural background sources. for two weeks after the accident may have increased the number

Yet they'are deemed carcinogenic hazards by the ACS and may be- of hypothyroid births in Lancaster county to ten times the ex-

inducing more long-term adverse health effects than they discover, pected frequency (37). In four counties darnrind fztun the reactor
if over-util'ized. 'It has long been observed that radiologists, (Lehigh, Lebanon, Schuylkill and Berks)j there were no cases of
even with modern shielding, are at an increased risk to develop hypothyroidism before the TMI-2 accident and eight cases after

cancer (30). (equivalent nine month periods, ref. 37). In 56 counties of

The comprehensive report by the U.S. National Academy of Pennsylvania upwind from the reactor, the hypothyroidism frequency

Sciences on the biological effects of ionizing radiation (BEIR) was eight in the nine months before and six in the nine months

concluded that low level irradiation from all sources combined after the accident, in which it was admitted that 15 curies of

would eventuallr be responsible for the induction of 220,000 iodine-131 were released * (38) . (see trpendia C. reta! %pothyroidian.1
,

cancers in our 5 esent population (31). Background irradiation
is a f act' of lif e , but is by no means innocuous. Background

have been seen in high cancer rates, especially leukemia, multi-
irradiation fluctuations have been associated with human cancers (32), ,

pae myeloma and pancreatic cancer, among workers in Banford and

congenital malformations (33) and birth defects (34). The human
** ''

genetto legacy is a fragile thread whi d aceunulates rather than
Perhaps the most compelling treatise on the* Biological

casts out genetto aberrations. We cannot tolerate any further
Ef fects .of (Low Levels of) Ionizing Radiation *may be found in the

{nsult to our pool of DNA, this core of our genetto legacy.
ei elberg Report (44) which cites some 40 references in addition

A continuing source of contamination with low level irradi- to those described above. The essential conclusion of 'this com-
atim derives fztza fission ptzhs:ts associated with atomic testing

prehensive treatise is as followsa

programs and the production of power from nuclear plants. Sec-

"Even small radiation doses tarea range) are
tions of southwestern Utah suffered 2.5 fold increases in leu.
kemia in the years following atomit testing at the Nevada test

site some 100 miles to the west (3 5.) * Following a large'

*Takeshi (45) has iadependently calculeted th.it over 5,000

curies of i dine-131 were re2 cased on the basis of menon-133 levels.'

AteosP erio resting.h'See Appends: 3.

,

!
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- 18 - The adverse health'nzfects induced by severe psychologi-

and fatal disorders of the organism. Many results cal stress are difficult to measure, but they are, capable of
of radiobiological experiments and extensive sta-

tistics prove this. In particular, many irradiation

experiments have been performed.on animals in order no doubt that the proposed release of krypton-85 gas into com-*

to determine the risk to man of radiological testing munities adjacent to TMI-2 will adversely affect the psychologi-
and handling methods." (44)

cal health of people residing in these communities. For this

C. Psychological Ef fects of Venting reas n al ne, krypton-85 should not be removed from the TMI-2

tainment building atmosphere by venting or purging into the
Although their findings may have been premature,' the

Kemeny Cossaission concluded that the only adverse health effect

of the accident at TMI-2 was severe psychological stress (38). For further information relevant to this sub-section,

This severe psychological distress continues to exist today, please courutt the attached affidavit by Robert F. Colman, Ph.D. ,

exacerbated each time the citizens of communities proximate to a psychologist registered in the Commonwealth of PennsyZeania
iand Appendi,e A. Psychologiaa! Stress.TMI-2 learn of accidental or new or planned releases of radio-

D. Risk to Workers

nuclides into their air or water supplies.
The following Table outlines the' levels of radiation !

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has sponsored a study hazards to workers inside the TMI-2 containment building atmo-
of psychological stress as a result of the TMI accident (45), sphere before and after the proposed venting of krypton-85 gas.
Yet no 'information from this study, or 14 other studies acknow-

Table 1
ledged in the Addendum 1, was included in either the Environ-

meatal Assessment or its addenda (see Section IF. Insufficiency

TMI-2 CONTAINMENT FACILITY ATMOSPHERIC IRRADIATIONSof the Environmental Assessment Data Base) . From recent hearings
Protective

with the NRC, both in Washington, D.C., and in the communities Clothing venting Kr-85 beta Kr-85 gamma Other garuna

a proximate to TMI-2, it is safe to assume that a great measure of Before 150 rad /hz* 0.8 rem /ht 1.2 rem /hr
Withootdistrust exists and that severe psychological stress has con. After 0 rad /hr 0.0 rem /Pr 1.2 rem /hr

tinued and will increase in the eventuality that the proposed
Before 0 rad /hr 0.8 rem /hr 1.2 rem /hrr

venting is initiated. With
After 0 rad /hr 0.0 rem /hr- 1.2 rem /hr

*The Report was issued seven months after the accident, two * Skin dose, equivalent to about 75 rad /hr lung dose (3)

months short of normal human gestation and 5-30 years short of the
latent period for cancer development.

|
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Radiation worker access times of up to 90 minutes are Icnq
It is readily seen from Table 1 that the dangers from

in terms of routine inspection, maintenance and repair activities
exposure to krypton-85 beta-particles in the containment facility,

associated with the nuclear industry (49). In some cases. sucn
which are by far the more hazardous to human health, may be re-

as the routine welding of thermal exchanger pines which lose
duced to zero either by the proposed venting or by protectively

their seals frequently due to stress induced by high temperature
suiting the workers in decontamination suits equipped with self-

differentials on the two sides of the plates, these worker ac-
contained breathing apparatus. The health risks to workers

cess t bes are as s W t as m M M e N. De g- Wh
inside the containment facility from gamma irradiation are not

t n 1 mis inside ne containmen f adW at N2 n em
diminished by protective clothing. As 60 percent of this gamna

* * * " " ** * *" " *

irradiation (1.2 rem /hr whole body dose) emanates from the contain-
It sh uld be made clear here that we are not arguing

ment facility walls and sump, the proposed venting of krypton-85
that it is safe for radiation workers to go into the containment

would reduce gamma exposure by 40 percent..

'

If a worker were to receive his/her permissible quarterly
.

posure is dangerous to hanss hasIch. We are merely arguing that,
quota of gamma irradiation (3 rem, assuming protective clothing

and extrinsic air supply), it would be possible to remain in the
tain extant equipment while preparing a comprehensive Environmental

containment building for 1.5 hours at present. Venting of the
Impact Statement for the clean-up operation, these activities may

krypton-85 gas to the outside air would only increase this maxi-
proceed at present in the absence of venting the krypton-85 with-

mal exposure time to 2.5 hours." Thus, by hiring more workers
out further increasing the risk to workers.

to do the data collection, maintenanca and survey work, the licen-
The worker is at a distinct advantage whe a dealing with

see can avoid exposing the public unnecessarily to krypton-85, the health hazards of krypton-85 as compared to the citizen outside
in line with the tenets of the ALARA concept, while at the same

the containment facility. He can be protectively c,lothed in an
time not increasing the adverse health risks to each individual

air-tight suit completely impermeable to penetraticn by either
worker.

atoms of krypton-85 gas or the beta-particles emitted in 99.6

percent of the disintegrations by the gas. He can be monitored

*The Haller Report (46) puts the krypton-85 contribution for gamma irradiation arising from 0.4 percent of the krypton-85

to gamma irradiatio.7 at 25 perceat, which figure Commissioner
disintegrations in order to limit whole body exposure. These

Hendrie has judged too small (47). We derive 40 percent from

the estimates of a spokesman for the re-entry team (48). advantages protect the worker from skin, lung and whole body

"The re-entry team spokesman's estimate was an increase

from 1 to 1.5 - 1.75 hours (48).

1%

.
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, doses of irradiations associated with krypton-85 gas. extensively throughout the W3C Environmental Assessment.. The

In addition, the worker has agreed by contract to pers n-rem neept treats the product of population and radiation

d se t whi h the population is exposed as a constant, regardless. enter the containment facility and take part in the data col-

lection and equipment inspection and maintenance, activities for po M a & n d u u M a p h . m uMo W HM &

Hm e#e e penonem W M W same nederwhich he will'be compensated by the licensee. No such informed ,

consent exists 'for the public, however, who have neither approved * ** ** * ' * *

of the proposed venting nor are guaranteed compensation should posed to M C h m . M mse W awn wm de h

- they suffer adverse health effects from the krypton-85 gas, the 10 people exposed to 100 rems each will be easier to find due

t the small population size and a high proportion that will be*We just don't expose people to radiation.

It has to be for a really good reason.. adversely affected. Yet the same magnitude of total adverse health - 2

- A physicist employed by GPU, effects will be manifest in the 10,000 people receiving 100 milli-

parent utility of the licensee (51). rems, albeit now a much smaller fraction of this larger populace.

will be affected. The reason the person-rem concept is valid is,we agree totally with the spirit of this sentiment, not only for
the workers inside the co.atainment facility, but also for the at the targets for radia&ndnduced cahogmsh Mr ada.

- public on the outside as well. genesis) are not people, but es!!s. The mechanisms by which

#8 * " * #*** "#* * * "" "" ***E. Increased Risk to People in Surroundin4 Communities

The accident at TMI-2 and the contamination of the en- we m discussed in h m Hon III.S.

vironment by radionuclides therefrom will provide the first large Continuing our example above, if 1,000 person-reas ir-'

prospective study of low-level radiation health effects on human reversibly alter a total of ten human cells, these ten altered

populations. This is the conclusion of an article published in malignant precursor cells could be distributed one each to all

the British Medical Journal (52). The population mentioned are s 10 in the smaller group receiving 100 reas. In this case, each

innocent people, potentially victimized by an accident in which individual will potentially develop cancer, dependent upon such
they had no part, who are now asked once again to be used further vagaries as the immunological health of the individuals during

as guinea pigs by the Environmental Assessment. the subsequent 5 - 30 year latent period for cancer development.

As was discussed in Sub-section III.s., there is no More than likely, because of randora probabilities (determined by
known threshold below which radiation fails to induce cancer. tha Poisson equation), in our smaller group of 10, two will

N
This lack of a threshold is inherent in the " person-rea" concept, utilized '

W

4

__ _ __
<
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develop two malignant precursor cells due to carcinogenic " hits health threat from even one atom of krypton-85, depending

by radiation, six more in the group of 10 will develop one upon when it spontaneously disintegrates. At present there are

malignant precursor clone each and two will escape unscathed. approximately 3 x 1025j a toms of krypton-85 (50 moles) in

Uith the 10,000 population exposed to 100 millirems each, however, the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere. Within the next 10.7

the ten nelignant precursor cells will be distributed to ten dif- years, half of these atom s 1.5 x 10 5 (15 septillion), will2,

So,in essence the number of potetial]y af- disintegrate whether they are still in the containment facility,ferent individuals. j

flicted individuals increases slightly the Iower the irradiation stored in a condensed state in a few gas bottles or scattered

dose.* amongst the fat pads of people in adjacent communities following

Calls which are irreversibly altered in their DNA may either the proposed venting. The disintegration of just one krypton-85

give rise to cancers, if they are somatic cells, or sirth defects atom releases a beta-particle which creates thousands of free

*in subsequent generations, if they are spermatogenic e r o<:igenic radicals as it travels 2.5 mm in human tissue. If a single free

cells. A St#G F ALTFRED CFIL 70PNS ?NF SASIS OF 80?' CANCERS AVD radical so produced intercepts DNA and induces irreversible al-

87RTN OFFECTSJ In addition, if a fetus is irradiated, a clone of teration, we now have a precursor cell for one of the adverse

cells arising from the irreversibly afflicted cell may be obliterated health effects we have considered above.

or severely altered, forming the functional basis of congenital mal- In the Environmental Assessment it is proposed that the

formations. It is well known that radiation is carcinogenic, muta- 57,000 curies of krypton-85 be released into the environment in

genic and teratogenic. The point here is that, as a single cell 60 days.* The person-rem concept outlined above belies the entire

is the target of such radiation-induced effects, and, as there premise of the dilution of this radionuclide into the environment.

is no threshold below which radiation fails to induce carcinogenic,
Surely it will be difficult, if not impossible, to prove thac any

mutagenic or teratogenic damage, the beta-particles and gamwa rays radiation-induced adverse health effects have arisen from krypton-85

emanating fron krypton-85 in the environment carry a rest and mes- released into the atmosphere around TMI-2. Yet more adverse ef-

eurable health threat to aII people in communities surrounding fects may befall the community outside the containment facility

TMI-2 who. co te in contast usch krypton-85. There is a potential than inside, were the krypton-85 to be Istained, due to the 1,000

to 4 ratio of beta-particle to gamma ray emissions. For this

*This is seen even more clearly if only one person receives

the entire 1,000 person-rems, i.e. a dose of 1,000 rems. The total
ef fect is now one death, since 500 rems is the lethal dos,a of radia- *In Addendum 2, the NRC proposes to lessen this release

tion in humans, time to five days. Increased health hazards inherent in a lessened

krypton-85 venting time will be dealt with in a separate ccruent.

IV

__________- _ - . _ _ _
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reason alone, venting of krypton-85 into the air of the environ-
Although the above scenario is quite.Possible for people

ment outside the TMI-2 containment facility should not be attempted, residing near TNI-2, the population within a 50-mile radius around
we find the apparent attitude of the licensee, a willingness to the reactor would receive on the average a much smaller dose of
trade off s. lightly increased adverse health effects from gamma irradiation to irradiation from krypton-45. In our calculationy we assime the
its workers for potent _ ally more da'risontal health effects to the &Mm following: 13 that 2,000,000 people live within a 50-mile radius
at lage, f rom beta irradiation, an irresponsible stance, of TMI-2; 2) that the population everywhere encounters the diluted

Is the next two paragraphs we present dose estimates for krypton-85 gas for at least one da/ out of the 60 days proposed
maximal and aserage contaminations of the environment by the pro- venting;a d 3) that on the days of krypton-85 exposure, the air*

posed krypton-85 r=1ame= in order to -- potential adverae health effects. at Mag W M uted one M lion fold
(to 10*' pCi/cc) prior to human contact. Using these parameters,In the case of maximal contamination by krypton-85, we

assume venting of 1,000 curies within 6 hours into a steady winc, we conclude that 10 cancer deaths could be induced by the venting
of the 57,400 curies of krypton-85 from the TMI-2 containmentof 10 knots, which plume intercepts a quiescent valley within a
building atmosphere.

few miles of Three Mile Island. Since krypton-85 is heavier than
air, it could easily settle into this valley, similar to fog

which accumulates in low lying areas overnight. The 1,000 curies alculations:

released represent 10,000 cubic feet of presently contaminated air 1) In a population of 2,000,000, 20 cancer
or larger volumes once the " bleed and feed" cycles have been ini- deaths can be expected to be, induced per 10 mrad

tlated. If we assume that 5,000 cubic feet of this contaminated '

2) The radiobiological effectiveness of bothair descend into a inhabited valley of one million cubic feet to
beta-particle and gamma ray emitted from krypton-85

a depth of 20 feet, then the habitable zone of this valley could is about 1, therefore for these irradiations
become.5 percent contaminated by krypton-85-containing air from arad = mrem.

;

the reactor building. Krypton-85 easily seeps into cracks around 3) Hence, combining (1) and (2), for each 10
** e e en ua cancer eaths.doors and windows, or even more easily enters if either of

y ec/ ay a 4.8 aren (54).these are open. The dose to each occupant could tie 25-30 millirems ,

5) Hence, for one day's exposure to 10-0 pCi/ccwhole body gamma irradiation and 6 rads skin dose (3 rads lung dose)
of krypton-85 in the populatica considered we will have

of beta-particles in a single night. 20 x 4.8/10 10 cancer deaths.

F0
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' IV .' INSUFFICIENCY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DATA BASg Assessment presents minimal information from only two of these

* *
There is a paucity of data in the NRC Environmental

*

Assessment. The public is once again being asked to "Take our
'

" * *^*
'

word for it." In the face of the Rassmussen report's predic-
r

- tion that'an accident such as the TMI-2 " occurrence" could happen
*

only once every 20,000 reactor-years (55) and the underestimates
" ' '

of both time and resin efficiency needed for the EPICOR-II clean-

up of' water from the' auxiliary building (56), plus re'eated mis-p
* *

statements, both during the course of the TMI accident itself and
Iposed venting of the 57,000 curies of krypton-85 gas? Will

its aftermath, neither the NRC nor its licensee retain public
,

further venting be necessary after the presently contaminated
credibility.' (See Appendiz D. Leaks and coverups.1

atmosphere has been purged? In order to validly judge what is

Both the NRC's statutory mandate and its responsi-
.

I bilities to the public in this unprecedented situation bar
,

any NRC authorization' for release of krypton-85 without a full
determination that such action is the safest and most practi-

cable alternative available for removal of this gas from the
what is the precise radionuclide inventory of the TMI-24

TMI-2 containment building atmosphere. NRC has not adequately

considered that variety of factors which bears upon the dangers
been extensive fuel rod damage, how much iutonium and other trans-

to the environment and to public health by its proposed venting
| uranic isotopes contaminate the atmosphere as aeresols or parti-

- of krypton-85. In the following paragraphs,we address verious

sectors of the Environmental Assessment which omit data essential -
i

' fortheinterpretationoffeas[bilityandhealthriskstocom- There is no estimate in the Environmental Assassment'as

munities proximate to TMI-2. We strongly urge that such infor. to how long a protectively clothed worker could spend maintaining
.

I
' . mation be made available and fully evaluated before any decision and inspecting equipment or collecting data, either at present or.

.

is reached concerning the proposed venting of krypton-85 gas, after the proposed venting of krypton-85. This information isI

vital in the consideration of the necessity for venting. Similarly,
Although three types of containment building atmospheric

there is no information as to the present need for equipment
samples have been taken weekly for the past year, the Environmental

10 )

4
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maintenance and inspection, although it is obvious that equip- 3) At what time of day will venting be initiated?

ment will function both more efficiently.and for a longer time Fearless forecasts notwithstanding, each of us knows the
under these conditions. The public, given the lack of urgency vagaries of the weather to be. virtually unpredictable and certainly
as defined by the Environmental Assessment, is hard put to believe uncontrollable, more susceptible than any other aspect of our en-

'- that the present situation, which has existed for over one year, vironment to the whims of Mother Nature. ' well-controlled con-'

sis an emergency..If there.is such an emergency, given that a
ditions' are never defined in the Environmental Assessment. We

worker can spend up to,1.5 hours irside the containment facility suspect they do not exist. However, such conditions, if definable,
'before exhausting his or her quarterly quota of 3 rems, why isn't .must be clearly explicated in the. Environmental Assessment for
some data collection and equipment inspection and maintenance an adequate public assessment of potential adverse human health risks

.

being conducted at present? inherent in the venting of krypton-85 gas from the containment
Although we are assured in the Environmental Assessment facility. I

that " purging of Kr-85 to the atmosphere can be performed under Presumably the function of monitoring is to shut off the
well-controlled conditions," we are dubious that this is the case. venting process if too much radioactivity is detected off-site due
Before controlled release is a credible concept, the followin9 to insufficient diffusion and dilution of krypton-85 into'the out-
questions must be answered in a future Environmental Assessments door air. Yet there are no monitoring criteria spelled out in the

1) what meteorologic criteria will be considered Environmental Assessment. How many monitors will be placed around,

in determining whether to vent or not to vent? the containment facility? At what distances will the monitors be
. placed? Will instantaneous monitors be available at 5 miles? Ten?

*" * "~ * "* # * * * * *; b) wind direction?

c) variations in speed and direction? e se as air, at what height will the monitors be placed? Will'

d) Relative humidity? '

e) Barometric gressure?

* * I * "*I " 'f) Chance for an inversion? *

g) Chance for precipitation?

deployed? How many will be film-type, giving indications of ex-
2) How long will the period of venting last on 's cessive radiation doses only in retrospect? In order to be of

an *1 deal' day? ,

use in controlling the proposed venting of krypton-85, these
?-
l

!
191

I
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monitors must provide instantaneous data relevant to radioactivity venting of krypton-85 gas from the TMI-2 contain-

densities (fluxes) in all directions from the TMI-2 facility for ment facility atmosphere?

distances up to 100 miles away (see Section F. #sterologie Cri- 2) What will be the effects on any population for

seria for resting). The Assessment provided by the NRC gives no
which monitoring has revealed excessive radiation ex-

assurance whatsoever that this will be the case. High school posures warranting issnediate cessation of venting?
science teachers are to be trained as monitors. How many? For

what periods of time will they monitor, during or after periods
3) Is evacuation being considered for populations

of venting, or both? When will these high school science teachers
receiving excessive doses due to meteorologic uncertain-

complete their training course? What funds are available for
ties, e.g. , a sudden inversion, and what would be the

their training and employment as monitors of krypton-85 diffusion?
effect of such an order for evacuation on the

The data base of the Environmental Assessment is also psychological health of the so-ordered cosuunity?

wesfully deficient in information concerning psychological stress
4) What are the chances of civil disobedience

to surrounding comununities even though a plethora of such data

is available. In Addendum 1 the NRC has outlined fifteen separate

studies which analyze the psychological stresses induced by the

TMI accident and by subsequent releases of radionuclides. One of

these studies, that conducted by the Mountain West Research and

Social Impact Research groups, was supported by the NRC itself (45).

Yet none of the results of this or any of the other psychological

studies has been made available in either the Environmental Assess-

ment or its appendices.

The following questions must be answered concerning psycho-

logical health in order to assess the impact of krypton-85 venting
on the well-being of populations in nearby consunities:

1) What are the resul's'of the fifteen psycho-

logical studies,especially as relevant to potentially

severe stress which may be induced by the proposed

N
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; *D PC* *h ',.V. METEORCI4GIC CRITERIA FOR VENTING ' *N'. ,

* K.
, , _' _ _.

.The least credible section of the Environmental Assess- *
_

,ment deals with meteorologic criteria for venting of the krypton-85
gas from the containment building atmosphere at TMI-2. Constant 9 * #.3

T .assurances notwithstnding, there is no adequate way to control the Figure 2 4, m .[ Y .'*
,

weather. Furthermore, as extensively addressed in the previous 'b t
O*

O Q Osection, there are no supporting data for the methodology of assess
PLUME DISPERSION ~ * *

(gy Q
ing which meteorologic criteria are beneficial for venting, how

PATTERNS AS EXPLOITE: 2
0 ' flong and under which conditions venting would occur and how fre-

IN CAS WARFARE 6 # Og
quently venting would be accomplished under ideal conditions. (ref. 57) b >5

0
Krypton-85 is approximately five times denser than air %,e %}

9 *

Oy,

and therefore settles into low-lying areas such as valleys and O io oco-rs ooo e y, , * f j
4. rs ooo.icemo

g * ,
, ;&

basements in *he absence of adequate convection. The proposed I sec oac-m oon , CD ?*

(* o
0I m ooo.i.oon oce q 3 . O

venting will take place from a 160 foot stack. On a calm day,
Q

, %, ; ,

the krypton-85 will settle in a uniform pattern around the base

rt%T1At.C.NU.A.N CA.SL|AL.rf15 , Ns_O
' /

po y
- - . . . _ .

of the stack and then spread outward by diffusion in all direc-
ss.e."s e, m.u . _ - =. .**6.********a=*E '

-iE C- O *

.>T.h.
a =,=4 nn. p. e ,m.

tions, seeking out and being retained by low-lying areas. Al-
. e.=6 t.a w .w.o %.: O O J.

,,.s'..s . ca n , * a
~'.*.$., ",.'" 7 d *".J* .'."f'C!

though windy days provide immt. from krypton-85 contamination *
J *, , .

3ge.
-

n. *
upwind, downwind there may be a greater concentration of the radio-

[,',y,L., *y**,,*,[Q* " ct g,

m. . u,,. e .,nuclide than there would be on calm days. Depending upon wind ** he**a=r w . s **_
n. g. . % *\

+W *.6 e
c.=. r n,n a O

e

, h e=n. ' ''
g Oe. s. ,

. m. 4
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speed, fluctuations in wind speed, wind direction and fluctuations

.

- ,J w *o |/ ;
in direction, the krypton-85 may travel with the plume for miles C. "*g* . *O**"'"1",,*,',",,",*,d O u. o ,'d wogh.g ',=. w a, 7*a. = ..=m ,.w= s t. , , o o f/. Odownwind with relatively little dispersion until it is stalled by "***..*.*.L.'.a=s****==*.~.ee4 9 0
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decimate enemy stations (see Figure 2, next page, ref. 57).
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Many of the nerve gases employed in such gas warfare have molecular radionuclides into urban areas 100 miles or more away. It bears

weights below 100, i_.e., they have analogous densities and disper- repeating that some large urban areas are within 100 miles of

TMI-2.sim patterns deperdert upm metaxological conditions, as does krvotm-85.

In addition to .hese nondispersive plume effects, even in strong The NRC Assessment estimates that venting could be com-

winds there is sufficient swirling and creation of low pressure pleted within a 60-day period. It is ambiguous from the Assess-

vortices on the downwind side of the 160-foot stack to bring a ment itself as to whether this is 60 days' total elapsed time or

considerable portion of the emitted krypton-85 cascading down : 60 days of venting with interstitial non-venting days. From the

ground level at the point of emission (44). comments of the second Addendu:s, however, it is possible to infer

The Environmental Assessment relates that "Kr-85 has the. that the latter alternative appears more likely to be the inter-

unique capability of infiltrating and diffusing through protective pretation intended by the NRC and its licensee. Initial ventl79

garments.* This capability may not be as hazardous to workers would proceed, according to the Assessment,at 100 cubic

within the containment facility atmosphere as to people on the feet per minute, increasing to 1,000 cubic feet

workers can be outfitted with absolutely airtight per minute by the end of the purge. Mathematical calculations
outside, as

suits such as those worn on the moon or duringdem diving (if show that contiswoes venting according to this scheme would re-

need be). The infiltrating and diffusing capabilities of krypton-35, quire 13.8 days . If the NRC and its licensee

however, are much more insidious for farms and homes which may be are proposing that venting be completed within a 60-day period,

Closed doors then venting must occur for an average of at least 6 hours perintercepted downwind by the gas-containing plume.
and windows will provide little barrier against krypton-85. day. Although meteorologic criteria for venting were never defined

in the Assessment, if we assume that these criteria are not met at
It is not uncommon for noble gases such as krypton-85 and

least half the time, then the average venting period must be in-
xenon-133 to be detected 100 miles or mere from their source of e-

creased to 12 hours per day on the days permitting venting. Al-
mission. A few years ago, during an inversim in the Rune valley, kryptcrr-e5

ternatively,the NRC and its licensee may anticipate that only one-
was detected in Freiburg, 140 km (84 miles) from the closest nu.

fourth of the days will correspond to responsible meteorologic(44).clear power station, the Kernkraftwerk Sud plant at Karlsruhe
criteria, and that dumping of krypton-85 into the 4tmosphere on

Following the accident at TMI-2, considerable xenon-133 was detected
those days will be a 24 hour per day activity. Given the vagariesTheseat Albany, NY, over 200 miles away from the reactor (58).
of the weather, this latter scenario seems especially dangerous,

examples show that meteorologic dispersion patterns are ofter. far
Hence, short pulses seen more sane, yet even 6 hour releases must

from ideal, and may result in unanticipated contaminations of

_
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be accceplished every day to keep on schedule. We are left with are achieved at any monitoring station. Although it would be
~

the impression that whatever the meteorologic criteria implied by useful epidemiological 1y, it will do populations no good at all
the Environmental Assessment, they cannot be very stringent. in terms of preventive medicine to utilize passive monitors

which will yield information days or weeks af ter high level er-
L

VI. MCNITORING THE REI. EASE OF KRYPTON-85 posures have been realized.

Ideally monitoring should provide a mechanism whereby In several places-in the Environmental Assessment the NRC,
f

people are protected from the adverse health effects posed by and presumably its licensee, display callous, if not fraudulent,
krypton-85 gas. Obviously the best possible protection of the attitudes toward the tolerated maximal acceptable radiation ex-

populace is that they be exposed to n_o,kra ton-83 fjr,,s, . Yet the p sures to the public. Scenarios which expose people up to 1700
Environmental Assessment provides such a sketchy description of arem beta sk.a. dose at the boundary site are exonerated as but

the monitoring system that one wonders if the NRC really cares a small fractions of the limits set forth in 10 CFR Part 100."
at all, cr just threw this section in to pacify an hysterical Yet, the footnote to this section of the cada of the Federal
public. Register reads as follows:

Many of the data needed for public assessment of the "The whole body dose of 25 rem referred
to above corresponds numerically to the onceEnvironmental Assessment are missing (these points have been ex-
in a lifetime accidental or emergency dose for

tensively addressed in Seation IF) . We now ad- radiation workers ... However, neither its
dress what the monitoring system should be ss there is in- use nor that of the 300 rem value for thyroid

exposure as set forth in these site criteria
sufficient inforration available in order to judge what it is.

guides are intended to imply that these numbers
Monitoring must be contemporary with krypton-85 release, constitute acceptable limits for emergency doses

*^ "**that is, points downwind for up to 100 miles should instantaneously

feed back krypton-85 levels to the emission site. Maximal per-

missible levels of, for example, 1.5 mrad /hr beta-particles must

be established. If maxima are exceeded at any monitoring station,

a: stomatic shutdown of the venting operation must proceed immediately.
Emergency provisions for evacuation of finite areas should be made

ready in the event that certain higher Jevels, for example,15 mrad /hr,

i
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VII. LACK CF NECESSITY CF VENTING atmosphere. Venting, however, is the least responsible means to

the staff believes that it is in the achieve this end, a means to which the nuclear industry has become*
...

best interest of the public health and safety to accustomed, as the average nuclear reactor releases about 1,300

purge the reactor building promptly prior to com-
curies of krypton-85 into the atmosphere each month. It is in-

pletion of the Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement.. tolerable that our population is asked to accept this additional

'

"These potential pathways are sealed by seals

which are presently inaccessible for maintenance subjected to 30 times as much, as is proposed in the Environmental

because of high ambient radiation levels." Assessment. As Commissioner Gilinsky has pointed out, the 57,000-

* #* *** " " * ~ * F'The above quotes are from the Environmental Assessment,

an e sum pr Ce W8 perating reacton per year M.pages 4-5 and 4-4, respectively. The entire Assessment is based

upon the faulty premise that venting of the containment building As there is no emergency and as workers can enter

atmosphere is vital to equipment maintenance and inspection and the containment building at present to initiate data collection

the collection of data. The public has been blackmailed and equipment inspection and maintenance, adequate time exists to

into accepting this premise with the spectre of greater nuclear implement responsible alternative methods for removal of krypton-85

catastrophy hung over their heads, unless they accept and poten- from the atmosphere. These alternative methods are considered in

tially breathe 57,000 curies of krypton-85 gas vented into the next section.

their air. Yet vencing is not vital to data collection
There is a consistent obfuscation of the issues in the

or to equipment inspection and maintenance. These activities can
justification section of the Environmental Assessment. "Less

be begun now by a protectively suited and masked worker. If, as
restricted access ... is necessary ..." is the phraseology fre-

the NRC and its licensee contend, equipment deterioration is im- quently employed. Less restricted access to the containment fa-

minent which may lead to core recriticality, why have workers not cility is not useassary, it is aerely economically desirable from

been performing these functions during the past year? Why are the standpoint of the number of workers needed to complete a given
data collect 33n and equipment inspection and maintenance not bein9 job. That is, it is desirable because it is less expensive. The
conducted now? If indeed there is a state of emergency, why wait presently available 1.5 hours per worker access time would be only

until we are all further imperiled, even during the 60 days of increased to 2.5 hours if all krypton-85 were vented. For every
proposed venting 7 three hours of work inside the containment facility, the licensee

Surely, as a part of the overall clean-up operation * must employ three workers now inr*ead of two af ter venting.
krypton-85 must be removed from the containment building
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Further obfuscation derives from the continus1 reference' VIII. ALTERNATIVES TO VENTING

in the same section of the Environmental Assessment to not only g ,

" repair or replace nuclear instruments, to maintain the reactor diately available and of short duration. In the absence of any
building air cooling system," but also to " decontaminate the

emergency, this rationale means merely that venting is the least

building, its equipment and piping,* and even to " remove the fuel.
expensive alternative, since extant fans are able to blow krypton-85

These latter two references are clearly out of the purview of the
gas out over filters and into the atmosphere outside. Four other

Environmental Assessment and irrelevant to the issues described
advantages to venting are offered in the Environmental Assessment.

therein. It must be re-emphasized that submission of a complete ,, gg

Environmental Impact Statement must be accomplished before any

issues of containment building or reactor core clean-up are Advantage to venting (E.A.) Reply

addressed.
1) Controlled releases can be 1) Use of applicable federal

In summary, there is no necessity for venting the krypton-85 maintained within applicable regulations only evades public

federal regulations * health responsibility;gas into the outdoor atmosphere in order to perform routine data

collection and equipment inspection and maintenance within the 2) Purge Ms a sW WW W U h WW h W humb
containment facility. Protective clothing allows up to 1. 5 hour s ulation accident dose impact when purge has the largest arad popula-

c spared to other alternatives tion exposure of all methods:work time for workers prior to receiving their quarterly quota.

This is a much longer access time than available to workers in- 3) Purging to the atmosphere eli- 3) The gas with a half-life of
volved in other routine inspection, maintenance and replacement minates the need for long term 10.7 years will contaminate a

surveillance of Kr-85: large area for a long timesfunctions associated with nuclear power plants (49, 50). There

is adequate time to install alternative systems for krypton-85 4) Purging of Kr-85 to the at- 4) Releases cannot be controlled
removal frca the TMI-2 containment facility atmosphere. mosphere can be performed under due to meteorologic uncertainty

well-c ntrolled conditions ... and monitoring difficulties.(See Appendiz K. Recessity of Festing.)

Of these "other advantages," numbers (1) and (3) are an-

swered in more detail below in order to introduce our discussion
of alternatives to venting. We have dealt extensively with num-
bers (2) and (4) in previous sections of this comment.

The'* applicable federal regulations * cited in the first

"other advantage" above are the " design objectives of 10 CFR Part
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50, Appendix I, and the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part to the public in every way and to trade off as much public dan-

190,10,* w.Sich regulations are not to be exceeded. Currently ger for reduced expense at TMI-2 as possible.
these regulations allow for discharges which cause the ambient Similarl% the Environmental Assessment has been myopic
air to be no more than 10-5 pCi/cc of total radionuclides or to in its insistence upon the * bleed and feed * method of purging
inundate a bystander with 25 mrem whole body irradiation er 75 gases from the containment facility. This method of air removal

mra.m to the thyroid gland. It will be recalled that in Saetion III is clearly only teneficial for the venting alternative, since
we created a scenario in which people were exposed to 25-30 mrem the subsequent purge cycles will be progressively more dilute
as a reasonably achievable high dose and that,if the population with respect to krypton-85 concentrations. There are three al-

at large were exposed for a single day out of the 60 days of pro- ternatives to air removal by the * bleed and feed" method s
posed venting to 10-6 pC1/cc krypton-85, an order of magnitude

1) displacement,
under the regulatory limitation, eventually 10 cancer deaths g
could arise within a 50-mile radius of Three Mile Island. There

3) either of the above plus venting the
are no data in the Environmental Assessment which convince us

krypton-85 residuum.
that these estimates are exaggerated. In the latter of the two

These alternatives for the removal of the atmosphere of the con-federal regulations cited, 40 CFR 190.10, the key word is "appli-
tainment facility are discussed along with selective adsorptioncable." Not until January 1, 1983, will emission of krypton-85

" "be limited to 50,000 curies per gigawatt-year. But the regulation *

should be used at present as a guideline by the NRC, a clear signal Displacement of the containment building atmosphere has

to this regulatory body that these radiation releases should be the advantage of allowing the majority of the krypton-85 gas to

kept to an absolute minimum whenever possible. Interestingly, be removed without dilution by outside air. This makes the total

in the past year, TMI-2 has produced only 2.4 megawatts from the volume of air dealt with 2 million cubic feet instead of 23 mil-
residual heat in the reactor core, and, hence, by this rule would lion cubic feet by the ' bleed and feed * technology in the Assess-

be limited to only.120 curies of krypton-85 emission, if this ment, rendering concentration methods and eventual storage prob-

portion of the regulation were in effecc at present. Even in the less an order of magnitude easier. Displacement of the contatn-

normal operating year,the proposed 57,000 curies would be twice ment building atmosphere could be accomplished in a number of ways,

too large to release over a one-year period, let alone 60 days. and this should be considered a viable alternative to the * bleed
It is clear that the licenree hopes to evade its responsibilities and feed * method prcposed in the Environmental Assessment.

N
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A second alternative method for removal of krypton-85
* * *

from the containment building atmosphere without dilution by
* #* *

outside air is to place either a selective adsorption column or

cyrogenic device within the containment building itself and con-

tinuously cycle the atmosphere through either of these devices.
*

Should construction of either device be cumbersome within the
* " * " " * " *

containment facility, alternatively, either selective adsorptien
" " *

or cryogenic devices could be placed within the auxiliary building
containment building, perhaps within a small concrete shed there

and fed with extant gas lines fro:. the containment building, re-
constructed / Maintenance and monitoring for escaped radioactivity

turning the decontaminated air to the containzer via extant return
would be facilitat'ed by extant equipmentjand should some leakage

lines.
occur, the public would be no worse off than at present with a

Should either of these alternatives to dilution by out-
containment building full of krypton-85 gas.

side air be feasible, it is possible that they could afford E 95
Should there be some unforeseen problems with the selective

percent krypton-85 removal in much shorter times than these pre-
*" 88 *I 8 ** * 'en 29, we support

dicted in the Envirormental Assessment. With 5 5 percent of the

*# ** * # " *# 9*" ** ##****
krypton-85 remaining, it would be possible to reconsider a venting

program for the remaining 1 2.350 curies over a 6 hday period,
' * * * * "" ** *** *

* '

or 40 curies / day. These releases, although still posing a

I* * * 9" * " * * * *#*
finite health danger to the surrounding comraunities, would con-

*
stitute less hazard than the exorbitant 1,000 curies / day of the

continued temperatures of -2500r be necessary. However, in our
Assessment.

opinion, cryogenesis is definitely superior to venting, charcoal
We support as the method of choice for krypton-85 con- adsorption and gas compression as methods for krypton-85 removal.

densation the selective adsorption process. Liquid fluorocarbons
Th* **l*#*i"* *d* #E* A " ***h" I"9Y l' "'*11 *DI* f #C"' th*

have the advantage ever other potential krypton-85 adsorbents,
m ny at W, 2, *h is &

such as ammonium or benzene clathates, in adsorbing krypton at
tract to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Similarly,an ex-

lower pressures and concentrations of the gas. If allowed suffi-
* * #' ** * * * * '"9 * * Ncient interaction with the Freon 12, up to 99.9 percent of the

e es e e Is and.
krypton-85 may be removed in a single passage over the column and

19 '
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Finally, it must be re-emphasized that these alternative
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Statement of Karl Z. Morgan Restrding talassa of Kr-85 Into ths
Environment of Thrse Mile Island

Fortunately most of the noble gases available in the Three Mile

Island Reactor Number Two and related f acilities have decayed to insig-

eificant levels since the accident.' The Ze-131m (12 day half life) and

Xe-133 (5.3 day half life) are at such a low level that they would be

difficult to measure. Most of the Kr-85 (10.7 year half life) that was

trapped in the system, however is still there and is likely to be re-

leased to the environment in future recovery or decommissioning operations

unless special precautions are taken. It is fortunate that the amount of

Kr-85 present is very low because of the long hal! life and the short

AJ1'IDAS/ITS period of operations of this reactor before the accident.

OF In spite of the low population exposure from the release of the

KAJUL Z. MORCJeg Kr-85. I believe measures should be taken to prevent this release. The

ROBERT W. COIJUug reasons may be summarized as follows:

1. There is strong evidence that lov level radiation erposure is

f ar more harmful than was generally believed a decade ago and that

the risk of radiation induced cancer increases with the accumulated

radiation dose. Even a few cancers is not a good thing.

2. The ALARA philosophy would suggest that since it is reasonable

to remove the Kr-85 we should take measures to do so in these opera-

tions.

3. Techniques for removal of Kr-85 are well developed but must be

tested on a large scale before they are applied to nuclear reprocessing

operations. This application at Three Mile Island could be considered

a useful pilot study for f uture operations.

M
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Effects of Producing Electrical Power, Phase 2, January 1970; Proceedings published,by Akademnat Kiado, Budapest, Hungary.
Congressional Record. 28. ,The Need to Reduce Medical Exposure in the United States," outline of

12. " Energy Pollution of the Environment," Midyear Symposium of the Health testimony presented before the Health and Welf are Subcoussittee of
the Senate Coussittee on Labor and Public Welf are on Senate Bill' Physics Society, Louisville, Eentucky, January 28, 1970; Proceedings

published in USPHS-SRH Series SRH/DEP-70-26, Oct., 1970. S.3327, May 15, 1972, Washington, D.C.; published in Congressional
13. "A Time of Challenge to the Health Physicist," Presidential Address Recad, W 2.

29. ,.Comparisgn of Radiation Exposure of the Population f rom Medicalpresented before the Second International Congress on Radiaton
Protection, May 8, 1970, Brighton, Et. gland; Health physics, Vol. 20, 8"*"*d **' #U *W'~U*"** " ' bI'

N U""* # 2)*May, 1971, pp, 491-498.
30. . Environmental Impact of Natural and Man-Made Ionising and Non-Ionizing14. "My Opinion-You can Drastically Cut E-Ray Exposure Below Today's

I* N * * "* Second International Summer School on Radiation Protection,Levels," Consultant, March / April,1970. Kerceg Nov!" Yugoslavia, Aug. 1973; Proceedings,t, 1973.15. " History of the Health Physica Society," published as part of the RSNA
Symposium on the Crtical 9istory of American Radiology (Nov. 197D p 31. "The Need for Radiatton Protection," Radiologic Technology, 3 , 6,

, Exposure @to the United States,,, and "Mogliche Folgen einer
p. 385 3h16. " Standard Man-Standard Patient," Medical Radiotsotopes: Radiation Dose

32.and Effects, AEC Series 20, p. 87, June 1970.
17. " History of the International Radiation Protection Association,n Ubermassigen Medisintschen Strahlenbelastung an der Vereinigten

published in Piroceedings of the RSNA Symposium on the Critical History Staatenvon,Amerika,"Routgen-Blatter,2J,127(March 1974).-
,

33. " Reducing Medical Exposure to Ionising Radiation," American IndustrialAmerican RadioIh y, November 1970.
18. " Criteria for the Control of Radioactive Effluents," IAEA Symposium Hygiene Journal (May 1975).

on Environmental Aspects of Nuclear Power Stations, UN Building,
New York, August 1970, Procee1ings published, this paper is IAEA-
SM-146/10; synopsis published also in Environmental Studies, 1971.
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Maior Reports and Publications (continued) Major Reports and Publications (continued)

34. Two chapters in text, Environmental Problema in Medicine titled 48. "The Linear vs. The Threshold Hypothesis," Third International Siammer
" Exposure to Non-Ionising Radiation" and " sizing Radiation School on Radiation Protection, Berceg Novi, Yugoslavia, published
Exposure," W. D. McKee, Editor; Chas. C. T mas Publisher, 1974. . in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August-September,1976.

35. " Types of Environmental aealth Physics Data That Should be Collected 49. " Current Problems and concepts of the unalth Physicist," Third
and Evaluated in a Nuclear Power Program." in Environmental Impact International Sumer School on Radiation Protection, Merces Movi,
Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, 1975, Pergamon Press, Chapters Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric Institute Series, August-

'by K. 2. Norgan in test, Environmental Impact of Nuclear Power September 1976.
Plants, by R. A. Karam and K.1. Morgan, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF 50. "Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Ouide Fuel in Light Water Cooled .
TECHNOLOGY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1975. Reactors," testimony presented at public hearings on M01 fuel,

36. "The Bases for Standards and Regulations," in Environmental Impact Washington, D.C., Nov. 1976.
Statements for Nuclear Power Plants, 1975 Pergamon Press, Chapters 51. " Keeping Dose Commitments ALAP," Prce. ANS National Torical Meeting,
by K. 2. Morgan in test, Environmental Impact of Nuclear 7ower 71, Tucson, Arisona, October 6-8, v75.
Plants, by R. A. Karam and K. Z. Morgan, CEORCIA INSTITUTE OF 52. " Radiation-Induced Realth Effects," Science -195, 157, 344 (January 28,
TECHis01ACY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1975. 1977).

37. " Release of Radioactive Materials from Reactors" and " Ways of 53. "The Dilemma of Present Nuclear Power Programs," Proc. of Rearings
Reducing Radiation Exposure in a Future Nuclear Power Economy," Before the Energy Resources Conservation and Development Comm.,
in Nuclear Power Safety, GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY IN NUCLEAR Sacramento, Cal., February 1, 1977.

54. "Coments on Operation of the Kerr-McGee Cimarron Facility and theENERGY, Pergamon Press.
38. " Transportation of Radioactive Material by Passenger Aircraf t," Report Karen Silkwood Case," before the Congressional Small Business Comm.,

to Joint Commelttee of Congress on Atomic Energy, Report No. 1 - April 26, 1976.

Sept. 17, 1974, U.S. Covernment Printing Office. 55. " Data Interpretation," Proceedings of Workshop on the Utilisation and

39. " Health Physics - Past, Present, and Future," presented at First Asian Interpretation of Environmental Radiation Data, Orlando, Fla.,
Regional Congress of the International Radiation Protection Assn. in March 1-3, 1976.

Bombay, India, Dec. 1974; published in Proceedings. 56. "Rolf M. Sievert: The Pioneer in the Field of Radiation Protection,"
40. " Suggested Reduction of Permissible Exposure to Plutonium and Other Health Phys. ~31, 263-264 Sept. 1976.

Transuranium Elements," J. Am. Ind. Hygiene 36, (8), 567 (Aug. 1975). 57. " Health Hazards 7 rom Diagnostic and Therepeutic Z-Ray," Proceedings of
41. " Effects of Radiation on Man - Now and in the Future," in Energy and Conference on Diagnostic Imaging. Chicago,111., Sept. 27, 1976.

the Environment - Cost-Benefit Analysis; Pergamon Press,1976, 58. " Tee is the Answer to Question of R. R. Thomas and D. D. Busick, 'Is
Chapters by K. Z. Morgan in text, Energy and the Environment, Cost It Really Necessary to Reduce Patient Exposure 7'" J. Am. Ind.
Benefit Analysis, by R. A. Karam and K. 2. Morgan, GEORGIA INSTITUTE Rygiene 37, 665-667, Nov. 1976.
OF TECHNO1DGY SERIES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING, Pergamon Press 1976. 59. "The Lanear Hypothesis of Radiation Damage Appears to Be Non-conservative

-42. " Programs Needed for Education and Trainiog of Health Physicists," in Many Cases," Proceedings of Fourth International Congress of the
Proc. Am. Phys. Soc. Meeting, December 1974. International Radiation Protection Assoc ' ation, Paris, France, April

43. "Recent Developments in Fast Neutron Personnel Dosimetry Using Track 25-29, 1977.

Etch Methods," presented at Congress of the International Radiation 60. "The Need to Reduce Medical Diagnostic Exposure," J. Am. Ind. Hygiene
Protection Assa., Holland, May 1975; published in Proceedings. 38, 6, June 1977.

44. " Medical Radiation Protection," presented at Health Physics
Meeting, Buffalo, New York, July 15, 1975.

45. " Ways of Reducing Exposure in a Tuture Nuclear Power Economy," presented Professional Activities, Memberships, and Honors
at American Public Realth Association Annual Meeting, Chicago,
Illinois, November 18, 1975. .

Member:

46. "A Course on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection for State and Local Health Physics Society First President in 1956
Realta Of ficers," Proceedings of Health Physics Society, Denver, International Co,unission on Radiological Protection, Chairmas for 20 years
Colorado, February, 1976. of committee publishing present and past Recommendations on Maximum

47. "The Particle Probles,". Third International Sunener School on Radiation Permissible Internal Dose of Radtotsotopes
Protection, Herceg Novi, Yugoslavia, published in Boris Kidric National Council on Radiation Protection, Chairman for 20 years of committee
Institute Series, August-September 1976. publishing present and past Recommendations on Maximum Permissible

Dose for Internal Radiation
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OBSERVATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Prof essional Activities, Memberships, and Honors (continued)

LTHREAT OF VEN"WG KRY? TON 85
American Association for the Advancement of Science Robert W. ColmanAmerican Industrial Rygiene .ssociation
Sesearch Society of America
Radiation Research Society . .Since the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) in lateAmerican Association of Physics Teachers
International Radiation Protection Association First President, 1968 . . .

March of 1979, I have been in a position to observe the re-
Associate Fellows American College of Radiology spon'ses of people of the Middletown and Harrisburg area bothFellow: American Physical Society and American Nuclear Society

to the accident and to later threats of radiation releases,Awarded the first gold medal for meritorious work in the field of radiation
protection by the Royal Academy of Science of Sweden in 1962 jointly with During that time, I have been Coordinator of a Masters Program,

Walter sinks (England), 1962

Distinguished Alumni Award and Honorary Doctor of Science Degree from in Community Psychology at Pennsylvania State University's
Lenoir Rhyne College, 1964 and 1967 Capitol Campus in Middletown, bave taught in college class-

Ronorary membership in Sigma Pi Sigma, the physics honor society, from
serea Collese. 1957, rooms, and functioned as a psychologist doing organizational,

Pirst Distinguished Service Award of the Western Chapter of the Health development work with various regional human service agencies.
Physics Society,1968

In addition, I have attended numerous public meetings about TMI,
Distinguished Achievement Award, Health Physics Society,1973 tn Middletown and elsewhere in the area, conducted both by N'RC~. .

Honorary member of Fachverband fur Strahlenschuts, 1973
offtetals and by local anti-nuclear groups. In these various

. .

Editor-in-Chief, Journal HEALTR PHYSICS
capacities, I have conducted interviews with local residents

Consultant on Radiation and Reactor Problems with a number of Covernment
agencies including the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Environmental about their reactions to the TMI accident and its af termath.
Protection Agency, Bureau of Radiological Health, NEw, and the joint
Commaittee on Atomic Energy of Congress of the United States and a (See Attachment No. I for a curriculum vitae.)
member of President Carter's Panel on Energy Policy.

Based on the above, I have been able to draw several con-

clusions:

1). As a result of the accident, people in the area have

experienced a loss of control over their own lives. Many of them

were driven to evacuation by fear of radiation at the time of the

initial accident, and many fear being so driven again on the event

of further radiation releases. In this sense, they have become

sensitized to the threat of ionizing radiation. (See Attachment

No. 2 for a letter to the editor outlining these matters published

1
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in Ihe patriot, Harrisburg, October 30, 1979.)

2). . Changes in'public behavior of local people in meetings .about venting. Local people may achieve this goal by success-
-.with NRC officials indicate increasing levels of frustration and ful legal actions in the courts to' halt venting.
anger. The tone of public comment has become more hostile, and 5). This local need to regain control would be more
anger appears to be closer to the surface. People repeatedly directly met by an NRC decision' not to vent in clear response
express the concern that their opposition to the venting of Krypton to public concern.

~ is either not being heard by the NRC, or, if heard, is not being
attended to. These concerns were particularly evident in com-

ments made by local residents at the meeting with NRC officials

at the Liberty Fire Hall in Middletown on March 19, 1980. (For
further documentation, see the NRC transcript of that meeting and
of a later meeting of Ahearne, Bradford and Gilinski with Harris-

burg area people, held in Washington on March 21, 1980.)

3). The resolve of local people to oppose venting of Krypton
has grown firm. At the same time, the organizational development

of the anti-nuclear movement in the area has been sufficient to
support popular opposition to venting. News articles in national

media on March 21 and 22,1980 suggested the possibility of rioting
in the streets in the event of venting. On the basis of my ex -
perience and observation, it seems that a much more likely out-
come is a well-plaened, well-organized campaign of civil disobe-

dience. The local and national anti-nuclear movements can sup-

port such a campaign, and should it occur, the campaign would

draw both large numbers of people and major international atten-

tion from the press. Such a development could conceivably force

a new decision, not to vent.

4). It is important that people in the area experience a sense

of regaining control over their lives by affecting decisions made

2
3
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any part of anything for or asa.ast br ng outsee food in to perid55 four they **da's tsow'' want was going i
urs" Indeed. he toon offase dec- militos starving peops. It mignt. on. [
ades ago as reporters who tned to you see. Just get into tu beilles of This time. 'the whole Jorid -

-4- sensauonsitze the incident, and the poi por peopie. knew - and did notbag until now.
| Co maa wanted to tell the Kennedy famity .r r

he wouad tuufy to its benait in any ATTACE* T. 2/ .

iibet snat. But them Rome Kennecy --

- Research Consultant, Harrisburg State Hospital, 1971-1972. caned,o s "and rutly got on my ur Readers Write~ him
- _ h.S. _ .L

After Kennedy putted into his

Consultant on Pre-trial prejudice, Legal Aid Society, New York,1969. drtvewsy.did he hide? The answer
from Kennedy's press aede is ua* TMIIs A Mental Health Hazard
quivocal; *t spoke to the senator andSeminars Attendedt he mforms me he was not hiding." EDITOst: tion"; they respond queckly and nes-

THE HARRISEL|ltG AREA has anvely to tAresta of future radbac.Fif th Vermont Conference on the Primary Prevention of Psychopathology, June,1
. THE Cors recolleccon diffwr.

"He had gotten down la the front ' changed smco the Three Mile taland ' tive reeases from TMt. I hear that
seat of the car." whittes told re. accident is tate March. People 64 the outside researchers are beginnies to - i

"Deinstitutionalization and Dehumanisation," Pennsylvania State University College of ' nhoiz. This was not infor. ngion ne longw m the maa made refer to a "Harrisburg hysterta." '.
Nedicine* 31 Janua'I' 19 77* 8*""on"fr' eely volunteered; the r,. world around them as safe. People Why, they seem to ask, is there se imati

uternative.
ponw had asked if "the story about have a new sense of personal vui- strong a reaction here. If the acci- 1

'

Northeast Cities Conference, Hartford Institute and National Conference oh hiding in the back seat is true." ano awabultY- dent was mia mal in its immediata i

State and Local Public Policies, Hartford, 10-12 December, 1978. the formw policemaa reluctantly Pronuclear sones ce suggent- Impact?
i

set the facts straight os exactly ing that the accident as an tascation As it happens, the events at TMI
where in the car Kennedy had been of the safety of nucleas' power, not could hardty have been better de-

"Baaie issues of the Therapeutic State," Georgetown University Law Center, 9-10 Octaber, hidla g. Its dangert They say that ens is 30 signed to produce long-terta senset.

1975. p,d Kennedy receive spectar because containment was not taauce.Three charactartstics of the
treatment la court? Magdetene Am. breeched, a fuit meltdown ed not events were parucularty impr,rtanL

Dr. Leo Alting von Cesaia; and " Social and Political Implications drews Poff. The Dasiy Progress re. occur, and because there is debate First. La comias se close to a meit- t
" Dissenting Life Styles," portw at the time. rwatts seens no o'er Physical health effects of the down, we were exposed to a near. I
of Maasurement," Dr. Ivan Illich; both at CIDOC, Cuernavaca, Mexico, Summer,1971. Kennedy name de the arrest blotter, relativety low levels of radiatm mass situadon se that we could ern. 'I '

vered five warrants with which www emitted. agme all possible scary outcomes -

but disco.s name sa s courg caen This position ignores any psy- from an almost tacredibly largeg,,,,4yCommunity Involvements
drawer. The Judge, now dead, chological damage produced by the threat. Second. we were all vulnera. ,

Workshop leader, (Bow to overcome apathy) Training and Orientation Session Tri, County " threw me aut or court.= disaster and its aftermath. la fact. bie. since radiation respecta as hesh g
If you want to beteeve the Ken. the damage done offste seems ground. Third and now perhaps i

Commission for Cos:monity Action Harrisburg, October,1979. nedy versica of all this, he was anno. Largety to have been psvchological most important,it was a high tech- i

cently crtvmg along, pertiaps a little And it is tre psychological effects nology accident, compounced by
Member, Pennsy1vanla Bar Association Special Committee on Legal Services for the Nentally fast, perhaps with his rest lights wtuch most interest people from human error. Siace the same people

Disable d. 19 79. out, when he was put upon and coa. Outside the grea. Understanding the - Met Ed and NRC - show every
victed by a pacit of vtadictive vtr. nature of these effects is critical for indication of pianmag to use the

understanding the mesmag of TML ? same high technoicgy. we are ex-
Member, Planning Council Three Mile Island Alert, Harrisburg,1979. guuans,

We can exaw on disaster htera- posed to a continued vulneretnhty.But if you betseve the cop and
the locai reporters. as i do. a pattern ture for hela (Disasters are sudden. And outsiders wonder why local

Member of the Board * Women in Crists, Hununalstown, PA,1979. of character emerges: ts 1931, faced unespectav. events which damage people act concerned?

with flunking a Spaniste exam he Property tad people, By this stand- One additional consideratton.

Member, Planning and Prevention Consmittee, Dauphin County Mental Health /Menta1 Retardatton, are defin'clon. the TM! accident was . Direct stress effectsu as I said. ore [panicked and persuaded a ringw to
substitute for him, and for that was clearty a disaster.) Psychological usually short. lived. However, there

|Harrisbur3, 1979. expe!!ed from Harvard; in t953 damage seems to come from two 6s increasing evidence in the litera-

1777-1979. with a sheriff on his taat, he pan, sources:Immediate stress from the ture of latent t aumatic sourcors
Member of the Board of Directors, First Pennsylvania Feminist Credit Union, icked and trted to escape and was disarer's impact itself. and,conttne- from disasters. In other words, peo-

ensetization to the posmtuhty or pte can have namery symptomsconvic:ed; ia 1969. when his com- 6"g 'se disaster.
Member of the Board, Women's Training and Support Program Dauphin County Commission for

* fun which show themselves in behaviorpanica drowned. he panicked and

Treatment and Program Development, 1977-1978. left the scene of the acendent for The stress effects are usually onty under addinonat. later stress. It
*

nine hours unct someone else dis. shart-Hved,if painful They include - is for this reason.atons with contin-

1975-1976. covered his car. 8"pression, irntabiitty, agitauen uing sens.tization to threat. trist re- ' ,

Co-facilitator, Cosmiunity Organizing Workshop, Harrisburg, When in beg trouble. Ted Kean,. aad anwy. The stress can teed to opening TMI.Umt t or 2, would be a e

1972-1973- dy's repeated history has been to marupuos of work and reation- senous mental hesita hazard. W

run, to No. to get caught, and to ships. The problems people expert. The best corrective for feehngs fCoordinator, Harrisburg ACLU Task Force on The Rights of Menta1 Patients.
get away wit 3 IL enced durms evactaahon fall into of vulnerabihty is success in trytag

1972-1974. ,this category. (Interestingly, duas- to regain control over one's I.fe. !iMember of the Executive Board, Harrisburg Center for Peace and Justice, ters tend to agttre and disrupt peo- Locally, the clearest way te do this
.a not a h r ts to work suc w o T j

1971-1972.
Member of the Executive Board. Harrisburg Chapter, Harrisburg Defense Committee,

D schizophrenia.) Harrtsbu

he Advisory Board, Harrisburg Hospital Mental Health / Mental Retardation Center, g ,,,.t hew of anythm3 better In Harrisburg, the continuinS (Editor's Note" Cooreinstor of
than a mas :f you want to spend sevisitizamon effects a e the most the Community Psychology Pro,Member of

1971-1972. money whe*v at will show '* - Kim interesting People statt twitch a bit gram at Pennsylvansa State Umver-
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As it happens, the events at til could hardly have been better designed to produce ,

long-ter:a sensittaation. Three characteristics of the events were particularly ta-

The Harrisburg area has changed since the Bree Mile Island accident in late Natch. "* ** " # * "I * * * * " * * " ~*

People in the region no longer see the man-made world around them as safe. People have *

a new sense of personal vulnarability. largs threat. Second, we were G vulnerable, since radiation respects no high ground.

Pro-nuclear sources are suggesting that the accident is an indication of the safety '*

of nuclear power, not its dangers. They say that this is so because containment was * * * * #* "" * * ~

not breached, a full. melt down did not occur, and because there is debate over physical " "* * * "*

health effects of the r_latively inw levels of radiation which were emitted. *

This position ignores any psychological damage produced by the disaster and its * *

af termath. In fact, the damage done offsite seems largely to have been psychological. " " ' **

And it is the psychological ef fects which most interest people f rom outside the area.

Undarstanding the nature of these effects is critical for understanding the meaning *

of TMI. along with continuing sensitiration to threat, that re-opening DtI, Unit 1 or 2, would

tJe can draw on disaster literature for help. (Disasters are sudden, unexpected event * *

which damage property and people. By this standard definition, the TML accident was

clearly a disaster.) Psychological damage seems to come from two sources immediate ' ' #"" "* "*

stress from the disaster's impact itself, and continuing sensitization to the possibility * *

of future disaater.

The stress ef fects are usually short-lived, if painful. They include depression,

irritability, agitation and anxiety. The streus can lead to disruption of work and

relationships. The problems people experienced during evacuation fall into this category.

(Interestingly, disaetere tend to agitate and disrupt people, and not to drive them crary:
Anxiety is a more likely result than schizophrenia.)

In Harrisburg, the continuing sensitization effects are the most interesting. People

still twitch a bit when they hear the term " radiation"' they respond quickly and negative 1

to threats of future radioactive releases from THI. I hear that outside researchers are

beginning to refer to a "Harrisburg hysteria." Why, they seem to ask, is there so strong

a reaction here, if the accident was minimal in its immediate impact?

F3



Neighbors of TMb
-

. -.

' Keep your krypton!'
""

Metropoistaa Edimos Co, operator
MIDDLETOWM, pa - Hundreds of , of the damaged anclear power plant,

angry, shouting residents of the - ments to release $*.000 curies of kryp
Three Mile is:and area lammed a . tos 85 so that is can start cleantag up
local fire halllast asght to demounce the reactor containment building. It
plans to vent radioactive gas from has been sertously contaminated
the crippled nuclest plant. mace the arcadent, the most serious
% your brypica'' chanted commercial anclear breakdown in

many of the $00 people la the hail - the nation's history
The ball has a capacity of 400. and
pohce said that 100 to 200 people were _ Ma _Co!!ans, the NRC's chief _of
outade, unable to get in, and that opersuons et the plant, said the
many.of tnem poended on glass maasona radiation asse anyone not
wtadows and doort actually on the plant see could to

APPENDIX A . ID' UE ?sclear Regulatory cerve from the vennag wooid be
Comam (M W cM 2e about a fifth of a millitesL A chest X.

ves a due W about Em Ils-nwenna to explaan and dimenss us Q
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS proposal to vent the radicartive kryp

,The month, the NRC staff recom.
too from the sealed contanamen,t- meaded that plant operators be al-building as well as possible altern

-tives to venung. Det the meeting lowed to go ahead with the venting
turned into one of the most hostile The five NRC commisnoners wtli

, among the scores held ance the. have the final approval, and that
Three Mile Island (TMD anclear cannot be given nant next month,
accident last March 28 s . ' .-* after the pubbe has had JD days to

Officials tryths to explain the went perncipate la discusacos aboullhe
ing paans were interrupted frequent- plan Aninber meettag will be sched-
ly by the endience "This a going to used solely to bear pubix rectice tobe a long eventag for all of ut" said " the report.
Rachard Vollmer. daractor of ae *

NRC's t haical supM Mht. Cai.,',taa .og ,, 000and .som ia the crowd yelled-
om earned tr Shers cheered lan- cortes of krypton into the atmo

[y sphere from the costatnaent batid.-tag.

Krypton is byproduct of auclear
fkmion and has spread threagh 2
million cubic feet of air temde the
bBge contatament betidsag RDce a
senous reactor overheaung accident
las March 2

A-1
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NRC told of a commumty ^ - The Philadelphia Inquirere '

'-

lIUln# oR 6 ' Tln o a-
* * *

One rendent rephed that NRC flg.
ures would help but that "we have |
faith only is eerselves * A group of
ciruens not appointed by pouncians
should take on the Joe of getung theAaron Eps } nw=ne 4 truth to the people, he sa 4

Among the sX residents' other
WASRINGTON - Six neigh. '

recommendatans baalth and esv&
bors of the Three Mile Island ;( j rossental studies. federal money so
baclear power plant yesterday an up TM1 and help the area's

, gave the federal Nuclear R*g,p
. ' + s

sagging economy and appointment of
f latory Commias&on (NRC) berg "

4 tahst as NRC commisinoners Most ofa portrait of a community gg
,

,
-

'

a health expert and on envtroemen-

crtsas - people on the edge of the current commissioners have och
mental breakdown and wie
lence, fasthes leaving their

-
. ence backgrounda
#* Ms Lee dutributed reports from#communmes for goud. area health surveyors and veierinar.

They toid of animals dytra of y naas indacatmg that animals. from
mysterious dueenes, vegetataca f cats tocows, within five miles of TMI
etInns and windufe vanzaning ( /L ' t have been suffering increaang|yi .'
and of residents who tear the # from bone and muscle ailments and
cumulative effects of radianon breedmg and respiratory problems
they cannot evalante. They said since194 -

' that no one believes anything
that a politician or an official ,

says.
. , . < , *

The encounter was similar to She reported defoharlos of trees,
a meeting in Msddletown. Pa., . .- disappearance of wildhfe and pa2afaton Wednesday night, when deaths of birds and other small ans ~

'-

angry cituens overnowed a main ' |local informanonal meetag "The en-sre system down there is
called by the NRC sta!L The ctt>

,

being affected by somethinC she
said "Itla eventua!!y going to filter ,' 'zens berated and denounced ,j

NRC officials and their plans to - 5 down to us" - |release radioactive gaaet On =4 Already, some residents are
Thursday night, a similar sce. etarmed by the recentdiscovery that.
nario was followed dunne the A resident protests at NRC aseetin.g in E11:abethtown an abnormal namner of catidren -NRC heanng in nearby Elua- - - -

'.As e moult, according to Jane 1.se. a - were born with sonous thytmi 'bethtown. " "The peple of the state of pennsyg
. four times for the amoust espectable I

The three meettags are the venia feel we've been sold down the farmer from Etim. "We e con- defects ta three Penas)lvansa cous- |
first at which citizens from the tubes by everyone." amid the nurse, corned about these peqple that are on. ties during the last aine months of
area have angny confronied Nancy Prelesnik of Hershey "Es are .ftpverge of cractmg up mentally 19's ,

anclear poucymakers with WEg Out 2 you m really listen to The comm2ssioners heard stortes , One of the counties !s adjacens to
their fury C * ustration since sa c4 rowdy comannary meetings. in- the Three Mile Island reactor. which .
The nuclear _ reactor _ej Dree For the most part, the three of the ciuding one at which an official was has emitted radioactive todme. a

,
f

| Mile faland mdD was cnppledq t,ive commissioners present did hs. n*arly attacked by a teacher who known cause of thyroid disease Offs-
nearly a year aga

. s. attennvely and with apperrt.' became "o ragmg wild maa.* and clats have said, thousti, that those
sympathy. but they spoke little and they heard of mothers who are afraid defects almost certately could notYesterday, for slightly more did not commit themselves to any to leave their children alone in case have been caused by radjatton fromthan an hour, the sta rendents
course of action of ariother nuclear emergency the reactiolt. . s

-
- a nurse. a farmer. a hospital Afterward, however. John F. "I'm gettmg scared " Colman said. "'

3

adminurrator, a psycholoty Ahearne a physicist recently ap, and another einzen added. "It's aprofessqrd minister and a pomted by President Carter as tem. very emplosive situation "
bomemaker - descnbed their parary chairman to give the NRC Accusing the commissioners of
fears and the fears of othersin more direction said he would spean remaining in their " ivory tower"in
the comm unity. - to the two absent commissioners and Washirigton the cituena arged them

The seenna was held at the set up another meennt to constder to go to the TM1 area themselves and
i cttisens' request, and the six . The citizent compiaints face the frightened people. i

1 said they were e representatsve - The Rev Wilham Vastine of New Each time radioactive materials ,

crostsecuon selected after the NP; Cumberland told Ahearne that by have been released from TMI.one of
had responded to the request now "your credibihty as so scattered the citisens sud. * t's just a little bit i

They were disturbed by %e st that you don 1 have a chance in a but the key word as'cumulat vef "
announcement of s' plena *d %.e.st carload to convince us (that the TMI Yet the residents still have no way

iof the radioact:ve gas. krypton. from Piaat ts safe? I would hke very much of knowing how much radiation has
TMI. but they said tr.esr anxieties ran to heheve but hundreds of thou. accumulated in their bodies.* ME

3 far deeper. sands don 1 beneve. . .
,

Prelesnik said-
i "The greatest contnbunon you can "You certainly should have* flg. jmana. my friend. is to close those ures giving that informattaa

i
plants'. . . We have had it." Ahearne agreed.

"" 8"''I"*'''The core of the roblem. said psy.

wg's ~id aan' a m' '".t -

** * ** * ' 'chologist Robert olman of Harn>
burg. . the rmeigh-s ao.eiute , gdistrust * of their government at all
levels g

US

:

1

. -
|
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' Venting' gas at TML
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ngerBoils OverI
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Playing the cruelest game Public Tells NRC Officialsi
.

=s .m,._: e===e..=em=e =.m=e e ==gT ..e z r.e S;ick,We72 .reyiretj, ge > re jngry,-
z

-

, s e. -see = res=e=- -:s e

. . .e .. .. . . - . . , . . . .
.m.e.- m.

er. . .o.e. . ,.e. m.e
r .m m .m em.m.s=..e

as .m -._ mm. mm m. -
saamer wiu sens agerese egespeest e tae enormees sloe ep

** ""I T,,*".*m'*,*eme*-e".*e
C[s*e*e,*e"s UM8

as - a. e - -ee-
Mac emmen es= mese esarmesse me oneses rw sessenes Ier mere. me ressene er me eram mese are -nyms name e caer me es new

nm nes= hiens and inn monna sense semannes mese er remeer ,

areer seca e renome sense o ser teene en= series es**=a8 *s" ef ohn DbredJse inneer foemassa new my em h=m saar h=8 s=#vwr,eynes e see greer se perse <tes se esepeens meer as revenres ses e* em ,ma oespie amas or sac eds.

cae *e *Q**g yo f*""', MIDDLE: TOWN J There has heating and howhng- would 'be iorked, and thak anyone 'who opened a'demrpered mes a met; chantmg and crymg. wavmg of signs, wearms of cos . wedd be '' removed from the building even if pohcereue a nor a earnese enei. too, "

a a.e ensean,c sen am en espearer e.- se possess hers a hope a ressoas me aseremet vesitas tume9, 5=dmg of soda and totste chips, and strollmg , had te de L *'* ',- - * -
~

,se,eemm ene rneera generneseano rmeevesy nena levem oi ress e mo s tele.esean players Wednesday mght in Merkfletown. . ' A man. standang in one" corner of the room, voiced a
-

w .cre members of the Nuclear itegidatory Commession 1' ene Mac ese les repamos temas res*L
emesser se th maff pas"se"s a "** ' and other en ris trwd toet lam the propmed ventingof . predacterm when the hootmg and howhng and yethng eth '*C Paes * * e Pe*"*Co.eserwere af me ruener. e e=> the NitC esticials began early a the meetmg. krypten og om the Three ele Island farihty

," g"E . {ytune one of those guys gets up to say son e
me ses see crueine er mi sovreeses> 'jv",,"j ** *""m*e *.'.,eeem, war c.masov te " men me

Nft members caene to theI,6hert F'ere flait here to man saed about the officals, they re gonna'emplam the weeding pr* Peals, phes a ternatsves, to the '
meer se es 1-

hve hem a hard tame So, no one's gonna come out ofa vesnes e a for mere errem no.t.sue et une rescer - e seer wees * de of the pres "Is d more preferable to have a con. s

I mwmg anythmg at all " ;%navesvos iones of hasnay r.e-a
Th'e man who saso that was being prophetic Alost of ,

o - j - ..
cerums,enm eer seems me sue see " of ed release er an uncontrolled release " John Colhns,e=meer ese wepses a me renner. In pomes t

2..-espose e a esse suma depiny dnector of of the NCH s TMt technecat suppet ^ the tame dewing Wednesday nighti nwetsng. de dmgease morea ses reene=e een e ice
emmen er use me proyece et esse =e blie pressies e e pee ese N seer siaff asked at one mt

afeer somry and ihe people of the area showed at every opportunity yois sat or stood in that fire, hall, much of = was
fes,7mmNNves meer m1 rigaasesseuem eens eeeceaev e-e that they didn t beheve anything the esperts said, and

.

].md was unintelligshle.em m .r s

a p.ose the spoke from the head table eere constant-renne
er mese permees ename esamese, they didnt want that krypton gas verded. We are sick. . Iy interrupted, ensulted, shouted down A miekfle-agedes,ommels have tas== esos e fee

e ener me essenes esen unrca 3 essee PdL Pertees at ine leaC mee. We are twed. We are angry., seed one woman en the au - woman in the front row leaped to her feet every few min-rats ese see hear me leers esey pe
*

saan me erwysee se see o se rese=ed * *
,"*,'",,,', ,", h** $ *s*gYeYsessen"s m" eE - - ., . utes, ran up to the front table, shank her finee at one or -* * * * **

Same spoke emotionalty. and said they didnt beheve another of the paneitsts seated there, anr1 cursed ate

. neeer the pasenom heeMa basenes a ra.
me remescovie,me e ne pas e ese- presseet ' N Clouds of cigaret smoke drdted over'the heads oft eor ee s iewe enercee me= = pmet has s eme esmesse me ressas beisege the enperts .. .' ,. '"

s them.the esperta Others spoke rationally, and said they dedeliam ene _ _-

oss mas d meesene e esseertry tee near tae reerser semans oes ee''** i If recommendations to vent the gas are accepted by . ' speakers and spectators chokmg some of them urWd fi-

*",',*"T,,*,**,'o*,"e"*e "wg n"o"mc reness the NRC. ventmA of krypton gas coulet start nest month na!!y somebody opened one of the doors to vent the
at TMi Wednesday mgm's hostde crowd seed they e|> smoke. e ,

e,e,ca for esseemsse e reme.e me essa o,r, esse eseom reemanas een pnse that ventmg Some held signs that saad; -There well ' On ene side of the rern[a bay was opened, and
see saser. mes ree esapesen cesas se reesi, se.eemene en base. er as won ne no sentmg = i . . . . , . . -

se me.

seenas reamsens ese e eiseena se one reme==== wnmen fpresumahly from f w fire company) said coffee
rh== m =ectamour m ee a phal * s=se Lee er pee is une ones '' '* The large brick I.iherty Fire Hall holds #e people, . * soda.rheps ami pretacts to a steady stream of customers'

, ,@ '''* *, '','*M",sS',*c* 7,*, $ accordeng to an announcement made at 7 2 p m. By 7.IS . Some of the television reporters and their camersiw "'***
P m., the, hall was packed. All the chaars were filled. All . and microphorweperating amstants stayed on the sides

ne sense evensa um es ._ r tae pas,=erseeiras remasriveme see
lee esserwures, teciniaans easir es amensass the standmg roorn was taken. af the room Others wanderer threingh the aesles of angry

People stood outside and beat on the doors to get in , people - sometimes attache W te one snouser with corn-
A fire company spokesman announced that the doors mumcation cabies - simmt 'he remd eye and the mi!

- r
. .
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4 tress Of TMI
Itesthrt May _

-

Be Considered
ly fem Inf; eld.

an.4,.=s,J. wast s=e
Pressare is mountmg on the No. ''! thmk people have been talkmg

clear Regulatory Commission to per. . and taMag and trying to stet the story awe urge the commsnin to m-
mit considerstaos of pubhc mental across they don 1 want that plant. and Ject authnd uw argumems GM
s:r *f7'M Dettanmg to scream? Hurst uw commissaan should tenere commu-n,ess in hearmJS on the restart of ad sondar. .. =7 fem of tur-t ao-auaa $a=ee Mae m umei

ne uwamaged autor has re, PANE tntervened in the hearmgs of the amruon mat me furs m o * Stress Caused by AccidentIS S'udied
. -

sr.aioed idle smee the cuclear seeident on just me one usue of stress. Other rauonale the board wrote. . . fe year age et nne Mae Island Umt 2. antunuetear groups have taken ne board asse sai .

broofer legal approach. among them wical tiuantificatw,d "pmeise n+a
of stress un t concerned that psopie uwins near wares, and what aands of feeunes

~. Legaa hearmgs en the restart may-
. um Nehrry Township Three M.le necemry. taland may be suffering from esp * trigsse "

me crippied rescier at Thru utse the anniversary of me event may .hegm by late summer.
la a hstary makMg recommenda- Itamt Steering Committee, sure to &bustli. press, e team of Dr. Bromet espiamed that thetion. an Atomic Safety and 1.icensarg "We are hopmg they do hear the

"nw"'w*8 ***""m'e"m inst N-a'b"er
b~*"'

"un"as w"n'a''d ***'*"m'"a"e'n "se"em
d7 dBoard said recently the commisuon i wmg peosse u

rray and should consider mchologh .' psychological issue, because it's one, " "Q*'J, -
-f*"*"' 7 ** 8*** {*3g*,"8eat stnss and community fears - of the main issues mvoavmg that p, ,

Born the plant operator. \tetropol. * plant?saidLindaDommoski,a mem' m Fra.y. se um ana6versary esme - whm no =~ =*==it
staa Eduen Co. and the NRC's own berof thesteermgcommittee. .. W um evem, researchers fross me hash

"I that when an tndustry's been wesms psyctatric Insuture andstaff have er that stress cannot N eWh hkb
durupung our,tives hke they have ; mm as Pittsburgh wun begin the - tervwws wruct toon one and a halfM " quanti and is not admissable

.

bylaw na a hce.'ising hearms necend se W me sr:3.cos mudyours in the last year, there's no way it boun ud w mtaon aboutfunded me Nationa11mrmate ofThe commissioners themseher cannot be allowed as an issue," anzicy or 9thw emmionalopsesin
said last A wasat itealth.
fears causNu: rust they were unsure t , _ Both group leaders saad the level Evelyn Brornet, me prtnespel to- tysed wiu be puohshed a my,

me last r. m now mems ano. -
by the Ucit 3 accidef

* f stress wdt rue even more if Met Ed visuganor, said that she and her sh said.e. * *re legally *Televant* to Umt ts given pertmssion to release krypton colleagues se * 8 P*' hearmas. They assed for argumed , gas from the Umt 2 reactor buildmg I A'7,,'8,,,,", ed mo'n n' ism,. D̂e scand series, pending as>
en both sides- r preval froen the Office of htanage.

A number of sedies have a,
" aest month.

- ^ *

,,,Q ,,,y,.i.c.Md,a,,n, c,h,em,s,ci,n,g"I se violace mpting and 1 y mest and Budget,witt ask abeat the
,,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , andsviduais' fire tuss ry a was etu

chiatrists from Hershey Medical Cen. i also m a lot of pepte havmg the

ter. Drs Joyce Kalen and Enos Mar- area. It s been pushed to that po.nt ., the nuclemr piant. puntal healm.

It's a Eght for sunival dows MM "our goal.* Dr. Broniet male la a Dr. Bromes has reiussted hmd-
. t.a. mterviewed 200 persons and sasd. .now,"Mrs Dommeskisaid. ao 18s h'r a atmuaan of me pnunt

kephe towww. "ts to = ="gytM nuclear accident caused ' massive ,study, and an extersion that would
um e.ffects of uvias is a chromcaRemoved from tt'at emotion, the
sir sful etuation. We want b include a popdation kvmg near a

. A sf some people. W !Icensmg board was able to consider
stress lingert That was made plam at: ; only one quesuon: De uw laws govern-

krow stat haptes to people after. Coal-hMd ptass.

two large public meetmgs last weele . g ' awwar p ps permt
dealing mth a proposal to release re.- stress to be weighed as a factor in the
d20act2ve gas from tne crippled piant. . -determmmg the impact t.e genmg .

At a meet:ng m Middletown. NRC ,{te of Pennsylvama and
'8"

offlctals were snouted dows insti:ted
and cal:ed "you ammals by a crowd four legalintervenors I'lled brsefs say.
of 300 mostly-angry res+ dents. . mg the commission could consider

Staffers were admiuedly shaken.
Harutd Denten. the agency s chief re. The board itself concluded that
gulator, called it "prooably the most . stress probabaly cannot be recogmred
raucous assembly we ve ever had -uniser one law - the Atomic Energy

Act -- but is meludable under anothee- The feilowtmt mght in Ehzabeth-
town. Met Ed officina got a dose of , C the Nauonal Environmental l'ot4cy
virtually the same flung. with protes., g;.We recommend that we be per.
tors plead;ng: -How m C,od a name do - , g, ,g ,,, m y

#MC"emg*8 U O'ses"''of'p''y'choio"g'ic''Y
d 9 9 Ida ors u Unit t restart .

redu the cau s alhearmgs said later they hoped the
emouun wou|d heap more presstre on stress'~ the threemember bohrd
the five NRC commiss:eners to admit *]owever, the panet said it didtt
mentai stress as an issue.

"I would sa they.re probably see how stress could be put into a
.goms to admit :." nredicted Jim '' fun. scale cost-benef.t ba'ancmg *.

Hurst, presideo- of Peoole Against Met Ed and :he.N,RC sta,:T n.id ar.g g, , gg,, .smunNuclear Ew j tPANE), a cruzens - (but the board said it doesert mat- -

s group in u se own.
.
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- Page Two

TMFs neighbors find a.
refuge in their faith

B._sw e= ==w.e

gg)DLgTOWN. ps. - A year ago, reunsted they spent more time tm "The levels seem to stay there? be

members of Glad Tid 2ngs Assembly gather. said. "Once people gat the tast,e of a
d God Charth, near the stnckes "It did bring our family closer to gwd Ibitig they stayed with *t.
Three Mde Island ancieer plant. God? said her husband. Vaughn. a At Glad Ticings. a Pentecesial
gathered to hear tasir anatster se mechanic at BetWhem steel church. attendance doubled to 200 m
emnly say."1 betseve we are laving to His wife added. "I saw a stronger the months af ter the Three Mi:e IS
the las days? love of the lard because I knew he land accident The growth has beer

The frtghtened churchgoers was watching over us He had ta "so tremendous" that the cotigrega-
tson P ps to construct a new budd.iprayed, song, begged one another Otherwtse. it would he all ower "

h dI h' ** * fIand somenmes wept in the following People have reevetaated their 888 ''ros*"the''".6sque'ha'*na Pner inAc s . n
dart hves and sort of shifted wee of taoir

The end did not come. valuer said the Rev, w Jackana tiny NewWowt anndaan at 9
Paul's tnited Methodist Church has'Afterward., many behewed that. Otto of Wesley United Methodist

they had been spare 1only by" God's Church. "There has been a reasses* rms 10 m l$ perrettt from a yur ago "Some see the nuclear plant as a
band spon ine situatloa.* naad Eileen ment of things important; this is. In light of possible disasier. pe+ threat others see it as a mentis of

#m Bmm aCarlson. a housewife who hves near clades a deepening of one's faith. ~ anth and imr need of" God,
mnomic grath? he sasd "But they

sana th all are very much an love with thethe reactor. *ft hat'1' t h ned in earthshak. Po Heroid E. Millard. area and have concertts about the r
o

Te res!)y faced dee%. I waE Ing proportioD ther it has beer a
afraid." she said. "The lerd gave me quiet accompushment." At Valley Bapitst Church in Mad. town and want to protect it "

.
assurance Heinohhondo!myhfe? dietown.where membership is up 21 A year after the accident. an "un.

DN N N @15 the yMr Safe the Crists. Mrs 2e area la"a drmnam fash"ma."cler. percent, the Rev B611 Reese said. settledness* sti;I pt vades the com.
Carlson has made a " stronger com. -The crests at TMI has brought about monity. "and people are apprehen.

gymes say Residats am not feg* more of a unity in Middletown. You save? said the Rev. Ane Ediger dmitmenta to God. her church and her
fandy. $be ls ect alone. 'p*g,I,,g,, h can walk d we the street and get a Calvary Orthodh Presbyterianas o

p a gunme heno and e smne m s a oud
Smral kxal derty== 8'T th ty is mix ng wita the unease and the

deepening religious teeting Laat gnusne concern for peaole, and it s i "The economy has suffered Real

developed here dunng last spring's
t. center"ed in the church? tunmes for bustnesses c"m"rD' D"s''

8* ** * * E*d
o g in icrims has'aot w9ra off entirely And

whde life goes on macle as before, la has guched people s lins in a The Rev Pant 4 (Wrn vteer cf negative? said another religious
there has been a easung effect on Yoata of St Peter.h* R"rch is n"earby St. Michael sod All Angels Fpiscopal leader. Thether or not they resumeU"' **U ***d' 83C h 4A

s Chu
M andes Church, seul he had detected "a bet. the nuclear reactor. concern is for

"There's been a definite revtval g lufmn. "It was a great shock < hke at ter interpersonal relationship be- Ibs future and what's going to hap
the time President Kennedy was twen corregants. a httie more Pen here?

peopbe rve never seen 12 church killed. Or like during a war People warmth and compassion IWwC und BW Mows a young
stock manager et a store,who attends begm m as,k Gemsebes what's et "In every church you find some

Methodist Charch in Im,portant . , inctics and bitterfiess? he said.
the Un,ite,d,g In a matter of days. almost every* adding that "this accident scemed to, 3

thing thee people had worked for- mellow peoples arutades -
people of all faiths baw tokt metr their homes. Their farms, their mate-

reitgnons needers that they have a nal possessions ~ was alsnost gone? I * ' ' "new appreciation of the fragthty of ,aed the Rev Siephen Sparks, pastor
E,D I*U"'humas hfe. Some said they thought of Glad Tidlags Assembly of God "By #"One particu'lar coup'le was having

more deeply about questions involv* $aturday night of the ensis thou.
m,ge,0,Tm,h,;eg g ye -ma hfemini. sands a famshenad ien th in_mg m

.e v.i.eammenam, deer e.,mg. toy didnuno. e, area, d.gi ie
a d.e. ae . o' the r = = waoaea <=arsi'sO e who s.ys me msdo be shie io me bec .
ened her faith is grey-haired Mars * Once people returned to Middle. "'T"c"hild,'.ng bui me haband, wde

h
and recalled the Rev. Rolandret Posey. She recalled that before town, many returned to churches. as "# CD ' # ** b**the sbcontrolled releases of radw we[1. The surge m attendance has ren"e in Harrisburg""T" hey suddenly

tion. "I worshiped my furniture. all been gradual. though. and not all
three rooms of IL* Bat since then, coegregations report a "spantual maltred what thew mal valugwem

and H made a sM aamage.she said."l pet my furniture la per' reawakening"among thetr members
spective, where it belongs ! realued But more than taff a daen local . mames away fr m Thme We ts-

I'"A '' N * * *that all you really have is Jesus and churches do including Seven Sor- pastor Devid Newhart has counseledyourloved oneC rows of the Blessed Vitgin Mary
Housewife Barbare Burkett.who a Middletown's only Catheitc pansh; engmgants "who em m accenan ;

b "'M "D"' '"'N"I '"d *'I j""d" WI' ""
year ago took her two young sons to where daily Mass attendance has

'd '""'d'''#stay with a relativela Delaware.said doubled and Sunday attendance has
that after the family members were improsed more than 10 percent

among the pansb e a 000 memtiers,

accord ng to Mr2 George V. Lante A-13
cha. AA
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The fears over TlnI 3ngoing Fallout: Fear

cannot be smokescreened es-n ~
NEhaE2nY tonws - a -e . fit.tP we.r.ms,em m.t .e ,t.a ,mM n,o ceer merg*2artaae.d bu.t =Se now curse,- =maa~ m

Pa -- -. F namesy, een 3.,,e
e at r. sae 3.tetrer a zm. .e

"Why can't the state of Pennsylve- t' hat suggestion was Sen. Hart *s conten.
-em rremme - o ,,4m., a.M, neum ,3 com.o.and.m.iesa.r a ~

e ate.

They would hear from people who aw' sta7enaa find a few thousand dollars, " Sea, non that Pennsylvania officials had
a a eres sent a p gs a

Gary Hart (D., Colo.) asked Nuclear failed in calming the fears of the pe* have been had to, by Met Ed by their ta fact, in se* Wu of medans u
arough me c osmg sowers that may nec siery comamm. ernetais . aceegovernment - their femieraf govern. 8N 8**C "8CM M #F e** hwme be afweseg me dwestry W um coe. harsh con *rentamw They don't wantRegulatory Cammission Chairman pie of central Pennsylvania. "I would *I#* "*** ""

"'m"ry' Ncl"aw w' m-em""d a cm-
ment - whoes officials bumbled and O*'tes consony, wee km is cient mm ksyytaa sus wmd mie me es.John Ahearne Monday,"to find soene tlunk the state of Pennsylvants would * et the four cooring towers, a:sospun their wheels in impotence to the

mosphere. They don'on wasic mcwt samt reacterlocal experts to assure the people there have some responsibtlaty,, he inststetL iru me brink at an up-
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WM is new data?' as one psy- UN8W M48 IWr,[Even the cest mmdsd8 98r Ided M ~chiatra put it. "There is a lot of new Oary Enterhne. -I have a 2 year.old have been readmg about. or seemg ediron cubic frer of er. contammated bwn adet onally provo4ed by the na* sasd^***' ryma.that sre t te wort with es, andidosimss ne m mW sure n hasnt be- pn and every mght when I pull his and hearmg on rad 40 and televrsion by rodacnve tupen as. clearesrobbshment's decia.on-moems
BehM Ny m Mrm, sa naece chromer shade down at bedtime. and look out fnghtened neignbors who stand and

a== oec-e'"em"*'a"ard w'n'- r *
I* * *I *I * *# dat. 38N pmress as opphed so N krypum te

The stress is the announced 5ian rne wmdow and see the cooimg repori a metaine taste m my mouth . we inside = pd-t. rf (* pi-t is eve < ~=* ** ~ *'*'==r*
of the . Nuclear Regulatory Cemmas- t,,wers. I nearty cry. I am m a pame 1 near the p6 ant or ' aborted and three. he Unhtin and M N nuclear mdus- to be cleaned up, pgmem and uguha- N N ** 8f 4"N*tF I AM 80 8"'

'M" ' ' 'Mon to purge the 200. font high. con . have neve comidered myself a vio legged calves" on farms downwmd to m gemi.14st wwe tu fina* toes are certom. the hoptan has to g*
*** 'h'"I * lh'* "med"'the'acciden''t -crete Three Mile 141and 2 contamment >nt person, but I am bermnmg to la the My I/, Oncount Store on N# "'"M*d 888hty 8"*d t e 8 8C'C" Otherwme. the space as soo eingerous rare m - othert 4da

'O''* C#""E ""'#"m'"#'''M' N's"u''m*"an- ""#'Id it m"e"#
structure of 2s mtJhon cubic feet of mmk I am gomg crazy - I do beheve i Mam Street. the cashier. Marson phant. " 8h n em > sinusms. WKrypton.a5 by ventmg the radioactav* Enz a $6 year 4ed widow w'

nuclear stearn systm for r y local msidente m ah
pneh"yroutin. terancess,gas mio the June air of Dauphm t'oun. .am ''. George H;cternell. a ve'eran local repeatmg the comment of several oth? 3"e *d**' Na"wmadH. -

mantly determmed th.at at must not De unhasched"" #8*# **I""*"'''
whd oni Mems the way est nuclear expens see edgs and had wn ymWeian and civic leader. now a com- ers when the said. ''I m worrymg but
"arw"*was inficted' for " conspiracy and "*"n"* * arc *h 19. sta"ff me==cers o'f the**m"n M"" d;'""***ty - and of the area downwmd of the - misasoner of Lower Swatara Town- I m the type who doesn't show my oM 80'd the emprMsprevadirg easterhes alon the shores sinp. a few mdes from the reactor feelmr(s "

C "'8 T *# t!# uc* Ch u " n' rtvr
nance...thmk that is cnImtive dn,so. bree'c"hes of se'c'uit'y a"''one'"o'f'8t8 Plam"8 ""ve'r'a'l' othe"rI*''g'ene#8**''d"*"uN"ac # # *#a "g#*to forgive you', that I cont <

** " I' # * "8 'of the broad Susquehanna Laer said. "TNs as a tery volatue situatwei "I
t se a res hel p inp trymTodav the 0srst annroersary of the and could be very dangerous ! visual. said Donna Casperson An m-

accident. the second phase of the larg. iae that we could have some serious structor at the Harnstnarg Area Com-
- the first such charg* s brougiu heonngs an Middsetown to describe md any mm I want to say welcome le No, |

agenst a nuclear power company, ac- escuss an envireren'e' ital assesament remnerg. because ther's whar this esest mental healta study - a trildo
atacidents and reots ". the high school

muruty College she had her soc:al co,ena to tu fusuce Department- the gamg te turn ma.s " |of,ypeos. consequences of waamg tMresearch funded by the NauenalInsu. Robert G Reid psychology Gassconduct a survev en if douot now har.gs owr the future of
gu,an:er and evier diseases a.ide. ene
Cn The staff members wm re. itute of Mental Health -. is to begm. teacher who is the mavor of Middle- the street two weeks ago It yielded an snaner demanJed. "Isn't 't trhe

rssummg and repektmg the set of m- town. Jried sardorucally at the tele- unexpected resutt- that stress. ans.ety and fear a else
serviews conducted last year vised drum that he wished local Trie tabulation showed markedly shorten our lives?** An N a 1. starf

bank . would replace the time and greater cancern about the propmed mener who rephed that moved such
tett.perat.are mformatson they now h.rypton release among respondents errects were bemt stumed -- as they

11 to 40 r.u!es awa) frt9 the reactor see-was shoaded down.-<
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= ram Monitoring isn't Better
Tv. erst are==*ary O' '* Thr" m. _,._ m _. _

me hand -- a now toca a me sam go,erament had .se - m.m. By George Lobsenz
er maad me ame's ==== power

(me awdwo omc.en, tegen s * * m- piamm ie - remanas ta ce.e w a ==es and Scott MacLecd
on 2e uen:h 1979) and vore a no mecaser acadent
'"8 * 89'" , ,, ,,,none,,a one A2though mas ensamamat moestonas was Carmes Casamienne on Three we Island for
of eww a e ehdy wrech a W crinaamd laser er e Premdeanat a a==a= at Pennsytvanaa is such potasmsa nod:de. a my-
em erst or as lurd a asamer mswy g has not sees upgraded at plaats other thaa red cancer *6acking aseet. la caen of ancher

Three afne tstana m maae man has sely - secaear -i.ee the mass raa-- so psame,_. m 'd=*=" of WW P8VCho* a!r aboeator te plan at the Beever Valley and em ta4ia
W anoreemas W cansas deamers Peach sonom m=rh'ae ptsats ta saever and worse er.thewatehasanandashed asmeans
se corneion But Three une tahand W .Yort count!st et medgally trescas the hundreds of people
a case no phyncs dynage to Before the accadest at Three illie Isised, the wtie coald becuse severely taleted by rade
8* PrT''"""" * *"*"'"* occurved- Health Drpartment had se titrary of Laforma- Doe in the eust of a sertoes seclear acct |est.
crey psychologca8y does a ra$ as a' tson on heetta manors reanas is eacteer m mate has not devised a plan is eerste

power piaat accedeel1 that phy****** Who would be seeded to treetom,ra Ahhoegh a Prendeadal e=am-am recem- vrnas La a seclear acadest do eat them-yt. pmeidenra cornneemon ca ins spended reassylvanaa sperane its rennerst saves pacasse the eres as many did dettagerc.a. e esponed. e monshe ana- resources a handk secteer emergenoest me the Three Maleisaand crism
weds, ein te mcodent had a do. Health Department still has se ubrary. The mate has aos yet started a formal pro
maianz*G esat on numers of la short. tocasse of these and other apparest gram to educate physicaans shoet the bee &th
peop e how to Nanomai InschAs g weaaneses a maie poucy. mare government as praesens a=ars=d with escient power.rada

conceres ao so :eupeed eftacevole to hesith Goe actnem as well as psychological stress
not preparedbeental Henan a erschng a newy #

-ena year ener Thgee Mile hw - Os Mrest the sme has ye m ioot tale whwh-usenney iorg<ange psycnologcel d- land - were amother enclear accdont toeccur. er the mental aaguast of saclear power's ILasences on tioes regarded as te most Why? ards are so grees, or are no posennally greet as
,,,,,,,,,e ,e,,,e s of the popu. The sam ofnnais r- ra-e ser me red 8* se be a facer in a nam s enderweent at encia-unas and the Wa = heela 4laun. N M. headed by Eve #yn

'888 "se"g' gest barseecrecy is holdsag up swift-ar energy generance withta to borears
Bromet of the Western Psychisenc n, brary N aben Deperneest. wtach nas provide

emcneet panning en the evees of another as" key medica 4 aevice to the geernor for hasstilule and Chrkc e W * clear acudent . decastos ce precsunocary evectataan of cG-wp,es 1000 people llweg ei the N* "You cast en et oeerstahs? sud Thomas sees does aos espeny a radsologist and mastey of Three Mee Isaan$ They are 43- Gerusty chef of the Berees of h WD rety es se estade consultant
woes rie three groups; rnothers of tacuoa, who espammed be ordered see mal" a daspete stome after the Three %1e Island
amaE N born oprun ye year pn, tortag equpmest foer mums age but me ,c,gg,at over etLKh abaald advise tDe gover-
or ID the accusent (most d whom te supply psM == = q Department og M ser on nacieer health matters the liesirtServicas baseldeasvered yet Department or the Bereas of Itadaanoa Paesec-lowed the govemc#s adme to pecu- -qye have the bookshelvet but not the noe am the Department of favironmental Reask uneormd piare empeyes. and teoks sud theath secreary it Arnold nasaw soerces it was deaded they boeh moeid.ctents of te pubhc mentalheaRh sys- phee asked about me stase's lack of a radnecon
tem eno had been in yeannent wenn beste mukar7 The Health Departmeers policy of withhoed.

8 mones pnor to re accsdent. m two appenet weshasm h sam sh ,ta,,g testanve research data aeout the healthects of the TEroe Mile insame eccedone han
Oromers team of intorygwers-a8 ",,,,*,,,,N cmeM o.m mong a.m. M M.ardmg

e ma =yof them acreened 8or N - iime me .c reInternanosaL la ein, ty of me 3 weaaneses
rWamd to heelm piani . .
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One of the early wunesses Tuesday was Kathenne Ms. Sawmer added. "The most senkmg shoncom-
Senemer former director on the <DFA s en. _ kpg of the proposed program is the lack at desned
tal assessment team, who emce termmaton of the admarustranve and sceno6e proce6 ares that wd
team nearty a veer ago has worked a the state Waeer carry out the mandate of CZQA to utennfy and
Resources Agency. avoid (envuonmentan unpacts. to 'unp6ement saser

Ms. Senemer was lughly cnncal of the CDFA's alternantes and to mvolve the pubhc m the
fadure to adopt the team's 6ndmgs or the 64 recom- '- " g process."
mendanons that te believed had to be made d the The CDFA and county agnculture -- ,.;
CDFA were to come mto comphance wnh the CaE. have esamaned a would have cost g3.8 mdhon a vear
forrua Environmental Quahrv Act. to implement the envuonmental assessment team's

She said "unfortunatelv" there is very Erde evi- adaurustranve and erdorcement regulanons,
dence that any port of she team's report has been if Johnson does not cerufy the reg a-- rf
incorporated or ever consadered m the proposed most observers see no chance that he wdl urdess
program of regulanons. mayor changes are made-then what wd happen

"Apparendv the department has dedded to next is undear,

igriore the Snding of its earber report." Ms. Johnson saad in an mterview the matter should
Sammer saad. then go back to the CDFA for modificat.on.

.e matt.r _vetor Rommger damagreed. He conte,or
CDFA Du nded

.ve .o go .o e,e Legear.re
resolanon d Johnson dad not s'gn off on the new
regulanons.

REPCllNTED FRCM THE LCS ANGELES TIMES. MONOAY. SEPTEMBER 17.1979 conwge e isisi.es ang es two

Concern grows

Radiation: A Deadly Factm es m .

of Everyday Life- OSeu - C rzSr mc
(U.S.)

SV GAYLORO SHAW
r== swr ww

DENVER-Because her suburban home is nudway They quackly gamed an aHy in Pouy Hearn. chaar-
between the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons piant and man of the North Table Mountaan Water Board.
Colorado's largest uraruum nune. Carol Watson who had been warned for snonths that the water
wondered whether her famdy was bang expose (. to supphed by the quasi-governmental agency to 7,500
hs -than-normallevels of radiation. cuseomers m Denve(s western suburbs maght be

sprmg she deaded to take samples from her unsafe. Mrs. Hearn helped arrange for government
home's water taps to a pnvate laboratory for tesung- tests, which mdacated the problem could be traced to
For SIS per sample, she got some starthng news: Upper Long !.ake, a reservos fed by Ralston Creek.
The water was so tamted by uransum that whoever into wha:h the Corter Corp, durnps waste water
drank at was recewmg an annual radiacon done of pumped from deep shahs of the nune that produces
3.000 malbrems. roughly 60 ames tne amount the uratuum to fuel Commonwealth Edison Co.'s
average Amencan receives from naturaDy occurrmg nuclear power piants near Chcago.
radioecevity m food and water. The "Housewwes Masa." by ornalaang pennons

'

Outraged. Mrs. Watson and some of her neighbors and brmgmg court accon. succeeded a swaclung
switched to borded water or wed water and, bendmg the water system at least temporarily to another
together in what became known as the " Housewives nearby reservoir that had neglighie radaanon
MaSa." sought to pmpoet the cause. readangs.

The issue is far from resolved and the health
effects are undeternuned, bw the episode dlustrates
a growmg public awareness and concern over how
radiacon e andang its way Irno everyday Efe.

|

|
|
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ww

Evon befoso the accident at Pennsylvorua s Three And diffent forms of radaccon have &fbrent
,

Mile Isiand nudear p4 ant rrveted the nanon s anen- effects on the human body.
i

tion on the perplemmg controversv. there were mgns Camma ra&aaon. whach can penetrare concrete. m But the scencic communare is sharptv donded Tests aaso were under way on more than 100 other
of mcrossmg anxiety over evposure to low levels of especaDy damagmg to parts of the body that have over the unpoct of low-ievel rad 2 anon on the general wella m the regma stretchmg trem Grants and
radiacort cetis that reproduce constandy, such as the bone popuiscon. For example, wher, a Nanonal Academy C4 Hup m New Mexaco to Many Farms and Ronnd

hs Nevada and t.,can, for mecance, anzens comsur- marrow. where blood ceus are manuractured. of Scences commsttee esamated last sprmg that low Rock m eastern Arizona..

teos were tormed to seek compensacon for mdividu- Alpha raeahon does not penetrate Me gamma levels of radianon from ait sources would lead to This regzon has been the site of some of the na.,

als exposed to radioactrve sa3out from nudear tests radiamon; et can be b60cked by a sm6 ' Sh''' Of the development of 20.00) cases of cancer in the non's most estermave uratuum nurung smce the late1

in the 1950s and 19Ws. papet But sf mhaied or mgested it can ccmcentrate hfenme of todays popui.aaon. 8ve of the conunartee's INCs and the tact that it has taken more than three
In Flonda and Pennsvivarus residents vmced con. m the body's organs and " create chemral havoc a members disagreed. contending the protecnon decades eor authonties to begin to systemancaJv

. cern after discovenng that radioacuve matenal had m surrounding crus /'saad one health expert. was tar too h'6h. check its water suppiv for r.mnaenvsrv illustrates the
been used m the foundamons of them homes and who added- slowness of the orbcal reponse to potennai radam-
busmesses. "If ceas are damaged by much of tfus matenal, the con dangers.

propouls to iocate nudear wesee & spout fachees sonormany and rerrodae unconaocacey. In a snort In parts of the West even deep wells sho o This tendency amar,d *ardmew in recognum6In Machagan and Louisiana pubhc protests srvnued crus try to repar themselves. They may start acung
,,, ,,3,, ,,u,pi,7c,,,, _

there. tune a tremendous number of uuured. out-of- high radiation |cyclS. Radsum is a pnme examp6e
In Cahforma and a aus:ber of other states there control cet!s can prohferate. creannq a tumot When Nt More me turn of th cemurv. French scenast

were demonstranons agamst new or existmg nudear tt'e tumor gets to a certaan naze. cells bream off and Mane Cune d:scovered that radsum could be ex-
power plants. creu14 e m the bndy and the cancer spreads? To compound the conrusen. at least M separate eracwd cr5in uraruum ore. In Colorado locallegend

But even wuh the growmg protrunence of the con- There is a Afterence of opuuon among esper's rederal agencies and or6ces have regulatory author- nas at that Madame Cune used ore mmed from the
troversy radiatrwt is se assue that confuses most over how much. if any. damage is caused by smail iry in radaanon exposure. and there are gaps m the mountains west of Denvet Aaudy the ore came
Amencans. One reason is tne tongue-ewisang scien- amounts of radianon. pascnwork of laws and regulanons they enrorc" from Bohenus, but soon a boonung matarry ae-
nSc termmology-words hka ioruz.aaon and And there is deoste over whether the soc:al and sonnecmes resultmg m Catch-3 utuanons veloped here to produce radium trom Caorado
picocunes roent6 ens and radiostronnum. econoaus benedts of the nuc! ear age-such as use of For exampia. there presently are no federal rules uraruum.
Another reason is that raeason comes m many raecacuse substances to treat caecer and o her das- limmng uransum-caused radaanon in drmbrig watet in that era radium was touted worldwide as a

forms. There are, for example, alpha partrles grvert eases. or the eleancity generated by nuclear power Lke most states Co6orado has no rules, eithet Thus aurade suostance that "makes old age a pv and pro-
off by decartrig uransum, beta rays grven oti by plants-ourweigh concerris over possible hasm from the dn.nkmg water beirg piped mto Carol Watson's longs human hief and busanesses m Denver and
decavmg thonum. gamma rays given of by all sorts low-level exposure. home m suburean Deriver, although laden with po- elsewhere hurned to meet demand for te sub-
of radice:nve matenat It genera 3y is agreed that the menn iethal dose of tennady dangerous radanon, vtoia:es no standards. stance Among the widelv sold products =as a cod

Ra&aaon sources are both natural. such as rock radiacon the level at whach half of the peupee who This summer ornaais of the Envuonmental Protec' uned with ra&um seits. These were soid witn in-
formanons. and msnmace, such as nuclear reactors are exposed wtH die is atiout 500 rems tfor roentgen tion A6ency m Wasturgton urged Colorado to take strucnons for the user to 62 the croth with water
or medacal a rays. aquavakent mavit For comparison, the average chest "peampt control measures" to reduce ra&ation m each nacht. then dnns hearrdy the next dav to cure

it raw mvolves an exposure to about 30 mdhrems (a that suburtis water supply It recommended that whateva aded hun.
malhrem is a thousandth at a rem). and nuclear plant uraruum<aused radiacon be imuted to 10 picocunes
workers have an ave'. age exposure of ;'60 truHarems per brec a levet far below the 80 picocunes of gross
. year. alpha radianon found m a hier of Mrs. Watson s Afany locations in DenWP th2d read: rigs Cf

^P~~~~~' ~
watee

If that standard ts appised elsewhere. water Wp to 200 t:mes nor nal.y~ ..,,y a f. < ,M
.

' ' . supptwo m scores of commurunes m Western states

- A My"M - could be considered undnruuble according to PaulQ - M-
,

'? +.%,Na . y .. Twenty-6ve years atter discoverteg ra&um. how-
,,

* Struth, reg:onal duecor for radianon proerams m

" D7"MM" - the EPA s Detiver or$ce. Thas is not oniv because of evet Madame Car e was dead or cancn and scen-
nsts began conclu&n that rather than a magical' ' '-- ~gew ' widespread uraruum mmm8 m the West. but aiso elf.ur, ra&um was a dacgerous caronogen. Evenru-

/ * -y because undisturoed uraruum deposats can cause
-w &rM - 7. - d.;.2 higher racannon levels m surtace streams and aHv strong rntxans wm pia &d on as m

Yet it was only thts vear. more than half a centurv, . . .

.- #= uddeground aquders.
'"" 'h' ''d'""

* *** * * 0"' A'u :'u**M
dI b* 4 0 E For inst.ance. Montana osctais founa that an arte-* _% . md mat * Potennauy dacgmus iegacy sn

_'
~''- .y

N sian sprm6 used by 25 fairubes m a rural area near '*^"d**d"'"'*"''***'h#''"'h Alhambra. south of Helena. had grosa alpha radas- * U"PA researcher"who was looming througn c4d 'An E? non at un to 30 picocunes pn ben. -Irs aa naeural OI ** C 1 0""*" O' ' * " * " **.e
-the water is just commg up through uraruum'

'b' d sits." said brry Lbyd of tre state s Department #"m*4Mished in D'"envn m W""wim tM *N
" " ' " "'I **"#"

i was at
o eaith and Environmemal Scences.| 80'""**"" N ' C #I *d'****-_3

N e- The Montana famihes drtued weds to avond the authonnes found th' e mseture's address-a sae<

U[Th uraruum contammanon. but elsewhere m the West, "C"**d**'"' " * E''#even deep weds show hSh radaanon levels. State mspeca es went there and found abner radv4'. N N" In the tmv northwestern New Meuco sertfement h'4" '88300" b'# ***"*'"#*'"'''d# '
of Maranet Camp, compiamts from residents that sites broadened, and eventually it was determmed

''

'.I. *:(
. their hvestock we-e becomm6di and :osmg $eir hair that more than two dozen locanons throucout tne
h protopted tests of a water wed. which W

d I "'*I d**"''** *'N ' b"'!d# I''oss aipha radianon of 300 ocunes per acet This D*CI"llo'"s and even a restaurant p'arkarg lot-
"'d'"dtarzon readmgs of up to 290 nmes normal.WATER SCURCE 7My meam, cr:astman of Nortn Taoie Mountam hafer BCartt. at resew c used inda.an Health Service r6cals to shut down

"* r
had ra** * "'"'' * the wed. terung residents to haul water from a trad-

mg post sui ouies away,
sa
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that several hundred veternas have tLied #m h enum Wee emed hFsuchclaimL Moines. Ioaa. Its clairs oss der. sed the " ""*"" O'
Mr. Stemberg said that the tuttag set foCowiec year. he samd, and two appea$s '""

no precedene is the juecsal sense et the last year to the lows repoaal Ve*erans | *H88teren. He sand the Baard ef Veterans Ap. , Admanastra:lonefnce*erea'sede ued. ge,% *= 88 84puuthr
als, the nr.al arkiver to benefitsciatens.. - mg *" I" "" "* 3'' GER
neMher bound by precedent aar subject on,e, ,,g ""88 "8'*8 31*

to.Jedicsal renew under Federallew. He
e g,
kee.orm =" * * " ' ' ' " ' " ' "

u d tim noord ceuid be expoewd is co'e-e6 der sunder clannis an a caskhy4as
ba*ia- owy right Cum

Sus he saed Mr. Keuy'scase was segnaf.
Icant becaire. te Elate. the Veterafas Ad r

- rnantstrattee had granted benefits es cas-!
cor wcums e=posal a stamics == pons -
testa en only eight cases-an of stuck in.
volved soldiers whose cancers more diag-

* eased when they were erla sorwtag in the
smtitary Mr. Kelly's tencer. la ltse lymph
systen. was eagnosed 12 years after he
left the Army. -
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A ht Involved in Progne erP-1 *

Appareni- Hike in Thyroid Disordsrs Th _oid IHs d==r
.

9{yd| "' S 3 | h.e,e
* m_* By Victor Cahn e af loca,1:1 was released faem the roul 3'and. a conMen mot Le:r to 1 e-ge !) i k d DCidk p3ML by the end Of Aprd, gimg a caused Q MaM Ma sat N' ' * * ' ' " * * * " * " '

*

A row controw ey eser 19e nuclear maximum rad.atlee dose of the t:ty. are sac"unda st4 ha su was a
** " * ****

accident at Taree Nike Island appears
6 a e ma mutents of 8 to 2 edik twas vmose twta d.d met get the dLeIAety to arase f*om the discovery that

an abnorraal number of cluadren were forat ease *se at's mat;akety" Goesa not tak

born wuh serion.ts thyroid d,efects is
Background radatica 'prowldes 100 P,restb,;e. sa,a,,said,, that.the eeuse LaH L.R:$3t.itu- il|Pfl - andafhecousesdast: wad. .mm a r.carty farm a few mte questas ye c.S , e

, ,m .u,%%
Mte med. cal aidhorst.es are Hypothyro d.am as a days altar tne sclect ac- actormes laced Lewf2 # # * * " * * '

. En.put of tast ner. but ban.m were sunsected to the
itivest.getmg an apparent dbos Ler thh;h C2R lead ta C1 dent. The feCera. healIS in1DfT.* LCM G3 Fa'd O! The cocitics is known as hypothy. ass, an ew d ted la area

****
irirease :n thyro:d 20. meMal retalciaon. It can be lima is I.XO picocht es per hyWro d:sm In p evn.s ro%m. whach anses wees me thy 6 Imes or na eows' W Boad sad , dacthw health author #y said that
norm.shl:es nt the Witatly el Ca %ed by r;4.oad.:te sod.ne, hier ) Cars W Pe2f4)| van.2 red g!asd la edher atneat er doesa't affect !stumes hora asace the ace: dent many pgulatmas, ma as W ha.
tae Three %.le IslAAd aJcAar M.sch federal of!Ca:S sad Takthala sa'1 (fer ''We Cr.(t be Cor.f dd.t L%t produce norr.a1 hormone leve4 It *eh 4 hate regnured e packup et ama, is FeassWeasta haw a a.4 mcw .
&ct'Jer.t. Pea.ns):vanishcalta was reieased ta smM1 tiaan. poswr.;e causes t .I would ce we Il *.e er,;e ta cattie to any eaa toad to grave mental retardacca tranos of gesencaily nsanee d neasem

las.Wed.c:als add 0br.Ced Wed- LUES th;r:ag ITA Drth 28 mvCht:galed tJre g?rCttC. dcf e;*.e ccMd6%17.s.*lA sd4 and stunted growt3 maless ,11 ts * * ' ' *

ne. day 193 nuclear act; dent. other rac:al;o's son.rces in Tai.hata said h.s s cdy 9"''D '""* 4 would eertalaiy not esport aey "" * *"T'"'N"'**
te a;5 poter,aL.t.hpoids fremus these 'ff*# ****"sa'u*t

'*etreet sa !st
Dr. George T.Lhata. Tounata sa:d he d.d not mecanal and reedica! nou.dtassaticat: years dta e e,aIth e .ig, .

B Ifa a,,g
derrctorof healh rewarch for beheve the low 4evel faClilees ar4 Chemicals a The roadme 13 4 st a*e months of 1P*9.13 bypetayroid babies Wemas fw eenat hbHe euneus." and sand "tBe 8 set that at d61
Lne state fieeth Departmettt radhactlee eclas&lons from kodstuffs. survey of hypdWdam es aa, pamt compesy at the fo&Iow the accadent re.ame as Wwere born la three counties that
33.3 ep.f.emdog:sts will the Asclear aecide!:t weM the "Them la a mola sud 2 *ctal of six can m mqht ordtnarily evpect three auch y at ewas Three Male Island, that unust be settled.

sa6d me leene mameents takesi dy 3 m:0e ra*ge of poshEe cause Of IPe apparcrd Ir.4rease pets.dth;y ht rad.aJcs was LAgas;er CO:.uty a ra;e a Mrths dunng tbH Insth of timek De eases' mustence has d;aclosed
Ce cause and ;1.ere 4M tr.au arAt 1.3 h er :*.are IMS They sa.d they are about to start as e oug a use stal

cai.us of ;hJ a;;4 ster.L ss.F :3hy%1hyrcad. ara. .la sa laterview yesterday by Dr. Goot
me mmg i.wm sut he saa mere wo a r im.we M- = uma ec.de e-n ee -e-~~i~e 3 of oexaae-enew-1 - -
Tao.4te4a froEL Three We remote po35abdi!y Of a colk ' 4 s have enough a ridence to expected rate cf 1 m $.0 ult coum* mui aave to consader low-leeeg Hoew, swal local groups kare hea:th secretary at the tsa.e et the sur .

1sland nection, smce A Could have make any caccia.ssons. except Dr Thorr.as 7oley eg radiatsoa froft the acedent at Three ehallenged the ernetat radiataos read. dear acetdest '

DLle Island Jocated adjacent to ca, Ings, alleging that lasulLcaest mea 6 11acLeod became the trate's chief -Tokuhata sJid a F0ktme DEelt Caused by bemg spread to say the rate eof Ch1..tren s Hospnal m P.It- of the countsw as ese p aame caus. . tors were ta place or operst:ag at the besith of icer es Marca ta, eely 12 '
sta e Arvey reves!ed last 2rcuft the tiid's of cous hl B)T.cthyr44 dis.El :s ap. nbLr,,ft. tha Mr.na.1 But theyw well as Dr. Thoma time of the acende4L tilad carresta days betere the acendanL Last Oct 10
: .or" there nu=* was ap fated 0*. Cuat'.m44tJd DJJfEy hW he mal t.M.+2m as a cMM Foley of P ttsbestsh Ch:3dren's Hosp,s maght have carried n&eactive pers , he se64.after critse. ass tu state's
parelth ahiil3crdhar.-Oora:al paht.res_ m tmre3752MMate to tne gate, a.c he dJ f.cl tal, an authartty se hysothyroutse - elee ever searby monitors and depos j . bandlang of the probtera-4 hat he was
r.de N hyphVrot&5ta m $la'e author.120s discovered Touhata sa:4 Lbe 1:ihBCod bc!.e'.e Ge latasi 3cCurrences s'1 sa.d that the tendanosa een;d kewe- IIed the la fmeay areas without I asked by Gov. Racaard Thenburgh as
Leuhter Osthy, thm;h a ruf.ha level 0[ 41 Of a Tchabic ConciJsaan ft%ct werc rchied le Thrt-e Ec many possible causes. the normal d.apersal ef'eck these

Ny sand Sey know of me cases o N'. adpas cthe nuclear plant, p6cocur:es per hter in Erdk the su4y was already throma Islard. jhP*mymfam N Casml by rada,f Noas of he hypothyrold essee wm psaga. He roterted to has %b as a
!!c sa.d some of,Ge cases

*C'' # #* j tion at the low levet emstted by tse la areas t%at have beee described as *eu-regarded profess 3r of pubbe
enppled reactor, thenagh there is a . la the mam" plume * er dowas.ad d6 health adianaistrataea et the CasseohVi4*,4r0Co ;rC. cat.a3 telkestabhaned assortatten betweeg reettoa of the Three Male Island radaa, saty of Putzburgib

L%t 2 bill %J CP'a.'af.akrdel high doses of ra&Gaettve jodame-ene 11olb MaCW 9Je. agreed thar "It is [sq>
source such as fLclear i ehemacal emitted Se the disabled rese. Sia cases occurred A Lancaster possable* to assign any common casse
radutantt wab noithe Cause tor and thyread d.sease. Radroactree Cemety, wluck to east cf Dauphas to he the thyroint defects fut he send

nodame toads te concentrate is the thy. raamatv the reseter sue. Four were na he was anM that t!=e heairn sese (Ws2 to,d g!and, with destructive effects B three la Lakiga W** I'**** M ***** o* FtM+e an-fled 27eed T.tte '.*.!e Inard when the dose la blah enou;1t. c,ucks County and
,,g7 eswatement and had not stasted aswaa ar. c.My cat.se They Ra&aties specialista frem the Presb Ord.maruv tae baby la 5.0c$ is bers D'*"'""I****'"I***"***N

[""s '"* ** Int hae". T"ea emmera Dr Ja'c Redems. a denra Commissana en Three Mlle Is. I *** Cetenty=tth typeenyroutsm. In 1s s(the testCym:1 s'2cs.u.ast f0r th2 land and the Nuclear Regulatory year for stuck tutt berth statisucs
' *** * ' * * * *Nats.ul17:st. ca of McCh a Commisssoa sasd flat'y yesterday that wwe avauable yesterdad Laceaster

oc. tot '' *"' """*'3**** * ess imB21mda m an Lr M :a deat wm"'*fa'r too 14 a ne Mmm ace &County aas 120 hie batss. Bucksto have had any County. 6.s93, and Lehigh. 3.*DE alw said at la "urpet" toat.Dratt. of tt; B :otu m.

Nat.0CM L.P. **#'y .5 @2" #8 C 8. EM i horn a he annot be any eeanection; 1
Amari a e, 2

estra cand ette.r,Penan,yt,a4,,g. , ,,suas s he
Lt . s''o .**st.s sw es m.2 ,,, say that unequisaca:iy. saad Dr. abmat,ons, amerzen occu na ma*y ;Owaset aad &. Wd Mw. m-nd.oac:a n faf.; _ :n. 4letor P. Bond, assortate disector of .se :: ,

r,;&ar weg wa the Brookhates .\staofial Laborator:es .retary of health la Harrisburg. |
Mso. said both & fuley and Dr. . Thyro 1 m ug g am

for biomechcal and ensironmental set. Letys.tod;a. a Pua=yivasta health | Marsnati TsL advis 330 mye expo,eqecces. a tremter of tse premdential
eamritmca taak force en raonataan deparwent peistric.aa, a more F2gb , to radutm treet t*e ta:io.t of a L1 'Itrdro;en her.ts test ta rne Fxiste es '
heshh effec *s. -For tsoroid effecta cai eipianataca than taeatnes has 3,iMth 1. IM
the dases would hase to hase tees been fa.and na three and pr.subly few The frst ca'es disco.vred pee
t*teumids ttf times ts;her than they of the Lancaster Cmur cases, the ym g
mere - group uwst closely sta1 ed ao far. ,, gg g,y g |

HaroM Pete-son of t' e X'''C's oft'.ce On
er.tucacea md a w'as of is cur,es ca e had a famittat er mented cea glamia had d4sapearnt |

and two $24 a m.aparee er. .

__ _e I'**I E'ellees Webf- Pace.ie and Jo=s>**e O*ssg taMet%td to as reper .
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Birthd fects ;
-,

3 3 0 ,+,orm.ses rai,21.i 3eralSe a dew. ddyrold EDS5o--

. _ , - .
_ _

*

, 'Y However. radianca specialuts | ?
_

,,,,f
y &y*

T. > i y i n

.

WghQ,w.
from the President's Commusion on 3 d4 se .b, Je

' * %V-1 QG Three Mile Island and the Nuclear ja 3J ]Itegulatory Commission said f' arty . m ., .g , . . % q y*J .
yesterday that todine emissions from g .Qg 2

* ~ !
the March accident were far ios los j b k'N d%*- *

so have had asy such effect ' gf $ P
-

- [6 + h
*

w 3 ? if
-

Further, the stare health ofhesats' *J
* . wi-. Y*iw ' I

_ }74,]* and Dr Thomas Foler of Pittsourgh H4RR:5BCRG (CPf1 - Medwat detectives are a I * N[ 4 '
*

ChJ4ren's Hospital, as authonty as amm m W - kW now u k **l*

u
. WASHD*CTO 4 - A new e6ntrovers hypothyro@sm. said iharitere were remose,. that as ag. parent grouta m tae rats of thermd I.'"-)- . . +3 % s ,

I '
- A@ Y 41L

I many posstMe taases for the condt- 3m, gc.gm u M bytw h h h - 2. W*21 d. -sy seems Lkely to anse over the nn. '

8

clear accident at Three Mde Is'ani as tions g

b -' M] A # d-g'a result of the discovery that an The Femyivasca Health Department said it had * * ' -
'

rv
. 7

a ormal number of child.*e3 were They sa 4 they knew of no cases og tegas the mmgat.as aner a routme siervey showed \ x WPQ',hypothyroidism ever having been tBe acutence of hypothyroidism was ( - waas grea:ar
*%<4WQ

*N AAdW- '

jdefects a e an ac '

caused by radtation at the low levet as some areas near the ascear pir.at ; .My-
,

ties - Backs, IAhlgt and IJacas*er- emFed by the cr:ppied reactor, ak - hatalledgmeen by a variety of thyrwd empera eas ' ** g cMthough there :s a wellestathbed j Jsaas the Three Mde Island accideas preaneiy dd sesThe condittoa is hows as hype, association between high doses of
cause the aceirresres because see radseacave emas. " ' * ' MM-

,, v-6 **- 4 +

thyroid:sa. wh.ch anses when the j radioacnve 2dme - one chemical
7 3''' C" " 9

1* r
thyroto g:andis either abwat or does emitted by the disabled reactor - damage. "$asons daisg the arctdess were see small le de each - N*y C'*' *

not Produce normal levels of hor p)
=

J - W " '- P'*Tand thyroad d;sease Padioactive t*
1 #d 3'inonet h can lead to grave mental r , dine tends to concestrate ta the thy- Otser poss.ble caeek such as heretty,ladustrtal er ' ^ * -

mal eme and cha a em 1~'' - '"b - W4 1
[h n the oneis a y tr a ** **** * * I *I '' ##

' **said Dr. Georg'e Thaa'**, ere'ctor'e't state besita
-

-

h 8n oui *

. Yesterday. state health officials ta
-. W4confirmed that, danag the last nice The existesce of the cases of hyp, resead

. g - . *| PM,
thyroid sin was disdosed in an anser "Them is a n nom possW that radaauce m the

,

months of 1979, 13 hypothyroid b* O ', 's -> .a
,i

bles were born in the three counts *L
view yesterday with former Pennsyn. cause. and there are many otner pesa.tise rensans. He

, g - p. jdvania Health Secretary Gordos doet kan escega mdence to man any concisoons,
'*

- Ig ,
C

Matteod, who said be said he eas' esce94 to say the fata (of hypothyrouLssan is aonarent!y L .

* +g . 1wbch m:ght ord;nanly expect three .,

such births dunng that length of { shocked that the Health Departmen- thaa normat sa ta. areC sad Takam
w8W

U** n>,w M i,yI had made so public announcemec as remom ramey of a consecues to Three hLle b'
'

%-The accident occurred la Mareg n ad q M
we f7 Mb 3=

C'ee% ,scoe.mes ,e,nporb., a mmrom a seae,. . . . . s - - - -;;gSur cases occurred le lancaster farm a few da*.s aner the endear acendest The federal e .Z
,

County, whKb is east of Daupka leahk htmt a LDee picacuries per htar.
-' ~' ' "~- - " - -

County. the site of the reactor. Four , ,%

were la Bucks County sod three aa Hypothvreidism es a daerder start cas leed

Lehigh Countyc.
mental retardanos. It can he enesed by radaseco,as OUCH - Mary Anne Pomers a nurse et oe

. . . , mdme. Harriscorg 1.osp.tel, draws blood from o baby
Stateofficiels said they we o about k Thanas

' to start an epidemiciogical lavesuge burgh ehe me%ursof Nhs Emputal in Pitts. k mer b o W cWW MW
m--g a as a comum to repost of increased +yeo.d proh in seton that would consider low-ieves m siam. sad me did a e being m latest ammces

redtation from the accident at Three ' m niated to Thrw M21e M ,,eo oround Three MJe islank .

MileIsland as one possiblecause. _ He esplaned that som ed.tae cam m differtag
.

types of hypochyremhsm. sedicatmg that a seg:e env>
ronmental sourtt such as anclear raeance was act the
Cause.

The rostice Male ! rvey revealed that the
hypothyroidism rate sa Lancamer County, aalemmg_the
acclear plant. ess five times greater thaa normat rtve
counues dossemd from the nuc! ear piant a!se showed
h.gaer dtas-cormal rates
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Facts'behind theradiation story
1 2.. _ -T,e .a..... .sn.. d . ,ed_o. m a _e ._y a, -

SCithce is said 30 differ from (sposure would be 200 plus se otter radianos dnagnosuc prgce ,
retagboa la beslag la conclussoge. ImR) to as adividuet located dures for tBe same reasoet
spoa facts rather than beise s scout one male north-norttwest We scannae to be told try senta.a

Unfortunately for the putphc. this of the stanos coattamously for tests with vested interests is the
dasnacnon frequestly fades as .the entire week followtag the nucleac tadsstry that no health '
sciennsts ptCR and Choose just IMicCcurreJce? effects could Ilave anses from
malch facts post fit their precom. Hence at is the soerce of this the accident at TML la a sis- 7

<epuons As ta religion. there are taformarlos rather taas the ts. monta period following the accs. i
+

many faiths la science formaQos itself otBICS was ta dent. there were at booses born
Recently James T. Brensas of error. Gad I apologI::e for this wun defocuve tByrood glanes

Raatation Management Corp. overstgst to catanos. The NRC ames 1500 hve aartha la Laa.
attached my 0>ed arnc!e.*Just a 1tself concluded that as motvido. caster County
httte radtattoa! Domi beueve nt- al could have-received 250 mallt. Tbs is 12 tunes the espected
, He dtda t attack the fact that 10 rems of radianon from the acct. frequency of hypothyrosdasm. "A,

milhos canes, the radioacuve dent at TML Dr. Brennen said. If stansucat aberrenon.' they ot!!
eqmvstent of to Ions of radium, he is not granted this exaggers- rooty . - APPn'DM D
were spewed Into the air during stoa. Mr Mothoirs ennre arg> Down= tad from the reactor
the week followtts the Tk! acc> ment fa!!s apart * Perhaps my there were 20 cases of hypothy.
dent He didat attack the nonce. argument is now back together raidssa in the nine montas after LEAKS AND COVER-LTSable sacreases ta hypothyrsed agaan. * TML as compared so name cases ta
barta defects downstad a'ter tne $ mall amounts of sedianos the asse mocths before,0a tae
accident. have measuratie adverse effec's upwind side to Pennsyfvania.

Instead Dr Scenaea chose to os human populanoet Recently there were eignt cases before
3 attact tSe source of :ny mforme both the National Cancer taso. TMI and seven cases after. More

non that 250 m6111 rems might tute and Amencan Cancer %ca. stansucat anerranoss? .
have been eeestmed by one per. e*y fACS) recommenced that 7 And if the fmal cancer stant
son as a result of radianos rp mammograpity w be performed tics show 15creaEng leukeata
leased at TML on women under 50 =to have no ' incatence near nuclear reactor LDr Brennan is F gnt The symptomSof breastcaQcer. acctdents, as ther have Beer
murce of my taforteanan was not Their reasonang was staple atomac tesnes sines na Nevada
the Ketteny Report. Det a report More breast cancers could be and Utah rhere wt!L,egeta De
of the NUC!4ar Regulatory Com. AndGCed Dy tbs pr0cedure 1848 more dentals frSe Inos affLhated
missroa. Populanos Dose and could be detec'ad after their wultthe nuclear tadsstry
Heaith ly. pact of the Acc2 dent at empenence wit 3 90000 women. Who has the beheds and who
the Three Mile Isiand Nuc. ear despite tne fact that mammogre the facts on alittle radianoe '
Station? I qsote from f3e Appen. phy exposes women so just a few

.Pubhc Interest Law Center
BRUCE M01. HOLT

d:a of that document. pages A.3 millarems Recently the AC5 far.
and A4 ther recommended addinosal Philadelphia.
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gas escape $in TMI spill
.

~ '

- #2. . Radioactive WaterLeaks 2 Hours' -

~~;* '~a,,,,,e,,c.,e ,,y! At ThreeMileIslandNuclearPlant,.,, ~ ,. - a - r
m a

too gas sere re6sesed tale the sta+ -

sphere tround Three Mue jaland MIDDE'ETOwN. Pa. Fett 11(AP)- A wie esser. The weser runs ereugh as
yesterday afterscos when abong emotang system besked as much as 1.cos rum ernanssa een and ensurases
3.000 gallons ei highly redfoscave ganons of beghly resboactive wueerinmade t=h==two esotopes.

Edu cnypted MM M auch
coollag water sytned lande the at, g,,,,,,,,,,,,,

PI"*N "" 7 ed. They used unseenal Deue Milme. . ger the sames

1,ec.o,d,-On mace .e -- . T "' *".s~ffe.d E.n. W,h.h,$,te,.-n .d,'"",T,7e."o",,**Jeg "'',""Jg",|" *t,'*',,"g*,|,*, . tag. wh=h = a= = -noe= ==8 ,,- ;.m e ,=~
. -,e. . a. b t. - r.dioenme . .

- - - - ~ - - -- . c alm sam
When workers ettempted yesterd P"** ** $ ",.he" aficana tigers." te emet8dont there last March. and prompted - magertale safely. , . .-

the evacuance of 31 worhers froan . Robert Read mayor of Maddletown, af to treasfer the flow of makeep* has nose hiseenmew=h y -la w" . Freak tagram e eso
the asaillary be11 ding whacit ets Pt. the meersse town to the Three water from one pump to another in- tuandtag. Then has been se n-aw -- gg . . easd has agency'smasasen

**'-H""=a

.

*lurvuugnung. 's team et the plast wasalongade the plant's troebied Unit 2 Mde Island men. send a Met Ed omcial ude the amuihary bedding they du> mrtorme acavuy erfaste. Dave was as
tvector. .

' taforined him of the accident yester- covered that water pressure tamde esager to any of the worters en me astead
Officials of Metropohtaa Edtson . day. shortly after it happened. th.e peeping system was low As eroff the asiaan.~ "Our people est checking less the gem

.ad.m.m,s me_ese uat.heiss.e.c.e se.ve.n.ty
-

****'d*
** "g"et,'g'*ut that

***# ^ ' 8**" Co. tMet Ed), which operates the - "! hey told me ther a was a release about that nue,according to as NRC Hewmr* me ausmary knading, emi b have heard none so
plant. Sold federa.l .and s, tate regula.

of radacecnvity samde the plaat. Det
acco.un.te d mede ee .ac.a. ~or, alarm.s -

of th t dent, poe th -r- -too inn moi e o ih r.i e of met noas g om. Re d nat anx ed . as e em at e emcash sees ee leak hadthe kryptoe gas from the water into was exactly the same thing they told lary battding a8d la the plant's con, . , dent orncials causd me " local emnerges,
the armaephere. - . me last year,and Ifocad out about 20 trol room. Eleven workers tamde the cy " Elewee warters, wearing protocuse% *are sHened me meerna cratatase of j

However, testing devices mone seconds later that radiattom had been aux 1hary bedding were evacuated. , clothang and breattung gear, were unende nh"d me M
O " 8" N 8"d'po ched the altary be es o sse

mi that nducm wow ykam said % % ,Met Ed and not defact egnifwantly state redbosogwat health expert to m lag fram a pipe one far the Metroyohtan Mmm eegh.sps of as tach ta daamm; no opersaar of me pleet that was saut' dows.
higher levels of radianon down= tad the plaat to re on the taru==t.
from the plaat, which is 10 ades He also asked as Gerusky. da. waw.whach an.W , anar se nee *- inst March. -we teamsouth of Harnsberg on the Susque. rectnr of the State Bureen of Radl+ was matastaated with abom e4logical Health, to moottor reports inwd um auminary tudstag. evacuand at.haana River. .

encast the tacadent through theMet Ed effnetals intumuy had de ""**""'******'**'"n#"er, ****""'d'''"*'8****"**8'*****"
IBM 88W Per cubic ma ad of a.

tued reports that any radioactivity . 1sut&4. deed tato the muudlary baalding sco u t.ame Geness .escaped into estade air. But -e
. . . _ ..

* * ' " " * ' *8 ' * * * *** Tspokesman later said that a check of "The governor le coecerned about tar. Polen eenamaand me ===== e of me
monsiors stop the batidang " con- the minanos and as receiving regular peeped by sump peeps taso morage tsaa et 1.ses gaaens. In wanningeme. vio.

firms there was a small release er reports from au the moantortag agen. tanks daagned to hand raduecuve ''r steue Jr., me --i-- s
N d W **8 - --some radaoacute gases, probably Clee lavolved,* saad a spokesmaa on water.

"" g,e,n,e,g8* g
krypton g5 * In the second statement, his maff. Sixty microcartes is aboet ca+ wMet Ed said that "nearty monitors Ever moes the reactor vessel teede fearth the level of rednoecuvity cm ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,33,,,,,,,,e,a,,,,,,
vertfled that the gas had been dilet- Unit 2 was encovered and overheet. taminsung each cabec cenumentet 12 SS P ne es. s ee F M. A anmep puesp
ed within a short dtmance of the ed daring the accident it months of the 3o8.000 gaHons of water at the hauled the spaued weser to e seerage
sexdtary boddtag." ago.coolaat water inade an enciceed bottola of thecontainment structure. tana. .

The statement added: "There network of papes has flowed over the The coolant water that sptiled yester- Plant erficials said the lenik occurred la ;
et three pompe mat" " " " " ~would be ao adverse health effects to dar aged core to keep it from melting day is much tuon radnoacuve than

workers on the Island from such a dowaL $nau amounts of higidy radl+ the water that has been stored la add water to one pnanery *==ume syema.

minate release " active water from tamde thas raaa==t ' large amosats tamde the aux 111ary Day saad est wenn am pump wee

The aandlary building houses system lean out snade the contain. buddtag mace the emergency last saa _._ _gna
pamps. tanks pipes and machfaery spent structure constantly, so "inate. year. - g, ,,,, ,,,, ,,;, g,,g--
that BorlaaHy do not Come in CDBtact 5p" water pumps la the auxillary - There have been a nsaber of on. has been emed mece aie asarch accieuse no
with titshly redsoactive matertalt butiding feed water tato the coohng sie accidents at the plant mace last . teep me reecaer caning system supphed
But dartng the accident last spring, syme mgularty. . year. The worst. eccordtog to NRC
hundreds of thousands of gallons of Me one has entered the contais. spokesman Abraham, occarred last

radioecnve coolant weier were ment bauding since the accident last summer when seven een on a clean-

pumped from the afflicted Unit 2 . year. The building is talensely radi+. sp crew received an overdose when

containment structure into morage eenve. and its annosphere mest be they accidently opened the wrong
tanks there. - - constadtiv regulated to prevent the valve insWe the aux 111ery batiding,

escape ol' radscactivity. Wort has Abraham said yesterday's accident
Mastof thelargestradiatica relem> * been under way for many months, could not be coandered %3ar."

ee daring the -emma' came froa the 8 however, tostde the aumtirary batid, even thoe@ st Involved a large
(See TMIon 14A) amount of water.
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TMI froa.1-4

State CaIlS
s or the 11 maintenan e worters who me f:sd oct stuut at 25 m6 mutestere forced to leaA the auulliary later through th* Beck door, nstead

building of ftwa manutes leier through the
s..w ment. Gov frW dow the egy me M suppeeedha a

prepa. redT;T .id be -as areeor "*ad* *= *dd'4Thorn t urgh
cotkerned aboer the timehness of

, i

, y
. the notificahon proc su and the fact A Wet EJ spokesmas seed yesterday

that the state f:rst harned of this that, ender the plant s NRC4pproved |

itxident from sources other than the emergency plan. the company as not .

about the type of ancident ihat oc. '
,

%9 sospen) and the Nucient Regulatory required to notJy any state agency 'p

v1 Cometssion,

- **
- tt :s absolute!y imperative that the. j.

:: Delay charged "."med o,recu''y ac"d imm"e'd"ia.''iy 'o"f-
- ='' '**

>e# r. 8*%-
'

=

f e"
- in revealing leak "*" ""p"'''""nu' clear "po"wer ":aut m P"en"nsylvar

'""

By Reger Cohn ata.' the gosersoradded.;y r* * " " " * " "
Hendersca said that Met Ed offkPennsylvansa off;cials charged cials had sigced an agreement with

yesterday that the eperstors of the the staie to noury us empeditiouCy (portion missing)Three Mile IslanJ ntaclear power of any radioact:ve spilt or leakage ar >

plant failed to property notify state the Three Mile Is,and plant Under. .4 ;
and local authontaes about Monday s the agreement he stated. Wet Ed =sag spill of highly radaunctive water. - to report any such tuodest Lamed - ,

iwhich caused radacective gas to be siety to his office.the State Radiatioa
resessed tsto the atmosphere- Pretec* ion Bureau. and emergency

Orsa at Henderson, directee of the preparedcess authorit*es na Dauph43
Pennsylvania Emergency Manaus- County. where the plantis &acated.

a ment Agency. said that hOtropo41taa
Edison (Met Ed). which owrates the Henderson said that the optII N
plant. had vio6ated an .greement , coosing water at the factiary was ds confined to a small area at he plant,

, . ,

that requ4res taa company to nonfy covered at 1233 p m on Monday. b"1 he stated
the state immediately of any spill or

that has office did not : carn ofis un",g Met Ed spr*esman David K;gssik
' - *. leakade of radioscuve matenal 120 p m, when Dauphin Coun sasd that Ibe power comparty had
,

Henderson said that state autbontles au'hortties caued to report that th
guD'# 'l'y Eotifying the Racatwo'D 70fd * hat we were requiredonlylearned ol Mondarsincident.ta had informateos Indicanng that f0 d

which radsoective krypton 15 gas spiu had occurred The informano Protection Bureau of the sp611 at 1 Jny escaped into the atmosphere. Inda- was relayed to county aathannes by FMrectly through as tip from a worker a fnend of a worker at the plant. hs However. Hendersva said tflat ca3at the plant. added. =es not made unt:11 to y a and that.-
"It was inemenambie." Henderme by that nae. state officlass had al?

_ . so d in an Leterview. "They (Met Ed) Henderson said tha* state othc;ais ready conta-ted the NRC sir! at the-

were bound to nonfy as and they then contacted tr,e p; ant s MtC rep piant. The lean mas s'orped at 2 30dids1do tif resenlauwes who conf:rmed Inst a ' p m .accorcng te the compauy
The release of sinall amounts of sp611 had taken piece H.a of!Ke d6d Henderson said that he met yester-

redtoacuve krvpfoo gas occurred not receive final cocitraation of the day afternoon wvh herman Deech-
after about M0 gallons of highly re. ine: dent acit! 146 p m. Henderson amp. acting presidem of Met Ed and

*? dioactive cooling water sptiled to- said-#* creudent cf Ger.eral Pubisc LtGnet<c mee en auxillary building next to the
plant's damaged unit two reactor. the .As far as we M conmned, they ; of hKB Met Ed as a sut>sidiary. He--p-

* % I''), site of a major accident at the facility
~'

""M .

|
N HNavdI agreed that stare offnials should

~ fail. tag to notify us,,he agmment by base been aaformed of the spill.-ih P * last MarcIL The plant has been shut Henderson stat.
,,

.

-LN P + 4 i .2 down sace ttat accident " Hencerson said. sad he piedged to
' ff,*rg; improve notshcanon procedures atst N' *

A spokesman for the Nuclest Reg *
e

, . . ;

, e n ._ ..: _~ y_, 7g T - - -, - - latory Commasmos cNRC) said that 1 thoeght me had the system pret the Nant.
YeumE.Y _ .. .*.I..' .y"' , W 18

la his statement. Tharnburgh said
the amount or radioecme gas re- ty me41 wwked out, o,nd thata we

weaw get conncano 13,s rype o, thai e e iniended to enmpia e to ther< leased.esumated by a Met EJ spoke >l in;.dw? te said 11ut here it is, an NRC about Met Ed's tatture to nonfy* A worker at Three Mile Island checks a radiation Inonitor outside the cr1PP ed Power plant man at 200 to 300 mail 2 canes (a me* Enocent heprens and we dos t get th'T"h'e 'ne'a med.are!, of tne inadest
'

sure of radienen intensity), was not at y nottam
-

ed for swin, accarate and
large enougn to endanger the public d. rect communicarios was one of tnep ao e r T

Stbte e.WW- (9es Mv ecmIc my
-

(See TMIon 2.A) most important lessons to come outc i = = ==;
ar reactor accident ta bcsbry I

in alert On radioa,ct1Ve gas leak
,

would hope that it hasti i been forgo 6
-

...c.-

b

_- - _ _ _
. _ - ,-. .
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railiatiolileakRadiation leaks at TMI) [2dt
'

Nothing has changed
at TMI tlu.1s week

1' ~ .- - -
-

M d.,s _ t .t ,r._. _h_ b. f.r r (_
Island anclear plant,in which water truth wtuch emerged, maked, Monday. . , , . . , -.

was spilled and small quantines of it is bonnen as asaat at TM1 and, at
radtauon niemed, demonstrase via would appear,at the NRC,
frightening clartty that absolutely he NRC thes far has survived a
nothing has changed in the way aucts- vartery of demands that it be restruc-
at plants are run or regvlated in the tared to provide nors decistve t==ier-
United StatesL despne all the pubuc ship in emergencies as well as la long-
amarances to the contrary. range regulanoat Yst only last escoth.

Officialsof Metropolitan Edison Ca, It extended a crucial d-=ttia= for ta-
operatory of the reactor, at first densed stallauon of safety equipunent on oper-

,,? gww ,

health of plaat worters or neartythat any release of radiacon had oc, ating reactors because JB of the 65 af-
_ , , , .

carred even though there was ample facted plants had not comptbed + me Ewe == ** ' rusdamm Massiertag devtcas just elf
evidence that gas had been vented 15 many other of its regulatory ac- Aamber leek d e W the plant grounds fausd en essect an

C****l''""'"" ** 'III'"'8during the spdL They later changed tions, the NRC has gives every indwa.

1"d'*their story De at:1 sty failed to notify tion that it raalh== the pressure ts off. * aim bwas biscovered yemorder a
.

8"
3, ' , pyg _the Mue bland ancamer power ,state officsals - as they had previonsty that pobhc attendon has been daverted * lant it reimased to tunes as much am me krypena as Mp

agreed to do - that a portion of the elsewhere, and that the tough talk of ^ r=e$a-ttvo gas late the . e MF08th a leak ta e gamapung syt
plant had bnea evacuated. And it took last year can be modulated as acaped frees a lema a me plant are at me auxmary banding beads
operators I host and 45 minutes to President Carter, whose comusst- '

WDcaals sand - the damaged Unst 2 rmw, am of
bring the atuauon ander control, meat to unclear power dates back to anght dont ta me mances kamry tut

the worst commercat anclear un-
De events of Monday are la manF has Navy ders, recently rettsud his

ways 30 stallar to those that occurred positico on the expaastoa of acclear
. stowever, the NItc afficials mud

leak, whach occurred
last March 25 as to be encanny- generating capactly la this comatry. UB P sL Tinsday and anos Sambara e em se gm misand

When the President's Commisnon Although the Pressdent used to de, yemrissy, did am aroman,,*ma carme,m pennd W
ce the Acendent at Three Mile Island scribe nuclear power as a "lastfesort" '^ ~"

last fall released _its exhaasuve study- source of power, he has amended his -g,g g, g m' ,, y maned to neekmembers noted- Metropolitan aan position, sertag that the U1 must rely uve masonaa haamd se meceecenA % makt trem es ppungdid not have sufficient knowledge. ce new reactors antil afternattve com et r=nha=<"vtry). Tam anoent le syness. la a yrepared statement, the
experuse and personnel to operate the forms of energy are available- le ones umas greater them me kr7P conspeay sand that the synem had
plant or maintain 11 safely." De accident at h Mde Island ana gas that escaped at Moeday after been shut dews a Stes EEL yeEEE

Immediately after the accident, the ses gauces of highly redacecove day and that Met Ed workers wereon y was min he ndianos water spause lande the anx2 hart trytagto11adthecauseof thelealL -best minds ta the fields of nuclest
that neem ont was Mused a shonengineering and safety rushed to the badding.

.
- : The company said that it had re-

plant to assist. They have provided distance away imm me nector. John oman chlaf of the NRC maff ' ee Isiasr naaaage to Gov.r
guidance ever since. Operators were The significance of that small prot > m Three Mus idaad, said be did not burght affice, as staae eneb
subjected to rigorous retraining. All nem is tremendous, however, for the regard yesterday a lema as "a surtons rammental and emergency et!!clatt
this took place ander the watchful residents of Mhidletown,the people of In~'aC -

, ,,,
eyes of the Nuclear Regulatory Com. Pennsylva.uaandall Americant _

,, ,g ,,,y, ,,g,, g ,ggg ,,, g .
mission which assuaged critics in the The best technology avaalable, the esas me plant, comarmed has night geegg page Se,
Congressandthe pubhcbymoenunga best minds avadaNe, and the ever-
highly touted internal shakarup well present knowledge that Three Male
aware that its future as a regulatory Island serves as the proving ground
agency hang in the balance. For anclear power all failed to produce

- "We are learning the necessary les e combinanon of effectivenest It
sons fmm this accident and applying faded - Monday made it inescapably
them so that we can even better pre : leer - to ran even an almost closed .
tect the pubuc," sand the industry's top jown plant property hat leaves the
spokesman. Carl Walske of the Atom 3cc abvices quesnon unanswered Can
ladustrial Forum,Inc. last year. anclear power be au:le safe at all? )

1

1
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Met Ed agrees "to notify state,
. TMI Leaks,

local officials of leaks not source ,aIILeaks,.
Not Found .

But SourceRad.at:o# levels rose mysterious-
ly mside a nree Ee Island p6 ant

. bu.lidang and rema:ned higher for sev,- Not Found. i noun os Thunday berare fanm
bacs to normalofncia.s sad

. " Bey have not really found the Camhwed M Pese cae
By R=erCohn spill of see ganons of highly redacac, located, of any radioscun spul or source at the leak but. whateur 4

,me==Le*** uve coohng water at the pirnt least was. it is not presentmg a contmu: rig momter placed at the TMI Obser.a-
New emergency notificanon proce , The mate officials emed the 4Smia. State officials innsted yesterday. h"w"h' h [rh. " ' "

estdarea were pet in effect yesterday at ato deley la formal nouncation v1* theagh. that such notificanos , Regulatory Commissace- "i don 1 espect to see anyth:ng "the Three Mile Island naclear power lated on agreement rectuartng Met Ed anotad have been made for Monday's *

Hwher leve;s tr:ggered an alarm sand Al Sm:th, the EPA s coordmatorplaat sa na effort m ensure that mate to anform the state immediately of tacadent. la whach ansIl amounts of m tM b 1 audary bd.dmg about 1 at h war p!nt. .

^

and local authortues are act1!ned such tacadenta het Ed - radioecuve krypton 85 gas escaped a m. No workers were maide Ine budd- The me dent was reported tolamediately of any sytDa or lesas of David Kluacik smad inst the coinpeny taso the manosphers These officials mg at the tune. Pennsylvama authorities about ; e m., radioacave matersal, a spokemaan had not Beueved that the agreemetit said they beneved Mo' Ed's handlinS Raiation instde the' ausshary' for Metropohtas Edzana (Met Ed) was la affect on Monday.
... of the tecident would further dam- bektrig tr:p!ad before commg down., , ,a,s *an event of potentsai pub;ic ster.

Klascik said that now the plant age pubbe confidence la the comp * Coums sa:d. ---

gand yesterday.
.

maff would alert the Pennsylvensa ay's operanon of the plant, whach Metropot: tan Ed: son Co , the plant t!ve water may have ieaked from the

6

Ome als at first thought ra60ec-Met Ed. which operatas the plaat,
was , " to state effncials'- Emergency Management Agencyand has been sket down mace the worst operator, said some radioactm krn> plant's coolmg system onto the f'oor ofcomptalitts that they were f.ot emergency ,,m. - ofDcials ta anclear accident ia the nanon's hip toft gas procaoty escaped from the i tr:e reactor bw.idmg. g:vtr g otf gaspromptly acuDed aboet Monday's Despana County, where the plant is tory happened therela MartiL Umt 2 audary buddmg The amount that escaped throug% the umidarg s

was so sman et could not be detecte4 ventdat.on system. .*W .
~

even on LN buddmg a roof.
. =when workers in protectwo clot;t:r.g

Later a water leak' was ruled out
"We beneve some of it was &

leased, a4though me can t put a nuab entered the buddine. looked around"It fem asses that ifet Ed a prosie radiance intensty). water ed Met Ed to conunae operaung A ber on it, sposesman Sandy Polen re- and saw no water. The water levet in .30 maktna erfors? esad Thomaa taalde the primary system a moo p of banks led by Otiber.2 and portedGerasky, direcsor of the state Radie many operaung necnaar plant would mecal Bank, have carrently The disabled plant gives off at$ut
the buddmi s " sump" did not go up
either. Po;oc said.nos Protecnoa Burus. "They have a cencentranon of ono microc* piared a callag of $292 alunos on two cur:es of krypton gas every day By Tauriday mght. plant emeta'sshoeld have caued as m I think the rio,f ailma saad. credat avadattle to General Pubb,c from a var:ety of smaa leaks. were specuiaunt itse less may tiavedamage has been does to Met Ed Meanwhile, ta Herrisbarg yemo .Mansala a reisted development the NRC

leased toa Thursday), at may be three decontam;aten wort perarmed a day .
"Instead of two cur:es bemg_re- . come as a result of mamtenance andagata. I dont know if they are ever

going scome becincredibuityy day at a Putus Uulsty Commaamos announced that saan amounts of it sta ts an aw'ul sma3 amount." said earher in a va!ve room that adjoint(PUC) hearing on whether Met Ed redacacave gas leaked into the atm> Thomas Gerussy. director of the the audary bud &ngJohn Coulas, chief of the Nuclear abould be permitted to remala ta sphere on Monday and Tuesday at a state Bureau of Radiation P''otec- "The assompt:en as bemt triadetory Commismos (NRC) maff beeness, Canbank vtos prendent acclear power plant to Lesby, Md-
ton - ' that it was probabaiy a partewate re-at Mlle Island, said that the $iewan Chfford sud that banks The leahA which ocentred at the
,,n,O,n,-s;te off: cia's of the C S Enyt. ': lease." Coil.ns saidsonhas water spaned tamde the would be relectant to connano et Bainmore Gas b Electric Calvert rt.) Resources a.so reported Gerusky called the metdent wasplant's ammilary badding had a sending credit soGeneral Pubue Utsk Cliffs plant, were considered "ney - that no rad;ataco could be detected otT- qust anoiner mdtcat:en of what s

martmam cadacecuvity concentr> tues, Wet Ed's perent compacy, an. 11bse" and did not endanger public s;te gomg to happert" untd the disab;edcon of 120 macrocartes (a messare og less they behewed that the PUC went hesith,according to the NRC. To be sure, the agency sefd an a:r reactor is cleaned up
- sample from a krypton-seftst2Ve?
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_ Met Ed'aseng-
to release ga~ : Js
trappedatTMI
A :..mm . =;3 .:.s s

HARABEUllG - Metropolttaa
Edissa.ca smW yemorday eat a
weau so test krypena SE, e reename,
ave SmL from the damaged Dree
M11e Island teclear sencner. -

U the leuclear Asgalanory Comans .
mon approvet the contreDed release
sould occar dartag the 11 rut three *
aboaths of ItaB. Mas Ed vice prese-
doet Itobert Armend told <4 psWic *
heartas The gas een crusend eartag a

j the Masch 2B he when weeer |
,came taas coatect with the fuel am

Bembum skick had deterioresad ta ;

APPENDIX E . the tamaso nest ,and stessofRetals. -
,,,;.,, ;

, Et
at the hamrtag dartened to --g ;

NRC ADVOCACY ~d'

..There are appresheemay 2-tua= '-
'cetec feet of trapped smens-prtmarw-
tty krypena - la the costasament {

' ba The amount of . ' ~--
released dartag the weensg,'. ty

which is expected as tate herwese,
1% te three months, woeW be far ,

beloe federal redtsung men %{
ArnoldsaHL , ,f;,,. ,-

For,a persos needias coenau-
ensly at the facthey) boundary for

' the duranoa of the weattag redm> .
then exposure for the skan would De 5

. milhrens, Arnold saHL Wholebody
1 'expusare would be canienth of e
- natures.be added. -

Under fede ni standards,the mant-

. maa safe exposure over.e year je 15*
_.- s....,

i
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The New York Times The New York Times
February 17, 1930 March 13, 1980

Qi,an. coni &mination - -

A' 3 " ads *ar''' Venting of Radioactive Gas Urged
. .om h i,f.,,,i_,., ma,e a wunmo m.Ma-hafm - no -,er siep awa,d gau.ag - a meerM . - . a,e - dos of the crip, Phaclear RegWatory # 's staff antamment butidLag, whach has teamspeed the -

pied nroe Male Isised sueleer reactor yearardsy that . , gas seeied sace a curaser accideer occurTed

aus ween. .

: gas vuesed as sean as pasab6e frem the et the past nearty a year ago. Membersafter two sensor leeks of . -
crtested Three Mue laAand auclear power et tse have name=a-d in raw

Memnters of the Phacimer Reguleaary plant in Pennsylveme- cent weeks that they favor spoedag thee seed the pace et the eta ===np The agreedtoreadiadoen. cineaup process at the reactor amar Nar.
at the suector. Three 3443e taland Unst No. saan en the after the_' riseurs. Pa. The suas warned that if the
am.. mar marme=s. Pa sheet be m.es. _

. _

and the tiuw. "tt as 11kely that future hal
s. a

-

' a the struc.. - _ .

=-eand a report issued within two
__ _

weekst . - gewes tne matter husker .' -weisid s tew.
The Unit t reactor has team hueccessi. , study.

'

ne caennup opersuas alas umas deal
ble nearty a year. It contams amarty & Se88te any of the krypten.de gas la' etth GAB.Get saname et

-

malliam annens of . -- r- waeer, released las the . - the ceak weser la the - hadnag Both
rhve ply 85 gas and a core he sensman's staff saad, an eftert would to the gas and warar umst to reemeved be.
hoved heavi ==mged sad in a fragile made a vuessure people livang near the hun anyone can enter the husimag to es,
state '* e-- er the - hearch as, ther the venoeg wand pese as amane - . pose and smages
when the venctor ausmed cuc;arg water to threat. . - that may to repdly deserturating
secape fronn ets syneerst Ares readmets have strongly appened

he Federat and the utility retenes of the poteenally hasaremo me>
that opersees the plant have estimated eartal that is now sen&ed to time somewe
tilat workers etO mot be able to ruech the Deamt S benadtag, daquete esa

damaged core used,earty ISEI and eat airences Dy the that any nem
esmpesie the et=== umil assa. Se far leases would be won ettlua Federal
enty about enmaenth of the rhve r=dtart=n safety tashsts.
**

,, p,,- The reisesaer the see eeund be the first
. emm of - a.d - .

meat, told has entiseguas there was ren. p'
see to believe that the essenup could ptew y
coed faster. He tedicated that the con >
maission staett aldit be partly to ht====
l ===ef inaction.

. '"TW other
.

enemimre an.
presend cancera est la uts present,
seeJed state, the ruector stagit pase a
greater rist tause If sente cumueversial

cleanup procahsres were begum .m.a.wThaos precedures scadd lead as raa
et radaa= *we material, but below dam.
8''*"". -. ..

\
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e ., , g By RPCH.4RD D LY.ON5
w'

e. e,

g- .g& , ..
RAaRIS primary cause

op pe.ser.BU.RG P,a nfarch,27., The t heen cital as em,a a n m .s.of the.
.g

- b;'
.m

- g ,1.-
g, .e- .

Pwwwytvarue s Gowr,ete
- and :-odent. on Maua . e e .

e . .- inft acue eauni , ions of coolant left uw amense fwa partlyy -
4

, n ev. .
, )- ' - {

~~
Toined reianae of more radtomatwo gas ! The weet'as taeue has le8t many mor--

~
'.aday mat mey neu!d support tne can. entmoet

? ,) 7
, , . . g

-
Prom the Three %ie Is and p6 ant ; many endetrioneerenwe remedsets soar

* - The wentag, wtu.e eman m assammt, tg the plant. en Ute Susqueheans RJwer. las , ,
* '$ W . .stely to truger trae largeet preses yes ' tetter.even wiesent.mands, ,.c

'*e ,

' ' .* 'rcen peupte avmg neartrw and eerwee to | They contend t.hme a'ne rwnewed pies har
-9 + ,T' i [ g| ,

'
anderwere the,setety questions that raw iventans highbshes their leers that thest

y. ,, , !; maan one year after the naucen e avret ; health and esterv are tems placed behend

d[ , (4 / . g} k . ., g ' ' '
, civthan viuclear accsdent the cast of the cisenup of Three Mate 15

.

/ .
a+.

. g'
'

safety tur the Fedwal Gowmmet. sand } skapasstem Fewen Mayer
Hareid R Dentan, erector of resetne {Iand perhaps asIbst as $1 bausca

% . |[ '8-{g
. at a swee conferr.sece here that he had , g g,

., g . - .-
,,

p" {f ' : * ; ; oT83 d O $ 6U ceam umm c M =*"en=em=e=n, um mes clueens a
*I e w am

' And of Mt r omewrof the T3 tree Mile fstand psont. La.' r
#

'

e- - -~ ---- - -- m sevem Ananessat trousee Page DL plant a mg of
,

,

;,
g

i j 4
' *

} ', }
- ,, . .

" *
ret M the wentang of gases, gastmt ten bw his consumemse.*

*. mamfy radioactive krypean SS. as the i The Maddletown Pree and Journal
.

<

9 enty logical means of speeens up efforts made pubanc meat the muna of a tete.
}- as de==ntammam me piant of huaranus Paa'* * eat c'act # == =**u it

. , d. . 4 stomac waste foamd met these queersoned betaeved by *
<

"There womad only he a wwy smalt. a ; aJmoet a to I, that the Metropetataa Ed> ra*

Two TMI technicians the first to enter Unit 2 airlocksince the accident, remove masks after finding area free of radiation g ,,;,,ggdy,,p, gt,h,ee of a f *

_ _ - - . - - quenuaa healm effects + , nuesene had g' von then , ansiesdmg mfor-
i ansaan e,

*** ** 8' Cl**"8 C " l Eartwr meetmas such as ese at theF

. '- Sa Wan S E a re e3Se S00R ,
Mr Denton, an e

Regulatorv Camra*thnal of the Nuclear ' Middlecoma Bre house nam week. have=== added that "we ! Marted aba heated enchanges and wendal. P

cannot walk away frera Ow plant, a has ! wountang nasue, act caly tpv peepee tree.!
asm encause of une depra af heims en the

as be cleaned up "
Gov. Dtta Thornburg, the held the I tunnetty apposest so nuclear peser but 4

menfark Fin = den
Althongb venuna is wrongly op news seasson a ha capital otrwe. usepped j aase ey many sp= incas evnadents one bBy

-me we. posed by surrounding communities, wel and nam @aals that it wh short of endarians the wentma propwal. ' towe their enferv is tunns eumardmeted to
harmless.at has now been endorsed by two tut tw added thas - the opnam so do nom. ou cleariupcase.The Nuclear Regulatory Come:S

snoe (NRC) staff has recommended
separate NRC groups and by Gov W M dcials are enssas fe nas e strapy me a m cabm. damitam it ens Mr Doeten one bowed to ehnt
Thornburgh sTMlcommusma perassica to vent the gas. After ht Eduon muss geforward" he termal "pov@miogical scrues" e bem

to its five commissioners that 57.0te has been done. wwkus oth be able ne wws confemco cam a me m ases tne mwem W trypte gas em mla approving the wenting of the the
canes cif rednoactive kryptoo gas radioactivity, the NRC staff relected m spend enough nme inside the con. of um => year aansmsary of me Thm anamparm em sumawr.

more nee <onsuming and expenstwo taminaiad reart r budding to beg:n ''*",d ,,,E,
" Krypean as is a normal oramset of me-

trapped anade the Unit 2 contato- " ' Eryyene Mia d stab Air
meat buildtna at Three Mile Island ,

needs of cleaning the atmopshere devtsing a method of cleenmg out
be vented into the outade air soca- samde Unit 1 Asternettves such as the ream em which is thought to clear fknaam as an as aue power piant. It y

f9 Commendation next inonth, the filmrs or hquefying and bottling it 2 containneet buildmg since the
, k k ,ch8'* Partiatly melted during the is mistuy radiometswe and its malf-hse -

If the comunasnoe approves the absorbing the kryptoo gas ta spectaa
acedent. Noone has entered the Unit

,

tre time a tahou ha:t :he atoms to dessete=

venting wdl be the larged release of were vetoed because further delays accident occur'ed on March ?e.19't
s grateer * coni erf" le slainst 11 weers. 4

^8 *"P'*'"'d by Mr. Dean indev, om }
radioactivtry from the aricken nu. la cleaning up Unit 2 cound result in Yesterday mornmg. two teams of

-

D 88 ** ** *
. two" cub"ic w' I''*"kryp'*n"e'e a"s'uie"d'm"e 2''2
''

clear power plant mace an estimated ' nom dangwoes, accidental releases. Met Fat workers entered the Unit 2 -

|

' [
W e

15 muhoe to 20 million curies e, the naff report sa d airtork for the first nme since the * '"'"* * * '

caped during the accident there last *1 regret to report that the technoi. acadent. Workers are tentenvely - . . ,h mc.

, , 'y ei,r

- t, The krypten ha med 5' me cunes of,
,year. ogy for cleaning up a mam concen. scheduled to enter the contenment

-

? -[ >' ! has curies or os tar:were acendentauy

-

.'.NRC officiais stresse'd Wednesdaf.
trauon of kryptoo gas is not as ad, budding next mot:tb to take phot * remoortsvity. ceipped eten ine rwe es -
vanced as I had once hoped." said graptia and test the level of radiose.

sibat weence the Kryptoa45. as iner5 Heroid Denton. .he NRC s director of f3'Ity A" - -= , wrmd disms the ac. ndeqi a year ago,
gas that =111 remais radioecove for acclear regulanoe. o - maarly as mean see.
seerty too yeart would not threates ^'t3*"88 "'YP eeavwy. ewet

8"n gu**s*trate"ta r''o'a'stsou ew My casebe health niarea rendenn *Y"c a"'due''d # - -M" ****- ^

n "* 8
8

wa m the pie:R said.Metropoutan Ed:sna Co coowner me okaa. n can m anamdei

and operator of the plant. asked the "I knew it oss going to happen but i .
,

Mr Denton eated that une !=.scisar

as a first step toward decontaminat' speet with it Vennnt is ;ust the | *1 - N Requianery cam - = and otherIM pemisme m micaw the gas doel hke it. There are a lot of people I

/ . gmps had esammed ways of dispnamg
ang Unit 2. a process that udl take as cheapest and eenest way * i

- et same krypion and had com up me a

$4GD m1114og. woetid neeve the ares Wheo venting d'~
see euer p==wream

leeft four years and CQEt 85 est2 mated Reid pmhcted that many residents I - - *
1acauded was one se lequery iAs aar est

occurs dop = maranco from fad. l.leish du krypton Yet Mr.it ,essen W l,
6a D

e, . was or,ermeiy fncs e de. .,as
I Harold R. Duetes speektes yeeter. there ned been auser . in wort '

i esy anest Three totale tsaaed. me wie the eersneery equapeneet and;
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The Philadelphia Inquirer
Fdruary 28, 1980

The Philadelphia Inquir+r
March 28, 1980

Utt

Somebody~muht decide ~ '. . !W
ne W nilinueN"" 25

.. [,- . ' s."!. .T. ' e- .
* '

Trapped inside the damaged reactor . not working or had grown too costly,
building at the Three M41a lsland lin . The gas trapped in the reactor

* g. e -

clear plant are gases containing 50.000 buildtag is radioacuve krypton. De-
curies of radnauon, along with many spite all scrts of benign assurances Q Q }% [gQQ Q[ $ ,[ Q , , ,
thousands of gallons of highly radioac. that exposure to the gas would be no i ,

a, as ==e n n , ,= seiuve water. Whether that radioacuve 'more dangerous than taking a long - e

*"."=.."*.**.*.*.w.".*,*.*.".*m == we == ==*m= *gas remains inside the plant or is in- airplane nde, any exposure to radia- " * * * ' " " " " " *
tentionally vented into the atmosphere taon poses a potential nsk to health. . . 7C*ba===e as '=== g'***,*T.,*,*,.* Q*=

. .*
c *

of central Pennsylvanta is a question , No one knows what the geneuc lega- m.

for w hich theye is only one responsible cy of TMI will be;only time will tell - C 0".*."." ".7.T. p-. .s == =me -

Offletals at the cnppled plant have. * = , = ag *= - ' , "."O" " * ' ' '

answer It In;.st not be released. g - . warned repeatedly that unless they are ., , ,.
, , ,

e == =e ==
A decisioh to spew the gas into the

atmosphere and ontotens of thousands', permitted to vent the krypton r.nder. gg ===d **a'e ** ,,,,,.",,.,",g.,,,,.****

.-ae==.====
' of people would represent the most controlled circumstances turthreat of ,,,,m.. "c' 1 *",, T D.*"'

indefensible form of expediency. It uncontrotted releases increases' Con .
would be frightening, additional, sidenng the sloppy management and m , .m=,e, , , , , , , , , , , = = = = ' = = = = =

proof that the officials running the tax attitudes toward public safety al- "g**f,*4*"'",,,".,' '. , t [- . 3".O *" *" T.'.*.".,
- r'a==*=.operaticos at TMI are like a bunch of ready' exhibited at the react ', that .c w. m . - - . - * * '". C' ". ,,U".* O",, "

yJ.,,*g,g',',',',",*,* * = . -boys playing mechanic in a back not.~ possibtlity can't be ignored But it can .
4. == .

**g'=',,*,,,,g,,,,,,,,trytng fo repair . derelict car by trying not-and must not--be legitimized. . ,,

== e = p = we e ==ranything. When pne thing doesal - The C,overnor's Commission on . a3

work,they dream up another scheme. Three M;1e Island has done precisely ,=*, g ge=g*,,, ,;,,, , *

7,,,,,,,,,,.
*

- In the TM1 instance, mistakes can thgt by tentatively endorsing the plant e. - -

prove deadly for the people of Pennsyl* owner s plan to vent the gas, pending **"*g 4,,,,,, . . ,,, ya* ==== *g,

wnia today and la the future. . . . * pproval by the NRC. Not surpnsingly:
- - .=.-.m ..

a ** *
. Someone.must decide whether the commission member Robert Reid, , " , , , " * * ' ' ' " " " " , " , " . , " " * , - ,,,,,,,,=,, ,,g*

. TMI plant is goting to be returned to mayor of Middletown. TMl's nearest w.-e= == mw= o-ne. .,=. _-=.-e
service;of' abandoned, The dectsion neighbor,dissentedt ( T - . -- . O .E*7 "'"' "*. | "''**"'"'""**,,"."""O*"

"'** ====*=amust not be madny the operatang atti- Venting the gas is a cheap way out "' * ** "U""w'.wS EE E ".-- =. . *." * *.." .*.ID Y".T.* * " " * * * " " ~ . " , * * _ **ET* * * * * "
m".*="=ity, which would profit.from its re ^

opening or by the Nuclear Regulatory ' of the dilemma -cheap for the utility. .
"h"" """"r =

,.,
* * * * * * * * * * " * " " '

**"" * *** '"'*"7 ["E'*"E'*' 'm, O.*. . m . *
** * " " * ' ' " * " *==*"""-PEq ment to filter out the radioactive ' . " " " * "Y="""","**,Commission, whose j credibility tok cg,, g,,.Iimmediately aF311ableb .w .ep,

m. me== == *= _ ==e=,..
_ = = = = = = . -* * |*g'.'j,''"*** *, Q O",",T," , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ;,,,,,,g,","'"****,,,make such a decision is suspect per- the nuclear. ,,,,.e.,e - telling testimony that ,

-

, ,

haps that final decision must, by
fault, fall into the lap of Gov. Thorn , industry plans only for the routine and

-===

not for the unexpected Technology **".'.""*C*n*%'"*.*,."."*"".*=*=s*,*e*=**.e"=* A.=="=7,""="."a*"=" w'.'.,".| _ _- ..

. , , , , - , , , . . , ,

burgh who should.have the beat inier'. does eatst in other fields, however, to
* ~ ' - - - * * * = = * = = a c .= . = ==

,'",,". T.,,*.,"OTC **"*' T,g *,*,,,a,,***
'

*","%',,".,=,',,=;'=",*=y y,',*f.,*,.*,==,=e,ay
**ests a 'he per ple uppermost in mind. remove radioacuvtty from gas and at = , , , , ,,

The decision pili be difficult and
'-

= w = '= se = = == s. ^=-
Z"a"= aa ' ==* """.*.="*"e==*"='*=",,s"-."''".d

, = m ==

T'="u'.*.* ,, i..'." :controverstat But no one thus far has . could be adapted - at great cost :-to' * **"**"J " " * * * *
.

'

given any indication of considenng it -the T..MI reactor. . ' ~ *

-- n
s

sertout y. It would be an immense trag- The NRC will decide this springl
* edy if sometime in the next year .whetherthe krypton gascanbe vented

after the residents near ;he plant have by the utility. It must not be. Safety,
been exposed to radiation vented in- public welfare and the genette future
tentionally or unintentionally - the of millions of Amertcans have been -
ut:lity or the federal government de-' neglected far too long in the scramble
cided simply to walk away from the ' for easy answers to the problems of
plant bec.ause the clean up process was nuclear power. . */ - %

a-
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Venting krypton at TML
Convenience, not necessity c40soysco,3s

On radlat10n
nesponsaw a,,nou of me f ,is nomin n,mem a me r-nv. ia,, adamed th, me das o. me

. .

makes it taperanve that me NucU e in ttre containment area comes necessty of such a release could beReguatory . Commission rerect the fra contamsnated water and radscac- argued either way, and the decisoo '*
.

are md. U &.request of Metropoutaa Edison Co, uve ,*rncies citag:ng to the anierer favor wnnag mpusented 'a pnttyoperators of the Three Male Island af t3 owidin6, dose call.-nuclear ptaar.to vent radioscuve krypa e Without veenng, worters can The health effects of any release ofme gas into the atmosphere- remain ta me containment bunding rad 2 anon are usanown. Maay sc2en-Venting the gas not only would for about one hour before exceeding . ttsts argue that any expneare to radle By Jones $taaltarsuetect people in the vxtnary to poteth the qsarterty dme of aansal radianotr non poses a threat to the health and ***nal health acd genene damages whKh exposure set by the federal govern- genetac afucture of present and f arare WASHmCTulu - Federal and mate
,

cannot be conndently O.armined,11 ment, If its trypton wees vented, that
would utmecessarily exacerbate a wonid extend the indsvidual worker": pnwanons Fograms se posect the puade ' inspecies fregaeacy gets vened
growing soctal prooies of public dt> time um;t fot maintenance by only JO A physgxst employed Dy General agaenst asema resistaoa e e espam widely among me v'aut* 4e GAO

p g.num 1m panet company ed and frequently meffectree, the sad "For esemp6a the sember oft?'Ist of the federal government offl. to 45 minutes, according to the compa" of Met Ed. sr A that the methty senected W "E I #clais charged with regWating the nik e saul yemeday atach.nes"ta*" ass' # W
clestindustry 'chaue of convemsace e Repdtr of a neutron detector MnMSF W M NN # ptruc2 effaceshe wumpread mcogainne d naged fne Iteis yenn-Venetag is s which measures radioactiviry tende """I *

to factistate thett wort insnde. The c'ne karads d meanoa, em a me on g,g.g. ,gg, ,g, g,ogg p..- vios leginmere need. the containment bitalding would re ompreheamve program na protect tiemal Salery and Heanh Adasassr*
Occe more. Met Ed offic:als-with gnare Nveral hours of tapor., acM protective clothing the worters must the poblac fram ris hazards sad

wear Elmer a siaen campnotler semeral noe (05HAJ &we act vise radanosthe tacit support of NPC staff members tng to an NRC staff report. f A company ,77,,is,c,u,mb.ersome and renders ttest /of the GAR tDe tavemagen e arm of harard an a blan pnnnty sar taspeew, , 30 percent effecuve, be- have decetved the pubuc as they expert estimates that the nme requ'. red
,I'*8'** - *

noe ta the mornpiace ttw GAO saut.
have done time and ligaan ance the woeld be much longer.) Although W M has wt tu own stric-t nyn.

staats mieme' d a @ undy es In fact the agency sad OSHA ed ace
crists began a year and two days age, other repaars - of fant pcmps and sure standards for the repast crews - a

eMa know Ime many of us inspec-
fu see wt by the federM goe. f88*'588 (*8'f94 88"#4 * h*8"t3 88 noas coveres potened rammasaFor montha Met Ed ofBciais bave vulves - are behewed necesary, the
ernment As a remit, uet Ed offncials rime mN c'im 4**8'''r,AO atae said me Medaar'

stressed the urgency of venting, cla4m- NRC report places the highest pnertty seesumate that without verung, repair noid federat control prugrams tales Ning that vital equipment inside the on repairing the neutron detector, enns conid only wort inside the con. se tactaae many asenes et romanoa 8*'**? C'""'****'' ""*h "88-reactor but! ding ts in jeopardy due ta
tack of maintenance since the acco e Cean.ap of the radaoacuse water tainment for about 20 manutes before and cries preended tianed protec. '' **"" " *I '*8'' "
dent. Experts have asserted that taless tying deep in the containment batid. l''"C4 thetr maximans aheMe W ta the amsa mey ed h j n,

re 98se pmpass are broader ta .httle aetaanry" ever state actaen.ad he c 'the gas na vented and repairs are made. ***tus ack depr the Cg 4 usNI esp peopW to %the reactor atself may inalfancnon N pad aN Dm emm
again and spew pownt1Mly deadly rad > will be a far more difficult and datgre . atnon." said the pb>mcist, referring to nport we rahtm h coa. which has aethantT is regstaes
atton over tte central Pennsylvansa ous one because the level of radiattoa ti.a clean-up workers and cteerty asesenatasetts thumoart, piorth Care "***'**""*8*I**d"*Id*''''as thee matenals is much h:gher But unaware of the trony of has statement. staa. Te.aa Yarenas and Virgiata *****'''''*8'*"**C""**'*"**

maff'of the NRC cfficsally has ** ""'I d 'D* k#7P""* E4B2N85 7 has2 M I" 8"8U7 N ****P * "**3 d Yrsupported the company's postrion, fy, would reduce only minimady that On that bestt the compeny has inspecnon prog"m"as as de"se hat
mit

c!atming that the rekase would pone danger and darficulty. The larger con. elected to veut the ndiation over the faaea sa the amount of radiataos ,n,u e41u8pment were actually carned
no hazard to puMic health and noting tainment clean-ap wia not be started muntrystde of central Pennsylvanza, **'ned from medwat _ Keep equ1P

.

staars endarief legistanca pre
that clean.up in the reactor cannot for another year, according to .det Est and possibly Over hiutareds of thoe- "***' -

pcsed by t?aa sobremattee charmest
unr ualess the U mums of radao and PNy mo yeen mm m unds d peop6e ~ fw a mason d no 41)eightsaves a thestudydohave

2e t Jedte Glema (D. OhmL that
ac*tve gas trapped ine rowd the >RC Die NRC esumates that gnater persuasiveness then conve- taapectm2n pniyama tor Xray as mead c.med<nn rad.ation pro

A careful revww of the anc;s, haw. equipment to remove the gas witDout narece. #**** * *~ * d ""****I*''"*I'''''*na - met its goats for the frequency E'*"g*r*oe"pte%er, prriduces a fnndamentady differ * ""8 4 ' " * 'E ThBm far the NRC has scpported of chm 4Eg Get W M[aapment ha
Esacy

'ent concleslog; that dismaying decision. For the NRC 88* ' l* Workers can enter the contain. e in its special task twM asws> Cotamissioners to authort:s such ament buildtng to perform masnte ment of the Clean-ap operatFJas at yMI. pian, when they meet to COnside* the
nance chens regarcless of whether :ompleted late last acnth, the NRC maner next mooth. wesid prove to thethe kryptrn has been reieased. The careful y analyted rae release of kr7P pitopte at pennsytventa. and the na-krypton represents only one.lount of too. Although the staff alnmately rec- tina, beyond a shadow of a doubt that it
the amount of radianen 6n the maastve ommended to the NRC commissioners ts the ccnvenience of the nuclear m-Contanament Dullding housing the that the n6eaze be sped, Norinan dustry, and not the health and salefy 9f
reactor vesset which ts teparately 4 Haller who tended the task force- the pubhe, which is served by the
seaied and wnich contains even much agency,
more latense redacective mater:at The
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Jancer SocietyReportsIt Finds
New Ycrk Times Philadelphia Ir:quirer

Some Detection Tests Unneeded
March 21, 1980 March 21, 1980
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1110 ers t0 rayss.oumced a sweeping rewomum yemorday in
new -

e ..emo.- :=: -- .
~nte , ,se

-=--, samme , need tests UAuG chem gr' . . _ . ,,,p,,,,,,,,
and&amegenny reductsgMe ^. af euemar A f

h esctsty's asw Wh=== latanded. U - WH pcom. - . no.a.e e.e e, . - .-
- gfgreg . "'' " ' ' * * '""'"I'"'' 8"'"* *w as --only hr psopes who baie se symptoms af g g-

are designed to "eelsvw ansev - ''"*"'

emmcar., e some heaRh hensik as prewbus w''***' 8 'F ''' IO ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' 8'''"***'*Eandy
halfatossa stadwe that such earty

.escasty , es the public et Dans suces se 7 e.e e N "" ""' By e'l IcKee
de4ectio.n does s,ol redece mor.ta.lity ".d,elaye,d s,a,td age,I,G.,the'setiety sand.t gently reduced cent, risk and laouavee.m

'

essa w - h rey em ,d , e ca,o a mmo,d_.m. . .e , Dr. inn on - . ,,, em 4 3040*-bars peumedmus sf i3w society and gyins. m as,s NEW YORK - With evndence la, netwas carry a smad bes.th rtsk. and pec esamiaanos can be dose e=ery' *w aw as.ne'

Ptow Yest, anad at a preus triefhg.
, . 8''' 3 'eme a.nes '

creaang that early dereenos does so there is serious rish' of wasted time three to ftve years after age 'tenhapst et Besmut Senna asedical Cammer la
good ta treettag long cancer. The and moewy e nes nests are -falseposi.

i,,a,e g,,,,,,e a, roes coastuous formance,es emist ser peers
Agg - "" "'" American Cancer Society smad yesser. use. that a whom ener todicase atammge h f.ampTest Puery ,- , U I

m.f,ae a'Ranal
The sudary droppoihe pnasmof ad. em o'we

r ( hest a or rev the society- t =isi - - - m = - ~ mm- non m , .. own m.e .mo.em e -goes.d ,a ,-ommend. e ,,e,,ed ,,c mme,. e.,,.,,-

tut $sr ctgarems.amshms and etere WM tices,for the,use o.f X.t.e,ys,r.0 dete,c,t
,re,dK"aag C,h_eck,upta be,ncer

3p ca;. ne -.ty siso h-a.d -m ht -er b m- - e m d e,sbrees can. ne c e muses , ,,ee _,,e.,
mondernons for the Pap sment test loc argeC tomtiae seanal Efer chect- hamens to a ==***at report made puhec. e.w me e.wg yew e cervncal cancer and for tous to deter, ups. called mammogrammyuesresy, em utlich the secasty't use y

.
are based, these tesis ens,een SMO m,,,,,,,, s one the presence of casar d the over 30, those over og we,for womes-

asum pw for
so . ,,, a family ,, m

savanas co4on. rectam and breast, it did so og hastory of treest cancer and haslave est tems shows to increase a pa-
*e., so , , , , , , ,emut's chasess est surgtems hang cancer. the basis of a study by Dr David Edd7 over J5 with a phrnor.at bassory of Eddy seed that. parades 8 a y. If AB

even og es esses may duascs the dis , gg ,

of $*eaford Unassrssty of the cost of ' poesthee $w mu m
such tsma and ear ensennaamemselm us easty magma , ,,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , se,ess-

m ,,etons the surwnwat of
De secsery aim chmaged Rs emuv s, es,p ,,,.g , , , , , ,

when adt,s,ely they dontsM
e

brea.st can.cer Plow at a.lso recou,r
m,,e,m,c,e,,e.,nt fr,on D,r,$,es,mo_. ash.e3,

A mmen
em,.=m-- - . - -mm. . - - - - - -a.a m macgram a s oetage .acoce has e.he,,e,, o,whe, ee,,,

~ m h. e.
.e ,,,m,,,d me,,,d

a ons ,. women .ad - women e w ,e,,,, ,. --o m
yease" Sur an wasman 3 to G years and a an= =ans ,. . se.w., . w , de,,,e,

- ** vader 38 to decide with their doctors cancer can be cured, a appears so De
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(215) 732 - 1928 x 50

D r. Richard H. Vollmer, Director
Three Mile Island Support
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
1717 H Street. N. W.
Washington. D. C. 20555 X. AFFIDAVITS Number of Peges

Re Comments to Environmental Assessment for
Venting of TMI-2 Containment Atmosphere. Rad Z. mgan, .D. . . . . . 8

n, .D. . . . . . HDear Dr. Vollmer, .

Inadvertantly one section of the appendix, sub.eection G, ". APPENDICES
was omitted from our comments to the NRC Environmental Assess.
ment for the decontamination of the Three Mile Island unit 2 reac
tor building atmosphere. A. Psychological Stress . . . . . 22

This is the last sub-section of our apy.endices and E *# ** "I * * * **

therefore these three pages should be attached to the back. For
C. Fetal Hypothyroidism . . . . . 7your convenience. I have also enclosed a cover page for the

affidavits and appendices section which will make it easier to D. Leaks and Coverups . . . . . . 10
utilize.

E. NRC Advocacy . . . . 3
I will be pending our commente regarding the second

Addendum to the Environmental Assessment to you tomar ow. F. Necessity of Venting . . . . . 3
.

Yours eincerol * c. Decreasing Recommended Radiation Limits 3^
F

.

[
Bruce Molbolt, Ph.D.

Enclosures ,/ for the TMI Ingal Fund

2 copies Affidavit & Appendix cover page
72 copies of Appendut C.

sE
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April 22, 1980
TO: All News Media

FRO 4: Mayor Donald N. Criffith, hbanon, PA

FOR RELEASE: Immediate

Mr. James Ahearne, Chairman DATE: April 4, 1980
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 "H' Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20555 STATDFNT ON THREE Mlli !$ LAND

Dear Chairman Ahearnet
Met-Ed. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and other related agenciesAttached please find a statement from my constituent,

Donald Griffith, who is the Mayor of Lebanon, Pennsylvania. and companies, have been the subject of unprecedented concern throughout our

The statement concerns the venting of Krypton-85 gas local area, indeed even throughout the world, for over a year now. The residents
from the Three Mile Island nuclear facility and I would

**" #* *'""**I* * " * * * * * * #8 I* "" " ""
ft s

adverse physical consequences and very M mental stress during most el thisrm%
year, following the worst accident ever to occur at a nuclear power plant,-the

Robert S. dalker near-catastrophy at Three Mile Island.

The situation g upon us is this: The Nuclear Regulatory Commissionts L.

and Het-Ed have proposed that the radioactive Krypton 85 Cas be vented intoAttachment

CC: Honorable Donald N. Griffith ur atmosphere in order to render the containment building of Reactor Number Two

atC*S5 * for furt rC 88n-uP. N NMear Regulatory Mssion had ipsedci 1B ng

an n Pe yv a 7042 a fifteen day waiting period before initiating the venting, for the purpose of

public reaction and input. That waiting period has been extended and will be

over on April 17.

.

9

.
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2. 3.

3 ** ePPosed to this psoposed venting procedure. It's my firm action regarding so serious a questica. M wf us should turn our backs on
conviction that the trypton 85 Cas sheuld g be vented. I urge that the this responsibility.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission give careful consideration to this opposition, We must tackle the question of nuclear energy in an orderly, orgaalted

as it is a part of the larger voice of other public officials and many private manner--each of us using the avenues which we deem most effective.
citizens as well. I hope that before the April 17 deadline many other will Following a meeting three weeks age of the National League of Cities

add their voice to this opposition and call for a responsible solution to this in Washington,'D.C.,1 expressed to Jessie Rattley, President of the National

most difficult situation. There 3 alternative clean-up methods which could League of Cities, the need to establish a Nuclear lepact Committee, consisting

be employed which would g put radioactive material into our atsosphere, and of Mayors from every nuclear energy site in the country. De overall, general

one of them should be employed without delay..to espedite a quick TMI 2 clean.up. concern would ultimately be the future of the role of nuclear energy in the

The effects of low level radiation of living things are not fully United States. I an awaiting Jessie Rattley's response to my propsal and
understood. Our community is ng a test area and the people here have a moral, keeQ hope that sud a M e M M hh@g. 1 TH W W h
if not legal, right to be liberated from esposure to this radioactive gas. all those who can..to vocally oppose the venting of the Krypton g5 Cas from

Further, I strongly believe that the element of mental and emotional TN12 and I urge a public outcry againstthe approval of unjustified rate *

stress ,eust be allowed as evidence.with respect to hearings concerning Three Mile increases by Met-Ed as well as the recommendation of the acceptance of emotional

Island, Met-Ed and The Nuclear Regulatory Commission. De mental and physical stress as a major factor to be considered in any future decisions involving

health of humanity in the shadow of Three Mile Island or any other nuclear install- any nuclear site, including Wree Mile Island.
ation is of primary importance.

Matters of economics and convenience should be And finally, I strongly recomanend that those who wish to express their
considered og after the primary consideration is preserved, feelings do so by writing to public officials at all levels of government,

nere are those who say that nuclear energy will save the public a Particularly the Covernor of this State. Covernor Thornbergh will possibly have

tremendous amount of money--now and in the future. However, because of Three Mile the greatest influence on any decisions that any other figure at this time.

Island, we in the Met-Ed area have seen the la? gest increase in rates ever to be Re8Ponsible action can only be accomplished through responsible means.

Imposad upon us. Many feel that we are paying for someone else's mistakes and

tearing the economic brunt of the future of the entire nuclear energy industry.

We shoald not have to bear that economic burden alone. he final resolution of ~

the accident at the nuclear reactor at Three Mile Island inHiddletown, Pennsylvania

will affect the future of nuclear energy, indeed, the future of every human being,

throughout the United States and even the world. We in this area surrcunding

Three Mile Island asy never again be given the opportunity to create responsible

211
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Piga Two
Mr. Snyder
April 22, 1980

- . . cows. m.
~ .e.~

svare or umaywoo

onpaarmant or natumas assovacas period of tension now being experienced by local residents, 2)
tuncy armassinarum f amilies with school-age children would probably not be able to

tawes STATE OFHCI suiLDweG 1 eave the area except during summer vacation or over weekends,
**NAPOL's 2* 3) meteorological forecasting is not yet accurate enough tom asam predict good diepersion conditions f ar enough in advance for orderly

planning by those who would wish to leave, so tension may well
April 22,1980 be increased between the time of Commission approval and occurrence

of suitable conditions, and 4) the proposal lends some feeling of
validity to allegations that the expected dose levels are of a

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder magnitude worthy of avoidance. While professing no special expertise
Program Director in predicting quantitative psychological irpact, we do not feel the
TMI Program Office, NRR p~roposed f ast purge. concept of fers any net ,)sycholog ica Fad va nt age .
USNRC - - -

7921 Norfolk Avenue The methodology proposed for the f ast purge is also treated
Bethesda, MD 20014 in a sketchy manner by the assessment. The limiting criterion

for the purge rate is expressed as 3 mrem / hour skin dose rate at the
Re Addenda 1 and 2 to Draf t maximum point downwind. The model to be used for calculating the

Envirorsnental Assessment allowable purge rate from this criterion and current meteorological
for Decontamination of the data has not been described, however. We note froan our own experience
Three Mile Island bnit 2 that calculated hourly dispersion coef ficients can be expected to
Reactor Building Atmosphere fall within a factor of two of the predicted value about 50% of the
(NUREG-0662) time, and within a factor of five about 75% of the time. This

means that, unless a rather conservative model is used, the fast
Dear Dr. Snyder purge could have a significant probability of overshooting the

maximum intended total dose value, stated in the Environmental
These comments and recommendations are submitted on behalf Assessment as 10 mrem skin dose, by deviation of a single hourly

of the State of Maryland. They reflect our review of the subject dispersion coefficient from its predicted value. It is not clear
adde nda , and should be considered supplemental to Maryland's whether of fsite dose rate monitoring would be suf ficient to detect
comments on the base docunent (NUREG-0 6 62 ), as transmitted bY this event rapidly enough to prevent an actual overshoot of the
my letter of 31 March 1980 to Mr. Richard vollmer. The Maryland total dose objective. Although such an event could not create
Governor's Ccunmittee on Three Mile Island has reviewed the addenda a dose rate suf ficiently high to be dangerous to exposed individuals,
and submitted to the Governor its own report, which is appended. it would certainly increase psychological impact and create further

credibility and public confidence dif ficulties for the remainder
The subject addenda address the psychological impact of of the cleanup operation. The originally proposed purge program,

the current situation and describe a variation on the method by virtue of its much lower target hourly dose rates, poses no
for purging the containment buildj ng which the NRC staf f recommends substantial risk of overshooting the total dose criterion during
to reduce psychological impact. Although not stated explicitly the purge.
in the Environmental Asessment addenda, it appears that the only
benefits to a short (% 5 day) purg period would be 1) to "get In summary, we believe the Addenda 1 and 2 to NUREG 0662
it over with* as quickly as possible for the exposed individ ua ls, f ail to7esiiodstrate7=ttMerthe feasib111ty70r~ argr7tet psychological
a nd 2 ) to facilitate the desire of some individuals to leave advantage or the fast purge " option. '' We' recommend that the --

~

the area during the actual purge. However, the addenda fail to C5ininissiori rieject this option in favor of the purge program which
adequately explore these advantages, and they neglect such wquid use real-time meteorological data to minimize the highest

-

disadvantageous factors as 1) the inherent delay of including off.sI W ifose.~~
this option in the decis.on making process is prolonging the

*

Sincerely,

~ N ' ( ,d. .t

steven M. torn, Ph.
Director, Power Plant

Siting Program3g p,

*
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m menra roussresar stage of the review process. This change in the preelausly recommanded plan say ,

increase feelings of uncertainty about the safety of the venting process itself. ,raa as meessamm - .Naarta me nm v

(2) teille me can not he definite about psychological facters. the..
.

April 18. 1g00 I smehers of our Committue deuht that the 5-day plan " offers the best appertunity
i to minimiae the degree of psychelegical stress to persons in the vicletty of the
[ plant". The laylicatten that seer persons may wish to leave the aree ever the

; the 60-day venting is haaerdams, which me de not helleve to be the case.5-day wanting period seems to same of our Ceemittee to encourage the view that*
a

1he Nonorable Harry R. Hughes .
. 6

Governor. State of Marylend (3) The 5-day plan would in fact delay the decantamination process ~

Annapolis Maryland _ 21404 because it would require several pore manths to prepare for leptementing this
alternate plan.

Bear Governor Hughes:
Advantages of the GS-day program include:,

jlhe fierch 31,1g00. with your approval, un sent to the U.S. Nuclear Angulatory<

Commission our comments and recessendations en the Draft NRC Staff Report NUREG-0562 (1) The possib1Hty of better artehgical chMca for reh- |
I in which a proposal uns made to vent krypten gas from the Unit 2 reactor building at
l Three Mile Island over a 60-day period when the meteorological conditions efe (2) .Better feedbach of monitoring data to optimise release centrol. ~
i suitable. Our report was appended to that of Maryland's Department of Health and

legatal liygiene and its Department of Natural Resources in uhose reccomandations we (3) Leuer radiatten levels dering purging (although the total amount
Concurred. of radioactive gas released umuld be the same).

IThe NRC has -mou presented tuo addenda to NUREG-0662 for public comment. Thus, we have concluded that the 5-day venting program offers no
Addendum #1 describes in a general may studies designed to measure possible mental psychological, economic, technical or pubitc safety advantages ever the 60-day
health effects resulting from the proposed action of releasing krypton gas from the Program. and may indeed offer significant disadvantages.
reactor. We cannot comment on these studies because insufficient details are 3, resented.
but we util examine the results of such studies with great diligence when they are As we how stated pmvlously, ut believe that the original 60-day

4 avaliable. We agree that any consequences of the krypton release to the public ts no radiatten hazard to the public and therefore is the''"
h ##*heelth are likely to be psychological rather than any physical effects of radiation.

*

In addendum #2, a proposal is made to purge the reactor building in a Sincemly.. *

period as short as approximately five days by using the purge system in conjunction
}
.

uith the hy& ogen control subsystem which had been proposed as the sole mechanism
for the release over the 60-day period. The reacter' building purge system is an
existing system originally installed for purging the reactor building atmospnere henry N. Wagner, Jr., M.D.
during normal operation or maintenance conditions. Chairman.

] Neryland Governor's Committee.
L

4 Calculations made by the NRC indicate that the factor limiting the proposed en Three Nile Island
5-day release would be the beta radiation dose to the skin which would be limited to h3 arem in any one hour and a maximum drse to any one person of 10 ares. This is .j

' two-thirds of the annual maximum allouable dose of 15 arem permitted for the general ;cc: Mr. Charm R. M* h*population under their existing license. Secutary.
In our opinion the disadvantages of changing from a 40- to a 5-day Department of Health and Itental flygiene

#I
,",ry]a horelease program argue against support of the 5-day plan: g, g

; (1) As did some numbers of our Committee, some citizens may be led to Mr. James B. Coultermonder uhy the neu S-day proposal mes not presented for public comument until this - Secretary.
Department of Natural Resources

j
Tames State Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

.

- ;
.
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, , a * ,% . typical z of 2 km for Brookhaves . (single au 126 cases. These desnbuuons are shows in Fig. &

g effectrue rouncek we divided measurements ento two The anost narrow distribution (solid curve) was ob-,
1- o * , , op datant,* range:s < 4 km(llcaseland a > 4km(30 tamed uses Brookhaven dupersion estunaam and a

caseek The psometric mesa e(c,,,de was 3.79 for a single eNacuve booyancy source (geonutnc meses eg, ,.

< 4kan and 8.25 for s > 4km, when Brookhaven c,,,/c.,,,, = 130k A somewhat broader dernbution,_ , ,
disperssos estunates were used With PasquR pern- (dashed curwel was found orth the Pasqen Teveere e a
muters, the geometric means were 0.53 for a < 4 km (1964) approach, dropping one stabihty clase, ando

1~ Pagum Class O and i 16 for s > 4 km. In W cases,se ddwence unmg md W Wancy suces L ensa
" ' " " " " between the erar and far reschs were signi6 cant. The c dc , = 107) Note that these two distnbwoons

underestunated soncentranons otnamed usms Pan. are essentially the same for c,,,ge > 8 3. The
e i e i i e n i gialt paramesers for a < 4km were due to over- lugher percentage oflow c ,,gr values found with3.01 R ob .3 J .5 , a 2 5 le meimared estances to mamunes concentrateen. (This the sacond approach wasdur in part,toovereetanates

see was opermily true for Pasqmn claie C, where she of x For reference:, we also show the distrebunoa
Fig 1 " ground level SOscoessetratione ss a Inertion old- dansese for Pangwg typical predictoil s. was about 34 km ) obtained enh the f aulmE, Turner W spproech
Desalnhtycemen,Tereat method M--

- " ts model predecusesienhd her)lar ff), - wres la contrast to the above $ndmgs. geometric means (without droppeg a stability class) and indivJuel
Equaese 4. (M is 16mm everaset) ofc,,ge.,,, were 1.20 and i 17 for a < 4 kan and a > stack buosancy flones (geometra maae c,,gt -
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Tehae & saammary of eseperimean boosee snesserad and predzied youndased 50s MWM 020) This last dentr& men is entremely lwood, moth T he Marylord . eld espeunanie d:Rer m aN respects

"*8 ''*"I about 38* eof the predecial concentratsome less than Fret.she plumes are buoy sat and indmay gree due to
half of turbulence danes phume risa,er e,,,.e m . .t mat the mies ured values Many of th.e under. s.etI.generased-ra.o. - for s

e,rea ca
.c. .ro aus .e ,.ar,e -wlm,e mae,.m ohe.r s .e,e ,r_,a,m.s . ore t- .e,an.,.eu ., e.t

e - e 2 en e--e - oua< nce ao c m,r
,,=,, , , , , , , , , , , , ne -, ge- s, ,t .r. uhs fo.nd - this i.et a,, roach m s s gm.ca.t , cases .Isman ,s.i.e gro. thor.a,ne.sof Pae.u nm>

. nim > _.m. a,,mt e, .au m a er .Pae,.estami na P ost anal,s em,-a.t
ci sD ot.o.idsee,s.mor,. e,,,s

,

, , , , , , , , , , , ,,a,,,, o.or wise d.em
unsensin manied came D* CP M - D CP M D CP M sme* Pasquil curves to tall stack r-ta= -a th S

s e sources are elec.ased so.t. hat planes indully are
,he -

3. s,s. ent t. ce s-a .a. a'' "
(tm) . te lii lii '" t" !" !!'-ed * '.

- m .-~ ^m-a -~ M. .rameno

;;, t: ; espect.enose. rape.d deperson with downemd .etance
"mi. o.a. * .= ~ ,, for .a. . a.e. secem i. hora or, e-,,; ;;; . t.", ;", ,,t .e,m,,. -tm. d.e.ers.o. co..ec.r e .o.d. ons ch.-

'- =i , . ., is. c-,~ m a,-
D . . .. u. . n n ne - cor i

- f .e es.re st.o. .m.se. .e
M data na at < aa are.na r .e a - .a.

. rd. A .. .= ... in .. i= n n - cim s c- he -,i m ia mi. 6, a - -a *~ ovaa aa D-rm.
Twemr; drop one B 3 08 8.t9 ces 22e 3.28 - 4.33 13 e7 at 39 dierences between the Maryland empennients and 1976a) The point ,sqmres further investigata.s A

. mnemany ea,a C 0se 3.71 L24 2.13 in Ies el M H
those from which the empncal sigma curves were thed deference is that the Maryland power plant anos

m pseunal Ess les 24$ $H - San 45s 32 22 59 25 desermmai Fira consider the Pasque curve 6 These are charactenced by a larger serinia roughaees
a g ee 1t5 So weredeveloped from neutrany buoyant tracer velesen (al0ces to mIm) than that of the Praine Grass*

.-e a 2.2s se 31 M at ground level over a smooth eerface (Praine Grass Ea Thg of couns would Irad so acreased
mir grookhess C 22e 2 33 22 r

. Finsuy, the stack plume data more solEmperiments, surface roughams height er 3 cm. Pa> d_ ,
U.ma s A . 96 188 78 9*II. Im) and groumibwel concentrusos measur* Recsed at distanas where the PaequU curves are

*
e

3 3 1 12 129 n 44
ments out to distances of I km from the source The eenentinny entrapolatens

for reege.J C t ot . ' 241
D 0 03 . # mgma curves for disiances traiter than ihm were The TY A curwe are based en behsepte sampleng ef

surapolatsons taased me "some empenmental data"
sos la buoyant plu.me frern power plaat stache,* D = Dicknese.CP = Chalk Poem, M = Msrseasown. aa nM h PagmW (N)m % mee encenem Mase rmghn.e at c plants b nW b same as at

Mme: See Tabas 3 for sermber of cases is each etsheer sine than the curves within I kat she htaryland sites Despite these sunalarsia, TVA

-. - _ _ _ _ _
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wen eaperseed for the Pasquil asannidy cimase,m most Teress approache as weg as use of e,did nos yveacenrol essna serves underatismote ' . der shows that a relevant stehehry parameter for charao, esses Hposeer, a sigadcant descrepeacy enmis for good results The suceean er bdureetthane , , -termenad Green the preent a, . Uederpre- terwas edusion in convectree mammg layers is the Psaludl clees D - neutral eratnhty. Wdhe and wesempiamed seiernmofikecrnena med nedsternuse
shctaans af cseeswind disparmee ought be dian to team elmeen wed apsed a to the convocate velocsty Desrdorf gewe se vales here for e/w, omse preum- a"simbibty class *and by the smilarmens er dderances
ddarence ie the merhod ofcalculeteg e,(Weil,19Mg scals w, swee by

ably is would be guise large (small heat Sus en beswese she Maryland esperiments and the Adeses,

Vaamse of s, menserad as the TVA work are repre-
Eqamase 11) while valuss kein the 6 ski desa range anals spoe which the approaches were based Cor-sentatrae of the vertical spread about the essrly **"N,,' UII from aboin 4 se &

h seletion of Brookheses and Pasqudl unatalde stabibry
- P ase centroid and de aos take into Turbulsar selecisms wittua the muums layer male enh

Field and laboratory da+a for a resenceed range of cinesen with s.%r, gave einperical support se shr, as aaccomit verucal plume , (Gartres er et, w, elule the largs convectm eddies scale a was wuh
er, are also compared in Table & The lower lume of more unversal parameter for de6ssag stehdity in1965) ohich unas be eoesidered is predaches ground Af, Bened en laboratory sesselstaons of esutra8y the moquality(l.2 s e/=, s e 0)casermthatdienson unstablecoadinoma The siw, . ' aleeshowed-. Furthermore, the TVA seutral cerves buoyant perucle ddusion lose a con ecem mines anons the phume ano can be ignored whde the upper that the Turner (1964) crearm were beamed towardare esectualy entrapolmions beyond about 3 km. layer. Wdhs and Desadorf derned estunates of shr, bois e unposed to satufy thesonddios that the lpealk of aestral stabday whom aestable condmons actuallyBrookhawee angma curves were derrved from asus- appropnets se the PesquE and Brookhaven unstabte the assag layer be h-e by coevectsve surbul . saatet

sdy buoynet tracer seleases kom a M64m high mack stahdity deansa The maganado ete, and e, as a given sace(Wdle and Des orf.1976bt (About 20% of the . Several anossalous - _ts near the Chantm a forensed area troughaus length about I m; Hanna datance and the degree of manabehty secrease as e/w, caess were outside the range of the moquahty ) For the Poet and Morgantowe plaats indicated that the widese et,19775 Ground-Isval concenaration maneurua decressa
Brookhaven parameters (Wed algonthat, the agree- rwere bordereg these please increened sabelity denngseems wee made e at to about 80 km kein the stack. The sensatency of she Weil (1974) and Turner ment between Seid s/w,'s and Wilho and Densdorf daytmie sad aalubeted vertcal dupersion. Such anoss-

Veracal standard deveanoes (calculated frees the 0964) methods d hg stabikty was moted hee by values improves scenderably for class Bs whde it ahes were noe found as Ddernos.whsch was in moreFound4e*al . meewed e, and ans ' compermsvalesasefs/w.cmiculated komtheSenddata wonens shghtly for class B,. Wuh the Turner ap- underm (and solheig) terram The mapmcal ap-poo characteristus umag the Gammaa plume equa- to these gwen by W gz and Deardorf (It?6s) and proach, some change is sneen s/w,4 escur, but the preaches for predstmg depermos did set addras
mon) mdirectly take into account vertual plume Desrdoef and Willie 0974) Swface heat Sua b.

Irende are shout the sasse as those obtemed using a0 such problema.ausgestmg that a more gear tal model n
. Akhough the Drookhaven empenments Equanoe 01) was essened proportional to solar the dam acaded.do not umulate buoyancy cGesth the - ' non insolatson as neemt ontbar. Akhough the is a crude The reelts found bare show that the Turner (1964) Concentration predictions near the etacks (whhee '

should be asse important dunns anstable condaions asunats of heat Sua,tho dopendomm of e, om g is qate stabshay criteria are strongly biased toward neutral n 2s.) were lugher when plume rue was calcuisiedbeenues sentment turbuleece should becosne the weak. A typical -vehse of w, a 2 m s-5, cond8hons when unstable condmons actually esas. for andmdual buoyancy Rease lhom two adjacentdommaat deperung mechaasse sher I or 2 kat Field and laboratory valuss of e/w, are comparod ie RecaN that 30*/, of the data Isil mie PasqueR cleas D stamisp than for a omgle eNet:tne buoyancy gua. The
Of as the dtfaisoon trials, the Praine Grass Esperi- TaNe & Fest consider mesa values using at of the whee choos% stabibty by the Turner approach. The buoyancy flua that resuhad is best agreement between

metus (Pengeti curves) are probably meet dienundar dem (The number of caess fallms wulun each stabihty improper desagnanos of the en tral stabshty conditme snessured and calculated ground-lesel concentratsons
to the Maryland ta8 stack asedise. The TV4 empen- cines is given is Table t)The s/w. rates are separated a one of the agor cauess for depanty basesen vaned enn the dispersion parameters chassa Most
monts probably have the most cosaparable sowce and detsactly for the Brookhaven statnhty claenas as mes . to ased calculanons when the emnodiAsd conustent concentration predicuoan were obw
terrasa condstions but are limsted by plans sampling, selected by We(e algorithat This was to be espected Turner approach is used. . wth a us4 s efectwo buoyaacy sousce and Brook-I
apsciauy in the case of e, For ensrable condaions,the smes Wars algonshan desengasha the B, and B, [. The success of the Wed algonthm ie detagashang havse daspermoe gerameters However,thr probissa of
Brooktaven espenraents are probably aiost snailar to classes by mese wind speed in the nuams layer. the two Brookhaven unstableclasses he in the use of plume mergmg and enhanced rue requem a maorethe Maryland studies. Change a e/w, were comed more by vanatacas in wind speed for chooseg a stabihty class. (Use of e/w, sensral analyncal trestament than used hora SmA a
Caminios (staMry slasses edre w/w omd speed (factor of 10) thee se y, (factor of 3h The would be better,is pnaceple ) By the same loken, the treatment should les tested agh an esteneve est ef 6sid

Geld values of a/=, are consmaant wah the Wdbs and lack of wed speed as a parameter for chooses observations of plume rue and omd tunnel or water
o

Theoretzal work (Drardorf.1972) and laboraeory Dcardorf value for stems B, but nos for class B, at stabihty classes is the TVA approach severely hosts channel sesnulations.
studes(Wahs and Deardorf,1976e; 1976b; 1978) have D4erson and Chalk Posnt The e/w, ration are also that appronclL The TVA approach mess only verhcal ,

tesr perature gradaents at plume altitude to dastingash Adas '
. The aarbor otheo=ledsus E

stainhty. Because the teroperature gradants at pluene eni M . Incorporated der sepplyens the AsM
aluttede of several hundred Insters are close to seesensmenes used in the paper; f. 3. Omenop sur *

TeMe & C _ etosatuluy claseas weh e/w, adasbetic in both neutral and unstable conditaans,the mesua esser ar the
p g

g,,- .

_,,,,,,i,,,,,,,,,g
. p_ ,TVA approach makes se distinction between theseonly mas wet .CY Uend

AB data 12 s W, s 64 two stabihty condasons This was also pointed out by W. Fuem sur es paese m eest, sag the desa, sed E Masles
ashhsions mean W. arutiensat moon s#* Heat 3 er af,(1977) and 3 Jenne har sesseenese es she --igs Thee oorb

pas Dn. en e/w.) (5ed. Dev. is stir ) was by the Marytned Poes Plant Sang Psogeman,
Depenases af Natural Eseousca under Ceneress Number

ashsnoe method cines D CP M D CP M Walks and bannterf & (We% amea5 6MM
Brookhaves, was 2t$ 2a2 2 Il lal 13s 2.27 The applecatnhty of yc%ral empirical enethods for
HM41 algasuke g8 IJ2OJ81 (08s) (D 90) O 32) 31.73) g|Up) predsteg depermos % |Je Gausuas plane formula gg,ggggg

447 1 76 4 03 4 42 4 39 4 03 was es aluated with esessureaments ofcreasemd demper.B' 490(1 741 Q 06) 40.79) itM9) 0.30) (0.79) sion ard ground level 50, concentranons downwmd Apphed Physus Labermory. Johns Heph.no Uenenky
Pengueil. GiSord, t 98 3 33 3 gs 3.23 et the Deckerson. Chalk Point, and Morsantown U"31 Didenee Sne, Poes Ptant Sue E.aluenom tar
Teresr A

1031) 51.39) p35) 4042) pcear planis A totalof $26caess was analyand tander 'D'"epu erosis of E a
1.54 *

m
1 32 1 90 2 78 1 18 128 5 13 convectne er nesoneutral stabildy conddions. Sness O A (1910) Some recers anagess of piano eine,

222 ,

0.31) Uss) (1 21) O 6t) 0 13) 10 80) Satefactory results were found when usmg Brook. ohnevanons Paper . -a 2nd dependensiCless
3 10 1 01 1 79 5 65 2.78 1 70 basse deperuon parameters selected by We(s (1974) Air Csagress, Easheates, D C. Paper No Mt BE

400 AH 841 0 441 8 23) U s?) (Lle) 0 23) algarsthm or Panetmil eford ugmacurves chosen by
"39'E ass

Sa0 4 98 3 93 3 10 337 3,, Turner's 0964) unethod, but shshed to the seat mm* Am Mas Sec Bonesa, MA.D
O.11) 0 22) (1 02) 0 I4) (tJ93 (IA2) unstable stabehty clast The TVA and unnmdined Denidose t W.pt?2) Nomencal e6mngassem ef asureland
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As a veteran of 33 years in the nuclear business, I afR very groerned aboute
ins-us5Ameises Meneersinspesi ssamy. neame, M A. W,es enM76et.denamatchecesi ne,imummeda"

Marr med power passes Jane c.( es Appareme(= the lingering raMawtive materials in M-2.Penges F. 09su m admemme of as et a
^

enmeeneL Ms. Meg. m 33 49. Pedimese Messeredagy, set tste Cap. Cseh tpp 30S-3846
Pengue F. 0973) some espen selseios se nedshes et Aum Men ses,Seem MA Durirq ny 10 year stint at the Hanford operat. ion we dealt with snassive quanti-^

in hamedery leyer. Papares by Nwe Castes Wall C asd jepme A F.OM7)Eveinemes ef deGennae
mese t , ser - Premmase Aseery, phnee medes as es Dichsenes pees pies, ^ ties of radioactive SInterials in the Various reactors and Chemical separat1Nas.

Rd Ms SPA 4 sip 7$481 _- ^ IB,9ea-9m Plants.
PengeeB F. Unel AnemopheHe "n,:

.
er wene sse e. ' - pimemory - - , br*

je WdhsG E and Doesdest3.W 0976 ) AInheresory model
amenese pteme mademas ten
ter ebenge se es Tesear workbeek vehses Eavesessesseel g. Ja a Mee. ser. nea,427-des Sudt operaticns were etsiductai lazy befcre the develqunent of the gresent NIC
Pueescues Agency. Bd W EPA <10lW764306 Wdhe G. E. and Deerdorf A W. 09'664 On the see of IB9UI3tioD8*

Scremen R. A 0957) Pen V: Propense of me asseatme Taylor) mansindes hypsehens br Mmean to the pened
omend had emaaneie.mde Ae- hyw O. Ja a Ma ser rea, sI7-sn We developed one cardinal rule that ws folkMed with religious fervcr.mespherer - 8. 413 419

Wiais G. E and Doessert&.emd somme sehen audske
W 09781 Abberocarysedyof

sesm a A.eed smen M r.usen - menom as
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tem os dr
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Die reascning behind this rule is fairly sinple, men rar%wtive materials
are in a location not formally intended for their routine handling, one can
rot be ahanlutely sure that such a ncri-standard ewirorument will crmtinue to
grevail for 1mg periods of time.

'Ihe M-2 plant was not desicpini to house large anoints of gaseous Kryton,
raMnar tive meter, or damaged rasclear fuel for long periods of time. 'Ihe loca-
tirm of these materials in 'IMI-2 is not one where the notarials can be nunagnd
ard ocntrolled in a normal routine manner using equipment and methods desigried
for that purpose.

Extraordinary steps should have been taken to remove these rWwtive anterials
imunediately after the M-2 accident.

Because so noch time has gassed, it is even more urgent that this action be
aootsplished inmediately.

M-
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h interests of ptblic safety are rot being served by having the clearap MsM%. Pennsylventa 17120
&x:isims opm to public & tate ard political h11rq ard dealirq by special
interest grtags. IIIIII87-2488
%e M-2 situation nust ocmtinue to be viaal as an mergmcy, ard emcutive 24, 1 W
actica is requiral to articulate this goint to the Isblic ard forirulate inani-
late plans to deal with it. B . James J. Frf tz '

Professor of Cheaf stry
An catpnization exists tcxhy + hat has the emerienm ard talet to carry out The Pennsylvania State thtversity
imediate clearme acticms at W-2 mis is A&niral Rickover's Msval Reactors 152 Onver Laboratory
tranch of IXE. thive@ty Part. Pennsylvente 16802

--

It is urged that such an organization be assimed ocuplete responsibility fm Omar Dr. Fritz:the cleamp, with the assistmoe of cther participatirn organizations caly to
the extet that they can cxmtribute to this cbjective.

Your proposal conceratag the resevel of 85 from themis assigrmmt should cxne about by executive order ard the clearnp decisims TMI-2 reactor butiding has been referred to this office.
resund frtzn public debate. %e only restriction strnssted is that any evinn-

State un have ne special expertise in this area, we haveammtal dispersal ptxJram nret existirq disdurrge limits. mis is ro tim to
taken the liberty of forwarding your proposal to the Nuclear Regulatoinsist, for political rtssons, that erwiramantal dischartps be 5x or 10x or
Cometssion for their consideration. They have constdered other propose s100x lower than rormal limits. By polongirq these clearap actions we are
in their d6eiston-making process and we feel coeffdent that they will dejeopardizing the health ard safety of the public. likartse yf tir yours.

It is rusnarkable that the TMI-2 plant has been so wil designal that it has, ide great 1 fateup to this point, cxmtainst these raMWve noterials that are in the wrtng and assure you that J Propose will be given overy consideration.
" "

plams or in a damaged ghysical state.

I as crmfidet that the sublic, part1Marly the resiamts living near 1NI-2,
will react well to the prosceed acticm. to assim such a task to a pofesicmal
organizaticm that has an outstanding track record in rarlear safety will be Stacerely yours,
Imorpized ty the ptblic as sourd and timely action by your executive office.

I trust ycma will give thme troposals your serious consideration.
Themes 78. (;erusty. Ofrector
Bureau of Radiation Protection

TE/h
Rhert B. Richards

cc: serusty
/da tea m gang

P. Senzhoff. Governor's Officecc W. Ciaries W. Disran - Secy. of Enmyy, IIE fg; Mr. John F. Ahearne - Oiairiinn, NRC M* * "
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.1. Removat of the Krypton from'the liquid 'xygen product'could be carried'
*

o
. out off-site if desired, stace the quantity and leve( F radioactivity ta'the '- ero e, march,31, .1960 ' product would both be quite low. .

*

,

. -. *
.

, 4.' The final separettoa e f Krypton free the cuygee could be carried out by,a
+-- - .

- - , number of other possible methods, particular if done at another locaties where
. Bon. Richard Thornburgh

,. p*P other separattaa methods (distilletica, gas chroestography) were feasible.Room 225 _

Mata Capital Bu11 din 8 I shell be glad to discuss the Erypton removal further if desired. The possibility. Earrisburg, Pennsylvsata 17120 4 of removing it by air 11guefactica sessuggesend to me by Warren W. Miller (retired) .os - . . . of our Department, and W. A. Steele contributed techatesi data and suggestions' '.~ Deer,Sira.. . . . s .r for geprovement. I'm sure either of them would be prepared to contribute further,.
.a

- as well.
Th_is conceras the problee of removing radiomettve Erraten-85 free the air
contataed la the reactor but ading at Three mile Island withour fur + w g , ,' re that the necessary technical advice ca liquefaction processee sadu
conteelsettaa of the environment. This problee is very similar to one ! equipment could be obtained from Air Products and Chemicale Co., la the Allentown

..aeacountered anny years ago, that of isolattag traces (parts per billica) of ,

area.
acetylene la very large volumes of air. I believe that the same solution.
could be applied at Three Mile Island, as fo110=e8 ,,

Sincerely yours, ;/ v
'1. Pump the contaminated ear to the talet of.a s= ell (1 to 2 ton / day) *

oxygen liquefactica unit. A unit of any reasonable of 1ciency would .kconcentrate more than 994 of the Kryptoa is the liquid { oxygen product.
J. Frits2. Pass the 11guld oxygen through s' bed of adsorbent such as silica gel, Professor of Chemistry

.
'

where the Krypton will be selectively adsorbed.
.

3. At periodie latervals, allow the adsorbent bed to ware up and pump
the Kryptom gas tato storage cylinders for remeval and disposal.

JJF/bbs
A sketch of the proposed scheme is attached With reasonable process control,

..it should be possible to remove the Krypton without building up a large Bac1.
concentratica of radioactivity at say stage and with no more then 1-25 escaping
to the atmosphere. Details os ladividual steps follows

1. The ' simplest way of removing the air from the containment building is to
omaneet a vent to the Salet of the air compressor of the liquid osygen unit,
allowing pure air to replace it through a second vent as far from the first as
possible. For the simplest reasonable flushing scheme, it would be necessary

'to process about 50 million cubte feet of air to flush out 90% of the Krypton,
twice that enount to remove 99%. Any f avorable features la the destga of the
building would reduce thes,e amounts.

2. A 11guefactica unit taktag 200 ejbic feet of air would remove the
contaetasted air at the rate of about a per day. Such a unit is quite small
by industrial standards. If a portable unit of this size is not available, the

,need could be met with two or more smaller units. (Obviously, the process could
be speeded up by use of a larger liquefactica unit.)

AN EQUAL OPPORTbNITY UNIVER$f7Y

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - --_ _ _____ _
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'I Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Progra:n Office *

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. 8. Nuclear Regulatory Cossaission

2 Washington, D.C. 20555
) | Dear Dr. Snyder:,
a ep

y g 4 g ;g 4
-

This is in response to your letter of April 21 to me along with; Ag certain booklets you supplied with respect to the decontaminationg .

O r r of TMI Unit 2. I appreciate your soliciting my comments which I. .
,, %

* O i assume was done because of my position as Chairman of the Creater
}] $ i Harrisburg Area Task Force " Forward".

"

"I.a w a
,( I have reviewed the materiala you sent and speaking for myselfg' g ^,,

** 4 p* primarily I do believe that the entire Task Force would, if it4 y

O2 *

)..o. O' 2 } ,*. were put to them, join :ne in supporting a purging of the krypton* 4

OO." g gases in conjunction with a hydrogen control subsystesa such as
more fully explained on page 6-48 of Addendum No. 2 to Pamphlet,

- OC C 3 NUR.G-0662
88? J. ~
" ** .

Thank you for your consideration in bringing these matters to oura. ,,

? RkO k attention.
8 * R :

,Y ~ * Very cordially yours,a. -
-

'

g

p.

. . , . .d.aru. m.t, ,r.

h i- --

, :t. a- :
* "

l'

Tk "
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April 25, 1980
LEBANON VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

RESOLUTION ON CLEANUP OF TMI

f * ** **
The Lebanon Valley Chamber of Commerce would like to urge

S W that the NRC and the Cormnonwealth of Pennsylvania assume the
Washington, DC 20555

much needed leadership to resolve the problem at TMI. Our

Dear Mr. Ahearne: Chamber of Commerce believes that the emotions of our citizens
are important, however, the individuals entrusted with the

Enclosed you will find a resolution where we believe your
Commission should proceed as quickly as possible with the responsibilities of protecting the health and safety of the
cleanup of TMI. We believe the venting is the best alternative,
and that the Commission should decide accordingly, citizens should be permitted to carry out their functions.

It is also necessary, we believe, to take this problemIt is imperative that we protect the interest of our
consumers and that your Commission has the expertise to make
the best decision for all parties involved. out of the political arena and permit the knowledgeable

We sincerely appreciate your efforts to date, and we individuals 'to proceed with clean up operations. people mention
look forward to an expeditious cleanup of TMI.

the psychological impact, but they must realize that the problem
Our Chamber believes it is time to trust your agency and

exists and it is time to resolve that problem. Consumers realizethat individuals should do the same.

what it is costing them, but do they realize that the commercialAgain, thank you, and we hope that a decision will be made
in the near future.

and industrial businesses are paying the same increases? Total
Very truly yours'

additional costs for replacement power for the residential,
LEBANON VALLET CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

commercial, and industrial users amounted to over $1,000,000

g n,, 4 for the month of January in our Lebanon area.

David L. Wauls
Executive Vice President,

DLW/ cay << 'f

Enclosure g' N-

y %-g'
' '

cc ..rold .to.

/ ww
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Our Lebanon Valley Chamber of Commerce urges the April 25,1980
following:

The NRC and the Commonwealt h of Pennsylvaniaa.

start making decisions necessary to resolve Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactorthe problem'at TWI. Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

. b. : The politic'ians start trusting.the knowledge- *

able individuals on this sub. lect and curtail Dear Dr. Denton.

rhetoric that incites people rather than Thank you for your letter of April 18, 1980. The stress on
leading to a rational decision. going full speed ahead with the purging of TNI-2 does nothing to put to

rest my concerns. .To say in response to the proposal for entombment
that this is "not a viable alternative to its disposal since s se

The clean up process should proceed with the """ "* "I I* " * * " * *I* ***"# " * ' " * " " " * "'I # * "I*

c.

If the radioactivity is immobilized in concrete where will the uncontrolled
governmental agencies responsible for the process " ***** * "8 #""

being given the authority to proceed and to ensure Clearly the NRC is dealing with symbols, not reality, in a
situation where mistakes are going to kill people. The purging is a

the health and safety regulations are met, symbolic reaction to show the "dann the torpedos, full speed ahead"
spirit. Your own data make it clear that exposures to workers in the

Our Lebanon Valley Chamber of Conwnerce believes the clean up containment will quickly exceed NRC limits whether the Kr-85 is purged
It shows that most of the radiation is not coming from the gasor not.

proceNN hhould preweeMI un <pe trkly n >e p.mwihle and that the citizens

should have respect and confidence in those individuala making * ** * * * "*
analysed (as in my letter to Nat"" g* * hows almost a doubling of thes

those decisions, infant mortality rate after tE accident. If NRC had any interest in-
protecting the public health and safety la a real (as opposed to a

Our Chamber wi11 continue to support nuclear power and to symbolic) sense, this would be a deterrent against additional Er-85'
erposures to the general population. While we may not be certain that

. urge the expedittous clean up of TMI for everyone's benefi t , the additional 14 dead babies in the 1979 period of the study are due to
the low-level radiation, we also cannot be certain that they are not.

" Full speed ahead" is not a sign of courage or determination ,

it is a sign that NRC is far more concerned abcut obeying signals from
the White House than in what happens to the people living around TNI-2.

*
Y s cerely ' urs,

y rw n D.J. oss, Ph.D.e

Director of Biostatistics
IDJB/mak!

_ _ _
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$$ For an individual at the site boundary, as contrasted with the

100 nrdwmce Parkway

TE LEX 136-482 average within 50 miles, the calculated venting exposure is
Wrner s OwecI Del Nurntw 0.0001 rem and results, for that individual, in a person-rem
201-263-603r, dose of 0.0001 (.0001 x 1) compared with his expected environ-

mental dose of .01 (.01 x 1), during the same time period. Thus,
the venting dose at the site boundary is 1/100 of the environ-

April 25, 1980 mental exposure. In other terms the total site boundary dose
to an individual from venting is equal to the natural background
exposure one receives in each 8 hour period or about 1/200 of

The Honorable Allen E. Ertel that received from one chest x-ra,.
1030 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515 Since we are unaware of any demonstrable health effects frora

the average environmental exposure in the central Pennsylvania
Subject: Three Mile Island Krypton-85 venting area and since the venting will contribute an almost undetect-

able addition to that exposure, we have concluded that the
References Congressman Ertel letter to Chairman Ahearne public interest as best served by not delaying the clean-up

dated April 21, 1980 process and not ancurring even the slightest possibility of an
uncontrolled release in the interest of further reductions to

Dear Congressman Ertels an already undemonstrable effect. Every step forward we take
to remove the radioactive material lowers the threat to public

Thank you for sending us a copy of your April 21 letter to Chair- health and safety. Any step available to be taken which is
man Ahearne. Thank you also for your interest in the TMI clean ignored or unnecessarily delayed only prolongs the exposure of
up program. the public to potential hazard. The problem we all struggle

with is the impossibility of describing exactly the magnitude
We note that your letter does not identify any crite*ia or and extent of the hazards. But the judgments of all concerned
judgment concerning the appropriate standard for clean-up activity are near-unanimous that the public's best interests are served
impact on the public. Under the company's venting proposal the by rapid clean-up of the island.
public will receive between 1/100 (at the site boundary) and
1/20,000 (average within 50 miles) of the expected exposure from We recognize that there is a clear dif ference between the scien-
natural environmental sources during the 30 day venting period. tific and the public perception of the impact of the preposed

venting. I am sure that we can all agree that the clean.uo must
Venting the Krypton-85, under predetermined meteorological con. be safely and expeditiously conpleted. I sense a great need for
ditions, results in a dose to the surrounding population within responsible public officials to support the efforts of those
50 miles that is calculated to be about 1 person-rem; 1.e., the conducting and regulating the clean-up ef fort. The public sorely
summation of the dose to all individuals or the average dose needs reassurance from their chosen leaders that their interests
times the number of individuals affected. The concept of and their health are being properly protected by the use of
person-rem is not one of general public knowledge but is a technically sound and safe methods. We stand ready to cooperate
meaningful parameter for indicating health impact under the with you and other responsible individuals or organizations to
assumption of linear dose effect. It is possible to place the provide the basir for such support.
health impact of venting in perspective by comparing the resulting
exposure to that imposed by the natural environment. That ex- Si - Y,

posure is, for central Pennsylvania, about 0.120 rem / year. In
.

this comparison, we have used the whole body gamma exposure which /
is, for this case, the exposure of controlling significance.

[H.Ida Die amp
Independent of venting or TMI the 2 million peo;le in the 50 mile
radius around TMI will receive on the average 0.01 rem each from
natural environmen*si sources for an integrated person-rem dose
of 20,000; i.e., (.01) x (2,000,000) during the 30 day venting
period. Thus the venting dose to the public is, on average,
1/20,000 of the environmental exposure.

Jersey CentM Power & LWW Company /MaropoMan Edison Company / PennsyNania Doctre Company
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A we 'PypSLEh! WWEB QF MCE NW?** . AG S April 29.1980

JggogobN Stg R LL L$wNQ TH,T \

$.kQ6ESTD hollifL'060I Director. .

egg oF-'F.5A WoMS * Hav AikbM47626f Three Mile Island. N,R. R.le

pw. @$S - O R 0% Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

' Washington DC 20555
wHeTEVER RPPlic ables

g . y&ry twntwT ver4T G> tsTAINNeNT Mts. # ".

ro SA FrtV NEfCMHS [MTo pgy=gg7cp SattedS. I am writing in reference to the NRC Staff's Second Addendum to the
environmentai Assessment for Decontamination of Three mile Istand unit 2. "

Reactor Building A* nosphere. (Addendum 2 to NUREG - 0662) Ha ving~3, t4daFy 64U40M |WM 75 64FFly iMf:LATg received this information nearly two weeks after it was released.
Want M RyFra N Q As W'4 H RgsotiFE- 6YA L.

J am strongly in. opposition to the decontamination of the_epr>tainm_ent _
building (although it IS already to late), only to contaminate the atmosphere? '

.

.

([, g M ploy hliff!P TO D N N4 M O O I woulilike to know how it can be considered that any meterological condittnns
can be considered favemable. to disperse radioactive gases into the atmosphere?cyg SEB Ae/D E~)mOE ole" DEFLATE MM.
No matter which way the wind blows, that radioactive gas is going to gosomewhere ? I can not believe that any amount of radiation can be harmless.
no matter how sman.5.09: E W H'O N'M M'* h E,

Mfp W H MpW SL4N@ TO NOLD M
.

It is very d.sappointing that people who are supposed to be regulating
Nuclear Plants in my behalf, that are supposed to be safe and harmless , areh O FALEOONS. EX [>lo DE WJ7g pgMpfp pr ceeding t p isen the American citizen. If this is what we have to depend

gpgg og A L'7'lTM96 DENS 7 IF on for the future. I don't expect we will have much of a future. What would
happen if some country (like Iran) decided to bomb a couple of these plants ?y 37eps gf pisicNA7ED /p LTe TUBE It would have as much.a devastating effect as a nuclear bomb.

p p g gf"T)C.lf AOC M ION'
I really think the' time has come to consider our future (mine and your's).

I don't deny the energy is needed for us to live as we are accustomed to.h,Y EA80V6 TO N ON N b But isn't there other cleaner, safer ways? Water. Wind. and Solar Power
are as inexFaustible as we could ask for. We have the ability and knowledgeggg g g gg yg gygsg it's time we used it. Haven't we been civilized long enough to live that way*o e MeTEt; M'c E P'Af oR Ay

in ciosing, r wou:d iike to thank you for taking the time to read this.FCP'78l g g% h $ h $Q$,y@ PL4S- though I'm sure it has Hittle or no effect. I am not a clamsheller, but just
an ordiPary Person tha:t thinks it is time to save the human race. before we.

g gg gg- $//Ald/JP6LI Cg gty $1 too become extinct, we''re already an endangered species.
FROM B'E'PRNA E MN Evgd$rdT '

pieto._eralev N Ao%,a mnesakpron
re n* ye .

ws. es no us eau.iv nus u'w
5 Pet!SEDg0 W *3 .

Mf A H'g f]/13315'l p. 3.' gp' earstrists ore iwifig
q
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April 30, 1980

April 29. 1980 Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
' Program Director

, Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Beactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Pa==iselon
washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
In res NUREG-0662U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissios

Washington, D. C. 20555 Dear Sire
Dear Dr. seyder: Pardon my delay in responding to your letter

of April 21, 1980. I have now had an opportunityVent itt to study the Draft M.R.C. Staff Report for Public
j , .. "* Comment with Addenda 1 and 2 and recommasad that theKindest personal regards.

proposal contained in Addendum 2, 16.6 be adopted
/ .irr } and implemented as soon as possible.<

.sr
, (
/WY / (, ', ,I ' This proposal, as I understand it, will use

the in-house purging system in cenjunction withA (/ the hydrogen control subsystem to decontaminate,7R d C. NOTE
the atmosphere of the building of Kr=85 so that

[' h' access to the building can be had to remove damaged-.
fuel.

It is my opinion that this method has the greatest
ycy/y. advantages and the least disadvantages and a good

worst case accident potential.

In addition, all other things being equal, I
firmly believe that the process of decontamination
and removal of the damaged fuel must proceed and
delay is only increasing the psychological stress
on the members cf this comununity. The five (5) day
period is, therefore, appealing.

3

_ _ . - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
In re: Numsc-0662
April 30, 1980 P C E*M 2003
Page 2 Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 17120

(717)787-2814

April 30,1980

Fully realising that no alternative will be Hr. Thomas L. Ecrry
acceptable to some, I would urge prompt and, I am 3EL Hanufacturing Company
sure, carefully considered action. P. O. Box 6255

Linglestown. Pennsylvania 17112

very truly yours,
Dear Hr. Derry:

Your proposal for decontamination of the THI-2 reactor building
atnesphere has beem reviewed by my staff and we have the following comments.JAMES W. EVANS

,

Your proposal tends to somewhat oversimplify the problems thatJwE jpm exist. Using your proposed method the maximum volume that could effectively
be displaced by an inflatable blaider would be about two-thirds of the
building atmosphere. This is due to the fact the reactor building consists
of many different compartments. sose of which are currently inaccessible or
contain complex piping system and equipment which would interfere with an
expanding bladder system. These physical limitations imply that after the
approximate two-thirds of the building volume is removed, the remaining
one-third would still have to be purged. This decontamination alternative
would therefore oMy result in a public dose reduction of about two-thirds.
It is very possible that this same reduction could be achieved by variations
in the purging alternative as evaluated by the NRC staff.

Your proposal also suggests compressing the gases to a liquid .
because this would be a sore stable state for storage. This change of
phase cannot me accomplished without the addition of a sophisticated Cryogenic
refrigeration system and indefinite storage in this foris would imply
continuing cryogenic processing. This in fact would be a very tristable
storage mode!over the long term and therefore could be subject to higher
accidental risk than the other storage pode which was evaluated by the f1RC.
Even compressed storage without liquification would be subject to similar
accidental risks and occupational exposure as the evaluated sotrage alternative.

lie have taken the liberty of forwarding your proposal to the NRC
for their consideration. I would like to personally thank you for your concern
and effort in this . matter. If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact this office.

Sincerely yours,

cc: JH dden.dorf
Sec. Jones ClifFORD L. JONES

NRC - ohn Colli

m
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B E L Manufacturing co. f-.aea f.

P.O. Box 6255 tinglestown. PA ml2 Q m,,_ . Displacement System

Lf[g[F8 1. Introduction

The displacement system involves drawing off the reactor

buildir.g atmosphere into suitable pressurized storage

containers so that the entire building atmosphere,

including Er-85, remains in pressurized storage for
approximately 100 years. The total volume to be stored

would te 2 million cubic feet, as opposed to the

23 million cubic foot figure for the Nureg 0662

reporto gas compression system. This would lower

Proposed Alternative for the Kr-85 concentration in the reactor building toDecontamination of the
Three Eile Island Unit 2 well below the 1 x 10*I pCi/cc maximum permissible
Reactor Building Atmosphere

concentration.

2. Sy?iten Description g Operation

4 h3 In this system the gaseous contents of the reactor

g . '
__

' buildir.g would be removed and piped to pressure tanks-

% c1, - __e, --- - --_ jf
for lonC term storace. These pressure tanks or " bottles,

Q Ju_ ._ - X Q R }'f|'^^^*m & %M - -

would then be stored in a pressure pod. The reduced

& W M overal'a volume of this system would render storace of
7 - - g- _f db M' 8"" the conpressed building atmospere extremely simple.g

Yk .

h h k -_"_ hf The bir. gest ndvantore of this synten in the low
.

cuantity of gase: to be stored, which would bc.

&* O ' == 0*--'

y) g*M- . ^=9 opproximntely 1 buildinr. volume, as opposed to theg

Mk ~ ^

proposed 11 5 buildin . volumes of the I;urec 0662 canr-

* g% Mg :-pT' cor?ression rysten. Tne systens equipment would

s A A A+w- -e
Q P D.

2'o

|
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consist of one dual-stage gas compressor, pressure state (being more stable than a gaseous state and less

tanks and re16ted pods, and all pertinent pipin6e 8 sceptible to volumetric chant due tn +- -

valves and monitoring' devices. The required number fluctuations), and introduced into pressure tanks of

of containers would be approximately 1,600 (It apprcximately 5.0 cubic feet volume. These tanks,

should be noted that the 1.% cubic foot containers *" **" " " * *

recommended in the Eureg 0662 report are almost the podi, which would house 20 or more tanks. This pod

small es t site that is commercially available: 1.e. walt be able to wnhatand W pnmn d amn1

the size used for propane for a backyard barbecue *" * " " " * O

grill.) period. The pods would also suffice as an outdoor
,

storage unit until such time as a structure could

The pipe storage complex mentioned as a stora6e mode * ,

be built to house them.
in the Nureg 0662 would be impractical (i.e. 28 miles

of 36-inch diameter pipe) and unsafe (i.e..a few " * * * *

1arne volume containers of gas). " "* *

Noter the Nures report gives virtually no infomation
3 Decunationni Exposure

.

on the actual handling and transfer of the containment

building gases. It deals almost solely with a highly U" **" * " " " * "" " " **# *

questionable storage system, sh ald be incurred by plant personnel during the

proposed displacement system operation. All system
The displacement system would pump out the contaminated

conpenenta are simple in operation and, therefore,
air from the building at the same time that fresh air is1.

woule cre,ent very minimal chance or operator error.
introduced into a serica of air bans or "balloone"
(which nre commercially nvnlinbir) which have been u m illance of the pod-type storace system, during

previour:17 introduce.d, In n a,rinted condition. Into st rece, would be minimn1 nnd could be ensily and
m icly nn au mn ciec mn ncthe interlar of the contninnent t.u i l d ; nn. Thir totnlly ,

nr:d effectively eliminnte the ne r$4 fo r n ford-nnd-bleed # * " " *" # ** "

" # * " *## ""'type operation. (which in dilutory in principic)
The extrnetad ennes are then compressed to n liculd

$-



Page b

I h. Envi ronmen t al Imnact
.

The entire contaminated building atmosphere, including April 30,1980
Kr-85, could be removed from the Unit 2 reactor

containment building, and transferred to storage, with Dr. bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office

little or no release to the environment. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccanission
Washington, D. C. 20555

5. sunmary
, ,,

A release of gas from the displacemtn systems storage I have, as requested, reviewed NRC's * Environmental Assessment for
Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building

mode, for whatever reason, would be significantly lower Atmoephere." Based on this information, and on remarks by Dr.
Denton at a recent meeting bare in Harrisburg, the following

in volume and radioactive intensity than any of the comments:

four Nureg 0662 storage systems. 1. Early access to the reactor building in order to maintain
instrumentation and equipment is critical.

.2. Purging of the reactor building atmosphere to the
The time required to make the cas displacement system environment (venting) represents the fastest method of

raintne access to the reactor building.
operational would be from h to 6 weeks, depending on '3 Given 1 and 2, the fastest system of venting consistent

with safety standards should be undertaken.
logistical factors. Total time span for the actual

Theak u for the opportunity to review the material and to oceaant.
atmosphere evacuation procedure would be 1 to 2 weeks. |

ia .

Any further details, etc. can be obtained by contacting: 2-

u 0. Milan
Executive Director

Thomas L. Berry
DEL Manufacturing Company It& bjh

P.O. Box 6255
cc: Ed FirstLinglestown, PA 17112

or call (717) 652-5076 eveninc.n

IIARRISBURG REDEVELOPMENT AUTIIORITY
'28 NOR TH f RoNT STRt E1/ P o. box 2B$7 HAB RT59L'RG Pt NN5YLV4NIA 17105 TE LIPHONF717-235 % 01

. _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___. - _. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Or. 81rnard J. SnydIr*

M A 88mmer
nts 7t4 js-me jae-a -2-

JI-*h-s, ? ; 1rita

April 30, ig80 By way of certification of my own disinterested status.
I am a regional economic deve1coment planner employed by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and.I have no financial invest-

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director ments in any utility or manufacturer of utility equipment.
Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Why am I concerned? As a regional development planner.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission I know all too well that Pennsylvania (and West Virginia)
Washington, D. C. 20555 are the heart of the Mid-Atlantic region which is victimized

worse than any other region in the country by declining
Dear Dr. Snyder business investment and chronically cyclical unemoloyment.

Grossly inadequate rail freight service is an identifiable
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on NRC's problem in retaining current business investment and attract-

" Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the Three ing new investment. Complicating the matter is the fact
Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere," which that EPA has declared almost all of our metropolitan air
arrived on Monday, April 28, ig80. basins as "non-attainment" air quality regions. In this

situation, rail electrification powered by environmentally
Over the past two evenings. I read every detail of clean nuclear power is an impressively specific solution

the report and addenda. E spec ially in view of the verbal to several of our probleme. That option becomes the more
abuse and threats of violence to which your staff has been attractive when the lead-time for financially and environ-
subjected by cynical agitatore and emotionally unstable mentally viable coal syn-fuel development is considered on
people, the report is a model of objective and satisf ac- the one hand, with a projected growth in the use of per-
torily detailed analysis. sonal and light commercial electric vehicles recharging

and eroding present off-peak load capacity margins by
_I am in_ complete agreement with your recommendation the end of the decade on the other hand,

that the venting 7puFgfng Te"und%Ptaken before arrival of
summer meteorological conditions to facilitate optimal Given the increasin0 economic disincentives for 411-
diffusion. Although I regret the all too obvious impor- fired boilers, limited supplies of natural gas, vastly
tance of accomodating the recent bellicote expreselon of increased radioactive emissione from coal combustion
what I assume to be the.long-term anxiety or hysteria (compared to nuclear), the CO2 and acid rain problems
neuroses of a small group in this a es, I must also agree f rom coal, early (b Jt not yet conclusive) indications
with your recommendation that the building purge system of heavy metal stormwater run-off and radon 222 emissions
be used in conjunction with the hydrogen control system. from costly and inefficient solar panels, nuclear genera-

'

However, if the latter is the option selected, I
hope for the good of the Commission and for the industry However, in view of limited uranium supplies and
as a whole, that a aid public_ relations campaign will the costs in terms of human health and environmental
be undertaken to d'etail the steps which you have taken damage from uranium mining, I would very much like to
to facilitate public empression and respond to public see an active program of breeder reactor development
conc ern. I suspect that there are legitimately disin- which would roughly synchronize their plutonium output
terested business groups which would consider assisting with fuel needs of light-water reactore. Obviously, if
in the organ 4zation and funding of such a campaign. Unless such a program could be developed, our present logistical
I am advised of a likelihood of a seriously counterpro- problems with waste disposal would be rinimized significantly.
ductive outcome from such an effort by disinterested
indiviouals, I may discuss the idea with acouaintances By this point. I'm sure you have realized that I
in Pennsylvania.

)f9 favor a prompt reactivation of TMI Unit 1 and, pendin;
the discovery of any f easibility contra-indications during

SE clean-up, the restoration of Unit 2 to service at the

,j, earliest oossibl. date.

2w

.
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De, Bernard J. Snyder

THE WHtTAscan FOUNDATION
-3- era portam owususe ammo .

omnun wou. pusesmytvasma e

e

In my view..the regulatory fate and consecuent
financial future of GPU and Med Ed are critically impor- Mary 1, 1900
tant issues for Pennsylvania's future. What we plainly g
cannot sustain without unconscionable economic damaQe is.

a regulatory climate at either state or federal levels which . *;
discourages utility capital investment and modernization, Dr. Bernard J.'Snyder
thereby raising serious cuestions about our near and moderate . Program Director
term capability to provide adequate electric power for Three Mi'a Island Program Office
industry's needs at reasonably competitive rates. Office of Nuclear Beactor Regulation

U. S. Nuclear Angulatory Commission
I know all too well that vociferous mencers of single. . unshington, D. C. 20555

issue groups will understand none of this unless or until
f. their own employment is affected. Simole-mindedness nour- -

.. inhed by determined rage is a formidable incapacity t
overcome. Yet, in view of the far-eeaching consecuence This is in response to your letter of April 21, 1980 withgg , g

~3 of decisions on TMI, the opinions of les antant4 taui e,
in my opinion, should be the last factors to be considered " Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile'
except where political considerations must be taken into Island Unit 2 anactor Building Atmosphere * and its two w -=* .4

--

account. I have attended two meetings in the marrisburg area in which the
~

subject was thoroughly reviewed for two groups having business
interests. As to my own qualifications to comment on the purging .The opinions expressed in this .stter are altogether

my own in the sense that they do not constitute any policy of the krypton-05, I should point out that prior to my retirement,
or opinion of any agency in Pennsylvania State Government * and until quite recently, I was a licensed professional mechanical
At the May meeting of the Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority, engineer in the h owealth of Pennsylvania. My business career

4 however, I will urge the Board to support the krypton ven- spanned almost 43 years in the gas utility business. I as thoroughly
ting of Unit 2 through enactment of a resolution. conversant with safe purging procedures, though, of course, have'

little knowledge of the special problems involved with radioactive
substances.Very truly yours,

( . ,-

My point in writing is to urge prompt. action to. implement _the,*4

Al- reactor building purge alternative described in paragraph 6.1 on
page 6-1 of your Draft NBC Staff Seport. It appears to me far and' ,

David S. Messner, Chairman
Harrisburg Redevelopment Authority away to be the safest and most expedJtious method of gaining access

to the building so that Unit 2 can be cleaned up as quickly as
possible. I am convinced the long time delays, risks, and com-
plexities attendant on the other alternatives present far more hasard -
to the public and workers than are involved with the recosusended pro t

tcedure. From your addendus No. 2 it would appear that it is too late
i in the spring to do the purging in a short time by taking advantage
, of atmospheric conditions in the high-voluse purge described. It is'

obvious, however, that in instituting the first alternative, estimated'

to require 60 days at the proposed venting rates, advantage can be
taken of favorable wind velocities to reduce the overall time required ;

ito vent the krypton-05 and make the containment building safe for '

worker entry.

t

$
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mohan C. seburt R.

SID98AN & SID9 TAN
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder -2- May 1, 1980 Cemeeltsets

3115r St Harriebes.PA (7110

The very complete set-up for monitoring by the several agencies 017) 232-5556
involved, one of which includes local citizenry, should certainly
give very prosapt indications if, during such periods of more rapid ''ay 1,1900"
venting, radiation appears to be approaching the safe limits
established for the first alternative procedure.

Dr. 3ernard J. Snyder, ?ro;rca Director
Thank you for the opportunity to review the staff report and Three *:11s Island Program Office

to give you my cousments. Office of "uclear Poactor Ps:;ulation
C. S, nuclear ae;ulatcry Co:nmiss!cn

Sincerely, ashington, O. J. 20555

''
Lear Er. Snyder,

Leonard B. Richards
Executive Director " hank you for askin;; me to comcent on the NRO's

"Onvironmental Assesane st for Secontamination of
LBR/w the *hree "ile Island Unit 2 Psacter "u11dinI

Atmosphere." I have read your staff's draft report
and addenda with great intessat.

Unfortunately, I do not feel qualified to coment -
on the technical aspects of the asport.

Howevor, I na disturbed by one of its non-technical
aspects; this is the staf f's evident determination
to groid preparing "a separate Invironmenyl %~t

h,6.ydrogen control system.a .,~ 6vr auauing) atmosphere _Statemenr on sursius
(1-4

Eaving participated in both the preparation end con-
sideration of many ZISs over the past twenty years,
I am well aware of the great effort, and the cost in
both time and money, that such a statement would
require. Dur staff has both my understanding and
synpathy in this matter. Nove9theless, an 3IS is
essential, particularly in view of the great unease
that a large segment of the population feels in this
matte r. There have been too r.any empirical decisions
taken regarding TII.

If the staff proposals are appropriate, the public
should be infosined as to their merit. "that better
way thr.n through submitting an EIS, and letting
public hearings der e support you need?

5 2e

Dor 9
Robert C. Sidmass I

di
.

236-
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' SECTION OF NUCLEAR MEDeclNG 4e

i

DEPARTRsENT OF RADIOLOGY~,
HARRISBURG HOSPITAL d **1=*= 21'*-=*r* m"" Thia == d'-*2cany' caued te or

~ " ' " "i

( |- r s u rr George L Jackson, M D, Dweeter - 782 53e4
e.-t attesttoo from March 28 to April 7,1979. On April 2,1979, tbare were -.- , pa, ine, p.es w ruse- e san. several lanadred pattests on life-espport systems la the hospitals in the

NNYo*" imediate vicialty of Three Mile Island. The problems of addressing the
appropriate avecuation and dMeltion of these patients has M beenn ames m o.

me.e m ma sa am ma addressed. I am confident that one of the contributtag factore to the$ D,""a [ [g" amiety la the Central peensylvania population is the recogettion by many
of the intelligent people la this area of the taedequecies of this evacue=
tion plan. If we unre able to tell the that a method to eveu. ate people

May 1,1980 with special requirments is the event that krypton purgias did not pro-
coed as un anticipata (a most unlinaly possibility) I believe me would
have takaa a positive step la relievies assiety.

Dr. Bernard J. Sayder, program Director In say event, I have spoken tao much. Thank top for sharing this
Three Mile Island program Office information with me. If any of my a-te strike %rmonious cord, I
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation would be happy to develop them further la discussions with you.
U. S. Nuclear ReCulatory Commisalon
Washington, D.C. 20555 Stacerely,

Dear Dr. Snyder:
(37 C--

Thank you sincerely for forwarding NUREC-0662 and the two addenda for se Jackson, M.D.
my comment. I am most appreciative of your thoughtfulness.

CI.F: caw

on the basis of my review of these documents, my interest la the sub-
ject of radioactivity and the peaceful applications of atomie energy and
attaahe at several meetingsportalains to the subject,J Personally endorse
the proposal to decontaminate TMI Unit 2 teactor Building Atmosphere by the
venting of krypton-85. , I would also favor the shorter total elapsed purged

~ time of five days as compared with sixty days.

As you may or may not know, I have written to numerous government offi-
ciala citing my observations of patients' reactions and expressing my per-
aonal concera for the increasing level of anxiety which is evident among the
patients I am privileged to serve. If this is a fair representation of the
general population response (and I believe it is), then every effort to re-
duce this anxiety la appropriate. As I have written on other occasions, I
au convinced that physicians seaarally and particularly those knowledgabis
about radioactivity Ofuelear Medicine or Radiologists) can be a useful re-
source (if wisely esed) to assist in defusing the anxiety referencal alove.
Forwarding this useful doceent could be one step in that process. I would
hope that wide distributtaa of this document (liUREC-0662 and addenda)uns
accomplished.

Finally, and possibly you would have no direct concers with this prob-
lam. I believe that a second positive step la relieving the anxiety in our
populpus (and also a prudent preventive medicine and public health considera-
tion) la the prompt development of a responsible evacuation plan for hospitals.
In considering this, we met recognise that the most recent hospital evacua=
tion (in Toronto, Canada) me required by virtue of a railroad accident with
the release of toxic chemicals. There is an enomous problem in the evacuatica

Dott
sa
Yo

zv
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
May 1,1980 Three itile Island Program Of fice

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
washington, D. C. 20555Mr , Bernard T. Snyder, Program Director

Three Mile Island Program Office Dear Dr. Snyder
Off'.ca of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Recently you requested my cor.nents in regard to removal of
Washington, D. C. 20555 Krypton-85 from the Unit 2 Reactor at Three Mile Island.

I favor purge of the Krytt:n at *he earliest possible date

Dear Mr. Snyder: and lowest cost, consistent with a reasonable degree of
saftety.

While I in no way purport to have any knowledge of nuclear power
plants and in particular the problems related to returning TM1 NUREG-0662 and addenda, decontamination through use of the
Unit 2 to a safe condition, I do believe it is important that task reactor building purge system in conjunction with the
be accortplished as expeditiously as is safely possible. hydrogen control subsystem offers the best alternative.

There are few, if any, subjects or activities in which people be- Not only does this method have the advantages of the lowest
cost and fastest decontamination, using known technology,come involved where there is not divergence of opinion even but it appears to be the only alternative that eliminates

among so called experts. In this instance, from my limited know. the possibility of' future uncontrolled releases of Kr-45.
legQtteJteve sufficient study has been made and expert judg-

_ ment express'ed that the recommendations set forth in the report,,
as possible. Thank you for the opportunity to comment about
I believe that the purge period should be initiated as soon

NUREG-0662, you recently forwarded should be carried out as
"scon' as possible. I am assuming the passage of time as the this most important matter.

report indicates does increase the potential hazani and certainly
the psychological effect on the population of the area will not be Cordially yours,
substantially lessened until it can be said TM11e back in a safe
condition. RITE AID CORPORATION

,

My personal view is that the krypton gas should be vented into M '. .t- 4

the atmosphere and further decontamination moved forward AI** O''''

h sly. AGale

Stacerely,
-

i f.A.
Richard D. Rife

wh

a =en*= a.== w
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May 5, 1980

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office Three Mile Island Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Office of Nuclear kaactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission U. 5. Nuclear kegulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 Washington, D. C.. 20555

Dear Dr. Snyder: Dear Mr. Snyder

I have reviewed the NRC's * Environmental Ass 4ssment for Oe- After reading your material concerning the Envir-contamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building onmental Assessment for Decontamination of Unit 2, at ThreeAtmosphere" (NUREG-0662), and the two addenda. it is my recom- Mile Island, I feel that the reactor building purge systemmendation that Unit 2 at Three Mile Island be purged of the krypton, in conjunction with the Hydrogen control Subsystem would bewith the least practicable delay, ut1112ing tne built-in reactor the best method.building purging system.

It is realized that this will cause a certain amount of psycho- The other systems mantioned take entirely too long,
logical stress. However, it is my opinion that by using one of the are too expensive and offer a greater danger for radiation

t hart the building purge system.other systems, all of which represent considerable delay, we will
only be prolonging the agony -- so to speak.

6ee have already wasted too much time in talking
about this problem. In my opinion, the people who areMy recomendation is based on the NRC staff supervising the purg*

ing and every consideration be given to maximum safety, atmospheric working with the nuclear system from day to day should
conditions at the time, etc. know better than anyone else the best method f or removing

Krypton 85.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I personnally f eel there is a greater danger in

Sincerely, doing nothing than there would be in purging the system
with the Hydrogen Control subsystem. I feel the entire

h community will fuel much better about the situation at
Three Mile Island after Unit 2 has been decontaminated.

*
utiveVi Pres dent Best wishes for success in getting Three Mile

Island decontaminated.
JFV/kir

Sincerely,

7 SHAULL EQU,2 .ENT AND SUPPLY COMPANY

$5 J' b7
.~a/ /Lg. 1 e n

/[o Les Ginanni

LG/ms

3
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m P.O. BOX 969 HAR RIS8URG. PA.17108 * (717) 232'4121'

RESollTIION

WlEREAS, South Central Pennsylvania experienced a traumatic nuclear
May 5, 1980 accident beginning on Marcis 28,1979 at 3ree Mile Island; and

WHEREAS, the people of the area by their tenacity, strong will and hard
work have avoided most of the usunt upheavals and economic turmoil thatMr. Harold Denton

Nuclear Regulatory Commission follows in the aftermath of a disaster; and

Washington, D.C. 20555

WlEREAS, thers could trs a threat to the health of our people and theDear Mr. Denton: orderly growth of our ares free the damaged thiit Number 2 at Dree Mile
On Tuesday, April 29, 1980, the Board of Directors of the Harrisburg-Hershey Island if it is not pwptly cleaned up;

Area Tourist Promotion Agency adopted a resolution concerning the cleanup of
Three Mile Island's Unit Naber 2. Enclosed is a copy of this resolution.

NOW, WEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Harrisburg-Hershey Area Tourist
with this resolution we encourage the immediate, safe cleanup of Unit 2. Prosmtion Agency strongly recommends to the Governor of the Commonwealth of

his will allow the tourism industry to operate at full efficiency and come Pennsylvania, the Secretary of the Department of Environmental Resources, the
out from under the " cloud" of TNI. he economic health of the Greater Harrisburg Environmental Protection Agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ar.d all
Area is dependent upon this, other interested parties, that thtit Number 2 and all of Three Mile Island be

cleaned up without further delay; that venting of Krypton 85 be tadertaken in
Your friend in Harrisburg and Hershey, a manner which will take the least amount of time without creating any additional

- - y gr danger to the health and welfart of our citisenry.

Nancy n er Hoch
Manager Approved by the Board of Directors of the Harrisburg-Hershey Area Tourist

Promotion Agency,

Signature T
. .k

.

Date Aoril 29, 1980
P ident - 4

Signature /3&*z/ d/2/>
N1H:d11 '' VManager / [ [

Enclosure

.

HAR8HS8URG HERSHEY TOURIST PROMOTION AGENCY

5
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Bethlehem Steel CorporationU. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiesion

Washington, D. C. 20555 sTEELTON PLANT
symro . . ,rn ,

.o.
Dear Mr. Hendrie: -

g
I am in favor of the ventin; of Krypton 35 gas from Three ' tileIsland " nit II. It is extremely important that this plant be cleaned

up and maintained. The experts who have stulied the alternatives have May 6, 19so
. all ssis " vent it." It is only a few radical groups and individuals
. who seem to be ceusing the delays and the rest of us must suffer for
it.

Except for a few radical groups, all leading scientists and nuclear
experts have said that the accident at Three ; tile Island did no harm
to the public. Yet the undamaged re ctor at,the island has not been
producini electricity since 2 arch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the Mr. sarnsrd J. Snyder
high priced electric from other utilities. This is bankrupting **et-31's prostem otractor

custo:ners and the company cannot do- anything about it and still supply Three Mile Island program office
us with the electric we need. office of Nuclear sanctor segulation

U. S. Nuclear sesulatory r - fesion*

I a:s askin3 you to' listen to the experts who have the knowledge Washiesten. D.C. 20555
and rational thoughts to. '<now what is best for cleinin; up Three ''ile
Island and getting it operating agsin. 7e must have electric and c-sal Dear Mr. Snyder:
can't .do it alone. Oil and gas are out of the question. I.et's getT%I running so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and I have sreet cancern about TMI because of the fact that ourshow everyone that T..I was not a catastrophe but n industrial incident. plant and my residence are both within a five mile reitus.
Our country needs all the rawer we cr.n get.

I have attended several meetings concernias the problema die-
Why don't we have Three Mile Island operating. Unit I is realy cussed in your assessment sad even the I am act an expert on radiation.

to go but govern:: lent delays keep it shut down. I want my children to I have very strons feeliass that the krypton saa should be weated to the
have the sa.ne opportunity that I have had here in Central Pennsylvania etnoephere se quickly as possible. My understandias of the procedure to
and the only way this can happen is for them to have a good low-cost be followed would permit radiatica liatte way below those that are found
supply of electricity. The only way they can have this is to use ta many areas of work or residence around our countryside,
nuclear power. ,

,

I an also very anxious to see Unit I put back into service to
You are in the position to taKe a positive step and get Central sive our area the best power situatica available.

Pennsylvania back to the pro;ressive role it deserves. Let's clean up
Three Wile Islani and get it operating again. gg,,,,,37,

Thank you for listenin;; to my opinion.
, uw&W

Sincerely yours, a. L. usmers
Gene 1 Maamser

bWY

Je/#.
'

er

.%.

2fil

. _ _ _ _
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Q"**,,",,,Nuclear Begulatory Commission se enat oee. css eo som aos ***teto ww e4eia r4:4 ne see,

Washington, D. C. [g',",, ,,

Attention: Chairuan ,,,M,",,,'**

References Three Rile Island Declear Plant May 6. 1980
,

Eoting press accounts of disputed release or projected
release of krypton gas from the referenc9 plant, prompte
speculation why the following scenario could perbage be Dr. Bernard J. Snyder. Program Director

Three Mile Island Program Office
employed to solve this venatious probles. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

a) Krypton gas would be vented into e containment U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission
Washington, D.C. 20555

balloon,

b) Above (a) would be a lifting hydrogen bs11oon Dear Dr. Snyder:

attached to (a). This letter is in response to your request for coments regarding NRC's
e) Af ter combined (a) and (b) had been released into " Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island

Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere" (NUREG-0662) and two addenda.
the stratosphere, they could be left to drift or vented or
emploded by an attached, timed device, or radio controlled It is my opinion (which agrees with the reconsnendations of the Nuclear

e9u a s ns O Oe MaCW Mdng puv men of
device. thus causing vide and hopefully harmless dispersion venting the K-85 gas is the best method for accoup11shing the decontam-
of the contained gases. Diesersion could be perhaps be ination objective.

eccomplished out over the Atlantic ocean. I could not find anything in these reports which indicated at what
Sincerely yours, radiation level it would be possible for work to be performed around

the reactor. Apparently. a total purging of the containment building
is not necessary for entry to be made into this area. The fact that

_ h 4* work could be safely r.arried out before complete decontamination would
JoseFh A. Schaut likely alter the Completion dates on some of the other methods being

considered. You might like to comment si this point in your final
COPY 10: Covernor Richard Thornburgh report.

I hope these coments are of some value to you.
252 St. Michael St. p.

St. Maryo. Pa. 15857
Sincerely.

k 7 .}( l. .
Floy[4L. Stmlow
Plant Manager
Harrisburg Plant

pac

.a.
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May 6, d)33 - "**

4327 Alesnbury '.ane #3
:louston, Tex. 77J21
(713) 741-4437 Chamber of Commes . Esames W Ases ne w simme. - m win

me m
T;;i Suvert Staff (or 2 esp:nsible Officials}
Office of Zuclear Oesesor .:a_ul; tion
';. 3. Zuolear 2e.ulatory Connission May 7, 1980
7ashia;t:n 3. 3. 2M55

Mr. Ifa a ld D a t e
2e: C'"''" "" ZL%3662 "2"VI20 ~.02..',133233;:222 702 Diree w

3200:L':I:12I:2 C7 03 Z:2:S I;I22 I53.i23 ICT 2 221C202 Office of &.mr &w w Rqculatim
3UIDI2G .C.:03 ~122E. - Nuclear kgulawy Omnissim

washingtm, DC 20%5
To whom it ma concern:

This "Orsft Resort" does not consider the feasibility Dmr Mr. Dmton*
of usin6 plans 12 throu-h #5 with plan 91 (Reactor 2uilding The Ibani of Direrttra of the Ownher of Ommm:e of the GnnterIurgo) as a standby. !!arrisburg Arta has adopted the following neolution concerning Thre

Mile Island.
In regari to such plans, it appears the Staff does not

weigh heavily the inportance of the fact many meabers c>f the m3Effim
oublic simply do not accept the idea that the releases ar, ''403r , South Cetral pennsylvania mperimcal a trasnatic nuclearharmless. 'Jith that in mins, it is important that Jan of accidst tuginning on March 28, Ifri9 at Three Mile Island; armithe alternativesercept " Reactor Building Purse" be started *
One has the feeling the public is asserting it does not MG2 TEAS, the pmple of the arm by thei- teacity, strung will and

, want any more burden regardless of the done of radioactivity * hard work have avoided erst of the usual sqtusvals armi emnanic tunmAl
that follows la the aftermath of a disaster; and*

In that situation for a government arency to mahe the
choice and have General ?ublic Utilities proceed with the W52tFAS, there is a cmtinuing threat to the health of our people

and the onlerly grvath of our area frun the damagni thit Nisntwr 2 at"2aactor Building Purge" makes it in opposition to the people Three Mile Island;it " serves". It makes no difference if you can prove there
will be no " harm" to the public by doing the building purse. MX,11n2U7TE DE IT IUHLVED. that the Caardwr of Qmmece of the
The result can only be further animosity for the 22C and Gneter IIarrisburg Area stavngly nommeds to the Gmernor of the
the utility. Omamealth of pennsylvania, the Secretary of the Departant of

ihvinummtal Resourrm, the B:virurmetal Protection Agency, the NuclearTherefore, the " Reactor 3uilding Furge" shouldn't be Ikgulatory Omnission and all other interested partim. that Unit Niinher
a plan, but rather the back-uo to any other plan among the 2 and all of Three Mile Irland be c1mnal up withnut further delay; thatfour listed fron page 6-9 to 6-53 of the docunent, veting of Krypton 85 be undertaken in a ennner which will take the Icast

armamt of tirne withnut creating any additional danger to the hmith andI totieve TU22G-0662 si5ht expand on the options and welfare of our citimary.";roblems involved if the last monitoring is lost between
ths OMI-2 reactor and the control room. tfould it mean We strmgly urge your consideration of this position in your
an effort would have to be nade g once to enter the buil- delilerations of the clean rp. Nen11ms to say, our concern is real
ding? and repnemts a very large sognent of the Greater 11arrisburg Area.

Sincerely /3ut, Toiar Sach to my original point. Oince no preo- Maration is needed to perform the " Reactor 3aidlin- ? urge" j s
it is superior to make a try at another arrangement in order 'las.',ft g/.< ~

to avoid doing some action the public is clearly opposed / .D (
to, p0/T

: ,eerely, s6
.

h O
John 7. Doherty

ye -
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i a**'asta=. * e- assas THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
( Tue carrrot. cAMrUs

...e. . romsvtvasia :=7
May 7, 1980

# * P'*"** 1717)783 4100

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder. Program Director

NOTE T0: Files nree s11. Island Program off te.
offic-e of Nuclear Reactor segulttian

FROM: William Travers. Techrical Assistant U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory commie = ton

TMI Program Office. N9R Washington. D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: STATEMENT OF (TOM COCHRAN) NRDC RE: TMI-2 CONTA17 MENT
Dear Dr. Snyders

ATMDSPHERIC CLEA C P - hADE VIA PHONE AT 3:00 P.M.
May 7. 1980 Thank you for your letter of April 21 resarding the Comunission's

" Environmental Amtessment for Decontastnation of the Three Mile Islaci
"Provided that the amount of radioactive meterials to be vented Unit 2 teactor Butiding senosphere" and addenda. The documente clearly
are what they are reported to be (for example in NUREG-0662) and P'***** th' ***d f*' **t1** **d th* '*'i*** *1**'**ti'** f*' d*******1~

**t1*** Th* report also askes a congelling case for the Reactor Sulld-provided that the venting procedures are appropriately onducted then ins Purge Method.the public health risks (somatic and genetic consequences), associtted
$ "* pevertheless. I hope that serious considerstics will be given to

I to rr te o tio the more comples and costly optians including the novel selective ab-
sorption systee. Although I recognise the risks of long-tern storageMr. Cochrar has given his oral permission to use this tatement of and surveillance of Kr-85. I Latieve the risks of release, both perceived

NRDC posltion as appropriate, and real, are serious. I further believe the resources of the federal
government should be applied to * bis problem so that the final decision
is not influenced by the licensee's financial considerations.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the staff report and
William Travers. Technical Assistant would be happy to discuss my response if you utsh.
TM! Program Office. NRR

sincerely.

cc: W. Oltu
8. Snyder NNw l %w

sodore L. cross
Provost and Dean

T14 me

M'
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= = na m now or oa= - or soummu a=aa-ame* In either situation someone NDST go inside htit 92,
T.M.I., to make one of the aforementioned decisions. Many
of these workers are on TMI today, preparing for this most
difficalt task that has been delayed for far too long.as runwr muss . eew = ==PAtme Tamwee crm nusse.

The problem is not going to disappear of itself but
DR. BEasBARD J. SIFYOER, Program Director it must be dealt with in a calm and rational manner. TheThree mile Island Program office w rk foros are also under considerable strain because ofoffice of Nuclear Reactor maquiation the many delays that h already taken place.
U.S. Nuclear Regulator 7 h ission
washington, D.C. 20555 May 8, 1980 At. present, we have the skilled personnel to perform

these necessary tasks but I wonder how long their patience
will hold out before they move to other employment, thus
taking with them their valued skill and knowledge of UnitDaar Dr. Snyder

,
62.

I thtak it is time for us to stand up and be counted
I have given a considerable amount of time for a and take decisive action on a problem that bege a solution

possible solution as to the removing of Krypton 85 from
Unit 92, Three Mile Island. I find that most of the I hope my brief statement will will add to the manydiscussed processes will (1) take an extensive period of i voices already calling for the venting of Krypton 85 in
time for preparation, (2) create a storage problem and (3) Unit 92, T.M.I. and that we will get on with the rest of
only move the E-85 from one location to another. This the energy program so this country will become less
latter consideration is one that causes me sont concern. dependent on foreign oil.

Removal of Kr-85 from the containment building to be
placed in any of the other contain-mat areas merely moves
the problem from one space to another but does not elim- 8incerely ,

inate the problem. TO me, this appears to be completely ,
.

incongruous. # '

JQ b -I feel that the process making the most sense is to EE388T 7. DOEERTY, E
combine the anactor Building Purge System and the Bydrogen Business Manager
Control System in a slow, monitored, venting process. This
procedure would eliminate the ismediate problem without
creating a new problem.

I believe a lot of attention has been paid to public
concern, etc., but not anach concern has been expressed
relative to the men and woman who face the inevitable ==
that is, to enter Unit 92 and assess the damage in order
to determine (1) is Unit 92 menctor in a repairable con-
dition and (2) should dea = mission be started.

( continued )

I
l
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AREA CODE 717 AREA CODE 717

944 4831 9444E31

BOROUGH OF ROYALTON BOROUGH OF ROYALTON
Burd and Dock Streets Burd and Dock Streets

Royalton.Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Royalton Muldletown, Pennsytvania 17057

assnrNf!ON OF IaY 6.1980

BE IT RESOLVED:
(-

It is in the public interest to provide for the

Bealth and Welfare of the people of the Borough of Royalton

by clemaing up TMI as soon as possibis. The Nuclear Begulatory

Ceemissica and the Enviremmental Protectica Agency Staffe have

May 8, 1980 determined that it is safe and proper to vent the Eryptoa 8$ gae
* *** **"*****"**#

Nuclear Regulatory Commiiasion
. trangallity to this communityg andWashington, D.C. 20$55

Gentlemen, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVliD that the Government should arert the

*******ry 1**dmhip to accomplish venting of the Eryptoa 85 gas.We am enclosing a copy of a Resolation, adopted by
the Doyalton Borough Council at their May 6,1980 aceting* BESOLVED this 6th day of May,1980.

,

CDTTFICATE

Sincerely,

I, the undersigned, secretary of the Borough of Royalton,ETMN BON COME *certify that the foregoing to a copy of a Resolution duly adopted by
the majority vote of the entire Borough Council at its meeting duly
convened and held on May 6,19803 that the Resolution has been duly
recorded in the minutes of the Borough Councilg and that the Resolution
remains in fall force and effect, unaltered and unamended, as of the
date of this certification.

In witness whereof, I affix my hand and the official seal
of the Borough of Royalton thia 7th day of May ,1980

DIC t . ,*$ / ^*t4
' Boatta J. Tones, sei ary-

2v

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ __ _ ___ _ -- -_________-
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Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Office May 12, 1980
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory C a ission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Snyder
Dr. Bernard J. Sayder. Program Director
Three Mile Island Program Of fice

Thank you for the opportunity to review the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatice
* Environmental Assessment for Decontasiination of the U. 3. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Three Mile Isisnd Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere" Washington, D. C. 20555

Admittedly, the information makes the removal of Dear Dr. Snydersthe KR-85 gas via the reactor building purge system
in conjunction with the hydrogen control system an Please forgive the delay in respending to your urgent letter
attractive alternative based on the sheer time lapse of April 21. 1980 but I have been in Castral America on bustaese
as being inumediate, and returned yesterday.

However, I as totally concerned over the release I have carefully read with extreme interess ERC's " Environmental
of this gas into our environment, and am quite orposed Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Nile Island Cait 2
to it. Reactor Building Atmosphere" (NCREG-0662), and two addenda.

Information released by Metropolitan Edison co. I wholeheartedly concur with the final recommendation of the
during the Three Mile Island incident, and following, NRC staf f that we should proceed tamediately te remote the kryptOS
has not always been accurate, and with reservation as from the reactor building. I volunteer my services, as a local
to the honesty, civic leader, to work with you to help educate and taf orm the

public t%at because of atmospheric conditions. etc.. we should
The selective absorbtion process appears to me the proceed to remove the krypton from the reactor building as soon as

most acceptable alternative. Although an estimated two possible,
years involvement for design, perfection, and implimenta-
tion of the process, it appears to gossess less exposure Thank you for your thoughtf ulness in forwarding a copy of the report
for the local ennenunities, no transportation difficulty, and for soliciting my opinion on this controversial and complicated
and some storage problem. But for the overall effect of subject.
safety on a day to day basis, I would select this
process. Sincerely.

Sincerely,
.

hg.hf $~ l

Michaald. Sabatallo, Jr.
General Manager

#US:grw

222 Eden Road Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17601 Phone (717) 569 6444
_
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AIR and WATER AIR and WATER
Pe5 Wies Pokal regwies Powel
MAD AIL PA BROAD AIL FL

May 12,1980 AEFLT ID: (2)
Barold K. Denton 61 Forest Avense
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatica Ambler, Fa. 19002

On the bene leg for runway 31 I had to practfrally fly over the ThreeNuclear Regulatory Cao Casion
Mile Island cooling towers at approximately 1400 feet, since runway 31 is al-Washington D.C. 20555 moet lined up with the coeting towere, not smach more than a alle er so away.
Af ter landing (apprezimately 1:45 to 2:00 p.m.), poseenger jets (U.S. Airways)

Atta: Dr. Barold E. Dentos came la and took off. After some time, I purchased a New York Sectiemal map
at the Minute Man Flight Office on the Middletown field. I contacted ground

Centlement control, then the tower, and was cleared for take-off.

On April 23, 1980, radioactive krypton 85 gas ses scheduled for venting After stopping at norshey airport I returned to Turner at approzinstely
from the crippled Dait 2 auclear reactor at Three Mile Island, Middletown, 4:30 p.m. and contacted Flight Service to close my flight pies as required.
eight alles from Barrisburg, Pennsylvania.

I had made the flight specifically to determine whether or mot flyers and
The release, over the strong objecticas of the people of the area, to" passengers would be advised prior to enterias the Three Mile Island area, to

get br with all who oppose the threat from auclear reactors, was to enable notify them of the danger of lethal krypton, irrespective of amount, which
workmen to enter a compartment from which they alght see the damage inside would be present at the glide slope for airplanes leading on runway 11 that day.
the containment ba1141as. After all . dilation of the krypton requires time and dispersal, se that the

gas would be lethal because less diluted La the marspace over the reactor area,
irrespective of the small amount of krypton that the NRC claims would be and areas surrounding the Middletown Airport.

tavolved, the lethat krypton wee to be released within one mile of the Middle-
town Airport and approximately five miles f rom the Harrisburg laternational The f act that there were ao notaas is irresponsible and such negligence
Airport. Both airports are served by passenger jets daily. suggests a patterm of withholding danger aspects of radioactivity from nuclear

reactors by goveraneat agencies, la particular the NRC.
As a licensed pilot, on April 23, 1980 I filed a flight pies leavlag

Turner Airport user Philadelphia at 1:00 p.m. (1300) flytag to Harrisburg gt must be determined also if the 7ederal Aviatica Authority, which has
via Lancaster, passing over Middletown to Barrisburg laternational Airport. permitted reactore to be built close to TOR's is ales f avolved la act alerting
Middletown was filed as the alternate airport. Flight Service Stations to protect those whose filed flight plans place them

to the air space where lethat radioactive concentrations are being released.
The eventag before; the morning of, and at 1:00 p.m. en April 23 at

take-of f,1 asked the Philadelphia Flight Service Station for weather tafor- All pilots, and in particular, pilot orgaminatione like AOFA, should pro-
nation, and specifically whether or not there were any notame connected with test this opee disregard for safety of pilots and passengere. I ask the NRC,
my filed flight plaa. At each time, I was told there were no notams for the and the FAA to investigate this breach of their stated prime responsibility to
Lancaster, Middletown, Barrisburg flight route filed. protect the public and, in particular, i ask a prompt answer ladicattag proper

action to correct this dangerous situation is taken in,ediately. Proper ac-
At approximately 1:30 p.m., la flight. I contacted Philadelphia Flight tion would require total prevention of release of lethal radiation into the

Service to modify my flight plan because resultant airspeed, due to winds airspace. Other action would require cessation of flights la apward of 250 to
coming f rom the geretal Middletown direction, made progress less than antic 1* 25,000 cubic miles of air, depending on wtad and amount of radioactive gas re-
pated, thus necesettating request to close my flight plan one hour later than leased. This, of course, would be an unacceptable dental of the freedom of
filed. It was approved. noveneet and infringement of rights of pilots and the aviation industry.

1 flew south of Imacaster, la contact with Lancaster Approach Control, The motice of release for that day, irrespective of amount, should have
and thnh up the Susquehmaan, at which time lancaster Tower gave me, at my re- been made to all 1 mediate areas of Three Mile Island tacledtag the Middletown
quest, the Middletown Airport Tower frequency. I decided to land at Middle * and the Harrisburg airport. If and when other releases, large or small, are
tove lastead of Barrisburg because of delay caused by the wind. Middletown to be made, notification by NRC and FAA must be mandatory.
cleared me to land on runway 31...with no fastructions favolving the Three
Mile Island reactor. g

AIR & WATER FOLLUTION PATROL

DQ(7 - d
FRR/ cap Franh 4. Romano, Chairman
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May 13. 1980

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder. Program Director
.

Three Mile Island Program Office Dr. Bernard J. kirder. Progren DirootorOffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation Three Mile Isla ms Program officeU. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Cosmeission Office of Buclear Resour BagulationWashington. D. C. 20555 v. s. suelear Regulatory comteston
vaahington, D. C. 20555Dear Dr. Snyder:
Dear Dr. Snyder:

Thank you for forwarding se a copy of NRC's * Environmental Assess-
ment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building This le in roeponse to your letter of April 21 ==Hng for myAtmosphere * (NUREG-0662) and tw addenda. I have read this report and

-te on IRC's *Bxviremental Aseeeement for Decontamtaation ofthe addenda with concerned interest and find that the report only confirms the Three Mile Island thit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere *.the opinion I have held for some time, and that is that we should proceed
with venting the krypton in the damaged unit at Three Mile Island at the while we have a concern about h potential lone-tem adverseearliest possible date. It is incredible to me that such an enlightened effects on the health of the population surrounding Three Mile Island.society as we have today continues to let that crippled unit lie as it
is without proceeding with a clean-up. In the interest of safety for we believe ht the krypton see should be vented into the atmosphere
all of us, we should proceed with the first step. that is the venting of on a controlled basis and that decont==tastion of the Ilhit 2 Reactorproce+1 in en egeditione =====r. We also believe that because ofthe krypton, just as quickly as meteorological conditions permit. the anxiety of a portico of the population about the release of W

You may be interested to know that at a meeting of the Board of krypton see into the atmosphere there should be sufficient advance
Directors of Gannett Fleming Corddry and Carpenter. Inc.. held on May 9 publio notice so as to allow those individuals who wish to leave the

Three Mile Island area to do so.1980. I asked the other sin members of the Board for their opinion on
the venting at Three Mile Island. These men are all registered profes-
sional engineers but not nuclear engineers. They have. of course, Sincerely youre,
followed the problems at Three Mile Island since the accident. They p j
were unanimous in their opinion that the venting should proceed ismie- - ,
diately. y g-g J

Milton E. Appleyard U
ProeidentVery truly yours.

. MA/mah

JOHN R. DIETZ
Chainnan of the Board

K

IO
.

C.s . L .S.= es
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RESOLUTION RE: TMI
l. RESNWAt198ES' ASSOCIA100N
|. WHEREAS, South Central Pennsylvania (including York County)yrENTYJivs NORTN DUKE STREET P. O. SOK sede. YOAK. PA. sieos experienced a nuclear accident beginning March 28,1979, and

Ga.Atp F 9.e,OE. see.v e mm.ev a re.v WHEREAS, the area's people by their strong will and hard work. . . ,
us . u.c=m ... =n. . .. have avoided the usual upheayals and economie dif ficultles which

! usually follow such disruptions, and

WHEREAS, the clean up of 1MI Unit # 2 is a requisite if we
are to maintain the orderly growth of the area and protect the

Mr. Harold Denton health of our people, and
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

WHEREAS, current delays in the clean up process have resulted
Dear Mr. Denton: from controversy over the proposed release of krypton gas in

i Having attended the public meeting at the Host inn small amounts, and
in Harrisburg, April 24, with Mess rs. Clifford Jones ,

WHEREAS, the NRC, DER, and thw Covernor's Commission Reportto e ing ea s ys sur un n w wa
to emphasize the need to set a positive program in motion
at TMI. of February 26, 1980, have all indicated that the release of such

gas can be accomplished in a safe, controlled, fully monitoredWe are greatly concerned with the lack of progress
on cIsan up of Unit #2. manner producing radiation well below normal levels experienced in

Our Board of Directors approved the attached Reso, everyday life,

lution at our regular meeting, Monday, May 12, 1980.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors

Ve ly yours,
/ of the Manufacturers' Association of York, Pa., urges the Governor,

the Secretary of DER, the NRC, and the EPA and other interested

xe t we Secretary parties to proceed expeditiously with venting the krypton gas
and proceed with the clean up so that we can avoid added threatsGFS/jw

Attachment to the health and welfare of our citizenry, which may result from
extended delays in resolving a recognized problem.

Approved by the Board of Directors of the Manufacturers'

t Association of York, Pa. , on May 12, 1980.

.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _
._

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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United States Department of the Internpossse*

two moers asuva sement. attenvow=, Pa. isies Paome.nia ese-sisi
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY p

WASHDIGTON. DC 3 Eses - p
ER 00/229

MAY 15 W

TMI Support Staff
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation
May 15, 1980 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

The Department of the Interior has completed its review of
Dr. Bernard J. Snyder the environmental assessment for Decontamination of theProgram Director Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere,
Three Mile Island Program Office Dauphin County, Pennsylvania. We have the following comments.
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission The environnestal assessment does not discuss what effectsWashington, D. C. 20555 the proposed release of reactor gases would have on fish and

wildlife resources and their habitats. The document should
determine whether or not fish and wildlife impacts are to be

Dear Dr. Snyder: expected and, if expected, discuss and analyze them.

This is in response to your letter of April 21 Since n.1
1980 requesting comments on the NRC's " Environmental Assess- / r

ment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 i

Reactor Building Atmosphere" (NUREG-0662). Due to other %
domands on our limited resources, we are unable to perform i N
a comprehensive evaluation of the various alternatives dis. spesial Assistant g.
cussed in NUREG-0662. We are, however, of the opinion that SECRETARY. g,,g
decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor
Building Atmosphere should be completed as expeditiously as
possible giving due consideration to any potential risks to
the public hestth and safety from the various alternatives
available. We have no reason to believe that the Staff's
recommendation to purge the reactor building atmosphere into
the environment is not technically sound or environmentally
acceptable.

Very truly yours.

.

Norman W. Curtis
Vice President
Engineering 4 Construction

6
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Mr. Bemard J. Snyder
Program Director May 15, 1940
nree Mile Island Program Office
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission The lionerable Richard L. Thornburgh
Washington, D.C.20555 Governor of Pennsylvania

Main Lspitol Duilding
Dear Mr. Snyder: !!arrisburg, PA 17120

I thank you for your letter of April 21st and the accorpanying docwitn- Dear Covernors
tation regarding the Three Mile Island Unit II reactor situation. I
appreciate also the opportistity of comenting to you as to my feelings As you know, the Lancaster Association of Commerce & Industry
in regard to the situation. has strongly endorsed an irrediate cleanup of Peactor 82 at

Thrue tiile Island.
I have reviewed the riaterials that you supplied to me and as a layman,

'

I certainly am no expert in nuclear power or, in fact, this current we have encouraged the quick release of the krypton gas as a
situation. I do, however, feel qualified to coment the feelings of naans to accomplish tnis task. From the announcement on Wednesday,people as they have been expressed to me.regarding this situation. I there does not appear tok be any significant new information in- the
think the general feeling is that nothing should be dme to further Unica of Concerned Scientists' repcrt to cause LACI to alter our
expose the people of central Pennsylvania to this type of venting position.
which would only add to the anxiety that peoplehave and the mistnst
that our people experienced due to the rather mre11able information Therefore, we encourage you to make the decision to release
that we have received about this entire catastrophe. Until such time the gas as soon as possible in the manner suggested by the NRCas someme can restore confidence in the minds of people in this area staff. I know that the majority of our city and county officialsof Pennsylvania, I believe the entire operatim should be sealed and nave already endorsed tais position.
monitored to insure no further leaks of any kind occur until a reasonable
period has passed and the fears of residents who have suffered greatly Considering stress, the possible failure of equipment and anduring this whole event have passed. I am sure m me has an accurate uncontrolled release of gas, LACI cannot see the benefit of anyreading as to the exposure people have experienced and because of that further delay in making a decision to vent the gas.limited information and data, my recomendation is as stated. I feel
confident that these remarks will mean little or nothing and that those we are analously awaiting your position on this announcement.
interests who are pushing for eventual use of Three Mile Island again,
will be the actim that aill be followed. Very sincerely,

I do hope you or serieone connected with our goverment will be able to
restore confidence in those managing these types of nuclear projects in
the years to come. Richard E. Elouse, Jr.

- - -

President
'

With we s regards,

,%[ ' tth

rih
President

RPS/bj s

VFW N
.., _ , , , - ., THEF % *I M IE5g

s
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hs. erosion of public confidence in our product. Since any

, further releases, controlled or uncontrolled, will furtherpag. .pou
,

a - affect us in an adverse manner, we feel it is encuanent on,,
-

the NRC to carefully control and monitor the releases anda a mast. . me. me* to provide the public with assurance before, during and
after the releases that no increase in radioactive levels
are present in our products. This will require close

May 16, 1980 cooperation between NCR, FDA and ourselves to test and
report the sampling and acceptability of finished
dairy products.

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, program Director We wish that there were some way that no further
Three Mile Island program Office releases of any kind were necessary. We are unalterably
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation opposed in theory to any releases. However, as a practical
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission matter, in order to solve this problem and its laberent
Washington, D. C. 20555 potential dangers, we base our decision on its being the

least undesirable of all alternatives available.Dear Dr. Snyder

please keep us advised of your decisions and actions
Your communication dated April 21. 1980, reached in this matter.

my desk on May 12, and I am responding promptly since
any action taken to decontaminate TMI Unit #2 Reactor Sincerely,
Building will adversely affect our firm's operations.

DAIRIES INC.In regard to the alternative proposals for the
decontamination process, we have carefully reviewed the (
information provided and have reached the conclusion that t .-

the preferred method would be the " Reactor Building Purge ,, ' agf . g,u_t,s
System" used in conjunction with the hydrogen control red B. Dewey h .
subsystem. Our reasons for the conclusion are as follows: President

1. Immediate availability. Our concern is that.

the longer the KR85 is contained in a building dependent FBD/ad
on equipment that cannot be entered for service, the more
we are exposed to future problems within the building.

2. No further uncontrolled releases. Any release,
controlled or uncontrolled affects our business seriously
and adversely. We are therefore anxious to take any steps
that will permanently end future potential danger to our
product and public questions as to its safety.

3. No storage requirements. We do not believe that
we should add to our already weighty problems of contaminated
storage of radioactive substances in our county.

Having stated our opinion on the alternative methods
presented, we hasten to add that we have already been
seric'2 sly affected by the releases from the TMI accident.
We have calculated sizeable economic losses as well as

3
1
1

1

1
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f. The Chernher

N
YORK AREA CHAMBER OF COMfdRCE

PROPOSED RESOLUTION REr TMI

t.

May 16, 1980 Whereas, South Central Pennsylvania (including York County)
, experienced a nuclear accident beginning March 28, 1979, and

Mr. Harold Denton Whereas, the area's people by their strong will and hard
UNITED STATES WDCI. EAR work have avoided the usual upheavals and economic difficulties

REGUI.4 TORY COMMISSION
Washington, D. C. 20555 which usually follow such disruptions, and

Dear Mr. Denton Whereas, the clean up of TMI Unit #2 is a requisite if we

are malatain the orderly growth of the area and protect the
The attached resolufAons, plus similar ones on behalf

health of our people, and
of the 'tork County Industrial Develogudnt Corporation .

and Banover Area Chamber of Cossnerce, are being Whereas, current delays in the clean up process have resulted

from controversy over the proposed release of krypton gas in small'
forwarded to you at the direction of the Boards of

amounts, and
Directors of all five organizations.

Whereas, the NRC, DER, and the Governor's Cosusission Report
of February 26, 1980 have all indicated that the release of such

8 C*** I'
gas can be accomplished in a safe, controlled, fully monitored

manner producing radiation well below normal levels experiencedr.. -

CARI. F. NEU in everyday life,
President

Now, therefore be it resolved that the Board of Directors

of the York Area Chamber of Commerce urges the Governor, the
Attachments

Secretary of DER, the NRC, and the EPA and other interested,

parties to proceed expeditiously with venting the krypton gas
and proceed with the clean up so that we can avoid added,

* threats to the health and welfare of our citizenry, which

may result from extended delays in resolving a recognized

problem.

Approved by Executive Committee on May 8, 1980 m
- p.W

13 East Market Shoot * P.O. lkzt 1229 Mzk. N._/ -a,17435 717 + 864 = 301 13 East Mcyket Street P.O. box 1229. York. Penrsylvcydo 17dO5 * 717 = 854 3814

36
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RES01.ITTION Ril Pti
PROPOSED REsoLUT!ou RE: TMt

WHEREAS, South Central Pennsylvania (incl.uding York County)
,

experienced a nuclear accident beginning March 28, 1979, and

whereas, south Central Pennsylvania (including York County 3 kHEREAS, the area's people by their strong will s'nd hard work
esperienced a nuclear accident beginning March 28, 1979, and

, g

usually follow such disruptions, and

Whereas, the area's people by their atrong w!!! and hard
work have avoided the usual upheavals and economic difficulties WHEREAS, the clean up of 1Ni Unit # 2 is a requisite if we
which usually follow such disruptions, and are to maintain the orderly growth of the area and protect the

health of our people, and
Whereas, the clean up of TMI Unit 92 is a requisite !! we

are to maintain the orderly growth of the area and protect the WUEIEASe current delays in the clean up process have resulted
health of our people, and

from controversy over the proposed release of krypton gas in
small amounts, and

Whereas, current delays in the clean up process have resulted
from controversy over the proposed release of krypton gas in small WHEREAS, the NRC, DER, and the Governor's Cossnission Report
*"'""*** *"d

of February 26, 1980, have all indicated that the release of such

gas can be accomplished in a safe, controlled, fully monitored
whereas, the Nac, den, and the covernor's Commiselon neport manner producing radiation well below normal levels experienced in

of February 26, 1980 have all indicated that the release of such
'I 'gas can be accomplished in a safe, controlled, fully monitored

manner producing radiation well below normal levels esperienced
in everyday life, NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors

of the Manufacturers' Association of York, Pa. , urges the Governor,
Now, therefore be it resolved that the Board of Directors the Secretary of DER, the NRC, and the EPA and other interested

of The Cop nial York County Vieltors_and Tourigt_tugeau,_Inc, parties to proceed expeditiously with venting the krypton gasurges the coverno f thel ecretary of DER, the NRC, and the
sta and other interested parties to proceed expeditiously with and proceed with the clean up so that we can avoid added threats
venting the krypton gas and proceed with the clean up so that
we can avoid added threats to the health and welfare of our to the health and welfare of our citizenry, which may result from
citizenry, which may result from extended delays in resolvin9 extended delays in resolving a recognized problem.a recognised problem.

Approved by the Board of Directors of the Manufacturcys'

Appr den by the Board of Directore on May 12, 1980.

'7
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May 16, 1930
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Page two.

6

Dr. Bernard J. Snyder, Progres Director
Three Mile Island Progree Office

Office of Nucleer Rosetor Regulation Restriscida de la transportseida de les enteriormente monsionados mete-
5. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission riales criticos por carretore y por vise ferroviarias hacia
Weehtagten, D. C. 20555
Apreciado seBor Snyder A. El Sur desde Middletown.

Por obvise razones, las siguientes, he decidido hacer este pequeno 8. El Oeste desde Newville.
reporte en espeEol.

C. El Norte desde Bainbridge.
Primero, 1e seguridad y tranquilidad de nuestra comunidad esguirl eien-
pre dependiendo de is habilidad de na limitado numero de individuos. Que tos/adose en cuenta la direcei$a de los vientos prevaleeientes el
Sinembargo, latereses ajenos, turban a veces el ambiente del que espe- otro lado del rio, asi como otros feetores metereoligicos y ambientales,
remos sarjaa siempre les mejores y,mde nobles opiniones e ideas. se tomen tenbida alli medidas preventives.

Jumilde, pero a la ves determinadamente es que he decidido escribir lo Adeale creo tenbi[a oportuno y apropiado, el que el cruce ferroviario
que a contiamocida que esti aproximadamente e un cuarto de milla al Sur' de Royalton see

* ** * **** * ** ***Estoy en favor de que usando las medidos preventives en sus reportes

sessionadas como salvaguardes de la seguridad de los latereses de au-

estra stes, se de comienso e le ventilacida controlada del Kriptda-85 Sinceramente,
retenido en el edificio conteniente de Three Mile Isisad. '

, fdp4 |.O
Noto que en las conclus18aes y recomendacio'aes que he leido luego de g,,g, g, y,,q,,,f r. PresidenteG
habermelse Uds. enviado, se da el suficiente e'afasis a is cuestion de

Puertorricea Community Planning
maycree posibilidades de seeidente si usando las otras alternativas al

Civic Association
metodo de ventilecion controlode.

1447 Yerson Street.
Por consiguiente deseo recomendar que terminantemente se prohiba el trI- Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 17104
fico de materiales criticos que en esso de accidente puedan poner en
riesgo vides y propiedad en la vecindad de Three Mile Island. El ries-

go de una posible concentrecida de gases tiles como el Clorbidrico en
el veoiadario immediato de Three Mile Island, merits en mi opiaida el
que las siguientes restriceilaee seen puestas en vigor.

M
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' Translation of 11sy 16,1980, letter
.

*

NCRF National Council on Radiation Protection
and Measbrements

. ssmo r..emen.as ,e.a a- saan =u===
Dear Mr. Seyders

For obvious reasons, the following, I have decided to make this report in [Spanish.

First, the security and tramwysility of our c-ity will always depend on May 16, 1980
the capability of a limited m e r of individuals- Nevertheless, outside
interests sonettese disturb the ambient from which we hope will come alwaye The monorable Richard Thornburgh
the best and nr.et logical opiatoms and ideas. Governor of Pennsylvania

* *E* * *
With humility, but at the same time with determination. I have decided to
write what contimmeJe - Dear Governor Thornburgh

I am in favor that while using the preventive measures mentioned in your The National Ceiancil on Radistica Protection and Measurements (NCRF),
reports as safeguards of the security of the interests of our area, that we in response to your request of April 30th, has emanised the health and
start the controlled release of Krypton 85 wLich is retained la the contata-
meet building on Three Mile Island. . safety aspects of the venting proposals and prepared a statement,

Krypton-85 in the Atmosphere - With Specific Reference to the Public
I note af ter reading the conclusions and recomendations that you sent me Wealth, Significance of the Proposed Controlled Release at Three Mile

Island . I au pleased to present this statement.
that there is sufficient emphasis on the question of larger possibilittee
of accident if other alternatives to the method of controlled release are The statement. like most reports from the NCRP, is a scientific
*** * appraisal of the venting situation which is somewhat detailed. We draw
I, therefore, wish to recomsnand'that as soon as possible the tranett of your attentica especially to the summary which highlights the principal

findings of our study. In our opinion this clearly askee evident that
critical materials be prohibited whieb in case of accident could put lives the public health impact of venting under either of the proposed
' and property in danger in the vicielty of Three Mile Island. The danger of procedur u is not a valid basis for concera, either,to individuals whoof a poselble concentration of gases each as the hydrochloric la the might be located close to the plant boundary or to the population
immediate vicinity of Three Mile Island merits in my opinica that the throughout the entire ares.
following restrictica be vigorously imposed.' Restriction of the transporta-
tion of the above mentioned critical materials by highway and by railroad to: The NCRF is pleased to make this information available to you as a
A. 'the South from Middletown' public service.

''3. The West from Neuville

C. The North from Sainbridge

I***** E* SinclairPreventive measures be imposed taking into account the directica of the prevail- Presidenting winds from the other side of the river as well as other meteorological
factore.

Also I believe it is opportune and appropriate that the railroad crossing that
is approximately one-fourth of a mile south of Royalton be eliminated as soon
as possible.

Sincerely,

/s/
Luis A. Tasques, Sr. Presidente
Puertorrican Cosmuualty Planning

Civic Association
1447 Vernon Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17104

OMce of sie Messfert Agurwis Wassmar Laborasury Agosmo. M 80s30
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TEE NATIONAL cot |NCIL ON BADLaTION
PROTECTION AND utaAUREMENTS

The dosa expected from the penetrating radiation is about 100 times

news tes. than that f ro. the superficiat radiatton and the risk of indocing

* =#ar a: cancer is correepondingly smaller,
w a way,s - os,.n.
OsaTsOpeAt CONL One mADeAYeoes ygg IMPEDIATE FZ1 EASE Tha NCRP concluden that the arposures likely to be received as a

FacTuctos e-s maA$UReaseNTS May 16,19807siomooonsomt avs=va.surve tois result of venting are not a valii Bas *or concern with respect to
EgYM"S; cgm

health effects.

KRTFTON-85 IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Vith Specific Reference to the Public flea 1th
Significance of the Proposed Controlled

Release at nree Mile Island

At the request of Covernor Thornburgh of Pennsylvania, the Nactor.a1

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements CiCRF) has examined

scientific material relating to the health effects of krypton-85, updated

its Reoort No. 44 on krypton-85 published in 1975, and estimated the doses

to the public and the risks associated with them for the amounts of

krypton-85 e w ected to be released as a result of the proposed venting

at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant. The findings are that the

maximum doses likely to be received By any person are very small.

Superficial beta radiation to the skin is the primary potential health

concern; however, in the total population within 50 miles no cases of

skin cancer would be expected from the doses likely to be received. The

risk to the ma.zimally arposed individual member of the population at the

plant boundary is esti sted to be equivalent to the risk of skin cancer

resu1 ting from exposure to a few hours of sunlight, which is known to be*

the principal cause of skin cancer in the general population.

3

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table t - Estimated concentratione et 5,, ,,4 ,,,,,,,4 .

dosee for the S-der sad 60-der ventina scenerlee

85
Er Duees

* Concent rat tene Skin Whole Body

S-day scenario

*Imesimum of feite sencontrattee 0.3 pC1 m

( seelmae ladiv&Just dese' 7.4 arem 0.06 mrom,

everese concentration (wittin ~0
30 mi) 4.5 a 10 pC1 m'

everage dose (within 50 mi) 0.011 arem e a 10-5,,,,
callective doet (within 50 mi)* 25 person ram 0.19 person rem

60-day scenerte

mesta e ef fette conce.tretten 0.06 pC1 m '*

mesimum individual dose * 18. eram 0.14 meem

everese concentration (within ,4 4
50 mi) 1.0 s 10 pC1 es

everage does (within 50 mi) 0.054 mrom 4 y 10'' stem

cellective dose (within 50 mi)* 118 persee tem 0.92 perece see

'Thie le a hypothetical person who remaine et one point en the fenceline for the duration of the rolesee,

seem to see-thousandth of a tem which to the unit of does eq=1 valent. For the purposee of this report. ,
the oder af reos may be ceneidered equal to the number of rede (the unit of absorbed dose).

n.e ,o,.asti.e .ithi. 50 mii. 8. es.um.4 t. h. .: mini.. ,.re e (m.1,f,) .
.
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sink of ekle concer f rom bete radiation to the I

.ealsally esposed Individual

absetute sisk model" 3.8 a 10'I 9.2 a 10
b -5 -5selative elsk model 2.5 m 10 9 a 10

slik of skin eeneer to slie everage individuali

i withh 50 eltoe (ebeelste model) 5.1 a 10'8 4 a 10'I
|

I umber of ekin eencore espected la a population .f
02.2 a 10 over their lifetsee (relative risk audel) less than 0.07 less than 0.4

natot.E nottu

- - mezamum a&c of other espected caneers la
I populatlan free whole body gaaune Irradiation 2 a 10 9 s.10-5 -5

mesmber of concere la average person at the ette
beenJary esposed to wisole body gamme radiation 6 a 10 , 1.4 a 10 ,, ,

#5&la concer rlek eet tuates are bened on the tinea capitle and thymus studies (NAS,1979),

for an emplanetten of the absolute med relative slek models see test page 14.
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and a consensus be reached befits a report ta issued as a formal BCW report.'

la view of the urgency of the request made by Covernor Thornbergh and the tight

h National Coimc11 on Radiation Protection and Mnasuremmata (3CRF) on

July 1.1975 published NCRP Bayert No. 44. Ervaton-85 in the Atasophore - NCEF bylaws that permits the Board of Directors to teses statemmets om its sua

Accalation. Bioloaical Sismif temice. and control Technotony (ECRP,1975), authority. To accomplish the review, the President of the BCEF reactivated the

e41ch use propered by the Task Group on 'Er of the Comeil's Scientific 85

Comittee 38. . he report dealt with the soerces of * Er, its behavier ta the of both the original Task Group and the present greg are set out ta appeas d B.

atmosphere. the dose to exposed persons, and the biological sissificance of together with a list of the ammbership of the pCEF.

esposure.
This is a report of the NCRP prepared by the Task Crog as approved for

This review supplemmets the 1975 report and brings it up to date with release by the NCRP Soard of Directors. The report supplemmats the 1975 report

respect to the latest scientific information available on 'Er. with the 35and addresses current knowledge of the biological effects of Kr. with
'Erexception that the present review does not co aider methods of removing particular reference to the proposals made to vest 57.000 C1 of this muelide now

from vaste streams. The application of this Laformation to the venting

proposala developed for the Three Mile Island (TMI) nuclear power station has the NCRP was in no position to judge the validity of the ERC estimate of the

been prepared at the request of h Bonorable Richard Thornbergh Covernor of 85 ,

the Commonusaith of Pennsylvania. A copy of his letter to the President of residtag withis 50 miles of the plant has been estimated and the potential public

NCEF dated April 30, 1980 is included as Appendia A. health significance addressed.

The Macional Council on Radiatica Protection and Measuremmats (NCRF) is a Harrea E. Staclair

ace-profit Corporation chartered by Congress in 1964 to, among other things * President. NCRP

" collect analyse, develop, and disseminate in the public interest Laformation
Washington, D.C.

and rec-adations about .. protection against radiation .. .." The NCRP May 14. 1980

consists of 75 members and its committees include more than se additional 400

scientists. The normal procedures require that the full moabership be consulted

a
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" " " * * * * * * * " " * " * " * **'**"*4'This report is concerned with the potential health consequences that

3. effects for e H day scenar e are 3 to 5 timesany ariae from the proposed release of 37,000 curies of Krypton-45 via

is than the 5 hy scenaria.the two venting proposele made by the Nuclear Regulatory Commaieston (NRC)
6. er d the em ocean normally la the seneuldurieg 5 day and 60 day periods (BRC, 1980s, 19806).

population primarily as a neelt of exposun to
1. It has been concluded that esthode of estimattag the

omlight. The risk of skia cancer to the sawimally
atmospheric dispersion and biological effects used is

** '##' 7 ******** ** **"I"***# "*an earlier report by the NCRP (Deport No. 44, " Krypton-45
va en e abou un e 82posure to sunlight.

La the Atmosphere - Accdtion, Biological Significence,

For the a m age person withis 50 miles, the risk wouldand Control Technology," WCRP 1975) continue to be valid.
de equivalent to tw o the 2 staut u of exposure to

2. Concentrations of krypton-45 from the plant bom aary to a
evalight.

distance of fifty miles were estimated using accepted
risk of cancen other than om casm to the.

techniques of meteorological analysis. Calculated values

everase person within 50 milee is equivalent to 25
of the expected concentrations and doses are given la

seconde of exposure to the ionising radiation from
Table 1.

natun. se to t e max ly expeed individual
5. Risk estimates and espected health effects associated with

**" * I * ** ** * ' "*these doses have been derived from the best available
o agman to utural ionising radiatim.

eource, a report prepared by the cetted Natione Scientific

Comittee on the Effects of Atomic Radiatica (CESCEAR,1977) ~

received as a result of vesting are not a valid
and are se gives ta Table 2.

basis 'for concern with respect to health ef fects.
4. The basic question is whether the krypton-45 concentratione

la the atmosphere will be sufficient to justify concera

abent skin or other types of cancer. The estimated effects

of the 3-day scenario are as follows: for the maximally

exposed individual at the site boundary, the risk of skin

cancer would be 0.000038 and the risk of other cancers

would be 6 per billion, yor the population within 50

miles 2.2 million, less than 0.07 skin tumore and so 2

1

M
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*febte 3 t_isk eet smates _ of redtat tee Induced rencere for the.

prosesed S-der and 60-der Er vestina scenettee

I. ., . ear,. ...y e. .r 1.

SEIII

rieh of shte esecer free bote redietten to the
mealmelly espeeed tedivideal

b *Iabeetute sten andel 3.8 a 10 9.2 a 10
*Irelettre stok andet 3.$ a 10 9 a 10''

stik of shte sencer to the everage ledividee!
within 50 miles (a6 solute model) S.1 s IO 4 s 10'y,g

| aumber of ekla eencore espected te a populetten of
0

2.2 a 10 over their lifetlee (relettre riek andel) less thee 0.07 less then 0.4
tes0LE 3GDT

mentene number of other espected concere to
,g ,3populetten free wlele body seeme irredtetten 2 s 10 9 s 10

number of cesscere la everage pereen et the ette
,9 ,gbummJery espeeed to whole body gamme radlet ten 6 a 10 1.4 a 10

"Skla eeneer stok estimatee are beeed on the tinea capitle and thymus studsee (eAS.1979).

For en esplanettee of the abeelete and rotative rieb modele see test page 14.
.

.

!

|

|
tebte ! - settmeted eeacentratione of 'Sur end espect.d

I doses for the 5-der and 60-der ventinn ecenaries

|

l

e,, we..

| Cemeentr at tees Skie Whole Body

S-day scenarie

meatnum elleits concentratten 0.3 enci m'

mestnum individual dese* 7.4 aree 0.06 aree

sverage concentrattee (withie ,4 ,3
50 mi) 4.5 a 10 pCl n

[ everego does (withia 50 st) 0.011 area 8 s 10 mr om

[ colleettve deae (withie 50 mi)* 25 perees tem 0.19 pereen rem

!
|

|
to-day ocenerle

mestmum ef fette eencontratten 0.06 pct a

esalmum Individual dese* 10. ares 0.14 area'

(verese concentrattee (withle *I
50 mi) 1.8 a 10' pC1 e

i

4 a 10'O! 'eversee duee (withie 50 mi) 0.054 aree eroe

eellective dese (withte 50 ea)* 118 person ree 0.92 pereen ree
j

1hte le e hypothetteel person who teneine et one potet en the fence 1&ne for the duretten of the rolesee.# ~

|
mrem to eme-thousandth of a rem viilch is the-unit of dose equivalent. For the purposee of this report,
the number of rame may be considered equel to the number of rede (the unit of abeerbed dose).

'The populetten within 50 sitee le eesumed to be 2.2 at11ien pereene (nac,1979).

. . . . , ,
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1. IEElfPENIS SI!E RalCATIGi(F fW PERRT NO. la to the at-sphere. s5,, ,, ,1,, ,, ,,a ,,,, ,, ,, ,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,, ,,tx,t,.

Physical Prooerties and Production Rates * " * * * * ""* ** *

} ' a=f a . Effective January 1.1983. goveremost regulations in the Datted StatesKrypton La as inert gas with a natural abundsace la the atumsphere of
will limit releases of I'Kr from the arsel m fuel cycle te a == h of

1.14 2 0.01 parts per millica by volume (Weast. 1977). Nuclear fissica
33 S0.000 Ci per thousand messwetts of electricity (W ) produced (Cyt.1979).produces sizable quantittee of Kr which, with a 10.76-year half-life. *

85 This will retaire retention of about 80 percent of the catal productica of Er.accumulate , ta the atmosphere. Er decays. 99.6 percent' of the time to

g3 Nevertheless the total amount of 'Er to be released La the future will contimmeetable Ib by emitting a beta particle with anximum energy of 0.672 Mov;

*** "*** * *0.4 percent of the decays consist of a beta particle with a ==e=um energy
La NCIF taport No. 44 (NCIF. 1975). Nichols and 31aford's (1971) projections ofof 0.15 Mov, followed by a 0.514 Nov gasma ray (Lederer yt,al. 1967).l

auclest power generated through the year 2000 were esed to predict 'Er
Sources of 'Er besides the nuclear power Ladustry include nuclear teneratica and release. These authors projected 353 3 of installed nuclear

e
weapons tests, suelear reactors used to produce plutoalum for weapons, cosmic

power in the world La 1980,1.660 W, in 1990. and 4.500 W, in 2000. La 1973,
ray induced atmospheric reactions with atmospheric Kr. and spontaneous fissies the National Radiological Protection Board of the United Klagdes predicted
of naturally occurries uranium. Between 1945 and 1962, approximately 3 megacuries approximately 1.200 W, in 1990 and 3.100 W, in 2000 (Fig.1 of Kalir g g.,
of *'Kr were introduced into the atacaphere by weapons tests (UNSCIAR 1977).

1975). The United Nations Scisatific Committee es the Effects of Atomic Radiation
Plutonium producties in the United States through 1966 introduced amether 13 MC1. (UNSCEAR. 1977) more recently predicted 2.000 W, la the year 2000, a figure
additional Kr was produced after 1966 in the Daited States but at auch reduced substantially less than the 4.300 W, predicted by Nichols and Staford (1971)
rates and was produced before and af ter 1964 by weapons productice programs in which was used in NCRF Bsport No. 44 A recent report by the U.S. Departuent of

other co n tries. Energy (1979) predicted 400 W, la the t3mited States in the year 2000 which we

Emissions of 'Kr from the nuclear fuel cycle will increasingly become the Pr*d18 tion for U.S. auclear g e ratinge

9 1 1 y ar 2000 contataed La NCIF Report No. 44. These reductions indominant source of Kr. During moraal operations. Er generated in a nuclear
* * *I P "* 888eraties result la corresponding reductions of

reactor is contained La the fuel rods and La released caly during reprocessing
85estimated accumulatica of Er la the atmosphere *

when the fuel rods are disassembled. Reprocessing plaats do not at presen:

control releases of 8'Er and depend instead on dilution of the gas af ter discharge

3 '
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- Diffusion ta the Atacephere Dosimetry

Measurement of Er La the atmosphere since publication of NC1F Report Does calculations La ECIF Esport No. 44 are is good agreement with values

3No. 44 indicated a concentration of 19.5 pC1/a la 1977 (Romanski, 1979). reported to 1975 by the za.ional Radiological Protectica Board of the taited

This vale.a is substantially below the predicted value of about 55 pC1/a shown Klagdom (Kally 3 al. 1975). Kany n al. (1975) quoted an annual' dose of

85 , ,g g ,cgf,La Fig. 6 of 3 CSP Baport No. 44, which may be due to the lack of reprocessing 2.5 arad/y to the skia surface due to exposure to a cloud of g

in recent years, or to the slowed Browth rate of nuclear power in the United air. This is equivalent to a dose of 1.95 rad /y due to a cloud of 8'Er at a

states and elsewhere. NCEF toport Nc. 44 assumed release of 'Er la the year concentration of 1 pC1/a at standard temperature and pressure. La very good

generated an assumption dich has not been realised due to rhe moratorium on , agreemmat with the value of 1.8 radly reported in NCIF Report No. 44 (Table 13
-2

reprocessing La the United States. The exact reamos for the discrepancy is not p. 30). Eeny g g. reported a dose of 1.6 a 10 reds /y to the shallow

understood at this time and fwther consideration e* the satter is warranted. tissue and gonads due to external * Er esposure at a concentration of 1 bCi/a ,

The me d anisms of diffusica of Er from potat sources. like diffusion of
populattom dosee, however. Ken y E g . reduced the skia dose by a factor of

other gaseous contamiaasts, was well understood at the time of publicattaa of 2
0.6 to convert the surface dose to that at a depth of 7 as/n and they reduced

NCEF 3 aport No. 44. More recently, the Air Resources laboratory of the
the shallow tissue and gonad dose by a factor of 0.4 to account for time spent

sational Oceanic and Atmospheric aa=taistration hee publiabad a study of the
indoors. This correctica factor is of geestionable applicability la the Three

diffusica of 'Er being released from the Savaamah River plant (Telegadas g d.,
~

e Island estunden W is not used is this report. Nor were these ts:ters -

By making concurrent measurements of meteorological parameters. 85 Er
~

1960). ased La NCIP 3 aport No. 44 Eeny g g. also took so accoimat of the dose due
concentratione douuvind, and 'Er release rates, an unusual opportualty was

to inhaled kryptoe, referring to a report shoutag that the internal dose is .

provided to verify the models used in forecasts of the environmental conseguences
small ta comparisca with the skin and whole body dose (Whittoa.1964). This

8of Er releases at distances of 20 to 90 miles. The models yielded predictions
observatica is La agreement with calcalaticas in NGP Report No. 44

that proved to be 2 to 4 times greater than the observed values which indicates
85 , ,, ,,gg,a conservatian La the models erring, however, on the safe side. Earley and Fasteranck (1977) calculated deoes due to internal g

of particular importance is human carcinogenesias naamly, hematopoietic stem

cells, esteoprogealter cous sa bone surfaces, and basal cens in bronchial

.

I
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epithelian. Their calculated doses are in good agreement with the internal whole Willard g al. (1980) have been studying grees of rata exposed contianously

body does (7.4 a 10 red a /vci y) shown ta Table 13 (p. 30) of NCRF Esport to Er atsoepherea at measured surface dose rates to the skia of 2750, 370,

No. 44. Work on behavior of *'Er withis the boey following tahalation was not 38 rad /y. Af ter 15 months of exposure, no effects on survival had been ebaetved.

discussed la WCIF Report No. 44. Escent tahalatica experiments using admit hre also had been no ef fect en weight gala, and after one year of esposure, as

beagias have shows that the highest partition coefficients we~e for 1 m ss, bone indications of led =f a DaFord and Ea11ou (1980) have also reported studice of

marrow, and fat (Willard g d ., 1978). Earlier experiments by the same group newbora rats in Er atmospheres receivtag total body radiation of 1,000-4.800

using rats showed that doses from 'Er tended to be highest ta the adrenals and rada. While radiatica dermatitis, stunted growth, and abnormal development were

body fat (Willard and Sailon, 1977). The large intestines were fowad to have seen at higher doses, whole body doses of 1,000 rada caused no observable ef fects,

prolonged desatsration tians which were related to the presence of air or gas
The Omited States Environmental Fretection Agency has been studytag the

pockets la this organ. I
effects of ur u to Fr since 1971, using various maM1 modela (Kirk, 1980),

Cohn g g . (1979) have studied the internal dose from inhaled traces of Exposures of guinea pigs to very high concentrations of La cylindrical

85Kr in hasa voleteers. The longest retention times were food to be is the ch== hrs approziasting infialte beta cloud exposures have yielded excess cases of

abdomen and thigh fat deposits. Cohn eg g. (1979) acte that the high retention lympho,cytic leukeata in female, but act aale, mahata. A total of 25 cases out of

La this area necessitates a ==m11 edjustment of the ganadal dose. Bowever, their 176 animals (14 pertent) have been observed to date is ==<==1a exposed at doses

results are in good agreement with earlier studies uslag volunteers and showing of 15,172 rade to the skin or less, with no cases observed La 45 maimata exposed

greatest uptake and longest retention in heavier, fatter people (Turkin and at higher deses (15,542 rede to the skin or mora), and five cases observed La 53

lu kalev 1975). control mai=ala (9 percent). sabotaatial life shorteming has been seen is the

higher dose maimals (life table analyses of the data have not yet been conducted).
The possibility that f ahaled Er any concentrate la fatal tiaeves W h g3The experiment was originally designed to study lethality of Er at very high8

studied using pregnant ewes (Andrew E g ., 1973). gr concentrations is the

fetal tissues were fon d to be stailar to or lower than concentraticas is eve

tissues, indicating no special exposures of the fetus.

7
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' Kirk (1980) aise has been studyirs skia tumor iLcidence 12 Sprague-Dowler 2. M EVE m T}E N % TM'
cassereas derived (CD) rata tamersed in a Er staeophere. Prelinimary analysta _

indicates a lifetime risk sf as individual aminal developing at least one teor ,

of 7 a 10' per rad. Heat of the mat = ate had several taste and, conting each g , ,g g

tuer separately, the risk was 1.5 x 10 casere per rad. Data analysia in NBC. 1960s. 1960b; Destes 1980). In additism, the Caecil initiated am

contimulag, but the results seem to be is agreement with tumer incidence in Ladependent estimate utilising the facilities of the Air Resources laboratories

male (CD) rats found by Albert g g . (1967) se exposure of (CD) rate to electreme of the Battomal Oceanic and Atmospheric AA=f a'atreties (X;&A). The dose

with an 0.35 sm =h penetracima. calculations were based en the Nuclear Regulatory Comissies estimate that

there are 57.000 C1 of krypton-SS seu ceafined within the centsiammet building
WCEp Report Be. 44 meted the possibility that the carciaogenic ef fecte of

and that this vomid be the quantity of radleective esterial discharged to the
'Er beta radiation sa skin might be makaared by ultraviolet (UT) radiatism and

ataeophere.
recommedad that esperimental studies be initiated. Laboratory studies that have

eiace been undertakaa have demonstrated that the two kinde of radiaties de Two acenaries were analysed. la the first, the 57.000 C1 would be released

interact. but la comples were that are met yet understeed (Burne g g ., 1976; at a miform rate of 0.13 Ci/s when atmospheric candittene met certata peedeternamed

Duras. 1900). The fiadf aga of these studies are taken into consideratica in criteria (Type D stability or better and a wind velocity of at least 5 m/s (11 sph)).
discuestem of the health implicatione of the Three MLle Island 'Er release The total time for the release *>uld be 120 h (5 days). but this would be spread

later la this report. over a longer period, depending es meteorological caeditismo.

Mothede of Centrol la the seceed ocesarie, the kryptee-85 wee assumed to be taleased at a

The mathed of removing Er free gases prior te venting to the atmosphere unifers rate of 0.011 C1/e ever a sixty-day pertad. La which the wind reee sea

were alas reviewed La NCRy Sepert go. 44. There have been recent deve W asate typical of that for J oe W M y W a W eric stasility wee Case D 50 percent

to the field, but these were not reviewed for the puryeoes of this report. of the ties and Class E 50 percent. The mass viad velocity for Class D conditions

was ase med to be 4 m/s (9 aph) and the Class E maan wind velocity wee assumed to

be 2 m/s (4.5 mph).

'
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Table 1 - Setteeted concentretiene of SS,, ,,, ,,,,,,,4

doses for the 5-der end 60-der ventien scenerlos

'E r Dosee

Concentretiene $hia Whole Body
i

5-eep ocemerie

esateus effette concentretien 0.3 pC1 e'I
seates ladividual dese* 7.4 ares 0.06 seen
everese eencontresses (within

50 n!) 4.5 a 10'0 pC1 m*I

everesa dose (within 50 mi) 0.0!! eroe 8 a 10'b eram ;

ce!!ective does (withie 50 mi)* 25 pereen ree 0.19 perses rem
+

.0-d., ec..de
.

sesimum offaite concentration 0.06 pC1 e'

mestaus iedivident dese* 10. aree 0.14 mres
everage sencontrattaa (withia *

50 mi) 1.0 a 10' pCi e'
everage dose (within 50 et) 0.054 area 4 a 10' ares
cellective dose (within 50 et)* 118 persos rem 0.92 person res

*This la a hypotheticet pereen who rossimo at one point en the feneettae for the desettee of the relemas.

eres la one-thousandth of a ree which to the, unit of dose equivalent. For the purposee of this report.
the number of rees may be considered equal to the number of rede (the unit of absorbed dese).

"The populet ten within 50 ellee to eseused to be 2.2 ell!!an persons (NRC.1979).
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& m1 wara made using the average concentrnica Et a dirtanc3 of 1/2 mi. De
3. ESTImTED WA.E EHETS

everage concentration was then computed withis each of sixteen sectors withis

several ====11 aroed, the point of release to a dist ace of 50 at. For total body irradiation from gasma rays the risk of cancer is 1 a 10''

per re, obtained from the 1977 report of the United Natione Scientific Comittee
h estimated concentration was then converted to a dose rate for the skin

on the Effects of Atomic Radiatica (UNSCEAR.1977), a value siellar to that derived
and total body. h conversion factor used to compute the dose rate to the skia

3 by other national and international groups. Using this risk coef ficient, and the
. from a given concentration of krypton-45 is 4.9 erad a /uci d (page 30 of

NCIp Report 50. 44). H e conversion rate for estisating whole body dose is
eettanced that the dose from penetrating (gamma) radiatica would yield no more

30.03g arad a /vci 4. g
than 2 x 10 cancers in the lifetiam of the populatioe. i.e. there ta only a

h per capita dose for the duration of the release was them computed from the 2 in 100.000 chance that any cancer would be produced. By the same calculation,

per capita done race. N population dose was calculated as the product of the the estimated amber of cancers for the 60-day scenario would be 9.6 s 10*I.

per capita dose within each sector times the amber of people withis that sector.
De risk of skin cancer free the beta radiation was then considered. Although

h estiasted dose ratee and collective doses from the fenceline to 50 mi are an increase in skin cancer follow".ag high doses of samma and x-radiatica has been

samarized in Table 1. h anzimam dose would be at the fenceline (600 m). For observed ta some groups of human beings receiving high localized doses of

the 5-day case, an individual located at a point on the fence 11ae would receive a radiation, other large series. Laciuding those in Biroshima and 3egasaki and the

dose of 7.4 eram to the skin and 0.06 arem to the whole body. For the 60-day case. British study of patients treated for ankylosing spondylitis, have shown'ao

the skin dose at the f--time would be 18 aram and the whole body dose 0.14 mram, excess cancers of the skie (URSCIAA.1977; NAS.1972; Albert and Omram.1968; and

n ie calculation applies to the average person on the fencellas. If the person GAS, 1979). N humma data are inadequate to establish a dose-response curve,

remained at the point of ===h= wind direction. the values would be higher by particularly in the region below about 40G rem of x- or sam a-ray radiation.

a factor of 3 or 4. aat==1 studies indicate that the dose-response curve is curvilinear upwards, and

" *

For the 5-day scenario, the 2.2 m1 Alien living within 50 mi would receive a
- ~~ 1961).et al.

skia dose of 15 person-rem and a whole body dose of 0.19 person-rem. 21s would

be Lacreased to 118 person-tem to the skia and 0.92 pereen-ren whale body for the

6 %iay, scenario, h per capita skis and whole body doses are 0.054 mram and 0.0004 ares.

respectively. N 5-day scenario gives lower doses because it is assumed that the

per*. ode of discharge vaald be selected so as to provide somewhat more favorable

meteorological circumstances than would be true during the 60-day period.

13
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In the recent National Academy of Sciences report (NAS, 1979) of the various '

The facidence of skia cancer (basal cell carcinoms) among patients in the
available humme studies, only two studies, both involving a radiation, were deemed

tinas capitis series has been 8.9 percent. 35 years post irradiation at a scalp
to be suitable fer making risk estimates for partial body irradiation. nose

dose of 500 res. nie toepares to an incidence of 0.5 percent in the unexposed
involved treatasat for ringworn of the scalp (tinea capitis) (shore g d., 1976)

,,,,,,g ,,,,p,, ,g,g,, , ,,, g,,,,,,,,g,,gg,,,, ,, ,,4 ,,,,,,,, 3,,,,,g
and enlarged thymus (Bampa1=maa 3 d ., 1975). Linear interpolation from high

linearity of dose response,' the resulting risk estimate is 1.7 x 10 cases of
doses (mean doses of 700 and 300 ren, respectively) was used, and a amber of

scalp cancer per res. If one asemos the risk to the total skia surface is
caveats were given (see below and NAS, 1979). Risk estimates of 1.02 and 0.44 skin

cancers per 10* person-year-rem (FTR) were thus obtained. proportional to the arsia irradiated, and that the skin of the scalp is 3.3 percent

of the whole body, the cancer risk per tem of skin irradiation will be $1 x 10'',

If a risk coefficlaat of 1 x 10'' per FTR is used, and a 50-year period of ince t everage beta dose for t e ay release as been est mated to 01 we,

tumor formation is assumed, the 118 person-res from 'Kr beta radiation (for the the risk to the average individual withia 50 miles of the release would be

(51 x 10'') (0.01 x 10'3) a 5.1 x 10*8-6 1.25 x 10'3 660-day case) would yield 50 x 25 x 10 or about five in 100 million. ne' risk toa cancer la the 2.2 x 10

persons from which the value of 25 person-rome was derived. D e corresponding risk "ily exposed person (7.4 area) would be about 3.8 x 10*I, or aboutthe "

-7to the highest-dose Ladividual of 7 area wedd be 1 x 10' x 50 x 0.007 = 3.5 x 10 4 per 100,000. ne amor of skia cancers that might result from this exposure

(i.e., less than one is a million). ampeg the 2.2 million people livtag within 50 mi vould be less than one during
their lifetime. Because the period of teor formation in the studies used for

n e above risk estimates for skin cancer are re-estimated below, using recent
*

these calculations includes only the first 15 years poet exposure, the appearance
data derived from the tinea capitis series of cases (Albert,1980). For the

of additional tueors may increase these absolute risk estimates by a factor of
purposes of this report, all factors will be selected to maniaire the risk. The

& 2uL
not effect of this procedure will alacet certainly overestimate the true situation.

Both the absolute and the relative risk models are used to calculate the incidence, In applytag the relative risk model, it is assumed that the risk of cancer

as follows. in the exposed group reestas a constant multiple of the normal incidence during

the entire lif e span of the exposed population. De tumor data collected to date

1A11 of the cancers were basal cell carcinomas, ubich are amenable to
therapy and are associated with low nortality. No melanosas have occurred 500 res would be 8.9 percent /0.5 percent = 17.8, compared to a risk (by definition)following irradiation for either tinea capitis or enlarged thymus.

'
15
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Table 2 - Risk estimatee" of radiatige induced cancere for the
proposed 5-day and 60-day Er ventina scenarios

54ay seemario 60-day scenario

sKlu

risk of skin cancer free beta radiation to the
maatmally esposed indivfb at

babsolute risk model 3.8 a 10' 9.2 a 10
relative risk madel 2.5 a 10-5 9 x 10*'

ri:.k of akte center to the average individual
-8within 50 miles (absolute model) 5.1 a 10 4 a 10~7

aumber of skin cancere espected in a populattom of

2.2 a 10" over their lifetime (relative sink m> del) less thea 0.07 less than 0.4

WHOLE 80DT

maiteum number of other espected cancere la
population f rom whole body gamme irradiction 2 a 10' 9 x 10'

number of cancers le average person at the alte
boundary esposed to whole body gasma radiation 6 m 10 , 1.4 a 10

, ,g

*$kie cancer risk est! mates are based en the tinea capitie and thymua stu6ve (NAS 1979).
b
For en emplanettom of the absolute and relative risk modela see test page 14.
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Salisht ce e he emana
cosy * ment of esposure em best be put 1sto

It helps to put these risk estimates inta perspective to compare them with perspective by comparison with exposure to astural backgrond, which can be

the skia cancer risk eseociated with esposure to enlight and the risk of other taken to be 100 ares /y on average la the United States
.

cancers due to espeaura to samma radiation from natural sources.
At this acaual dose rate, the per capita dose within 50 miles f

radiation (8 : lo*I rom penetrettag
If we take the normal skin cancer risk to be 0.1 per lifetime, and assume that areal for the 5-day ac e rto is m i h t u u e g , m

to the radiation from nature.the average person opende 10 percent of the time out of doors La the salight The dose to the maemelly espoeed ladividual

(873 h/y), and make the further assumption that all skin cancers are due to (0.06 mene) can be sia11arly shown to be equivalent to 3 3 h of
,, g

. esposure to

sunlight, the probability of developing a skia cancer ist

0= = 1.6 x 10 per hour of exposure to sunlight.(g73) m (70 y)

By the absolute risk model, we have seen that the probability that the everage

person within 50 at of the point of discharge during the 3-day release will develop
skin cancer is about 5 x ,10'8 The equivalent "carcinogente sunshine done" would

in this case be approzinstely

-85 a 10 3 ,gg-2 h (1.8 min). 1,

1.6 s 10-6

In short. the carcinogente potential of the krypton-85 so far as the average

person la concerned. will be equivalent to about I minutes of exposure to sunlight.

19 20
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Apprumy A

April 30, 1980

Dear Dr. Sinclair:

Tour isterest in assisting the Comonwealth of Pennsylvania in

evaluating say safety and health consequences of the proposals to vent

5. Co m EIGI krypton-85 radioactive gas at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station

'

It is concluded that the exposures likely to be received as a result of
As you know. I have been seeking technical advice on this important

venting are not a valid basis for concern with respect to health eff ects. issue from as wide a range of responsible and respected at.thorities as

possible. I certainly would welcome the involvement of the SCRP in this

crucial fact finding and evaulation process.

Toward that and I as formally asking the Council to adertake an

independent study of any safety and health consequences of the various

venting proposals. It is my understandics that you wish to limit such a

study to that question and thac is suitable to me.

In order to comply with a May 16 deadline for my public comment on

this matter to the Nuclear Regulator, Commission 1 would ask that you

complate your analysis and report no later than that date if possible.

It is also my aderstanding that the C-alth will be willing

to reimburse reasonable expenses incurred during the course of your

effort. Please feel free to draw upon the resources of any relevante

Department or Agency in the State Government.

Again, let me thank you on behalf of Pennsylvania citizens for your

interest in helping us to resolve this fairly complex sad troublesome

issue.

I hope you will contact me or Paul Critenlow with any farther

questions.

Sincerely ycurs,

31ck Thornburgh, Governor

11

N
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EXECUTWE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT'

COUNC1L ON ENVIRO,NMENTAL QUAUTvm m: mao = uca.=w
waensevam o c amme The Council has made no technical review of NUREC-0662.and Addenda. For

this proposal, the Council defers to the r-ission's judgemet on such
issues. Bowever, based on the assumption that the Council's caemusets on

May 19, 1980 the environmental doceants will be tended to ard relytag on the IRC
staff's technical analysis and representations referred to above, the
Council to of the view that as a matter of procedure. staff *e proposal

does not violate 40 C.F.R. I 1506.1 (1979) (Limitations on actione
during NEPA process) of the Council's regulations implementing the
National Environmental Policy Act.

Samuel J. Quilk. Secretary
Stacerely.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington. D.C. 20555 //
&(/j

Dear Secretary Chilk NIC501AS C. 70gf

General Counsel
The Comeal has reviewed the environmental assessment for the decontamination
of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor building atmosphere (NUREC-0662)
and Addenda. We have considered the assesament's discueston of alternatives
and staff's conclustaa that all of the alternatives for removing the
contaminated atmosphere from the reactor building at TMI can be implemented
with little risk to the health and safety of the public from resulting
effluents and can be carried out is full compliance with the Commission's
regulatters and applicable requiremente. According to staff's calculations,
this decontamination activity will have no significant environmental
impacts. The Co mcil also notes that staff has determined that the
proposed action will act limit the choice of reasonable alternatives for
the future steps in the TM1 cleanup program. 40 C.F.R. 1506.1 (1979).

Staff has stated that purging of the containment at TM1 will allow
greater personnel access to the reactor building which in turn would
permit needed maintenance of instrumentation and equipment required to
keep the reactor in a safe shutdown condition. It la also staff's
conclusion that prompt purging is in the best interest of public health
and safety (SECT-80-132). As the Comcil has stated before in its
commmications with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission regarding TMI.
public health and safety is of paramount concern to the Comcil.

At a meeting with representatives of NRC staff and General Comaal's
office on March 31, 1980, our staff explained their substantive comments
on the Bavironmental Assessment. We strongly urge NRC staff to make the
revisions and additions suggested by the Council at that meeting.

1
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(717) 8-. . . . . . . . . . . . .

May 19,1980

Whereas South Central Pennsylvania (including York County)
experienced a nuclear accident beginning March 28,1979, and

- Mr. Harold Denton Whereas the area's economy has suffered through the need to buyUnited States Nuclear Regulatory Commission high cost replacement power andW ashington, D.C. 20555

Whereas the Nation's negative Balance of Payments has widened
- Dear Sir; by increasing oil imports for power generation and
The attached Resolution was adopted unanimously by the York
County Industrial Development Corporation Board of Directors
on May 13,1980* health of our people, and

We urge you to do whatever you can to expedite the cleanup at
Three Mile Island and return of units to productive use.

amounts, andVery truly yours,

ff df Whereas, the NRC, DER, and the Governor's Commission Report
pu/ of February 26, 1980, have all indicated that the release of such gas

John J. Bell can be accomplished in a safe manner well below normal radiation

Executive Director levels experienced in 'veryday life,

Now, therefore be it resolved that the Board of Directors of theJJB/jd York County Industrial Development Corporation urge the Governor.Enclosure the Secretary of DER, the NRC, the EPA and other interested parties
to proceed expeditiously with controlled venting of the krypton gas
and proceed with the clean up so that we can avoid added threats to
the health and welfare of our citizenry.

,

m.
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Department of Ener9V A more detailed description of the monitoring program for*

j Washington. D.C. 20585 the proposed action would be helpful. Advanced monitoring

( y g gg to calibrate and verify analytical methods for predicting the
l incremental dose at the site boundary should be discussed.

| The ability to promptly and accurately determine off-site
| concentrations also should be discussed in more detail.

Mr. William J. Dircks * The description of DOE's radiological monitoring program
Acting Executive Director (Section 7.6) does not represent an accurate summary of our

for Operations
. current efforts. An updated version of this section is

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission enclosed for your information.
Washington, D.C. 20555

The nature and extent of the controversy surrounding the*

Dear Mr. Dircks: proposed venting should be presented. The basis for the
technical questions being raised by various segments of

The Department of Energy (DOE) has reviewed the " Environmental the public and scientific community along with a critical
Assessment for Decontamination of the Three Mile Island Unit 2 evaluation of their concerns would provide a more meaning-
Reactor Building Atmosphers" (NUREG-0662, March 1980) and ful assessment of the significance of the impacts of the
Addendum 2 (April 1980). The document represents a comprehen- proposal.
sive effort by your staff to accurately assess the environ-
mental effects of the proposal. Our review has, however, We trust that the above comments will be useful in the
identified several areas where additional information or preparation of the final version of the environmental
clarification would enable a more complete assespgent of assessment. We would welcome the opportunity to review
potential effects of the removal of krypton gas (Kr-85) from the completed document and those changes made as a result
the reactor building. The following comments are offered of your public involvement efforts. Should you have any
for your considerations questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

* The accident analysis for each alternative, including the Sincerely,
proposed action, should include estimates of the proba-
bility of occurrence of the worst case scenarios. This
would permit a more complete evaluation of the potential
for adverse health and safety impacts.

Ru C. Clusen
* A more precise estimate of the time necessary to implement Assistant Secretary

the various alternatives should be provided because of the for Environment
importance of this factor in the overall decision-making
process. Estimates should be based on realistic projections Enclosure
of an accelerated construction / testing program for each
alternative.

The potential hazards associated with the storage of Kr-85*

should be quantified to the extent possible in order to
better reflect the seriousness of problems associated with
the storage.

E
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7.6 U.S. Department of Energy Radislogical Monitoring Program 2. Laboratory instruction

o G.M. (Geiger Mueller) counting experimentsThe Department of Energy and Conunonwealth of Pennsylvania are sponsoring a o Radiation counting statisticsComunity Radiation Monitoring Program. This program has as its purpose to
(a) provide independent verification of radiation levels in the TMI area by o Monitoring equipment familiarization

o Argonne-41 and Krypton-85 monitoringtrained local comununity people, and (b) to increase public understanding of o Supervised area monitoring with actual procedures and equipmentradiation and its effects. The approach to achieve this purpose has involved
the selection of individuals by local officials from the following 12
comununities within approximately five miles around TMI. At the completion of the instructional phase, a final examination will be

given. This will be followed b.y field monitoring trafning of approximately
'"' " k-East Manchester Twp.

* The training sessions will provide basic infonnation on radiation. Its effects.
n

.Lawr Swatara Twp. detection techniques. and will include hands-on experience with monitoring
equipment in the field. Citizens will be expected to demonstrate cospetenceConoy Twp. in both the theoretical and practical aspects of the course before actual

Goldsboro m nitoring efforts begin. Following the congletion of training in theFairview Twp. third week of April, team representatives in each of the 12 selected areasRoyalton will begin data acquisition from the gassen and gamum/ beta sensitive instrumentsEast Donegal Twp. on a routine basis. Detailed procedures are being developed to consolidateMiddletown the information being obtained into a central point of contact in theNewberry Twp. Commonwealth of Pennsylvanta for dissemination to the press nocal officials,Elizabethtown and other interested parties on a routine ba'is. Maintenance and calibration

Approximately 50 individuals are participating in training classes conducted procedures are also being developed and will be in place prior to the
by members of the Nuclear Engineering Department of the Pennsylvania State initiation of routine field monitoring anticipated to begin during the

last m L of Apr11.
University. Eleven training sessions are to be conducted and will involve
classroom instructions laboratory training. and actual radiation monitoring
in the field. The teams w111 utilize EPA gansna rate recording devices wh'th
are corrently in place around TM1 and will be supplemented by gasuna/ beta
sensitive devices which are being furnished by DOE through EGSG Idaho. Inc.
This training will be structured to cover the following areas:

1. Classroom instruction

o Introduction to radioactivity

0 Interaction of radiation with matter
o Methods of radiation detection

.O Radiation counting variables
o Radiation protection units
o Health physics procedures
o Radiation interaction with biological systems
o Administrative procedures for Comununity Radiation Monitoring Program
o TMI-2 accident and cleanup
o Meteorological conditions

S
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PROPOSAL POR THREE MILE ISIAND.
P-2

8 8888 8- 8 aF M ulppedEIEMENT9 IN THE EVACUATION AND DISPERSAL OF KRYPTON IN SNTT TWO
plane is used for surveillance as well

reception of transmitted radio frequen-
CONTAINMENT UNIT.... Holding 2 million cubic feet of air and cy from the floating units,

contaminating 5 thousand units of Krypton.

ESCAPEMENT: . ..... Heavy duty Neoprene tube hermetically

sealed 1pto airlock area. Tube is fitted with

alarmed by "U F 0 sitings or psychological pro-
* * #' "" * " " I ***

VENTING . . . . . . . . . . .High velocity vacuum pump receives escape-

in d four balloons will not evacuate content ofment tube air and Krypton gas exiting into

U"lt 2 S e essive repetition will be exercised
four large diametered Neoprene tubes.Each

.

until venting and dispersal is complete.
tube enters collapsed Neoprena baloon six

feet in diameter. All connections doubly

sealed .

PROCEDURES......... Vacuum pump completes inflation of four Designed and submitted by:

talloons.They are sealed effectively.A Stanley Smith,

transmitter is attached to each balloon. Apt.612 Overmont Apts.

The balloons are then harnessed to forn 4001 Mcnument Rd.

an integrated unit.The unit is securely Phila Pa. 19131. & . . .a .0
fastened to a Helium filled balloon ten

b- $|za|IO-{ ~~ #

feet in diameter. combined balloons are re-

leased .The Helium balloon with its cap- Qfp
tive Krypton gas will ascerut to approx-

imately 60.000 feet. caught in the prevalent

Westerly wind the balloons will be driven

over the Atlantic and burst due to variance

5
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'9,, useITED STATESDEPARTMENT OF" TRANSPORTATION f.,
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISS40N

% .. REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE Ofr THE SECRETARv saansasseToss, p. c. aames
a wau.uv sway

a
emLaputema.rannovLvama sense

%*****Nay 21, 1980

M Y 22 ]ggg
TMI Support Staff
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation MEMORANDtM FOR: Dr. Bernard J. Snyder
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission TMI Program Office
Washington, D.C. 20555

FROM: John F. Suerman
.RE: Environmental Assessment . Decontamination of Three Office of Cong al Affairs

,

Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Bldg. - pA, NUREG-0662
SUBJECT: CONSTITUENT C0rNENT FROM SENATOR PACKWOOD ON TFI

We have reviewed the subject document, recognizing that our The attached letter frcm Ray McDuffee was referred to this office by
area of expertise and interest is transportation, and of fer Senator Bob Packwood. I responded to the letter and indicated I would
the following comments: have the ceriments inserted in the public coment file on the gas venting

1. The recommended action to purge the building's
'

contaminated atmosphere through the hydrogen control system
has no apparent effect on the highway system. However, in
the event that another action is selected which will require
the highway transport of contaminated materials, further
coordination with t he Federal Highway Administration and
the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation should occur.

2. The TMI plant is close to both Capital City and
Harrisburg International Airports. The venting of KR-85
into the atmosphere might pose a potential hazard to air-
craft flying through the KR-85 plume. Coordination between
the TMI operator, Pennsylvania Bureau of Aviation and the
Federal Aviation Administration's Air Traffic Control
facilities at both airports may be necessary to insure
that aircraf t are directed away f rom the plume. To assist
in this coordination process, the subject DEIS should be
made available to the Pennsylvania Bureau of Aviation for
their review.

3. As described, the proposed action has no direct
impact on the Susquehanna River. However, if the recommended
action involves the use of the Susquehanna, the U.S. Coast
Guard, Third District Office, Governors Island, NY, should
be consulted.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this
DEIS. If we can be of any further assistance, please contact
us.

7".* [- h *

55 Sally H. Cooper
n..i . Regional Representative
*** of the Secretary

2V
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Pamela Shore
319 Cambridge Rd.

Th2 Hon. John Ah wrns Bala Cynwyd, Pa. 19004Chairman -

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co:nmission
- Washington, D. C. 20555

-

. . Nuclear Regulatory Coassission
Desr Mr. Ahearne: Washington D.C., 20555

I' e.m in favor of the venting of Krypton 35 gas from Three lle Dear NRC,
Island Unit II. It is extremely imp 3rtant that this plant be cleaned
up and maintained. The experts who htye stuiled the alternatives have It has been brought to my attention that you'are considering
all said " vent it." It is only a few radical groups and indiviiuale
who seem to be c'tusing the delays and the rest of us s.ust suffer for venting the krypton gas in the Three Mile Island nuclear power
it.

plant in five days instead of sixty.. This distresses me and I-Except for a few radical groups, all leading scientists and nuclear
experts have said that the accident at Three :lile Island did no harm would like to let you know of my thoughts on the matter.to the public. Yet the undacaged re-ctor at ethe island has not been
producing electricity since Xarch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the
high priced electric from other utilities. ..This is bankrupting Met-II's It seems to me that the more slowly the gas is released, the

custo:aers and the ccapany cannot do anything about it and still supply less harm will be done. The gas could be absorbed into the en-us with the electric we need.
vironment in small quantities if it was vented over sixty days,I am asking you -to listen to the experts who have the knowledge

and rational thoughts ta know what is best for cleanin; up Three 011e and thus more easily assimilated into the environment. Also,Island and getting it operating again. 7e must have electric and coal
can't.do it alone. Oil and r;as are out of the question. Let's get weather patterns would vary more over the sixty days, distributingTZI running so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and
show everyone that T:;I was not a catastrophe but nn industrial incident.- the gas over a wider area. If the gas was vented in five days, more .Our country needs all the,p,0wer we can get.

Why don't we have Three Mile Island operating. Unit I is ready damage would be done to the environment and it would be too late

to go but government delays keep it shut down. I want my children to
have the same opportunity that I have had here in Central Pennsylvania - to stop venting the gas if visible harm was being done.

and the only way this can happen is for them to have a good low-cost In general, I think that cleaning up TMI is best done assupply of electricity. The only way they can have this is to use
nuc1 ear. power. slowly as is feasible. In this way the damage can be minimalized .

You are in the position to tage a positive step and get Central '

Pennsylvania back to the pro 3ressive role it deserves. Let's clean up and recorded, and no more mistakes can be made. It is important

Three Mile Island and get it operating again. to place the health of people and the environment before the amount

Thank you for listening to my opinion. of money that each operation will cost. I'd appreciate any response

Sincerely yours, you could give me on this matter.

g [ad tt+ Sincerely,
.

f o ' Y. Au ho * }&i. . s.YvLyn.. a ,a 1. .-r.

I10 0

292
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The Hon. Joseph Hendrie
Co.: mis sioner ."
U. S. Nuclear Repalatory Commission
, ashington, D. C. 20555W

Dear Vr. Hendiies
Tu VE Li2 ToA g "%1, A (L

I am in favor of the vertin; of Irypton 35 gas from Three 'lile
*y mm g% g 4 TT- NE C S *M,0'OLT- Island Unit II. It is 3:tremely inpartsnt that this alsnt be cleaned

up and maintained. The experts who have studied the alternatives have
all said " vent it.' It is only a few radical groups and individualsTW MNThew G E D1 W CAtT Y who seem to be etuains the delays and the rest of us must suffer for'

it.

TITY l # Except for a few radical Croups, all leading scientists and nuclear
experts have said that the accident at Three Ilile Island did no hara

Sqw $tD '.D Dhg %f919p to the public. Yet the undacaged reactor at,the island has not been
producin.3 electricity since Zarch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the
high priced electric from other utilities. This is bankrupting **et-Ed's

3W W - MGT. U b # b customers and the company cannot do anything about it and still supply
us with the electric we need.

YOO hf_ MM N - @E NM
I am asking you to listen to the experts who have the knowledge

Tci'- "Jr**:rtMT._ , M OA - g and rational thoughts ta know what is best for cleaning up Three Mile
Island and getting it operatinI again. 7e must have electric and coal
can't do it alone. Oil and gas are out of ths question. Let's get

Mt R t49. rJob 9 gN % %4% ,MM T%I running so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and
show everyone that T%I was not a catastrophe but . n industrial incident.

Mgom, Our country needs all the ,p,Jwer we c8 A Cet. '- ~

e

*(h P= a #MJ 17W N
g Thy don't we have Three 711e Island o er Ltin.3 Unit I is' ready

WgN "D zQ $ fFQ , to go but government delays keep it shut down. I want ny children to
have the sa.se opportunity that I have had here in Central Pennsylvania

Qygwq M 5b g SOfLTJf'Ud and the only way this can happen is for the2 to have a good low-cost -
supply of electricity. The only way they can have this is to use

Q nuclear power.

You are in the position to taxe a positive step and get Central

%he 9~ g, .pA Nhh %k Pennsylvania back to the progressive role it deserves. Let's clean up
Three Mlle Islani and get it operating a;ain.

Q Qy mi M bOC
4pggs , Thank you for listening to ry opinion.f--

% 6Mi\K6$ Sincerely yours.

Y $* f

s

__
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Th. Hon. Richard Kennedy
The Hon. Joseph Bendrie Commissioner
Commissioner ' U. S. Nuclear Re:ulatory Commission
C. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washin; ton, D. C. 20555
Washington, D. C. 20555

at W . Kennedy
Dear Mr. Hendries

I am in favor of the venting of Krypton 35 cas from Three rileI am in favor of the ventin; of Krypton 35 gas from Three ::lle
Island Unit II. It is eatremely inportsnt that this plant be cleaned Islan3 Unit II. It is e ctremely important that this plant be clesned

up and maintained. The experts who have studied the alternatives have
up and maintained. The experts who have stu11ed the alternatives have all said " vent it." It is only a few radical groups and individuals
all said " vent it." It is only a few radical groups and individuals who seas to be cruains the delays and the rest of us must suffer forwho seem to be c'tusing the delays and the rest of us must suffer for it.
it.

Except for a few ratical groups, all leading scientists and nuclear
-Except for a few radical groups, all leading scientists and nuclear experts have said that the accident at Three Tile Isisni did no harm

experts have said that the accident at Three ; rile Iolsai dio no harm
to the public. Yet the undamaged re'ctor at the island has not been

to the public. Yet the undacaged re ctor at,the islani has not been
producini electricity since Zarch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the

producing electricity since : arch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the
high priced electric from other utilities This is bankrupting Net-23's righ priced electric from other utilities. This is bankrupting 7et-21's

customers and the company cannot do anything about it and still supply
customers and the campany cannot do anything about it an1 still supply
us with the electric we need.

us with the electric we need.
I am asking you to listen to the experts who have the knowledge

I an askin3 you to listen to the experts who have the knowled;e and rational thoughts to. know what is best for clesnin; up Three 711e
and rational thoughts tcL know what is best for cle tnin3 up Three tiile
Island and getting it operatin; again. 7e aust have electric and caal Islani and getting it operating again. Je must have electric and caal
can't.do it alone. Oil and gas are out of the quoation. Let's get

can't.do it alone. 011 an! cas are out of the queation. Let's get
TII runnin3 so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and

TMI running so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and show everyone that T...I was not a catastraphe but on industrial incident.
show e7eryone that T: I was nat a catastrophe bat n industrial incident. Our country neels all the.gner we een get.
Our country needs all the ,gawer we can get.

tTnit I is ready Thy don't we hnve Three Mile Island operatin3 Unit I is ready
Thy don't we have Three "ile Island operating. to go but government delays keep it shut down. I want my children toI want my children to have the same opportunity that I have had here in Central Fennsylvania. to go but government delays keep it shut down.

have the sue opportunity that I have had here in Central Pennsylvania and the only way this can happen is for them to have a good low-cost
and the only way this can happen is for them to have a good low-cost supply of electricity. The only way they can have this is to use
supply of' electricity. The only way they can have this is to use nuclear power.
nuclear power.

Tou are in the position to taxe a positive step and get Central
You are in the position to tage a positive step and get Central Pennsylvania back to the progressive role it deserves. Let's clean upLet's clean upPennsylvania back to the pro 3ressive role it deserves. Three .!ile Islan1 and get it operating a;ain.

Three lille Islant and get it operating again.
Thank you for listenin; to my opinion.

Thank you for listenin; to my opinion.
Sincerely yours,

Sincerely yours.

*%V[[ ,/ 4 **
# '

n&J
. .s, o...-

.cl%10 m Ou myt
6:,a.a u . Q, ,
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The Hon. Joseph Hendrie
Commissioner .
U. S. Nuclear Reylatory Coc. mission

,

' Washington, D. C. 23555 g
Dear Mr. Hendrie

It is e M smely 17partsnt that thia plant be cle=si .
som$se > $ Nkus.&)& 'I am in favor of the ventin; of Krypton 35 gas from Three ' tileIsland Unit II.

up and maintained. The experts who have stulled the alternatives have Q %," 4all said " vent it." It is only a few radicsl Iraups ud individusis
seem to be ctusing the delays and tae rest of us nust suffer for O - g

Except for a few radical groups, all leading scientists and nuclear J a , + A, -
experts have said that the accident at Three lile Island did no harm h b AM 4a.'fo 4 M d /[~~~(/
to the public. Yet the undamage2 re,ctar atsthe island has not been

/ %
producing electricity since ~ arch 23, 1979 and we are buying all the "

Qhigh priced electric froai other utilities. This is bankrupting "et-21's 'o.,

customers and the caapany cannot do anything about it and still supply J
-

g
-

us with the electric we need.
e ,

I a:s asking you to listen to the experts who have the knowledge M C h cm h' %and rational thoughte to.know what is best for cleanin; up Three "ile
Island and getting it operatin.1 again. 7e must have electric and caal cQ d M Q hy Mcan't do it alone. 011 and gas are out of the question. Let's get

iT7.1 running so that Pennsylvania will have the electricity we need and
4 Ngshow everyone that T:I was not a catastraphe but n industrial incident. %

Our country needs all the ,pwer 'we c n get. ~~ -

A= a = %.Thy don't we have Three Nile Island omentin3 Unit I is ready
to go but government delays keen it shut down. I want ny children to bhave the sane opportunity that I have had here in Central Pennsylvania P (W,. Qug#'d

Vand the only way this can happen is for ther: to have a good low-cost - bsupply of electricity. The only way they can have this is to use Q k
Wtkc%dooj% ,ynuclear power.

,g
You are in the r>asition to taxe m positive step and Jet Central

Pennsylvania bacY to the pro;recsive role it -leserves. . Let's clean up 7 "*4 CowSc/
.

Three Mile Islani and get it operatint again.
- V .W-Thank you f ar liatenin; ta :y a : inion. (/

Sincerely-yours. *

C r
90% & surf Uy0

.

n a. n A non
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AFSCME , AFL-CIO
COUNCIL 13

In our attempt to react to the report, a number of statements
and questions must be posed and responded to. ~

,,, ,y, , , , , ,

L Y TowCns aUNDNo. 301 CwtSTNE/T aTREET, NAMMISaunQ. MN3YLVANIA 17101

be removed from the reactor building. The report states that
the licensee estimated there are 44,000 curies of Krypton-85

E==& *..AW%4.
-

while the Nuclear Regulatory Commission states there arewemmanunn
57,000 curies. This difference is not insignificant when

"""*""
m. ,, one considers that a plant operating under " normal" conditions,m===,n,. "gives off" 1.000 curies per month. Immediately there exists

a discrepancy of over one years' worth of Krypton-85 exposure,,,,,,,,,
r Nevertheless it is agreed that the Krypton-85 must be removed

from the reactor building.
vice ensseawrs

May 16, 1980 n=mw nmaw, 2. Our opinion is that the method chosen for the removal of the
**" Krypton-85 aust be the one that is the least harmful to the
n nmen , get.eral public. Given the data in your report, the venting

Dr. Bernar( J. Snyder, Program Director proposal gives, by far, the greatest exposure to the generalac*
Three Mile Island Program Office population. Greater by factors in the thousands and tens of,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ace thousands.
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555 a.m.n=pa 3. Our opinion is, given #2, that the costs involved should be* * * a very minor consideration if it is considered at all. Your
Dear Dr. Snyder: mee on.,m. report relies heavily on the licensee's cost estimates while

*** that licensee's credibility has been and is being gravely
The attached reflects our response to the Nuclear an.sm.wm questioned. Their estimates range between $10 to $160 million

Regulatory Commission's Environmental Assessment for ac* with the exception of venting which is only $75,000. The
Decontamination of the Three MiPe ! stand Unit 2 Reactor only other estimate, supplied by the Nuclear Regulatorya mmmme
Building Atmosphere as per your cover letter of oc. Commission staff is between $4 to $10 million.
April 21, 1980.

$$2"*"** 4. What causes the urgency to remove the Krypton-85 from the
V y truly yours, reactor building? Your report brief7y mentions a cooling

"[yd '*** fan system and door seals while givfag virtually no substantive
/f) C documentation of your concerns. Although the Krypton-85 has/

_ f, W **hmDd*** been in there for over one year, no system for its removal is-/

/ Gerald W. McEntee
*

even in the embryo stage. Again raising the question, what is
Executive Director ha.m emme causing the urgent need for the removal of the Krypton-85.

""* Several weeks ago your spokesmen in this area were claiming
m n m um there was a dire urgency for its removal while very recently
k=****' these same spokesmen are saying several months delay would be

no cause for alarm. All of the other alternatives (othervw n.-m
~~otta==* than venting) are at least partially dismissed because of the

length of time needed to make them operable. If lack of
accessability for maintenance purposes is the concern, how
is it that the licensee will soon be sending two engineers
into the reactor building? Finally if an urgent situation
develops during the time period an alternate removal systan is
being developed, isn't venting still a very real possibility?

h
-

d

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______
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%.$-d
f[d _N iDr. Bernard J. Snyder

Page Two ggy
May 16, 1980 co. .. .m.o,re..evo....

Goven= ors ornce
pa.m.eevee

5.. Along with the time-lag problems with the alternate t=a.ove==on
removal systems, the other primary objection to them is
the danger of storing the radioactive waste generated.
Your report indicates that it is difficult to store under
controlled conditions and it would threaten occupational May 21, 1980

exposures for one hundred years. That statement and premise
is sound for af ter all it is a radioactive material that
has a half-life of 10.7 years. That concern is real, even Honorable John F. Ahearnethough your report defines Krypton-85 as "A radioactive
noble gas, with a half-life of 10.7 years, that is not Acting Chairman
absorbed by body tissues and is soon eliminated by the body Nuclear Regulatory Commission
if inhaled or ingested. Washington, DC 20005

While we are told of all the dangers of long term storage of Dear Mr. Chairman:

Krypton-85 with its 10.7 years half-life, we are assured by the
licensee, the entire nuclear industry, the Nuclear Regulatory Enclosed are the various reports.and assessments to which
Commission and by the White House that nuclear wastes pose no real I referred in my letter to you of May 16, 1980 regarding the

-

threat to society. We are told this even though one of the by- proposal to remove radioactive krypton 85 from the Three Mile
products of a nuclear power plant is plutonium with a half-life of Island Unit 2 containment building by the process of venting it '

over 24,000 years and poses a very rea,1 danger for 250,000 years. into the atmosphere.

In conclusion I feel that venting isn't the safest method given They include: -

the radiation exposure it gives the general population, nor is there
any great urgency in removing the Krypton-85 from the reactor building. *The report to me of the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) .
Therefore I would suggest you seriously consider one of the other
alternatives, most likely the selective absorption process system *A joint press release I developed with the UCS, the seventh
which would result in very little radioactivity exposure to the general paragraph of which contains a clarification regarding the first
population in addition to which it can be put into operation in a recommendation on page 57 of that organization's report.
relatively short period of time.

*The report to me of the National Council on Radiation
Lacking your selection of the selective absorption process system, Protection and Measurements (NCRP). (8** Page 259)

I would like you to very seriously consider the just released report by
the Union of Concerned Scientists. *A copy of a letter addressed to your statt, and forwarded

-

to me, from the Director of the U.S. Bureau of Radiological Health.
And finally should you not decide to err even that much on the side

of safety, vent it over the five day period discussed in your NUREG-0662 *The report of The Governor's Commission on Three Mile Island.
addendum 82. Do it after the current school year terminates which would
allow more people who are so inclined to evacuste the area with their *A copy of a memorandum to me from the Secretary of the
children. Those choosing to then evacuate should be compensated for all Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources (DER), Clifford
expenses incurred by either the licensee and/or the Federal Government. L. Jones.

*A copy of a letter, addressed to me from the Secretary of
the Pennsylvania Department of Health, Dr. H. Arnold Muller, M.D.

*A copy of a letter, addressed to me, from the Secretary of
the Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare, Helen B. O' Bannon.

5/29.1o LOO for Appropriate Action..Cpys to: Chm, Cars .F L .GC,iiecords ,5ny aer
80-1119

M

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Mr. Ahearne -2- May 21, 1980

1 understand that the views of your own staff, as well as DECONTAMINATION OF KRYPTON-85
those of the electric utility and nuclear industries, have beenmade available to you directly. I trust you will give all of FRm
these materials due consideration in reaching a decision on how
best to remove krypton 85 from the containment building. THREE MILE ISLAND

Again, thank you for the opportunity to express my views on
th.s important matter, and to subnit to you those made available
to me by other institutions and o anizations.

E car y,

)
Dick Thor y
Governor;

d
-

F r.
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I. In;RODUCTION

'we requested.

, The National Audubon Society (Russell Peterson, President)
During the accident at the Three Mile Island (TMI)

very kindly allcwed Dr. Beyea to join our study.
nuclear plant which started March 28, 1979, extensive

Jim Leas, a physicist on the UCS staff, provided important melting of the reactor fuel released substantial quantities
information on Krypton recovery and storage techniques. of the accumulated radioactive fission products into the
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reactor coolant system and reactor building. Among these

by the UCS staff in Cambridge and Washington, especially
was much of the radioactive krypton-85. The physical quantity

Janice Candelora, Andrea Fishman, and Bette Pounders.
of krypton is very small, no more than a few ounces

it would occupy about 1.3 cubic feet if isolated. Unfortunately,
it is uniformly mixed with the roughly 2 million cubic

feet of air in the sealed Three Mile Island Unit 2 reactor
containment building.

Krypton is the 36th element in the periodic table.

At room temperature it is a gas with a density three times .

that of air. From its position in the periodic table

a chemist would at once know that it has little chemical
activity; indeed, it is classified as inert. The nuclear

physics of krypton is far more varied.

There are twenty-one isotopes of krypton. Chemically

they are identical, but their nuclear masses differ.

Six of these isotopes are stable, but the remaining fifteen-

are all radioactive to some degree. In the fission chain

reactions that split the uranium nuclei, about 0.3% of

the fissions yield Kr-85, with a radioactive half-life
(The cover page illustration represents the radioactive
decay scheme of krypton-85.) of 10.7 years.

311
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program of dscontamination can be undertaken. The problem

is how to do this in a manner which protects the safety of
The krypton-85 is biologicallyhazardous because of

the workers who may be exposed to the krypton and alsoits radioactivity. Short-range beta particles emitted by the
safeguards the physical and mental health of members of the

krypton-85 can irradiate skin or other tissue and its more
Public who may also be exposed.

penetrating gamma radiation can cause whole body irradiation.
Based on arguments emphasizing the need for prompt

As we discuss below in more detail, worker entry into the TMI reactor
entry into the reactor building and calculations that c1' aim

building in order to carry out maintenance, inspection, and work
to show small or negligible consequences to the public,

associated with decontamination of the plant is substan .ly

Metropolitan Edison Diet Ed) has proposed to vent and flush
hindered by the presence of the krypton. In the upper levels

the reactor building through a 160 foot vent pipe located
cf the reactor building, the krypton appears to be the source of

near the building over a period of from 5 to 50 days. The
most of the damaging radiation and thus poses the most important

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff indicated its initial
restriction to free worker access.

The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) Study Croup believes approval of this scheme. The radioactive plume from this release

that ultimate decontamination of the plant is an absolute would mix in the turbulent wind-induced wake downwind of this

necessity. Decontaminatio4 m'ast include complete removal building and, in some wind directions, in the wakes of the cooling

of the damaged fuel rods and of the contaminated water in the towers. Some of the radioactive gas would therefore hug the ground.

containment sump and elsewhere. The plant cannot be sealed and This would result in beta and gamma radiation doses to persons exposed

walked away from. This would constitute a . negligent disposal to the contaminated wind. For this reason we refer to this venting

means for a very large quantity of radioactivity. Important scheme as a " ground-level" release.

quantities of these toxic materials would ultimately find their way This Met Ed and NRC proposal to conduct ground level

into the environment during the tens or hundreds of thousands of venting has resulted in immense anxiety and considerable

years that some of them will remain hazardous. resistance in a significant portion of the population near the

Accordingly, UCS hrs concluded that the krypton must plant. This population was subject to the lengthy trauma of

be removed from the TMI reactor building so that an orderly the accident itself and to the subsequent efforts, not

entirely successful, to prevent unexpected leaks of radio-

activity.

. _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _______ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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II. THE ERYP10N PROBLEM

A. Radiation LevelsOn March 28,1980, Penns;'1vania Governor Richard

Thornburgh asked UCS to make an independent evaluation of The difficulties posed by the krypton-85 in the contain-
the krypton problem. ment arise from its radioactivity. As shown in Figure 1,

The UCS Study Group eva.uated the need for containment entry, krypton-85 decays' dominantly by emission of beta particles
the urgency of that need, thn impact of the ground level of maximum energy 0.67 MeV. However, 0.4% of the krypton
venting of the krypton, and :he advantages and disadvantages atoms decay with a lower energy beta spectrum accompanied by
of the four alternative kryptor. recovery schemes rejected a gn=== ray of 0.514 MeV.

by Met Ed and the NRC in making their choice to vent. We The amount of krypton-85, expressed as radioactivity,
also searched for solutions to the krypton problem not is about 57,000 curies. Because of the biological hazard
previously proposed.~ Because the NRC staff and Met Ed had posed by the radiation, thic is by no me'ans a small quantity.
announced their decision to vent before the UCS meeting with Beta particles travel only a short distance in human tissue,
Governor Thornburgh and because the NRC has the legal so the principal injury from exposure outside the body is to the
authority to allow the venting to proceed and wishes to do skin or, if the gas is inhaled, to the lungs and to other tissues
this promptly, UCS was under great pressure to complete of the body to which krypton-85 may be carried if dissolved in the
its study in a most rapid manner. We have done so. Barely blood. Conventional radiation ptotective clothing does not provide
a month could be devoted to the task, from its inception sufficient protection to workers against the beta particles. A
to the delivery of our conculsions to Governor Thornburgh heavy diving suit with breathing apparatus is required for adequate
and to the public. This is our report. protection for workers who would encounter the gas but work in such

gear is awkward and the suit is subiect to leaks or other failure.

The gamma rays are more penetrating and cannot be effectively

stopped by any practical protective clothing of any stort. They
produce whole body radiation exposure.

Removal of the krypton-85 will not significantly reduce the
gamma radiation to workers in the lower part of the contain-

ment. The radioactive materials concentrated in the 600,000
gallons of water in the building sump are a far more intense

source of gamma radiation. Some surface deposition, or
.

I
\
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plate out, of gamuna emitters, primarily Cs-137, has occurred through-

out the containment. However, in the upper portions of the

containment where successive concrete. floors provide signifi-

cant shielding from gamma radiation originating in the sissp,

the beta exposure from the krypton appears to be the principal
4

hazard to entering workers.

The estimated radiation levels in the containment building
i

with the krypton present are shown in the following tables.

85 The estimates J,ere provided by Met Ed personnel. UCS has no'KR Tg = 10.7y

f3 .0.4% way to verify these numbers or estimate the uncertainfies'

0.156 MEV in them, but they appear to be reasonable.
Tg=1.05fas

0.4%
! 4 99.6%

0.514 MEV
0.67 MEV

,

4

Camma Radiation Levels ,
,

u

(REM / hour)

6 STABLE. Rs
Sump, just above water surface. 125

4
" 15 ft. above water, at 305 ft. building elevation

|
Radioactive plate out 0.26

The radioactive decay scheme of the fission product krypton-85. Kr-85 0.66

The branching ratios, lifetimes and gamma energy and beta Sump water. 1.08
spectrum end point are shown. The stable daughter nuclide is

All sources 2.0
rubidium-85.

57 ft. above water, at 347 ft. building elevation:

IRadioactive plate out 0.4
;

I Kr-85 1.1

FIGURE 1. All sources.(total) 1.5

i

i
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Beta Radiation tevels

.B. Need For Reactor Building Entry(R W hour)
1. Introduction

There appears to be no significant disagreement aboutAll locations, dominated by ke-85

"" " * * '' ""##No protective clothing 200-300

building. Relatively free personnel access will eventuallyspecial protective clothing (with
minor leaks) and with self- be necessary to remove the damaged fuel and to decontaminatecontained breathing equipment 9

the reactor coolant system and reactor building. No one

To put the gamma levels in perspective, one should note knowledgeable of the type and quantity of radioactive material

that less than one hour occupancy at the sump level would present in the damaged plant would ever suggest that the plant

induce acute radiation sickness and would increase the c uld be abandoned without a major clean-up to guard against

exposed individual's risk of eventually developing cancer by eventual release of some of that material to the environment,

several percent. Three hours occupancy would result in a nearly There is, however, disagreement about the urgency of the need

f r rea t r building entry.
even chance of death within weeks.

| A one hour exposure to beta levels exceeding 200 REM /hr The reasons advanced by Met Ed and the NRC (in NUIEC-0662)

would lead to increased risk of skin and lung cancer. 'While f r promptly regaining access to the reactor building fall l

the precise relationship between dose and outcome is not into three categories: 1) Maintaining reactor building

known, there is no question that such a dose is exceedingly integrity, U assuring continued integrity of the reactor

unwise. Indeed, even individual beta skin exposures at the e olant system, and 3) safeguarding against accidental criti-

cality (restart) of the reactor. As long as these conditions10 RDt level should be avoided if at all possible.

In summary, there is no question, in our view, that are maintained, there is no urgent short-term need for person-

removal of the krypton is necessary before decontamination nel access to the reactor building. However, the ability to

work in the containment can proceed. The central considera- maintain these conditions depends partly on components located

tion for worker protection is the need to minimize their within the reactor building. Access to the reactor building

expospre to the krypton beta radiation, could be required by the actual failure, or concern for the

f ailure, of these components. There are only a few such

important components and these are addressed in the following
discussion.

315
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2. Reactor Building Integrity

Reactor building integrity is provided by the reinforced air ejectors. This discharge of a small portion of the reactor

concrete building and its extensions. The extensions include building atmosphere may be compensating for the air leaking

piping penetrations and isolation valves, electrical penetra- into the reactor building.

tions and personnel and equipment hatches. However, the The heat sources being controlled by the fan coolers are

reactor building is not leaktight. The pressure test of about 50% of the decay heat being generated in the reactor and

building integrity conducted prior to the accident showed the solar energy input to the reactor building. About half

that at 56 psig, the building leaked at a rate of less than the decay heat is being transferred to the reactor building

0.1% by weight per day. (The design leak rate is 0.2% by atmosphere because some of the reactor coolant piping is

weight per day at 60 psig.) The leakage rate has apparently submerged in the 600,000 gallon pool of water in the bottom of

remained very low. We have identified no likely failure that the building. The heat is transferred from the reactor cool-

ant to the pool and then to the building atmosphere.
would increase the present low leakage rate.

Met Ed and NRC have estimated that,if all fan coolersAs long as the reactor building pressure continues to remain

slightly negative, no direct leakage of the krypton is possible, failed during the peak summer solar heat load, reactor

In f act, air is probably leaking into the building. The negative building pressure could increase to 4 psig in the worst case.

pressure is being maintained by the ecmbination of the low With positive pres =ure in the building, some leakage of the

leakage rate, the release of a small portion of the building krypton could occur. Therefore, Met Ed and NRC argue that

prompt reactor building access is needed for maintenance ofatmosphere through the steam generator cooling mode, and
the fan coolers.

operation of four fan coolers.

The reactor is being cooled by natural circulation The UCS study group concludes that the desire for

which transfers heat to the steam generator. The secondary access to the fan coolers does not justify immediate venting

of the krypton. The reasons for this conclusions are three-side of the steam generator is being maintained at a vacuum

to permit boiling at a temperature below 212*F. Some small folds there are several mitigating actions available, the

portion of the reactor building atmosphere is leaking into hazards posed by fan cooler failure have been exaggerated,

the steam system and is being discharged through the condenser and venting could take place later if in fact the fan coolers

did fail.

315
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""**" 9 * * *" *#* * * * * I'The heat load now being carried by the fan coolers can

be reduced. Met Ed plans to place a low flow decay heat the hazard to the public would be slight. NRC exaggerated

removal system in operation soon. operation of this system the hazard by calculating a radiation dose to the public

ar n excess e exPeM dose W assWng an unreaustkwill,make it possible to reduce reactor coolant temperature
leak rate. (See page 4-5 of NUREG-0662.) Although buildingand thereby reduce the heat being transferred to the building

pool and atmosphere. The total decay heat load is currently pressure was estimated by N3tC to be 1-2 psig, the leak rate

* ** * * ** * #"# "I E#* * #*about 740,000 BTU / hour and the fan coolers are removing only
i creased to 60 psig or if the leakage paths increased inabout half of that -- about 270,000 BTU / hour. Met Ed esti-

s ze. e ur er as m e a ra a wu omated that the peak solar energy load would contribute about

half the total heat load to be removed by the fan coolers -- be constant over a 30-day period. We believe that,if the

s a na ses are a e s rea e ding heatanother 270,000 BTU / hour. Spraying water on the outside

rem val fail, the Partial venting of the containment couldof the building could help reduce the solar energy contri-

* *"' * * " " **bution. Nevertheless, since the heat removal capacity of

E" ""# " " *" I #* ***each fan cooler is 1.4 million BTU / hour, it appears that

the krypton. Furthermore, if such venting were used, it
operation of just one of the five coolers is probably ade-

w uld not be necessary to release the entire contents of thequate to maintain reactor building temperature at its present

building but only the fraction needed to reduce buildinglevel. However, there is no way of being certain that at

pressure to O psig. The bulk of the krypton would not beleast one fan cooler will continue to be operable. Four of

released.
the five units have been in operation since the accident

In summary, the UCS study group concludes that immediate
began. They were qualified to operate for only 3 to 4 hours

venting f the TMI-2 reactor building is not necessary toof accident conditions and are supposed to receive main-

ma an ing n eg y, there is no immediate need for
tainance once a year. Nevertheless, the one fan cooler not

fan c oler maintenance, and the public can be protected even
now in operation is believed to be operable and the dual

if all fan coolers fail.speed motors could conceivably function on high speed should

the windings now in service fail.

.
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~ 3. Reactqr Coolant System Integrity
*

Met Ed and NPC have also advanced concerns about the

'# * * * *
integrity of the reactor coolant system as a reason for prompt-

ly venting the krypton in the reactor buildir.g. They specu-
*late that' the submergence of some of the reactor piping in the

*
600,000 gallons of contaminated water and the exposure of

**

* ** * * '**#*"*
piping, the reactor, and steam generators to contaminants in

" * * *
tlhe building atmosphere could cause accelerated corrosion which

"
-could lead to a failure of these pressure boundary components.

* * * 9# 2 " " * ***

Such a failure could lead to a loss-of-coolant accident and
*

severely complicate the clean-up process and the status of the
system integrity.

damaged plant.

Based on our review of the alternatives to venting
.

9 ' * I
and the need for access to the reactor building, we conclude

I * * * * * * *# 9 "E
that f ailure by accelerated corrosion is not significant to

. * * * " ** *
the particular issue of immediate krypton removal, we agree

* * * **^ "* *
that removal of the krypton is ultimately necessary to achieve

*' *
relatively free access to the reactor building. However, no

* * " ^* " " " * *# "" *"
gases have been reported present that are a severe threat to

e a a ne n e acton.
the integrity of the piping and components exposed to the

The nly method available for keeping the reactor sub-
building atmosphere. In addition, venting would have little

" ** " * " #*" * *

or no effect on the integrity of or access to piping sub-

merged in the contaminated water.
"

i the worst case (i.e., all control rods and burnable poison
We therefore conclude that treatment of the contaminated

* * * " "* " * *# 9 " *
sump water, rather than venting of reactor building, is the

reactor vessel), the reactor will remain subcritical by a
action needed to alleviate concern about the loss of reactor

large margin if boron concentration is 3500 ppm or greater.

313
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Presently, boron concentration is being maintained at 3700 ppm. cause the reactor to go critical. An additional failure or

When the low flow decay heat removal system is placed into personnel error leading to dilution of the boron would be

operation, which is scheduled for May 1980, there will be required. Thus, increasing the sampling frequency to deter-
' thorough mixing of the reactor coolant. This will eliminate mine boron concentration could compensate for failure of the
the expressed concern about the boron concentration in the remaining source range neutron detector. If the reactor did

coolant sample being representative of the boron concentration become critical, it woald be detected by temperature increases
in the reactor vessel. In any event, personr.cl access to the of the reactor water (although not as quickly as if the source
reactor building will not materially aid in determining or in range detector remains operable). In addition, special instru-

maintaining the boron concentration. ments are now being connected to the power range detectors
The only direct way to deter'ino whether the reactor ism

which may also indicate criticality.

suberitical is to measure the neutron level. Only one of the In summary, the UCS study group concludes that it is

plants' two source range neutron detectors (the most sensitive highly unlikely that the reactor will become critical and

of three ranges of neutron detectors) is presently operable. that immediate access to the reactor building will not sig-
Failure of the last instrument would make future, direct

nificantly affect either the acility to keep the reactor

verification of shutdown difficult if not impossible. However, subcritical or the ability to reachieve shutdown if criti-

two factors relate to whether immediate access to the reactor cality occurred.
~

building is needed to repair the other source range detector.

First, it is not known whether removal of the krynton would 5. Conclusion on Need for Entry,

make the location of the source range detector (the 327 foot Relatively free worker access to the reactor building is

level near the top of the reactor) accessible. In all eventually necessary in order to decontaminate the plant. The
likelihood, venting will have little impact on the radiation radiation dose to workers f rom the krypton in the building
dose rate at this location, but the mobility of personnel atmosphere effectively precludes the necessary access. There-
would be improved by elimination of the need for bulk) fore, the krypton must eventually be removed from the building.
protective clothing. Entry into the reactor building 4n the Cn the basis of concerns about reactor building integrity,

near future, in special heavy protective suits, could give reactor coolant system integrity, and accidental criticality,

some indication of the radiation levels in this area. Second, Met Ed and the NRC concluded that building entry was urgently
failure of the source range detector would, of course, not needed -- within a few weeks or months. The UCS study group

313
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concludes that none of the concerns expressed by not Ed and
C. Reference, section II

NRC have sufficient merit to justify their proposed schedule.

Furthermore, we have identified no other concerns that
NUREG-0662

would support a conclusion that prompt entry in the short " Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the
time they propose is needed. ** * *

The UCS study group concludes that taking additional
* *

time to develop an alternative course of action to the
Met Ed/NRC venting pi spesal is justifiable for reasons
discussed later. -such a course would not pose an undue

risk to the health and safety of the public. However,

.because of the uncertainty about future problems developing

that are not now foreseen, the delay should be no longer

than nedlessary. It must not be much longer than a year and

certainly no longer than a year and a half. Furthermore,
if an emergency situation developed that required prompt

'

building entry, the krypton could be vented in a few days

in the manner proposed by Met Ed and NRC. We believe this

possibility to be remote.

!

'31
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may be dramatically lower than for ground level releases. For

this to occur the release point must be effectively far above

A. General Considerations in ventinq the st ucture tops so that no structures intercept the plume.

. Venting of the contaminated containment gases as proposed In our search for means to reduce the radiation exposures

by NRC and Met Ed would employ a 160 foot stack located to persons on the ground we examined the possibility of

near the containment building. This stack is sufficientlY venting from the top of one of the 370 foot TMI cooling

short so that the released gases would mix with the turbulent towers. Mixing in the tower wake occurs so quickly

wake downwind of the containment building, and for some downwind, however, that no appreciable reduction in the ground

wind directions the wakes of the cooling towers. tne resul- dose off-site is achievable.

tant plume of radioactive air would initially be roughly as Consequently, we turned to other alterna*,1ves discussed

wide and as high as the building and would quickly come into and later in our report.

remain in contact with the ground. Maximum radiation levels B. Radiation Exoosure and Direct Health Effects

occur very near the release site. Because the beta emissions our calculations for the total beta skin dose and separately

from krypton travel only a relatively short range in alt, and are for the total gamma dose are given in Tables 1 and 2 for a

the dominant emission, a ground level cloud gives rise to the variety of release heights and entrainment. They are based

greatest radiation exposure to people. A cloud more than a few on a standard gaussian plume model described in another

meters distant irradiates only by its gamma ray emissions. publica tion. (Beyea, 1979). They are expressed in millirem

If the release point is elevated so that no building wake (0.001 Rem) and are totals following complete containment

entrainment occurs, then the plume initially will not contact purge.* They are also based on the assumption that venting is

the ground. As the wind carries the material along, mixin9 completed in 14 hours. For longer venting periods the

and diffusing of the plume will cause lateral and vertical variability of the wind direction will cause the plume to

dispersion of the material and at some distance downwind wander significantly and the doses to decrease perhaps by a
(depending on the releaso height and weather conditions) the factor of two or three. Because venting as proposed by Met Ed/NRC

now more dilute material will contact the ground. The would require 5-50 days our calculations with respect to this effect

maximum radiation levels may occur at some distance from the are conservative overestimates,

release point. The maximum radiation exposures in such cases

*-We assume that any significant quantities of airborne particles its
the containment carrying radioactive cesium will be removed from the
release stream through filtering as proposed by Met Ed.

E
.
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There are three distinct doses to note:

* ## ** * * * " "**' " ^ * * ** *A. Beta skin dose -- dependent on the ground-level

* *** * " * * *concentrations of Kr-35.

B. Beta and gamma doses following inhalation -- kn wn as D-stability, corresponding to nighttime or overcast day

also dependent on ground-level concentration. release, and for a wind of 11 mph (5 m/sec). Doses vary as the

inverse of the wind speed. we assume that releases are onlyC. Cloud gamma doses.

The results for cases A anl B are probably unreliable all wed during periods when meteorological conditions are such
* *** " * * I" "" I I"* *# "" ** * *for very high plumes because tha plume model has not been

adequately tested for such circumstances In general the The largest gamma dose occurs close to the plant for the
n- ease case, pmp se Wte et t s 0.Mexposures are very small in such cases for it is known .

that the doseu drop of f very quickly with increased release s s a d M mpand wm the radiation backymundm m.

to which we are all exposed, from naturally occurring terrestrial
height.

There is an additional uncertainty for case a owing to and cosmic sources, of about 100 millirem per year. The dose at
* * # " " I "" * *the difficulty of determining how much radiation will be

*
distributed within the body. However, it is known that skin * * * * * * * * * " "

is the tissue exposed to the highest dose from the betas of *

*"" * ""#* * * * #* * " "
airborne dr-35. The low solubility of krypton gas in water makes

human populaticns, the above considerations indicate that at theinternal doses quite small, especially for developing embryos.
* * ** * ** * " ** * * *Fat solubility plays a minor role for short exposuras because

result of the " ground release" venting.* The amount of exposureabsorption levels are determined by solubilit*y in blood. .,,h e.

small volume of gas in the respiratory tract air passages reduces is so low that it falls in the range of background variability

. includes naturally occurring for the citizens living around the plant.- the direct beta dosa to values below the skin dose. Tabic ,

varia ya ses frca dHfennees in W hacteristicsin an approximate way the small contribution to the whole body
(e.g. , p tassium-40 content) , the amount of certain nuclidesdose from inhalation of .:aterial. The dominant contributor to this

* * *^ #* ' *dose, case C, is " cloud shine" (direct radiation from

materials in one's home (e.g. brick and stone vs. frame). while

The total population dose received while the plume is recognizable*

as a plume would be less than one person-rem.

E
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TABLE 1 - Peta Skin Dose
we believe that any additional whole body radiation exposure will

(Millirem) Plume Centerline
increase cancer risk, exposures well below the natural lifetime

variation of background sources will lead to effects so minimal -ease Nei ht
(ceters j 50 125 ' 125 200 300 500 700

that they cannot be detected by any method.

yt0 n 4t in WakeDoses to the body from beta radiation, while larger than the
i proposal

gamma dose by factors of about 100, are mt whole body exposure.

Beta radiation from Er-85 involves only a limited portion of the
1 5.7 3.3 0.31 0.0009 * * *

body tissue, principally the skin, and doses anticipated are far 2 2.9 1.8 * *0 0.007 0.00072
below the levels required to induce beta burns (radiation erythema) 3 1.8 1.2 0 0.19 0.0092 * *

of the skin. It is possible that the larger beta doses from Table 1
* * * * * 0 **

5 0.87 0.70 0.63 0.28 C.048 1.9:10'# *

would increase the chances of developing skin cancer. However,
6 0.67 0.53 0.53 0 0.067 0.0007 *

the best present evidence suggests, but does not prove, that doses 7 0.53 0.47 0.47 0.26 0.076 0.0017 .

8 0.43 0.37 0.40 0.24 C.087 0.0032 2.Za10substantially in excess of 10,000 to 50,000 millirem are required
9 0.37 0.32 0.33 0.22 0.09 0.005 6 a 10'

in order to increase the incidence of such cancer. The present
10 0.32 0.23 0.29 0.21 0.093 0.007 0.C0013

margin of safety appears to us to be comfortably large. 15 0.087 0.017 0.0013
20- 0.07 0.022 0.0035one matter of importance in all predictions of the kind we

0.024 0.007
are discussing is uncertainty, and therefore persible error, in

40 0.021 0.009
the results. We estimate the uncertainty in the dose predictions $o n,9993

of Tables 1 and 2 to be a factor of 10. That is to say the ex- 100 0.007

pected radiation doses under the stated conditions could be as -5
,,

much as ten times greater, or ten times less, tnan our numbers. This tele 9tves the plu;r.e centerline doses for complete purge of the TMI
conte nment building. The underlined entries are the downwind positions

Consideration of the worst case exposure, unlikely but possible of the maximum radiation exposures. The doses h. ave been calculated for
a 24-hour geiease, D atmospheric stability class, flat terrain, and

within our estimated uncertainties, does not change our view that an 11 mph wind. Beta doses (in millirem) are calculated as 60 times
the " exposure" (in curie-seconds per cubic meter) . Doses could be

direct health effects will be absent from venting the Er-85 even greater at locations with elevations higher than the elevation at the

from the "g-round-level" release. Our conclusions in this regard
' '

are similar to those reached by the NRC and Met Ed.

.
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TABLE 2 - Total Ca-na Dese

(M1111 rem) Plume Centerline C. Stress-Related Public Health Effects

There are public health effects of venting, aside from
e He ht $g . 125 125 200 300 500 70

possible but imperceptible direct effects of radiation, which

" ' ""d l"'I In wake of Not in Wake cannot be dismissed lightly. We refer here to the perceptions
O!5TANCE NiG-Met Ed cooling tower 660 ft. 990 ft. 1650 ft. 2330 ft.(Miles} proposal of hazard by the people living near TMI, and the healthi

significance of these perceptions. These psychosocial proble'as
1 OJ 0.021 0.0067 0.002 0.0005 5 x 10

have been investigated by the group at Hershey Medical Center,
2 0.017 0.012 0.007 0.002 0.0005 5 x 10 *

3 0.011 0.009 0.006 0.0023 0.00057 6 x 10-5 and in addition are currently under study by a team from the.

4 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.0025 0.0006 6 x 10-5 .
Western Psychiatric Institute of the University of Pittsburgh.

5 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.0023 0.0007 7 x 10
The latter study is not yet analyzed sufficiently for

6 0.005 0.004 0.004 0.0022 0.0008 8.x 10' *

7 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.0008 9 x 10'0 1.C xio-g c nelusi ns t be drawn. The problems have also been manifest

8 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.0019 0.0009 9.6x10~5 ~ in angry confrontations between citizens of the Harrisburg1.4 xio

9 0.0031 0.003 0.003 0.0018 0.0003 1.1x10~'

10 0.0027 0.002 0.002 0.0017 0.0008 1.2x10-
1.5 210] area and NRC/ Met Ed officials, especially over the proposal of
1.7 xlo -

1.Sx10 ' 2.e xio ! these officials to carry out the " ground-level * release of~ -
,

2,2x10 4.3 xio ! the krypton-85 gas.*

20 , ,4 ..
2.1x10 7. 3 Ito The Pennsylvania State University Medical Center at Hershey,33 .

" T j supported by a grant from the Electric Power Research Institute,40
8.3 x1J *
6.7 x13-! issued a report in April,1980 entitled " Health-Pelated

100
Behavioral Impact of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Ir.cident."

-5
* - I.ess than 10

This repcrt included results of a series of telephone interviews
This table gives the plume ccnterifne doses for complete purge of the TM!
containment building. The underlined entries are the downwind positions of conducted in April, 1979, July, 1979, and January, 1990. The
the maximum * radiation exposures. Doses were calculated as the sum of
the whole body cloud dose and the inhalation dose (600 millirem first involved nearly 700 people living within 5 miles of TMI,
per curie inhaled). The cloud dose value was obtained by using
an approximate geometrical correction factor (Slade,1968) to ad- the second involved over 1500 people living within 55 miles
just the easily calculated dose from an infinite cloud (0.48 milli-
rem per curie-second per cubic meter) . See the text and Table 1 of TMI, and the third series, including reinterviews, involved
notes for further discussion of the table.

over 950 persons. It is clear from this report that a number

.
of physical and behavioral symptoms can be related to an

h

.
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individual's proximity to the TMI plant. Contrary to expectation, It is in stark contrast to claims that only a few, perhaps only

the prevalenca of these symptoms has ng declined in the nine one person, were * victims * of the Three Mile Island accident.

months between April, 1979 and January, 1980. Indeed some may While the methodology poses scue difficulty to interpretation

have increased. The " physical stress" symptoms included of these results, the findings are striking.

headaches, diarrhea, constipation, abdominal pain, sweating If this conclusion is valid, it indicates a medical

spells, stomach trouble, frequent urination, and rash. Problem of majo. public health importance. There is therefore

I * Behavioral stress" symptoms included iriitability, fits of good reason to conclude that the deliberate venting of

anger, sleeplessness, loss of appetite, feeling trembly, krypton-85, already opposed by many citizens, may seriously
'

interrupted thought processes, and overeating. exacerbate the problems of the mental and physical health of

These symptoms and behavioral effects evidently have the public that the stress of the planned exposure would encender.

arisen from anxiety engendered by proximity to the plant, *

1

| fear of exposure to radioactivity, and apprehensions concerning D. Elev6ted Release

loss of trust of of ficial reassurances about potential radio- 1. Introduction

active releases. Because of the significant and unacceptable public health

It is significant that between lot and 20% of the population consequences described above, which we believe would stem from j

sampled within 10 alles of the plant was affected, as the Penn the ground-level venting planned by Met Ed and the NRC, the UCS

State Study concluded. Because seme 200,000 persons live in' Study Group devised two alternative venting methods each of

this area, the number of af fected persons may be inferred to which we believe to be superior. Use of either one would result

be in the range uf 20-40,000. This is a surprisingly large number. in very larr e reductions in the radtation dose af fecting any

segment of the puolic as compared with the " ground-level *

release. All doses would be significantly lower, and the

D
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b

^

peak dose would be moved further from the plant as well as

diminished. This substantial dilution and transfer of impact wakes by a considerable margin. The effective height of

.would be achieved by elevating substantially the effective emission, h,,- is given by the expression

point at which the containment building gas would be released
e" s+D

into the atmosphere.

2. Heated Plume where h, is the height of the incinerator stack and f.h is the
The first IJCS alterrative employs the buoyancy imparted final plume rise. If Ah is large, the gases will diffuse as if

to gas by heating it. This is a familiar effect frequent 1Y they were emitted from a very tall chimney. This is the

summarized in the aphorism -- heat rises. We find that a mechanism that leads to the reduction of ground radiation levels

heated plume can be produced with readily available equipment as com ared with a cold release at height hs*

and at moderate cost, that flushing of the containment can be The theory of the rise of buoyant plumes was developed

carried out in a few days, and that signif Mant reductions in by Briggs (1969), Hoult, Fay, and Forney (1969) and others. .

ground level beta skin doses can be achieved. The heating The rise is a function of the initial momentum of the plume

could be carried out using a modified commercially available and its buoyancy. For highly buoyant plumes as fron the pro-

incincerator fueled by oil.or natural gas, posed incinerator, the final rise can be predicted from considering

Buoyant Plumes * just the plume's buoyancy.

If an incenerator with very buoyant e.nissions can be The final rise is a function of the buoyancy, the wind

installed, the containment gases, including the krypton, will speed, and the stabill,ty of the atmosphere.
rise with the plume. The effective height of emission of the The buoyancy of the plume is =easured by its buoyancy

gases can be much greater than the stack height and ere flux, F

than enough to clear all building and cooling tower turbulent

F = gD* w T -Ts o s a
*The material set forth in this section was prepared by Dr. 4 TThomas Overcamp, Associate Professor in Clemson University's s
Department of Environmental Systems Engineering.

where g is the gravitational acceleration, D, is the stack

diameter, wc is the exit velocity of the gases, and Ts and

Ta are the exit and ambient temperaturen, respectively.

D

1
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S=1 + 0.01 dT
a f dz where - *- !s in 'c/mT

*
Atmospheric conditions can be classified as unstable,

neutral or stable. tmstable conditions occur on sunny days with F r stable conditions, the stability parameter will typically
" "" * **" "light winds. Neutral conditions occur under overcast conditions

e inc era r we Propose would have a height M 2%during the day or night and also for very windy conditions.
m), an e diameter of 6ft. (1.834, an exit ulodtyStable atmospheres occur under clear skies at night with light

winds. of 100 f t/s (30.5m/s), and an exit temperature of 1800cF (1256
,

For neutral to unstable conditions, the most widely To avoid any possibility of the plume from the incinerator being

used plume rise formula is one proposed by Briggs (1970), trapped in the wake of a cooling tower, the incinerator should

be sitea two or three cooling tower heights away fr a any tower.
/ 2/3 Tnis corresponds to 750-1000 ft. If this is not possible, the1.6 F (3.5x)

Ah * u incinerator should be taller or a more detailed study should
be undertaken to determine the potential for interference. For

in which u is the wind speed and x is givan by the empirical

this incinerator, the buoyancy flux is 193 "'/,s. For any givenformula

atmospheric conditions, the plume rise and effective height of

emissi n can be estimated using the above formulas. For example,. x = 34 F2/5 g,)
if the wind speed is 6.7 aph (3 m/s), the plume rise for neutral

where F > SS m'/,, conditions will be 1000 ft. (300 m). If the atmosphere is

st ble and the stability parameter is 10-3 sec ~2, the plume riseThis formula is the one used by the U.S. Environmental Protection

is 315 ft. (96 m). These correspond to effective heights ofAgency for modeling b'noyant plumes from power plants and

emissi n f 1240 ft. (376 m) and 570 ft. (172 m) respectively.industries. It is reconzended by many others (A.S.'t.E.,19?9)

as the state of the art formula. These heights are sufficient to clear any terrain obstacles

within 6 miles (10 km) of the plant.For stable conditions, the recomnended formula is

Figure 2 gives the calculated plume rise of this incinerator

#3
for various wind speeds and stabilities. The predictions show

,

. \ / that the plume rise is higher for lower wind speeds. The neutral

in which S is a stability parameter given by stability is generally higher than the stable plume rise.

These predictions will have to be modified if there is an elevated

E
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' inversion that limits the rise of the plume. The average ,

height of such an elevated inversion over that area is 1000 From the information in Figure 2 and an assumed stack.

' to 1800 m depending on the season of the. year and the daily height of 250 ft. (75 m) it can be seen that effecti.ve heights-
weather. conditions-(Holzworth, 1972). of emission in excess of 900 f t.' are achievable in many cir-

cumstances, especially with low to moderate light wind
" conditions.

8%t
, t e n a a 4 5 5

.

*
*

Radiation Exposure

geo
,

.,
The reduction in the beta skin dose (the radiation ef fect*

of most concern) in the heated plume case, as compared to the
.

M -

nev i rw,.-
- Pground level * release, is extremely large within a few miles of

the release point for a 1000 ft, emission height -- a factor of
_

4000 reduction at 2 miles, and a factor of nearly 15 at 5 miles.

E ra _
- ,See ya31e 1. 3e greater _ distances, the fraction decreases owing

to vertical diffusion of the plume. The maximum dose occ es at~ "

f ce ~
a considerable distance from the release point, as discussed#

.

earlier, at least a to 10 miles distant, and in sene weather300 . 5s@
.

' circumstances at 20 miles or more. The magnitudes of the skin
N , ,12 . $g C-

-

doses, for appropriately chosen weather conditions, are very .
. ,,,,,,

-3 small by any reasonable measure..s %eas _ g , ,g

The Facility
o , e e g , g g i e

o i "4 ' 3 .t f f= ''' 6 9 ' ' ' We have carried out a preliminary investigation of the'
- u. 3 d$ size and configuration, cost,' and availability of the incinerator

necessary to implement the hot plume release. The de. ails are
Plume Rise Versus Wind Speed for Neutral
Conditions and Various Stable conditions. included in appendix I and are summarized here.

>

Figure 2

E
L
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mundane and the equipment easy to manufacture or possibly,
Tho incinerator would employ a 6 ft. diameter refractory- obtain recond hand.

~

lined stack perhaps 25C'ft. (75 m) high.; with a discharge The risk of an accident of unacceptable scale during the
tesgerature of 1800*F and an exit velocity of 100. feet per , venting seems to be very low because the amount of krypton in
second, it would run with natural draft and a negative furnace the system at any given time is small. For the same reason

, pressure, minimizing ground level leakage. Fuel requirements worker doses may be kept low as'well. Coping with unexpected'
would be in the range of 250 gallons per hour of . liquified changes in 'he weather during venting is accomplished by
petroleum gas. If containment gas were vented into the furnace system shutdown.

at 100 cubic feet per second, only a few days of release time, Elevated releases have the advantage that even the skin dose
perhaps spread over several weeks, would be required for can be kept well below the skin dose any individual receives in one
reduction of the containment krypton concentration to below year from natural background.

Maximum Permissible Concentration of 10 CFR 20. Total fuel cost Finally, there are large reductions in beta skin dose
would be below $20,000, compared to the ground level release scheme. The levels are

Rough' estimates of the constr'uction time for the facility likely (although by no means certainly) to be acceptable to
are in the acceptable range of 7-9 months, at a cost, exclusive people living in the vicinity of the release point..At'the
of those special features required for the ' delivery and special very least, reductions of this magnituce woula be perceivwd 'yu

' handling of the contaminated gas to the incinerator furnace, the public as an attempt to reduce the radiation exposures and,

of $250,000. The time estimate does a include the possibility thereby, the possible stress-related public health impact that
that top-priority expediting, aided by support frora the US venting might have.

Government [ or the immediate availability of a used incinerator

could appreciably speed things up.

Eve.1 nation

UCS regards the hot buoyant plume proposal as promising.

It is cased on well known phenomena that may be predicted with

adequately small uncertainty. The venting can be monitored and

halted as required. The technology of producing the plume is

.
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What we propose is a hose or tube of coated nylon able

to withstand perhaps three times the pressure of unrein-

forced polyethylene. It would contain an integral suppor-
3. Tetherod Balloon Release'

ting cable of Kevlar, an exceptionally strong lightweight
Introduction

material, to reduce the tendency of the tube to kink and to
The second alternative devised by UCS to implement an

provide support. Kevlar tether cable weighs 50 lbs/1000 ft.elevated release point makes use of a tethered unmanned
and has a 16,000 lb. breaking strength. The tube would baballoon to support a light-weight impermeable fabric-rein.
supported nearly vertical by an unmanned non-sphericalforced tube. By thias means it is possible to achieve a
aerodynamically-shaped balloon. The balloon would berelease height in the range of 1000 to 2000 f t. (3G0-600 m).
tethered by two or perhaps three Kevlar cables arrangedThe reduction in ground-level beta skin dose within a few
so the balloon remained over the ground end of the fabricmiles of the release point, as compared with the " ground,
tube. A diffuser at the balloon, or exit, end of the tube

level" release, is very great.
would produce adequate back pressure to ensure the tubeBecause the technique is new, and innovative, we have
remained well inflated. 2000 feet of fabric tube of thetaken special pains to establish its practicality as well
sort required woald weigh less than 500 lbs., perhaps asas we could in the time available. In this effort personnel
little as half that. Inflatable fabric balloons employingof the U.S. Air Force Geophysical Laboratory have been of
45,000 cu. ft. of helium are now available as are

particular help.
portable winches for handling them. They have a payload of

about 1500 lbs. and are simple to handle. On an ordinary
Ballocn Technology

single tether, with no tube, they can fly in winds up toTethered balloons, manned and unmanned, have long been
20 Kts and can be recovered from an altitude of 2000 ft. inused in military and non-military affairs. Both the U.S. Air
10 minutes. It is estimated that a double tether arrangement and

Force and the U.S. Navy have active programs that involve
a tube payload should not significantly increase recovery time.

such lifting devices. These, and free flight balloons,
Figure 3 illustrates a double tether arrangement, launch ready and

levitated by helium, may typically be filled through a 1 f t.
" ' "* " " *

diameter hose made of 0.003 inch polyethylene. Hoses some

600 ft, long have accommodated gas flow rates in the vicinity

of 30 cubic feet per second.

3
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SCHEMATIC 41

VENTIM BY TETHERED PALLOON

About six people are needed to inflate and fly such
a balloon, and that number of people must be on call if

. recovery is required. Two persons are all that are requiredLaunch Ready
for * babysitting' shile the device is tethered aloft.

At a balloon height of 2000 feet wind drag limits the
tube diameter to about 1 foot. For this altitude achievable

E b ttr flow rates, according to the Geophysical Laboratory experts,y

_- "L%er line a%c___ would exceed 60 cubic feet per second and may exceed 100.
% nth d For a 1000 f t. tube, the flow rate could conservatively exceed%e | i

_ a
/ < < e / ' ' ' / # # ' / /# ' ' e / /////' 100 cubic feet per second because a larger diameter tube can be used.

2cco St -)-

'-

At this latter rate, as with the heated plume, a total release
time of a few days is all that is required to bring the

M containment krypton concentration below the maximum per-
7%- ~

missible concentration for workers. Night time periods of

stable air minimize the ground level radiation exposure,

but this exposure is already so small for release h2ights
above 1000 feet that venting could probably proceed in all

wind strengths in whicit the balloon was flyable.

Radiation Exposure

With a release height in the range of 1000-2000 feet, a
Operational Position

plume remains largely overhead for ten or several tens of

miles. As it is borne by the wind, the plume diffuses
vertically and laterally and its concentration dwindles.

6;S The ground level radiation exposure at all distances is
^

I &"z, ,u_
i , ,, , , i- i < i , , , , ,,

FIGURE 3

331
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dramatically reduced- over * ground level * release. Table 1
it will simply deflate slowly end come to earth.

tells the story. ror the highest release, out to 6 miles
The balloon while tethered would represent a considerable

from the release point, the beta skin dose (again, the
hazard to aircraft, especially if, as expected, it were flown

*

radiation of most importance) is reduced by factors from a
primarily at night. Identification of the balloon by appro-

million, at worst, to very much larger numbers when compared
priate lights, and notification to pilots through the FAA's

with the " ground level" release case. In the range 20 to
NOTAMS (Notice to Airnen), . radio, TV, and newspapers of flight

100 miles from the release point, where a very small portion
schedules and wind directions would be required.

.of the plume has diffused to the ground, the exposure is at
costs and Ti=otable-

worst no more than a few percent of the " ground level" .

*

Costs and timetable for a tethered balloon system are
case's exposure at 10 milos. It is fair to say that the *

somewhat difficult to estimate. The f abric tube of the -
maximum exposure is wholly negligible. Indeed the ground

required length would require a few weeks of engineering
. level radiation probably could not be detected anywhe're

and perhaps a qpnth to fabricate at a cost probably less
under the plume of such an elevated release over the background

than $20,000. A new balloon costs in the vicinity of
of naturally occurring terrestrial and cosmic radiations.

$100,000. Helium need not be purchased becaus% barring an

accident, it can be recovered after the project terminates.
,

safetl If the tests described below are successful, it should
The tethered ba? loon shares with the heated plume the .

be possible to have equipment randy in about 4 to 7 months
feature that the amount of krypton in the. system at any given

from the time of commitment. It is possible that Air Force
time is small. Thus a total release of krypton from the

balloons, handling equipment, and ground crews could be made
tube stemming from a rupture or from a loss of support is

available for the venting. This might appreciably shorten
not a major concern. .Nor should worker exposure be large.

the krypton release schedule and decrease the costs.
Before routine recovery of the balloon, the tube could be

purged with fresh air. In some tether arrangements proposed

by the Air Force experts, recovery does not require approach

to or handling uf the tube. Should the balloon break free

!

E

.
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Evaluation

This venting technique we propose is untried. Tests * ** #'"#" ' #

of the concept are therefore a necessary precursor to a

commitment to deploy. Such tests can, fortunately, be American Society of Mechanical Engineers (1979): Recommended
Guide for the Prediction of ths Disperrion of Airborne

carfied out witt. Air Force balloons, at the facility at ETYTuents, A.S.M.E., New York ~~S7 pp.
~~

Hollomon Air Force Base in New Mexico. Such tests would
Beyea, Jan (1979): Some Long-teR Consequences of Hypothe*ical

include air flow rate measurements on balloon supported Releases of Radioactivite to the Atmosphere trom
Three Mile Island, Reporg Eo the President's Council on~

tubes of the required size and of the required length. Environmental Quality.

These tests could be carried out in a few weeks and, most
Briggs, G.A. (1970): Some Recent Analyses of Plume Rise

fortuna tely, the Air Force has agreed that they will do Observations, Second International Air Pollution
Conference, Academic Press, New York.

them if requested.

The Air Force has already reviewed and commented on our Holzworth, G.C. (1972): Mixing Heights, Wind Speeds and
Potential for Urban Air Pollutton Throughout the

proposal. Their comments are included here in Appendix II. Contiguous United States, U.S. Environmental Protection
' 'They regard the technique as workable. The tests would,

hopefully, confirm this judgement or, nearly as good, lead to Hoult, D.P., J.A. Fay, and L.J. Forney (1969) : A Theory of
Plume Rise Compared with Field Observations, J. Air

the prompt solution of new dif ficulties the tests unearthed. Pollution control Associations: 19, pp. 585-590. *

A Three Mile Island site visit is necessary to establish

whether or not an adequate area exists in which to establish

the needed tether and the ground-based gas system. The site

is hardly ideal for balloon flights with its cooling towers

a1d power lines. It is not, however, an impossible location.

The tethered balloon venting appears to be the most

attractive of the venting schemes in terms of costs, schedules,

and, especially, radiation exposure. While there are some

significant unknows remaining, these can be illuminated

promptly and with seemingly modest effort.

This venting scheme will lead to very great reductions in

radiation exposure. However, we do not know whether even this very

low exposure will be acceptable to citizens in the area.

353
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kryp ton. The krypton is recovered and stored in standard-sind
IV. KRYPTON RECOVERY

gas cylinders.

The principal advantage of the selective absorption is

A. Introduction that the krypton can be removed from the reactor building and

Met Ed and NRC identified four major alternatives to stored with negligible release to the environment. There is

ground-level venting of the krypton, all of which involve also a high degree of assurance usat the system would be effec-

recovery of the krypton rather than venting: These are tive because of the extensive experience with pilot plants at

selective absorption, cryogenic processing, gas compression, Oak Ridge National I,aboratory since 1967. A third generation

and charcoal adsorption. The UCS study group identified no pilot plant with a capacity of 15 scfm heta been successfully

additional alternatives other than the tethered balloon and operated for the last 18 months. The principal disadvantage

heated plume modifications to the venting proposal. of this alternative is the time required to implement it. The

our evaluation of the four alternative recovery methods NRC's estimated time to construct a selective absorption system

is presented below. We conclude that the selective absorption at TMI was 1 1/2 to 2 years or longer depending on regulatory

and cryogenic processing alternatives are preferable to Met Ed's requirements. The Oak Ridge National I,aboratory's estimates

venting proposal if they could be accomplished in less than a range from 1 1/2 to 4 years, but individual engineers at oak

year. The gas compression and charcoal adsorption alternatives Ridge estimate only th'ree months assuming the availability of

are not realistic alternatives because of the long time needed components and regulatory approval. Recently, the staff of the

for their implemsntation and the hazard presented by the nature Science and Technology Committee of the U.S. House of Representa-

of the long-term gas storage facilities required with these methods, tives estimated six months.

' Another possibility discussed was moving the pilot plant

B. Selective Absorption
*

because the capacity of the pilot plant is only 15 scfm. It
The selective absorption process exploits the different

would therefore require a processing time of about two years
solubilities of different gases in fluorocarbon solvents. In

to remove 99.9% of the krypton. This is an unacceptable delay
the particular system under consideration for use at THI, the

in our jtidgment.

krypton is dissolved in a common refrigerant, Freon. The ab-
sorbed gas is carried by the refrigerant to a different section

of the system where the refrigerant is heated to release the

3M

,
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Since the principles of operation of the selective absorp- contact with liquid nitrogen. The lignid krypton is then va-
tion process are well-understood and the components are either porized and stored in standard gas cylinders or other suitable
standard items or easily f abricated, we foresee no difficulty containers.

in scaling up to a system with a capacity of 150 to 250 scfm. The principal advantages and disadvantages of the cryogenic
This would reduce the processing time to two or three months. processing system are similar to those of the selective absorp-

- With regard to the hazard presented by long-term storage tion system. The krypton can be recovered and stored with negli-
of the krypton as an undiluted compressed gas, we conclude that gible release to the environment. The storage of tha gas presents
NRC has exaggerated the problem. In NUREG-0662, it was assumed no more difficulty than discussed above for selective absorption.
that all 57,000 curies of krypton would be stored onsite in a However, the time required to implement a cryogenic processing
single container that might rupture. This is unrealistic. system at TMI was estimated by NRC and Met Ed to be 20-30 months.
Storage of the krypton at 500 psi in five or six standard gas There has been extensive experience with cryogenic processing
cylinders rated for more than 3000 psi would significantly re- on a commercial scale to recover Kr-85 at nuclear fuel reproces-
duce the probability and magnitude of an accidental release. sing plants. While the system is more complex than selective ab- *

Fur thermore, de believe that it is feasible to ship the krypton sorption, three major U.S. companies and several foreign companies
offsite or store it inside the TMI-l containment or in a specially manufacture cryogenic equipment for production and commerical
constructed facility to ensure against accidental release nuclear applications. A cryogenic system has been in operation

In summary, the UCS study group recommends that the selec- at the Idaho Falls Rare Gas Recovery Facility since 1959. Th.s
tive absorption alternative be reassessed. The first step needed system recovers Kr-85 from contaminated air resulting from the
is a deteraination of the availability of components. If the reprocessing of fuel rods.

components are all readily available for a system capacity on The cryogenic system design evaluated by Met Ed and NRC was
the order of 200 scfm and the projected time for construction the system available for purchase from the Limerick plant.- This

is not excessive, we see no obstacles to using selective absorp- system was designed by the Linde Division of Union Carbide. A
tion as the method of krypton recovery. par'ticular hazard associated with this system is the proposal to

add catalytic recombiners to the front end to remot a oxygen. The
C. Crvogenic processing hydrogen supply for the recombiners would constitute a fire or

The cryogenic processing system cperates en the principle exp a n azard.

of condensing the krypton from the building atmosphere by direct

|

|
s
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Another cryogenic processing system that may be useful at D. Gas Compression and Charcoal Adsorption

TMI is owned by the Public Service Electric and Gas Company of
The UCS study group concludes that, in view of the other

New Jersey. This system is presently in storage at the two

Hope Creek nuclear plants which are under construction but are
Met Ed and the NRC, the gas compression and charcoal adsorption

not scheduled to begin operation until 1987. The system compon-
alternatives do not merit further consideration.

ents are assembled and mounted on skids. Therefore, the system
We have reviewed the evaluations performed by Met Ed and

can be easily transported to TMI and quickly installed. There
NRC of these two alternatives and conclude that their evaluations

are actually three systems, one for each plant and a spare, with

a capacity of 75 scfm. These sistems were designed and built by

Air Products, Inc. Hope Creek and Air Products engineeru e=.:h
ways. Larger diameter piping and/or gas storage at a higher

estimated that the three systems could be moved to TMI and erected pressure could reduce the proposed 28 miles of piping significantly.
in two or three months after a suitable building to house them

For the charcoal adsorption alternative, the amount of charcoal
was available. We are informed that, in an effort to assist,

needed could be reduced significantly by regenerative use of a
Public Service Electric and Gas is willing to sell the systems

much smaller amount of charcoal'. For both charcoal adsorption

to Met Ed and this would not adversely affect the Hope Creek
and gas compression, removing only 90% of the krypton and venting

construction schedule. the rest would shorten the construction time and reduce the radia-
The Hope Creek cryogenic systems are designed to process

,
tion dose to the public by a factor of ten compared to venting

air wit; as high or higher radioactive contamination than found
the entire building atmosphere. The method of storing the krypton

in the THI containment building atmosphere. The systems use an

insignificant amount of hydrogen to remove the small amount of
#

oxygen mixed with the krypton 9t the end of the process and thus
was NRC's assumption in NUREG-0662.

would not have the same risk of fire or explosion as the system

evaluated by Met Ed and the NRC. The total cost of the three
natives were re-examined in detail to determine a more realistic

Hopc Creek cryogenic systems is about $5 million.
construction schedule and assessment of the storage hazards, we

We recommend that the feasibility of using the Hope Creek
conc 1c *' that other alternatives are preferable. Considering the

systems at TMI be examined further before a decision on the method very ?.ow public and worker radiation doses resulting from an ele-
of krypton removal is made, vated venting scheme (whether heated plume or tethered balloon),

selective absorption or cryogenic processing, it is unlikely that

.
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either gas compression or charcoa'l adsorption could achieve
<

' lower doses. Furthermore,' we believe that the ' construction time *

for ei'her a gas compression or charcoal adsorption system could|
.

not be [i,short as the time needed to. implement elevated venting, *A. Findings

L..selecr.ve absorption or cryogenic processing. We therefore con-
- KRYPTON PROBLEM

. cir.se that no further consideration of the gas compression or . Sealing and abandoning the TMI plant ~is not an alter-*

charcoal adsorption alternatives is warranted. native to clean-up. The plant must be decontaminated
whether it is to be restarted or deconstitsioned.

* Relatively free access to the reactor building.is
necessary to accomplish the decontamination work.
The beta and gamma radiation from the krypton-85-
in the building atmosphere effectively precludes
the necessary Personnel access. Therefore, the
krypton eventually must be removed.

* Met Ed and the NRC advanced concerns about reactor'
building integrity, reactor coolant system integrity,
and accidental criticality as bases for recommendingi..

' prompt removal of the krypton. None of these con-
cerns have sufficient merit to justify a conclusion
that personnel antry is necessary within a few weeks
or months.

* A delay of a year in removal of the krypton would not
pose an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public. However, because of the possibility of unfor-

1 seen problems, the delay should not be more than a
year and a half. .If an unforseen emergency developed,
the krypton could be removed in a few days using the
venting scheme recommended by Met Ed and the NRC staff.s

1

?

RADIATION EXPOSURE

.We carried out independent calculations of the beta skin
dose exposures and gamma whole body exposures expected downwind
under the plume from a complete purge of the TMI containment
building by venting under varied conditions and at a range of vent
altitudes.

!
i

s
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* Tha grZ tsst radiation expo ursa reruit from ths
venting propo2al rdvrnced by Met Ed and NRC. RD- VENTING PROPOSALS
lease heights well above the largest structures
at TMI redace the doses markedly, and in some cases UCS has devised two venting schemes in which radiation
by enormous factors. exposures are much lower than the already small exposure ex-

pected from the Met Ed/NRC proposals

The largest gamma dose a person could receive under The first makes use of a gas or oil-fired small incin-
*

the Met Ed/NRC proposal is 0.03 millirem and occurs erator feeding a 6 foot diameter 250 foot st*C. The contam-close to the plant. It corresponds to 3 hours of inated containment air is fed into the furnace, buoyed by the
exposure to the naturally-occurring radioactive back. heat, and elevated far above the stack and all TMI structures.
ground of approximately 100 millirem per year.

This scheme can yield an effective release height
'The beta skin doses are typically 100 or so times approaching 1000 ft. and in some cases more.*

greater than the gamma doses, but invclve only a
limited portion of bady tissue. Evirience suggests
that beta doses in excess of 10,000 to 50,000 milli- The reduction in radiation exposure at 2 miles from*

rem are required to increase the incidence of skin TMI, for example, is by a factor of 4000 over the
cancer. Mit Ed/NRC case, and a factor of 15 at 5 miles.

This scheme uses conventional technology, is prac-UCS concluded that direct radiation-induced health **

effects from exposure to Kr-85 even from the Met Ed/ tical, reasonably rapid to implement, and of modest
NRC proposed venting would be absent. These conclu- projected cost.
sions are similar to those reached by the NRC and
Met Ed.

The second UCS proposal would vent from a reinforced fabric
tabe, supported by a tethered balloon at 2000 ft. altitude. U.S.

STRESS-INDUCED PUBLIC HEALTH EFFEC *S Air Force balloon experts made a preliminary review of the pro-
posal and found it workable. The ground-level radiation is so
I w with this scheme (very much lower than even the hot plume),There has been marked stress-induced illness in persons that in all probability it could not be detected at all.

living within ten miles of TMI. This has surf aced in angry con-
frontations between citizens and NRC and Met Ed officials. A Tethered balloon ventin9 appears to be a practical*

recent medical study has shown that between 10% and 20% of the proposal in terms of costs, schedules and especially,some 200,000 people living within 10 miles of TMI show evidence radiation exposure. Some residual questions can beof " physical stress" including headaches, diarrhea, and stomach rapidly resolved by tests at Hollomon Air Force Base
trer'21e, and " behavioral stress," including irritability, sleep- and by a TMI site visit.
N aness, and loss of appetite.

UCS concludes that this indicates a stress-induced . * Air Force balloons and handling gear might possibly*

medical problem of major public health importarp e. be available for the TMI venting if appropriate.
There is good reason to believe that at least the
Met Ed/NRC venting, already opposed by many citizens,

It is not certain, however, that either of thesemay seriously exacerbate this problem. *

schemes would be perceived as acceptable by the
citizenc of the area. The same psychosocial prob-
lems as we anticipate would occur with the proposed
Met Ed/NRC venting could occur with any, deliberate
release of Kr-85, even if dose reductions of the
magnitude expected by the two methods suggested
were achieved.

3
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KRYPTON RECOVERY PROPOSALS B. Recommendations

* Use of a selective absorption system to recover *
the krypton for storage avoids a deliberate releas- UCS recommends against any procedure that would result

in citizens in the area around TMI being deliberatelyto the environment, but there is a question whether exposed to radiation from the plant at levels compara.tleit can be bmplemented in less than a year. There
. has been extensive experience with pilot plants at to those expected from the Met Ed/NRC venting proposal.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Therefore, there is
a high degree of assurance that construction of a * We recommend evaluation and public discussion of theselective absorption system ten times larger than two UCS venting proposals, each of which would yieldthe pilot plant would be an effective means of krypton a markedly Jecreased ground-level radiation exposure.
recovery. A determination of the availability of Each appears potentially attractive, but there remainsthe necessary components can be done in a few days an open question of citizen acceptability of deliberateto help determine whether the system could be imple- releases of Kr-85. Evaluations can be carried outmented in less than a year. promptly.

* A cryogenic processing system to recover the krypton * we recommend reevaluation and public discussion of
for storage would also avoid any deliberate release the two krypton recovery proposals previously rejected
to the environment. Three cryogenic systems now in by the NRC and Met Ed: cryogenic processing and selec-
storage at the construction site of the Hope Creek tive absorption. Because each recovery method has the
nuclear plant have a total capacity sufficient to potential for implementation within one year, eitherrecover the krypton from the TMI containment in a one mig!.t prove the technique of choice in ridding thefew months. Construction at the TMI site would take containment building of Kr-85.
two or three months af ter a suitable building is
available. The owners of the cryogenic systems are
willing to sell them to Met Ed and that would not * We recommend that the final choice among the alternatives
delay construction of the Hope Creek plants. give significant weight to the need we identify of having

the krypton removed within one year. This must be in
addition to the absolute need to ensure the health and* The gas compression and charcoal adsorption methods safety of the much-stressed population around TMI.

of krypton recovery do not merit further consideration.
Considering the very low public and worker radiation
doses resulting from an elevated venting scheme, selec-
tive absorption or cryogenic processing, it is unlikely
that either gas compression or charcoal adsorption
could achieve lower doses. Furthermore, the construc-
tion time for either a gas compression or charcoal
adsorption system could not be as short as the time
needed to implement elevated venting, selective ab-
sorption, or cryogenic processing.

* The tethered balloon schere might prove valuable as
an emergency backup system if one of the krypton
recovery schemes were selected.

.
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Appendix I thi ettek, giving a nMativ:2 furnrca prssturm which

would be highly desirable in minimizing ground-level

Incinerator Information leakage.

The following.information was obtained on the high

temperature, high velocity, high stack incinerator. Dr. Thomas He calculates it would require approximately 10 to

0Overcamp made the original suggestion of the use of a 40 x 10 BTU's per hour to maintain these stack
'

6-foot diameter incinerator stack, approximately 200 feet conditions. He recommends firing with gas rather than

high. fuel oil and 4dicated that either natural gas or

Such incinerators are made by the John Zink Company, liquified petroleum would be fine. UCS has checked
located in Tulsa, Oklahoma. John Young, one of their with Met Ed on the availability of natural gas on

engineers in their Process Systems Division,was very helpful. s to and does not have a firm answer yet. The pre-

Conversation with him produced the following details: liminary response was that the quantity was not.
available. UCS checket locally in California on

He believes that the in,cinerator concept is a very ,

workable idea. He is of British background and of approximately 90,000 BTU's/ gallon. Based Cn
spoke of having significant experience in the UK in g ,,

dealing with the release of various pollutants through g

similar means. He said that they were very successful

but won the disfavor of the Corwegians due to their per day, roughly 2,000 gallons per day. LP gas is

ability to loft it out of the UK and into Scandinavia. available in California at a cost of about $.75 per

gallon, so the fuel cost would be something less
He recommended the use of a 6-foot diameter refractory- than $2,000 per day.

line stack. He felt that 200 to 250 feet would be
ideal and further recommended a discharge temperature Young recommended using an incinerator with a self-
of 1800*r and a velocity of approximately 100 feet supporting stack. Stack sections are normally fabricated
per second. Such conditions would permit the incinera- in 50-foot lencths and his estimate of time to erect
tor to be operated only with a natural draft from

.

5D
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the system was about one month. This time, of course,
follows manufacture of the equipment and assumea an

'

appropriately designed foundation.

Ballpark estimates for time to design and manufactuye, '
Appendia II,

and cost of procurement are:

This appendix, relating to the tethered balloon venting
scheme, includes:

Fourteen weeks from date of order for production
of drawings for approval.

1) Letter to H w. Kendall from Thomas W. Kelly,
Director, Aerospace Instrumentation Division,Fo6rteen to eighteen weeks from date of drawing
U.S. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory,approval for manufacturing.

2) Air Force Feasibility Evaluations.
Cost of the system would be approximately $200,000

to $250,000 complete with stack, burners, and
Further attachments referenced in the latter documentcontrols. This would not, of course, include the

ae mi ed from the UCS Report. A version of the referenced
fuel supply piping or necessary auxiliary power

fi es s in ded in the body of the report as Figure 2.
but if fuel is supplied by tank truck, this should

not be an expensive system. UCS has not done any

checking on availability or complexity of piping
systems for the expansion of LP gas at the necessary

flow rates, but it is likely that freeze-up problems

might be predicted. a

Total weight of the incinerator is estimated at 130,000 lbs.

The combustion chamber is a part of the lower stack section

and would probably be about 10 feet in diameter.

.
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DEPARTMENT CF THE JJR FECE f7p
AIR FOACE GEOPHYSICS LABORATDAY (AFSC) #'Q'd*

HANSCCM AIR FORCE BASE, mas 3ACHUSETTs o1721 1
g g

.._
* * LC (Mr. Es11y, 3004) 8 May 1980

swade. Feasibility Evaluation The Aerospace Instrumentation Of vision of the Air Force Geophysics
.

Laboratory has reviewed the feastbflity of raising a 1 ft, diameter flexible
* Professor Kendall tube, to an altitude of, two thousand feet above the Three Mlle Island

Union of Concerned Scientists
1384 Massachusetts Ave. Nuclear power Plant using a tethered balloon. Our conclusion is that the
Cambridge, MA 02138

proposed balloon operation is indeed feasible. The suggested configuration
Dear Professor Kendall.

is that of using a single 45,000 cu. ft. tethered balloon with two tether
The enclo*ed memorandum summarizes a rather hurried assessment of the
feasibility of using a tethered balloon for Krypton disposed at Three Ifnes. Th first line would be positioned over ground zero and serve to
Mile Island. Although the assessirent is hardly definitive, all balloon
related aspects of the undertaking are well within the range of existing support the flexible tube while the second line would be used to raise and
balloon technology.

Iower the system and to prevent twisting of the flexible tube.
The problem, of pumping air through a long flexible tube at comparatively *

high rates is outside our experience, however, the enclosed calculations A candidate tube material is ILC Advanced Balloon Material which weighs
indicate that the desired flow rates can be achieved. This result can
easfly be verifted by a simple. inexpensive experiment to put that 8 or/yd and has an allowable stress of 117 pounds /f nch. Calculations have
uncertainty at rest. The iemaining question concerning the suitability
of Three Mile Island for tethered balloon flight operations can best be indicated that a flow rate of 60 to 100 ft /sec can be maintained with a
resolved by a brief site survey -- a matter of one day.

10.0 psi differential pressure. This would result in a maximum stress level
Please call if the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory can be of further
assistance in this matter. of only 60.0 pounds /f nch, well below the 117 allowable.

Sincerely. The balloon itself, when filled with helium, would have a gross If ft

of 2800 pounds. The net lfft is then calculated by subtracting the balloon

Of rector [ KELLY
THOMA W I Atch weight (10004). the tube weight (3508) and the weight of the two tether lines

als
Aerospace Instrumentation Division (140#). This results in a net If ft of 130C#, more than enough to insure

staollity under 20 knot wind conditions.

The proposed concept is Fssed upon the availability of an unobstructed

space on the order of 2000 feet long by 200 feet wide. If open spaces of

this magnitude are not available, other concepts, although less desirable,

may be feasible.

Attachment #1 to this document gives the flow characteristics of the

gas venting tube, while figure #1 and 2 define the balloon system co,nfiguration.

Questions relating to the operation of such a balloon systea including

limitations imposed by air safety, fitght control Instrumentation, costs and

schedules have not been addressed.

M
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* Union of Concerned Scsontists flavtRmoR'S PRESS OFFICEDr. Henry W. tendall COMMONWEALTN OF ptNNSYLVhMIA
(617) 547-5552 CoxTACTs poland Paee.
Sobert D. Pollard D*Put y Press se retary page 2. .UCs o%(402) 296*5e00 (7171 701-1116
FOR IMMEDIATE RE1. EASE 08546-880 Paul Critchlow

Press secretary 3esause of that, UCS saads "even codif aeJ venting may
(7171 733-1116

not be acceptable."
aARRISSURG [May 14) The Union of Concerned Sc&entists (UCS)w

Thornourgh and Fend 411 agreed that a growing consensus on the
told Gov. Dica Thornbergh today that proposals to vent Krypton gas

radiation safety of the ventAng shedd, in itself, autetantiallyinto the atmosphere around Three Mile Island would have "no direct
reduce the stress factor,

radiation-induced health effects * en area residents.
The report advanced two modified venting proposals, which

The organisation said its only health concerns over a venting
UCS feels the Nuclear Regulatory Compassion enould consider

plan advanced by Metropolitan Edison Company (Mettdl and the staf f
with a view to further reductions in psyche'>gical stress.

of the Nuclear Regulatory Corumission (NRC) are focused on the
The modified venting plans saggested by UCS includes" psychological stress" that might acempany it.

*1nstalling an incinerator to heat the krypton prior to release,
A 43-page UCS report was rolesees at a jotat press conference with the

thereby causing it to rise to 1,000 feet or more, dispersing it
governor, UCS Chairman Neary w. Rendall, and UCS nuclear safety engineer

over a wider area. UCS asid this would cut the redtatum encours to residentsRobert D. pollard. he report saids "UCS has conr1** tkt direct re41stian within two miles of the plant by 4.000 times.
induced health effects from esposure to Kr-85 (Krypton), even from

* Channelling the gas more than one-third of a mile Late thethe Met Ed/NRC proposed venting, would be absent.'
air before release, by veing a coated, nylon tube held alof t byThe group said its calculations on estimated radiation espesure
a tethered, unmanned balloon -- the technical " workability * of watch,

from the proposal are " essentially the saw" as those of the wtility
UCS said, has been * confirmed in a preliminary analysts by theand the NRC.
U.S. Air Force. "

Thornburgh said the report, coming from the nation's foremost
Dr. Rendall said the balloon technique could reduce radiationeritice of esisting nuclear power safety, *may well amount to an

exposures to residents within sta miles of the plant by more thanemancipation from fear for the people of this aree.*
a million times. He said it might be in place within *e few months,Ne said the sepert puts UCS in agreement with various government
in the absence of delays.* The anoineratcre he said, could be install

and industry experts *on the key question of direct radiation health
w1than seven to nine months.

effects * from venting, and he praised the Scientists for 'the pro *
The UCS also suggested that NRC take another look at two

feasional integrity and organisational courage they have displayed
methods of recovering the Krypton for permanent storage offsite,in addressing that question."
*provided that either could be implemented in one year or less." TheyDr. Henry M. Rendall, UCS chairman, said the organasetton

, incluJe the so-called *crydgenie* and * selective ansorption" techaiques
ultimately deelded te recommend against implementation of the

previously relected by NRC.
esisting Het Ed/NRC venting plan, but be emphastaed that this was a

The study group reiterated its earlier concurrence that the TM1primarily because of the stress problem.

facility *must* be decontaminated in the interest of public safety,Rendall said UCS concluded the gas should not be removed in a
In ' ts report to the governor, the organisation said $t is important

manner that would *esacerbete tensions,* given the " documented
that the Krypton phase of decontaminetton se completed witnan a year. Charswan

magnitude of present levels of stress in the population living around
- sore -

the plant."
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page 3. . .ces study *

Richard Ee Te11mersenda11 told the governor his group would be "uncomrottable" with
Directar

any delays beyond that time, Ibrae M1Is Islaad Seppert, ItA
Thornburgh said he is rerwarding the UCs report to appropriate . g

*

state health, radiation and engtaaerlag specialiste for review.

The governor expects to delhver am * appropriate statement * on D*8I II* I8 **IE

the Egypton cleanup for insertion im NRC records by rriday, May 16. gt31g e( the $ermae af Iddiolog14:41 see,
have reviewd 5thEC-0662 (and*The unc has sittmate surisdiceram over the entire Trr cleanup AdJenda 1 a=4 2) which wre announced la s TR 20265 and 45 f t 21760.

operation, including the final decision on venting. It to ear conclaston that the want.ing of the Kr-85 la the *DtI-2 coar-.

Nrnburgh had asked the UCs on March 28 to undertake sa tainment bum Almq to b etmosphers ander controlled relmaae 14 the
independent study of the wenting proposal. He elee asked the NBC P * P * *

bonith impact. It is recetaiaed that members o* the public to the
to entend its orricial period for receipt of commente on the plae to viclaity of IMI m87 Call for alterr.at1 Tee that de not release the K.c=83
may 16, La order to allow time for ucs to complece its work. to the environ = ente it should be noted, however, that the occupational

worker are aloe moeters of the public and the healtJn impact (if any)msnburgh said the Ucs report, along with other studies and beet relates to the total population dwa la pereotr-rea (both occwptional
documente gathered by the state, will accompany whatever personal and general pub 11C), la chim regard, it weld be appropriate for >~AC te
statement he chooses to meme for sne commission's recoros. Provide amtimates of t.he total population dose (both of taire and ocew-

pational)e 3 seed on the population done estimates for the IMI-2 accident,
In addition to his request to ucs, the governor saaed the unttonal it appears that the cumulative doaa (person-res) to t.ha effette populat.1em

council on Radiation Protection and neasurements tacpn to et=2r the "safat? . from the venting trill be less ha that due to occupational exposare for
the alternatives la Table 1.1.

and health consequences * of Erypton wenting. Nt study is still

underway. It is farther concluded that the accelerated venting procedure proposed la
Addendum 2 providee equale if not greater, control and protacties of the
p.611c. s1.ee shia proced.r. vtti req.1re a e 11er r.. ca.mit=ene

, ,, (partienlarly'for off site monitorlag), the Addendu 2 procedure is preferrode

in addition to the above general conclosions and coenanta, we would lika to
provide these spoeif te cemenates

1) p. 6-44. 31441. para. Provide e oere specif te rafareece te the limit
of 15 mren per year sa it le met evident to those teferenced.

-6 32) p. 6-44, niddle para. It4ppeara that the value 5.7 x 10 sec/m
sec/=3, se art the gap of pate 6-5, theet.oald hose been 6.7 x 10

accupancy factor of 0.7 accewatles for the reducties f rsue 16 are to
10 arre. '

3) p. 6-46. fournote d A referente should te provided for the beta
and whole ' ody do.e facters, whith appartetly come free lazulatorym

Cutde 1.109.

M
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b

R.1 chard R. Toll.ner 2

4) p. 6-45 to 6-47 and Tebte 6.6-1 This material on the n== tam allowable
I/q for a one bout period does not place such a mant=.am limit in proper
perspective. If the Kr-55 vesting were to continue for only 3-1/3 hours.
st thans nazieum 1/q's cut of the 120-bour period, than all of the 10 aren n EDO D*I* O I" "I"U EKLs sin a %ss aEELlimit eeuld be eshausted. Thus, it is obvious that the venting suat. on*
the averose, be contq11ed tg periode when the meteorology la equal to or VED D/C C MICCIbetter thaa 6.7 x 10 secla . Wile sees deviation about the average can v 5. 5% sw J % a y au wwabe accepted, to allow tha nazimum to go to 3 oren/hr would not appear to
be good practica. Further, no basis for the 3 mram/hr value has been
provided (to Crt 20, 20.105(b)(1) providas a limit of 2 aren/hr). { g

Un concar in the proposal to vent the Kr-85 sao from the THI-2 coatst. ament
butiding to the atmosphere withis the constraints of asiattag tegulations and
guidance, but recoussad LLat b1C provide dettaltive controls to assure vesting
only daring pertads of high neteorolosteal diepersion.
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Li[UTENANT GOVERNOR S OFhet
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#' The report of this Commission is the result of a seven-month investi-

gation into the consequences of the accident at Three Mile Island. The ;'*
,

Ie- *< Commission did not attempt to discern the causes of the accident nor to
*; g ,. criticize the response of federal, state, local or company officials. The.% [ Governor's Executive Order did not call for such an investigation, norM , ~ i.GM could one have been conducted credibly by a Commission composed of so

,'
*

i

' , , . j many who played a part in the drama which unfolded on March 28, 1979.. i.b .,(
ys r,,, ~, * ' we attempted to assess fairly the environmental,= instead

health ,, havelegal, and social effects of the accident and to make ;} E * economic,' * *
,

#
.

recommendations for action or further study as we believe necessary. We ;>
,'

f~.
have also undertaken a broad review of emergency response from the

- 4 viewpoint of state government with an eye toward correcting errors and

(A/'
,

'
#,* improving procedures.

,

<
.s ,

// It is the assumption of this Commission that nuclear power will be

- f/','g--
'

:- i
,

. around for some time to come, although opinions as to the desirability of
I nuclear energy in general and re-opening of Three Mile Island, Unit 2 in'

i.
- ~- -

' ". particular, vary among Commission member.4. We have attempted in our
. !4-( 2

rei tendations to make intelligent choices from realistic alternatives,*2', g
* a .n g the temptation to espouse ideal solutions which are plainly

a im' asible.
' '

'uld like to thank the Commission members for their hard work,

pa .. ., and dedication to the task of putting this report together. It is
our hope that this report w!! contribute to the health and security of all
Pennsylvanians.

" Nuclear opponents, who would shut down every reactor in the
country tonight, simply are not in touch with our needs for WILLIAM W. SCRANTON, !!!
tomorrow. But nuclear advocates, who would pret:nd that
nothing was changed by our vigil at Three Mlle Island, simply are
not in touch with reality."

DICK THORNBURGH 1
GOVERNOR i

11 lil

%
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worked with tpecitl r!Pr3sint&tius from tha faderal exIcutiva Hallowell, Deptrtment of Agricultur3; Secrittry Belen O' Bannon,
brrnch, c3 Pr$cident Cirtar pledged full support from Washing- Deptrtment of Public Welftra; SIcrst ry James Bodine, Depart-
ton for the Commonwealth's effort to mitigate the effects of ment of Commerce; Secretary Howard Cohen, Department of
the accident. Revenue; former Secretary Gordon MacLeod, Department of Health.

- who left office in November 1979, and Health Secretary, B
Acting on the findings of this task force, on May 14, Arnold Muller; former Secretary William Davis, Department of

1979, Governor Dick Thornburgh issued an Executive Order estab- Community Affairs participated until he' assumed other duties in
lishing the Commission to Study and Evaluate the Consequences November 1979 and Acting Community Affairs Secretary, Shirley-
of the Itaident at Three Mile Island. A copy of this Executive Dennis.
Order . is included as Appendix A. The Executive Ordet stated
that the purpose of the Commission was to -assess the Common. At the first Commission meeting on June 5, the Lt.
wealth's . ' performance during the emergency, assess the Governor charged the group with assisting the commonwealth in
consequences of the accident, ' and determine what state govern- determining the consequences of the accident, and advising the
ment can do to alleviate the impact of the accident on executive branch by making recommendations for improved
Pennsylvania's citizens. The Order specified- that the response should a similar incident occur in the future. To
commission have 14 members; eight government officials and six accomplish these goals, the Commission established six sub-
citizens of the Commonwealth who were knowledgeable in per- committees: , Emergency Management, Legal Implications,
tinent areas. Environmental Impacts, Health Impacts, Economic Impacts, and

Programs and Recovery. The subcommittees were chaired by the
The Chairman of the Commission was Lt. Governor William W. citizen members of the Commission. A complete list of sub-

Scranton, III, whose duties already included overseeing the committee assignments is included in Appendix B. The entire
different Commonwealth agencies working with energy programs Commission was briefed on the work of each subcommittee during
and with emergency management. Commission members from the meetings held on June 5, July 6, October 4 and December 17.
private sector included General Frank Townend, Director of the
Luzerne County Emergency Management Agency; Anita Summers, The subcommittees met numerous times in the six-month

.

Associate Chairperson of the Public Management Unit of the
period to study information and prepare their final reports.

University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School of Business; Justice
Although they did not hold formal hearings, subcommittees

Thomas W. Pomeroy, Jr., retired Supreme Court Justice; Robert
conducted many intsrviews and conferences with officials and

Reid, Mayor of Middletown; Dr. Niel Wald, Professor and Chair- citizens. A four member Commission staff and a large technical
man of the Department of Radiation Health, University of Pitts-

staff drawn from participating Commonwealth agencies assisted
burgh, and Nunzio J. Palladino, Dean of the College of

the subcommittees in their work. Subcommittee members reviewedEngineering, The Pennsylvania S t. ate University. Commission procedures and policies and researched large amounts of related*
members from the state government were Secretary Clifford material. This final report is the product of that study.Jones, Department of Environmental Resources; Secretary Penrose

3
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II. SUletARY OF FINDINGS

e . No . reduction was made to account for the popu- i
. lation known to have relocated from areas close
to the 'DiI site as recommended by the Governor or
who otherwise left the area. According to' a

study conducted by Mountain West Research Inc.
. A. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES for the NRC, 21,000 persons living within a

five-mile radius of TMI evacuated. For the
~

1. Accident 15-mile radius 144,000 evacuated.

e No reduction waa made to account for the factThe conclusions on the estimated maximum radiation dose t
that the actual dose absorbed by the internal.. the nearby population between March 28, 1979 and April 7, 1979'
body organs is less than the dose assumed usingdrawn by an ad hoc group of technical staff members from the
the net dosimeter exposure.Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Environmental Pro-

. tection Agency (EPA), and the Department of Health, Education
Although the average dose for an individual was 1.5-' '

and . Welfare (HEW), can be accepted as reliable by this
. Commission. millarem, it was of course possible for specific persons to

receive larget doses. The highest dose actually attributed to
a specific off-site individual . during the TMI episode 'is 37,Dose estimates are based primarily on ground-level millirem.radiation measurements from 20 utility thermoluminescent dosi- This individual had been en an island located ~ l.1
miles north-northwest of the plant site during a part of thismeters (TLD's), ten Radiation Management Corporation TLD's,
period. According to the NRC ad hoc group, the maximum esti-

i
and after March 31, 37 NPC TLD's placed at specific. locations

mated dose that an individual located off-site could have- both on the island and within a 15-mile radius. The collect-
~ received was less than 100 millirem. This estimate is based onive dose to the total population _(approximately 2,000,000 the cumulative dose of

off-site residents within a 50-mile. radius) has been estimated 83 millires which ' was recorded by an
off-site dosimeter at 0.5 miles east-northeast of the site, andto be'3300 person-ren." Using this value,.the average dose to '

assumes that an individual remained outdoors at that locationan individual in this population was 1.5 millirem. (2,000,000 for the entire period from March 28 through April 7.. divided by 3300 = .0015 ren or 1.5 millirem). Members of.the
ad hoc group agree that the collective dose projections over- !

These doses were considerably below normal annual back-estimated actual doses because of the following caveats:
ground radiation levels for the TMI area, which average 100
millirem per year. Doses after April 7, 1979 were less than 1%

e" ,No reduction was made to account for shielding by of those recorded before that date. Refer to Appendix C forbuildings when people remained indoors. specific dosimeter locations and tables of readings.

4 5
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The .Pennsylvanis Department cf Environmentr.1 Resourc W building 3, then the rsactar conteinment building, tnd finally
Bureau of Radiation Protection verified the readings in the ad the primary system. In each stage, the method to be employed
hoc report by evaluating exposures at area facilities main- for disposal of wastes is a crucial consideration.
taining radiation monitoring stations. The Federal Bureau of

Radiological Health also verified the low readings in an inde- 2.1 The Tanks in the Auxiliary and Fuel-Handling
pendent study. In that effort, the Eastman Kodak Company Buildings

collected and analyzed high speed photographic film located in

the area during the TMI releases. None of the film showed any NRC and General Public Utilities (CPU) representatives
unusual fogging. Since the minimum exposure level at which independently reported that as of October 16, 1979, there were
fogging occurs is five millires, no film received an exposure approximately 280,000 gallons of contaminated water in the

in excess of that amount. fuel- handling building tanks of 17t!-2. To decontaminate this
water, the utility installed a system called EPICORE-II to

*The Commission has determined that despite apparent con- remove the fission products by filtration and ion exchange.*
fusion concerning the initial concentrations of radioactivity

released from the plant stack, there was both adequate aerial The Commission affins that decontamination of the water
monitoring of the plume" and adequate. ground-level monitoring stored in these tanks is essential for several reasons: it
to accurately assess the off-site radiation doses. The e ntinues to be a source of releases of caseous radioactivity
Commission further affirms that the assessment of radiation to the building resulting in small releases to the environment;
releases was done in an acceptable way. it is a direct source of radiation exposure to workers who need

access to the building; the continued safe shutdown of Unit 2

2. Clean-Up depends on the operability of original plant equipment in the
building and the use of additional equipment being installed;

Radioactive material exists in three major areas of the and the auxiliary building tanks could be needed to store water
removed from the reactor building to protect equipmentPlant. These are

,

e
e The tanks in the auxiliary and fuel-handling

buildings.e Decontamination of the water in these tanks began October
,

e 23, 1979, and by the beginning of 1980, 94,177 gallons of the
The reactor containm.ent building.s

water had been processed. The entire processing ofe The primary system.
contaminated waste by EPICORE-II is expected to result in

off-site exposures of less than one millirem, which is well
Each of these areas presents a different set of problems

because cf variety in the form and intensity of the radioactive

sources. The clean-up will involve a three-stage process, e
in NuReg 0591 and concurred with the off-site exposurestarting with the tanks in the auxiliary and fuel-handling

6 7
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. The EPICORE-II system was designed and manufactured on the
. . 2.2 Reactor Containment Buildingassumption that the resins,. once contaminated and temporarily

stored in the. on-site storage facility, would eventually be -
Clean-up of the reactor containment building will involve .

transferred to commercial low-level radioactive material burial
three separate phases decontamination of radioactive water insites in a dewatered condition. It has been estimated that 250
the basement, removal .of radioactive gases from the atmospheretruck shipments. would be required over four years to effect
and the decontamination of internal surfaces. Radiation levels -

clean-up of the auxiliary building. After the release of the
and principle radioactive isotopes within the containuent

EPICORE-II Environmental Assessment, the NRC decided that all building have been ' determined (both water and atmosphere).
radioactive resin wastes must be solidified prior to off-site -

Radiation levels are high enough to prevent manned entry for- shipments. This requirement to solidify all spent resins could
any extended length of time.

result in additional occupational radiation exposure to on-site
personnel and'up to 20% more radioactive truck shipments to the Containment Building water Both NRC and CPU repre--

final storage site. The requirement to solidify the spent sentatives reported that as of January 1980, there was between
resins, however, decreases some risks of transporting the 600,000 and 700,000 gallons of contaminated water at
wastes.

approximately a 7% ft, depth in the basement of the reactor

containment building. The utility had estimated, based on data
To , provide additional assurance about operation of the accumulated during June - October 1979, that the water level in

EPICORE-II system, NRC conducted an in-depth review of the pro- the building was rising at the rate of one to two inches per
cedures, health physics * and training of Met Ed personnel month, because of leaks from the primary system such as those
before granting approval to begin this phase of the clean-up. which occur around valven and pipe seals. More recent data

indicate that the leakage rate may not be as high now. The
At the beginning of 1980, the utility had not proposed a following findings relate to decontamination of the containment

final plan for disposition of the water once it had undergone building water

decontamination by the EPICORE-II system. The NRC her. stated
that disposal of the decontaminated water would be treated in a e The rising water level has covered a number of
separate assessment similar to NuReg 0591. The utility has important instrumentation leads and electrical

reported intentions tt < lean up the water from Unit 2 to meet cables, but the utility has been able to com-,

EPA drinking water swards and NRC water discharge require- pensate for the loss of these items. However.
ments. If these standards are met, the water could be the electric motors on two valves which must

discharged safely into the Susquehanna River. However, utility remain operable for continued safe cooline of the

representatives reported that this decontaminated water could reactor are cr1Y one and one-half to two feet

be stored so that it is available for later use within the above the present water level. This situation is

closed Unit 2 system. potentially dangerous, and requires careful

monitoring.

8 9
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o. The predominant radioactive isttopes in the estcr o Charco21 absarption and storage, which involves
* *are cesium-137,* cesium-134 and strentium-90. abrorption cf radicactive gas 3s as they cro

As of October 16, 1979, indirect readings Passed through a charcoal bed at very low temper-
*

indicated a dose rate of about 200 ren / hour just atures. Estimated completion time for

above the surface of the water. . installation and processing is 30-40 months, and

the estimated population dose is sero.

o Proposed clean-up of the water in the containment
e cas compression and storage in tanks at highbuilding may be done with a system similar in

design to EPICORE-II. Once the design is pressure. Estimated completion time for

completed, it will be submitted to the NRC for an installation and processing is 25-35 months, and

the estimated population dose is zero.environmental impact assessment. Projected off-

site releases from the operation of the
e ry gen dist m a %n and storage, which involvescontainment building clean-up system are not

, gg ,
cooling of the containment atmosphere to very low

temperatures at which the radioactive gases

containment Buildina Atmosphere - Krypton-85* is the pre- liqui y and can be separated 'from the air.
Estimated completion time for installation and

dominant radioactive isotope in the containment building
processing is 20-30 months, and the estimated

atmosphere. The containment building has been maintained at *
whole body gamma doses - of .05 milliren to thenegative pressure * since the accident, thereby " holding in" the
population are well within current federal speci-

radioactive material. However, this does not eliminate all
fa. cations.

potential risks to the public. Eauinment used to maintain
neaative cressure is likely to fail at ' some coint over an

o Controlled atmospheric venting to the environment
,

extended neriod of time. This is due to the unusual factors
makina un the containment environment, includina hiah humidity

,
and equipment not desianed to function for indefinite periods

venting period are .5 millirem. This amount
without maintenance. If any eauipment failure occurs. there is

would be less than one-half the amount of
an increased likelihoed of around-level releases of radiation radiation usually absorbed by a person flying by
in sufficient cu antity to impose a public health risk. airplane from New York to San Francisco.

Further, the controlled releases would be per-
Four different techniques for decontamination of the air mitted only under favorable weather conditions

in the containment building - and their estimated off-site and would be made from stacks at an altitude
radiation doses have. been studied by Bechtel Corporation, which would impose less risk to public health
Metropolitan Edison and the NRC. These arer than the possible ground-level releases mentioned

earlier.

10 11
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The major advantage of the controlled venting option is
' ' ' " * ' ' " ' ' ' " ' " " * * ''*# * ' " ' * * * * ' "that it can be accomplished in a relatively short period of

the local o m latin and the e wiro m nt than aw of W ohtime and it is a permanent disposal solution. The alternative
#**"~"' 'dianomal systems create laroe volumes of intensely concentrated

wasta material which must be stored on-site or transoorted to a
2.4 Disposal of Low-Level Radioactive Wastes from

normanent discosal facility. These are not permanent
Clean-up operations

solutions, and would continue to impose a potential public

health hazard. The extended period of time necessary to imple-
Permanent storage for the large amcunts of low-level

ment any of the alternative systems must also be a maior con-
radioactive wastes generated by clean-up activities is a

if deration. As detailed earlier, there is much uncertainty
critical aspect of that operation. The EPICORE-!! system is

about the ability to maintain the containment building at
producing concentrated wastes that are stored in temporary

negative pressure for any extended time period. The utility
faciaities on-site. Each successive phase of the clean-up will

recently reported that minute quantities of the krypton-85 gas increase both the volume and the concentration of wastes, which
are escaping from the containment building into the auxiliary

must be stored on-site or transported to comme.mial disposal
building through the reactor cooling system. This underscores

sites.
the necessity for a timely, controlled disposal process.
Prolonged delays add greater risk of accidental releases with The permanent storage of commercial low-level radioactive
significant public health consequences. wastes in the United States is an acute problem. As of

November 1979, only one facility in the United States, located
Reactor Buildinq Internal Surfaces The details for in South Carolina, was receiving shipments of commercial low-

-

clean-up of these surfaces have not yet been developed, but it level radioactive wastes for permanent storage. The only other
is clear that the process will produce a considerable amount of facilities, located in Nevada and in Washington State, were
contaminated water and chemical solutions which will have to be closed in October 1979. The Washington site has since reopened
decontaminated. Means similar to those for clean-up of the and has liegun to receive shipments of TM1 wastes. However, the
water now in the containment building may be used. No assess- continued availability of this site is in doubt. The Governor
ment has yet been made of the potential doses associated with - of the State of Washington announced recently that she would
clean-up of these surfaces. support legislation to limit- the site to receive only

Washington's radioactive wastes. This may evolve into a severe
2.3 Primary System problem for Pennsylvania.

Procedures for clean-up of the primary reactor coolant
*

system and for removal of the reactor head and damaged core

are highly speculative at this time. Accurate dose assessments
of these clean-up operations are currently impossible to make.

.
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II. 5139tARY OF FINDINGS
Girectly involved in the accident. The Task Force technical

staff report concluded that "the TMI accident had a pronounced
demoralizing effect on the general population of the TMI area...

* Bowever, this effect proved transient in all groups studied

except the workers, who continue to show relatively high levels

B. . HEALTH CONSEQUENCES of demoralization. Moreover, the groups in the general popu-
lation and the workers, in their different ways, have

1. Physical continuing problems of trust that stem directly from the
accident."

Certainty about ehysical health effects from the accident
Results of the Three Mile Island area telephone survey,at Three Mile f aland could not be established durina the time

conducted by Mountain West Research, Inc. for the Nuclearin which this Commission made its evaluation. but present
Regulatory Commission (NRC), also indicated there were psycho-knowledae crovides no reason to disaaree with the findina of

the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island logical consequencas from the accident. This survey found that
one indicator of "the degree of psychological stressthat "most of the r diation was contained and the act g experienced by families near TMI is the extent of disagreementrelease will have a neclicible effect on the physical health of
regarding the decision to evacuate. Nearly 20% of householdsindividuals". Lona-term studies in this area are underway and
over the entire area said there was disagreement over theshould continue. One difficulty due to the scarcity of decision." The Mountain West survey also found that for some,scientific observation is uncertainty existing among health

professionals about the effects of very low-level radiation on continued stress is evident -- 22% of respondents perceive Dfl
to be a continuing threat to their families. However, 28% feelhumans. Most of the available scientific data stem from TMI is not a continuing threat.studies on the effects of high level exposure on humans.

Extensive studies at high and low levels have been done only on
animals. Generally, the health effects of psychological stress have

had insufficient stucy in field situations as opposed to labora-
tory experiments.

2. Psychological

3. Future Studies
The Commission also aarees with a related findina by the

Presided's Commission that "the maior health e ffect of the Insufficient information on the effects of low-level
accident appears to have been on the mental health of the radiation and psychological stresa on population groups led
neoele livina in the recion. ." The Behavioral Effects Task government and private agencies to begin a ,orough field
Force of the President's Commission was given responsibility analysis of these aspects of the accident. This analysis is
for examining mental health effects on the public and workers described in Section IV of this report. The results of these

14 15
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studies, when' made known, , will be useful in . checking the II. StBO WtY OF FIISINGS

validity of the judpents made by the various groups reviewing
the health impact of THI. Data from these studies are expected
to be,available starting in June 1980.

C. ECONOMIC IMPACT

In exploring the economic effects of the TMI accident, the
Commission tried to answer two questions:

e What costs have been imposed by the accident?
e On whom have they been imposed?

Answers to the first question are partially complete. For

example, estimates on TMI Unit 2 clean-up costs and an analysis
of the accident's impact on housing are available. The answer

-to the 'second question will be determined largely by the

Pennsylvania and New Jersey Public Utility Commissions, the
courts, the Commonwealth and the federal government. These

bodies will decide how the burden will be shared among GPU
(Metropolitan Edison) customers and shareholders, and all,

United States energy users and taxpayers. The decisions will
'

be critical to the future development of nuclear energy in this
country, and to the pace of economic development in the
South-central Pennsylvania region and the Commonwealth.

1. -Immediate and Short-Tern Effects *

The accident produced some immediate effects on industry
in the region, and on Metropolitan Edison and its parent
company, General Public Utilities (CPU).

i
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The event cru;ed disruptions to cras businers during the o The low amount of employment lossas is further

first few weeks, but cvidenc3 tugg22ts that these effects were . confirmad by the low- figure of $118,750 paid out
largely dissipated during the following six months. For the . for TMI-related unemployment compensation claims
utility and its parent company, the initial effects were only- by the Pennsylvania Bureau of Employment Security
the beginning of mounting financial difficulties. before mid-April 1979.

e 96% of the farmers contacted reported ' minimal1.1 Evacuation.
losses. On the other hand, milk juggers reported

During the height of the crisis period, approximately 39% 1 sses of $60,000 in the first month after TMI.

of the population within a 15-mile radius of the facility left :
e- Dairies experienced some initial losses due tothe area. The costs' of this evacuation have been estimated at r

ta a n m Merns, evacuation and school$9.8 million, not including lost' income or wages of the
closings *evacuees. 'Approximately $1.3 million has been reimbursed by

insurers of the TM1 facility, mostly to people living within
FMd processing firms experienced average lossese

five miles of TMI . who met the criteria of the Covernor's
evacuation advisory. per employee of one man-hour, $5.77 in wages, and

$11.53 in value of output - less than those
* ' ' '""""'" " 9 * **'1.2' Manufacturin<r sector

These results indicate that the overall immediate effectsThe immediate ' impact on this sector was judged primarily
of the accident were small. Of course, some individuals and

by the results of a study conducted by the Pennsylvania Depart- gyg g
. ment of commerce involving 363 manufacturing firms within a g g
20-mile radius of TM1. All , firms with 100 or more employees

were included. The major results were
The short-term impact of the accident on employment was

assessed by examining employment in the TMI area in comparison
e The average manufacturing employee-lost 1.8 hours with the rest of the state for the 27 months ' preceding the

of work in the first week following the accident. accident. Predicted levels were compared with the. actual
, employment figures. See Table 1 in Appendix D.' .These results

e The average wage. loss per employee was estimated indicate that for manufacturing indus tnes, the behavior of-
at $15. employment in the post-TMI months was not visibly different

from the pre-TMI months.
e The average loss in value of production was esti-

mated by the firms at $75 per employee, or a

!- . total immediate loss of less than $8 million.

19
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1.3 Non-Manufacturing Industries

'The short-term impact on non-manufacturing industry was
* * * " * * **'* *I ** * " " ' " " "I * **' The immediate impact of TMI on non-nanufacturinr1 industry *

Table 2 in Appenlix D. For non-manufacturing industries, the.was evaluated using' data collected from 577 firms by the
behavior of employment in the post-TMI months was r.ot visibly 'Pennsylvania Department of Commerce in September 1979.

Businesses in Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumbwrland, Lebanon and different from the pre-TMI months. Only contract construction
ran consistently below expected levels, and stayed belowPerry Counties were contacted. These data suggest that tha_

immediate effects on the non-manufacturina sector were somewhat
areater than on the manufacturina,

e -Average manpower losses were four hours per
It has been estimated that tourists spend about $600employee.

million per year in the South-central Pennsylvania area.
Although tourist data are reflected in the non-manufacturinge Average wage loss per employee is estimated at analysis, the industry deserves specific attention because of

$20.
its importance to the region and the Commonwealth. The
evidence is sattered, but it is clear that the tourist

e Retail and. wholesale, trade and service estab- industry was directly and adversely affected.
lishments experienced dislocations in supply and

'
*

marketing. e Ten major lodging and convention' sites contacted

by the Pennsylvania Department of. Commerce
e Immediate losses in the value of output were immediately after the accident estimated losses

estimated .at $74 million. Some evidence at $2 .million resulting from convention and
indicates that these losses may have been conference cancellations. The Department esti-
recovered in succeeding months. mates total losses to major tourist centers in

the area at $5 million.
Another source of information on short-term effects in

this sector is the Small Business Administration's Economic e Some offsetting gains to other parts of the
Dislocation Loan Program. Set up after the accident, this tourist industry occurred in April and May 1979
program as of December 1979 had approved loans to businesses in because of an influx of people curious about the
the affected area amounting to $510,000. Most applications accident or involved witu the aftermath and
came from retailers having cash flow problems because of pre- clean-up operations. Visitor center regis-
Easter sales losses. It should be noted, however, that other trations in York and Cumberland counties were
types of firms are eligible for this prot:rram. More recent about 34% above what tould be predicted in April,
applications may not reflect the same trend. The SBA program and 7% above in May. ,

is discussed more fully in Section IV-B.
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O The number cf scles in the 20-mils radina dropped

e For the rest of the summer, the , visitor center thirply over the prtvious ye:r, and in' contrast
to the behavior in the comparison area.c

registrations near TMI were . consistently below
numbers that might be expected on the basis of

e The 12-month changes in the average value ' ofregistrations at other ,' Pennsylvania- visitor .,

housing in the 20-mile radius" equalled thecenters. From June through September, numbers in 12-month changes in the average price of housing .
York and Cumberland Counties ran 4% to 7% lower in a comparison area through June, but dropped
than past patterns would suggest.

behind sharply in July.

- This comparison with the rest of -the Commonwealth enables The 12-month change in the number of sales in the 'e
the impact . of the gasoline . shortage to be factored out. five-mile radius showed very sharp declines . in -
Further, . the persistence of lower tourist levels in the area May and June, and . a drastic: decline in July.

_ suggests that the polio. scare in the . Amish community of
Lancaster County which occurred early in the summer could not. e The average value .. of housing in - the five'-mile
be the main explanation. radiut actually declined between June 1978 and

"##'""" "* # " ** ,

1.5 Residential Housing prices for the . comparison area over the same
pen

Unlike other sectors of the economy that showed immediate
- effects of the accident, sales and prices in the housing market Data from Central Penn Multi-List, Inc, confirm

,

o
could not respond so promptly to events. Arrangements for

sales are usually made 30 to 90 days in advance of closings.
- e n gs f e e-a e rad hs, with

supplementary information that the average number
So it.is not the April, 1979 dat' 2 wn reveal the immediate, of days houses were on the market in the second
effects, but the May, ' June and July data. Tabl.e 3 in Appendix quarter of 1979 was 93.4. This is in sharp

D, derived from State Tax Equalization Board data, reveals contrast to the 71.0 days in the second quarter
that the accident adversely affected the residential housing of 1978, and the 82.7 days in the 20-mile radius

,

market within a 20-mile radius of TMI, and that the five-mile
radius area was hardest hit.

e The Multi-List data do not reveal the same prob-

These and other data indicate that the housing market in less for the total 20-mile area ' that the Tax

the 20-mile radius suffered adverse e f fects in the immediate Equalization Board data do. However, comparing

post-TMI. months: preliminary data' on the number of deeds on which
a real estate tiensfer tax was collected in 1978

23
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with 1979 suggests a housing market in trouble
e An increasing proportion of that financing wasduring the summer of 1979.

derived from new common and preferred stock
issues rather than long-term debt financing suchgdv acattered data are available for Julv. Aucrust and
as bonds. Further, larger numbers of shares hadSepteaJ wr of 1979. These do s m et. however, that the housino
to be sold in each offering, since the price-maaket has been somewhat restored both in the five-mile and

20-mile radii. to-earnings ratio of industry stocks was on the '
whole declining.

1.6 The Utility
e The shift from long-tern debt to stock issues

made the industry more sensitive to investorThe gravity of the financial problems of General Public
activity in the stock markets.

Utilities, particularly Metropolitan Edison, in the post-TMI
period is clear. The full financial ispect of the accident

The electric industry is capital intensive. Fore
during these months results from the following: example, the whitman study indicates a ratio of

$4 in capital investment to $1 in annual revenue.
o Pre-TMI conditions in the investor-owned electric The costs of financing are therefore a major

utility industry, determinant of the industry's fiscal strength.
o - Pre-TMI condition of General Public Utilities and

its subsidiaries. Equally important, but not mentioned in the Whitman report ~
Direct changes of CPU and Met Ed's cash position is the effect of regulation on the industry. Since a certaine

in the aftermath of the accident, rate of return on investment has been guaranteed in law and
e Rulings and non-rulings of the Pennsylvania granted by regulatory bodies, the it.dustry traditionally has

Public Utilities Commission. been stimulated to expand to meet increased demand. However,
regulatory commissions more recently have been reluctant to

Pre-accident Conditions in Industry and of CPU A pass costs through to customers. The effects of this shift in-

report prepared for the Presidential TMI Commission by M.J. regulatory policy have added to the industry's vulnerability to
Whitman Co., Inc. characterized the environment in the investor reaction.
electric industry from 1968-1978 as follows:

The Whitman report concluded that there was a decline in
e There was an enormous expansion in installed the investment attractiveness of such utilities over the ten-

generating capacity. year period. *

*e This expansion caused electric utilities to seek During thic decade, CPU operated in the same economic
substantial, outside financing from capital climate and with the same characteristics as the industry. The
markets, generally at higher cost.

25
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Whitman report concluded that CPU vea on m equ21 financir.1 report prepared far the Pr3sident's TMI
Commission setimated that CPU spent $57 millionfooting with comparable companies. Its rates were neither the
by the end of July on plant stabilization, pre-highest nor the lowest in the Commonwealth. It experienced the
parations for decontamination, monitoring

same need to raise more of its e.rpansion funds with more cosmon
radiation exposure, and participating in the

stock sales. .The corporation had ready access to outside
investigations of the ~ accident. CPU - estimated

financing, though on less favorable terms. The relevant public
they had spent $110 million by January 31, 1980.

utility commissions, in their rate decisions, pinfed an impor-
. tant role in these developments,

e Metropolitan Edison's cash flow . problems have

e n5 n a S era r ngs. A
Impact of the Accident on CPU and its Subsidiaries - The

# *# ' * " * " '"#'"9 * ** """
accident at TMI-2 had an immediate financial impact on Metro-

$ 0,000, at inunst rates sign m cantly,

politan Edison, which owns 50% of the TMI installation, on higher than the normal cost of such funds.
Pennsylvania Electric which owns 25%, on Jersey Central which
owns 25%. and on their holding company, 'Ceneral Public Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Rulings - The
Uti'ities. The latter not only experienced the loss of revenue following occurred as a result of the PUC's April 19, 1979 and
from its large capital investment in TMI-2, but also suffered a June 15, 1979 rulings
dramatic decline in the value of its stock. The major economic
consequence of the accident for CPU and Metropolitan Edison is , ,

a precarious financial condition that threatens the . fiscal rate base. This meant that expenses related to
health of the parent corporation , and from which Metropolitan the $750 million investment for THI-2.could not
Edison may not recover, be passed through - to customers. CPU estimated

these costs at about $8 million per month. This
This condition is illustrated by the following facts: action also cancelled a scheduled rise in rates

that had been approved prior to the accident.
Metropolitan Edison has changed from a seller ofe
excess power, generated largely at the TMI units,

~

e In June, the temporary rates set in April were

to a purchaser of power. The cost'to the utility made permanent. This included the removal ' of

for purchase of replacement power to serve its costs associated with TMI-2 from rate base.

customers has been estimated at $32 million per

noSth. The PUC has allowed 85% of this cost to e None of the utility's costs associated with .the

be passed through to the consumers, leaving 15% accident were allowed to be passed through to

of that cost to the company. customers.

e CPU has faced a cash demand to pay

accident-related costs. The SRI International 27
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e A.large portion, but not all, of replacement
rule on key factors that lie within its powers. The utility.energy costs were passed through to customers. A
will not be able to move toward the most efficient way of'complex formula was set up which permitted the

~

supplying energy to its 345,000 customers until a" clear set ofcompany to recover 85y, of those costs. However*
contraints is laid down.- application of the ' formula has resulted in less

than that percentage being recouped.
2. Lona-Tern Effects

Currently, the PUC is in the midst of major hearings that
Introduction - The analysis in the previous section'will determine whether TMI-1. will remain in the rate base,

suggests that in the six to eight months following utt, thewhether Metropolitan ' Edison will be granted a rate increase to
overall impact on employment has been small; the effect on tworecover additional replacement power costs from TMI-1, and
specific sectors, tourism and housing, has been more signi-whether Metropolitan Edison should retain its certificate of ficant; and the effect on the financial condition of the

a

operation,
utility has been of overriding importance.

The proceedings 'of the Pennsylvania Public Utility The long-term economic consequences are dependent on theCommission . will largely determine the future of Metropolitan decisions that will be made by the Pennsylvania Public UtilityEdison /GPU. The decision to suspend TMI-2 from the rate base Commission, the utility, the courts, the' Commonwealth and
.was offset, in terms of rates to consumers, by the decision to federal government, and the citizens. While it is important toallow rates to reflect replacement power costs. However, this recognize that these decisions will determine the institutional-
initial action was followed by a series of conflicting signals. framework within which the economic effects will take place, it
Since the June 15 order, the PUC has undergone a major member- is equally important to see that the economic effects will help
ship change. Perhaps due to the change, the trend of PUC determine corporate, regulatory and legislative responses.
thinking still is not clear. The rulings on the continuance of
TMI-1 in the rate base, the possible revocation of Metropolitan There is no similar precedent to use in predicting the
Edison's certificate, standards for continuance of that permit, long-term impact of the accident on - the region's economy.
.and allocation of costs for. clean-up .and Ilowever, determining factors will be the decision on continued
restoration / decommissioning all create additional risk factors nuclear energy production at the TMI site, the decision on the
for investors in CPU. These factors are likely to affect other safety requirements for siting of nuc?. ear reactors, and the
investor-owned electric utilities which have nuclear capacity, price and availability of energy in the region.1 ^

The lack of additional PUC rulings since June 15 has had Thus far, only scattered information is available to
direct implications for Metropolitan Edison and CPU. The assess what these decisions may be since a cohesive set of
utility and its parent company have had to make decisions about national and state policies remains to be articulated. There
clean-up costs, borrowing needs and the development of are, however, these relevant pieces of information:
alternative future plans without knowledge of how the
Commission will 29
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it necaccary to rsly on mora sapeniiva oil-fired -

. generating fccilities. s

e TMI-l', which w:s down - for routine refualing at

the time of the accident, has been refueled and .. .

-

e 100 out of 5100 megawatts of additional gener-
could begin functioning as soon as permission to

ating capacity now under construction in the
do so is received. Commonwealth .are nuclear. When the new

fa es a e ng n se e, rn y 0%
e The earliest estimate for returning TMI-2 to

of the total capacity in Pennsylvania will be -
service is January, 1983. However, this date

nuclear.
presupposes a regulatory climate that will not
delay the clean-up and GPU's financial capability a

e' Econometric studies on the price of fuel and its
to carry it out. Current activities of the NRC effe % on demand lead us to believe that
make this schedule appear unrealistic. increased prices for nuclear-produced electricity

may cause industrial, commercial and residential
e The President's TMI Commission', recommendation , g ,

which, if carried out, would require the NRC to- g,g , ,g

locate new power plants in areas away from popu- fuels such as natural gas -d coal would then
lation centers, may preclude Unit 2's restoration rise <*,e to increased demant
to service. Of central importance to the final

decision will be the NRC's perspective in treat- 2.1 Employment

ing TMI as a case apart from other operating
sites. There are a number of possible developments on employment

in the region. The SRI International report for the Presi-
National energy costs can be expected to increase dent's commission made the following estimates for jobso
due to international pressures, and because the directly related to work required at the uti sites an increase

TMI accident is evidence that the true costs of of 1900 jobs per year for five years if the plant is refur-
. nuclear energy are higher than previously bished, 2000 jobs pe r year for two years if the plant is

estimated. decommissioned. 1800 jobs per year for ten years if there is a

nuclear facility replacement, and 1800 jobs per year for eight

e Generating capacity in the Pennsylvania-New years if a coal facility is the replacement. These numbers are.

Jersey-Maryland Interconnection, a consortium of about one-third of 1% of total employment in the region.

the electric utilities serving those three states,

is currently in surplus of demand for peak load There is likely to be a lengthy period ahead during which

requirements. The continued outage of both TMI the regulatory and legislative decisions on nuclear reactor

units places a strain on the PJM grid, and makes'

*31
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"' ' location policy will evolve. During the period of uncertainty, The broad issue ' of appropriate | siting standards forareas in close proximity . to nuclear r,lants may be viewed as
. nuclear plants should be considered very carefully by themore speculative by businesses . interested in relocating or federal gosernment. If an isolation zone is mandated for new .expanding. However, there are'estrently insufficient data, reactors, there is reason to believe the real estate values inavailable from which we m.y 0;.- conclusions.
Populated areas close to existing reactors would be affected.

Further, all ' tresent information indicates the relative The housing pattern for the Three Mile Island area is moreprice of enerov in the region served by Metropolitan Edison likely to be affected .by the restoration or decommissioning ofwill increase. .Econometric analysis.of the effects of such the reactors there. If the TMI facility is not restored, then
price increases suggests that commercial and industrial demand a small decline in the housing market could be expected infor energy will be reduced. !For high energy users in response to a decline in utility employment after the decom-

.particular, such as' machinery.and metal industries, the impact missioning period. If the ' facility 'is restored to a non-
of price increases is likely to be substantial. Data collected nuclear one, then the part of the housing market reflecting TMI

,

by the Pennsylval Department of Commerce found that about employment would probably expand. .If the f acility is restored
one-third of the respondent manufacturing firms and a somewhat as a nuclear plant, the psychological effect of the ' accident on
higher proportion of the non-manufacturing firms felt that people's locational preferences for living must be weighed.

.their expansion' plans would - be curtailed by increases _ in There are no real guidelines to use here, but fragmentary data
electricity rates that were as small as 10%. I'*d us to believe that the psychological impact of ^ the.

accident will probably not significantly alter the housing -
Equally significant is the effect of the utility's tenuous pattern of the region,

financial situation on area industrial expansion. A recent
study done at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsyl- *3 "I '"

vania indicates that a dependable supply of energy is a more
- important' factor than cost in business siting decisions. The weak psychological impact of the accident on resi--

dential location decisions suggests that , tourism in the region
2.2 Housing is not likely to be affected. Other factors directly related'

to nuclear power development and the future of TMI are also
Housing in the TM1 area may be affected by the national I ""* """*# # "9" *#"' '

policy on the appropriate degree of isolation for reactors, the
2.4 Financial Demands

,

decision on restarting the TMI. facilities, and the psycho-
logical response of people to ever.t. such as the March 28

There are three major sources of financial demands arisingaccident. The importance of thesz factors is likely to
diminish as the distance from the facility increases. from the accident in the next several years: replacement power

3332
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expenditurcs;. replacement of captcity- of TMI; cnd ths ' individual icwsuits from plaintiffs, and 11 class r.ction suita.

' liabilities arising frem ' the accident. The method of meeting - Many of the claims are for.unipacified daarges end a number of

these de==M= will be determined by future regulatory, legis- the class action suits are for damages of $560 million. Avail-

able to meet these pending liabilities is the $5GO million'lative and judicial decisions,
arising under the Price-Anderson Act provisions, the legal

possibility of additional Federal assistance, ~and the assets of
Replacement Power Costs - The SRI International report

the utility.
included estimates of GPU- expenditures that would be required

to pure 2ase replacement power. The cost estimates range from a
2.5 Alternatives Available to Respond to Financial Demands-

low of $576 million to a high of $1644 million, depending upon

the da5s ef return to service of TMI-1 and TMI-2,.whether TMI-2
, There are many mechanisms available for' meeting costs

is ref Arbished or replaced, and whether (if replaced) it is-
resulting from the accident. Some involve additional costs for

replace d vith a coal or nuclear facility,~and whether (if
investors' in CPU and, indirectly, for investors in all

replacea. it is located on the *.a site or a new site. Table 4
utilities involved in nuclear power; some involve additional

in Appendix D .. ** these utinates. 4

*

costs for CPU's customers; and some involve additional costs 3

for all American taxpayers. The assignment of costs associated;
It is important to note that the costs th'at actually

with each alternative has a direct bearing on incentives that
develop are very sensitive to the timing, refurbishment, and

will affect both nuclear energy development and energy con-
replacement decisions,

sumption. The alternatives to be considered are:

Replacement of Capacity - The SRI. report also calculated e Types of voluntary reorganization 1:,cluding
and arrayed the range of expenditures that might be involved in merger and consolidation.
the replacement of TMI capacity. The estimates, reproduced in e Reduction of common stock dividends.
Table 5 of Appendix D, range up from the lowest estimate for Rate relief which would include costs not coverede
refurtishment ($249 million) to the medium cost estimate for by insurance.
replacing the plant with coal at a new site ($670 million) to e creation of a state Power Authority.
the highest -estimate of replacing the plant with another e Federal responsibility for some of the costs.
nuclear plant at a new site ($1176 million). The SRI report e Bankruptcy proceedings including liquidation and
also estimates a cost range of $157 million - $241 million if reorganization under court-appointed trustees.
Unit 2 is decommissioned. Table 6 of Appendix D contains

detailed information on this alternative. voluntary Reorganization - Several forms of voluntary

reorganization are available to the parent corporaton including
I.iabilities Arisina from the Accident - By aid August merger of subsidiaries, management consolidation, and opera-

1979, there were many outstanding claims. There were approxi- tions changes. CPU's recent announcement of plans providing a
mately 27 from government agencies, 115 from businesses, 18

35
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separate corporation ' for nuclear operation and consolidated GPU has argued that a reduction in dWiends below $.20 a
management of ' Metropolitan Edison . and Penelec indicates the quarter would close the company out. of . the market. ,consoli-parent company's interest in accomplishing major internal dated Edison's- temporary omission |of a' dividend in' 1974,changes within a short time period. h wever, resulted in only 'a limited -loss of access to capital-

markets. A drastic dividend reduction, or an omission lastingIcomplete. merger .of the -two' subsidiaries appears I nger than one quarter would, according to a government.
unattractive for the short-term due to legal restrictions on expert, have a much more pronounced effect on the utility-increasing the debt level of the stronger subsidiary to take in ' 9 ""# '#*I "*

the weaker firm. Other legal requirements mandate a period of
.about five years to accomplish a merger. As this report went to press,'the Commission learned of.

,

GPU's decision to omit its dividend for.the next quarter.
Management' consolidation ' does not involve changes in

financial holdings - or debt of either subsidiary. This alter- Rate Relief - The utility estimates that a combination of
,

native requires ' approval of the respective Public. Utility 15% increase in charges to customers and a timely return toa

- Commissions, the . NRC and the SEC, but - can be accomplished service of TMI-1 would ~ restore its fa.nancial capability for
within several months. -The parent company has reported that it raising the capital required to meet its expansion plans.

.
One

issue this Comm1ssion examined is how much rate relief thewill take this step in conjunction 'with its plan to transfer
nuclear operations to a separate corporation with an infusion W s h WW M we@L

' of new high-level management. However, the plans' success in and breaks new ground in the nuclear debate.
improving GPU's financial situation * will depend on the Public

. Utility Commission's perception of their merit. Forms of rate relief the utility might expect from the PUC *are:
'

! Reduction of Common Stock Dividends - Dividends currently
being paid by GPU have been reduced . from $.15 to $.20 per e The continuation of TMI Unit 1 in the rate base,
quarter. The option exists for further reduction in dividends

e A change in the economic formula currently usedto ' meet growing financial demands. The argument could be
to recover replacement energy costs. 100% re-developed that investors take risks ,for which they receive

i covery could be permitted instead of the 85%'returns, and in the event of an unpredicted disaster, they bear
presently allowed.the cost. While the electric utility market previously

operated on an assumption that nuclear power was almost without
'o

The inclusion in the rate base of mandated extra-risk, t24e accident at Three Mile Island alters the financial
ordinary expenses for safety modification,

'

risk calculation. This revised risk calculation should be a
decision factor for investors. community programs and emergency .aanagement.

3736
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'The Public Utility Commission has before it proceedings come of the current procxdings.

that address the continuation of TMI-l in rata bue 'and CPU's
petition for ' a rate increase of $55 million. In the first Bankruptcy Measures - It is possible that Metropolitan

proceeding, the utility has been asked to show cause for con. Edison or CPU may find the burden of costs resulting from the
tinuing Unit 1 in the rate base as "used and useful property", TMI accident too great for it to bear, notwithstanding that it-
a requirement established by public utility law. Unit 1 has may reduce dividends.~ that it may have ortained a measure of
not been on-line for over ten months to date, and is the rate relief through inclusion of some costs in the rate base,

and that the federal government makes monetary contribution in
subject of a lengthy NRO proceeding that will ultimately rule

the form of some sort of cost sharing. In this event,
on its future operation. The central issue for the PUC is to

Metropolitan Edison and/or CPU would have to consider some sort
interpret whether , Unit 1 is "used and useful'' in its present .

of reorganization, either outside or withi. +he courts If the
status: apparently technically ready to go back on-line, but

utility is unable to p y its debts as thel become due, it may
needing the special approval of a separate regulatory body. If seek relief under the reorganization sections of the National
the PUC determines that Unit 1,'like Unit 2, is no longer "used

Bankruptcy Act.- Tne most extreme . and last resort, of course,
and useful", there may be a loss of state revenues that would would be liquidation bankruptcy, which would involve a total
have been collected on the fa ilities, through the Public

wind-up of the affairs of the company.
Utility Realty Tax.

The Nat.ional Bankruptcy Act, which has recently undergone
In a related proceeding, the PUC must rule on the a thorough revision, specifies two ways in which bankruptcy

utility's request . for a change in formula for recovering re- proceedings occur. First, a company may seek to reorganize or
placement energy costs from the TM1 units. Here, too, Unit l's

liquidate on its own initiative by instituting voluntary pro-
return to service is the key factor. The present formula, set ceedings in the federal bankruptcy court. Second, a qualified
up in the PUC's order of June 15, 1979, presupposed Unit 3 o group of the company's creditors may file suit to institute
be in service by January 1, 1980. ' The utility's rate request involuntary proceedings.
would change the formula to reflect both TNI-l's delayed return

to service and the increased cost of replacement energy being
, g

purchased from other companies. GPU has requested an securities and Exchange Commission stated during testimony in
additional $55 million to cover the shortfall. May 1979 beforit the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities that

reorganization in a bankruptcy context has never been imposed'
It is also clear fros' this rate request that a possible on an electric utility in the United States. Accordire to the

lengthy delay in . returni .g TMI-l to service may result in official, certain legal requirements for such a proceeding
periodic filings, as the utility will need increased rates to might result in much higher costs for consumers. If there was

. keep pace with rising replacement energy costs. a default in interest payments on any debentures, the trustee

would be likely to call in all the bonds. Interest on these
As this report went to press, the PUC graated Metropolitan bonds would then accrue at the highest rate of any series. The

Edison a temporary rate increase of $55 million, pendine out- official also argued that the revenue problems which induced
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the bankruptcy would not be resolved by it. Rate relief pre- not be able to finance large-scale facilities such as power
viously denied would not be more likely and credit would not be plants. This Commission examined the formation of a quasi-
more available unless the trustee possessed impeccable public financing body as an alternative for Pennsylvania,
financial credentials.

An agency such as the Power Authority of the State of New
Although no precedent exists for this option, it is con. York could provide the funds for constructing and operating new

ceivable that credit not available to the financially unsound power generating facilities. State power authorities in this
utility would be granted to new management, and that Public country are limited almost entirely to areas where hydro-
Utilitr Commissions might look more favorably on granting rate electric power was the primary ' resource to be developed. A
relief '.o a newly reorganized utility. public agency was a necessity because waterways are the state's

property. The backing of credit by the state, and the exemption
Those who feel the utility should be penalized for its of the Authority from federal and state income taxes makes

role in the accident and those who want to create incentives capital easy to acquire and utility rates appear lower. How-
for ceasing or slowing down nuclear power development might ever, use of state credit for this purpose would probably
support this alternative. The uncharted path of bankruptcy affect other financing by the state, and the taves that are not
reorganization for a public utility and the evidence that the c 11ected through state authority rates would be collected
problems of Metropolitan Edison that contributed to the TMI elsewhere. Further, the decision to allocate available
accident were shared by other nuclear facilities both suggest mum 8 am M enem prMng anernathes are ne made most
that financial reorganization in a bankruptcy context would not e en en a a ly pr tened pdces are far fm

what true market prices would be.be a recommended option. In any case, the decision on

instituting this option rests with the utility and its
creditors and, if made, is likely to flow from financial creation of a state power authority raises issues of. The

causes. feasibility (since hydroelectric power development is not the
impetus in Pennsylvania) and efficiency. The artificially low

.

prices would increase energy consumption, and if the increasedBankruptcy tiquidation - As described previvusly, liqui-
dation is an extreme measure that would force a total cessation capital were used to develop nuclear facilities, this would

g
of hatropolitan Edison's operations. Since the service

h h M e h@ Wk hww m-hm%delivered by the utility is regarded as essential, the risks
entailed in liquidation would make it an unwelcome alternative
for both the l'ommonwealth and utility customers, Federal Responsibility - The role of the federal govern-

ment in the development of nuclear energy in this r auntry is
well documented. Congress passed the Price-Anderson Act . toCrep. ion of a State Power Authority - The TMI accident hase

protect the industry from the possibility of overwhelmingdone more than ;aise the real costs of producing electric power.
It has also strengthened the premise that private industry may liabilities in order to encourage its development. And it has
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poured. vast amounts cf reoccrch and. development funds into the pessing on of new, higher. costs to the 'conzumer rhould effectA

industry. Clearly, the federal government has regarded the ively reduce energy consumption as people and industry crasarve
:

encouragement . of growth. in the ' industry to be of public to hold . down monthly electric bills. Nuclear energy could

benefit. National defense, insulation from foreign oil depend- therefore become less attractive on a cost-per-kilowatt-hour

basis if its price rises . more ' than other major sources ofency and relatively cheap energy are considered to be national >

electric energy.goals warranting national support.

- There is a strong case to be : de for federal government
participation in some costs associated with the accident. It
has contributed to the nature and pace of development. in the
industry, and it has exclusive authority over the industry's
operation and safety standards. However,. full recognition

should be given to the. considerable subsidization of the
industry which has already occurred and to the residual Pa*
million insurance liability the federal government is obligated
to assume. The announcement effect of a federal disaster
bail-out would not be consonant with efforts to encourage the
industry to survive to some important extent on its own merits,
with a, national policy of . energy conservation, or with an
efficient determination of energy resource development.

i

J

Effect on Price - The TMI . accident has shown that the
financial risks of nuclear accidents and the associated costs
are higher than previously perceived, though they remain
statistically low. If the PUC determines that consumers of
nuclear power should bear part of the added risk, and grants
one or more of the types of rate relief mentioned earlier, the
price of that electricity will rise. It will rise because

th;re is now more complete information on the real costs of
nuclear energy. More importantly, the alternative of a utility
drawn into bankruptcy carries with it certain heavy costs to
both its customers and investors, and to other Pennsylvania
electric utility shareholders and consumers. In any event, the

.
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II. SU7etARY OF FINDINGS

for additional generating capacity. These bills pertained to
nuclear and conventional power plants alike. But to date, none I
have been adopted.

Although a state is not' allowed to regulate radiologicalD. LEGAL ISSUES aspects of the nuclear industry, it does have the right to
participate in NRC proceedings as an " interested state'' or as

~As' the 1 TMIL ; accident has affected the' environment, an "intervenor** in the proceedings,
economics and citizenry of South-central Pennsylvania, so it

' has - had . legal consequences giving rise . to both public and Finally, states ' do have significant responsibility with
private litigation. Legal issues to be discussed include regard to . plar.ning for and responding to nuclear accidents,
federal preemption . of . state's authority to regulate nuclear. Thus, while a state is not in a position to regulate the
power; lawsuits stesuming from the TMI accident; NRC proceedings day-to-day operation of a nuclear power plant, it does bear the
involving IMI Units 1 and 2; the Price-Anderson 'Act; the effect burden, with assistance from the federal government, for insur-
of declaring an Extraordinary Nuclear Occurrence (ENO) and ing the health and safety of its citizens in the event of an
legal concepts which may apply in the absence of an ENO accident.' declaration.

2. Legal Suits
y 1. State's Authority to Regulate Nuclear Power

2.1 City of Lancaster vs. Nuclear Regulatory
Regulation of the . nuclear power industry has always been Commission (NRC)

'

and still is almost exclusively the right and responsibility of
the federal government. . Pervasive federal statutory and ' regu-~ n May 21, Im, the City . o f uncaster, its water
latory enactment and the supremacy clause of the U.S. authority and Mayor filed a , suit against the NRC in the U.S.
Constitution have preempted state authority in the field. District Court for the District of Columbia. They asked the

Court to prevent the NRC from permitting Metropolitan Edison to
A state may, however, regulate power plants, including use the EPICORE-II treatment system on several hundred thousand

nuclear power plants, as long as the regulation is not based ou 9* "* "" *# #* * ** # " "''"* * I * *##' * *

nuclear hazards. Thus, nuclear and conventional power plants an a er epends on 2e Sus c hanna mer for hs water
alike are subject to s, tate regulation by the Public Utility supply. Although the utility did not announce its intention to .,

dump water, the parties filing suit were concerned that theCommission and other state governmental agencies. Similarly,
, .

the- Pennsylvania Legislature has considered .several bills quality of the city's drinking supply would be jeopardized by
within the past few years relating to plant siting and the need dumping EPICORE-II treated water into the river. Metropolitan

Edison became a party to the proceeding as an intervenor.
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' On May 28,1979, with the etassnt of the NRC and the City,
the Court ordered the NRC to perform environmental assessmenta 2.2 Susquehanna valley Alliance I,awsuit

prior to permitting use of EPICORE-II. The Commonwealth's
. epplication to participate ' as amicus curiae (" friend of the on May 25, 1979, the Susquehanna Valley Alliance, com-

~

court") in this suit was granted on July 26, 1979. The Common- prising a group ' of' area citizens, and a . number of other

wealth sought amicus status. so that it could participate in individuals filed a lawsuit in the United. States District Court
this important - proceeding without. taking a position on the for the Middle District of Pennsylvania against Metropolitan

matter. Edison and the NRC over the issue of wastewater disposal. at

TMI-2. The suit was dismissed by . the Court on October 13,

On January 4, 1980, the City of I,ancaster, NRC, and Metro- 1979, The Susquehanna . Valley Alliance .then appealed the.
politan Edison reached an agreement, settling the suit out- dismissal. The Court heard the arnument on appeal in Nover.ber

of-court. This agreement provided for the following: 1973, but has not yet issued its' decision.

e The NRC will ^ perform the environmental impact 2.3 ~ Pending Private I,awsuito and Class Action Management

assessment promised on November 21, 1979. of initial Private Suits

e- There will be no discharge of the radioactive Within eight days after the 'IMI-2 accident, the first

wastewater into the Susquehanna until the environ- private lawsuit was filed, followed during the next few weeks
mental assessement is completed, or until the end by over 25 more suits. Most of these lawsuits were filed as

of a two-year period unless emergency conditions class actions and have asserted the following: negligence.in
'the design, manufacture, construction and operation of IM!-2;occur.

strict liability not dependent on negligence due to the ultra-

The NRC will notify I,ancaster of any Commission hazardous nature of operating a nuclear power plant , and ane

meeting to discuss ' the . wastewater problems and actual taking of private property by Metropolitan Edison.

permit the city to present technical data.
Consolidated class Action - (Fantasky v. General

Public Utilities Corporation) -- As required by the Federal.
e The City of Lancaster and the others will bring

Rules of Civil Procedure, many of the pending private lawsuits
all future complaints concerning the wastewater

have been consolidated into one class action. This was filedto the NRC first, then to the Court of Appeals if
on June 27, 1979. The suit represents three classes: all

they are not satisfied.
individuals or firms within a 25 mile radius of TMI-2 who
suffered economic harm as a result of the nuc' ear incident; allMetropolitan Edison will provide water monitoringe
homeowners or residents within a 25 rile radius of TMI-2 who

g equipment and technical support to the City at
the utility's expense, for the City to monitor

water downriver from TMI.
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suffered economic harm; and all individuals within a 25 mile
radius who suffered personal injury, incurred medical expenses 3.2 Emergency Planning
or suffered emotional distress as a result of the accident.

Since the accident, the NRC has been revising its ownThose included in this class action suit are seeking the rules and regulations. One change proposed on November 21,following: monetary damages for losses including pain and 1979 would require NRC approval of utility, state and localsuffering; an order to shut down TMI-2; and the creation of a
emergency response plans as a condition of the utility'strust fund to pay for medical diagnosis and treatment of license to operate a nuclear facility. The NRC is currentlycancerous or genetic conditions which might develop over the receiving comments on the proposed regulation.

next 20 years as a result of the accident. This suit is also
pending before the Court.

4. Price-Anderson Act and Public Liability claims

All suits filed af nce the class action are being consoli. The Price-Anderson Act, which is a 1957 amendment to the
dated unless the person bringing the suit can show a reason why Atomic Energy Act of 1954, provides a three-tier system for
his or her case should be treated separately. The purpose for compensating victirs of a nuclear accident. To form the first
consolidating all suits is to permit questions common to all tier, each utility is required to provide financial protection
cases to be considered in one proceeding. equal to the maximum amount of liability insurance available

from private insurance companies. This must be done before the
It should be noted that insurance carriers have to date plant is allowed to operate. On March 28, 1979, Metropolitan

paid $1.3 million for lost wages and other claims. Although Edison had coverage of $140 million,
these individuals have not been required to release their right
to bring suit after receiving payment, it is presumed that the The second tier of financial protection as provided under, , ,

payments will reduce the number of claims that must be a deferred premium industry plan whereby each nuclear facility,

litigated. is assessed a premium of $5 million to cover public liability
,

claims which exceed $140 million. As of March 28, 1979, this
3. NRC Proceedings second tier created a fund of $335 million.

3.1 1 Restan The federal government is requ d to provide the remain-

ing amount up to $560 million. This share would have been $85
on August 9, 1979, the NRC ordered an Atomic Safety and million on March 28. As new nuclear facilities are licensed,

Licensing Board to hold hearings to decide whether or not
g

TM1-1 should be allowed to restart and, if so, under what

conditions. In November, a pre-hearing conference was held to
discus's the petitions and contentions. Public hearings will
begin in February or March 1980.
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, The - Prico-Anderron Act curr2ntly licits liability for a.

single nuclear accident to $560 million.' If an accident occurs .One complicating factor in compensating radiation victims-
where public liability claims might exceed this amount, the Act is that many of the symptoms or resulting ' diseases may net

.

requires the JRC to survey the causes and extent of damage, and appear until months or years after the , . exposure. It - is

to reporti its ' findings L to Congress. The Act also provides possible, for example, that certain radiation exposure might

cause a victim to contract a form of cancer five,' ten, .or more

"In the event of a nuclear incident involving years after .the accident. An ' ENO. ' declaration allows andamages' in excess of ($560 as11 ton).- the...

, Congress will thoroughly review the particular individual to bring suit within three years from the date he-
incident and will take whatever action is deemed discovers or reasonably should have. discovered his injury, for
accessary and appropriate ' to protect the public
fcom the consequences . of a disaster of such a time up to 20 years after the nuclear incident.

. magnitude ..."
When an accident is not found to be an ENO, the period of

Although Congress specifically desired to limit payment of limitation will probably be ' the period allowed by state laws

claims exceeding , $560. million ' and to approach accidents of two years in Pennsylvania. An increasingly cosmon trend has

greater magnitude ~on a case by case basis, the .5560 million ~ been for courts to ' hold that the period of limitation' begins
figure. has not been adjusted since 1957. It is important to not at the time of' the . event causing injury, but' when .the

note that because of inflation, $560 million in 1957 is equal individual discovers or ' reasonably should have discovered the
~ to approximately $1375 million or almost $1.4 billion in 1979. injury. .This type of ruling, . if adopted by the courts, is

similar to the requirements of the Price-Anderson Act. The-

5. Extraordinary Nuclear Occurrence advantage of an ENO declaration would be to extend the period

of limitations to three years.

An Extraordinary 1 Nuclear Occurrence (ENO) is a nuclear
. .

accident which the NRC finds to be particularly severe, On November 21, 1979, the NRC held a hearing to receive

especially when considering its effect upon persons or property public comment on whether the TMI accident should be declared

off-site. If the NRC declares an accident to be.an ENO, an an ENO. The NRC is not expected to decide the matter until
^ individsal will normally recover damages upon proving that the early 1980, but it is not likely that an ENO will be declared.

accident occurred and that the individual was injured or his

property was damaged. This eliminates the need to prove negli- 6. Theories of Legal I.iability Absent an ENO

gence by the utility.
If an ENO is not declaredi an individual will be required

,

The ENO concept is not designed to drastically alter state to prove his claim under state law, and may be required to

laws concerning recovery because of a private or civil wrong. prove that the utility has acted negligently before he can

It is intended, however, to create rules which must be recover. It is possible. though, that under the concept of

absolute liability, the individual vill ' not be required to
uniformly applied by the courts throughout the country,

prove negligence. The concept of absolute liability for' injury
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- resulting from an abnormally dangerous activity has been stated III. COf96 WEALTH AND FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS- as follows:
AND RESPONSE

MARCH 28 THROUGI APRIL 2,1979- "one'who carries on an ' abnormally . dangerous
activity. is subject to liability for harm to the
person, land, or property of another . resulting

' f rom the activity, although he has exercised the
. utmost care to prevent the harm."

A. ENVIRONMENTAL PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE

Courts' have yet ' to . decide whether operating a nuclear
power plant .is an abnormally. dangerous activity under 1. Precaredness
Pennsylvania law. In one recent casei Silkwood v. Kerr-McGee
Corp., (August 16,.1979), a U.S. District Court in Oklahoma has * "* "

- applied strict liability to radiation induced injuries. This
case is being appealed. . Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources IDER) -

The Department of Environmental Resources' Bureau of Radiation -
3

Protection (BRP) is responsible for environner_tal . monitoring
around Pennsylvania's nuclear power plants. This is accom-
plished by BRP's Division of Environmental . Radiation, which
also conducts emergency planning and laboratory activities.
The BRP's primary activities relate to inspecting, licensing,

. and regulating over 9000 non-NRC licensed users of x-ray equip-
ment and radioactive material in the Commonwealth. The Bureau
of Radiation Protection's total staff is approximately 25,
including one nuclear engineer.

The BRP was transferred to the new Department of Environ-
mental Resources in September of 1970. The transfer was
desirable since it eliminated duplicating BRP staff functions
in both the Departments of Health and Environmental Resources.
Potential inter-agency conflict was eliminated, and the BRP was
now located within an environmental regulatory agency.

The DER /BRP is the Commonwealth's lead agency for emer-
gency response during any incident at a Pennsylvania nuclear
power plant requiring Commonwealth action. It operates as the
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1.? Federrl Government
" technical arm" for the Pennsylvania Emergency Management

. , .

Agency; relaying plant conditions and recommending protective Interagency Radioloaical Assistance Plan (IRAP) 'The' '=

actions as necessary to minimize exposures to the population. Federal Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan was created

"to . provide technical federal assistance, prinicipally radio-
'The Bureau had an emergency plan in place on March 28. logical monitoring and communication capabilities, during a

The BRP's original planning document, " Pennsylvania Plan for peacetime nuclear incident'. Federal agencies participating in
Implementation of Protective Action Guides" was written in 1973 this plan include the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),
by the chief of the Division of Environmental Radiation. The Department of Energy (DOE), Environmental Protection Agency
Three Mile : Island annex was written in 1974, and the entire (EPA) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), among others.
plan was completely revised in 1977.

Nuclear Reculatory Commission (NRC) - Under the IRAP,'the
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission reviews state nuclear NRC was designated to collect and evaluate facts and circum-

emergency reponse plans, and concurs with the plans if certain
stances of radiological incidents. Although the NRC maintains

'NRC criteria are met. Although BRP personnel worked closely large technical, managerial and professional staff capabilities
with the NRC in drafting the three plans mentioned above, none

f
were formally submitted for concurrence. This was not because

of shortcomings with the plans, but the perception of. BRP

emergency planners that NRC concurrence was not necessary.
,

.

responsible for coordinating the overall IRAP response, includ-
Prior to March 28, the BRP/ Division of Environmental

Radiation had placed 4 thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) at

locations within a IS-mile radius of the plant. where

possible, the BRP dosimeters were placed at the same locations

as Metropolitan Edison dosimeters. This enabled the Common-
Separate and in addition to its participation in IRAP, DOE

wealth to authenticate any readings reported by the - utility.
administers the Radiological Assistance Program, whereby

, ,

national laboratories offer states- and nuclear facilitiesPennsylvania Department of Agriculture - At the time of
assistance during radiological emergencies. 'This assistance

the accident Pennsylvania's Department of Agriculture had a
includes monitoring radiation levels and assisting as otherwise

1976 draft version of its Emergency Response Plan for a Nucleat
"******U'Accident. Although the draft had not been revised since 1976,

it did provide guidance for the management of milk and other

potentially contaminated foodstuffs. Environmental Protection Agency (EPAJ - The Environmental
4

Protection Agency coordinates the emergency radiological assis-
tance response of its own Office of Radiation Programs, the
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Food and Drug Administratior's Bureau of Radiation Health, and
its Office of the Executive Director for Regional Operations, 'e" * "'"'' * * "'

also in the FDA. This coordinated response includes main- ** "' ' "' '

**

taining regional monitoring teams, evaluating the extent of an area a n n-west of the plant may b e uae e MA a

contamination, collecting and analyzing samples, and providing Mana . sae was la er cancelled a no radia W a
advice on actions that should be taken to protect public health levels above normal background were detected in that area.
and safety.

Later in the morning, the BRP requested. environmental
2. Response radiation monitoring assistance from the federal government.

BRP also requested the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
ne4M at am fam. ' M N2.1 commonwealth of Pennsylvania na s

remainder of the day, ground-level radiation surveys performed
Pennsylvania Department of Environnet. cal Resources (DER) - by the BRP, NRC, Department of Energy (DOE), -and the utility
At 7:03 a.m. on March 28, 1979, the Bureau of Radiation con irmed that of'-site levels of radioactivity were in the

*Protection (BRP) duty officer and Nuclear Engineer was con- range of 1 to 10 millirem per hour,
tacted at his home by the Pennsylvania Emergency Management .
Agency (PEMA) duty . officer, and informed that a " site The BRP offices assumed a 24-hour alert status on March*
emergency" had been declared at the TMI-2 facility. As 28, and continued monitoring and accident assessment throughout.
planning required, the BRP duty officer contacted the chief of the next day.
the Division of Environa'ntal Radiation and requested that she
and other staff members report to the BRP office immediately. On Friday morning, March 30, BRP personnel were instru-
He then attempted to telephone the TMI-2 ' control room, but a mental in preventing an unwarranted evacuation reca==andad by
Metropolitan Edison telephone operator could not make the NRC officials. Friday morning's events are discussed in
connection; the control room called him back at 7:06 a.m. Section III-C of this report.

In this conversation, the BRP duty officer learned that a The BRP remained on a 24-hour alert for the next two weeks" site emergency" had been declared because of high radiation and continued monitoring activities with ' the NRC, DOE, and
levels inside the plant,- and that there may have been a small Environmental Protection Agency.
" loss-of-coolant accident". The utility reported that there

were no radiation readings above normal background on-site, and The Bureau of Radiation Protection was not properlyno protective action recommendation was made, equipped to monitor ths TMI accident for the following reasons:

'In the meantime, the BRP Director arrived at his DER e The Bureau had only a modest environniental
office and established an open line with the TMI-2 control room monitoring program in place at the time of the
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Prot ~setion Cn March 28, 1979 tst 8:15 c.o. At'2:00 p.o. the
r,ccident. Designed for routina checks,. th3 same dsy, tha furetu vcs tsquSeted to begin Camplihg cilk f!r
program did not include portable air sampling. radiation. Samples were retrieved from various farms in the

.

. equipment including instruments for iodine TMI area, with a negligable reading appearing in only one milk
monitoring. More . thermoluminsecent dosimeters sample. From almost the beginning of the accident, milk
(T!a's) were needed in the field to monitor the samples were collected in pairs. one sample was tested by the
environment. BRP personnel were forced to rely

'""# "" ' ' * 9 * ** #* " " '~
upon utility readings until federal monitoring

*#9' "" * "" #"I " * * * #
teams arrived late in the morning of March 28.

sample for verification purposes.
:From this point, the environmental monitoring

program was adequata to provide accurate data
~ As of April 1, 1979, tests on foods other than milk had
independent of the utility. not been performed since milk is -used as the indicator

commodity. If radioactivity is not present in milk, it is not
e - Monitoring efforts were hampered by a lack of

likely to be found in other foods. An exception is - field-
communications until radio-equipped cars from grown, leafy green vegetables. But since the accident occurred
DER's Bureau of Forestry were made available to

at the beginning of the growing season, this was not a concern.
BRP. Monitoring personnel either had to return

to their offices to relay data, or locate tele-
At-least two milk marketing associations have commended

phones if the information was urgent.
the Department of Agriculture for its DEI related performance.

, e BRP manpower was severely taxed. During the
2.2 Federal Government

- first two weeks of the accident, BRP personnel

were .placed on 12 hour shifts, manning .the ~

Nuclear Reculatory Commission (NRC) - The NRC was notified
Bureau's office 24 hours per day. During the

about the accident early Wednesday morning March 28, 1979, and
crisis period, no one was ' available to provide

its Region I Office in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, soon'
technical representation for BkP at the

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) dispatched a five-member emergency team, including three health

Emergency Operations Center. During this physicists, who arrived shortly after 10:00, a.m. A portable

accident as in most Commonwealth emergencies, laboratory van being used in Connecticut was ordered to Harris-
burg, where it arrived by 7:00 p.m. on the 28th. This van con-various Commonwealth agencies are to be repre-
tained a variety of equipment used to analyze environmentalsented in the PEMA Emergency Operations Center.
samples collected by NRC personnel. By Saturday, March 31, the

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture - The Pennsylvania NRC's environmental monitoring effort received needed support

Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Foods and Chemistry was from both Department of Energy personnel and equipment.

notified about the TM1 accident by the Bureau of Radiation
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Department of Energy (DOE) - The Brookhaven National Las Vegas Office of Research and Development (ORD). This plan,
Laboratory, which is available under DOE's Radiation Assistance staff and monitoring equipment are usually used ' by ORD ) in :
Program (RAP) was also notified shortly after 7:00 a.m. on connection with nuclear weapons testing in'the Western United

. tearch 28, and was placed on standby, The BRP accepted Brook- States. The last of EPA's ad hoc response team arrived at TMI
haven's second offer of assistance at 9:45 a.m. on Wednesday, early on Saturday afternoon, March 31. EPA's monitoring
March 28. After the team was transported to the accident site response was not well coordinated with that of DOE, but it
by helicopter, it immediately began collecting soil, air and nevertheless contributed substantially to an adequate environ-
vegetable samples for radiation testing. mental monitoring effort.

The NRC also declined an earlier of fer of assistance from The radiation releases and related events on Friday, March
the Department of Energy, but at 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday, March 30, led to the direct involvement of the Environmental Pro-
28, accepted the help of a ' DOE helicopter which had radiation tection Agency and the Department of Health,' Education and
plume tracking capabilities. This helicopter and its crew WeIfare. Officials from these agencies were concerned about the
remained on hand for two months to assist, if needed, during need for additional attention to envi:tonnental and health
periods of potential releases. According to a DOC official, concerns over and above that of the NRC and DOE, whose-
the NRC badly needed off-site monitoring assistance. By orientation was towards nuclear technology. Responding to this
Saturday, March 31, DOE was the only federal agency performing concern, the Fresident on April 13, 1979 designated EPA as the
any substantial monitoring. One RAP team spent most of its lead agency for environmental monitoring related to TMI.
time working with the NPC, assisting its environmental
monitoring staff.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) - The Food and Drug
Administration was the only federal agency besides DOE sampling

several ~ Bureau of Radiation Protection officials have area food, water and milk on Saturday morning, March 31. Thepraised DOE's environmental monitoring assistance and
IDA also nada available over 200 thermoluminescent dosimeters

cooperation during the accident. (TLD's) used by the Commonwealth to improve its own environ-
mental monitoxing program.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - The EPA's Office

of Radiation Programs was notified of the accident by 9:04 a.m.
on Wednesday, March 28, and placed itself and its mobile

laboratory on alert. Although the Commonwealth did not request

EPA environmental monitoring assistance, the Office of
Radiation Programs, unaware of its IRAP role, began an ad hoc
response by sending a van laboratory outfitted with a limited

amount of radiation monitoring equipment and eight to ten
people to th site. EPA also dispatched an instrumented

aircraft from its
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J'. COMMONVEALDI AND FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS medics 1 crra and identification of dead and nortun f services.
AND RESPONSE The plan did not designate specific responPibil1Cles for the

MARCH 28 THROUGH APRIL 2, 1979 unique needs of hospitals and private health care facilities

during an emergency or for mass public health needs, such as

plans for distributing potassium iodide.'

B. HEALTH PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) - The

Department of Public Welfare has responsibilities in the field

1. Preparedness of mental health. Its office of Mental Health had no special

preparation for radiation emergencies, and , the Department's

1.1 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania responsibilities were not de fined in the nuclear emergency
annex to the Commonwealth's Disaster Operations Plan.

Pennsylvania Department of Health (DOH) - After the Bureau

of Radiological Bealth transferred from the Pennsylvania Depart- 1.2 Federal Covernment

ment of Health to the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources (DER) in 1971, the DDR did not have any specialized U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare (HEW) - At

capabilities in the radiation health area. It lacked personnel the time of the accident, no coordinated federal response plan

with appropriate competencies, equipment, and a public health existed for meeting public health needs during nuclear emer-

library. gencies. As detailed in the Emergency Management section of

this report, the Federal Response Plan for Peacetime Nuclear

After the transfer, the Secretary of Health was replaced Emergencies, which included health planning, was not completed

by the Secretary of Environasntal Resources as an ex-officio at the time of the accident. Discussions on the availability

member of the Governor's Advisory Committee on Atomic Energy of an approved form of potassium iodide (KI) had been held

Development and Radiation Control. This Committee was created prior to the accident between DER's Bureau of Radiation Pro-

by a hgislative act in 1965 to promote commercial nuclear tection and the Food and Drug Administration (IDA), Bureau of

energy and to respond to radiation-related problems. Radiological Health. KI is used to prevent uptake of radio-

active iodine by the thyroid gland in the event of iodine-131

The Department of Bealth did not have a formal response releases during a nuclear power plant accident. However, an

plan for health aspects of a radiation emergency, and was not *pproved form was not available on March 28, 1979. The federal

involved in developing the nuclear emergency annex to the government did not maintain a supply of potassium iodide for

Commonwealth's Disaster operations Plan which had been under expeditious distribution to large populations.*

preparation since 1975. As a result, the Cossnonwealth plan did
Radioactive iodine accumulates in the thyroid gland

not make adeguate provision for community health needs.
primarily during the first 12 hours af ter exposure, and at aDesignated responsibilities of the DOE included only emergency
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slower rate over the second 12 hour period. KI will therefore
significar.tly decrease uptake and retention of radioactive The Department arranged to have medical personnel and
' iodine if adsinistered before or shortly after exposure. It other resources available for the treatment of radiation
will not be effective if a&sinistered more than 24 hours after injuries by contacting the federal Departments of HEW and
exposure. Use of KI was not intended for exposures below 10 Energy. In conjunction with the Governor, Lieutenant Governor
rem and exposures during the TMI accident did not come close to and others, the Department discussed preventive measures,
approaching that level. including: sheltering and evacuation to minimize radiation

exposure; potassium iodide administration to block thyroid
* * * "'* uptake of radioiodine; and dissemination of accurate radiation

health information to minimize unwarranted psychological
****2.1 cossionwealth of Pennsylvania

, At BRP's request, the FDA arranged for a private firm toPennsylvania Department of Health (DOH) - The Pennsylvania
manufacture approximately 250,000 bottles of a super-saturatedDepartment of Health's response to the TMI accident involved

three major areas providing proper technical guidance to the KI solution. The KI shipments, which began to arrive in Harris-
burg on Sunday, March 31, 1979, became the subject ofCovernor and other public and private agencies on decisions

related to health; providing useful information; and providing discussion between the Secretaries of Health and Environmental
Resources, and led to the shift in responsibility from DER toresources for mitigation of any population health impact.
the Department of Health for KI management and distribution.
Subsequently, DOH took physical custody of the shipment andin order to provide technical guidance, the DOH required
prepared procedures for potential distribution

knowledge about the potential effects of radiation, their
prevention, and amelioration. Dr. Cordon MacLeod, who was the

The need for distributing KI was continuously re-Secretary of Health at that time, established contact with the
evaluated, and the DOH rejected an untimely federalBureau of Radiation Protection (BRP) in DER, and on March 31,
recnemendation for its distribution and administration. Thearranged for Dr. Niel Wald, Chairman of the Department of
Secretary of Health advised the Gotternor against distribution

Radiation Health, University of Pittsburgh, to assist the
to nearby communities for the following reasons:

Health Department as a full-time advisor. Wald drew upon his

Department's capabilities, including its library, to supplement
The shipments arrived at a time when reports frome

DOH resources. Contact was maintained with the BRP and the the site indicated an improving situation and
Covernor's Office to obtain information on the potential for smaller risks of additional public exposure.
population exposure, including information on the status of the

Unit 2 reactor, and any radiation releases and dose estimates, e The quality of the liquid KI shipment was not
-

good:
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.best. The Department of Health contactsd professional'crgmi-
- M:ny bottles ware not labeled. zations including the Pennsylvania Medical Society, the

Pilaments and other particulate matter were Hospital Association of Pennsylvania, and others, but no-

found in some samples. systematic attempt was made to inventory or monitor the capa-
- Many eye-droppers Uere improperly cali- bilities of these organizations. The Department's Bureau of .

brated for the required dose. Quality Assurance began telephoning area nursing homes and,

hospitals to substantiate rumors of facilities being ' abandoned
o only very low levels of radioactive 1odine had by their staffs, but accurate assessments of.the problem were

been . measured in milk and air samples taken difficult to obtain. Due to the rapidly changing situation and
frequently since March 28. inadequate communications, the Department was unable to give

clear guidance to institutions concerning patient care prior-
e . Public awareness of K1 and its use was almost ities. The Department provided information through.its Health

n2n-existent prior' to March 28, and reports on it Line, and later. in the accident through the Governor's emer--
after that date were not entirely accurate, gency hotline.

Misuse of tt e drug could produce side effects.

Area hospitals and related agencies continued to provide
Announcement of' the drug's availability at such a emergency health and psychiatric services during the crisis,e

although overall demand on the health delivery system was lowerlate date in the crisis could have produced a

fearful public reaction. during this period due to the large . voluntary exodus of area +

residents. The Hershey, Pennsylvania. Sports Arena was utilized
'The Departr.,ent of Health refused . to rele'ase the drug to the to house evacuees under the Governor's evacuation advisory. At

PEMA's request, Pennsylvania Red Cross units working with,
,

-'public and to emagency management workers, and stored the

shipment 'in a ,:entrally located warehouse. The FDA has since Hershey Company employees provided ' volunteers to staff the

evacuation center. Specialized health care personnel including
,

reclaimed the shipment.
psychologists, pediatricians and nurses, were available at the I
center.

As the accident continued, psychological stress on the
,

public and on health professionals produced by the barrage of
During later . stages of the accident, the Department,conflicting information became an increasing concern to the

througl3 its Bureau of Health Rssearch, began preparing for aHealth Department. Overloaded telephone exchanges contributed
to significant communication problems among health organi- 1 nger term assessment of the accident's health impact. A list

f p saible health studies was prepared and consideration was
zations. Although the Health Department made attempts to

given to potential funding sources. The Secretary of Healthcoordinate the response of the private health care system with
advised the Governor of the need for health research, andactivities of Commonwealth agencies, efforts were fragmented at
requested that the Pennsylvania Department of Health be des-
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ignated'the lead agency for implementing these studies. This
was approved by the Governor, made on Friday, March 30 with DPW's Central Region Office to '

discuss the necessity for evacuating and special transportation
i Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPw) - The needs of the facility. However, from Friday eveniag, March 30

Department of Public Welfare Disaster Coordinator : maintained to Sunday morning, April 1, there was no answer at the Central
contact with PEMA and emergency management offices in the Region Office when the facility tried to telephone for assist-
affected counties around TMI. Its Office of Mental Health also ance and guidance. Although special transportation needs for
established and maintained contact _ with County Mental Health the facility were cmmunicated to the Dauphin County Emergency
administrators for the affected counties, and made preparations Management Office, the County was not adequately equipped to
for dealing with area residents experiencing psychological meet those needs. When communications were restored on Sunday
stress caused by the accident. However, heavy demand for this a rning, evacuation plans were finalized. The DPW , Central

}
Region Office took responsibility as transportation provider,service never materialized. An informal survey done in May,

1979, showed a marked decrease in the number of client calls 2 and the evacuation was completed smoothly.
mental health offices in the week following the accident. This

This example illustrates the need for a specific line ofdecline was perhaps attributable to the large voluntary

evacuation of area residents. Client c.11 levels returned to communication between Gamonwealth health-related agencies and.

primte health care facilities, and also for one Department to,

normal.in later weeks, and did not rise above previous levels.
have primary responsibility for evacuation and special needs of . .

+

health care facilities. When the crisin period had passed *other mental health activities included assigning crisis
discussions were held on possible long-term research to measure -counselors to the Hershey Evacuation Center following Governor tp

Thornburgh's evacuation advisory. In addition, the office of

Mental Health and five County Mental Health administrators
4 2.2 Federal Government

planned for evacuating mental health ' clients from community4

living centers and short-term /in-patient units within a 20-mile
The federal government did not become actively involved in

radius of TMI. Hospitals in the affected area with short-term
public health response until after the radiation releases and

psychiatric in-patient units began limiting admissions to
events of Friday morning, March 30. Since there was not a rextreme emergencies. A plan was developed by Dauphin County
coordinated federal response plan, the Environmental Protection

[| for Mental Health personnel to staff mass care centers, and DFW
I- Ager7 (EPA) and the Department of Health, Education and '

facilities at Harrisburg State Hospital received 140 nursing
Welfare (HEW) began an ad hoc response. Two disease epi-! home patients who had been evacuated. demiologists from the Communicable Disease Caater in Atlanta,

*

9'

Georgia were made available on a temporary basis. The Food and
On April 3, 1979, an evacuation was also carried out at a Drug Administration also assigned an official from its Bureau

i private care facility in Dauphin County. Initial contact was of Radiological Health as HEW's liaison with the State Health
;

Department, and offered medical teams and hospital beds in

'
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Public Health Service hospitals as neces!ary. The DOE seat a

physician for liaison purposes on April 2, and offered medical but are not equipped to treat large numbers. Radiation
te. ins and hospital beds from its National Laboratory Hana9s=*nt Corporation was utilised during the accident for

*facilities. Two representatives from the National Institute of whole body scans assessing exposure of site workers, and the
occupational Safety and Health also arrived on April 4. Department of Radiation Health provided its personnel and

resources in an advisory capacity.
As detailed earlier, FDA's Bureau of Radiological Health

made arrangements with DER's BRP to provide large quantities of

a saturated KI solution. The Secretary of Bealth conferred
*

with an FDA endocrinologist on details of KI usage.

The Secretary of HEW at the time, Joseph Califano, was

convinced that the developing situation called for a public

health response, and directed his staff to formulate recom-

mendations for the President. Be also expressed as interest in

accumulating data for studying future health effects. Both the

Center for Disease Control and the National Institute of Bealth

were kept informed of the growing federal health response, and

the National Institute of Mental Health was involved in
evaluating research possibilities with DPw's Office of Mental

Health.

2.3 other Agencies other agencies active during the-

crisis included the Radiation Management Corporation and the

University of Pittsburgh's Radiation Protection Assistance

Program.

The Radiation Management Corporation (utilising facilities

at Bershey Medical Center) and the Radiation Protection Assist-

ance Program (operated by the University of Pittsburgh's
Department of Radiation Bealth) were prepared to offer medical

assistance to radiation injured people. These agencies deal

primarily with individuals or small ntabers of workers who are

occasionally involved in industrial radiet2on accidents,
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III CopptCNWEALTH AND FEDERAL PREPAREDNESS

AND RESPONSE Testimony from the President's TMI Commission and other

MARCH 28 THROUGH APRIL 2, 1979 investigations suggest that state and federal agencies shared
the same attitude toward emergency planning -for nuclear
accidents. Neither wanted to commit the staff and funds
necessary to plan for events they considered extremely remote.
It abould be notet. however, that the standards- set byC. DEERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND COMMUNICATIONS
Pennsylvania's emerge;ry plan were more conservative in terms
of evacuation distance (five-mile radius #or TMI) than NRC low. A major responsibility of this Commission was to evaluate e
population zone guidance (2.2-mile radius for TMI). 'the adequacy of Commonwealth, federal and local . preparedness

and response during the emergency. This included an exam-
, g,

i.tation of Pennsylvania emergency preparedness and response, , ,
,

and its interaction with the federal and local levels.
Annex E of the Commonwealth's Disaster Operations Plan. This
plan was developed in 1977, although as the President's TMI1. Preparedness
Commission staff * has pointed out, Pennsylvania had operating
nuclear reactors prior to that date. A copy of. Annex E as it1.1 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
existed in March 1979 is attached as Appendix E. Since the
early 1960's, planning for nuclear reactor sites had been done

In 1975, the federal government published notice of an
by the Bureau of Radiation Protection and its predecessors,interagency effort to assist state and local emergency manage-

ment ' agencies in planning for peacetime nuclear emergencies.
Funding for Commonwealth emergency planning came 'largely

,

State and local participation in the program was voluntary. .

through a grant from the Federal Disaster Assistance Adminis-
The NRC established guidelines for the plans, and through tration (FDAA). The thrust of this program was for general
Regional Advisory Cosmittees, worked with states to produce emergency planning, and not specifically for nuclear emergency
plans meeting these guidelines. Pennsylvania's plan was planning. FDAA did not review Annex E as it did other parts of
informally submitted in draft form in 1975 but failed to meet the overall Commonwealth emergency plan. There was little'
the guideline standards. The NRC to notified the Commonwealth, incentive for Commonwealth emergency planners to go beyond F
and suggested that the plan be further refined. Despite minimal standards in preparing for a nuclear emergency.
several meetings with NRC personnel and extensive Commonwealth

t

planning efforts, the . Pennsylvania plan had not been formally Annex E was updated twice in 1978 under a second FDAA
submitted for NRC concurrence at the time of the accident. sponsored planning grant. Study of this document reveals
This was not a unique circumstance. Only 11 of 25 states several problem aress addressed in other sections of this

| having operating nuclear reactors at that time had NRC-approved report. Generally, the plan provided a basic notification
'

emergency plans. sequence and delineated major areas of responsibility for local
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and c3unty emergency margement (gencise, PEMA, ERP ad other
Commonwealth agencies. It did not outline rerponsibility for wrgency mmgement coordinstors in treining programs eff: red

mass emergency health care, or for marshalling resources in by their respective counties has been minimal in the past. It

should be noted that the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Act
host areas.

provides a method for their removal from office if they fail to

attend such sessions. This may be little incentive to
1.2 County and Local Covernment

participate though, because with the e.sception of large

municipalities, community emergency management coordinators are
At the time of the accident, Dauphin, York and Lancaster

als st exclusively volunteers. Consequently, levels of
Counties had written nuclear emergency plans in place for a

emeI9ency planning expertise were widely divergent among
radius of five miles surrounding Three Mile Island. As stated

municipalities. The Commission also learned that local
earlier, this was a result of the Commonwealth more than doubl-

c rdinators had little interest, support or monetary aid from
ing federal requirements for the distance for TMI's evacuation

their governments.
planning.

1.3 Fedn al Cover m nt
With the exception of some larger cities in the area and a

few smaller municipalities, the majority of communities in the Both the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA)
TMI area did not have written emergency plans at the time of

and the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) shared lead
the accident. This is contrary to the Pennsylvania Emergency roles in federal preparedness and planning for attack and
Management Act 323 which regu nes all political subdivisions in natural disasters. IVAA, located within the Department of
the commonwealth to " establish a local emergency management Housing and Urban Development, had been more involved with
organization in accordance with the plan and program of the ,, g

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. Each local organi- hWM M MW he WWg h n h
zation shall have responsibility for emergency management, it made available a grant of $250,000 to aid states in their
response and recovery within the territorial limits of the natural disaster planning programs.

political subdivisions...".

DCPA. located in the Department of Defense, had given
The Act also provides for appointment by the Governor of a guidance on planning and preparedness for situations of enemy

local emergency management coordinator, upon recommendation by attack. More recently, it had been involved with planning
officials from that community. In the absence of such a guidance for dual-risk situations; plans that could be used for
recommendation, the Covernor may still appoint a coordinator. both enemy attack and natural disasters.

Through subcommittee conferences conducted by the In 1974, the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA) assumed a

Commission and review of testimony from other TMI investi- lead role in formulating the Federal Response Plan for Peace-

gations, the Commission has learned that participation of local time Nuclear Emergencies (FRPPNE). This plan stemmed from

FPA's awareness that certain radiological emergencies would
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create special demands that could not be met by existing -

plant site. This alert was cancelled later in the morning offederal ; ' response programs. TRPPNE encountered extensive
the 28th, although emergency management personnel in nearbybureaucratic delays during its development, centering on

*' *** * " ' "" " " * "** '" #I""non-concurrence by FDAA and its parent agency HUD. Agreement

had just been reached on the thrust of the plan in early 1979,
but it was not in place when the accident occurred. During the following 48 hours, PEMA's Emergency Operations

Center (EOC) operated at full complement, including a repre-
sentative from DER, but without a BRP representative, on aBy July 15, 1979, FDAA, DCPA, and three other federal
round-the-clock basis. The EOC attempted to assist counties inagencies had merged into the new Federal Emergency Management

, g
Agency ( N ).

accident.

2. Response
However, the lack of information coming directly to PEMA,

coupled with conflicting reports issued by the utility and an2.1 Cosmonwealth of Pennsylvania
ever-growing press contingent, created a frustrating atmosphere
for the EOC staf f. PEMA officials as well as county and local*

March 28 - April 2 - On March 28, the Commonwealth's coordinators stressed the lack of pertinent information as a
nuclear emergency response went into motion with a phone call major obstacle te their efforts both to inform the public and,

at 7:02 a.m. from the shift supervisor at TMI to the PEMA duty to plan for a possible evacuation.
officer. (PEMA uses a switchboard diverter system to alert the

duty officer during non-daylight hours.) The notification significant problems developed on Friday morning when the
system detailed in Appendia E functioned as designed. The utility began a controlled release of gas from one of Unit 2's
Bureau of Radiation Protection was notified within five reactor back-up systems. The shift operator at Unit 2,
minutes.- Dauphin and 1.ancaster Counties were notified within apparently seeking assurance on evacuation preparedness, called
ten minutes, and York County was notified within 18 minutes. PEMA to report the release. His account of this communication

with PEMA differs dramatically with the agency's records.
If large quantities of radioactive material had been Regardless of the discrepancies, the outcome was a perception

released to the environment at that point in the accident, the by PEMA, and at least one county official, that the plant's
utility's three-hour delay in notifying the Commonwealth could situation had deteriorated substantially. At the same time, NRC
have caused serious response problems. officials in Bethesda incorrectly identified a reading of 1200

millirem per hour taken by a helicopter positioned 600 feet
Based on e'arly advice from the Bureau of Radiation Pro- above the stack as an offsite measurement. Thirty-five minutes

tection, PEMA notified York County emerge)cy management after PEMA received the call from TMI, Harold Collins from the

officials of the possible need to evacuate a nearby island and NRC Operations Center iD Bethesda telephoned PEMA to reconspend
town (Brunner Island and Goldsboro) both south-west of the an evacuation out to ten miles.
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Within v,ven cinutOS (9:22 a.m.), both the 1.t. Covernor and the the BRP Director statsd in tastimony th2t if events had
BRP Dirtetor hid bwn notifisd by PEMA of the NRC,

warranted action at any time during the crisis, a decision to
recommendation. At 9:35 a.m. the latter learned that the evacuate would have followed immediately,
controlled release was being terminated, but was unable to get

a phone connection tc advise PEMA. Based on information from PEMA personnel and local emergency management officials
the TMI shift supervisor, the NRC (Collins), and no information remained on-duty around the clock through the weekend. For the.

from BRP because of technical communications problems, the PEMA
. .

most part. the) were engaged in refining and later expanding
Director chose to recommend an evacuation of a five-mile radius existing evacuation plans. From March 30 to April 2, Common-

.

based cn his view of Commonwealth and local capability at that wealth of ficials were aware of the potential for a large-scale

time. PEMA then notified county EOC's of a possible evacuation, and directed considerable effort to plan for that

evacuation. The BRP Director aware that technical information possibility.
on the decreased radiation exposure was urgently needed to head
off a premature evacuation decision, dispatched BRP's nuclear Evacuation Planning - From Wednesday, March 28 until noon
engineer to PEMA while he went to the Covernor's Office to on Friday, March 30, evacuation planning had been limited to a
relay the Bureau's opinion that events at the plant did not five-mile radius. From the body of testimony, this

warrant an evacuation. Commission's members agree that emergency management personnel
had sufficient information through Annes E and through normal

The events of Friday morning were the only instance in communications channels to effect an orderly evacuation of this

which the Commonwealth's notification procedures did not radius if the circumstances had warranted it. The Commission
function as designed. The TMI shift supervisor telephone call interviewed members of the emergency management network at all
and the Collins recommendation both contributed to emergency government levels. including the Pennsylvania State Police and
management officers' perception of a deteriorating situation. the Pennsylvania National Guard, and is convinced of the net-

The result was an untimely - public announcement by Dauphin work's capability to respond despite the lack of detailed

County officials that an evacuation was imminent, followed by a written procedures. It was fortunate that emergency management

clarifying statement from the Governor. personnel from the Commonwealth, counties and communities in
the affected area were professional in their attitudes and

The Governor's decision to advise pregnant women and knowledgeable of unique local needs. They were able to draw on
families having pre-school age children living within a formal and informal support systems as required.

five-mile radius of the plant to leave the area was based on
information supplied by NRC Chairman Joseph Hendrie and Common- The Presidential TMI Commission Legal Staff Report on

wealth health officials. The advisory was not intended to be a Emergency Response states: "The events of Friday morning had a

follow-up to the morning scare, but was a precautionary measure profound impact on federal, state, and county emergency manage-

for the benefit of two groups in the population considered to ment agencies. They realized that the accident could have

be most vulnerable to radiation. Both Covernor Thornburgh and
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=effects E that reached beyond the five-mile radius that had
movement from one county to another. The State Police and.heretofore been considered the outer limit in nuclear plannhw3

That - realization provoked a period of intense activity at all Department of Transportation were working with PEMA to develop,

instructions for the counties on the assignment and use of-levels of government to prepare for a potentially massive
evacuation." evacuation routes to coordinate the flow of vehicle traffic ...

More difficult problems remained in arranging for the resources

The 20-mile radius was first mentioned in the White House necessary to transport people, particularly the incapacitated,

and to secure relocation centers."briefing on Friday afternoon in Washington. The figure was
used by MRC Chairman Hendrie as the area that would be affected
in a " worst case' outcome if the hydrogen bubble uncovered the Evacuation of hospitals, nursing homes and other special,

facilities was a major problem for emergency managementcore. ' Hendrie (and possibly other NRC Commissioners) believed
planners after Friday morning's events expanded the planningthat evacuation , could best be handled . by a limited ' sector ;

zone. The five-mile radius contained only a few nursing homes '

approach similar to slicing a piece of pie. A memo outlining
and no other major facilitics. The ten-mile radius containedthis approach was circulated in Harrisburg among. Commonwealth
four- hospitals, ten nursing homes, and many private careofficials, along with Bendrie's suggestion that it be adopted. facilities. The 20-mile radius greatly expanded this inventcry
and added a major prison facility. Planners discovered that noCosmonwealth officials decided on Sunday, April 1, to
agency had clear authority to assume responsibility for health rprepare for - a potential ten-mile radius evacuation. The facilities. Further, no agency was charged to arrange . for

voluntary 'large-scale exodus of area citizens after the
adequate mass health care, particularly facilities . to treat. '

Governor's advisory on Friday demonstrated that any evacuation radiation related illness in host areas. After Friday morning,
order would cause a similar reaction far beyond the critical

area hospitals had voluntarily reduced their patient loads
area being evacuated. This movement of people, along with an substantially and arranged for emergency, cases to be
awareness of rapidly changing weather conditions, led Common-

transferred to facilities well beyond the af fected area. This
wealth officials to reject sendrie's " slice-of-the-pie" was done to reduce lead time necessary to carry out an
approach. If an evacuation were to be ordered, it would be evacuation and to reduce risks to patients. The evacuation of
conducted on a 360 degree basis rather than by a sector, or two nursing homes in- southern Dauphin County on Saturday ," slice-of-the-pie" approach. underscored the special problems inherent in transporting sick-

or elderly people.

The Kemeny Commission Legal Staff Report on Emergency
I Response states: "Throughout Friday night and early Saturday A particular problem for planners was securing adeguate
; morning, PEMA officials worked to identify the basic commitments from outlying areas for vehicles to be used in the i

geographical spread of population within the five, ten, and evacuation. School districts were reluctant to promise their
20-mile evacuation radfi. Evacuation routes were then assigned vehicles due to their belief that an evacuation might extend

I over t$e major roads out of the evacuation areas to coordinate well beyond any radius thus far identified. Mass transit

] systems as far away as 70 miles showed the same reluctance. '
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The evacuation csnter set up at the Harshey Sports Artna also took steps to consolidate information givsn
' as a result of the Governor's Advisory en Friday performed in a to the public from the Commonwealth. As a
superior'- fashion. Over 171 people. .mostly women and children, result, normal emergency management communication
were sheltered and cared for at the cent' ., and Herco, owner of procedures were bypassed.' This caused confusion
the facility, donated material and em' .oyee time to assist the for emergency management agencies, but did not .

" evacuees. ' jeopardize the state' of readiness.

Communications - Despite regular news conferences by -the , e. Information * radiation dose. guidelines .wason
Covernor, Lt. Governor, and principals involved during . the available through DER and NRC, but not- fully
- first'- three ' days . of the accident, conflicting information understood by all emergency management personnel
caused confusion. The problems were ' compounded by statements or media reporters. Conflicting statements from

from outside " experts" who had no direct knowledge of events at government officials and scientists representing
the plant site. While providing much-needed assistance in some both sides of the nuclear issue contributed to
areas, the ad hoc response of the many federal agencies added the public's perception of an event that might

to communications. problems evident from Friday through the result in substantial health risks.2

balance of the; crisis period. Further,, public information

coming from the utility attempted to cast the best.possible 2.2 county and Local Government

light on the event, severely damaging the company's credibility
and affecting the credibility of government agencies as well. On Wednesday morning, March 28, 1979 nauphin, York, and

Lancaster counties all received timely w ification of the

Communications problems culminated on Friday morning with accident at TMI. According to procedure, k lal notification
was made by telephone. Dissemination o:f other iV mationthe evacuation scare. This did several things:
through the Commonwealth-county . emergency managemen.. . work

e Pointed out the lacy. of proper communication was done via a teletype system originating in the Senn g .sania
channels between the federal government (NRC) and Emergency Management Agency (PEMA), with terminas.4 in county-

the Commonwealth. emergency management offices throughout the Commonwealth. ,

This system was used until Friday morning, March 30, when
4 e Indicated the problems created by the premature
4 news of a possible evacuation was released by Dauphin County
i release of information through emergency manage-

ment channels. This in large measure caused the
.

*

untimely perception of impending evacuation.

further unnecessary apprehennion among the general population,.

e Caused the Governor to request a single spokes-

man from the federal government. The Governor
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distributed over the PEMA teletype, but was so "jargony" as to
be of little use to PEMA and county emergency personnel, district supervisors who had authority to close

schools, thus freeing school district resources
The Governor's decision to prevent further sensitive f r a potential evacuation. Subsequent investi-

information " leaks" received some criticism from county gation by the Commission has revealed that only
coordinators, because they were often informed of current news e eNr r e school district board or
releases by concerned citizens, but were unable to confirm the e su may e a se s e closed. A

county or local emergency management coordinator
may not order schools to close.=

On Friday morning, March 30, when federal officials |

reconsended an evacuation out to ten miles, Dauphin, York and As evacuation distances were increased to ten and
e

20 miles during the crisis, arranging for massLancaster county emergency planners began to expand their
plans. Because a radius of ten miles around TM1 also included transportation became increasingly difficult for
Lebanon and Cumberland counties, their emergency planners were emergency planners. A regional psol of trans-

portation resources did not exist.suddenly pressed to complete the necessary planning. The
problem was again compounded Saturday morning, March 31, when

2.3 Federal Governmentit was suggested that emergency plans be extended out to 20
miles. This necessitated action by Perry County emergency
management personnel. Although none of these evacuation plans According to the Legal Staff Report of the President's TMI

Commission,
were ever used, all officials interviewed felt that they were DAA wanted to send personnel to PEMA to ' evaluate

its crisis response shortly after the former agency learned ofworkabl9
the accident. Lacking an invitatic' from the Commonwealth to
do so, FDAA held off until the et ants of March 30 caused theOther notable problems surfacing during the accident were:
agency to feel an urgent need to re Mnd. Representatives were
dispatched and arrived later on Friday. Robert Adancik,e Some county officials were unclear at the time
Regional RAA Director, was named as lead contact with theabout who had authority to " order" an evacuation.
agency and the Covernor's Of fice for developing emerge 7CySubsequent investigation by the Commission shows
response strategies. Adancik served as a disaster relief Ithat only the Covernor may " order" an evacuation.
advisor and coordinator for federal agencies for the durationOfficials at other levels of government in the
of the crisis. He was concerned initially that,the lack of aCommonwealth may only ." recommend" or " advise" an
declared state of emergency would prevent the Commonwealth fromevacuation.
securing help usually offered in time of a disaster. However,
after several days he felt that federal response to common-e it was also unclear at the time among county
wealth requests for assistance was timely and adequate without

Iemergency management personnel and various school such a declaraH on.
,
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Federal agency represent,tive9 wer3 tent to Harrisburg to
IV. REVIEW OF RECOVERY RESPCCSE

m ist ct PEMA herdquartara on Wednerdry. PIMA Ict r accepted APRIL 3. 1979 TO PRESENT
DCPA's offer to send two representatives to each of the now

expanded group of threatened counties (a fourth - Cumberland -

had been added when evacuation radius planning stretched to a A. CO mONWEALTH
ten-mile radius on Friday afternoon). These representatives

were dispatched on Friday to assist with emergency planning in The full scope of long-term recovery needs is not yet
those counties. John McConnell, Assistant DCPA Director, was known because the total impact of the accident is still to be
named lead contact for federal evacuation planning purposes. determined. Presently, Pennsylvania has committed itself to
He, along with Adancik, served as advisors to Commonwealth several areas of recovery response,

officials as emergency management plans were expanded.
1. Emergency Planning

DCPA attempted to become coordinator for federal agencies

involved in emergency response. PEMA rejected this early After the March 28, 1979 accident, it became evident that

attempt, and DCPA later demurred to FDAA's leadership after the the Commonwealth needed to review and reconstruct its emergency
latter was assigned the federal coordinating role by the planning. Evacuation plans for a five-mile radius were in

President. place before the accident. Since the ir.itial crisis period,

the Commonwealth has begun examining the adequacy of its emer-
gency plans and methods of informing the public about them.

There has been a renewed effort to obtain NRC concurrence of
the newly rewritten Annex E of the Pennsylvania Disaster
Operations Plan. The new Annex E more accurately describes

responsibilities of Commonwealth agencies than did the old

plan, and requires more extensive emergency planning activities
by these agencies.

Since July 17, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management

Agency (PEMA) has been hosting regular weekly meetings for

agencies concerned with the Commonwealth's nuclear emergency
response. These Radiation Emergency Response Planning sessions
have served as an information exchange for the participating

agencies and have encompassed activities like reviewing county

emergency plans. Agency participation in these meetings has

been good to date, and participants are enthusiastic.
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Meanwhile PEMA has completed its revision of evacuation
be available for use at the most remote nuclearplans for all nuclear sites in the Commonwealth. These plans incident sites. The motor home will be based incover . ten-mile radii, and draw on lessons learned from the TM1 Harrisburg, but will travel where needed. Theaccident.
vehicle will also contain a radio-telephone,
Department of Environmental Resources radio and

2. Environmental Monitoring Pennsylvania State Police radio.

The DER's Bureau of Radiation Protection is rapidly expand- e DER's radio communications system is being.
ing its reactor review, emergency response and environmental expanded by purchasing 70 radios for department
monitoring programs. The Pennsylvania Legislature provided an vehicles. Five of these cars will be assigned to
additional $300,000 for the Bureau to assist with these the Bureau, and will also include Pennsylvania
efforts. Important features of the program, which are expected State Police radios. Additional radio-equipped
to be completed in stages over the next 24 months, include the DER cars will be made available as necessary.
following:

. o A van has been purchased for use in the TLD-
e A new thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD) system environmental monitoring program. The van will

has been , purchased to increase the number of be equipped so that TID's may be read in the
environmental monitoring stations arcund each field, and will be available by June 30, 1980.
nuclear power plant in Pennsylvania. There are
now . ten TLD's around TMI, four around Beaver * P rtable air sampling equipment with field

,

Valley / Shippingport and four surrounding the analyzers is being purchased. This equipment
Peach Bottom facility. W C ec an mea 8ure a i ne an par-

ticulates.
A second gamma-ray analyzer has been purchased.e

This model separates and measures quantities and e Direct telephone lines have been installed

types of gamma-emitting isotopes, and is capable between each operating nuclear reactor control
of analyzing several samples at the same time. a in Pennsylvania and the Bureau of Radiationr

it can analyze all types of material (milk, Protection. An additional direct telephone line
water, air, etc.) and will be installed by June e natalled in March be Ween G e Bureau a d
30, 1980. * '""" "* * 9'"#I "*"*9***" #9'"#I*

A converted motor home/ laboratory has been pur- e x a na pos M ons for Ge Bureau mee

chased and will arrive by March 30, 1980. Its
* * I'*' " *

. a been requested for 1980-81. Eventually, thewet chemistry radiation counting facility will
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Burzu hope 3 to empicy enough nuclwx engineers Public welfara's Offica of Mental Hetlth. Both have committed
so that each can be assigned to become intimately extensive resources to monitor any physical or psychological
familiar with a different nuclear power plant in impacts to the public resulting from the accident. Following is
Pennsylvania. a summary of these projects. Appendices F and G contain more

d' toiled information on these studies,

o Ten stationary air sampling devices, additional

hand-beld radiation detectors, .tud new radiation Three Mile Island Census - A special census of all persons
*

suzvey probes for existing equipment have been living wit.hin a five-mile radius of 7MI was completed in August
1979. The information collected from each resident includedrecently purchas wi.
basic identification and exposure information euch as time

3. Health spent in the TMI area between March 28 - April 7, 1979. The
population will be followed over a 20-year period and monitored

in early April.1979, after the initial 7MI crisis period, for cancer, genetic diseases,e mental or stress-related dis-
rders, and other disorders and diseases. Summarizingthe Secretary of Health discussed with Governor Thornburgh the
tabulati ns f the data will be completed in February 1980.need for health studies of the population affected by the

accident. The Governor designated the Department of Health
TMI Population Radiation Dose Assessment Study - RadiationC.)OH) as t.Ne coordinating agency for these studies.

dosages for individuals recorded in the TMI Census will be
, ,

,

calculated by merging all information on radiationThe Director of the Health Department's Bureau of Health
c ntamination from March 28-April 7, .1979 with individualResearch prepared a tentative listing of possible follow-up
evacuation infozmation. This study .will also include astudies. ' A number of these potential projects then material-
reevaluation of previous radiation dose estimates done by NRC,ized as investigations to be performed by DOH 'itself or in
EPA, and Metropolitan Edison.

collaboration with outside investigators.

Pregnancy Outcome - By April, 1981, data collection willIn m.d April, 1979, .the Department of Health convened a
meeting of Health professionals from appropriate Commonwealth
agencies including the Department of Health, and DER; federal

with a similar l'ive year study just completed in the Harrisburgagencies including the NRC, FDA and HEW's Center for Disease
area to determine any changes in established trends.

Control; and Commonwealth universities, including the

University of Pennsylvania, the U:2iversity of Pittsburgh and Congenital / Neonatal Hypothyroidism * - Pennsylvania law
the Penzuflvania State University * requires tha screening of all newborns for congenital / neonatal

hypothyroidism, and the Department of Health has been collect-
Health effect assessment projects have been undertaken by ing these data Elatewide since July, 1978. In conjunction with

the Pennsylvania Department of Health and the Department of
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the Pregnancy Outcome Study, screening data on births and women '
Behavioral Effects Task Force Study - This_ study,living within .a . ten-mile radius of TMI will be compiled,

-conducted for the President's Commission on '!hree Mile Island,analyzed and compared to . statewide norms. Final analysis of
this and the Pregnancy Outcome Study will be completed in June, was based on survey data collected during or iah.ediately after

'

the TMI event by researchers ~ from colleges and universities in1982.
the vicinity. The task force found the data to be of high*

quality; collected through reliable and accepted researchHealth Behavioral- Impact of 'the Three Mile Island
methods. Staff members in the Office of Mental Health assistedAccident' . This study is . designed to assess the behavioral in coordinating this project.

response of residents living within a five-mile radius of TMI.
Specific information will be collected on stress-related health

Surveys were conducted on four differ.ent populationproblems, .use 'of health delivery systems, health costs, and groups:
strategies and social support used by residents to cope with
the situation. A preliminary telephone survey was completed in e

Male and female heads of households . locatedAugust 1979, and final analysis of the data should be completed within 20 miles of TMI.by June 1980.

Mothers of pre-school age children located withine
Iona Tern Disease Surveillance Planning for several 20 miles of TMI.-

'

studies in this area has begun using the TMI Census data.
Persons in the census registry will be tracked over a period of Teenagers in the seventh, ninth and lith gradese

20 years or more to determine the incidence of diseases and from a school district within the 20-mile radiusdeath, as well as specific cancer rates. Additionally, a child Of DI'
growth and development study using the babies from the

Pregnancy Outcome Study is planned, and a thyroid disease study e W rkers employed at ml at the time of the
is being considered. accident.

By the first week in April 1979, DPW's Office of Mental Two of the studies conducted by local researchers on which
Health focused attention on long-term psychological effects of the report is based include a study focusing on the accident's
the crisis on residents in the Three Mile Island area. In effects on children from kindergarten to the lith grade, and

a ther study assessing any socio-psychological impact oncooperation with the National Institute of Mental Health, by
vari us population group in the Harrisburg area, includingmid-April the Office of Mental Health had begun reviewing and,

evaluating a variety.of proposals to study the long-term health mothers of young children and a randomly selected general
effects ' on the local population. The office of Mental Health population group. Findings of the Behavioral Effects Task
is maintaining a catalog of current studies listed below. Force study were cNpleted October 31, 1979 and are available
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P ychological, Beh-vior*1 and Social Aspects of the TMI

Reaction to the peacter Accident - A Gener*1 Incident Study - This study vss. designed to es36ss the mental

Population Study This research effort completed in September health status of selected population subgroups in the TMI-

1979, examined the social and . psychological effects on the vicinity, especially those thought to have been most affected

community of Carlisle, Pennsylvania located within a 25-mile by stress: plant workers, mental health system clients and

radius of TMI. mothers of young children. This is a long term study which

builds upon existing data compiled by the President's TMI

Middletown Telephone Survey - This survey conducted in Commission. Completion is set for September 1980.

April 1979, attempts to assess resident's reception of the TMI
situation and their emotional and behavioral reaction to Demographic and Attitudinal Characteristics of TQ

evacuation. Evacuees - This telephone survey was cc.1 ducted during the March
1979 crisis to measure public opinion of residents within a

Mountain west Telephone Survey - This survey was completed 15-mile radius of TMI. Final analysis was completed in April

for the NRC in August 1979. It studied the social, psycho- 1979.

logical and economic effects of the accident on residents
within a 15-mile radius, including the extent of evacuation, TMI stress Study - This study focuses ors the stress impact,
costs to households, stress and disruption of normal activities coping behaviors and social . support ' systems during the TM1
and attitudes toward TMI, nuclear power in general and the accident, and the impact on health delivery systems. Con-

pletion is set for September 1980.area.

Newberry Township Study - This study was desigred and The Rutgers Study - This study analyzes the changes in

conducted through the cooperation of area residents N assess opinions of persons living around TMI regarding the risk of

the short and long term effects of the accident on tN se living nuclear power plant accidents, and preparedness for emergency

evacuation. The initial assessment was completed in June 1979.
in close proximity to TMI. It was completed in Ser". ember 1979.

>

office of Mental Health Pilot Proiect - This study The Organizational Development of Social Movements - The

described opinions of Dauphin County Mental Health Center purpose of this study is to assess the community response to

the TMI accident and its continuing impact, focusing on thesupervisors on service needs and rates of utilization for the
county's community mental health centers resulting from the background and functioning of TMI-related citizen groups.

accident. This is a pilot study for a larger assessment, and Completion is set for September 1980.

focuses on changes in client contact, service and staff modi-
fications, and planning and develcpment of a mental health

Evacuation Planning in the TNI Accident - This study

focuses on government agency response to the unique crisis
emergency disaster plan. This project was begun in August

situation r.* presented by the TM1 accident, as opposed to govern-
1979. ment response to previously encountered disasters. The study

was completed in July 1979.
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June 1980. Several interim reports have provided the Cn"=nri.Events and valaes Affectino Profemaional Perfor=-*
This study explores factors affecting professional performance- wealta a preliminary look at the socio-economic problems.

resulting from the accident. The latest report was issued in
and decision-making during medical disaster mobilization. The early January 1980,
study was completed in September 1979.

5. Public Education
In June 1979, the Secretary of Health named a panel of

nationally recognized physicians and scientists to oversee There has been tremendous public interest in radiation and
Three Mile -Island health-related studies. They act in an its effects since the accident. At the time of the accident, aadvisory capacity to the Departments of Health and Public general state of confusion existed because the public was not
welfare, and set priorities for Commonwealth research familiar with nuclear reactor operation and related termi-
activities. This includes reviewing study protocols and n I gy. rs a result of court cases, NRC. hearings, and other
research findings. In addition, their help was sought to related events, the public has become increasingly aware and
procure additional funding as necessary, interested in the implications of nuclear power. Nuclear

energy education is imperative if the public is to gain a
when the group met for a second time on Jeptember 12, better understanding of the subject.

1979, they agreed to approve study proposals and continue a
close overview through completion. The panel is divided into The President's W I Commission addressed nuclear education
subgroups for radiation, socio-economic, and behavioral pro- in its report, commenting that the state has " primary responsi-
jects, and meets every other month. A list of panel members bility for protecting the health and safety of its citizens."
can be found in Appendiz H. emer9ency planning and response u

a radiation-related emergency is to be effective, the public
4. Social and Economic Impact * " " *** E * * * * *

affected by such emergency planning must have clear information
on actions they would be required to take in an emergency."The - Commonwealth has arranged for an assessment of the
The President's WI Commission recommended, "as a State andeconomic impacts of the TMI accident. Federal funding has
local responsibility, an increased program for educating healthpermitted the Governor's Office of Policy and Planning to

conduct a comprehensive Socio-economic Impact Study. The study professionals and emergency response personnel in the vicinity
includes two categories: immediate and short-term impacts of nuclear power plants."
precipitated by the evacuation and which abated in the weeks

Different branches of Commonwealth government have heldand .aonths following the crisis period, and the continued
*

potential for longer-term economic costs to the region served seminars to acquaint citizens with various aspects of nuclear
by TMI associated utilities. The study will be completed in

and Engineering in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Medical
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IV. REVIEW OF RECOVERY RESPONSESoci0ty sponscred a Radittien Health Conf:;tence on September 13
and 14, 1979, in Hershey, Pa., for medical persons who would APRIL 3, 1979 TO PRESENT

respond in the event of a nuclear accident. The conference

- included representatives from municipal, the Commonwealth and
B. FEDERAL GOVERNMENTfederal governments, educators, health professionals and thoss

i' with social and environmental interests. There has also been a
~

1. Non-Declaration of Disaster AreaTMI Seminar for secondary school teachers at the Capital Campus
of the Pennsylvania State University, and a physicians' seminar

At the time of the accident, the Harrisburg area was not
j- in Pittsburgh in the late spring of 1979.

' formally declared a disaster under the. Federal Disaster Relief

Act. The Commonwealth's decision not to request a disaster

declaration was based on two factors. First, it was question-
'

able that the Commonwealth could qualify for assistance under

the Federal Disaster Relief Act becat.se there was no immediate
property damage. *econdly, officials' wanted to avoid a public

panic which such a declaration could have triggered. In place

of this declaration, President Carter promised Covernor Thorn-

burgh that support provided by that act would be available at

Pennsylvania's request. In the long-term, this pledge turned

out to be less than satisfactory. The President's initial

commitment for complete support was later modified to cover

personnel and equipment in lied of cash. Even this proved

difficult, because federal agencies were either not instructed

to waive certain bureaucratic requirements, or failed to follow

such a directive. For example, DER submitted a request for

additional environmental monitoring equipment for use at

Commonwealth nuclear reactor sites. Despite a required
revision that scaled down the repest to cover only the TMI

site, it was denied. Coordinating federal assistance throrgh

the Middle Atlantic Federal Regional Counci1* has been of
minimal value to the Commonwealth.

Much of the confusion relating to this assistance results

from the non-declaration of an emergency or a disaster in the
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-first place. In normal ' disaster circumstances, the Cossnon- 3. Small Business Administration Loans
wealth would have requested the President to declare such a
condition in the affected area. This declaration signifies a Another source of TMI-related federal assistance'is the
situation demanding a . federal response, and guarantees certain Small Business Administration's (SBA) Economic injury AJsist-
f'ederal recovery funds. The TMI accident was a new precedent ance kan Pmgram. Ns pagram was deQned 2 grant kng-
in'a formerly routine process, charting an uncertain course for term 1 ans to small businesses experiencing economic injury
those states that may suffer similar accidents in the future. '" 9 I"* * * *" *"*D * *** " "*****

remain in or return to operation.
2. Nuclear Accident Financial Protection

On April 18, 1979,.Covernor Dick Thornburgh requested the
As discussed earlier, the Price-Anderson Act ' provides ' * " " " " * " * **

**

financia" protection to both the public and the nuclear power * * " ~ ''*""'I "" * ** * * * *

industry in the event of a serious nuclear accident. When the Three Mile Island accident. This included Dauphin, Lancaster,
legislation was enacted in 1957, its major objectives were to York, Cumberland and Lebanon Counties. His request was made in

-assure the availability of funds to satisfy liability claims in order to entitle area merchants, farmers and businessmen who
could substantiate economic losses as a resul* of Dt! to- the ' event of a nuclear incident, and to remove the growth
receive SBA loans~ deterrent for the nuclear power industry presented by the at significantly reduced interect rates, as

threat of uniinited liability claims for a nuclear accident. well as other forms of economic and technical assistance.
Presently, Metropolitan Edison has paid claims to several
communities within a ten-mile radius that experienced extra- Governor Thornburgh noted that economic hardships had been

brought about by the incident and the precautionary measures itordinary expenses as a result of the accident. After all
necessitated - including the limited evacuation of pregnantinsurance claims have been settled, the utility has also stated
women and young children, and the placement of emergencythey will offer financial reimbursement to fire companies
management forces on alert status. As a result, he recognizedwithin the same radius. These community reimbursements are

being drawn from company funds. In this instance the utility that normal business activity had been disrupted and firms had
experienced millions of dollars in losses. He believed thatwent beyond legal requirements by paying communities their
these businesses qualified for the economic injury assistancecosts, but there can be no guarantee of this practice in future

incidents. which the SBA could provide.

An assessment of the impacts on small businesses wasOther claims have been paid from Metropolitan Edison's
developed via an examination of the number of applications or$140 million public* liability insurance coverage mandated under ~

business loans from the Small Business Administration. In thethe Price-Anderson Act. These claims totaled $1,306,055.20 as
beginning of May, the SBA established temporary offices to' of December 3,1979. Because of numerous pending lawsuits, the receive applications for loans in Harrisburg, York andtotal amount which will eventually be compensated under Price-
Lancaster. L ater in May an office was set up in Middletown.Anderson is unknown.
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Applicanto wers required to use the SBA loans frr economic
"#9 ^ * " '

injuries suffered because of the TMI accident. Proof of the
wn ce closed in mid4une, and ce Wader and M

injury had to be furnished with the loan application. Loans
** # * "" ~ "9"" * *

could only be provided ' for the losses not recoverable through of the activity in the SEA program occurred in May and June.
normal commercial channels, or internal resources. The SBA

accepted TMI-related applications until January 28, 1980. Many members of the business community did not apply to
Loans up to ' $100,000 were available at an annual interest rate the federal government for he i .p . Several area businesses
of 7 3/8% for a period of up to 30 years. The actual repayment complained about the complex and lengthy loan procedure, and
period could be shorter, and was determined by an applicant's about the lack of publicity the program received.
ability to repay the loan.

4. Environmental Monitoring

As of January 31, 1980, the SBA had conducted 490 inter-
views with potential applicants to explore eligibility. As a Since April 3, the Three Mile Island environmental
result, 76 applications have been accepted. The dollar amount monitoring program has continued with the combined resources of
associated with these eligible applications was over $3.9 the Environmental Protection Agency (environmental radiation
million. Most accepted applications were from retail estab- levels); the Food and Drug Administration (milk and food sur-
lishments, and the main cause of the loss due to mI was the veillance); the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (air, water,
drop in sales prior to Easter. Another group affected was radiation, TID's); and the Pennsylvania Department of Environ-
realtors which experienced a slight downturn in activity mental Resources / Bureau of Radiation Protection.
following the accident. Thus far, 22 applications have been

approved for loans amounting to $510,000 and 36 applications The Environmental Protection Agency has been named by the
have been declined by the SBA. Eighteen applications are still President as the lead federal agency for condue: ting the compre-
being processed. Four applications totaling $197,000 have been hensive long-tern environmental radiation surveillance
withdrawn. The complete current statistic sheet on the number goggov.up program to the March 28, 1979 accident.
and amount of loans can be found in Appendix 1.

The purpose of the surveillance program is to provides
Because of the nature of the SBA program and its elig-

e A measure of .the radiological quality of theibility requirements, those firms which had experienced
financial trouble prior to the TMI accident were rejected environment in the vicinity of Three Mile Island

because they could not establish that their problem was due to during a period of potential further releases.

TMI alone. Also, establishments which could have easily
A basis for informing the public of any environ-obtained credit through normal commercial financial channels or e

which could have absorbed the losses with their existing mental radioactivity levels.

resources were not reflected in the figures above, because they
were ineligible.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CC'*CLUSIONS rcem to the building; the continued r"fa shutdown ef Unit A

depends on the operability of oriqinal plant equipment in the
building and the use of additional equipment being installed;
and the auxiliary building tanks could be needed to store water

A. N RONAI, removed from the reactor building to protect equipment

necessary for continued safe shutdown.

1. Expeditious clean-Up

The potential doses from the operation of EPICORE-II are
The TMI-2 facility must be cleaned up as expeditiously as well within current acceptable federal guidelines, and impose

possible. If the present situation at Unit 2 is allowed to no unwarranted risks to public health,

deteriorate, a significant public health risk could result.

Present plans call for using EPICORE-II treated water in
Without prompt clean-up, the facility could become both a decontamination efforts elsewhere in the plant. If it becomes

low-level and high-level nuclear waste threat. Equipment necessary, decontaminated water from EPICORE-II could be safely
currently maintaining the containment building at negative discharged into the Susquehanna River if it meets federal
pressure is likely to fail over an extended period, because drinking water standards, NRC water discharge requirements, and
some of the equipment is functioning without maintenance under if the environmental impact statement required by the NRC is

abnormal conditions. If a failure occurs the chance for accentable.

ground level radiation releases severe enough te impose a
public health risk is increased. The Commonwealth's primary 1.2 Clean-up of the Containment Building Atmosphere

concern should be for completion of a timely and thorough
In light of our review of the alternative risks, thisclean-up effort.

Commission urges the NRC to make a prompt decision concerning

The clean-up has progressed satisfactorily to date, but the proposed venting of the Unit 2 containment building atmos-
further measures must include the following: phere. Avoidance of this decision by the NRC is unacceptable.

This Commission would not oppose an NRC decision to vent the

1.1 Clean-up of contaminated Auxiliary Building Water krypton gas, provided that dose levels projected in the
environmental impact assessment are acceptable. This position

with EPICORE-II
is based on a careful review of the best evidence available at
this time.The Commission affirms that decontamination of the water

stored in these tanks is essential for several reasonst it
If the NRC approves venting, it should not impose acontinues to be a source of releases of gaseous radioactivity

public health risk if the operation adheres to present plans
to the building resulting in small releases to the environment;

for a gradual release during favorable weather conditions.
it is a direct source of radiation exoosure to worners who need
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1.3 Clean-up of containment Buildiaq water

Venting would require vigilant monitoring efforts by the
Commonwealth and the NRC. Also venting schedules would have to Clean-up of this contaminated water shculd begin as soon

be publicly announced. No scheduled venting should be allowed as acceptable procedures and equipment have 6 *en approved by

to take place without prior announcement. the NRC, and an acceptable environmental impact statement has

been completed. If any of this water is dischared into the

If the controlled releases are made from elevated stacks. Susquehanna, it must meet or exceed feCeral drinking water

they would impose less risk to the public health than the standards, and also be subject to an acceptable environmental

potential for ground releases inherent in other methods of impact statement.

dealing with the gas. This is the most expeditious way to
dispose of the krypton gas, and the safest of all alternatives The rising water level has covered a nus:ber of important

reviewed. instrumentation leads and electrical cables, but the utility

has been able to compensate for the loss of these items.
However, the electric motors on two valves which must remainThe following actions should be completed befcze any

actual release: perable for continued safe cooling of the reactor are only one
and one-half to two feet above the present water level. This

situation is potentially dangerous, and requires carefule The Bureau of Radiation Protection should concur
with the venting plans and play an active role in m nitoring.

a comprehensive monitoring program.
, s1.4 Clean-up of Conta2 nment Building Interior Surfaces a

e The Commonwealth should explore funding that
.

It is premature to draw any specific conclusions regardingwould permit direct read-out from monitors now
plans for clean-up of the containment building anterior sur-. ,

installed in the vent stacks of Unit 2 to the
faces. No assessment has been made of the potential dosesBureau of Radiation Protection Office.

,

the containment building are high enough to make manned entzye Notices of the intent to vent if weather con-
dangerous at this time. Careful planning for this phase of theditions are appropriate must be published and

g
aired on local TV and radio before venting occurs.

Notification should include information on
1.5 Clean-up of the Reactor

expected radiation levels and - appropriate pro-

tective' actions.
Caution is warranted in weighing any plans that go beyond

the clean-up phases already discussed. Procedures for decon-
taminating the primary coolant system, opening up the reactor
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vo*ni , rnd removing the damaged cor9 rrt highly rpeculativa rat
E " " ** ' # " ** "

this tim, r.nd my impo'n lerger ri*k's on the local population
M ted States. Three Mile Island is not a desirable place for

and environment than any of the other clean-up operations.
such a site.

2. Comonwealth Review of Unit-2 Clean-up Procedures Metropolitan Edison is now shipping TMI-2 waste to the
State of Washington. However, that arrangement is based on the

Metropolitan Edison's proposals and schedule for Unit-2
.

willingness cf the State of Washington to continue to accept
clean-up should be reviewed and sub3ect to approval by the out-o f-sta te wastes, and on the status of the

PennsyIvania Departsent of Environmental Resources, Bureau of Washington-Hanford waste disposal site. In January 1980,, ,

T.adiation Protec?A. . The public should be informed of each Governor Ray announced that she would support legislation to-

step in the clean-ap. This will provide the Commonwealth limit the Hanford site to receiving radioactive wastes from
continued assurance of the public's health and safety. , y 3 g ,

problem for Pennsylvania. It is in the Commonwealth's interest
Following Commonwealth approval,. the public, particularly to seek a regional and/or a Pennsylvania site so that nuclear

those living close to Three Mile Island, will be prepared t waste disposal from medical facilities and nuclear power plants
react responsibly to scheduled clean-up events * will not be jeopardized in the future.

3. Environmental Impact Statements TMI will become a de facto low-level waste dump if this

problem is not solved, because clean-up activities will produce
Assessments of potential radiation doses must be completed large amounts of concentrated radioactive wastes that will be

prior to NRC approval of any future clean-up operation. The stored on-site until permanent storage is available.

Commonwealth should review these environmental impact assess-
ments to ensure that additional and cumulative exposures are 5. Excanding Commonwealth Environmental Monitoring

within safe limits. Capability

4. Nuclear Waste Disposal The Commonwealth should continue to increase the Bureau of
Radiat1on Protection's staff and equipment so that it can

The Pennsylvania Advisory Committee for Atomic Energy develop a more comprehensive environmental monitoring program

Development and Radiation Control, currently existing under Act at Three Mile Island and other reactor sites in Pennsylvania.

578, 1965, should be reconstituted by Governor Thornburgh. and
be charged with duties that include investigating the The current monitoring effort being conducted by the U.S.

feasibilitL af developing a low-level radioactive waste dis- Environmental Protection Agency and other federal agencies in

110109
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cooperation with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
V. RECOISENDATIONS AND CONCl#SIONSResources, is adequate to detect any radioactive releases from

the .TMI. facility. The Bureau of Radiation Protection's
monitoring capability should be improved because

B. REALTHe Cosunonwealth monitoring capability should be
adequate to provide an accurate measurement

1. Common ==alth Proaram for Physical and Mental Healthindependent of the utility's findings.
studies

e Federal agencies under the Environmental Pro-
The program of physical and mental health studies totection Agency's lead may cease their monitorin9 evaluate the consequences of the TMr accide.nt should be con-

activities before the commonwealth is satisfied tinued by the Commonwealth.
that a low probability of future releases exists.

Certainty on the health effects from the accident at Three
e Long-term public concern and resulting psycho-

Mile Island could not be established durino the time in whichlogical stress may be decreased by usage of a this commission made its evaluation, but Dresently there is no
Commonwealth-operated monitoring system.

reason to disagree with the findings of the President's

Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, which
While federal assistance has been invaluable to the Cosmon- identified immediate psychological stress, but no immediate or'

wealth, we recommend that the Bureau of Radiation Protection expected long-tern physical health e f fects. One difficultyhave independent monitoring capability. this commission recognizes is the uncertainty existing among
health professionals about the effects of very low levels of
radiatica on humans, due to the scarcity of scientific studies.
Most of the available scientific data stem from studies on the
effects of high level exposure in man and extensive animal
studies at high and low levels. The Cosmonwealth studies are
necessary because of the continuing controversy on the effects
of low-level ionizing radiation.

2. Lead Status for Commonwealth Bureau of Radiation
Protection

The Bureau of Radiation Protection in the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources should retain its status

111
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as 1 ad Commonwealth agency in rvponding to nucl%'r ructer
5. Health C r* Capabilitim

and radiation-related incidents. Thera is a ne:d for good

communications and continued liaison between the Bureau of The Commonwealth should inventory and assess its emergency
Radiation Protection and the Department c.f Health, because the

health care capabilities in all locations that might be '
latter is properly responsible for health concerns and medical affected by a nuclear accident, with the Pennsylvania Depart-
services in times of emergency. It is further recommended that

**" ** ***"" "9 * ** # * " *""
the Advisory Committee on Atomic Energy Development and
Radiation Control keep under continual review the working ' "*~ ' #" "'

relationship between the Bureau of Radiation Protection and the
*

Department of Health to assure that the mechanisms are in place A stable form of an iodine-131 blocking agent (Potessium
to deal with the health aspects of such eme:gencies. Iodide) should be maintained in adequate supply for the general

population in the emergency planning zones surrounding all
3. Resources in the Pennsylvania Department of Health nuclear power plants in the Commonwealth. In conjunction with

.

PEMA, the Department of Health should develop a specific
The Health Department should employ a health professional, ,

technically conversant with radiation as an environmental or inq provision for availability of Potassium Iodide for
occupational hazard, and assign the individual as a liaison emergency personnel. The Health Department should also develop
with the Bureau of Radiation Protection as required. The a specific education program for health care personnel and the
Health Department should also re-establish a library on public in the emergency planning zones outlining procedures for

gadiation health. its distribution and administration.

4. Blue Ribbon Health Advisory Panel Continuation

The Blue Ribbon Health Advisory Panel on TMI, appointed by
the Secretary of Health as an expert independent review group _
for research projects, should be continued. The scope of

responsibility and continued necessity of this panel should be
evaluated periodically by the Secretary of Health to ensure the
panel's views continue to be useful in assuring the quality and
value of health research programs.

114113
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V. RECOt.MENDATIONS AND CONC 1.US10NS responsibility withot t causing irreparable economic repera
cussions to the parent corporation. Shareholders are bearers
of risks even in highly regulated industries like electric
power generation. Additional dividend reductions might notC. ECONOMIC
have more than a temporary effect on CPU's ability to arrange
long-term financing.

1. Expeditious PUC Decisions on Three Mile islam
Economic Issues

The Comission believes that, in the future, owners of

nuclear pc sr plants should be required to carry insurance onThe Pennsylvania Public Utility Commisgion should reach their plants which is adequate to cover the potential costs ofdecisions rapidly on the continued inclusion of TMI-1 in clean-up and replacement in the event of an accident.
Metropolitan Edison's rate base, the status of that comDany's
utility license, and the amount of costs from the accident that Further, because it appears that Congress has zeaffirmedshould be passed through to consumers,

its initial stimulation of and commitment to continued nuclear
power generation, there is a legitimate claim on the federalThe set of orders arising from the proceedings of the government to extend some additional financial support. And,Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission involving Metropolitan since precedent exists for extraordinary costs to be passed onEdison will largely dete rine the ability of the utility to to both industrial and residential ratepayers, Metropolitanserve present and future customers. This Commission is con-
Edison's customers can reasonably be exp ted to share in thecerned that continued regulatory delay adds substantially to occident's costs.the costs of the accident, rurther, . recognizes that the

uncertainty about the regulatory rulings affects business
3. Summarydecision-making adversely, and that this may be counter to the

economic development objectives of the Commonwealth.-
This Commission acknowledges that,' as a resuit of the TMI

2. Distribution of Costs accident and the subsequent technical and safety modifications
mandated by the federal government, nuclear energy will be more

As a result of the accident and subsequent decisions by
th. tennsylvania Public Utility Commission, Metropolitan Edison

finy.gial dilemma that must be addressed and resolved In summary, we urge a speedy resolution of the decisionsfaces a

promptly. before tne Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. We conclude
that there should be a sharing of the current and future costs

of the 'Dt! accident among the federal government, privateA larger po; tion o' the accident's costs (than that .

Investor-owned utility shareholders, and ratepayers.currently being borne) could be added to GPU shareholders'

111
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V. kEcoreENDAl!ONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Cosmission recognizes that the Commonwealth, whila not

authorized to set standards 'for nuclear power plant operation,

is responsible for the health and safety of people living near
reactor sites. This responsibility mandates a level of emer-

D. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT gency planning and coordination that will meet the strictest
guidelines. N the same time, this commission affirms the

1. Evacuation Possible
federal respor libility to provide tiniely, clear-cut standards

applicable to state plans.
Given the fact that the 'IMI accident occurred over a

period of several days and involved low levels of radiation The federal approval process advocated by the President's
exposure to the immediate area, the Commonwealth's esercency Commission on TMI is essential to assure the public that no new
response structure could have safely evacuated people in risk nuclear reactors will start up in areas lacking adezuate emer-
areas if that had become necessary. However, the outcome of an 9ency planning, and that utilities operating nuclear plants
evacuation may have been in doubt had the accident occurred will help nearby commur.ities to be prepared in case of an_
over a much shorter period of time, _ accident. That process involves coordination of state, local

a fe era plannbg.
The Commission's study identified problems in planning and

in resources that must be examined in the event of a faster 2.1 NRC Concurrence
developing or more complex accident.

All state and local emergency plans should be submitted
The Three Mile Island accident was a unique event in the for NRC approval, and these plans should be reviewed by the NRC

context of emergency management. The conditions at imposed
,

were new. There was inadequate understanding of potential
radiation amounts and effects, and there were problems in Neither TMI-I nor TMI-2 should come back on-linee

understanding the technology of events transpiring at the site. without concurrence in Pennsylvania's atate and

These factors made the job far more difficult, na might be local emergency plans.

expected in a first-of-its-kind event that potentially

endangered the health and safety of many people. e The Gove N hM m W es Mb W
power to assure Commonwealth citizens that emer-

2. No new nuclear facilities in Pennsylvania should gency planning for areas close to existing

receive licenses unless the NRC has concurred with Commonwealth nuclear plants meets strictest standards.

and local nuclear emergency response plans.

117 118
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2.2 Federal Role 3. Guidelines for Local Planning

Although Commonwealth ageiwies have achieved progress inThe ' role of the federal government in relation tn emar-

gency management 'should be to develop planning coals and
g,objectives, to concur in state plans, and to give needed
Committee on Atomic Energy Development and Radiation Control tosupport to states in the event of an evacuation, protective
develop 'quidelines for detailed written emerr.e..ci plansaction, or an advisory similar to that issued by the Governor
specific to each ' county and municipality within a ten-mileon March 30, 19i9. Financial support to assist state planning
radius of any nuclear station in Pennsylvania. PEMA should Iis desirable and necessary.
also provide guidelines for five-mile and 20-mile radius plans

2.3 Cosumonwealth Role that would be available as a reserve. These guidelines should
incorporate suggestions made by the Emergency Management Sub-

.
. committee found in Appendix J.The role of the Commonwealth should be to develop plans

consistent with federal goals and objectivas. to assist in the
4. PEMA's Roledevelopment of county and local plans consistent with federal

objectives, and to execute an evacuation when ordered. Plans
The role of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agencyshould stipulate conditions for evacuation and other protective

should be to assist a f fected counties in carrying out anactions,
evacuation or to execute other protective actions when.
necessary. Further, PEMA should have the authority to assureIn the absence ' of . federal standards, the Commonwealth that strictest standards are followed in county and local. should rely on continually updated plans for a ten-mile radius nuclear emeraency plans.

for all fixed nuclear sites. If clear federal guidelines are
lacking, Pennsylvania planners will use their time more effec- 4.1 Authority and Funding
tively in refining Commonwealth plans as reflected in Annex E
of the Commonwealth Disaster Operations Plan.'

The Governor's office should recommend to the Legislature
series of amendments to Act 323 (the Pennsylvania Emergencya

If strict federal standards are not developed and applied Management Act), that would:
expeditiously, the Cosmonwealth should join with other con-
cerned states in pressing for legislation providing greater e Clarify and strengthen PEMA's role in helping
state authority in nuclear power plant operations. county and local governments to formulate nuclear

emergency response plans.
,
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uation. Thw Sec ntrry of Health should eslablish
o Provide a source of fundina for necis"rv emer- communications with all area hospitals and be prepared to

gency management services in areas near nuclear advise the Covernor on the evacuation of these facilities,
reactor sites. The cost of necessary emergency This* recommendation should also cover private health care
management services should be part of the cost of facgy1tles located in emergency planning zones.
producing nuclear power.

The following recommendations pertain to communications
5. Commonwealth Interagency Planning Meetings and public information:

The series of ad hoc meetinos of an inter-aoency arouD 7. Credibility of Information

under the sponsorship of PEMA should continue until Common;
wealth nuclear emergency response plans gain the approval c During an accident, reliable information sources for both
all agencies involved. This form of informal inter-agent government o f ficials and the public should be established.

communication is an ideal way to meet specific problems as th During the emergency, the Covernor's Office had access to a
arise, and to respond to the evolving federal directio variety of information sources and officials were able to
regarding nuclear emergency management. separate fact from speculation. However, lack of a centralized

information source for the media until well into the crisis
6. General Commonwealth Planning caused the public's perception of the accident to be initially

clouded. This contributed to the widespread apprehension not

The following should be addressed in the general Common- only of local residents bwt also among groups at great

wealth nuclear emergency response plan: distances from Three Mile Island. To prevent a similar
situation from developing in the future, the following are

6.1 Dosimeters for Emergency Workers recommended:

PEMA should develop a plan as soon as possible for the 7.1 Centralized Information Sources
purchase, storage, maintenance and distribution of dosimeters

for emergency worker use. PEMA should also develop plans to In the event of a reactor accident with off-site impli-

train emergency workers in dosimeter reading and calibration. cations:

e The NRC or a representative designated by the6.2 Hospitals and Nursing Homes
President should speak for technical on-site'

matters.Emergency plans should include provisions for the early

warning of hospitals and nursing homes and should provide

necessary equipment for these facilities in the event of evac-

.
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e The Governor or' his designated representative
'{should be''the sole ' Commonwealth spokesman -for' e The utility should not be an official source of

;_ evacuation or alternate protective action, health public information. In the event of an accident'
care and other responasibilities. with consequences - limited to the nuclear site,

the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental,

-7.2.Relayinq Information Resources should be the official source.
>

In the ' event cf a reactor accident with off-site implic. 7.3 Delegating Authority for Local Response . >

ations:

A nuclear reactor accident with off-site implications
e The Governor's spokesman should hold public initially requires Gubernatorial intervention. The Governor or "

briefings at regular intervals to apprise the his designee should assume a direct and visible leadership role
~

press on the status of Commonwealth response to as -quickly as possible, consistent with emergency plans and '

the event. legislative mandates. The Governor should consider delegating
operational command through existing .PEMA channels Lto an

i 'o The Covernor or his designated representative individual or office designated by county commissioners in
should maintain constant contact with the affected counties, if the incident so warrants.

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency. Agency
representatives. Working at PEMA would thereby be The commission recommends that the Governor draw up a plan
fully informed of the accident's status and f r delegating operations command in each ten-mile area with an
planned responses, perating or licensed nuclear reactor. Such a plan should

require designation of the individual or otfice at the approp-
e The Covernor or his designated representative and ae eve o assume m p ns fr ng a Mamed

4 the NRC or its representative should confer and emergency response.

exchange information regularly and frequently.
7.4. Managing a Nuclear Reactor Crisis

e Regular communications through emergency manage-
* **" " ' " # * " * " # " *ment agency teletype systems should be

g to hold primary responsibility for radiation protection and
1 also be responsible for recommending ger.eral protective actions

to the Governor. The Secretary of Health should be responsibleo The counties should be adequately briefed. Their
. for special advisories in the health area.responsibility' in communicating with the public

should be limited to relaying information
The NRC should specifically designate its staff personnecessary to carry out an evacuation or other

author 22ed to make recommendations to the Governor. If this is
.

protective action when so ordered.
,
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done in (dvs.nea of a crisis, tha Gov 2rnor will not havs to
V. RECOf9EENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONScheck the authenticity of such recommendations.

Radiation levels necessary to require an evacuation and

radii affected - by 'such should be reviewed by a federal task
E. LEGAL ISSUES *

force and revised in light of the TMI accident. Knowledge of

- such requirements _ among decision-makers at all governmental
-

avoid ' the degree of confusion that 1. Federal Regulation of Radiation Hazards
. levels is necessary to

existed during the early days of the TMI crisis.
The Commonwealth should participate to the areatest extent

permitted in the federal government s nuclear licensing andi

rule-making process. This would . insure that reasonable

environmental and safety standards are achieved.-

. Federal legislation, particularly the 1946 Atomic Energy

Act and its amendments, has prohibited states from regulating
nuclear power plants on the basis of radiation hazards to the

public or releases to the environment.
7

2. Proposal for Legislation regarding the Environmental

Acceptability of Proposed Plant Sites

2.1 The Pennsylvania Legislature should be urged to adopt

legislation which would plan and regulate the sites for and the

environmental acceptability of proposed and future power plants

including nuclear power plants.

2.2 Congress should be urged to adopt legislation grant-

ing specific authority to states to determine the environmental +

acceptability of proposed nuclear p1 ant sites.

3. The Price-Anderson Act

3.1 Congress should be urged to increase the $560 million

liability limitation set by the Price-Anderson Act, at least to

125 126
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the extent necessarY to reflect the cresent value of the dallar

in relation to its value in 1957 when the statute was enacted.
Congress should also consider an increase above $5 million in

the de ferred industry premium plan for each operatinq nuclear

. reactor. This action would allocate to the nuclear industry an F. NTEM RECON
applopriate_ amount of the overall Price-Anderson increase.

1. covernor's Advisory committee
3.2 The Commonwealth should review the Price-Anderson Act

ar.d submit its findings and recommendations to the Nuclear The Advisory committee on Atomic Energy Development and
Regulatory Commission for consideration before 1983, when the Radiation control should be reconstituted and charged with
NRC will review and report on Price-Anderson to Congress. responsibility for the commonwealth's long-term recovery

efforts. The Commission recommends that the Pennsylvania
The Price-Anderson Act requires the NRC to submit a report Legislature adopt an amendment to Act 578 which would re-

on the need to continue or modify the provisions of structure the Advisory committee's purpose and function.

Price-Anderson to Congress by January 1, 1983. This report is

to reflect "the -conditions of the nuclear industry, The time frame for completion of the Commission's work, as

availability of private insurance, and the state of knowledge set forth in the Executive Order, does not allow for involve-

. concerning nuclear safety at the time." ment of the Commission beyond its initial study and evaluation

of the accident. However, there is need for a centralized body

4. Pennsylvania Statutes to be responsible for continaed follow-up for the Commonwealth

in the different areas investigated by the commission. It is

The Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry should important to continually certify the public health and safety

review the definitions of radium poisoning and disability, as at existing reactor sites.

included in the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1915, as amended

in 1972, to ensure that they are adequate in light of current Act 578 of 1965 established the Advisory Committee for the

medical knowledge. purpose of encouraging "the development and use of atomic

energy for peaceful purposes, consistent with the health and

In Pennsylvaria, the workmen's Compensation Act of 1972 safety of the public". However, the atmosphere created by

provides coverage for employees who have been exposed to today's energy dilemma warrants the re-evaluation of the

radiation and thereby suffer injury.or disease. Definitions of original purpose of this committee. The emphasis of nuclear

radium poisoning and disability at the time the original power has shifted away from the need for development to one of

Occupational. Disease laws were enacted in 1939' are still control, safety assurances and greater public ' avareness. As a

included within the 1972 acts. result of the accident at 'IMI, a major responsibility of the

Commonwealth has been the study and evaluation of the accident,

128127
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(with.a continuing 'retponsibility 'to monitor the long-term may understrnd the offsets (or lack thers-
t

- effects. ' This' continuing evaluation of nuclear. power and its of) from clean-up events.

implications should 'now become the major purpose of this

Advisory Committee. - Reviewing the refinement by PEMA of exist '
' ing . ten-mile emergency plans and-

alternative protective action , strategies1.1 Interim Measures
-for incorporation intoE Annex E of the

'Until the necessary ' amendments are adopted by the Legis. Commonwealth's Emergency Plan.

lature, the Covernor should do the following:
Reviewing work being done by federal:--

agencies involved with post-accident"
.e Appoint new. members to the Committee as soon as

matters. :This will' include monitoring
possible. '

programs, emergency planning','long-term
research 'and analysis' activities,-and

e Designate,the Secretary of Health .' as an ex-
recovery programs.

officio member.

Mrect 'the Committee to meet on' a regular basis
- Reviewing Commonwealth inter-agency pro-

*
grams re ated to, M , .and coordinating

to carry out duties charged to it. Those duties'

'" "#* **# ***Y * " ****
might' include, but not be limited to 'ae

,

- Reviewing federal . and Commonwealth' legis-
lative initiatives in the area of nuclear

- Reviewing TMI-2 clean-up activities. The
power plant regulation and emergency

Advisory. Committee' should work closely
,

management planning. This should include
with the Department of Environmental efforts to monitor and comment on federal
Resources in recommiending positiens to be

taken by. the Commonwealth in ongoing:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission proceedings. Reviewing the purchase of equipment and-'

training of personnel for the community
- Recommending the development of edu- monitoring program outlined in the

,

cational programs on nuclear power - to be
carried out by , appropriate agencies and

institutions. Special information on - Monitoring long-term economic implications
radiation health is urgently needed by of the accident.

"

people living close to TMI so that they

130
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There should be a program of continuing educatione1.2 Advisory Committee Staff
for all health professionals on radiation health,

The Advisory committee should be supported by a small radiation medicine 'and handling of contaminated -
full-time staff -housed in DER. personnel. Radiation health information should

F - also be incorporated into the curricula of the

2. Public Education Program various health professions taught in the Common-
.

wealth.

Public awareness and education on nuclear power are
* Special instruction for farmers should be pro-essential for effective Commonwealth emergency planning and

vided on care of livestock and crops duringresponse for nuclear emergencies. Development of education
nuclear emergencies,

programs has been designated as a state and local respon-

sibility. This Commission recommends that the Advisory

, Committee on Atomic Enercy Develocuent and Radiation Control be
the coordinator for Commonwealth programs.

to conventional communication methods such as
telephones, TV or radio, and who do not attend

Recommended programs includes
public schools.

e An education program which would be directed- . ,

In cooperation with the state colleges and uni-e
toward . the general public and included in the versities, periodic seminars should be held to -.

educational proepss"at all levels. Subjects of provide basic radiation information to government.

importance are nuclear power plant operation,
. officials, the media and other related groups.

radiation and its heal'th effects, protective

actions, etc. * All levels of emergency management personnel
should receive training in radiation health and

There is also need for more specific education programs terminology, in' addition to war-time nuclear
airected toward specific groups: emergency education. Programs of this type are

offered by the NRC, and the commonwealth's pri-
o A program should be established for the popu- mary concern is that all emergency personnel

lation living within the emergency planning zones attend these or similar programs.
of nuclear power plants. Specific information

should be included on evacuation plans, shelter- e Although education for nuclear site workers on
ing and the availability, distribution and occupational safety measures and emergency
procedure for administration of potassium iodide, procedures is a primary responsibility 'of the

132
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feder&l c2sistanc3 in instEncw wMn . an emergency is notstility and the NRC, the Commonwealth rhould have
assurance. that these prog.ans are continually decitred, but during which documented emergency services f ra

required.implemented.

5. Job Prote: tion
3. Community Radiation Monitoring

The Pennsylvania I.egislature should adopt _ legislationThe Department of Environmental Resources / Bureau of
Radiation Protection should design, implement and supervise a prohibitir q job termination or discrimination against persons

providing volunteer services during a defined emergency period.pilot community radiation monitoring program. A program of ,

this type would assure local officials and residents of having
The success of handling emergency situations depends not. quick access to information on environmental radiation levels.

only n the efforts of those in emergency management positions,
Monitors could be set up in . one community near Three Mile

but also on the efforts of volunteers. Since volunteer support
Island and one near the Beaver Valley /Shippingport plants. The

is essential during an accident, they should not stand the riskprogram should focus on providing appropriate equipment and
losing their jobs as a result of their cooperation with

training for personnel who will be using it. At the end of one
*"*#9 " Y "9 " I'**year, the program's effectiveness should be evaluated in a

report submitted to the reconstituted Atomic Energy Advisory
6. Completion of TMI-2 Clean-up

In the event Metropolitan Edison or CPU Nuclear Corpor-
4. Federal Assistance when Disaster Relief Act is not ation cannot continue with clean-up operations at Unit 2 due to

,

" * financial, legal or other constraints, the federal government

should assume that responsibility without delay. It is in the
The United States Congress should design a program similar public interest for the clean-up to proceed regardless of the

to present provisions of the Federal Disaster Relief Act to utility's status. Further, the Covernor should request the
guarantee federal financial assistance to states in nuclear federal government to assume full authority for clean-up
accident situations when an emergency is not declared, but g
during which financial assistance is required. This program longer has the technical or management expertise to fulfill
should include compensation for local governments which experi- those duties.
ence extraordinary costs as a result of an incident.

Federal support to the Commonwealth during the i.11tial
crisis period was' adequate, but support for follow-up
activities was not as strong' as the Commonwealth believed it
would be. There is a need for a special program to guarantee
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX A
Common-eoith of Pennsvi.onio

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

EXECUTIVE ORDER
The existence, nature, and entent of health effects, physical or psychological, to anyc.

portion of the populace as a result of the incident;

d. The existence, nature, extent, and duration of any adverse environmental consequences,.
m..,

e to Smiev and E.musu sie -- um as a result of the meident;ande

of sie 6mmeduat at inerse Male idand
"

. . . . . . . . . . ....a .
-- e. The nature and entent of economic loss and harm to the Commonwealth and ets

May M. 1979 8 citizens occasioned by the mc. dent.

' 2. Functions of the C .. . The Commission shall:

WHEREAS, our Commonwealth has undergone an unprecedented crisis as the rd 11 of rrences at a. Seek and obtae a from all available sources such information, wntten or testimonial,
Three Mile Island nuclear power plant near Middletown, Pennsylvania, technical or lay, as may be necessary to fulfill the purposes for which it is created,

WHE R EAS, the precise consequences of these occurrences remain unknown; and, b. Anatyre, assess, and evaluate all such information and make recommendations on
what, if any, precautic,ns and remedies may be appropnete in view of the mcident, mcludeg:

WHE REAS, the ascertainment of such consequences, and the facts surrounding the incident, as precisely
as possible, is necessary to protect the safety and welfare of the region and to take every (1) Changes in relevant laws, regulations, and procedures;
possible precaution against a recurrence of such an incident;and,

(2) Changes in the adminestratgin and enforcement of relevant laws, regulations, and
WHEREAS, it is imperative that the best possible civil defense and emergency preparedness capacity P' 'd"'"'

be maintained to respond to any such future crisis,if necessary; and,
(3) Changes in civil defense plans and emergency preparedness;

WHEREAS, this incident may involve possible health consequences, physical and psychological, of a
type and duration not now known;and, (4) Health testa and precautions, and <* taming necessary funding for same; and

WHEREAS, this incident may involve adverse environmental consequences of a nature, extent, and " " " * *

duration not now known; and,
' ""''"

c. Cooperate and coordinate, to the emtent possible, with other responsible commissums
WHER EAS, this incident has occasioned economic loss and harm to our Commonwealth and its citgens, and committees conducting similar reviews and assessments..

of an extent and duration yet to be fuHy ascertained;and,
3. Appomtment of Members. a. The Commission shall consist of fourteen members, to be

WHEREAS, the Govemor has an obligation to protect the health, safety, and wellteing of the cituens appointed by the Governor as follows:.

. of this Commonwealth to the utmost of his powers and abilities; and,
(1) The Lieutenant Governor, who will serve as Chairman;

WHEREAS, public safety, health, well-being, and confiden:o require that the consequences of the
(2) The Secretary of Environmental Resources;incident at the Three Mile Island facility be ascertained with the greatest precision possible.

NOW, THEREFORE,1, Dick Thomburgh, Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do
hereby estabirah a Commission to Study and Evaluate the . _ __ of the incident at Three Mile (4) he Secretary of Revenue;

e-

Island (hereinafter referred to as the " Commission"), as hereinafter set forth:

(5) The Secretary of Commerce;
1. Purpose of the Commission. The Commission is established to ascertain, as precisely as

possibie: (6) The Secretary of Community Affairs;

The consequences of the incident at Three Mile island and any facts surroundmg the (7) The Secretary of Public Welfare;a.
incident which may be germane;

(8) The Secretary of Agnculture; and
b, The adequacy of preparedness and response by all parties involved, including local and

state govemenent, and the nature and adequacy of interaction with the federal government, during the (9) Six citizens of the Commonwealth, including persons knoveledgeable aboutcrisis period following the incident;
nuclear science and rnedicme, emergency preparedness, and economic analyses.

Pass l of { Pags 1 of 1
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. . - APPENDIX B
b. Citizen members of the Cc.. .____ . shalt not be compensated for their services but

shall be entitled to reembursement for expenses necessarily incurred. in accordar4e with procedures
established by the Governor's office.

SUBCoretITTEE ASSIGIAENTS
c. Commonwealth officials serving on the Commission shall 00 30 as part of the perfor- ~

mance of thest duties in their respectrue areas of responsitulity and expertise.
Emersency Mananement ' Legal

4. Process and Precedwo of she Commiessen.

General Trank Townend Chairman Justice Thomas W. Pomeroy, Jr.
s. The Commission shall adopt such rules of procedure and operation. hold such hearmgs. Sec. William Davis Chairman

and receive mach reports and evidence as may be nacessary and detrable to fulfill the purposes and (until Oct. 30, 1979) General Frank Townend
perform the functens for which rt la created. Mayor Robert Reid Sec. Clifford Jones

Sec Clifford Jones
b. The Commission may use the resources of the Offge of State Planning and Develoc> Acting Sec. Shirley Dennis

' ment and such otner staff and support resources as the Chairman determines are necessary (starting Oct. 30, 1979)

c. The Commession shall make such rsport or reports to the Governor as are approprote ' Environmental Impact Health Impact
, and femmble.

Dean Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman Dr. Niel Wald, Chairman
d. . The C-- _ ; shall make every effort to complete its work within sin months. Sec. Penrose Hallowell Sec. Gordon Mac!. cod

Upon completum, the Commrssion shall cease to function and this Order is thereafter rescended. Sec. Clifford Jones (until Nov. 1, 1979)

Sec. H. Arnold Muller
(starting Dec. 1, 1979)

Sec. Helen O' Bannon

Economic Impact Proaraus & Recovery

Ms. Anita Summers, Chairman Mayor Robert Reid, Chairman
Sec James Bodine Sec. Williae Davis
Sec. William Davis (until Oct. 30, 1979)

(unti! Oct. 30,1079) Acting Sec. Shirley Dennis
Acting Sec. Shirley Demaia (starting Oct. 30, 1979)

(starting Oct. 30, 1979) Sec. Howard Cohen
Sec. Howard Cohen
Sec. Helen O' Bannon

i

L
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APPENDIX C

.. , ,a ME.'OPOLITAN EDISON TLD STATION LOCATIONS
f 11

-

STATION L(4ATION DESCRIPTION *
\

*
CODEg

f !g IS2" 0.4 miles N of site at I; Weather Station

i y /
' $ IC1 2.6 miles N of site C Middletown Substation.,

./ r.1 .-

Q/. ' 2S2 0.7 miles NNE of site on light pole in middle of North Bridge'
.+

,h,f5> 4S2** 0.3 miles ENE of site on top of dike East Fence3g g ,

we *g -a. n
-

, 4A1 0.5 miles ENE of site on Laurel Rd. , Met. Ed. pola 6668-OL}kj,

Jro
[{G| g 'I

.}|| ,
/ 4Gl** 10 miles ENE of site at Lawn - Mat. Ed. pole GJ1813-

m~w s -.

g[g j h /j / 5S2** 0.2 miles E of site on top of dike, East Fence

f f N .g >A
0.4 miles E of site on north side of Observation C Building5Al**

0$0% AI'
.,5- .,

"

,
k @y

'
7 F l'> 9 miles SE of site at Drager Farm off Engle's To11 gate Road?-

e ".*E d / f?, .,,

* {{g j / m $'" 7G1 15 miles SE of site at celumbia Water Treatment Plant

k h 8Cl** 2.3 miles SSE of site

f , h.g'

9S2 0.4 miles S of site at South Beach of Three Mile Island

b h f 9G1 13 miles S of site in Met. Ed. York Load Dispatch Station'

,

/ .tw
2 10B1 1.1 miles SSW of site on south beach of Shelly Island'

,g,

f
,, . , . n

h' llS1** 0.1 miles SW of site on dike west of Mechanical Draft Towers' .. ,

|j dd ' 12B1 1.6 miles WSn of site adjacent to Fishing Creek
't u e%
' f y .- .. f 14S1 0.4 miles WNW of alte at Shelley Island picnic area

j
,

1 15Gl** 15 miles NW of site at West Fairview Substation

. 16 Sl" 0.2 miles NNW of site at gate in fence on west side of Three
,I. ,' Mile Island,

16Al 0.4 miles NNW of site on Rohr Island

!, .e n. ,.
o ,;- ~ *

,

| i j ,. *All distances measured from a point midway between the Reactor
T I

*
Building of Units One and Two. All 20 stations had Teledyne-

I I
. Isotopes Environmental TLD's.

. I' .
*
.

N. I, ' I, . jf ** Stations with Radiation Management Corporation (RMC) TLD's. Data
*

k
,

D 1
' -

$j!
Obtained with RMC TLD's at these locations are designated by adding.4 '

-

y the letter "Q" as a suffix to the station code.,

N

/[ 140

; .#*j/. ,% *
,
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APPENDIX C

APPENDIX C
METROPOLITAN EDISON TLD DATA - RADIATION EXPOSURES

FOR PERIODS ENDING 04/06/79
APPEND 1E

III$tation Exoosure Period
RESULTS OF NRC DOSIMETERS TXPOSED

12/27/78 03/29/79 03/31/79 04/03/79 APRIL 1. 1979 THROUGB M47 1. 1979'
-03/29/79 -03/31/79 -04/03/79 -04/06/79 AND APRIL 5,1979 THROUGB M4T 3.1979(*)

-(From NUREG 0637p U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. January, 1980)

mR * std. deviation per exposure period (includes background). (a)
Sector Station No. Distance Direction mR Location

1C1 20.121.3 3.220.7 1.423.4 0.520.1
771 24.121.8 1.120.1' O.520.5 0.920.1 o

N N-la* 2.4 mi 356 5.210.5*
' 7F1Q ' 23.320.5 0.820.2 1.520.2 - 0.920.0

358 ,, missing 'MiddletownN-1 2.6 mi
15G1 18.422.0 1.920.3 -0.720.1 0.520.0 N-Ice 3.0 mi 0 missinge :.

15GlQ 17.620.6 1.120.1 0.820.1 0.720.2
N-te* 3.5 mi 349, 5.020.38

1281 16.320.9 9.421.6 0.220.3 1.220.2
=i* ;;;mi = > . , ;;g:;->

9ci n.3ti.4 1.420.i 0.110.2 0.610.i c,,,,,,
5A1 18.621.0 8.312.8(,,. ,7.722.5 3.021.2 ,,3 y,4 ,g ,o 5.520.3 aummelstown
5A10 16.121.3 5.411.0 - 5.220.9 2.020.6 N-4 9.3 mi O' 5.610.2 Union Deposit ~
4A1 20.221.3 34.328.6 41.428.5 2.220.4 N-5 12.6 mi 3' 5.620.2 -
252 43.724.4 32.525.6 3.410.6 0.920.2
152 97.911.9 20.013.4 -0.120.1 0.620.1 NNE NE-1 0.8 mi 25' 4.920.5 North cate
152Q 95.715.0 15.313.2 1.320.1 0.820.1 NE-2 1.8 mi 19* 4.910.5 Geyers Ch.
1651 1044.21128.2 83.7217.5 7.020.7 1.520.3 ogg.3 3,g ,g gy 5.720.3 founship school.
1651Q 929.4290.5 -61.6212.2 5.621.0 1.310.5
1151 216.0224.1 107.1212.7 45.0215.2 21.827.3 NE NE-3a* 3.6 mi 44' 4.920.4*-
1151Q 168.5215.6 75.7212.7 35.223.3 14.221.1 NE-4 6.7 mi 47* 5.520.3
952 25.023.0 25.312.6 4.611.0 1.810.3
452 35.524.3 174.3232.7 28.0t9.1 7.922.3 ENE E-1 0.5 mi 61* 8.220.9
4S2Q 31.421.6 71.4213.0 21.326.6. 4.710.4 E-5(E-la) 0.4 mi 90* 7.911.1
552 30.511.3 49.3211.2 26.715.3 15.525.0 g-3 3.9 mg 94* 6.710.4 Newwi11e

8
552Q 27.724.0 36.620.8 21.223.1 11.512.4 g-4 f.0 mi 94 5.920.5 - Elizabethtown

' 4G1 17.222.1 1.210.2 0.620.2 0.620.1
4GlQ 17.720.1 0.620.1 1.420.1 ,0.720.1 Est E-2 2.7 mi 110* 5.320.5
8C1 13.020.3 10.721.6 1.711.1 1.320.4
8C1Q . 12.620.6 8.421.0 2.610.2 1.120.1 SE SE-4 4.6 at 137* 7.721.2 Highway 441

7G1 25.810.6 1.010.1 -0.510.0 0.820.0 SE-4a* 5.0 mi 146' 5.020.4*
16Al 907.7249.4(2) 45.122.1 1.721.1 0.920.1 SE-5 7.0 mi 135* 5.720.5 ~ Bainbridge

453.4212.2(2)I
131.2220.fI 48.818.6 9.514.3 1.520.4 SSE SE-1 1.0 mi 151* 15.722.51451
148.329.7 SE-2 1.9 mi 162* 8.921.0 Falmouth

1031 40.623.5 14.920.9 0.410.3 1.110.2 SE-3 2.3 mi 160* 7.621.3 Falmouth'

36.621.3
S S-1 3.2 mi 169* 7.320.7

(1) Suffix "Q" indicates RMC datal otherwise data are from Teledyne S-la* 3.35 mi 173* 5.020.4* .
York Haven

.

,

Isotopes. S-2 5.3 mi 178 5.920.5 Conewago Heights
(2) Results for 6-month exposure period 09/27/78-03/29/79. S-3 9.0 mi 181* 7.6to.3 Emissv111e'
(3) Additional values for 3A1 7.821.5. 7.411.2. 5-4 12.0 mi 184* 6.3to.4 Woodland view

SSW SW-1 2.2 mi 200*~ 6.Ito.6 Bashore Island
SW-2 2.6 mi 203* 7.820.6 Pleasant Grove

(Trom the M Bos i;.-=da. ion Dose Assessment Report, May 10, 1979) ,
9 Zh hj SW-4 10.4 mi 225* 6.520.5 Eastmont

i
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Table 1

TMI Area Manufacturing Employment By Industry, Actual and Predicted,
April September 1979

(Thousands of Employees, Not Seasonally Adjusted)

April Ma June July August Septemberj

ALL Actual Prod. Actual Pred. Actual Prod. Actual Pred. Actual Pred. Actual Pred.
MANUFACTURING ITF N . TU N 184 4' N EN MN FM

Durable Goods 105.5 103.1 105.4 104.6 108.3 107.5 108.2 106.1 109.0 102.3 107.5 106.1

Primary &
Fab. Metals 31.5 29.5 31.1 29.6 31.7 30.0 31.7 29.8 31.9 30.0 31.8 29.8

2Machinery 42.9 42.8 43.1 42.5 43.9 43.1 43.9 42.7 44.2 33.8 43,7 43,3

other 31.3 31.5 31.2 32.6 32.7 33.4 32.6 33.0 32.9 32.8 32.0 32.8

NoW % able
Me 77.0 75.2 75.9 75.0 76.1 75.7 75.3 74.9 76.3 75.2 75.9 75.1

Food &4

Kindred 20.1 20.0 19.4 20.0 19.6 19.8 20.4 19.9 21.0 19.8 20.9 19.7

Textile,6 g
Apparel 22.5 22.0 22.2 22.0 22.0 22.0 21.3 21.8 21 0 21.9 21.3 21.9 ,

E
! Leather 6- o

Products 7.7 8.0 7.5 8.0 7.6 8.0 7.0 7.9 7.4 7.9 7.1 8.0 M

Other 26.8 -26.4 26.9 26.4 26.9 27.1 26.6 27.1 26.9 27.2 26.6 26.8 -

! Y
fHarrisburg, York,Lancaster,and1.ebanonLaborMarketAreas. E
few number relates to strike activity in non-THI area. *
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Table 2
e4

* 1g TM1 Area Nonmanuf acturing 141oyment by industry. Actual and Predicted,

| g April - September 1979
(Thousands of Employees. Not Seasonally Adjusted)

.
o

i d
Ma June July Aur,us t SeptemberAprilg g

a.
Q All NON- Actual Pred. Actual Pred. Actual Pred. Actual Pred. Actual Fred. Actual Pred.

MANUPACTURING 372.3 372.6 376.2 377.9 377.4 378.6 373.7 372.2 372.6 372.1 373.3 370.7

,
Contract

i Construction 23.6 24.3 24.7 25.5 25.3 25.7 26.0 26.5 25.7 26.5 25.6 26.4
m

I A
Trans. & P.U. 30.9 30.7 31.0 31.0 31.4 31.2 31.2 30.5 31 J 30.6 31.1 31.1

Wholesale &
| Reta11 Trade 118.2 114.1 118.2 115.1 118.2 115.0 117.5 112.8 147.4 112.6 116.4 113.0
!

Pin.. Ins.
and R.E. 22.4 22.7 22.3 23.0 12.7 13.4 22.6 23.6 22.7 23.6 22.7 23.2

Other 80.2 81.7 81.6 81.9 83.0 82.0 82.8 81.7 82.9 81.7 83.1 81.9

IHarrisburg. York. Lancaster, and 1.ebanon labor Market Areas.
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APPENDIX E

00HWONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIAAPPENDIX D, Table 6.
DISASTER OPERATIONS PLAN

ANNEX E

NUCLEAR INCIDENTS
( FAGE

Table 6

L REFERENCES
DEColetI* i ~ 7NG COSTS FOR TMI4

tM1111o*- us Dollars) A. State Councilof Civil Defense Act of 1951 P.L. 28 as amended.
B. Atomic Energy Development and Radstaon ContrW Act, January 28,1966. P.L.1625 as

amended.
Iow Medium Hi h ,

Initial decontamination ST $ 56 IL PURPOSE

A. Estabbsh pohces and procedures for emergency response to fixed fauhty nuclear incidents

Fuea removal 8 8 8 withm the Commonwealth.

.
.

BJ Asugn responsbthtaes to State agencies,and county and local governments in respondmg to

Final decontamination 20 20 20 a fixed facdity nuclear incident.

Ill. SCOPE

Licensing 10 10 10
A. Provides guidance for the preparation of detailed plans and procedures for warning the

public of nuclear fixed facihty incidents.

GEA -
13 1711 8. Provides a basis for the preparation of county and local emergency response plans for

nuclear incidents.

Subtotal 8 97 8137 3131
c. Identifies technical and operational responsbihtees for rimed nuclear facihty incidents.

Removal of structures 60 85 110 IV, DFf!NITIONS

A. Nuclear incident: The uncontrolled release of radioactive matenal.

Total $157 $192 $241 B. Clames of nuclear incidents based upon offsite consequences:

1. Class I: Includes those incidents which have no offute radiological consequences but
which arouse public concern. These incidents may require the support of offsite service
organizations (fire fightmg nd ambulance services).

2. Clas II: Includes those hicidents which involve an actualloss or meor reduction in the
protection provided for public health and safety, such as; fue in safety related
equipment, secunty breaches, or accktents which produce effluents in excess of that
permitted for contmuing operation.

3. Class Ill: Includes incidents o sufficient severity for offste organizations to take actionr
so protect populations ' rom (arct exposure and inhalatoon hazardt

1

C. Mode of Descharge: Dischrs of radioactivity to surface water,to the atmosphere or both.

CHANGE 2
E-l AUG.1978
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D. Protectzve Action Guides: Quantitatne dose projections which indicate the need for some
E. The Federal government will provide assistance upon request by the Governor,action to be taken in avoidirig the exposure.

E. Fixed Nuclear Facility: A site where nuclear materials are employed in an operation which F. Durins peacetime the Bureau of Radioloccal llealth. Department of Environmental
muld cause a nuclear incident. Resources wilt determine levels of radiat on m the envwonment and recommend emergency

measures to protect the pubhc from exposure.

F. Facdtry Operator: The management person or persons responsible for the operation of a G. Appendix ! provides the notification channels for sponse to nuclear incklents,
fixed nuclear facdity at the tarne of and durms recovery from a nuclear mcident.

11
V. SITt!ATION Appendix 2 provides a hst of selected references relatms to emergency planning and

response to nuclear icalents

A. Peacetime nuclear incidents include situations ranging from uncontrolled release of a srnall VI RESPONSIBILITIES
quantity of radioactive matenal with no casualties or damage to incidents causing
widespread dissemanation of radioactae materal which could result in casualties and A. County Civd Defense / Local Govemment Civd Defense
extensive property damage.

1. Coordmation with Local Authonties
B. Fixed nuclear facihty sites are:

2. React toinitial Notification by Facahty Management
1. Power Plants:

3. Alert and Wamms of Local Population
a. Three Mde Island Nuclear Power Station. Dauphin County

4. Fmergency Services
o. Beaver Valley Power Station, Beaver County

5. Situation Analysis
c. Shippingport Power Station, Beaver County -

d. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. York County
1. Radiological Monitorins

e. Suiquehanna Steam Electne Station, Luzer ie County (1980)
y, 3 c,,,,, , 3,,,,,,,,

f. Limerick Generating Station. Montsomery County (1981)
p

2. Fabrication Plants:
4. Recommendation of Protective Actions

a. Westinghouse Cheswick, Westmoreland County
$. Recommendations for Protection of Potable Water and Food

b. Babcock and Wdcos, Armstrong County
6. Recommendations for Recovery and Reentry

C. The warnins time before a nuclear mcident may vary from none to hours or days. For most
S d MN Mwincidents there will be very little warning time.

* """"I '"'#D. Areas contaminated or threatened by radiation could require the population to seek
protection in shelters or to be evacuated.

2. Coordmation of State Response to nuclearincidents

E. The offsite radiological effects of an incident on populated areas are dependent upon the
3. Maintain Emergency Commuascations l'acihtymode of discharge. popu;ation distnbtftson, weather and terram.

VI. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

5. Imergerg Pubhc InformationA. Offsite operations in response to emergencies at fixed nuclear facilities are distinct from
' other emergencies only in the technical asrects of the maternis involved.

6. Coordination of State Agencies and Departments

B. County and local govemments have primary responsibihty for offute response to a nuclear D. Pennnsylvania State Pohce eincident and wdl provide the initial response to the tacident.

1. Mamtenance of Law and Order

CHANGE 2 Cil ANGE i
E.3 OCT.1977E.2 AUG. 1978
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IX. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE2. Search and Rescue

A. U.S. Department of Energy IDOE)3. Trafric Control
Regional Coonlinatms OfYice for Radaological Ae- .

- 4. Areaisolation/Quaranune Brookhaven AreaOffice
Upton, Long Island.New York II973 *

f. Evacuation
Bureau of Raddogical Hea% ME makes sene fran its ruourus radWM

6. Control of Reentry advice and assatance to mmunire irdury to people, to rninamne loss of property, to cope
with radi i sical hazards, and to protect pubhc health and asfety. DOE serws to coordinate -

E. Department of Mihtary Affairs other Federal Agencies.

1. Search and Rescue B. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Communion (NRC)
,

2. Traffic Control Regionaloffice
.

631 Park Avenue
3. Evacuanon Kans of Prussia. PA 19406

*
4. Controlof Reentry

Through Bureau of Radsological Health; responsibh- for crellectmg and evaluatmg the facts
5. Emergency Transportanon attending accidental release of radioachve materal frorn a bcensed nuclear facility NRC can

6. . Aircraft for Aenal Morutoring
C. First U.S. Army

7. Installation Security
Department of Defense (DOD)

F. Department of Justice Fort George G. Meade, MD
Telephone: (301) 6774535

I. LegalCounsel toGovernor
Through State Counca of Civa Defefense: Army Nuclear facident Control Teams and

2. Negotiations with Terronsts Explosive Ordinance Disposal Teams aid and protect personnel and equipment. Army has
pnmary command responsabahty for control of incidents of such scope as to constitute a

G. Department of Transportation domestic emergency.

1. Assut m Direction of Trafficrio,

2. Clearance of Roads and llishways ' APPENDICES

H. Department of Health 1 - Nohfication Channels

2 - Protective Achon Guides1. Emergency MedicalCare

2. Idenufication of Dead,and Morruary Services 3 - Nuclear Inculent References
'

VII STATE ASSISTANCE

A. Bureau of Radiological Health (DER)

Fifth Floor. Fulton Buddme
3rd & Locust Streets
Harraburg.PA 17101
Telephone: 737-787-2480

Provides technical guidance and direction in an emergency where the public rs, or may be.
exposed to nuclear radiation. CHANGE 2

E-5 AUG.1978
E4 154
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APPENDIX I APPENDIE F

ANNEX E
_

THREE MIII ISLAND
FROJECTS IDENTIFIED BY THE.

PENNSTLVANIA DEPART!ENT OF HEALTH

1. Three Mile Island Census:

FIXED NUCl2AR Five-Mile Radius - 50,000 PopulationFAQUTY Up to $300,000 funded by Center for Disease Control and National
Institute of Health.

Technical and Personnel support by Center for Disease ControlII
and Census Bureau.

Projected period: June 20 - July 31, 1979.
STATE COUNCIL

COWTY BtREAU OF Coordinated and resources provided by Pennsylvania Department of: OF RAD HEALTH Health:
[ GYIL DEFENSE
I

Bureau of Health Research (Edward Digon, M.P.H.; Elaine
Anderson, Ph.D.) (Paul Digon, Marilyn Eing, M.P.H.).

'
Bureau of fiealth Data Systems.

SEgm DEFT OF On June 20, 1979 the Pennsylvania Department of Health began aAREA
STATE AGENGES ENERGY special census of all persons living within five miles of TMI. The

- information collected on each resident consisted of basic demographic
(identifying) data and exposure information (time spent in the TM1 area
between March 29 and April 7). The population will be followed over a
20-year period and monitored for cancer, genetic diseases, mental or

-stress-related disorders and other disorders and diseases.

A staff of 150 enumerators was hired by the Pennsylvania Department
N UOUS of Health to canvas the TMI area. Other personnel and procedural

STATES guidance were supplied by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the U.S.
Center for Disease Control to assist the research staff of thePennsylvania Department of Health.

At the time of this report, census forms were completed on 98% of
all households identified as being in the five-mile radius. The
remaining 2% represent about 100 temporary absences (vacationers) not
yet contacted. 70 permanent movers not yet contacted, and another 100
" questionable" households. Two of the original TMI census enumerators
are still on staff to finish the cleanup phase. This involves
telephoning, mailing out questionnaires and doing otherwise innovative
detective work. The total number of households is estimated as 13,000.
A band count revealed approximately 38,000 residents who live within the
five-mile radius.

E4 GANGE 2
AUG. 78 I
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The response of residents was very good (less than 2% refusal).
' Quality control measures showed that. coverage was very good -(about 98%

coverage). .A- five percent random sample verification by. telephone 3. Congenital Neonatal Hypothyroidism:
revealed that the data is highly reliable. Of the 150 families who have -

permanently moved .out of the area since March 28, 1979, most are being Ten-Mile Radius
successfully contacted by phone. Of the moved families already This study is designed as a special feature of Pregnancy Outcome
contacted (55 +ut of 150), 25% say they moved from the area because of study, as well as a special feature of Iong-Tern Disease
the TMI accident, Surveillance.

The census data is being stored in a double-locked vault in the ' Proj ect Director: George Tokuhata , Dr.P.H. , Ph.D. (Department
Department of Health Every precaution is .being taken to guard its of Health)
confidentiality. A contract has been made with Keypunch Incorporated, Staff: Elaine Anderson, Ph.D.
Allentown, Pennsylvania, for , data processing. A raw data . tape was
completed by mid-December. Co-Project Director: Robert Brent, M.D., Ph .D. ' (Jefferson

Medical College).

2. Evaluation of Preanancy Outcome: Associate Directors: Evan Richt Dr.P.H. (Department of Health)
Evelyn Bouden. M.D. (Department of Health).

Ten-Mile Radius
$80,000 (Title V "B") funded by Health Services Administration, Projected period: July 1, 1979 - to be determined.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to initiate study.

-Projected period: July 1, 1979 - June 30, 1982 (Pregnancy This study will be done in conjunction with the Pregnancy Outcome
cohort starts March 23, 1979). Study. All newborns, by Pennsylvania law, must be screened for

congenital / neonatal hypothyroidism. The Department of Health has been
Additional funds are expected from Health Systems Agency, collecting statewide data through the Neonatal Metabolic Screening
Pepartment of . Health, Education and Welfare to completion. Program on all infants born in Pennsylvania. This program has been

Total budget needed first year: $210,000. operating since July 1978. Screening data on all births to women living
within ten-miles of TMI will be compiled, analyzed and compared to
statewide norms.Project Director: George Tokuhata, Dr. P.H. , Ph. D. (Department

of Health) Staff Joyce Eim, Ph.D., Jane Brata, Edward Digon,
The interviewers working for the Pregnancy Outcome -Study are

M.P.H. currently testing the effectiveness of using the hypothyroidism data
Co-Project Director: Ronald Chez, M.D. (Hershey Medical stored at the Department of Health (Metabolic Screeting Program) as

*** Pared to perusing the baby's medical chart for the identical
Center). information.

For the two years following the TMI -accident, information on 4. Health Behavorial Impact of the TMI Accident:
pregnancy outcomes will be collected on all pregnancies of women living-

within ten miles of TMI. The information is being supplied by hospital
. medical records as well as from comprehensive interviews with the Funded, in part, by Electric Power Resea rch Institute

(approximately $40,000 - 14 months).
mothers in their homes. Data on over 160 variables will be collected.
A pregnancy outcome will be analyzed in relation to paenatal care, Project Director: bureau of Health Research (Department ofmaternal characteristics and previous medical history, radiation Health)
exposure from TMI and other sources, and the emotional impact of TMI. Staff: Kun S. Ham, Ph.D.
Results will be compared to a similar five year study just completed .
which will allow a comparison of "before" and "after" data. Co-Project Director: Peter S. Houts, Ph.D. (Hershey Medical

C'"I''l*All !! hospitals servicing the area have agreed to participate.
The Department of Health has hired six interviewers to administer Proj.ected period: July 1, 1979 - August 31, 1980.
questionnaires to every mother who delivers in the ten-mile radius. The
interviewing began the first week of August. This study has received a
good deal of local press coverage since the interviewing began. The
community response is expected to be very good.

I
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APPENDIX FThis study is a joint effort of the Pennsylvania Department of
Realth and the Milton Hershey Medical Center of Pennsylvania State
liniversity. It calls for rhe collection of both primary data (via Co-Project Director: Bureau of Health Research (Department oftelephone interviews) and secondary data (via a survey of health care E**Ith)
providers) to assess the behavioral response of residents living within Staff: Marion Yoder, M.S.
five miles of TMI.

The primary data collection phase was completed August 15, 1979. This study will concentrate on the immediate and short term excess
Approximately 700 persons were contacted in a five-a le radius from TMI h'*Ith. costs due to TMI. Two types of data sources will be utilized.via random digit telephone dialing. Chilton Research Services in The first will be " primary data" obtained from the household survey
Radnor, Pennsylvania was contacted to do the tr'rphoning. Subjects were (Health Behavioral Impacts of the TMI Accident) on personal expenditure
asked questions dealing with stress-related Matth problems, use of and loss. Individual hospital utilization, as well as other health
health delivery systems, health costs, coping 'trategies and social nlated costs

inced due,,sycon% will ,,k
obtated f ra theto sensupport of the respondents. Preliminary results show be available by The uced type of data, dary data will consist of inf umati m

September 12, 1979. from institutions and hospitals. Health costs will be assessed by
examining utilization patterns and trends for physical and mental health

The survey instrument (1uestionnaire) was initially based on pilot * * " * * **#'* ** "" *** I'*' " * * * * * ** "' I*
data collected soon af ter the TMI accident by researchers at the Hershey after. Data sources on service utilisation' will include the Hospital
Medical Center. Before finalizing the questionnaire, Dr. Houts. Utilization Project, Pennsylvania Blue Cross and Blue Shield, the State
Principal Investigator, sought expert consultation f rom Dr. Kramer of Emple,ce Realth Benefits Program, the Pennsylvania Department of Health
Johns Hopkins University and Dr. Streuing of Columbia University. The and Welfare, local social service agencies, school absenteeism and work
questionnaire was then extensively field tested with the aid of Chilton absenteeism.
Research Services.

The assessment of economic costs to households will be derived from
the telephone survey conducted by the Health Behavioral Impacts Study.The demographic profile of the 700 respondents will be compared to

that of the complete population (the entire TMI census population) to Computer analysis of the data will be a major task of this study. The
results should be available by she end of October.measure how well the respondents represent the total population. The

refusal rate for the survey was about 13%, whereas it was less than 2%
Pennsylvania Blue Shield has been contacted and has agreed tofor the TM1 census,

supply monthly physician visit data (before and after the TM1 accident)
f rom each physician's of fice within the TMI impact area (five, ten andThe survey was confined within the five-mile radius. Conveniently. 20 miles). The physician and patient identifying data will be withheld.the NRC has conducted its own survey of 1,500 residents going out to 50
The Capital Blue Cross, together with eight hospitals in the area, willmiles from the plant. Initial collaborative etforts allowed the MtC

(who also used Chilton Research Services to do its telephoning) to use supply the hospital utilization and cost information.
the identical wording in many common questions and to " borrow" some

The Governor's Office of Policy and Planning is coordinating a TMIstress questions from the Health Behavior Study survey. Both parties socioeconomic lupact Study undertaken by the State Departments of Arri-will have access to each other's data. This will benefit both studies culture, Revenue, Community Affairs. Labor and Industry, and Con serce.and allow more reliable interpretation of the results.
This study is contacting these agencies for potential data sources, so
that the health-related secondary ef forts in the area will be estimated.Secondary data vill consist of health care facility utilization

following the TMI accident. Analysis of this data will indicate what
pressures were put on the health care system in the af termath of the 6. TMI Population Radiation Dose Armessmenr.:
accident. Compilation of secondary data will begin January, 1980.

Funded, in part, by Electric Fower Research Institute
(approximately $63,000 - First Year).5. Health actated Economic Costs:
Project Director: David Cur Ph.D. (University of Pittsburgh).Funded, in part, by Electric Power Research Institute

*(approximately $40,000 - 14 months). Co-Project Director: Bureau of Health Research (Department of
Health)

Project Director: Teh-Wet Hu, Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State
University). Projected period: July 1, 1979 - to be determined.
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The task of this project is to calculate radiation ' dosages for A study of thyroid diseases is also being considered.
individuals recorded in the Three Mile Island Census, This will require
merging all existing information about radiation contamination, March No contracts or funds have ~ yet been allocated for long-ters.

23-April 7, in the five-mile area of Df! with individual evacuation studies.

information on each person reported in the census. The University of
Pittsburgh will be working in conjunction with the Pennsylvania
Department of Health.

7. Lona-Tern Disease Surveillance:

General approach and plan have been completed.
Specific disease studies (morbidity) to be developed.
Fund sources ng yet identified.

Project Director: George Tokuhata, Dr.P.N., Ph.D. (Depa rtment
of Health)
Staff: Edward Dison, M.P.H.

Co-Project Director: Anita Bahn, M.D., Sc.D. (University of
Pennsylvania)
Staff: Loren Houten, Ph.D., Janet Cherry, M.A.

Two " brain-storming" sessions were held June 13 and August 22, 1979
with Department of Health staff and several TMI Research Advisory
Consittee members, to discuss plans for additional TM1 research. Of
special consideration were plans for the utilization of the TMI census.

The TMI census of persons residing in the five-mile radius will
provida denominator data for future calculations of morbidity and
mortality rates. Persons in the registry will be followed for 20 years
or more. . Their conditions will be compared to standard or control
populations.

Because the TMI census is to be operative for a variety of uses
over time, it will be necessary to periodically update the data. This
will involve " tracking" the residents every year (or, perhaps, et ery
five years) for changes in addresses, names and health status.

Cancer incidence will be monitored over the years by matching the
TMI census file to cancer Tumor Registry files. A Cancer Tumor Registry
was to be operative in the eight counties around TMI by 1981 (funded by
the Comonwealth). However, the availability of these funds is now
suspect. Other sources of funding are now being sought.

A child growth and development study is being planned. The

population from which to sample will be the cohort of babies borr. in the
ten-mile radius of . TMI (those in the Pregnancy Outcame Study). The
cohort will be stratified by the length of gestation at the time of the
TMI accident and cross comparisons will be made between the groups.
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Three Mile Island Census
SUMMARIZED TIME SCHEDULES: THREE MILE ISLAND STITIES

PENNSTLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
BCREAU OF HEALTH RESEARCH Investigating Agency: Bureau of Health Research

- December 1, 1979 Pennsylvania Department of Health
P.O. Box 90

1. TMI Census Harrisburg, PA 17120

- Census Completed - August 1979

Progress Report- Summarized Cross Tabulations of the Data - February 1980 12/4/79
II. Evaluation of TMI Prernancy outcome Study

Status: The fins 1 date of the contract between the Department of Health- Data Collection Completed - April 1981 and Keypunch Incorporated for key entry of the TMl Census data was
November 30, 1979. The hardcopy data are being returned to the Health- Final Analysis - June 1982 Department where they will remain in the doublelocked security vault
indefinit ely. *Eight electromagnetic computer tapes constitute the " rawIII. Realth Behavioral Impacts data" (approximately 14,000 household records).

- First Telephone survey Completed - August 1979 The Department's data processing services will begin validation of
the data f aunediately. It is estimated that this will take about one- Preliminary Analysis of Survey Data - December 1979 month (until January 1980). Once the data are validated, a master file
of individual records will be created from the master file of household- Second Telephone Survey - January 1980 records. B th master files will be employed to run computertred
f requency tables and generate analyses of the data. Imputations of the- Final Analysis of Survey Data - June 1980 data (t c spensate for missing or refused data) based on median values
will be incorporated into, at least, the demographic frequency counts.

- Proposed Telephone Resurvey - August 1980

IV. Health Related Economic Costs Pfissint ata: Less than 300 households refused to be interviewed.D

Another 50 or so who were unobtainable during the enumerat non of the
- Telephone Survey Completed - August 1979 census, but are still living in the same house (temporarily absent),

have not responded to repeated mailings (these might be considered
- Preliminary Analysis of Consumer Data - December 1979 T'fu88 8 Still an iher group (less than 100) temporarily absent

~

were
unable to be subsequently contacted by mail or phone for one reason or

- Physician Survey by Mail to Begra - January 1980 8n m s I tals 8pproximately W t opora d ly absent undoth
for which no data were ever collected. Another 50 or so completed

- Collection of Health Provider Data Completed - April 1980 questionnaires" turned up missing. Thus, data on 500 households of this
type are missing.

- Final Analysis of Survey Data - June 1980
It was discovered that during the three to four months from the

V. Proposed Lona-Tern Surveillance Studies time of the accident to the enumeration of the census approximately 150,

I
' households relocated (some within the same area). Also, 50 students

A. Population Registry: Continuous Update living on or near the Penn State Capital Campus moved permanently f rom
the area. About 100 of the 150 movers have been successf ully contacted.B. Child Crowth and Development

C. Cancer Incidence About half of the relocated students have been contacted.

I
Data to determine if the moves were related to TMI are being sought via

a " mover survey". Expected relocation rates are also being sought.
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!a addition, the enumerators missed (due to incomplete coverage) an stayed the entire time (ten days subsequent to the March 28 accident)
estimated 2% of the households during the census and misclassified sa will be likewise analyzed. And, of course, those in the middle will be
estimated 4% of the vacancies. stratified and analyzed la various ways.

Thus, slightly less than 7% of t e data are missing. Possibilities of matching the Census data against the telephone
?

survey data (Health Behavior / Economics) of 700 residents within the
five-alle radtus will be explored (logistics, legality,

Nousehold Analysest The number of household refusals, movers coniadentiality).e

unobtainables, vacancaes and completed questionnaires n11 be determined
by township or borough. For the completed questionnaires, the persons -
per household distribution will also be determined by township or
borough. The number of households with

1. pregnant women
2. - preschool children
3. TMI workers

and those deemed as

1. aursing home " households"
2. summer cottages
3. student dormitories

will be determined. The rural population vs. suburban will be
stratified (if possible). g

9

Person Analyses: Frequency distributions of the total five-mile radina
population by

1. age
2. ses
3. race
4. birth origin (state or county)
5. education
6. marital status -
7. occupation

will be generated to characterize the demographic profile of the
"

population. Steilar distributions will be run for townships and
boroughs.

The occupational profile will pay particular attention to the TMI
workers and to those exposed to radiation on the job. A health profile
will be constructed by calculating the prevalence of smoking, cancer,
thyroid disease and radiation treatment or therapy. Cross tabulations
of cancer prevalence by age, race, sex, occupation and sacking history
will be constructed.

Evacuation Behavior: Of particular importance in this survey is the
evacuation activities of the populattoa. In particular, those persons
reporttag having lef t the five-mile radius due to the TMI threat will be
analyzed by demographic descriptors. On the opposite end, those who

I
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Evaluation of TM! Pressancy Outcome In addition to the 967 completed home interviews, 58 interviews
were completed over the phone because the obstetric patient either had
moved from the study area or could not be reached during working hours.Principle lavestigator: George EJ Tokuhata Dr. P.H., Ph.D. An additional eight refusals were received over the phone. From the 14

. Director Bureau of Health Research total ref usals, 64.3% did not give specific reasons why they refused to
Pennsylvania Department of Health participate in the study, even though they were asked.
P.O. Box 90, Room 725

~ Harrisburg, PA 17120 Of the 1,488 cases received by the interviewers, 40 of them have
been returned as "unobtainables" - i.e., the laterviewers have explored
all avenues la order to obtain an interview, but ta no avail,. In 82.5%
of the cases, the interviewees moved but left no forwarding address.

Progress Report Two "unobtainables" which were registered as aconatal deaths had
12/4/79 questionnaires completed for them based solely on birth and death

certificate data.

The sia interviewers (Science Research Associates) collecting data t e 1,027 complead questionnaires,1.1% intuvimes niund to
on the TM1 Pregnancy Outcome Study have been assigned 1,488 of the total sign e munt Form in udu to han hu medical recuds abstracted
2,399 childbirth cases identified to date from the 11 participating
hospitals servicing the ten-mile radina area. For these 1,488 cases The six interviewers made 160 hospital visits, including 131 fors1,768 household visits to the mothers were attempted and 967 home identifyias asses, etc., and til to abstract medical records.
interviews were completed. Seven hundred and thirty-sis visits were
attempted unsuccessfully due to the mother not be.ing home. In addition, During these 111 visits to abstsact hespital medical records, 606
59 homes were "not found" (located) and six refused to participate in mother and 592 baby charts have been reviewed. In addition 299 thyroid
the study. screening test results filed in the Division of Parent and Child Health

(Department of Health) have also been reviewed by the interviewers.

TMI Pregnancy outcome Study To date, 231 questionnaires have been coded, of which 184 have been
verified.laterview Status of Childbirth Cases

December 1, 1979
Continued weekly reviewing of birth announcement lists found in(Cases Reported March 28-Mid-Nsvember 1979)

various newspapers is taking place.

Continued weekly identification and collection of names, addresses,
and other baseline data of obstetric patients delivering at one of theI. Assigned Cases 1,488 11 participating hospitals and residing ta a ten-mile TMI radius
community is being monitored. To date, the number, percentage, and timeA. Completed (Sub-total) 1.027 frame of applicable obstetric patients are summarized as follows:

1. Home interview 967 Number, Percentage, and Time Frame of Obstetric Patients2. Phone interview 58 Residing in a Ten-mile Radius Community by Hospital3.. Birth / Death certificates 2

B. Incomplete (Sub-total) 461 Hospital No. of Cases Percentage Time Frame (3/28/79-)
1. Not home 348
2. Homes not found 59 Holy Spirit 200 8.3 11/123. Refusals 14 Community General Osteopathic 184 7.7 11/054. Unobtainables 40 Harrisburg Hospital 842 35.1 11/20, . Hershey Medical Center 104*(57) 4.3 11/22II. Not Yet Assigned to Interviewers 911 Polyclinic Medical Center 487 20.3 11/16

*
Includes returned " Release Forms" only.Total 2,399
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(Chart Continued) ,

Bospital No. of Cases Percentage Time Trame (3/28/79-) Health Related Economic Costs
.-

Columbia 5 0.2 11/26

Lancaster General- 100*(3) 4.3 11/30 Principle levestigator: Tehwei Hu, Ph.D.
Department of Economics

Lancaster Osteopathic 33 - 1.4 11/13 Pennsylvania State University
St. Joseph 3a . 1.5 10/12 University Park, PA 16802
Memorial Osteopathic 70 2.9 10/25

Tork . 331 13.8 11/04
At Rome Delivery 7 0.3 11/15

12/4/79
| Total 2.391(60) 100.0
' ,lacludes returned " Release Tores" only.

Health Related Economic Costs: This study will be examining changes in~

The only questionable identified cases are when the obstetric utilization rates of physical and mental health services and related
patients have "R.D." addresses. These addresses are then checked at the social services which might reflect the impact of the TMI accident. The
applicable post office. economic value of these services, the value of loss of econceit

productivity, and the changes or planned chrases in health care services
Of these 2,399 cases, 22 (9.1 rare per 1,000 deliveries) fetal section (health manpower, hospital, capital expenditures, etc.) will

deatha and 26 (10.9 rate per 1.r,00 lave births) neonatal deaths have also be studied.
.been identified for the Study.

This study in cooperation with the Health Behavioral Impacts Study
(Hershey Medical School) condueced a telephone survey withis the five -
site radius. Procsssing of the data and computer programming has been
and continues to be a major task of this study. Preliminary analyses of
economic costs to households resulting f rom actions taken to avoid the
perceived health threats were run and will be presented to the TM1
Advisory Panel on December 12, 1979.'

*

Contact was made with the Pennsylvanis Blue Shield for procurement
of monthly physician visit data (one year before and one year af ter the
TMI incident). Pennsylvania Blue Shield has agreed to supply
information from ese . Physician's Of fice Visit Summary within the TM1
impact area (five, ten, and 20 emiles), without identifying the names of
the physicians. - The Capital Blue Cross together with eight hospitals in
the area will supply hospital utilization and costs information.

Another source of physicina data vill be obtained through a mail
survey to be conducted la January, 1980. All physicians practicing la
the five counties surrounding TM1 will be incleded. A total of 969
physicians have beca identified through American Medical Association
directories. Twenty-five percent are expected to respond to the survey.
The survey will seek information on types of patients, types of
practices, types ,of procedures and fees as well as hours worked. The
survey questionnaire was developed with the aid of Hershey Medical
School staff and Pennsylvania Department of Health staff.

.

The Governor's Of fice of Policy and Planning is coordinating the
TMI Socioeconomic Impact Study, undertaken by Departments of
Agriculture, Revenue, Community Affairs, Labor and Industry, and
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Commerce. Contact with these agencies for potential data sources is
being made so that the health-related seconda ry efforts can be ggalth Related Behavioral Impacts of theestimated.

Three Male Island Nuclear Arcadent

,

Principal Investigator: Peter S. Houts, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Behavioral Scaeace
Pennsylvania State University College
of Medicine
Hershey, PA 17033

Progress Report
12/2/79

Data Collection: Telephone inte rviews with 692 residents wtthin five
miles of the Three Mile Island nuclear facility were ' carried out in
July, 1979. These interviews covered the following topics:

F.

1. Demographic information on all family members (e.g., age,
sex education, occupation, marital status, kind of medical
insurance, how long lised in area | ethnic background,
church attendance, etc.).

2. Presence of chronic diseases in the family and whether
these diseases exacerbated during the TM1 crisis.

3. bhether anyone was pregnant in the household, and, if so,
whethe / medical advice was sought and whether abortion was
conside ed.

4. Protective health actions taken (e.g., change diet, tests
for radiation, etc.),

5. Visits to health professionals since TM1 including reason
and costs.

6. Degree of distress felt by family members during the
crisis, including symptoms f requently associated with stess
(e.g. headaches, sleeplessness, irritability, etc.).

7. Whether say members of the family lef t the area during the
crisis, reasons for leaving or staying, where they went,
and ce-' a of eva(uation,.

8. Perceptions of economic impact on the area.

9. Coping strategies utilized to reduce stress (including
behaviors such as seeking advice from friends, praying,
lettisg off steam, as well as consumption of alcohol,
cigar <ttes and t ranquilizers).

171 '
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Additional data collection
,

10. Future plans for moving from the area or changing jobs. While analyses completed to date indicate that a significant number
of persons close to the plant were distressed during the . two weeksSampling method: Randos digit dialing method was used which insures following the accident it is not clear to what degree, if any, thoseaccess to all homes with a phone (listed plus unlisted). Response rate ef futs have continued. There have been allegations in the public press

was 75% with refusals 11%, no answer on four calls 9% and unsuccessful that many persons in the inmediate area do continue to experience
callbacks 5%. These figures are average for telephone interviews, distress easy months after the accident. In or der to address this
Demographic characteristics of this sample will be compared with those questi " . it was proposed to the panel subcoassittee on behavioral
of the population census carried out by the Department of Health to effects (Drs. Kramer, Fredericks and Pattishall) that a follow up
determine whether any biases exist in this sample, telephone survey be conducted in January. The subcommittee approved the

survey which will focus on distress levels experienced in January, per-
Data analysis ceptions of the TMI situatit.n in January plus additional information

about previous health history and mental status which will help in
Data analysis has been carried out in collaboration with Dr. Teh Hu interpreting both the , July and January data. Interviewees will be

who is also responsible for the protect on the economic impact of the persons who were intervacwed in July and who agreed to be reinterviewed
nuclear accident * in the future. Five hundred and inf ty-eight out of the original sample

of 592 agreed to be reinterviewed. It is proposed to reinterview 400 of
A telephone interview study carrie out for the Nuclear Regulatory these persons in January. Three hundred additional persons will be

Commission used many items f rom our survey. This survey included 100 interviewed outside of the five mile radius. This sample will extend
respondents and extended to 50 miles f;oe Three Mile Island. We have out to 50 miles f rom Three Mile Island. The survey outsade of the five
had access to their data tapes and are analyzing both sets of data at mile radius is being carried out in collaboration with Dr. David
the present time. Mechanic of Rutgess University, a medical sociologist with extensive

experience in studying response to stress and its impact on health
Descriptive summaries have been completed ur the population as a delivery. Dr. Mechanic is also a consultant to this project.

whole as well as for leavers and stayers seper.tely and for male and
female respondents separately. These findings wil'. be reported at the
meeting on December 11.

Regression analyses have been completed to identify characteristics
of persons who were most distressad during the crisis. Preliminary

results will be discussed at the December 11 meeting.

Plans for future data analyses

Future data analyses will include the followir.g questions:

1. The role of coping strategies and social support in
mediating the stress effects of the incident

2. The degree to which medical and other human servicee were
utilized as a result of the incident and the extent to
which the health Jelivery system met population needs

3. Identifying characteristics of persons most at risk for
severe stress reactions

4. Comparisons of evacuees and persons who remained to
determina their needs during and after the incident.
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TIREE MIII ISIAIS
PR(MECTS IDENTIFIED ST

PEIBISTLVANIA DEPARTIENT OF PUBLIC WLFARE

Radiation Dose Assessment

I. Study Title: Social-psychele.gical Impacts of the TMI Accident for
Principle Investigator: David Gut, Sc.D. the General Population and Selected Subpopulations.

Departamat of Radiation Realth
University of Pittsburgh A. Brief Description: This is a behavioral research project
School of Graduate Public Bealth designed to study & possible social-psychological impacts of
A513, Crabtree Ball & TNI accident on various populattens is the greater
Pittsburgh, PA 15261 Harrisburg area. We are concerned with their cecial support

systems, previous life events, trust, resources and their
perceived health conditions.

Progress Report
12/4/79 5. Sponsor: Individual.

C. Level of Funding: Personal loans, approximately $15,000.00
Radiation Dose Assessment: This project officially began on September for data collection.
I G 979. Its goal is to assign the best possible radiation exposure
estimate to each person registered through the TMI Census. Liaisons D. Sources of Additional Funding: None at press t. Additional
have been established with the various groups - federal, rw alth funds are being sought f rom the Behavioral Ef fects Task Force
and private - responsible for making dosimetric estimations for the TML of the President's Commission, the National lastitute of
area, and with key personnel withia the Realth Department responsible Mental Health project or the Of fice of Mental Realth for study
for the 1111 Census data processing forest and TMI area maps. A of additional high risk populations.
computerized interface has been successfully constructed to allow
digitation and processing of the TMI maps. About one-third of the E. Sources of Technical or Staff Support: Individual /ind'ependent'
streets have been aspped onto the graphical display computer. selection.

The major effort so far has been directed towards dosimetric F. Project Director: Ray Goldsteen, M.A.
assessments of the tea-mile radies geography, All previous calculations Peamsylvania State University - Capitel
done by various groups Meted, NRC, EPA, etc. - are betag reevaluated. Campus

Some overlooked problems a re being discovered in the previous dose Home Address: 2400 Pineford
estimates. Middletown, PA 17057

C. Project Staff:Individual dose estimates calculated from aerging the geographic
dosimetry with personal evacuation activities recorded la the census

Title Dearcewill be the final step in this project's responsibilities.

Secretary
Field Coordinator B.A.
Administrative Associate B.A.
Administrative Assistaat B.A.
45 laterviewers

B. Study Populatieas:

l. General Population'

a. Procedure: This study is a telephone interview with
a sample of the population randomly selected from
the Narrisburg telephone directory. The sample was
stratified by area withis a 20-mile radius.
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b. Study Period: The study began on Memorial Day and 5. Pregnant Women
wall terstaate July 25, 1979.

a. Proce4ure: The sample was selected from the
c. Number of Persons in the Sample: N=700. Harrisburg Rospital CB/ Gynecological Clinic.

Approssmately 50% response rate; older persons not Questionnaires sent but no response yet,
responding.

b. Study Period: Just initiated.

2. Hospital Employees
c. Number of pers.es in the sample: N=250,

a. Procedure: A questionnaire was given to a selected
sample which included: (1) x-ray technicians; (2) 6. Teachers
nuclear technicians; (3) nurses; (4) medical
residents. The hospitals from which the sample a. Procedure: Questionnaires given to teachers in the

selections were made are: (1) Hershey Medical Lower Dauphin School District.

Center; (2) Harrisburg Hospital; (3) Polyclinic
b. Study Period: Study began the first week followingHospital,

the TM1 accident and ended June 1979.
b. Study Period: The study began March 1979 and ended

June 1979. c. Number of, persons in the sample: N=199. Response
rate is 100%.

c. Number of Persons in the saaQ: N=450. 28%
response rate. Hope to resample and expand. N

given monies.

3. Parents of School Children

a. Procedure: Mailed questionnaires were sent to the
homes of children who were selected from the Lower
Dauphin School District roster.

b. Study Period: The study began within the first week
following the TMI accident and ended June -1979.

c. Number of Persons in the Sample: N=1375. Response
to date is 500 persons. Second request sent out by
school.

4. Mothers of Young Children

a. Procedure: Mailed questionnaires were sent to
mothers who had given birth within the last three
(3) years drawn from birth announcements in the
local newspaper.

b. Study Period: The study began three (3) days before
Memortal Day and will terminate July 25, 1979.

c. Number of persons in the sample: N=615. Desponse
rate as 85%. 60 mothers had had children born af ter
TMI.
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II. Study Title: The Reaction to the Reactor Accident - A Carlisle, PA 17013General Population Study. Office: 717/245-1520
A. Brief Descriptton: This study is an interdasciplina ry - oject Staff: M. N apson, B.A.

r-search ef fort studying the social and psychological effects Research Coordinator*

of the TMI incident la the community of Carlisle, which lies Full Tame
withis a 25-mile radius. The methodelegy is an open-ended
mathropological study using a limited set of standard Numerous trained interviews affiliated withquesticas wita probing for ladividual and unique response. Dickinson College, w

B. Study Period: The study begsa April 1, 1979 and is expected
to end August 1979.

C. Number of persans in the sample: N=400 and increasing.

D. Sponsor: No primary funding sponsor but supported adminis-
tratively by Dickinson College.

E. Level of Fundina: Estimate total expenditure is approximately
$5,000.00. Funding is piecemeal and includes:

1. work-study students.

2. a Challenge Grant' from the National Endowment of
Humanities.

F. Sources of Additional Funding: Insufficient, at best. The
Of fice of Mental Health and the Behavioral Effects Task Force
of the Presidential Commission will conside* assisting in data
analysis.

G. Sources of Technical or Staff Support: Dickinson College

H. Project Directors: Professor Daniel R. Bechtel, Ph.D.
%partment of Religion
Dickinson College
Carlisle, PA 17013

office: 7s7/245-1218
Home: 717/243-0416

Professor Julius Kassovic, M.A. (A.B.D.)
and
Professor Mellissa Kassovic, M.D. (A.B.D.)
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Dickinson College
Carlisle, PA 17013
Office: 717/245-1294
Home: 717/243-2247

c.

Professor Lonna Malmsheimer, Ph.D.
Director of the American Studies Program
Dickinson College

IAJ
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III. Study Title: The leiddleteam Telethem- IV. Study Titler Children and Yeath schawteral Study

A. Brief Descripties: To study the reception of the situation, A. Brief Description: Questiemaatres and noterview schedules
sse of information, and emotional /boksvieral reaction to developed by project director were used to study the ef fects
evacoation via se eyes-ended telephone interview using a (primarily behavioral) that the .TMI accident had em childres

limited set of questions developed by the Project Director. free kindergartea to !!th grade.

3. Study Period: The study begna March 31, 1979 and ended April B. Study _P_e Led: 1% weeks fellowing the TMI accidest to Jaar
1979.21, 1979.

C. Ihaber of Perseas la the Sample: Ikl35. C. Number of Perseas in the Sample: Some 609 questiosastres
returned on younger chaldrea B2600 from 7th, 9th, and lith

D. Sponsort No primary sponsor. Administratively supported by graders. N*100 f rom 4th, 5th and 6th graders. Total 5:130J.
Frseklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, PA.

D. Spenser: Project Director.

E. Isvel of Fundias: Volmetary financial assistance ($75.00). E. Level of Funding: Unknown.Computer costs, serostag, etc., borne by the college.
F. Sources of Additional Funding: Unkacwn.

F. Sources of Laditiemal Fundian: Nome.

G. Sources of Technical Staff Support: Primarily self with G. Sources of Technical er Staf f Support: Nershey Medical
'''''

aiatasi voluntary assistance.'

R. Project Director: Dr. Glema Bartlett
N. Project Director: Martin Smith, Ph.D. Pediatrics Department

919 Virginia Avesse Nershey Medical Center
Lancaster, PA 17063 Nershey, PA
Name: 717/299-3521

I* I''$''' 8'*II: U"k"*"*-
1. Project Staff: Project Director only.

1
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V. Study Title: TMI Telephone Survey (MRC) Preliminary Report on
J. Project Staff: Dr. Cynthia Bullock FlynaProcedures and Findtaas (author of Prelim. Rep.)

University of EaasasA. Brief Description: Studies the social, psychological and Social Impact Research Inc.economic effects of the TMI accidest.
Chilton Research ServicesB. Related Isomes: Radnor, PA
Used for the interviewing and for productice of1. Estent of Evacuation. the raw data tape.

2. Costs of accident to area households. Peter Routs. Ph.D. - previded consultation and
survey questions on health behavior that were

3. Social and psychological effects (stress, upset, threat, used in his study of Health Behavior funded by
disruption of normal activities). the Department of Health.

4. Now area persos evalmated information.
Notification procedures.

5. Attitudes towards TMI, auclear power and the area.

C. Study Period: Interviewing: 7/23/79 ---- s/6/79 (5 p.m. to
,

9:30 p.m.).

D. Sample: N=1500.
Withis 15 mile radius +, along transects N. E S. W.
Telephone interview - Randon Digit Dialtag 55
Interviewers.

E. Sponsor: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

F. Invel of Fundina: Not available (Post Licenatag Studies of
& Socioeconomic lapacts of Nuclear Power Stations [ Contract
MRC 04-78-1921). The TMI study is a case study conducted
under the auspices of an existing contract to assess the
socioeconomic tapact of nuclear facilities across the United
States.

.

G. Sources of Additional Fundias: None indicated.

5. Sources of Technical or Support Staf f:

Chilton Research Associates

Robert Munzenreider, Ph.D.
Pennsylvania State University, Capital Campus

Peter Houts. *h.D.
Hershey Medical Center

,

I. Project Director: Dr. James A. Chalmers
Arizona State University
Mountain West Research, Inc.
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VI.~ Study Title: Psycholoaical. Behavioral, and Socist Aspects of the
Three Male Island Incident ("The Mental Health of a. David Parkinson, M.D.
Residents Near the Three Mile Island Reactor: A Medical Consultant to U.S. Steelworkers of America
Camparative Study of Selected Groups'). Associate Professor of Occupational Nealth .at

Graduate School of Pub!!c Sealth .
A. . Brief Description: The purpose of this study is to assess the University of Pittsburgh

mental health statua of the population subgroups in the THI 412/624-3041 -
vicanity who are thought to have been most af fected by the
stress of the nuclear reactor accident. by virtue of their b. Herbert C. Schulberg, Ph.D.

. occupation (plaat workers), their psychological status (Mental' Professar of Cliarcal Psychiatry and Psychology

Realth systes clients), or their f amilial statua (mothers of Director of the Office of Educational.
young childresh The mental health states of the vicinity of and Regional Programming
a aca-vreblematic nuclear power f acility. Changes in mental Western Psychiatric !astitute and Clinic.

- health c status will be esamined as a function of the
anniversary date of the accident (March 28,'1980). The study H. Project Staffs

'

will ansess the rate of social support networks la mediattag
the impact of stress.

'

I. Coordinator
+

8. Study Period: October 1, 1979 to September 30, 1980.
'

Leslie Dunn, M.P.N.

Interviews - 11/1/79 to 12/15/79 and 3/15/80 - 4/30/80. Senior Associate in Research
9' Associate Project Director

C. Number af Persons in the Sample: Western Psychiatric Institute

412/624-3372
1, THI area: 700 within 5-10 mile radius. 2. Additional Staff Positions:
2.. Comparison Site:. 350.

a. Desite supervisor.
? .

$270,776.
.

b. (1) Statisticiaa 1001
D. Level of Fundina:

c. (1) Junior Research Associate 100L,

d. (1) Junior Research Associate 50LE. Sources of Additional Fundina: None,
e. (I) Secretary 50L

F. Sources of Technical or Staff Support: Western Psychiatric f. Interviewers (20+) - Several years clinical .

,

experience. M.S.W. or Ph.D.'s la clinical or
lastitute and Clinic Staff and Students. Icounseling psychology.

G. Project Director:

1. Principal Investigator

a. Evelyn Bromet, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Epidemiology
Director of Psychiatric Epidemiology Training
Program at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic

IUniversity of Pittsburgh
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic -

3811 O'Hara Street L

Pittsburgh, PA 15261' ,

412/624-3372-

2. Co-Invest.igators ~
e

i

I
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VII. Study Title: Newberry Townsaip Study
VIII. Study Title: OMH Pilot Project: Dauphin County Pel/Pgt Centers.A. Brief Description: Ia response to community concera, Newberry

Township Commassioners contacted Raynood Goldsteen to study the A. . Brief Description: pilot project describes the opinions
social psychological effects of the TMI accident on the comunity. of clasical supervu about the service needs and utili-
Residents are concerned about a) the short-term effects of the nation rates withis community mental health centers in the two
accident and b) the long-range effects on residents (and other Dauphia County f91/MR Centers as a result of the TMI accident.

e

living creatures) living in close proximity to a nuclear reactor
,. operattag at morest capacity. Ray Goldsteen assisted the c-atty This study focuses on:
*. by developing a ' level of interest questionnaire, training-

volunteers and collattag data. ' fir. Goldsteen received no monetary 1. Changes in client contact.
compensation for his work.

2. Point and period prevalence rates of presenting problems.
As a result of the findings and agreement by the Steering

Committee to abide by standard research safeguards and procedures. 3. Service or staf f modifications in the event of a crisis.
Ifr. Goldstens is collaborating with the health subcommittee to
conduct a Newberry Township /Goldsboro Community survey using his 4. Planning and developing a mental health emer-
questionnaire for which there is extensive comparative data free sency/ disaster ::an.
the TM1 area.

Also deals with staf f and client reactions.
B. Study Period: N=284 september 1979.

B. Study Period: July 18 to August 1, 1979
i ' C. Sponsor: Newberry Township Steering Comittee N 5 Clinical Maangement Level, Mental Health

Health Sub-Comittee service providers.

-Volunteers did all the work. Age range: 30 - 42
i Male: 5

D. Level of Fundi _ng: No funds available. Volunteers did all Education: 3 M.S.W.
the work. 1 M.S.

1 M.D.
E. Additional Fundina: None.

. C. Sponsor: OMH through Student latera Program.
F.. Source of Technical or Support Staf f: Ray Goldsteen on a

D. Level of Funding: None.voluntary basis.
E. Additional Source: None.G. Project Director: Linda Doetasoki

Chairperson F. Source of Technical or Staf f Suppo_rt: Office of MentalHealth Committee HealthNewberry Township Supervisors.
717/938-6993 Victor K. Fonsemie

Janet Kelley
H. Project Staff: Ten volunteers - female (aged 25 - 40)* G. Project Director: Alva Barnett, M.S.W., M.P.E.

Doctoral Candidate, School of Social Work
. I. Procedure: This is a " grass roots" effort, executed by

University of Pittsburgh
I volunteers, arising from profound concern for their health and

Pittsburgh, PA
safety on a short-term and a long-range basis. Survey
findings ses reiste widespread willingness of community H. Project Staf f: Project Director.
residents to coensit themselves to a study. Mr. Goldsteen
trained volunteers in the same manner as his paid taterview I. Comments:
staff with emphasis on act biasing respondents' repines.

1. This is a pilot study for a larger assessment.

2. Has significance because it focuses on mental health
system decision makers and, therefore, on mental health
system delivery of services.
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C. Sources of Additional Fundios: None.II. Study Title: Demetraphic and Attitudinal Characteristics
of TMI Evacuees. 1.aae Intelligence Journal bought the results f rom Eliza-

A. Brief Description: A descriptive study of TMI evacuees, this bethtown College.

project was conducted during the March 1979 crisis and was M. Sources of Technical or Staf f Support: Social Research Center.designed to erasure public opinion of residents of a simple
random sample taken from three telephone directories: Middle-

I. Prefect Director: Donald B. Eraybill, Ph.D.town, Marietta and Elizabethtown. All respondents live within
Department of Sociologythe 15-mile radius of the TMI nuclear power plant. Elizabethtown College
Elizabethtown, PA 17022

B. Study Period: April 2, 1979 through April 8, 1979. Office: 717/367-1151 Estension 310
C, Sample: N=375. J. Project Staff: Trained staff at the Social Research Center.

,
Elizabethtown College (10).

Tesale 53%.

2. Age - 18 - 24 12%
25 - 34 24%
35 - 49 241 ,

50 e 40%.

3. Education - Less than High School - 28%
Nigh School - 42%
Bigh School + 14%

Completed College - 16%.

4. Distance of residence free plant

0- 5 miles - 52%
6- 15 miles - 48%.

5. Evacuated Area - Yes a 42%
No - 55%.

D. Methodolony

1. Eleven item questionnaire.

2. Malti-stage, simple randam sample.

3. Residential telephone directories of Middletown, Marietta
and Elizabethtown.

4. Telephone interviews.

E. Sponsor: Social Research Center
Elizabethtown College
Cross Reference: Lane latelligence Journal.

'

F. Level of Fundias: Approximately $1,000.
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APPE RII G AppBIBII G

I. LadyTitle: TMI Stress Study 3. Final report to be submitted to Pennsylvania Department
of Realth by September 1940.

A. Brief Description: This study focuses on the stress impact,
4. We will be , reporting some of our results to the THE Pearlcoping behaviors, social support systems, and the impact on

* the health delivery systems. en December 11, 1979.

B. Study Period: April 10,' 1979 to June 1979 plus follow-up
interview ta Jemmary 1980.

C. Sample: 692 - Beads of Bouseholds - fivemite radius la first
stady and 300 follow-up interviews im January.

D. IInthodoloay: 110 item questionnaire by telephome; random
digit dialing.

E. Spessor: Poemsylvania Department of Health.

F. Insc1 of Fundian: $44.000.

G. Source of Additional Fundias: None.

E. Searces of Technical or Support Staff: Chilton Research
Associates

Radner PA.

I. Project Director: Peter Bouts Ph.D.
Eershey Medical Center
Behavior Sciences Department
Eershey, PA 17033
717/ 534-8265

J. State of Report: Camputer priatouts

E. Cosments:

1. Dr. Routs provided valuable assistance to the President's
Commission on T111.

2. Dr. Routa' Instrument includes (but is not limited to)
the following items:

a. Distance of residence from TitI.
b. Demographic data.

'c. History of health problems.
d. Pregnancy during TMI.
e. Inforestion source regarding health effects of T1t!.
f. Utilization of the health care delivery system..

g. Symptomology.
h. Evacuation behavior.
1. Dynamics of and effects of everuation behavier.
j. Coptag strategies.

N. 192
. 191
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# IO APPENDII G

II. Study Title: ~ The Butaers Study - Responses of impacted XII. Study Title: The Orsantrational Development of Social
Populations to the TMI Nuclear Reactor Movements as a Result of the Three Mile
Accident: An Initial Assessment Island Nuclear Accident.

A. Reference: Discussion Paper Number 13 Olitchell, Jas, K. . A. Brief Description: The purpose of this study is to collect
Susan L. Cutter, Kent Barnes and James Brosina), Rutgers data on the background, structure, and functionias of area
University, New Brunswick, New Yersey,1979. groups through in-depth interviews, participant observation

and historical research.
3. Brief Description: Analyses the processes by which people

assess risks and the preparedness for emergency evacuation. B. Study Period: 10/15/79 to 10/15/80.

C. Study Period: April 21, 1979 to May 21, 1979. N=360. C. Number of Persons in Sample: Not available.

, D. Sponsor: Department of Environmental Resources, Cook College, D. Sponsor: National Science Foundation.
Rutgers University- and New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station. E. I.evel of Fundina: $27,000.

E. Investiaatort James K. Mitchell F. Source (s)of Additional Fundinz: None.
Associate Professor
Department of Environmental Resources G. Source (s) of Technical or Staf f Support: None.
Cook College
Rutgers University H. Project Directors. Edward J. Walsh

New Brunswick, New Jersey 09803. Assistant Professor of Sociology
201/932-9633 or 201/932-7809 Department of Sociology

Pennsylvania State University
F. Methodoloar: University Park, PA 16802

1. Mailed Questionnaires - 26 ites. 814/665-1694

I. Project Staf f: None.a. Sources of information, reliability, personal assess-
- meat of dangers,

b. Evac S.
c. Perceived consequences of threat.
d. Demographic and social questions.

2. Stratified random sample based on distance and direction. |.
Resulted in 20 sampling units - from 5 zones (0-5 to 20+
mile radius) x 4 quadrants (NE, SE, SW, NW).

a. N From telephone directories.
b. N 359,

922 questionnaires mailed.
39% R rate.

c. N characteristics.

'I. 85% male.
2. 87% homeowners.
3. 83% within 20-mile radius.
4. 16% over 60 years of age.
5. 42% 40 - 59,

39% 20 - 39.
6. 14% did not complete high school.

23% - four year college graduate.
7. Pre-school children - 20%.
8. Pregnant women - 2%. 194
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IIII. Study Title: Evacuation Flamains in the THI Accident.
XIV. Study Title: An Initial Esploration of Events and Values-A. Brief Description: Tecuses on government agency response to Affection Professional Performance Durina Medical Disasterthe THI accident. Government agencies respond to crisis Mobilization.

sitaations based on scena rios of pre-conceived disasters *
crises, etc. The TMI auclear plant accident presented a very A. Brief Description: Esplores factors affecting human /0AII'''"I *****'I** profe,sional behavior patteras influencing professional per-

formance. Identifies critical events impacting health care
3. . Study Period: 3/20/79 to end of July 1979. delivery and explores decision-maktag processes.

C. Sample: Wa100 (approximation). B. Study Period: April through September 1979.
-

D. Seemsor: Federal Emergency Maat.gement Agency * C. Sampler N=Comaaed Group: 27~

General Hospital Employees: 36.
E. Level of Fundian: $40,000.

D. Sponsor: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
F. Source of Additional Fundf as: None.

E. Level of Funding: $15,000.
G. Source of Technical Support: Human Science Research, Inc.,

McLean, VA. F. Source of Additional Funding: None.

G.M. po M t Director: William Chenault, Ph.D. Source of Technical or Staf f Suff~ ort: None.
Numan Science Research, Inc. H. Project Director: E.A. VastyanMcLeaa, VA
703/893-5200 Chairman, Humanities Department

Pena State Hershey Medical Center
I. Project Staff: Ceth Reichlia Hershey, PA

Departaeot of Sociology 717/534-8778
University of Pittsburgh 1. Project Staff: John Burnside, M.D.412/624-4141

Chief. Division of Internal Medicine
Cary Ribert M.A.
Human Sciences Research, Inc. Robert Sevensky, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of HumanitiesMcLean, VA

David Hufford, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Behavioral Science.

.
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APPENDII G Apyg mig g

TMI ADVISORY PANEL TO TM PEIGISTLVARIA
DEPARTENT OF WALTE ON MALTE

Mental Realth Studies on TMI argrants STWIES

Study Title Completion Date

1. Behavior Effects Task Force Report October 31, 1979
President's Comission on TMI N Chairman of the panel is Dr . . Leroy Burney, M.D., former

2. The Reaction to the Reactor Accident September 1979 Surgeoa-General, U.S. Public Realth Service, and former President of the
* '**** 'II'8' Milbank Memorial Fund. Other members inctnde Victor Band, M.D., Ph.D.,

3. The Middletown Telethon April 21, 1979 Associate Director, Brookhaven National Leberatory (hadiation Biology);
artis Smith, N D. Cal'via Fredericks, Ph.D., Chief of Disaster Systems and Emergency Mental

4. Response of Adolescents to TMI May 1979 .Realth, National lastitate of Mental Realth (Mestal Eeenth); George B.

Glen Bartlett, M.D., Ph.D. autchison, M .D. , M . P. E . , Professor of Epidemiology, Barvard University

5. NIM /WPIC Mental Realth Assessment September 30, 1980 School of Public Realth (Radiaties Epidemiology); Troyce James, Ph.D.,
Evelyn Bromet. Ph.D. Research Staf f Member, Realth and Safety Research Divistoa of ook Ridge

National Laboratory (Radiation Physics); Morten Kramer, Sc.D., Pro-6. TMI Telephone Servey (M C) August 6, 1979
Cynthia Flyas Ph.D. fessor, Department of Mental Eygiene, Johns Bopkins University School of

7. Newberry Township Study September 1979 Bygiene and Public sealth (Mental mealth); Abraham Lilleafeld, M.D.,
Raymond Goldsteen, M.A. 11miversity Distinguished Service Professor of Epidemiology, Jeans*

Bopkins University School of Bygiene and Pahlac Bealth (Epidemiology);8. OPEl Pilot Project: Dauphia Co. PAI/tB August 1, 1979
Centers To be contiamed Even Pattishal, M.D., Ph.D., Professer and Chairman, Department of
Alva Barnett, M.S.W., M.P.E. Behavioral Scicace. Bershey Medical Center (Behavioral Science); Mark

9. The Rutgers Stady June 1979 Perlmaa, Ph.D., University Professor of Ecomenics, University of
James E. Mitchell, Ph.D.

Pittsburgh (Bealth Economics); P.W. Purdem, Ph.D., Director,

10. Demographic and Attitudinal Characteristics April 8, 1979 Eavironmental Studies lastitute. Drexel University (Eavironmental

Science); and Leonard Sagan, M.D., Program Manager, Blamedical Studies.
am E , Ph.D.

Electrical Power Research Institute (Radiation Medicine). Amether
11. Events sad Valaes Affecting Professional September 1979 . member who died recently was Professer Jerome Corsfied, Director of The

Performance
E.A. Vastyan, M.A. Biostatistics Center, George Washingtes Daiversity. Se has recently

been replaced by Professor Paal Sheche, D.Sc., Department of Preventive
12. Evacuation Planales (FEMA) Jaly 1979

William Chenault, Ph.D. Medicine, Up-State Medical Center, Syracase Daiversity (Biestatistics).

13. THI Stress Study (Sershey Medical Center) September 1950
Peter Routs. Ph.D.

14. The organizational Development of October 15, 1980
Social Movements
Edward Walsh
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APPENDIX !

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT S13C0f911TTEE
PENNSYLVANIA CorftlSSION ON

-SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ECONOMIC INJURY IAAN THREE MILE ISLAND

PROGRAM STATISTICS AS OF JANUARY 31, 1980
'

. As a result of many meetings, the Emergency Management Subcommittee
has formulated recommendations - for certata standards a county nuclear
emergency response plan should meet.

a. Number of interviews -490 1. Desirable features of such a pl a include:

b. Num u r of loans accepted == - -----76' e Wataian System
'

.;
c. Amount of loans accepted - $3,918,000.00 Provistoas should be included for a warning system capable

of alerting people living withis a ten-mile radius of thed. Number of applications withdrawn - -4 nuclear facility,
e. Amount of withdrawn application. - - -$197,000.00 Methods of notification could include civil defense stress,

radio and television broadcasts, public address systems,f. Number of applications declined -=- ---36 and tone-alert weather radios.
_ g. Amount of applications declined ---------------$2,668,000.00 Clearly Outlined Evacuation and other Protective Actionse

h. Number of applications still la processing ----Is The plan should include an explanation of warning signals,
protective actions including taking cover, administering1. Nianber of loans approved - 22 potassium iodide, evacuation procedures, evacuation routes
including maps, public shelter locations, instructions onJ. Amount of approved loans - - - -8510,000.00 protecting foodstuffs, livestock, etc. ..

Proeistons for Mass Care in Best Arease

Risk counties should coordinate with host counties to plan
for mass care of at least half the population to be evac-
usted. Evacuation facilities should be located at least
25 miles from the nuclear facility.

Pooline of Vehicles and Equipmente

Planners should consider regional pooling of trans-
portation and mass care equipment.

e Public Awareness

Planners should conduct " town meetings" at which emergency
plans could be explained and public questions could be
answered.

e Yearly Tests for Effectiveness
_

Before a nuclear facility is allowed to begin operation,
all emergency plans (state, county, local, utility) should
be tested in an exercise involving emergency personnel

199
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APPENDIX J. Attschment
APPENDIX J

EMERGENCY MANAGE!ENT SUBC0ffi1TTEE
only. Plans should be tested at least once a year. To

' evaluate the success of each exercise, a set of approp-
riste questions similar to those found in the attachment 1. Are citizens prepared for en emergency evacuation announcemeat?
to this Appendia could be developed. . 2. Do citizens know the warning signals?.

3. Do citizens know boe to decontaminatet
e Trained Staff 4 How large is the evacuation area--5, 20, 40, 70, 250, 500

miles?-
- An Emergency operations Center staff of professionals 5. How will citizens know which routes to take for evacuation?

augmented by qualified volunteers should be organized arid 6. Are certain state and state aid highways closed la case of a
trained. disaster?.

7. During school hours, are childrea to be evacuated out by bust
e An Emergency operations Center 3. h t transportation is available to those without cars?

4 9. Wt provisions for reuniting families if childrea are in
An Emergency Operations Center should be available on a school, mother at home, husband at work?

. this?stand-by basis and equipped with telephone lines and other 10. bt authorities are in charge and do citizens know
t

accessary equipment. It should be located at least five 11. Are goveramcat officials prepared?
* miles f rom the nuclear facility and have adequate parking 12. Are city hospitals prepared?

and interior space available. Some schools and county 13. Are doctors and persor.nel trained to handle radiation victims?
court houses may be suitable. 14. Will some hospitals refuse to treat radistica victime because

it is costly to decontaminate theie emergency roomst
e. Provisions for Schools 15. Are hospitals prepared to evacuate? +

16. Are nursing homes prepared to evacuate? Prisons?
Provisions for use of public and private school facilities 17. Will volunteer rescuers have quales about going into a radio-should be inetuded in emergency plans, if an evacuation active zone?
is ordered during school hours, as area should be desig- 18. Will contaminated people be . forcibly stopped from entering a '

nated for parents to . reunite with their children. noncontaminated zone?
Further, the authority to close schools should be clearly 19 How much monitoring equipment is available and to what extent 3

,

designated in the plan. can this equipment monitor alpha, beta and gamma? '

(20. How long does a meltdown take?
21. How long does it take to evacuate?
22. ht para do wind and weather play in se evacuation?
23. ht provisions are made to cope win a deep snow, fog, driving

,

rain, hurricanes, dust stores or a combination of ta< ' ament
weather conditions?

24 Are emergency plans being updated frequently?
25. If 'all evacuation testing of units being done withia one year

,

>

,,f a reactor's being fueled as required by NRC regul risas?
26. Are evacuation instructions being seat at least once each ye.$r

ta all electric bills to all customers?
27. Are emergency plans available to neighboring states when '

reactors may N jus t across the river or state or county
| boundaries? i23. Would factories, residences, military bases--be given priority ;

treatment in decontaminatica?
29. Wt provisions for evacuation of increased populations due to

tourists and/or reacreational ac'.avities?
30. Are there enough trainea r.sonnel outside the immediate

reactor site who would 4.ov how to handle and treat radiation
victims?

31. Do hospitals have disconnects to prevent dissemination of
radioactive material througit the general air conditioning
systems? I
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APPENDlI J. Attachment AP M IX J. Attachment

32. Since citizens are not able to sense radiation by seeing, 54. In such a case what would the consequence of just "shelterlag"
smelling or hearing--how would authorities persuade people to be?
go at all is the absence of any visible or sensible threat when 5. In the worst case accident when people would die samediately,
the citizens have been assured over and aver again that mething what would be done with the bodies? When? Were?
will ever happen? 56. Wat would become of the contaminated (deed and injured)*

.33. Would evacuees be willing to part from their property on a wild!!fe and other domestic animals? Roosting birds will carry
'loeg* term basis? contamination from ledges of city buildings to areas as much as

34. Would evacuees understand they cannot return to an area to 40 miles away?
57. Are any individuals in the emergency response organisationbegia, cleaning up because this must be done by decontaminatedcrews being givea more responsibility them they can handle?

35. We wist tay and make up the decontaminatica crews?
36. How wi? ' .uaoff from contaminated areas be prevented such as

. via ricera, streams, etc.?
37. If citizens perceive they will have to remain out of an area,

will they try to stock up on food and gasoline causing traf fic
- congestion?

33. Will farmers be willing to abandon their livestock on a long-
term basis?

39. Do escape routes bring people closer to the plant?
40. . Wat if a tornado causes fallen trees and cuts off escape

routes?
41. Wo pays the evacuation expenses of citizens living away from

home?

42. How do citizens get the cash reimbursement for their expenses
without waiting for long periods of time and without a mare of
red tape? .-

43. How would looting be prevented?
- 44. Wat instruments for measuring radioactivity are is use today?

How many? What do they cost?
45. Would civil defense fallout instruments be adequate for

acasuring ceremelt releases?
46. Will sufficient doctors' and nurses' clothing changes be . vail-

able?
47.,Will sufficient lead containers be available to enable the

saving of all contaminated bedding, clothing, wastes, etc.
without hazard to perronnel from the presence of gama
emitters?

43. How do you safely store e supply of drinking watert
49. Does the utility have the ability to assess (withia % hour or

less) recommendations for consequent actions to state and )* cal
officials?

50. How big must a city be before it is considered unevacuable in
the required time-frame?

3 51. Wat would city governments do if they could not evacuate their
,|citizens fast enought

52. Why does section 13.3 of the Regulatory Guide 1.70.14 tec 74, i

specify that emergency response plans for neighboring states be
described la the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) "if any part of
the neighboring state is within 4 miles of the. *

facility."? Why 4 miles?
53. With a pressure vessel rupture, no warning time would be given.

Wat could the consequences of the RSS accidents be then
inasmuch as protection measures could most likely not be taken
in time? ,
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A PARTIAL EIST OF REFERENCES 15. "Decentaminattom at Three Mile Isltad Fought at Every Step,"
Nuclear Industry. Vol. 26, No. 9, Joha O'Neill.

16. Natural Radiation Esposure in the United States. EPA Report ORP/SID
72-1, U.S. Envaronmental Protectaos Agency.

1. Reports of and testimony from interviews conducted by the Environ-
17. Natural Background Radiation in the United States, NCRP Report No.mental Impact, Economac Impact. Emergency Management, Realth Impact, 45 National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements.Legal Impact and Programs and Recovery Subcommittees of the

Governor's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island. 13. Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Program Safety
Analysis and Environwatal Wrt, mpoman ha Way.2. Loss of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, March 23, 1979

to April 2, 1979. 9. Data from Central Penn Multi-List Inc.
3. Logs of the Pennsylvania Department of Envii ommental 20. Financial Practices of General Public Utilities Corperation.

Resources / Bureau of Radiation Protection. March 23, 1979 to April 2, I918 through March 1979, M.J. Witman Co., Inc.
1979.

21. Electricity Demand in the United States: An Econometric Analysis.
4. Disaster Operations Plan. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, July,1977. The Oak Ridge Watsonal Laboratory.

5. Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture Nuclear Emergency Response- 22. Disaster tasurance Protection: Public Policy Lessoas. Beward
Plan, 1966. Kunreyther, et al.

6. Cataloz of Research Programs Identified by the Pennsylvania 23. Economic Impact of the U .. cat at Three Mile Island. SRI
Department of Health 1979, laternational, 1979.

7. Catalos of Research Programs identified by the Pennsylvania 24. Factors Influencina tk Economic Development of Pennsylvania,
Department of Public helfare. 1979. shar*on Applied Resear h Center, University of Pennsylvania.

8. Three Mile Island Socio-Economic Impact Study. Governor's Office of 25. Report of the Of fice o ' Chief Counsel os Emergency Preparedness to
Policy and Planning, 1979. the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Male Island,-

1079.
9. Nuclear lasurance/ Indemnification: The Price-Anderson Act.' Issue

Brief 1B-75013, Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service. 26. Report.of the Of Ge of Chief Counsel on Emergency Response to the
Pr..aaen . M ission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, 1979.

10. Three Mile Island Telephone Survey Mountain niest Research, Inc.,
1979. 27. Testimony from hearings conducted by the Pennsylvania House of

Representatives Select Committee on Three Mile Island.
11. Behavioral Ef fects. Task Force Report to the President's Comission

on the Arcident at Three Mile Island, 1979. 28. Testimony from hearings conducted by the President's Commission oni

the Accident at Three Mile Island.
12. Report of the President's Commission on the Accident at Three

Mala Island 1979, 29. Federal Response Plan for Peacetime Nuclear Emeracacies. Federal
Preparedness Agency, now the Federal Emergency Management Agency

13. Population Dose and Health Impact of the Accident of the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 30. Pennsylvania Act 573 creating the Advisory Comaattee on Atmon.c
Commission, 1979. Energy Development and Radiation Control, 1965.

14. Environmental Assessment - Use of EPICORE-li at Three Mile 31. Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Act of August 30, 1954, as emended 42
Island t:mit-2. (NuReg 0591), U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. U.S.C. section 2011, et seq. (1973).
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32. Northern States Power Co. v. Minnesota. 447 T. 2d 1143 (8th cir.
1971), aff'd memo 405 U.S. 1035 (1972). CIMSARY

' 33. Preemption under the Atomic Enerzy Act of 1954; Permissible State
Beaulation of Nuclear Facalaties' Locatto . Transportation ef
iiadaoactive Materials and Radanactave Weste Dasposal.11 Tulsa L.J.
397 (1976). Atomic Safety and Licensina Board - A board appointed by the MC to

* II"88188 Pmeedsmas for new muclear power plaats, as the34. Atoms and the Law, E. Stason, S. Eatep, and W. Pierce. a, ,
.

35*~ U.S. v. City of New York. 463 F. Supp. 604 (S.D. N.Y.1979)-
Aumallery building - A structure housing a variety of egairment and large
tanks accessary for the operation of the reactor.36. Pacific Leaal Foundation v. State Commission 472 F. Supp.191 (S.D.

Cal. 1979)* _

materials always present la the environment, inclading solar and cosmic
1 Giants * Is California's New Nuclear Power Plant radiation and radioactive elements in the upper atmosphere, the ground,

i s ion Shieldina Aaainst the Attrck of Federal building materials, and the humas body.
Preemption?. 4 Pacific L.J. 741. 766 (1977).

Beta particles - Nigh-energy electroa'.. a form of lomising radiation that38. Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code, P.L. 805, section 101 * * ally is stopped by the skin :.. a very this sheet of metal.
et seg. as amended, 53 P.S. section 10101 et seg.

Central Pena Multi-List. Inc. - A listing of all property for sale by
39. City of Lancaster v. Nuclear Regulatica Commission. C. A. No. """bn neitors in the greater Narrisburg area.

79-1368.
Cesium-134 - Radioactive fare of cesium, with a half-life of two years.

40. Su hanna Valley Alliance v. Three Mile Island Reactor. C.A. No.

. Cesium-137 - A radaoactive form of cesium, with a half-life of 30 years.
Emats both gamma and beta radiation.

41. Fantasky v. General Public Utilities Corporation. C. A. No. 79-432.
Class-action suit - A legal artica undertaken by one or more plaintiffs

42. ' Price-Anderson Act (42 U.S.C. 2210). on behalf of themselves or others having as identical interest in the
alleged wrong.

43. Silkwood v. Rerr-McGee Corp., C. A. No. 76-0888 (W.D. Okla., filed
August 16, 1979). Appeal Docketed 10th Circuit (1979)* Congenitalfaconatal hypothyroidism - A condition present at birth or

wathin the first month af ter birth in which there is deficient activity
of the thyroid gland, resulting is a lowered saetabolic rate and general44 Pennsylvania Law, 42 Pa. C.S. section 5524 loss of vigor.

45. Restatement (Second) of Torts section 519 (1977).
Conta6 ament building - The structare housing the nuclear reactor;
intcoded to contain radioactive solids, gases, and water that might be46. Labor 2e v. Adam Cidailler. Inc. 437 Pa., 360, 263 A. 2d 432 19 0

citian Federhof f v. ilarrison Construction Co. 362 Pa. I 1, released fr.m the reactor vessel in an accadcat.
ggy (3949),

Core - The central part of a nuclear reactor that contains the fuel and
produces the heat.47. Ayers v. Morman, 397 Pa. 282, 289-90, 154 A. 2d 788, 192 (1959).

Debenture - A certificate or voucher acknowledging a debt.48* Acker v. Palcoa 393 A. 2d 1230 (1978).
D a.saster Operations Plan - A written response plan for all types of
emeagencies and disasters occurring within the C- - lth. Prepareda
and implemented by the P sasylvania Escrgency Namagement Agcocy.

.
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Ion - An atos or group of atoma that carries a positi* e or negative
" Duty Offieve - A person wiso providas responsible coverage for the charge,

desagnated Commonwealth agency during non worktng hours.
lon eschang - A chemical reaction involving the exchange of ions present

Econometric - Application of statistical methods to the study of economic in a solad with tons of Itke charge present ta a surrounding solutton.
data and problems. Used in the EPICORE-11 system for removal of radioactive isoteres free

the water.

Endocrinoletist - A scientist specializing in the study of the endocrine
glands. intervenor - One who antervenes as a third party in a legal proceedaag,

Environmental assessment report - Aa evalua tion of the environmental Krypton-85 - A radioactive noble gas, with a half-life of 10.7 yes...
tinat as act absorbed by body tissues and is soon elisanated by the bodyampact of the stated actavity.
if inhaled or ingested.

Epident og - A scientist specializing in study of the incidence, Loss-of-coolant accident - As accident involving a broken pipe, stuck-dastribh. ton and control of disease in a population.
epen valve, or other leak in the reactor coobat system that results in a
"' ' "Federal Disaster Relief Act - A special Congressional act providing

f ederal assistance to state and local governments during emergencies and 1,ow population rene - An NRC ters to define the area around the reactormajor disasters. watin low populataca density. This is the area for which evacuation beJ
Fission - The splitting apart of a heavy atomic nucleus into two or more
parts when a neutron strikes the nucleus. The splitting releases a large Middle Atlantic Federal Regional Council - A coordiating council for aamount of energy- group of federal domestic agenches.

Fuel handling building - One of the adjacent structures to the Millirce - Orie-thousandth of a rem; see ree,
contatament butidang where uranium fuel rods are stored. ~

Gaauna rays - High-energy electromatic radiataan; a form of ionizing
radaation of higher energy than X-rays that penetrates very deep into Person-ree - The sum of the individual doses received by each member of a
body tissues, certaan group or population. It is used to estimate the incremental

, number of health ef fects cases winich a radiation exposure might produce
General emergency - Declared by the utility when an incident at a nuclear in the given population. It is not used to deteruine which individuals
power plant poses a potentially serious threat of radiatiou releases that in the population eight be affected or in dealing with individual medical
could affect the general public, care needs.

Genetic diseases or defects - Health defects '.nherited by a child from Plume - Radioactive saterial released to the atmosphere fra a stack or
the mother and/or f ather. point source which dassipates with distance depending upon wind speed and

other atmospheric conditions. Its form is similar to smoke released f rom
Half-life - The time required for half of a given radioactive substance a smoke stack.
to decay. The radioactivity of an isotope with a half-life of fise days
would be reduced by one-half in a five-day period. Af ter the second Potassium iodide - A chceical that readily enters the thyroid gland when
five day period, the radioactivity would be one-fourth of the original, angested. If taken in suf ficient quantity prior to exposure to radio-
and so on, active iodine, it can prevent the thyread from absorbing any of the

potentially harmful radaeactive iodine-13).
Health physics - The practice of protecting humans and their environment
from the possible hazards o radiation. Pygsystem - The system containing water that cools the reactor core

and carraes away heat. Also called the reactor coolant system.
N7dronen bubble - A volume of hydrogen gas in the top of the reactor
vessel. Radiation Management Corporation - An independent company which maintains

dos amet ry stataons around the Three Mile Island facility as a quality
Iodine-131 - A radioactive form of iodine, with a half-1tfe of 8.1 days, check of the utility's environmental surveillance program.
that can be absorbed by the human thyroid if sahaled or ingested and
cause non-cancerous or cancerous growth. 210
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Radiation survey probe - A portable radiation detection device.
sun cv, DER Peview of MRC's Envirormental Assessment forReactor head - Removable top on the reactor vessel.

Decontamination of the TMI-2 Reactor Building
Reactor vessel - The steel tank containing the reactor core. ''

The Hon. Dick L. Thornburghvo,
Rem - A standard unit of radiation dose. Frequently radiation dose is. Governor of Pennsylvan'.s
measured in millirens for low-level radiation; I,000 millirem equal one
rem.

Clifford L. Jones. Secretaryenow
Resins - Chemical compounds which selectively attract other elements and Department of Environmental Resourcescompounds. 11 sed La the EPICoRE-Il system to attract radioactive
isotopes.

Site emeraeacy - Declared by the utility when an incident at a nuclear The Depar%t of Environmental Resources has reviewed the Nuclearpower plant threatens the uncontrolled release of radioactivity into the Regulatory 03 aission's Envirormental Assessment for Decontamination ofimediate area of the plaat.
the TMI-2 Re6ctor Building Atmosphere and sutwits the following report:

St.te Tax Equalization Board - A Commonwealth agency whose main fumettoa
In conducting our review, the department considered the followingis to determine annually the aggregate market value of real property in technical issues:the Comunoavealth.

(1) the ongoing need to gain greater access to the reactor buildingStrontium-9c - A radioactive form of strontium, with a half-life of 28
for maintenance and decontamination in order to lessen theyears. Emats only ga.maa radiation, unknown risks that may be inherent in delays for uncertain
benefits.

Thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) - A device to measure environmental
radiation. (2) the comparison of the risks from accioents between the alter-

natives.Wet-chemistry and radiation coetina room facility - Radioisotope
analysis center where radiation detection equapsent is located. Would (3) the coups ison of Occupational and public eAposure between thecontain gamma ray analyzer and equipmenL for chemical separation of alternat yes.
radioisotopes for identification purposes.

(4) the instinificafit risk to the public from radiation exposuresWhole body scan - A detailed examination of the human body for the for any . ' the alternatives when compared to the variation inpresence or localization of radioactive material,
natural L.ckground radiation. and the extensive monitcring
program that will assure these goals can be achieved.Icaca-133 - A radioactive noble gas with a half-life of 5.3 days that is

not absored by the body tissues and is soon eliminated by the body if Rased on our evaluation using these issues as a basis, we haveinhaled or insested. Xenon-133 was the principle radioactive isotope concludeo 15t controlled purging using the hydrogen control system, asreleased to the environment during the T!!I accident.
reconmended by the PeC staff, is the preferrable alternative for removing
the Krypton from the reactc- building atmosphere.

If other issues, such as psychological stmss, which by their nature
are intrinsically more difficult to evaluate, are d&d to override the
technical icsues, then the other alternat.tves which shoulo Lc fansidered
in their order of desirability are listed below:

(1)Apurgingprocedurewhichallowsthereleasetobecompletedin*
a very short period Jf time. This procedure would nct be
cestrable unless used in conjunction with an enhanced dispersion
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system such as a more elevated release point or a heated sufficient asunt of unborated unter could enter the care.
discharge. Considering the emergency core cooltag syste s uhtch are ave 11able

(2) The selective absorpt h system and cryogenic processing system to add borated unter, this would appear to be an extremely unlikely"
scenario.,.

which should be reevaluated to determine whether they could be made oper.
attonal within a reasonable period of time. There needs to be more detailed justificetten of the need to have

less Itaited access to the reactor building in the near term. The'Recordless of the final deterufnetton, the hydrogen control syste only critical maintenance task which uns unidentiffed uns the re-
and the reactor building purge system should be unde imediately available . placement of out-of-core neutron detectors. An estimate of theand the procedures la glace to allow a controlled purging of the reactor additional occupational exposure to perform this task prior tobuilding in the event Jhat an unexpectodoccurrence would require immediate krypton removal would be helpful.
action to protect pub 1 M health and safety.

In evaluating tk.se alternatives, the folloutng criteria should be Section 5.2 - Other radioisotopes unich may be present in the reactor .
building atmosphere need to be quantified particularly streattum

.taken into consideration: 09/90 and fodine 129. It should then be explained in greater
(1) Six months is the maximum reasonable delay that should be detail why their concentrations would be insigniffcent off site.

incurred for installation and testing of any alternative. This Section 8.1.2 - The use of resi time continuous off-site monitoring.is primarily due to the necessity for accelerating the decontam- during purging should be uttifzed to the fullest extent in pr9vidingination process to assure pr9tecth of pub 1fc health and safety feedback to control the release rate,
from unknown risks from unnecessary delays. Any of the processing
alternatives would require several sonths to complete the References to meterological data or conditions should be establisheddecontamination effort under ideal conditions. Considering for venting periods.
previous experience with new systems, operational problems could ,

- extend the total time to well over a year for completion. In
. addition. the Submerged Domineralization System for decontamination Specific consideretton should be given to the following on limiting the

conditions *or venting:of the reactor building water should be operational within less
than six months; and since this effort will be more critical to 1. Night time hours.

' completing the reactor building decontamination, the decontamination
of the reactor building atmosphere should not be in a position to 2. 1Hnd velocity of 7 sph at the surface during venting. jinterfere with this effort.

3. Sky cover is gmater than 505.(2) Since the psychological stress of the public is one of the most
difficult problems to address in the evaluation of the alternatives. In addition to specific favorable meteorological conditions, purgeconsideration should be given to the tive aspects of this

phenomena due to delays; and the poss ity that the highly ,could be specified that are propertional to wind speed in excess
visible nature of see of the enhanced dispersion alternatives could -

exascerbate rather than alleviate this problem. I.: addition. Calculations of accumulated off-stte doses should be made at allconst kration should be tven to the potential hazard to coupercial off-site monitors. As presently written, it is not clear that all
aircraft from certain cod dispersion alternatives due to the sonttors will be considered.location of the plant near an approach path to the Harrisburg
International Afrport. Section 6.1.4 - The estimated cumulative total population exposure

s gi n th on a 111 ity
Our, specific coments on the Environmental Assessment by section are g

- some perspective should be provided to campere these exposures with
Section 4.2 - It appears that the most important justification for h'backgroundradiationandthevariationinnaturalbeckground"*near-ters decontamination of *%e reactor building atmosphere has to

do with the unknown condition of the core and the continuing ability
to assure the reactor fs subcritical. The only way this condition
could not be assured is to assume that a large enough quantity of
control red meterial has melted from the core and that somehow a

i
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Section 6.5.2 - A time period of 1% to 2 years for designing and

~Vinstalling the selective absorption system appears somewhat unreas-
onable. If this concept is at the same level of development as the*

oceanment or cae.rwcryogenic system, but much less cosplex using off-the-shelf items.
it therefore should be available in less time than the cryogente

"^nnie n ns More justification should be provided for the estimated '
,

,. May 15. 1930

Section E.8 - The administrative off-stte skin dose limit for this
purge variation appears to change from 0.1 mruVhr. (using the
hydrogen control system only) to 3 mrm/hr. This is perceptually
a very large increase and approaches the dose rates during the The Honorable Dick Thornburgh
accident. Although the maximum individual cumulative exposure Governor of Pennsylvania
limits are the same as the longer purge. the total population Room 225. Main Capitol Bldg.
exposures could increase slightly depending on the predominant Harrisburg. PA 17120
wind direction over the shorter period of time. In addition, the
total time for coupleting the evolution could be much greater than RE: Stress and Venting of Krypton at
five days due to more stringent meteorological requirements. Three Mile Island

Due to the fact that this method results in larger incremental Dear Governor Thornburgh:
exposures to the public and to account for rapidly changing
meteorological conditions and possible terrain effects, a much The issue of stress is addressed by the Union of Concerned Scientists in
mort extensive monitoring program would be required to assure their consideration of the krypton present in the containment building and its
that the regulatory limits were not exceeded. The problems with possible venting.
coordination of all these efforts couplot with the limited conditions
would tend to make this option somewhat undesirable unless used I discussed the concept of psychological stress as it might relate to the
with an enhanced dispersion system which makes this coordination various proposals for venting krypton gas at Three Mile Island with Abram
less critical. Hostetter. M.D.. psychiatrist and former Regional HSA President.

Dr.,Hostetter recomends that venting be accomplished in as brief a time
period as possible. He stated that a delay in venting or prolonged venting
would bAmore apt to incite stress or prolong stress than would more rapid
venting, despite the possibility of slightly higher levels of radiation expo-
sure attendant with the latter method. Dr. Hostetter. In consideration of the
stress that is apt to obtain among that segment of the population who might
remain concerned about adverse health affects despite the numerous statements
to the contrary that have been made by the Union of Concerned Scientists and

- others, emphasizes the need to inform the citizens of the particulars of any
venting process chosen. Specifically, the people should be informed of the
prospective time for venting and made aware that there would be no adverse
health effects from that process.

For my part. I would like to add that there is a segment of f e population
that does not feel stressed by the presence of TMI or the krypton issue per
se. but is stressed by those who expres; concerns over TM! and krypton. There
is natural corcern about members of society who talk of marching in the streets,
rioting end the like. There is alse concern that if steps are not taken in
the near future to decontaminate the containment building, that failure of

aost omca son oo. aarsewao. a. .wo m.te r.ene
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maintenance machinery in the building may occur and might result in an uncon-
"M",* * m,,,maoa May 15, i m 4*A*,7, ,,,", *g,; *,, atro11able release of radioactive material. Thus, some elements of society are

in effect being stressed by those whose expressed concerns and threats any be
delaying the decontamination process.

In sessesry the Health Department recommends that in an effort to minimize
stress, both present and acensualative, that venting of krypton be accomplished '

as soon as possible and in as brief a time period as possible.

Sincerely. The Bonorable Dick Thornburghs

Governor of Femasylvania
Barrisburg. Pennsylvania 17120

d 6 M /1 *
H. Arnold Muller M.D. Dear covernor noraturght

secretary of Health
You have requested my opinion on psychological stress as it

relates to the various decostanimation options under consideration for
Three Mile Island. Following consultation with scott E. Belsen. M.D.,
Deputy Secretary for Maatal Realth, and appropriate staff from the -
Office of Mental Realth. I have reached the is11owing conclasions.

The available psychological research indicates that for some
in the immediate area, mental stress did result and coattaues to result

from the TMI accident. There are many sources of strese la people's
lives, and while TMI any add to those. it is not espected, barring un-
foreseen developosats, to lead to chronic maatal or physical health pro-
blems within the population. While easiety csanot be eliminated, the
way la which the TMI clean-up is handled esa minimise it, one point
here is keys the availability to the public of accurate and timely ta-
forestion which they can trust, and use to help then cope with stress-
producing situatiers.

The symptoms of stress are cumalative and can mount over time.
one factor which can be expected to add considerably is continued in-
decisica on how to proceed with the TM1 clean-up. While the venting of
krypton any be more stressful to some, continued inactica and the coa.
tainment of radioactive westes is a f acility that was not designed for
long-tera storage may also produce amatety. If the perceived danger of
venting krypton decreases, the symptoms of anxiety and depressica genera- '

ted by the idea of venting also will decrease.

There will be individuals who will perceive danger in ventsag,
despite their access to accurate and timely information, and for these
people symptces of as.siety will continue. Bowever, prolonging the TM1
clean-up will most certainly increase the maatal health effects and their
accompanying behaviors. Making a decistoa on venting aal proceeding is a
responsible fashion could in the long run mistaise stress and reduce the
potential for anxiety and depression among the populatica that lives near
TMI.
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' If a decision is made by the NBC to vent kryptoe gas, a network
should be created to provide the public with securate and timely informa- ET Mties on what is happening and whea. N Esalth Department's totline,
comty crisis interventica centers and maatal health programs should be ,
prepared to provide this information. N Office of hatal Bealth is pre-
pared to help trata persons who would operate these phone lines. N Con- -
ammunalth should be ready to make a fall and complate report to the public
on what to happening before, during and af ter the vesting. 6

COMPARIS0N OF CCNTROLLED PJRGE AND APPLICATIONh people of Central peansylvania have d e trated remarkable
strength during the entire unsettling TMI episode, and I as certata that

OF THE $ ELECTIVE A850RPTION PROCESS ALTERNATIVESunder your carefully reasoned leadership in a climate in which the public
is kept fully taformed with reliable information from governamat agencias FOR DECONTAMINATION OF TMI.2 REACTOR BUILDIE ATMOSPHEREand the utility company, this strength will prevail.

I hope my comments are of help to you in your deliberations.

Sincerely,

h . . . .r

seien 3. o'sannon
I

C. D. Thomas. Jr. D. T. Pence
P. G. Voilleque S. E. Kirstein
J. E. Cline C. A. Pelletier

Science Applications, Inc.

.
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Section 1 There are thrQQ areas of increasing concern abcut the status of the corQ.

INTRODUCTION
Tno first is thet of a further loss of coolant may cccur dc to corrosion.

The primary coolant is itself corrosive and portion of t*e reactor coolant

system piping is submerged in cerrosive sump water. The primary coolant

Background information on the current status and planned recovery operations pump seals are another pcssible source of leaka;e. Further loss of pri-

at the Three Mlle Island Unit Two (TMI-2) nuclear power plant is presented mary coolant is not a great concern. but having the system far beyond de-

in this section. The first subsection discusses the current status of the sign conditions is not a comfortable positten. The second area of concern

reactor core and airborne radioactivity levels within the containment. The is a possible change in fuel geometry. A core geccetry shift could disrupt

need for reentry into the TMI-2 reactor containment t.u11 ding is then discuss- the present coolant flow paths and chaege the core cooling situation. The

The doses due to the radioactive krypton gas (UKr) and other radiation fuel itself may be corroded and further distrtbuted throughout the primary
ed.

sources in the containnent are presented in subsection 1.3. The .ourth system. increasing the difficulty of system decontamination. The last area

subsection briefly reviews the alternatives for Kr removal, the conclusions of concern is that of recriticality. This would have to be considered an85

reached in previous evaluations, and the need for the present evaluation. " accident * in that it appears that the Core Could not achieve a Critical

Subsection 1.5 briefly discusses the pertinent regulations and subsection 1.6 condition with the present levels of boron in the reactor coolant system.

85
describes the present world atmospheric inventory and other sources of Kr The boron would have to be substantially reduced before critically could

become possible. The only mechanism for this to happen would be the inadver-
in the environment.

* * " # "" # * * "* " *"* '##'
1.1 Status of TMI-2 Reactor Core and Containment Building

The exact condition of the reactor core at TMI-2 is presently unknown. There The TMI-2 reactor containment building has been sealed since before the

have been several estimates of the damage but until the core can be examined a:cident on 28 March 1979. Tha containment has been maintained below atmo-

there is no way to determine its actual condition. It is generally accepted, spheric pressure for more than a year by the building air cooling system.

however, that the core did undergo severe damage resulting in disruption of This has prevented leakage of fission products out of the reactor building

to the environment. Most of the gaseous fission products initially presentthe core geometry. The damaged fuel in the reactor vessel remains in a safe

shutdown mode. with natural circulation cooling. Only one core neutrcn in the reactor building etmosphere have decayed to undetectable and insigni-

monitoring device is presently operable. It provides the only real time ficant levels during the past year. Repeated measurements have shown the

infonnation codirming the safe shutdown configuration. The core is in principal nuclide remaining in the containment atmosphere to be Kr. The

corrosive environment (pH 8) as a result of the addition of sodium hydroxide reactor containment building atmosphere of TMI-2 presently contains approui-

85 85 3
to the coolant during the accident. mately 57.000 Ci of Kr. The measured Kr concentration is 1.0 uC1/cm .

1*2
11
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' The concentrations of other isotopes are much smaller: approximately 4x10 ~
(2) remval of contamination from building and component surfaces and re-3sci /cm for tritium ( H).1x109 pC1/cm3 for radiocesium ( # s), and talo 0C

3 3 moval of components that have high levels of internal contamination. BothpCl/cm for 129 The airborne H and Cs inventories are approximately1

phases must be completed before removal of the reactor core can begin.
2 C1 ant. 0.00006 Cl. respectively.

The sc%edule for removal of the sump water calls for processing to begin
1.2 - #eactor Building Deentry Requirements

in December 1980. It is estimated that sump water processing will take
[.aere are several important reasons why reentry into the TMI-2 reactor

four to five months. It is not eecessary that the Kr be removed from
building is necessary. In sunmary. it is necessary to assess the damage

the containment for this task to proceed. Cecontamination of the building
resulting from the accident and to plan and prepare for reacter buildi"G

and component surfaces is a two-step process: assassment and planning
decontamination and removal of the damaged fuel. These general needs en*

followed by actual decontamination. Both efforts require removal of Kr
compass a large numcer of specific tasks that require reentry. Some examples

from the building atzsphere. To maintain the schedule of beginning theare:
decontamination when the majority of sump water f.as been removed it is '

o. assess the levels and distribution of surface contaminatio"
necessary to start the contamination assessment and planning work in Septem-

within the reactor containmerit buildin9 $ r in the building will delay decontamire-ber 1930. Hence the presence of K

obtain samples to determine the optimum procedure for surfaceo
tion at about that time.

decontamination {
85

1 One Ra'es From Kr and Other Sources in tre Containmentperform detailed surveys required to define the radiation fieldso

65 ,,in the building es ima ed contributions to tM total dose rate fm airborne g

perform maintenance on vital equipment, such as the building air surface deposition of fission products, and radionuclides in the sump watero
'

coolers

ment reentry efforts Q).install additional neutron and radiation monitoring equipmento
a

o inspect equipment needed for decontamination and fuel removal

All these tasks must be completed before the bu'1 ding can be decontaminateda

i

and the fuel removed. Cetailed preparation and planning cannot proceed

significantly until data on actual conditions are obtained by reentry teams.

The planned decontamination of the TMI Unit 2 reactor building is in two

phases: (1) removal of the contaminated water from the bJilding Sumo and

1-3
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1.4 Alt *rnatins for Kr Remo~al
Table 1-1 A brief review of previous evaluations af altirnative methods for remov;1

TMI-2 CONTAINMENT DOSE RATE ESTIMATES FOR 85Kr from the reactor building atmosphere is presented to place the pre-
GENERAL AREAS ON EACH ELEVATION of

sent comparison in content. Five alternative methods of Kr removal have

Dose Rate at Specified been considered:
Location free / hour)

o controlled purge of the containment atmosphere
Surface Sune

8 85
tocation Tissue Kr Deposits Water Total o adsorption and storage of Kr on charcM

305' Elevation Whole Body 0.9 0.2 1.5 2.6 o compression and storage of the gas containing Fr

(Air Lock Elevation) Skin 9 1 -- 10 85
, g , Kr from the gas in steel cylinders

347' Elevation Whole Body 1.2 0.4 -- 1.6

(Operating Floor) Skin 9 2 -- 11 35
'

o selective fluorocarbon absorption of Kr from the gas and long
Stairs #1 and #2 Whole Body 1.2 0.2 9.0 10

term storage in steel cylinders
Skin 9 1 -- 10

85
Airlock Whole Body 0.9 -- -- 0.9 The controlled purge discharges the Kr in tne reactor building to the

Id" I ~~ ~~ environment under meteorological conditions that would provide good dispersion
U

Anteroom Whole Body 0.1 -- -- 0.1 and dilution of the effluent. The Kr release would be conducted under pre-

(Outside Airlock) Skin 1 -- -- 1

scribed conditions to limit doses to individuals and to the population near

the site. The other four systems involve treatment of the containment atmo-

8$ r for long term storage ( $ rK Ksphere to remove and concentrate most of theSi ce the princip91 mode of decay of the Kr gas is by beta particle emission sn

the dose rate to unprotected skin would be quite large, 9 rea/ hour inside the has a 10.7-year half-life). Use of one of these systems would reduce planned

85 85
containment. The Kr contribution to the whole body dose is 35% of the total releases of Kr to the local environment but result in increased risk of

- on the 305' level and 75% of the total on the 347' level. The radiation field accidental releases.

in the stairwells and on 1ener levels is dominated by the sump water source. In November 1979, the Metropolitan Edison Company submitted a safety analysis
85The whole body dose rate from Kr in the reactor building reduces the nami- and environmental report Q.3.4.5_) to the Nuclear Regulatory Corimission (NRC)

nast stay time of any reentry team and the unexposed skin dose rate necessitates in support of their proposal to conduct a controlled purge of the TMI-2 reactor

* the use of heavy and cumbersome diving suits for skin protection during re- building atmosphere. In March 1980, the NRC Staff published an environmental

entry, assessment for the decontamination of the Twl 2 reactor building atmosphere (6_).

Tre Staff concluded that a controlled purge was an acceptable decontamination

method; it met all pertinent regulatcry requirements. The NRC Staff also
IO 1-6
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determined that the alternative systems were acceptable with regard to numerical criteria, stated in terms of dose to the maximally exposed indivi-

radiation exposure of ntarby residents. The anticipated delay required dual, were preposed in mid-1971. A public rule-making t.aering was initiated.

to design, procure, install, ad test such systems was a factor in their An environmental impact statement was drafted, reviewed by many interested

recomendation that the controlled purge plan be adopted. In late March parties, and finalized. Af ter an extensive hearing procedure, review, and

1980 an independent review (1) of the alternatives concluded that a treat, analysis the final dose criteria were established. The two criteria most

ment that has Zero, or near Q 2ero, release to the atmosphere and concen. relevant to the present consideration are the 5-mrem annual dose to the
0

'trates the Kr in gas cylinders would be the most desirable. The reviewer whole body and the 15-mrem annual dose to'the skin. Limiting effluent re--

ranked the selective absorption process and the crycgenic processing system leases to achieve the Appendix ! dose criteria assures that the operations

as the best and next best alternatives, respectively. The reviewer judged meet the ALARA criterion and that the annual whole body doses resulting from

the implementation time and system cost estimates of 1 1/2 years and 54 LWR operation will be less than 5 percent of average doses from natural back-

milli v to be reasonable. The "near zero release" criterion appeared most ground radiation. Natural background radiation ooses average about 100 meem/
'

important in the selection of the selective absorption process. The impacts year in the United States,

of time delay, occupational radiation exposure, and system cost were not The radioactivity release rates required to meet the ALARA dose criteria are
evaluated. more restrictive than those set forth in the Technical Specifications for

Differing estimates have been made (References 2-8) of parameters important operation of TMI-2. Meeting Appendix ! criteria also assures compliance

to the decision process. The purpose of this report is to provide an inde- "ith the relevant Environmental Protection Agency guidance for nuclear reactor

pendent review of two alternatives now being considered to decontaminate fuel cycle facilities in 45 CFR 190 (11).

the containment atmosphere: controlled purge and selective fluorocarbon 1.6 Sources and Atmospheric Inventory of 85g7

absorption. The current average concentration of Kr in the world's atmosphere is between
3 31.5 Regulations pertaining to Environmental Radiation Exposure 15 and 20 pC1/m . It rose from a level o" about 1 pC1/m in the mid-1950s,

The NRC regulations controlling environmental radiation exposure are contained principally due to nuclear weapons production and testing and other defense
85in 10 CFR 20 (Reference 9). Design guidelines for light water cooled reactors related activities of several countries. Most of the Kr in the environment

U(LWRs) like TMI-2 are contained in Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50 (Reference 10). remains in the atmosphere. The current atmospheric inventory of Kr is about

" " C"# * * U*Ir developing Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission per-

fonfed a thorough evahation of radioa .1vity releases in eff1Jents from tWRs. Releases from the Savannah River Plant (SRP) .nd the Idaho Chemical Processing

The goal of the evaluation was criteria to provide numerical definition of Plant (!CPP) are the principal sources of 85Kr in the United States. Between

release rates that were "as low as reasonably achievable *, The first draft

1-7 1-8
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Secti n 2
March 1975 and September 1977, for exampla, SRP rsitasis avsraged about

53.000 C1/ month (13). Releases from the !CPP have been intermittent but

have been as high as 20-30.000 Ci per month (14,). Six principal criteria were used in the technical evaluation of the two

1.7 Report Organization sy.tems now being considered for decontamination of the TMI-2 reactor

The reports and background material described in the previous subsection g

have been reviewed in detail as part of the present assessment of the rela- o feasibility

tive merits of the selective absorption process and a controlled pur o e f fectivenes'sas

etthods of decontaminating the TM!-2 reactor building atmosphere. Portions o practicality

of those documents are discussed in more detail in later sections. Section o schedule

2 presents the criteria considered in the evaluation of these two processes. o health and safety

Section 3 describes the technical features of the two proposed alternative) ,

techniques. Section 4 contains comparisons of the two systems. Section S Each is discussed separately below.

the conclusions and recomendations of the study. 2.1 Feasibility

To merit serious consideration, any technological decontamination alternative

must be feasible; that 15, it must have been developed to the point that its'

application to the problem is reasonable from a scientific and engineering

standpoint.

2.2 Effectiveness

$ r fromAny proposed decontamination technique must be capable of removing the K

the reactor building in a reasonable period of time after installation.

2.3 Practicality

The practicality criterion addresses the operational compleatty of the system,

its reliability, and maintenance requirements during the period of performance.

* 2.4 Schedule

The overall schedule for accomplishing the decontamination is important for

reasons described in the Introduction.

1-9
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2.5 Health and Safety -
Sectiort 3

The most important criterion in the evaluation of the alternative systems
SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS AND TECHNICAL EVAttJATIONS

is health and safety. There are several aspects that deserve consideration.

.From the radiological safety point-of view, th* collective dose to the

population (also terned the population dose) is generally taken as the prin-

cipal measure of impact on human health. There are three principal sources carbon absception followed by purge, are described in subsections 3.1 and

of population dose to be considered: exposure to the public residing near 3.3 respectively. Each alternative is evaluated in each of the six tech-

the facility. esposure to the workers within the plant, and, because any nical areas described in Section 2. The results of the technical evaluation
85

released Kr will be gradually dispersed around the world, exposure of the

world population. Other health and safety aspects of the area requiring 3.1 System for
Kr Deco 5tamination by Controlled Purce of the Reactor Bu11dino

consideration are general worker safety industrial hygiene, potential conse. Metropolitan Edison has proposed removal of the 85
~ Kr from the TMI-2 reactor

quences of fluorocarbon releases to the atmosphere, and mental stress. building using a controlled purge rate to limit the offsi.e doses. The venting
2.6 Resource Requirements

* "*
Resource requirements for the alternative techniques are also an important "'' " "9
consideration. Space and building requirements for the decontamination systa,

technical manpower needs. use of critical materials, and energy consumption
Figure 3-1 shows the esisting hydrogen control subsystem, as modified, th4t

are all components of this criterion.
would be used for decontamination by controlled purge. The system flow rate

can be controlled in steps up to a maximum of 1000 cfm. The gas removed from

the reactor building would first pass through a sequence of filters: a pre-

filter, a high efficiency particulate (HEPA) filter, a charcoal adsorber, and

a second HEPA filter. This combination would remove more than 99.9% of the
airborne particulate material and about 99% of the airborne 129 The tr85

1
3and the
H in the reactor building atmosphere would pass through these filters

and be released to the atmosphere via the tJnit 2 vent stack.

To meet the Appendix I dose objectives the 85
Kr release rate (LCi/sec) would

be controlled and adjusted hourly as a function of atmospheric dispersion con-
ditions. For a specified release rata. the acceptable purge flow rate depends

2-2

on the seasured Kr concentration in the containment. At the start of the

3-1
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2 *E $ r concIntration in the rsector building c111 becontro111d purge, the K

31.0 pC1/cm and the purge flow rate would be relatively low (pernaps about

100 cfm). As venting continues the krypton concentration in tne reactor'

/
building will decrease and, for the same dispersicn conditions, the flow rate

can be increased. Curing periods of unfavorable meteorology when dispersion

I would be poor the release would be decreased or stocped, and increased or- F___g c restarted only when meteorological conditions tr$ roved. Reference 6 describes"
Y

an accelerated venting program using the station's normal containment purge
, ,

{{
system. This would provide increased flow rate capacity taat could be usedc -~|

.-=O 85

h 5" when Kr containment concentrations are low and meteorological conditions are

A favorable. As described, this approach would meet all regulatory requirements
2

E with the exception cf the TMI-2 operating Technical Specification for instan-
"

E taneous release of noble gases. The hRC staff had proposed this modification
5

if it could be implemented by the middle of May.
3

; : ,se.
E Pn-,

is E M50
. 3.2 Technical Evaluation of Controlled Purge Decontamination Systemmm-S

R ~
"SC-y -

?S The results of the technical evaluations in each of the six areas are presented
O,

9 below.
0
S

3.2.1 Feasibility
5=

? O h The controlhd purge system is a technically feasible method of decontaminating
g ,,o

5; e the TMI-2 reactor building atmosphere. It is similar in principle to contain-z

-f"

ment purge systems installed at Three Mile Island and other pressurized water

reactors (DWRs) and routinely emoloyed for the saw purpose.

3.2.2 Effectiveness

Reactor building purges have been shown to be an effective method of removingl '

- noole gases from FWR reactor buildings. The technique is used routinely at
,

99 operating reactors to remove radioactive gases prior to containment entry.g*
The decontamination factor (CF) of the system is proportional to the volume

3- 3
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, of gas purged. The DF can be lacreased to any desired level by continued

Purging. In this case it has been estimated that a total volume of about 3.2.5 Health and safety

30 million cubic feet must be purged to hieve a reactor building concen. The health and safety aspects of the controlled purge decontamination
tration of 10'0 WC1/cm . At a continuous purge rate of 1000 cfm this could

alternative are considered in this section. The three subsections consider
be accomplished in 21 days. The approximate duration of purge is estimated radioactivity releases to the environment, radiation doses to individuals
to be 60 days, but will depend on actual meteorological conditions. and to populations, and the potential health effects resulting from selection

3.2.3 Practicality *

Operation of the purge system itself is a relatively sispie manner. A detailed 3.2.5.1 Radioactivity Releases to the Envi.m_ ,..t

operational procedure that incorporates all the steps required to assure proper In Table 3-1, the espected and potential Kr releases are given for the

system operation during the controlled release has been prepared. Eight modi. controlled purge decontamination alternative. It was assumed that one con-
fications of the hydrogen control system art required before the controlled tainment entry would be made before the controlled purge was initiated and
purge could take place. We have determined that all but one of these modifica- that subsequent entries would be delayed until the purge was completed.

tions have been completed. The one remaining modification, uncaoping the It was assumad that the controlled purging removed all the 85 Kr in tSe
Unit 2 vent stack, cannot be completed until approval of the controlled purge reactor building. An upper limit estimate of the H release during the purge
option is obtained. is also given in the table.

3.2.4 Schedule An unplanned release could occur if the full flow of the controlled purge
It is estimated that 1-4 days would be required to perform the last system system were unintentionally activated. This release is considered unlikely
modification described above and to obtain the initial approvals required by but. If it did occur, approximately 1700 C1 of 85 Kr could be released to the
the controlled purge operational procedure. The overall duration of the con, environment in one hour. If the accidental release occurred, the total $rK

trolled purge is estimated to be 60 days from the time of initiation. This activity released during the purge would be decreased by the enount of the

estimate is based on computer simulations performed using historical meteoro, accidental release.

logical data. The historical data are only a general guide since conditions

vary from year to year and cannot ha credicted in advance. However, since the

purge could begin promptly after apprca , a longer purge duration would

prob 4bly not have a deleterious impact on the planned schedule (Section 1.2).

3-4 3-5
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Table 3-1 Tabla 3-2

EXPECTED AND POTENTIAL RELEASES OF RADIONUCLIOES RADIATION DOSES TO INDIVIOUALS FOR THE
FCR THE CONTROLLED PURGE ALTERNATIVE CONTROLLED PURGE ALTERNATIVE

Radionuclide Release (C1) Maximum Individual
Exposed Group Dose (mrem)

85 3Activity Causino Release g7 g

EXPECTED Whole Body 5. kj.n.

# *"
Cortrolled Purge 57.000 30

General Population 0.05 4
Containment Entry 25 0.0008

d P m lation 40 <10'3-5

POTENTIAL

Accidental Initiation POTENTIAL
of Purge 1700 0.06

Nearby Residents

General Population 0.7 5

3.2.5.2 Radiation Doses to Individuals and PODulations

Three population groups will receive radiation exposure as the result of

selecting the controlled purge alternative. These are the general popula-

tion of nearby residents, nearby residents who are plant workers. and the are well below those received from natural background sources.

entire population of the world. The expected maximum individual doses for
The consequences of accidental initiation of the reactor building purge

each group are shown in Table 3-2. These doses result almost entirely from
system were computed using a site boundary dispersion factor of 6.8 x 10'"

the discharge o. the Kr; there is no significant contribution from the
sec/m and the dose conversion factors from Reference 15. The maximum

discharged 'H. The maximum individual doses for a release of 57.000 C1

was caputed using an annual average dispersion factor of 1.8x10'0 sec/m

for a vent release and the dose conversion factors given in Regulatory

Guide 1.109 (15). The maximum skin dose under those conditions would be

4 mrem. The maximum whole body dose to a member of the local population

is 0.05 mrem. Ooses received by individuals at locattors remote from the

plant are variah'e but extremely small. All the doses from expected releases
3-7
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Table 3-3 contains the maximum population doses expected from the centrolled incidence rates used to calculate health effects in this report are shown
85purge of Kr. The largest contribution to the total cones from the life. in Table 3-3.

time integrated population dose received by the world's inhabitants ( R).

Table 3-4

HEALTH EFFECT INCIDENCE RATES
Table 3-3

RADIATION DOSES TO POPULATICM GROUPS
FOR THE CONTROLLED PURGE ALTERNATIVE Incidence Rates (cases /ceeson-rem)

Exposed Tissue Fatal Not Fatal Genetic Cefects(a)
Exposed Group Population Dose foerson-rem) nole Body 2x10 2x10 3xld

Skin 1x10-6 1x10-5whole Body M go,,

Nearby Residents

General Population 1 80 (a) All such cases are assumed to result in deaths of fetuses in theearly stages of development. *
Plant Workers 1 (a)

World Population 20 2500
- -

With these incidence rates. the population doses summarized in Table 3-2Total 22 2600
can be used to estimate the maximum number of health effects expected from

(a) None in addition to that from whole body exposure.
selection of the controlled purge alternative. The maximum number of health

effects expected in the nearby population is 0.0005 fatal cancers, 0.0013.2.5.3 Health Effects
non-fatal cancers, and 0.0006 genetic defects. The maximum number of health

The number of radiation induced health effects expected in an exposed
effects expected in the world population is 0.007 fatal cancers. 0.03 non-

population is generally considered proportional to the total population dose
fatal cancers, and 0.006 genetic effects.

(pe rson-rem) . The proportionality factor is the incidence rate per unit

e me nc en e a m can be u m b e5 W ate W M s to % % alspopulation dose (cases / person-rem). Incidence rates have been derived from

" " ' #' "data on human exposure to relatively high radiation doses delivered at high
* 9 I ' ' ' ''dose rates. However. It is recognized that when the individual doses re-

ce.ed are quite small use of such derived incidence rates and the popula- 9"'' ' ' '' "9 *#" #9' '" " ' ' '

tion dose probably overestimates the number of health effects ( R). The

3-938
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whole body dose of 0.05 arem and a skin dose of 4 mrem. The dose received
t

by this population would be 0.01 person-rem to the whole body and 0.8 person-

rem to the skin. The maximum total lifetime risks of fatal cancer, non- _

fatal cancer, and genetic effects for the group as the result of the con-

)trolled purge would be 0.000003. 0.00001 and 0.000003 cases, respectively. z
E" m

3.2.6 Resource Use oN E
Io y

The fact that most components of the controlled purge system were already oa 4
3in place in the existing hydrogen control subsystem at TMI-2 limited the

; 3

T< ,' Q
$gg =zoresource requirements for this alternative. Some additional components were d t* "%5 *T)*

required foe the system modifications. The principal additions were a 60- g8 g6 3

1h i n
horsepower fan and the associated controller. An existing radioactive :;; m

g
g [hTheeffluent monitor was modified slightly to extend its monitoring range. lo A

electrical power required for equipment operation during the controlled zgv r

fpurge is approximately 40 kilowatts. It is estimated that 12 man-months
h h

E
~E r

gf''

A Yof TMI staff effort would be required to perform and monitor a controlled EE*

"g Sj @C< nn m Nx

gg *K y60-day purge. a

l} 2k f Wir

'
3.3 System for Decontamination Using the Selective Absorfston Process to - 5 (/)m '

3, = 0IpRemove 53Kr I

*I 8 Ej$ 3
A schematic of the Selective Absorption Process (SAP) for the recovery of " o"
85Kr from TMI-2 is shown in Figure 3-2. The reactor building atmosphere b,

containing the Kr is withdrawn and filtered to remove particulates. The z85 ,5 so = z
gas is then cooled. dried. and compressed to 682 kPa (100 psig) and cooled {g 1%y_

mo 2

m
: ,

c-z
8 g QQ

again to -34 C (-30 F). The gas is then further dried with a 3A molecular "g N
*

0
A ?E"g \ C)r m -4g

sieve column. The cooled, dried gas containing the Kr is then fed into gp85 mtr-
D * (/)

the bottom of the absorption section of the combination column. The fluoro-
$

Ths 65Kr dissolves in g g;
carbon solvent flows downward through the column. goO

the solvent and the upward flowing gas leaves the top of th'. column ]
' "

3-10 "Q
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containing 5 to 10% solvent in the vapor phase. This decontaminated 3.4.1 Feasibility .

gas is then passed through a condenser for solvent recovery and returned There were no technical issues identified that would indicate that the
to the reactor building. The solvent containing the dissolved 85Kr and SAP could not be applied for the removal of krypton from the TMI-2 con.

. Other gases flows down into the fractionating and stripped sections of tainment building. The process is based on well established technology
the combination column. Solvent is boiled up from the reboller where that has been used in the petrochemical and other industries for many

85there are essentially no dissolved gases present. The Kr is withdrawn yea rs. Personnel from UCC-ND have adapted this technology using a fluoro-

from the column in a gas stream at a position below the gas feed point carbon solvent absorben', specifically for noble gas recovery and have
where its concentration in the vapor phase reaches a nazimum value. The - characterized the behavior of the interactions of the noble gases and a

Obrecovered Kr and other gases part through a 13X molecular sieve bed and number of potential interferences with the fluorocarbon solvent. A review

a cold trap for further purification. The gas is then compressed and of the measured gaseous components in the TM!-2 containment and the develop-

stored in steel cylinders. ' The fluorocarbon solvent is pumped through a ment work performed and reported by UCC-ND did not identify any airborne -
cooler and returned to the top of the column. contaminants that would interfere with the operation of the system shown

3.4 Technical Evaluation of the Selective Absorption Process * " * # '"#'

" " "* "* " "'A comprehensive evaluation of the selective absorption process was performed
85as it would be applied for Kr removal from the TMI-2 react 'ontainment * " " * ***

building. This evaluation was based on a review of the various technical # *
,

topical reports concerning the process Q9-21); a description, cost esti- *

" " 'mate and schedule for the use of the SAP for TMI-2 prepared by the Nuclear *

Division of Union Carbide Corporation (UCC-ND) (2],); and a visit and dis. With regard to equipment requirements, no components were identified that

cussion with UCC-ND personnel. It should be emphasized that the evaluation would require development or testing to verify its applic.bility. The only
. applies primarily to the use of the SAP for treatment of the atmosphere in required custom-built component appears to be the absorption column for

the TM!-2 centainment building when the process is used in a recycle config. which general des 1 n specifications have already been prepared.2

urstion. In this scheme, the treated gas effluent from the SAP is returned 3.4.2 Effectiveness
3 3to the containment building. A processing rate of 255 m /h (150 ft / min) The two main criteria considered in evaluating the effectiveness of the SAP

as proposed by UCC-ND was assumed,
were the removal efficiency of the process and its capability for providing

a relatively pure product that could be safely stored or transported for

3-13
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once th2 process is operating satisfactorily, few operational problemspermanent disposition. When a recycla scheme is used. the time required

to decrease the containment building Kr concentration is fairly in. are expec'ed. Maintenance should be minimal and on-line. reliability very.85

sensitive to the process krypton removal efficiency, especially if the high. A reliability analysis of the process for nuclear fuel reprocess

removal efficiency is above about 90%. No reasons were identified for ing applications was performed by a private consulting **rm, and no major

adverse equipment shortcomings were identified for exteM*d operation (Q).operating the process as a single-pass operation whereby the treated

effluent would be directly discharged to the atmosphere. There are no 3.4.4 Schedule

apparent technical or theoretical reasons why the 5AP could not be used Reported estimates for the time required to design, procure, construct.
85to reduce the Kr concentration in the containment building b) a factor test. and install the 150-cfm selective absorption process at TMI-2 range

of 1000 or more. Operation of the process for a period of about 25 days from 6 to 24 months and are shown in Figure 3 3. Each schedule is based

3 3 85at the capa;ity of 255 m /h (150 ft / min) would reduce the Kr concentra- on different assumptions.

tion by a factor of 10. The shortest schedule of six months (29) is based on the assumptions that

Several technical issues were identified regarding the capability of the construction to standard ASME codes for unfired pressure vessels would be

process to provide a relatively pure product. but these are considered to sufficient. that adequate funding would be provided [to ensure there would

have little effect on the proposed system application. At this point, be no manpower limitations], and interagency transfer or loan of property

neither the composition of the stored gas nor the number of required storage would be expedited [if necessary].

cylinders is certain. However. it appears the maximum quantity of A "best effort" construction and installation schedule of 13 months involving.

product can be limited to several 50-liter (1.5-cf) storage cylinders by no contingency and other qualification was prepared by UCC-ND personnel ( g).
judicious selection of column product withdrawal rates and/or product re- This schedule is based on UCC-ND's experience in doing work in the Oak Ridge

CIC ** area utilizing the UCC-NO staff, craftsman, and facilities. Some of the

3. 4. 3 Practicality main assumptions used in the proposed schedule are: (1) the project wCJld

The SAP is a relatively complex system that requires trained engineers and be a high priority 00E project; (2) use of accepted conventional industrial

technicians. Because of its complexity. Its satisfactory operation will standards, practices, and codes (including general adherence to Regulatory

probably require several weeks of checkout. On the other hand, the process Guide 1.143); (3) negotiated procurements, including expediting with pre-

is based on sound technical principles that have been studied extensively miums; (4) adequate and timely site preparation at TMI-2; and (5) concurrent

and are well understood. Although there are many operations involved in reviews and approvals. It was also emphasized that UCC-ND personnel have

the overall process, adequate design of control systems and sufficient pre. little basis for estimating schedules that would actually be required on

operational checkout should assure a high probability of satisfactory pro- [and for] the TM! 2 site,

cess performance. 3-15
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The 24-month schedule prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation for GPU (30),
. .

e ,,
-u. * im .g - -

is based on the total project including construction of the recovery%; ??
9 .n ~ , .

'Ra
a yoy 3 , f, g

. m,n.
a7 g;; system, a building to house the process, and the process installation and*g oL"" " "j{. 8:2 '%gn2 E; ; R0 g*; gg hookup. This schedule provides for three levels of building covistruction

h Eh ' A Ek fEf 5 [. code classifications (non-seismic, seismic, and aircraft hardened) with
go

*7* :: E: Or*
*

Eg, g p; g;y E*j no distinction made for the different times required for each. The piping
5a

== 3 E ;

E
eg so e.

g| ~, jy design code varies from ANSI B-31.1/ASME VIII (the least expensive) toO0 *
1* gg g ASME Section I!!, Division 1. Class 3 (the most expensive). The schedule

! -E "
g=, j is based on industry standards for lead times and construction methods.- e =

.E * g ogs
and was not optimized. The schedule assumes that regulatory requirements

,

*

h=o e e

;{5", 8"
a g

will n3t tecome a critical path issue. It also assumes the availabilityn
3*:r o*

- x $* *%
*g;[M .F of base liie technology, including design information and criteria for"

: ja 3 i
u

N E]j%
*

',.
7 g speciality wquipment, at the start of the schedule,

g R ::: I g. ; b ! P 8 ~

R7 gg*t 5o
e h,Q f._ ,3 Clearly these schedules vary according to the assumptions made and the** *

{ k'! o g,

p h** b 2
; n, 3, & past emperience and perspective of those making them. It is within reason,

.v n a'e
R FM * E

. 2 .; that a 150 cfm fluorocarbon absorption system can be designed, built andQ j,1* g

, . ' M ker
m i* E 3 m

E ** , .. 3; tested at ORNL in six months. However, if the system were to be built at*

; y5 4 5. m
cant, we are more inclined to accept the 13 month estimate of uCC-Na be-! ,

* ,oc 2 8,' -; g g3 < 4 * = cause they are the most familiar with the system and would be the group% " "
E

-
; ; ;89 u

;;; carrying out the work. When it comes to constructing the building to houseE- - ,

e e "
o E M the system and installing and testing the system at three Mile Island, we
E o,M g,,(*

believe GPU is in the best position to determine schedule. They and theirz
e e, e -x

.=
.

E
*I o
*m* ;E$*
-

contractors have the most experience with the practicalities of design and* E 2 8

;E -[E;i!n 6

E 2 8 *C '
operations at TMI. Furthermore, GPU is financially liable for all operations*

g Ci' 2,,

| 9 -

!*I[
-< 5

y at the site. Therefore, in our judgment the most realistic schedule for* * >
- m* # '" *a .

having the system installed and operating at TMI is between 13 and 24 months.uS 5
7 -9

4

Z.o
85. ' The time available before Kr removal from the reactor building atmospheree 02 *

,, >.,

g a * becomes a critical path item is approximately 4 months.
g
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' Table 3-53.4.5 Health and Saf+ty

85EXPECTED. PROBABLE AND POTENTIAL RELEASES OF ggHealth and safety considerations related to use of the SAP system are

. presented in the four subsections that follow. FOR THE SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCES$ ALTERNATE

3.4.5.1 Radioactivity aeleases to the Environment

Radioactivity releases for the SAP alternative are given in Table 3-5.
8(

A range of expected releases is presented for different assumed periods Release (C1)

of SAP operation. Approximately one month of operatirA is required to Espected

achieve a DF of 10. two months for a DF of 100. etc. After SAP operation 10 Centainment Entries ' 250 Total Expected Release (C1)'
for Assumed DF

the remaining activity would be released by purging. It was assumed that
85Venting of Residual Kr

, ten containment entries would be required before the fluorocarbon system After Operation of SAP

could begin operation. DF = 10 5700 6000

DF = 100 570 820Both " probable' and potential releases were considered. Leakage from the
W = 100 57 310containment as a result of failure of the fan coolers is considered a pro.

OF = 1000 5.7 260bable occurrence. Failure of these fan coolers is Considered probable be.

cause they have had no preventative maintenance since they were installed
Probableabout a year prior to the accident and have been operating in a high humidity
Fan cler Fa Hure(and therefore high load) environment since the accident occurred. Based on

6-Month Release Before SAP 5800the last leak rate test. the leak rate from the containment subsequent to

cooler failure has been estimated to be 0.13% per day (18). The total 85,7 2-Year Release Before SAP 15000

release was calculated for two release durations. It was assumed that (a) e

Po tentialthe' fan coolers fall after six more months of operation and that the SAP
Interin Storage Tank Failure 3000is operational six months later and (b) the fan coolers fail immediately
Loss of Stored Product 57000and the SAP is operational in two years. It was also assumed that the

containment leaked only during the day. At night it was assumed that no

leakage occurred.

3-18
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Table 3-6Potential releases are those that could occur due to an accident during
RADIATION DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS FOR THEoperation of 1:ee fluorocarbon absorption system. Failure of the interim

85product storaga tank and total loss of the Kr product were considered.

Both accidents are considered highly unlikely events.
Exposed Group

3
Although some H would be released, the vnounts would be small (as shown

Maximum Individual Dose (area) forEspected Assumed Decontamination Factor For SAP Operationin Section 3.3.5) and the dose consequences are insignificant. For that
hearby Residents 10 100 1000 10,000reason the H releases are not shown in Table 3-5. Also, it should be

General Population
$ r from the contain-noted that if the fan coolers fall, the leakage of K

Skin 0.5 0.06 0.02 0.02ment would reduce the expected quantities to be purged after operation of
Whole Body 0.006 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002the SAP system.

3.4. 5. 2 Radiation 00ses to Individuals and Populations
Probable Masimm Individua1 Dose (mres)

The espected maximum doses to individuals residing near the plant are
Nearby Residents 6-month Release 2-year Release

shown in Table 3-6. The doses to individuals residing elsewhere in the
General Population

world are variable but very small and are not included in the table. The
Skin 2 6

dose calculation assumptions and tw hniques employed were the same as those ~

Whole Body 0.03 ' O.08
used in Section 3.3.5.

The maximum skin dose from expected releases is estimated to be 0.5 aren Potential

for a 1-month period of operation of the SAP. The maximum skin dose for Nearby Residents Tank failure Total loss of Producta

a 4-month operational period is 0.02 area. The manisman whole body dose General Population

for a 1-month period of operation is 0.006 area and changes in the same Skin 90 1600,

way as skin doses with the assumed CF. The maximum individual doses result. Whole Body 1 go

ing from fan cooler failure are estimated to range from 2-6 area to the skin

and 0.03 to 0.08 ares to the whole body. Both the expected and probable

doses are less than 6% of the annual doses from natural sources.

Potential offsite doses from accidental releases could be as large as 1600

mren to the skin and 20 ares to the whole body. These are well withlm the

guidelines of Reference 16. 3-21
3-20
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Tatle 3-7The expectsd and probable population doses are presented in Table 3-7.

The expected total population deses range from 10-310 person-rem to the
PGPULATION 005ES FOR THE SELECT!YE -

skin and 50-60 person-rem to the whole body as the assumed SAP DF varies a8 SORPTION PROCESS ALTERMATIVE

from 10.000 down to 10. Probable population doses range from 250-660
Exposed Group

person-rem t'o the skin and from 2-5 person-rem to the whole body depend- Population Oose (person-ren) for
Expected Assumed Cecentamination Factor For SAP Operation

ing on the assumed duration of leakage. Again, it should be reme'tered .
Nearby Residents ~

100 1000' 10.00010
that containment leakage would reduce the population doses expected from

the operation of the SAP system.
Skin 8 1 0.4 0.4

3. 4. 5. 3 Fluorocarten Releases to the Enviror. ment .

0.01 0.005 0.005-Whole Body 0.1

It is conceivable that the entire fluorocarbon inventory of abcut 1000 lbs
Plant Workers, Whole Body 50 50 50 50

could be released to the environment. This is considered to be a low pro-
p

bability event. The amour.t of fluorocarbons produced each year is now ain 250 40 10 10

several hundred million tons and a large fraction of this is eventually
W%cle Body 2 0.3 0.1 0.1

released to the environment. Thus the potential fluorocarbon release repre-

sents at most a small additic9 to the total. Total

3.4.5.4 Healtn Effects Skin 31 0 90 10 10

The maximum numbers of health effects resulting from the expected popula- Whole Body 60 50 50 50

tion radiation doses were computed using the incidence rates in Table 3-4.

The potential health impact of fluorocarbon discharges is considered neg- Probable Population Oose (person-rem)

ligible. Nearby Residents 6-Month 2-year
Release Release

A manimum of 0.01 fatal cancers. 0.01 non-fatal cancers, and 0.02 genetic General Population

Skin 8 20
effects would be expected in the local population as the result of using

the SAP system to remove Kr. These maximu values are insensitive to Whole Body 0.1 0.385*

the OF selected. Fcr the world population, the corresponding maxima are World Population

Skin 250 660
0.0007, 0.003, and 0.0006 cases of fatal cancer. non-fatal cancer, and

Whole Body 2 5
genetic effects, respectively. These goer limit censequence estimates are

also relatively independent of the CF selected.
3-23
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3.4.6 Resource Requirements
Section 4

' In addition to requirements for construction and for process equipment,
SYSTEM COMPARISONS

other resource requirements include site preparation, utilities, and

operating manpower. '

Site preparation involves construction of a building to house the process This section provides a comparison of the two alternative methods of
and connection of utilities. The required building dimensions are esti- 85

Kr removal from the containment atmosphere controlled purge and selec-
mated to be 40 by 60 ft and 33 ft high. These dimensions are based on tive absorption. The methods are coms,- n for each criterion listed in
the required height of the combination column. space for installing over- Section 2. In addition, comparisons are made of system cost and psycho-

'

head lifting equipment, the necessary floor space for the other major pro- logical stress on nearby residents. The comparisons are summarized in
cess components and auxiliaries, a separate krypton storage space, and a Table 4-1 and discussed in the fallowing subsections,
protected space for operating personnel.

4.1 FeasibilA
The main utility requirement will be electrical. Approximately 1 Mw of Both alternatives are technically feasible.
electrical power will be required. This estimate is based on the power

4.2 Effectiveness
requirements of the 200 kw rebo11er h' eater, the refigeration for re-cooling

OIBoth alternatives are effective ways of reducing Kr concentrations in
the solvent, the compression and cooling of the system feed stream, and

auxilia y and ventilation motors.
4.3 Practicality

The other utility requirements, such as cooling water and liquid nitrogen,
Controlled purging is simpler than the use of the SAP system. However,

are relatively small and are not quantified.
af ter a few days of experience by trained operators a. TMI the SAP should

The estimated manpower requirements for operating the process are one be opersble without difficulties,

operating engineer and an assistant. In addition, a qualified engineer
4.4 Schedule

thoroughly familiar with the design and operation of the SAP should be
The controlled purge alternative can be ready for operatun in I to 4 days,

available for assistance during process operation. It is assumed that
The SAP can probably be ready for operation at TM! in ' 3 to 24 months.

health physics services would be provided by regular TM! personnel.
The best estimate of the duration for controlled purging is 60 days. For

00the SAP to reduce the quantity of Kr from 57.000 Ci to 570 Ci would take

approximately the same time. Using the assumption that 10 entries are made

3-24
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85Tab 13 4-1 before the SAP is operational. 250 cerits if Kr would be released. There-

COW AR150N OF ALTERNATIVES fore, to reduce the quantity of.85Kr th containment by more than a factor

SAP with Controlled of 100 would not reduce the total dose to the populace much further.
. Criterion . Controlled Purge Purge of Residual

4.5 Health and Safety
1. Feasible yes y,3

The computed maximum numbers of health effects esf*Cted in the local popula-2. Effective yes yes
tion and in the world population are shown in Table 41. They ignore any3. Practical yes y,g

"' " "' " " "4 Schedule *

Time to Begin Process 1-4 days 13-24 months
Time Required to Process 60 days 1-3 months

5 . Maximum Expected Health *

*
4.6 Resource Use

' ' "
Manpower estimates for the controlled purge system are based on 1 shift

aa ancen 0.0005 0.01 engineer. 2 plant operators and 1 technician full time during the period
Non-fatal Cancers 0.001 0.01 of purging. In addition, two persons will monitor radiation and radio-
Genetic Effects 0.0006 0.02

activity levels off-site.

World Population

Fatal Cancers 0.007 0.0007
an UCC-ND estimate for installation at Three Mile Island and includes one

Non-Fatal Cancers 0.03 0.003

Genetic Effects 0.006 0.3006
struction of the building to house the system.

** * * ' "Manpower 1 man-year 19 man-years

Electricity 40 kliowatts 1000 kliowatts " * "# ** * * * " # "I

1. Psychological Stress accident by people living in the vicinity of the plant (jl.R.33). .It has

Level of Stress lower higher been estimated that between 10% and 20% of those living within 15 miles *

'I I"' '' * * *'I"' * * " ' " "' * "Duration of Stress Less than 6 months 14-30 sonths

8. Costs $75,000 $9-$29 millim contradictory news coverage of TM! has provoked a desire [among these living

near the plant] during the first sin months for 'it to be over with'. ..

4-2
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These people are 'already exasperated by the interminability of the

' discussion and are coming to resent.the fact that TMI was every built' Q2.). * "

Dr. Peter Houts, the principal investigator of the study reported in " " " ' * '

Reference 33, has ' indicated 'that had the January 1985 resurvey been carried
'

#'

out in April 1980 the fraction of the population showing signs of distress '"8 "* '" * " " *

would have been greater (Personal Communication). Dr.'Houts was alluding ""
'

85to news reports of releases of Kr: on February 11 due to an instrument "'

line' failure and in April when a release of 85Kr was reported as a result

of purging an air-lock. There was also a news report of a coolant leak

into the Auxiliary Building from a valve failure on March 20.

It appears that the psychological stress from these releases is more attri-

, . butabla to the fact that they were considered newsworthy than to the quantity
,

85
of Kr released. During the leak of February 11, approximately 0.3 curies

85- d of Kr was released (1). Purging the containment personnel air lock in

. April resulted in a release of 0.045 curies of 85Kr. These releases are
85j ; trivial compared to tte approximately 80 curies of Kr reported as being

j
; released per month in normal ventilation exhaust air (34). Attention was
.

drawn to the lesser release situations because they were highlighted by '

the NRC in Unusual Occurrence Reports.

Given that there would be no health effects from either alternative and
i that psychological stress is independent of the quantity released. it would

, appear that the least psychological stress is associated with the procedure
.

that can be carried out with the least number of newsworthy incidents the
!,

one which satisfies the desire for "it to be over with". This criterion

favers the Controlled purging of the reactor building atmosphere. i

v

i

1
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CAK RIDGE NATIONAL LAIBORATORY
COE, Mr. J. A. Imshard 2 May 6, 1980mn, ,,

. Union CAmeset CoePosaT10sl
tuCttet Div$0s

- We are pleased to be of assistance to Congressman Ertel and Comesissioner
Cilinsky in this important matter, and we stand ready to assist them in

POST osFICs sos a any manner that you may direct.
cas mioca. Taisnesses areas

Sincerely,

OFFICE OF THE DentCr0A .May 6. M

#^h -~Department of Energy '
Oak Ridge Operations Herman Postas
Attention Mr, J. A. lanhard Director
Assistant Manager for Energy Research

and Development RFeatm
Post Office Box E
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 Attachment: Report E/ET-500

Centlemen: cc: S. W. Ahrends. DOE /ORD
R. L. Egli, DOE /ORO

Application of' the Selective Absorption Process 'for TMI-2 D. E. Ferguson
R. y. Hibbs

For the past few weeks, we have been preparing responses to a series of C. C. Hopkins
questions and suggestions raised by Congressman Allen E. Ertel and NRC y, g, g,,,g,,,
Commissioner Victor Citinsky on the sop 11 cation of the selective ab- F. R. Mynatt

65 r from the IM1-2 Containment D. B. Traversorption process for the removal of K

Building atmosphere. Accordingly, we have recently completed a report y , g , y,,,[,,
(attached) which provides information on the existing technology, de- g, y, ggg,,,, y,,

sign calculations, capacities, procurement, costs and construction File-RC
schedules. This information should not be regarded as a proposal for
the Union Carbide Corporation-Nuclear Division to do this work.

A major item of concern in selecting a process for TM1 is the amount of
time necessary to construct and place into operation a system on the
site. In this regard, the report outlines a "best effort" construction
schedule of 13 months involving no contingency and with several quali-
fying assumptions. This schedule is based on our experience in doing
work in the Oak Ridte area utilising our technical staf f, craf tsmen,
and facilities. This approach to scheduling was mandated to allow us to
get estinstes to the short time allowed for the study. It should be
recognised that we have little basis for estimating what schedules would
actually be on the TM1-2 site. for example.

From a technological standpoint, we would like to reiterate our opinion
that while this technology certainly can be employed for the purpose the
Congressman suggests, we believe that controlled venting is the most
advisable approach for 85 r disposal at TM1-2. Controlled venting to theK *

atmosphere, with adequate dilution and under favorable meteorological
conditions, can be projected to have a radiolcgical impact that is a small
fraction of the annual dose from the natural tackground. Safety considera-
tions force us to urge entry into the Containment Building as early as
possible for much needed maintenance.
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P; :of Energy
WasWageon, D.C sasas

WG T

Bonorable Allen E. Ertel
Nouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Daar Mr. Ertel

I an enclosing for your informattom a May 6, 1980, letter with enclosed
report from Dr. Berman Postan Director. Oak Ridge National laboratory
(ORNL). The letter forwards to the Department of Energy an ORNL report
concerning possible use of the fluorocarbon selective absorption system
for removing krypton gas from the TM1-2 reactor containment building.
The report was prepared in response to the requests you made during your
visit to Oak Ridge on Saturday April 19, 1950. It is my understanding
that the information in the enclosed report completes the commitment made
to you by the Oak Ridge National laboratory.

As I indicated to you when Osk Ridge discussed their preliminary findings
with you, It is my desire to see that the Department of Energy is fully

. responsive to your needs and concerns. After reviewing this report if
you feel there are any points which are not adequately covered, please let
me know and we will provide whatever additional informatiou Oak Ridge may
have on this subject.

Sincerely,

orge Cunningham
Assistant Secretary

for Nuclear Energy

Enclosure

cc: John Ahearne Chairman, NRC
Victor Cilinsky, Commissioner, NRC=

bcct William Dircks, NRC
1/Sernard Snyder, NRC

-

__ _ _ _ _ _
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K/ET-500
Date of issue: May 6,1980 K/ET 500

.

USE OF THE USE OF THE ORGDP SELECTIVE ABSORPTION
ORGDP SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF KRYPTON

PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF KRYPTON FROM THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING
ATMOSPHERE ATFROM THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING

THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 2ATMOSPHERE AT
THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 2

J. R. Memman
J. A. Parsons
R.C.Repe

M. J. Smphenson J. R. Merr6 man
J. A. Parsons
F C. Riepe

M. J. Stephenson

May 6,1980

Operned for U.1 Departmer. of Energy tw
Uman Cart >de Corporation. Nuclear Divoon
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Selective absorption is a method for removing krypton (as well as menon
P,,sge_ and Co ) from various nuclear process off gas streams. The procees hasa

been developed at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusica Plant (Oper) in con-INTRODUCTION . .... . . .... . .... 3' junction with ths. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (CNC.). The key to the

APPLICATION OF THE SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS process is the fact that krypton dissolves preferentially in fluorocarbom
liquide, such as CClsF3 (re frigerant-12) . This permits the noble gas to10 TMI-2 CONTAIIDENT BUILDING ATNOSPHERE CI.EANUP 3... .... he separated from other less solw .e constituents: the dissolved gas can
later be removed from the solvent for collection in concentrated form.Initial Contacts with ORGDP . . ... ... . .. 3 The work at CRGDP, which began in 1967, has shown that the selective
absorption process is very efficient, safe, flezible, and well suited toCongressaan Ertel's Initiative .. . . ... 4 a variety of air-cleaning applications. A good body of scientific and
engineering data has been acquired in the ORGDP experimental program, andCONCLUSIN 19. . .. . . .. . ... .. .. .. rigorous design models for the key process hardware have been developed.

APPENDIE At TMI-2 SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS: The experisontal program has been conducted in three different pilot plant
PRELIMINARY HARDtRRE OUTLINE ASSL2ED systems, and several potential applications of the process have been

evaluated.
, IOR INITIAL ESTIMATES OF SCHEDULE Recent program emphaels has been on off-gas treatment at fuel

reprocessing plants. The ORGDP program is summarised in Appendia B, andAND COST . ... . .. . .. . . . . 21 a bibliography is provided in Appendiz C. A process summary has been
published recently*.APPENDIE B SUMMARY OF THE ORGDP SEIE.CTIVE ABSORPTICal PROGRAM M

APPENDIE Cs ORGDP SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS BIBLIOGRAPKY 42
APPLICATION OF THE SELECTIVE ABSCRPTION PROCESS
TO TMI-2 CONTAINMENT SUIIDING ATMOSPHERE C12ANCF

Initial Contacts with ORGDP

In the early part of October 19 79, some initial discussions were held
with, and reports provided to, General Public Utilities (GPU) technical
staff to acquaint them with the ORGDP selective absorption process.
The reactor operator's "Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Purge
Program Safety Analysis and Environmental Report," dated November 12,
1979, discussed charcoal adsorption. gas compression, and cryogenic
processing tecniques as alternatives to the purges sufficient informa-
tion about the absorption process had not been developed by the utility
at that time. Additional information was provided to Metropolitan Edtson/
CPU over the next 2 months, and a meeting was held in Oak Ridge in
December 1979 to review the absorption process.

Dusiaq the period December 1979 through February 1980, several contacts
were made by NRC technical staff. Again, some ORGDP reporte were provided
and there was one meeting in Oak Ridge in December 1979. The NRC draft

* Merriman, J. R. , Stephenson, M. J., Kanak, B. E., and Little, D. E..
Removal of Noble Cases by Selective Absorption, Union Carbide Corporation,
Nuclear Division, Oak Ridge Caseous Diffusion Plant, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
January 1980 (K/ET-5007) presented at the IAEA/NEA International Symposium
on Management of Gaseous Mastes from Nuclear Facilities, Paper Number
IAEA-SM-245/53, February 18-27, 1980, Vienna, Austria.

.
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enviremontal assessnest* included a discusion of the selective absorp- with the concurrence of DOE, these items were addressed la studies which
tion prom se as as alternative to the s= "-? purge. la late March began on April 19, 1990. A verbal progress report was provided both to
1980, unc also arranged for a casultant to commissioner Gilinsky, Congressman trtel and later at an mac hearing on April 25, 1980s however,
Professor Gerald L. Pollock, to vtsit Oak Ridge for discussions about the at that time, the vendor contacts required to establish'a project
absorption process and a tour of the pilot plant. seedule had not been completed. This work was completed on may 2, 1980.

. . and is summaarised in the following secticas.
. la early January 1980, the DOE requested a study of a mobile selective =

absorption unit applicable to TMI-2t, The system Considered duriaq that Deaantamination Times. The various trade-offs among 6i s immination
investigatica was a fully arabile system with a omaat capacity of 275 scia. factor, processtag time, and absorption process flow rate a. a sisenarised
it was estimetadl that the deployennt time and cost would has la charts 1, 2, and 3. The nominal volumn of the conesia-s+ building at

he contaia-et buitgg "Et activityTMI-2 is 2 million cubic feet.
level will have to be reduced by a factor of almost 10 la o Jer to achieve

" Crash * Program normal Program syC limits. This reduction can be acmomplished vis a purge, h recovery
Time, cost, Time, Cost, process, or some combination. If a recovery process such a:e selective
vr 3 million' yr 8 Million absorption were used for bulk "Kr removal, then flow rates above 50 scfm

appear to be most practical for the recovery step. At 150 acfa, for
3 could beLicensable 2 15 - 20 4 15 - 20 esample, a containment building decommination factor of 10

attained in 9 weeks' processing time.
seot Licensable 1-1/2 10 - 15 3-1/2 10 - 15

Process Hardware. he most simplified version of the selective absorption
process believed to be suitable for use at T!J-2 is shown schematically la

Congressman Ertel's initiative chart 4. The hardware can be grouped into subsystems, as illustrated ta
chart 5 Chart 6 is a listing of the major equipment requirements. With

On April 18, 1990 Congressman Allen E. Ertel (17th District of Pennsyl- the esception of the "Kr storage system, all harda. ore is of the type used
venia) contacted Cak Ridge DOE /DCC-ND persenel to arrange a visit to routinely la the demical procesa ladustry. A mre complete outline of
Oak Ridge to discuss the selective absorption process. On April 19, he major hardware requirements for this application is provided la Appendia A.
and Coaunissioner Gilinsky visited the selective absorption pilot plant These listings are preliminary in nature and ==re developed only to provide
at ORGDP. he Congressman expressed laterest in innovative, creative an initial basis for contacting vendors and estimating schedules and costs.
approaches that might expedite deployamat of the process on a faster
schedule than that developed in January 1980 for DCE. Specifically, Use of the Selective Absorption Pilot Plant at TtG-2. The ORGDP selective
Congressman Ertel was interested in reducing the Kr discharged durin9 ansorptAon pilot plant, belag a * closed loop * esperimental system, does
the purge, and asked the Oak Ridge staff to not include all hardware needed in a stand-alone gas processing system.

This is summarized in chart 7. Also, the capacity of the pilot plant is
1. Make some scoping calculations of the deccatamination factors, pro- only 15 scfe, and the system was not designed for relocation. As india

cessing times, and flow rates associated with a system sized at the cated la chart 8, use of the pilot plant at TMI-2 does not appear to be
"

pilot plant level (15 sefa) and at 10 times the pilot plant level. practical or to offer any advantages, all things considered, over a Lew
That is, indicate what reductions in venting might be possible with system having a larger capacity.
these sized units.

Dif ficulties in Estimating Actual Schedule. It is not possible at this
2. Make some " ball-park" estimates of the schedules, costs, problems, time to estimate how much taas it might actually take to design, construct,

,'
etc., associated with the 15- and 150-scfm cases, including possible test, and start up a selective absorption system for TM1-2. This is
use of the pilot plant itself, because of a lack of familiarity with conditions at TMI-2 and because of

several key uncertainties, sumunarized in chart 9. N)st of these uncer-
tainties are administrative and/or institutional. They include approval

* Knvironmental Assessment for Deconramanation of the yhtee-mile Island of an 'Kr storage method, definition of basic system criteria, identifi-
fait 2 Reactor aullding Atesphere. D. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissaca, cation of project participants and roles, procurement problems, and TMI-2
March 1980 (NUREG-0662) . site related issues. Each of these iteam obviously has an important

t tatter, J. A. Ianhard to H. Postma, Krypton Gas Proposal, U. S. Depart- bearing on the schedule.
ment of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, January 8,
1980. Schedule for Oak midge " Turn-rey * Project. M establish hast how fast it

! Imtter, H. Forstaa to J. A. lanhard, Krypton Gas Proposal, Chicut Carbide might be possible to construct a selective absorption system under a more
Corporation, Nuclear Divisica, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Rtdge, easily defined set of conditions, an evaluation was made of the schedule
Tennessee, January 30, 1980.
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SCHEMATIC OF THE SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS i 1

5 l

i
:
!
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ILLUSTRATIVE TMI-2 KRYPTON PROCESSING TIMES

APPROXIMATE WEEKS TO ACHIEVE REDUCTION
AT INDICATED FLOW RATE

% REMOVAL 15sCfm 50 sCfm 150 sCfm
.
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MAJOR EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS !
FOR THE SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS 8

i
!
!
!

SUBSYSTEM MAJOR EQUIPMENT ITEMS
FEED PREPARATION HEPA FILTERS

REVERSING HEAT EXCHANGERS
GAS COMPRESSOR
GAS HEAT EXCHANGERS/ REFRIGERATION
MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS

Kr SEPARATION COMBINATION COLUMN WITH INTEGR AL REBOILER
VENT GAS TREATMENT CONDENSER / REFRIGERATION U

MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS
SOLVENT TREATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS

SOLVENT STORAGE TANK
SOLVENT PUMPS
SOLVENT COOLER / REFRIGERATION

PRODUCT TR EATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS
COLD TRAP /RE FRIGERATION

PRODUCT STORAGE GAS COMPRESSORS
STORAGE CYLINDERS
STORAGE CASK

cuaRrs

.

.

SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS BLOCK DIAGRAM g

i
E

il

i
VENT GAS

TREATMENT
SUBSYSTEM

>L

!

REACTOR FEED Kr PRODUCT PRODUCT U+ ; PREPARATION + SEPARATION + TREATMENT + STO!tAGESullDipIG
SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYST EM SUBSYSTEM

.L

ir

T EATMENT_

SUBSYST EM SUBSYSTEM

UTILITIES

SUBSYSTEM

CHART $
4/26/80
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SOME CONCERNS ABOUT RELOCATION OF THE ORGDP SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PILOT
PLANT TO TM1-2 AND INCORPORATION OF THE TEST UNIT AS PART OF A KRYPTON
REMOVAL SYSTEM THERE:

* ONLY HALF OF THE MAJOR EQUIPMENT ITEMS NECESSARY FOR THE
TMI 2 APPLICATION ARE USED IN AND AVAILABLE FROM THE PILOT
PLANT

e EXISTING REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS ARE OLD AND UNPREDICTABLE
e OTHER ITEMS WHICH MIGHT BE AVAILABLE DO NOT APPEAR TO BE ON C |

lTHE CRITICAL PATH. THEREFORE, SCHEDULE ADVANTAGES ARE NOT
APPARENT

e THE PILOT PLANT FLOW RATE (15 SCFM) IS LOWER THAN WHAT WE
CONSIDER TO BE A PRACTICAL MINIMUM (ABOUT 50 SCFM) FOR THIS
APPLICATION

* RELOCATION COST SAVINGS (IF ANY) VERSUS NEW FABRICATION WOULD BE
MODEST

e THE SYSTEM IS NOT DESIGNED FOR RELOCATION

cmar s ensa

.

PILOT PLANT HARDWARE APPLICABILITY

AVAILABILITY l

MAJOR AT 15 SCFM SIZE ! I

SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT ITEMS FROM PILOT PLANT E |
4

FEED PREPARATION HEPA FILTERS NO ! l
'

REVERSING HEAT EXCHANGERS NO
GAS COMPRESSOR YES
GAS HEAT EXCHANGERS/ REFRIGERATION YES (ONE OF TWO)
MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS NO

Kr SEPARATION COMBINATION COLUMN WITH YES |

INTEGRAL REBOILER l

VENT GAS TREATMENT CONDENSER / REFRIGERATION NO
MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS NO

SOLVENT TREATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS YES (ONE OF TWO) U

SOLVENT STORAGE TANK YES
SOLVENT PUMPS YES (ONE OF TWO)
SOLVENT COOLER / REFRIGERATION YES

PRODUCT TREATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS YES (TWO OF THREE)
COLD TRAP / REFRIGERATION YES

PRODUCT STORAGE GAS COMPRESSORS NO
STORAGE CYLINDERS NO
STORAGE CASK NO

GAS MAKEUP SUBSYSTEM NO

UTILITIES NO

INSTRUMENTATION YES (PARTI All'

*SOME INSTRUMENTA TION ALSO APPLICABLE TO LARGER SYSTEM-

cHxnt : 4nsa
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PROBLEMS, ISSUES, CONCERNS ASSOCIATED WITH ESTIMATING j
A REALISTIC SCHEDULE FOR USE OF A SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS SYSTEMg

(~100150 SCFM) FOR REDUCING Kr RELEASE AT TMI 2 i

!

e CRITERIA FOR Kr-85 STORAGE

e BASIC OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA WHICH GOVERN PROJECT SCOPE, SCHEDULE,
COST, AND PROGRAMMATIC IMPACT (IS SECTION 8 ASME ADEQUATE?,WHAT IS
TARGET DF? WHAT ARE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS?, ETC.)

e RESPONSIBit .lES FOR PROJECT PHASES: TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATION,
*

;
DESIGN, APPHOVAL, PROCUREMENT, CONSTRUCTION, OPER ATION (DOE, NRC,
AE'S, GPU/ MET.ED.) AND INTERFACES AMONG PARTICIPANTS

e PROCUREMENT PROBLEMS

e BUILDING ISSUES (AVAILABILITY, ETC.)

* EXACT COMPOSITION OF REACTOR BUILDING ATMOSPHERE

e CONDITIONS AND CONSTRAINTS PECULIAR TO THE TMI 2 LOCATION

_ags_.



TMI-2 SELECTIVE ABSORPTION SYSTEM
M AJOR HARDWARE AVAILABILITY |

I
'

e

RESULTS OF VENDOR CONTACTS
DURING WEEK OF 4/28/80: j

CHARACTE RISTIC INDICATED AVAILABILITY OR ;
SUBSYSTE M MAJOR EOUIPMENT ITEMS SIZE PROCUREMENT TIME, MONTHS -

F E E D PREPARATION HEPA FILTE RS 24'' m 24* ALREADY EXIST AT SITEle,OTHERWISE)
REVERSING HE AT EXCHANGERS 2 AT 2.7 TON 3
GAS COMPRESSORS 3 AT 50 SCFM 312 EXISTING UNITS AVAILABLE

WITHIN 1 MONTH)

GAS HEAT EXCHANGER /RE FRIO. 2 AT 2.4 TON 4
MOLECULAR SIEVE BEDS TBO' IN HOUSE FABRICATION

Kr SE PAR ATION COIABINATSON COLUMN WITH 10"-12" 14* IN HOUSE FABRICATlON
INTEGRAL REBOILER 200 kW 3

VENT GAS TREATMENT CONDENSER / REFRIGERATION 1AT34 TON 3
MOLECULAR SIEVE BED TBD IN HOUSE FA8RICATION

SOLVENT TRE ATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BED TBD IN HOUSE FA8RICATION
SOLVENT STORAGE TANK / COOLER 600 GAL /22 TON 3
SOLVENT PUMP 2 AT 30 GPM 2
SOLVENT COOLE R/REF RIG. S AT 37-TON 3

PRODUCT TREATMENT MOLECULAR SIEVE BED TBD IN HOUSE FABRICATION
COLD TR AP/RE F RIGERATION SMALL COLD TRAP IS IN HOUSE FABRICATION

REF RIGERATION < 3

PRODUCT STORAGE GAS COMPRESSOR SMALL 4
STORAGE CYLINDER & CASK - ASSUMED TO 8E IMMEDIAT ELY

AVAILABLE FROM DOE

GAS MAKEUP LIOuiD N2 VAPORIZATION / TBD 3
METERING

UTILITIES TBD ASSUMED AVAILA8LE AT TMt
SITE BY REOulRED TIME

VALVES % to 3 4NCH 4
INST RUME NT ATION - SOME TAKEN FROM PILOT

"LANT; BALANCE < 3

BUILDING TO HOUSE SYSTEM TBD ASSUMED AVAILABLE AT TMt
SITE SV REOutRED TIME

* TO BE DETERMINE 0

6/2-80cHAntil

.

KEY ASSUMPTIONS IN ESTIMATING "BEST EFFORTS" |
SCHEDULE FOR TMI 2 Kr SELECTIVE ABSORPTION SYSlEM I

E

!
e ACCEPTED CONVENTIONAL INDUSTRI AL STANDARDS, PRACTICES, AND CODES USED (INCLUDING }

GENERAL ADHERENCE TO REGULATORY GUIDE 1.143) j
o SYSTEM CAPACITY APPROXIMATELY 150 SCFM

o NEGOTIATED PROCUREMENTS; EXPEDITED TO MAXIMUM EXTENT, INCLUDING PREMlUMS FOR ;

EARLY DELIVERY. NORMAL PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS WAIVED

o PROJECT RECEIVES VERY HIGH PRIORITY IN ALL PHASES BY ALL PARTIES INVOLVED

O DESIGN PROCUREMENT, FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY, AND TESTING IN OAK RIDGE

o FOLLOWING TESTING, THE UNIT WOULL 5 DISASSEMBLED AND PACKAGED FOR TRANSPORT
TO THE TMI-2 SITE

o TMI-2 REQUIREMENTS (UTILITIES, SPACE, ETC.) WOULD BE SPECIFIED WITHIN 2 MONTHS FOLLOWING E
PROJECT INITIATION AND ARE ASSUMED TO BE AVAILABLE WITHIN 10 MONTHS THEREAFTER

o HEVIEWS AND APPROVALS WOULD PROCEED CONCURRENTLY WITH NO TIME LAPSE

o A SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE TYPE NORMALLY USED AT OAK RIDGE ON DOE PROJECTS WOULD
DE PREPARED

o AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT,IF REQUIRED,WOULD NOT DELAY THE SCHEDULE

o SOME USE OF PILOT PLANT INSTRUMENTATION MIGHT BE REOUIRED

85 r WOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO DOE, USING AVAILABLE CYLINDER ANDo CONCENTRATED K
CASK DESIGNS

o SCHEDULES AND COSTS ARE BEST EFFORTS AND CANNOT BE GUARANTEED

0 THE '' SNAPSHOT" OF HARDWARE AVAILABILITY TAKEN DURING VENDOR CONTACTS
DURING THE WEEK OF APRIL 28,1980, REMAINS VALID

caAntso
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150 SCFM Kr REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR TMI-2
PRELIMINARY "BEST-EFFORTS" PROJECT SCHEDULE i

.'

:
.eMONTHS
5

[ AFTER START 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 g
| y -

ENGINEERING

H ARDWARE
PROCUREMENT
t FABRICATION

INSTALLATION
(AT OAK RIDGE)

1 STARTUP

(AT OAK RIDGE)

| DISASSEMBLY,
PACKAGING EAND SHIPPING

REASSEMBLY
i AND STARTUP
| AT TMl 2 g

cuantu s reo

l
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SUMMARY OF UCC ND ESTIMATES OF COSTS | ,

AND SCHEDULES FCR SELECTIVE ABSORPTION UNIT FOR TMI-2 I l
b

a

1

i

COST

DESCRIPTION CONSTRAINTS $ MILLIONS SCHEDULE

275 SCFM CAPACITY; LICENSABLE NORMAL PROGRAM 15-20 4 YRS.

COMPLETELY MOBILE UNIT *
LICENSABLE * CRASH * PROGRAM 15-20 2 YRS.

NOT LICENSABLE NORMAL PROGRAM 10 15 3% 4 YRS. g

NOT LICENSABLE ' CRASH * PROGRAM 10 15 1% 2 YRS.

APPROXIMATELY 150 SCFM LICENSABLE ' CRASH' PROGRAM 13 16 2 YRS.
CAPACITY; SPARTAN VERSION
FOR ONE TIME USEt NOT LICENSABLE 'BEST EFFORTS *

' ESTIMATE 9 12 13 MONTHS

* PREVIOUSL Y DISCUSSED IN LETTER, H. POSTMA, TO J. A L ENHARD,00E-0RO, KR YPTON GAS PROPOSA L,
UNION CARBIDE CliRPORA TION NUCLEAR DIVISION, OAK RIDGENA TIONAL LABORA TORY 0AK RIDGE, j

TENNESSEE JANUARY 30,19M. ,

I

t REQUES1:0 B Y CONGRESSMAN ERTEL CJRING HIS VISIT TO OAK R10GE ON april 19,19M.

streocnuti o
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TMI-2 SE!2CTIVE ABSORPTICII FROCES5t '
' "

-

ruz.IMINAFT HARDWAM OUTI.INE ASSUser.D FOR I.' ]I II W
"

; m
INITIAt. ESTIMA1TS OF SCHEDUt2 AND COST

| I *

' =
In this Appendis, outline descriptions are given for key harerare items 3 ! y
whickt would be required in a selective absorption system for TMI-2. | ! b,

A I

process schenstic, breakdown of the components into subsystems, and an q ,e
0' q

~

equipment listing were provided earlier in charts 4, 5, and 6. A more _. . ,

I
. .

detailed flow sheet is shown in chart A-1. This information is preliminarys g

it was developed not as a recosamendatlan, but as a basis for making vendor | |9 !

contacts and estimating cost and schedule. O'* d I( ,'
I

| O*|
L -

I -- %-

.

,_

FEED PREPAAATION STR$YSTEM
,

I
;q -The reactor containment vessel is maintained at a pressure slightly below h'atm spheric and a temqperature near ambient. As withdrawn from the reactor. {^-

the contamLaated gas will contain particulates, such as traces of I 'Cs ,
and will be saturated with water containing trace amounts of tritium. 4 i ,,, ,, g 3

~The reactor gas has to be filtered and dried, and then cosqpressed to - - * . F
,* * 3i =150 poig and cooled to minus 30*F before it can be fed into the noble

gas separaticut column. The major v=nts of the Feed preparation Sub- | ++a+=**-

system include a NEPA filter bank, reversing heat exchangers (for bulk () -

water removal), a gas compressor system, a gas beat exchanger / refrigeration l
""*'"**

system, selecular sieve beds (for trace vatar removal), and water storage |h j
-

,

tanks. Pressure, flow, and temperature control loops are also required. ~ '

O I _

=8HEPA Filter System I
hi}$ ptg g [? p t ~ j U fj [:_ nj

1

Furposes To remove particulates from the reactor gas ' '
,

Design Basis Operating Ta m rature - Ambient
4 -

Operating Pressure - 14.0 psia

{in
.

.Gas Flow Bate - 150 scfm

Q(, t.Frame Dimensions - 24 inches by 24 inches

Filter Thackness - 11-1/2 inches ~~ ''
,

[4
;.,

&
l ,M

,

0

musber Required - 1 (minimum) # I:

vi --t 1The TM2-2 rurge described by Met Ed/GPU* is designed to utilire the
-

'
reactor cuilding hydrogen control e,haust unit. This unit is cosyrised }

of a bann of filters housed in a steel cabinet and an exhaust fan. The , -

;

* Three Mile Esland Chit 2 neactor Building Purge Program safety Analgsis * hti ;E ( *, , ,

y h e .

and EnrJronmental Report, Prepared by Metrope'itan Edison /GPU, y
November 12, 1979.

.

j

LO7
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filter bank oanaists of (La sequencel a pre-filter, a Esta filter, an emeure seacter gas osatalament. , me _,_ e will he said -tes and

activated carbon filter, and another EEPA filt ar. The systes evidently ageipped with gas discharge pressere and flew centsel Image. Statal m
will acceemdets flowe q to 1000 scfm and thwe oppears seitable for use steel is the pseferred meterial of sometracties. unter =fiaq will he
la the selective absorptica process feed preparatica subsystem. required for the sempressor head and after-eseler. Either a etagle unit

er a group of parallel __ _ - could he stilised.
' Peed Gas cold Trap

Process Gas Choler
Purposas To remove the bulk anoisst of the water from the Peactor feed gas Purposea h enol the reactor gas to the aperating temperatore of the

.-

Design Basies feed Gas - Air saturated with water at 00*F absorber

~3 I
unter content of had Gas - 1.62 m 10 lb/sta it Desi , saats tales cas Temperature - 110*r

* 3unter content of talet Gas - 7.g2 a 10 ' lb/ste ft'

Feed Gas Flow mate - 150 scfm

reed Gea riou ante - 150 scfmOperettag Pressure - 14.0 psia
'

outlet Gas tesperature - 0*r Operating Pressure - 125 peig

mafrigeration asquirements - 32,000 Sta/hr (2.7 tons) Outlet Gas Teeperature = minus 50*r
.

water content of Outlet Gas - 7.g2 a 10'I lb/sta ft metrigeratica naquiremente - 28,600 stu/hr (2.4 tons)3

3amount of water ammoved - 7 g a 10' lb/ste ftAssunt of water menoved - 1.54 s 10* lb/ste ft
) (1.66 gal /hr) (0.085 gal /hr)

water masoval Ef ficiency - g54 muster Required - 2
i

, uusber Aequired - 2 The procese gas cooler will remove essentially all of the remaining water
in the reactor gas. This amount of water is small compared to the quantity ,

,

The water removed from the reactor off-gas via cold trapping will be removed by the feed gas dryer, but this heat enchanger, like the first, P

periodically drained from the heat excbanger during a defrost cycle. will still have to undergo a defrost cycle and the water collected. An
A desiccant-type dryer could be used instead of the refrigerated system, evaporative-type refrigeration system employtag a separate refrigeratica
but the water recovery step would not be as direct. compressor /condanser system and refrigerant such as a-502 will be used.

Alternatively, a direct cooling liquid altrogen system might be considered.
Process Gas compressor System

Backup Cas Dryer

Purposes To compress the reactor gas to the operating pressure of the
Purpose To provide backg desiccant service.

absother
t

Desip Basis suction Pressure - 14 psia Design Basis: Desiccant Tyge - 3A solecular sieve

- Discharge Pressure - 150 psig talet Gas Temperature - minus 50*r

Gas Flow aate - 150 scfm operating Pressure - 125 psig

saber Sequired - Dependent upon individual machine capacity Dryer Diameter - 12 incnes

a diaphragm-type compressor is generally preferred for this application Dryer langth - 8 feet

since a rotating shaft seal would not be required and the process gas
would not contact compressor lubricant. ' A screw, lobe, or centrifugal sksuber Sequired - 2

machine could be considered. however, if placed in an isolation box to

.

O

t

t

c

-_- -_ _ - - . -
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malecular sieves are preferred over other desiccants because they have a
higher capacity at lower water partial pressures. The 3A-type selecular solvent Flow mate - 30 gym
sieve is preferred over other sieves because the 34 will art load CDs.
he water load on the backup gas dryer will be escoedingly small, and a Bolvent Temperature - miave J0'F

regenerative loop is optional. " races of iodine might contaminate the
sieves and disposal may be necessary at the cosqpletion of the cleanup operating Pressure - 125 poig
job.

Absorber section - 10 inches in diameter,12 feet tall
Water Storage Tanks

Intermediate Section - 12 inches in diameter, 7 feet tall
Purposes To provide storage voluso for the water removed from the reactor

feed gas Final Stripping Sectiam - 14 inches la diameter, 4 feet tall

Design Basis: 42 gal / day of operation

since the water may contain trace amounts of tritium, it will ultimately notorial of Construction - 3041, stainless steel
be routed to the reactor liquid processing center for disposal.

Number Required " 1

KRYPTON SEFARATICat CGIDei The Oak midge pilot plant combination column has an internal solvent vapor
condenser located between the intermediate and final stripping sections of
the combination coluon. The condenser is required when higher strippingThe krypton separation will take place in a unique combination column
upflowe are needed to desorb more soluble feed gas components, such as Codeveloped expressly for the selective absorptica process. The three and Xe. In the reactor case, the internal condenser is not Lacluded, and

n

functional steps of absorption, intermediate stripping, and final stripping the bulk amounts of the feed gas CDs and Ie will remain in the solventare combined in a single packed column contactor. he actual krypton
segaration is performed la the absorber section or top part of the column. and subsequently equilibrate with the column off-gas. The krypton product

will contata less diluent gas as a result.Here, the upflowing contaminat:d feed gas is contacted countercurrently
with downflowing solvent. anfrigerant-12 (CClaF ) is the preferred process All sections of the combination coluen have to be packed with the same2

solvent la this case. The absorber section is operated at a temperature, materials used in the pilot plant. Otherwise, the design models wouldpressure, and gas-to-solvent flow rate ratio sufficient to bring about not be applicable.essentially complete dissolution of the radioactive gas. Decon h aated
gas subsequently passes from the top of the column, while the loaded

Solvent sollersolvent flows immediately downward into the intermediate and final
stripping sections of the process. Dassolved gases are stripped from the Purpose To provide a stripping vapor upflow to the concination colusasolvent through countercurrent contact with upflowing solvent vapor
generated in an attached boiler located directly below the column. Re* Design Basis Operating Pressure - 125 psiggenerated solvent is withdrawn from the boiler for recycle to the top of
the column. The radioactive krypton is concentrated in the intermediate
section of the column and is subsequently drawn off as a side stream product. operating Temperature - 100*F

Coebination Column Solvent Flow Rate - 30 g3=

Heat Input - 200 kWPurpose To remove krypton from the feed gas, concentrate the krypton
for disposal, and regenerate the solvent for recycle

Museer Required - 1

Design Basist Krypton Decontamination Factor - 100
Heat is added to the rebo11er as necessary to establish /maintala en inter-

Krypton Concentration Factor - 10 mediate section pressure drop of 1 inch of veter/ foot of packing. A4

capacitance probe liquid level system can be used to effectively measure /
Feed Gas Flow Rate - 150 scfm control the reboiler liquid level.

Feed Gas Temperature - minus 30'F

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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12X molecdar sieves can load 0.3 lb 9-12/lb sieve. The sieves can be
VENT GAS TEA *MEJrf St.1MiYSHM regenerated by pressue swing or hot mitrogen purge. Three trape would

accosmedate the usual load / regenerate cycles one trap ta service, case
The decantaminated off-gas from the comination columes will contain trap being regenerated, and one trap in standby.
8.6 mole percent > 12 vapor. A solvent recovery subsystem is an essential
part of the krypton recovery process to prevent process disruptions caused
by the loss of solvent. he bGk of the solvent can be ef fectively removed SoLW NT mEcYCLE st35YSTEM
by passtag the of f-gan through a low temperatue condenser. The residual
solvent can be trapped on a III molecular saeve bed. The solvent will leave the comination column boiler et a temperature of

100*F, pressure of 125 peig, and may contain trace amounts of water and
solvent condenser todane. A solvent recycle subsystem is provided to purify the solvent as

necessary, cool it to mLaus 30*F. and pump it back to the top of the
Pupose: To remove solvent vasos from the comotnation columns of f-gas absorter section of the costanation column. A refrigerated solvent

storage tank is also provided in the solvent circuit to give the system
Design Basts: Flow mate - 150 scfm (solvent-free basis) some addational capacitance and flexibility.

Inlet R-12 Content - 8.6 mole percent

operating Pressure - 125 poig Purpose To remove trace quantitles of water and iodine that might get
into the solvent

Operating Tesqperature - manus 150*F
Design Basta s operating %erature - 1004

Ef fluent R-12 Cbatant - 1000 ppe

Operating Pressure - 125 psia
Refrigeration poquirements - 43,400 stu/hr (3.6 tons)

Solvent Flow mate - 30 grus
,g

Trap Diameter - 12 inches
The condensate from the R-12 condenser will be refluzed to the top of the
absorber colupus. Trap langth - 4 feet

13x m>1ecular Steve solvent Trap summer pequared - 2

To remove the residual solvent vapor from the p-12 condenser The solvent dryer molecular sieves will see only light duty. A regenera-Pury>se
,gg,g,, tion loop is therefore optional. At the cosyletion of the reactor cleang

job, the steves may have to be discarded as low level radioactive wasta.
Design Basis: Flow Rate - 150 scfm (solvent-free basis)

**
Inlet R-12 Content - 1J00 ppe

|

Purpose: To provide solvent storage capacity
Operating Pressure - 125 peig

"'9" I"**** *** ~ I" ""
operating Temperature - minus 125'F

soimat n w Rate - 30 p
Effluent a-12 content - Issa than 1 ppe

" * * 8 A "" * "P****#''Trap Diameter - 12 inches

,
Outlet Solvent Temperature - 50*F

*'I' ** ** I*Number Required - 3

W

[ [} :
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anfrigeration amquirements - 261,000 stu/hr (22 tonal
tuoDucT TesATusarf seasYSTEM

Number anguired - 1 The side stream product withdronen from the combinatics colm will be
highly conometrated La krypton. In fact, the product krypten concentrationThe solvent tant is siaod to provide enough r M ag ik N tory for will be 104 tiens are them that in the feed gas. St411, the bulk of the20 minutes of operatica. anfrigeration is provided to praat solvent

pump cavitatlan. mistume will initially consist of solvent vepor, Co , and Es. solventr
vapor can be easily removed from the prtdact gas misture via a 135 solecu-

Solvent Pump lar sieve trapping system. met of the COr and 3e can them be removed by
cold trapping. The volems of gas that will rensis to be stored after the

Purpose: to pump solvent in a closed loop from the bottom of the coatt- product treatment will be 40 times ses11er than that takam directly from
the combination colum, resultlag la en overall concentratics factor ofnatica columma to the top about 10 .5

Desip Desias Capacity - 30 gym 13r neolecular sieve Trep

suction Pressure - 100 peig Purposes h remove solvent vapor from the product gas
Suction Temperature - 50*r Desip sesias operattaq Pressure - 100 pois
Discharge Pressure - 135 peig Operating Temperature - 30*r

Pump Type - Turbine or Gear
talet Cas riow mate - 3500 occa (masimman)

Materials of Construction - 304L stataless steel Inlet a-12 centent - 50 mole percent
Num6er Required - 2 (one is a spare) Outlet Gas Flow mate - 1750 seca (maximus)

Pup discharge pressure and flow control loops are required to malatala Outlet 3-12 Content - 1 ppeproper absorber operation. Diaphrega-type pumps are not re-nded
because of pressure surges. Trap Diameter - 3 laches

Solvent Cooler
Trap Length - 3 feet

Purpose s To cool the solvent to the operating temperature of the absorber Number asquired - 3section of the c*aation column
water cooling will be required on the outer surface of the trap to romveDesign Basias Solver * #iow ante - 30 gym the 3-12 heat of adsorption. A conventimal hot nitrogen regeneration
loop will be used.

peratlag Pressure - 130 peig
CO2-Me Cold Trap

talet solvent Temperature - 55'r

Purposes To remove the bulk amounts of the CO and Xe diluent ir % KrDischarge t= crnare - minus 35'F product and thereby further reduce the solisse require . t Er
storage

nefrigeration asquirements - 441,000 Stu/hr (37 tons)
Design masiss Operatia? Pressure - 100 peig

thmiber pequired - 1.

Operating 14mperature - Mtaus 250*r

Inlet Gas Flow mate - 1750 seca (maximum)

Outlet Gas Flow mate - 85 sea (maxamun)

.
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outlet Kr Concentration - 35% A diaphrsgs compressor will be used to compress the concentrated Kr

Refrigeration Requirements - 130 Stu/hr
Storage /Shippine cylinder with Caak

_

M provide an acceptable container for storing / shipping of Kr
88

Purposes

Cold tr a cooling will be achieved with liquid nitrogen. Three cold traps removed fropa the reactor

will be provided to give the usual load / regeneration flow capability. The
. Com and Ee will be vented during the defrost cycia or, alternatively, Design Basiss cylinder gelume - 1.54 ft ~
passed bad to the reactor if krypton contamination is detected.

Cylinder Pressure - 500 ;aig maximum

PRODUCT STORAGE SUBSYSTEM DOE has desips for storage / shipping containers for ''Er. Details of the
containers, which have been DOT-certified, are shone in charts A-2 and

the concentrated krypton product will be temporarily collected in a low n. 3,

pressure storage *.ank.' Periodically, the gas will be d into a pres-

surised gas cylinder for storage / shipping. Existing DOE 'Er cylinders
and shipping casks will be used as the design basis.

a

*

Interim Storage Tank

Purposes M provide temporary storage volume for the concentrated
krypton mixture

Design Basiss Operating Pressure - vacuum to 25 psig

operating Temperature - ambient

inlet riow - 1750 seca (maximum)
3Tank volume - 1 ft

Maximum ''Er content - 3000 curies

shamber Required - 1

The interim storage container will be shielded. A line will be provided
to vent the storage container back to the reactor containment and/or to
the absorber.

Product Compressor -

Purpose To ccampress the Kr product gas for pressurized gas cylinder
storage

L

Desip Basis: Maximum Suction Pressure - 25 psig'

Maximum Discharge Pressure = 500 psig

Maaissan Flow Sate - 10,000 scas

Number pequired - 2

.

e

>

F
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DOE KRYPTON SHIPPING CONTAINER
1

i

; '

9

FRAMEWORK
SELLYSAND

,,

3
PHENOLIC FOAM INSULATRON

OAK STRINGE R de E ACHl .
' $

8-

.

i SHIELD CASK FORSHIPPING CONTAINER ASSEMBLY 5j
'"

setLYBAND 9y p
:'

.-p.
, .-

Covt R BOLT 44 E ACH) . . " ,/ * TIGHTENING $E TECREW $

- - g ,y a xpp
5- '

- ; sPloE R RsNG

.. ' s?.Y g!' '

[
' '

, GRA T

/ 69 3/4''-

|||C / essn-
/

SHlf LD CA5K
CAP ASSEM8tY

CHARI A 3 '

DOE SHIELDED KRYPTON CYLINDER ,

i
:

SPACING 'VIDER" RINGS {

LIFTING LUGS

\ -

|

LE AD SHIE LDING I'

CASK PLUG PLUG

VALVE
FLANGE ,

CASK PLUG CLAMP

'' } kSETSCREW 1
LID HOLD DOWN LUG N

,

GAS CYLINDE R

'
II '.

(=.-

.

VALVE ACCESS PLUG

V RING BRASS PLUG NUT
' 4O FLANGE

'- SHIELD CASK CAP

REMOTE VALVE ACCESS HOLE

CHART A 3 (NO LONGER USED) bireo
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Stagmar or 1m ceCar SEtaCTIvg ammer 3, paDGamm

Za the late 1950's, work was reported la both the United States and the
thalted rimW cm the adaptatica of conventional, chemical engineering
absorption / stripping *" ques to the reempval and --tration of krypten
and annon from gas streams which their radioisotopes contamtmata. hs Ladi-
cated in chart 3-1, the ut work sti11aed carbum tetrachloride, CCle, as
the procese solven% The U.S. west at that dem was condected at the
Brookhavea NaHa== ; laboratory (BML) and involved soon basic laboratory
measuressats of krypton and - sole 111 ties la various liquids and
scoping calcula*ia== related to process applications. The auL etaties
recummmaded refrigarant-12. CCla a, as the process solvent of choice,r
considering selectivity, capacity, operability, safety, and stability
to radiolytic and thermal decosupositica.

In 1967, work on the selective absorption process for Er-se collection
was resumed la an esperimental program taitiated at the CAGDP. The mala
objectives of the caGep project were to acquire engineering-scale process
data and to develop procese desipa models which would permit confident
design of scaled-up systems for a variety of applications. Both objec-
times have been met successfully.

APPENO4X B The application first considered innen the oncap program was started was
a mobile system which could be transported to the site of s nuclear reactor

SubsMARY OF THE ORGDP SELECTIVE ASSORPTION PROGRAM following an accident which seleased tissica gas to the containment and
then used there to romve the radioactive gas face the containment and cca-
centrate it in a form suitable for transportatica and s*.orage. Followtag
stalies aimed at this agplication, program emphasis was shifted toward
treatment of off-gse from light water reactors during their mornal opera-
tica, after that work was coseleted, the program was focused on repro-
cessing plant off-gas treatsmat. In addition, other applications, such

,

as Fast Flua Test Facility (FFTF) and Nigh Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor.
(N1GR) cover gas cleanup NTGk reprocesslag (using ORNL's liquid CDs
absorption scheme), and weapons test radioactive gas containment, have
been evaluated.

Chart B-2 summarizes the ranges of key parameters lavestigated in the
experimental program over the years. These tests have been conducted
in three different pilot plant units, and the chronology of these test
systems is samarised in chart 9-3. Based on a projected FY 1990 expendi-
ture of $250,000, the etmulative selective absorption program costs
through FT 19a0, as shown in chart 9-4, are just below $4.7 million.
Most of this sum, about $3.3 million, has been spent om basic process
development via engineertag tests in the three pilot plants.

.
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SUMMAF,Y OF SELECTIVE ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS !
$

$

!

!.
SOLVENTS CCl F (REFRIGERANT 12), CCl F (REFRIGERANT 11), CO22 3 2

CARRIER GASES AIR, N , Ar, H , He, CO22 2

NOBLE GASES Kr WITH 85 r;Xe.WITH 133 eK X

IMPURITIES CO , NO, NO , N 0, CH 1,122 2 2 3

TEMPERATURE,0F -75 TO +25 0
PRESSURE, ATM 6.10 TO 34.8

SOLVENT FEED RATE, GPM 0.75 TO 2.0

GAS FEED RATE, SCFM 1.13 TO 22.2

FEED CONCENTRATIONS - Kr, PPM 0.014 TO 8800
- Xe, PPM 0.002 TO 100
- IMPURITIES,

PPM 50 TO 6700 (FOR INDIVIDUAL COMPONENTS)
REMOVAL PERCENTAGES - Kr 62.9 TO 99.95

- Xe 99.96 TO 99.99

cua.r s : "
g

.

SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS HIGHLIGHTS :
9

i
5
.

4 AS PROCESS SOLVENT |1958 REPORT ON UK WORK USING CCl

1958 REPORT FROM BNL RECOMMENDING CCl F AS PROCESS SOLVENT22

1967 OAK RIDGE PROGRAM INITIATED: FOCUS ON MOBILE PROCESSING
UNIT FOR REACTOR EMERGENCIES

1968 FIRST PILOT PLANT STARTED UP: FOCUS ON GENERAL PROCESS
ENGINEERING DATA

1970 BASIC PROCESS DATA COLLECTION COMPLETED
,,,

1971 FOCUS ON DATA RELEVANT TO NORMAL OPERATING REACTOR
!OFF GAS TREATMENT
1

1972 FOCUS ON DATA RELEVANT TO REPROCESSING PLANT APPLICATION;
CONSTRUCTION INITIATED ON SECOND Pil'N PLANT

1973 SECOND PILOT PLANT STARTED UP (BASIC COLUMNS)

1974 REPROCESSING PLANT-RELATED SUBSYSTEMS DEFINED AND ADDED
1

1977 COMBINATION COLUMN DESIGNED AND BUILT

! 1978 COMBINATION COLUMN STARTED UP
'

-en.....,



,
.

;

SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT COSTS 3

(IN $1000)
PRIOR
TO

ACTIVITY 1972 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 76 T 1977 1978 1979 1980 TOTALS

PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT 560 13*t 175 200 250 365 120 425 575 300 150 3,258'

SOLVENT
CHEMISTRY 0 0 0 0 50 30 200 200 75 0 555

PROCESS
RELIABILITY 0 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 25

PROCESS
APPLICATION SO 0 0 0 0 35 30 225 245 150 100 835

TOTALS f? t0 138 175 200 250 475 180 850 1,020 525 250 4,673

!

* INCLUDES DESIGN, FABRICATION AND OPERATION OF THREE PILOTPLANTSYSTEMS
;

5N gcuare4

-

,
.

SELECTIVE ABSORPTION PROCESS PILOT PLANT CHRONOLOGY i
I,

l $
'

i

|
ACTIVITY START f1NIS11

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF FIRST PILOT PLANT 3/67 6/68

OPERATION OF PILOT PLANT I 7/68 592
,

| JOINT ORGDP-ORNL PROGRAM OUTLINED 5/72 6/72
S

i DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF SECOND PILOT PLANT 7/72 10/73

ADDITION OF REPROCESSING PLANT RELATED SUBSYSTEMS ,7/73 6U4 *

OPER ATION OF PILOT PLANT 11 11/73 2/78

COMBINATION COLUMN DESIGN (TillRD PILOT PLANT) 7/77 8/77

CONSTRUCTION OF COMBINATION COLUMN 9/77 1/78

i OPERATION OF COMBINATION COLUMN 2/78 present
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~ e . .n,7,m ..,.
Mar 22nd, 1,80 v~ - - -- . ".-.oc. m. ... . .. ..

Mr. John Ahearne Chairman Richard it. Ve11aer *h d '7
U. S. NUCLZAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Director
1717 "H" Street NW. Three Mile telacd Sepport. Hill
Washington D. C. 20555 U.s. helur segulatory commissien
U. S. A. Weehangton, DC 20555

Dear 'tr. Vo11aer
"# *

Staff of the sureas of Radiological Realth have reviewed NUREG-0662 (and
With respect to the venting of the radioactive kryton gas at Addenda 1 ar.d 2) which unre announced la 45 rt 20265 and 45 FR 21760.

the TMI power plant, allow me to recommend the use of high
altitude research balloons for this task. it te our coactuatoo that the venting of the Er-45 la the TM1-2 cae-

tain: cat batIdica to the stueephere under controlled release to the
These giant veasels have been used by NASA, the Air Force prudent and proper course of action which providee eininal if not sere.

health impact. It to recognised that members of the public la theand the meterological agencies in their research and they are vicialty of TM1 may call for alternatives that de set rel u u the Er-85readity available. One or more of these balloons could easi1Y to the environment. It should be acted, however, that the occupationalcontria, the radioactive kryton gas hampering the clean-up effort workere are eleo members of the public and the health impact (if any)at the atae installation. The filling and the launching of t,est relates to the total popdation dose la person-rez (both occupatter.a1these balltens could become an affirmative media event proving and general pubitc). la this regard. At sould be a;propriate for EC to
to the populace that your Connaission is deeply concerned with provide esticates of the total popdation does (both of fsite a;,1 cccu-
public safety and sentiment. ;stic r.al) . Eacco en the populatioa dooo estinates f ar the ::1-2 acc14ect.

It appears that the eculative doca (poreon-rca) te the of fsite pepdac;os
Considering the expansion of the anti-nuclear attitude fica the ve.tir.g util be lose than that due te occupattocal expos.re (wr

within the American society, the implementation of my recommandation the altersatties la Table 1.1.
could minimize the development of a new "cause" and further
confrentations. It to fcrther concluded that the accelerated ventind procodere proposed im

A44er.dc 2 provides equal. If not greater, control ar.1 protection of the
Trusting that my recommendation will appeal to your interest, Public. Sir.ce this procedure vill require a smaller resNrce cenit=ent

I look forward to your esteemed response. fparticduly for effsite enitortag). ti.a AduaaJ a 2 yracaare is geferred.
. d..du. to the adve got. oral ecuel atace s.aJ ut:aats, va w.a no n.

Respectfully, " " " " " ** * "'*

$

h' ' !
1) p. 6-44. siddle oars. provide's more specific refereace to the limit

sd a t..ra per par as it is act evideat im L' sa rela:c .coJ.

Sigmund . A. de Jano- ngr. Econ., 2) p. Fs-44. olddle para, 1:4ppeare that the value 5.7 s 10' sec/2Dipl. r. Mech, M. 3s' ale have been 6.7 s to sec/o , ce on the top of pa; t-5. nonD. Man. Sc., Resear Director scr.upacc.? ! actor of 0.! accouattad for the redaction frcs 14 min to
10 ores.cc Governor Richard Thornburgh

5/30 - To EDO for Direct Reply. Suspense: 3y 3 m , foe,,ote d A reference should be provtJed f ar *he SetaJune 12. Distribution: Bernie Synder.
dj/zk 80- M sr.d w,ala boay dose factore, which apparently come f ram aep14:4r.-

cuide I. m .

E
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O.M G O\m '"Richard M. Te11eer 2

- - .r. o. ,- see, J v'
a ==

. ..e. ..,,se
4) p. 6-45 to 6-47 and Tebte 6.6-1 This esterial se the esatenes allemsble a e an e.eeg

,$",' *, *,, c,o,1/Q for e see heer ported dose est piece auch e aestema limit te proper g ,, ,,, m
perspective. If the Er-05 vesties were to coattoes for eely 3-1/3 heers. * . * *

et thsee eastein I/q's out of the 120-hour ported, thee all of the 10 oreo *'
limit useld be eehausted. thee. it to obvises that the vesties eu.et, em 21 April 1930
the everage, be costgglied tg pertede when the meteetelegy to aquel to or uitse

better thes 4.7 a 10 sec/o . While eene deviattee about the everage can ** a***-*

be accepted, to allow the esateam to se to 3 area /br would met appear to
be goed practice. parther, se beste for the 3 ares /br value has been
provided (10 CFR 20. 20.103(b)(1) provides a limit of 2 aree/hr). Dr. Richard H. Vollmer, Director

Three Mlle taland Support
We coecur to the propeeel te vent the Er-SS see from the tw1-2 costatement Dffice of Nuclear Regalatory Research
building to the eteoephere withis the constraiete of esistles regulatione and U.S. NUCLEAR REGU1.ATORY COMMISSION
guidance, but receasese ther NEC provide deflettive centrele to eesure weettag 1717 H Street. N. W.
only duries periode of high esteerelegical disperstes* Washington, D.C. 20555

Stacerely years.
~RE: Comment to NRC Environmental Aseesoment for

Veentes of TM1-2 Containment Atmosphere.
Addendum 2

Jehe C. V111forth
Directer Dear Dr. Vollmer,
surese of Radielegical Mealth

Enclosed you wi!! please find two ccpice of oar
comment to the $scond Addendum of the NRC Environmental
Assessment for the Decontamination of the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere.

If you have any questione concerning thle comment,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely,

.'i Yo '4$ V
a

Bruce Molholt. Pn. D.
for the TM1 Legal Fund

f

Er.clo su re s
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"
,

- "
. This fif ty-fold 'ncrease in purge rate could be accomplished..

- < .7 , yy. .

*

Comment . to "aDC ENVIRO:r*. ENTAL ASSESSMENT FCR VENTING OF TM1-2
. ATMOSPHERE. Addendus 2 ,

TM1 Legal-Fund -
Addendum 2 1escription and potentia!!y increase'the health'

dangers to the pubites

1) How adequately can contaminants of the 2 million

. The Environmental Assessment for decontanination'
' '

of * the TMI-2 containment building atmosphere was addended -

'tEice. In this ccmment we address the second URC
t -' is inversely proportional to tre rate of gas passage

Addendum. The first NRC Addendum addressed the fif teen psycho-
over the filter. As we suspect contamination of the

logical studies of stress induced in the TM1 area by the accident

and radionuclide leaks in its aftermath. Tt.e second NPC Adden-

Jum addressed shortening the proposed venting period from 60 to
threats to tie public.

$ iays.
- 2) A fifty-fold increase in kr}pton-SS ventilation into

Shortening the Pr*>ocsed Venting to Five Days
_ the outside air will render it 500 pci/cc at the land site.

. bourdary rather than 10-5 pCi/cc of the original Assess-
"he rationale behind shortening the proposed venting

ment. The chances of significant contamination of low-
f rom 60 to 5 days is plain enough. The question :enes from

lying areas surrounding TM1 increase proportionally.
thy increased health risks which would be soffered by the sur- ..

~

rcur. ding connunities as a result of higher concentrations of
- Omall changes in :neteorologic conditions become fif ty.

** " "
1.:r t .r.-65 gas in their atmosphare. In this section so address

" "
those same hwalth ef fects, psychological stress, carcir/Jgenesis

" * "#* * "
:.:.4 r.a sgenecis. which were addressed in our original ccreentary.

I"*
sa plc.cnting the previously submitted information.

venting times $ ave a certainu@ e uceIncreased venting btes according to the amor.ded proposal
*#* " * * * ** * ''******

wt1* he acw 5. C to 50.J00 cubic feet per ntnute as eerpared
n9 * "n pe M need to m ain away from h m

to 100 to 1.000 cubic feet per minute of the original propcsal.
aad job for a shorter period it is not clear that people

T
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who nove free, for e.sa,,mple, within 1, mile on the west.

Table III-21 of the Mountain West Research study (2), - .
, ,,

(where fear of venting is the stronge'st) to within 10
shcws that, months af ter the TMI accident.over 40 percent

nile's on the east, are in actuality reducing their krypton *
of the people polled sere still concerned about emissions

95 exposare due to prevailing sosterly winds. It is not
from the stricken reactor. Fifty-six percent of the popula-

cicar that families would know where to go during evacuation.
tion within a 5-mile radius to the west sere concerned about

A family moving from 1 mile atsay to'15 miles away might even
further TMI enissions as compared to 19 percent who weren't

. be in more actual danger due to the vagaries of wind during the
,

concerned. The fear factor was still prominent. for populations
,1-day proposed venting period. Evacuation may be little more

between' 5 and 10 miles to the west, 47 percent being very c an-
than a hollow gesture.

-cerned, only 13 percent being unconcerned. Not until more
Any self-selective evacuation procedure which would be facilitated than 25 niles from the reactor (in all directions) was the un'-
by the 5-day venting is inherently undemocratic. It favors those concerned population greater than the very concerned.
who can afford to evacuate, possibly causing more stress to those The State Health Department survey was similarly conducted
who must romain behird when they can see their neighbors leaving. by telephone and involved two waves of interviews four months

and ten months after the accident. By far the ecst affected.

' Psychological Stress and Redaced Venting Period
rcup lived within 5 miles of TMI. Among these 37,000 pecple,

- our com:nents here supplement those of the previously filed 3,900 (13 percent) had been transformed into *antinuclear
cc.. ants to the Environmental Assessment body (1) . They address activists," which statistic Pennsylvania Secretary of Health,
facts arising from two of the fifteen studies of psychological Or. H. Arnold Maller called "very large" and *very significant"
s,t'ress which have been conducted since the accident and which are

_, (3). TPe report further revealed that, as of January, 60
relevant to the proposed 5-day krypton-85 venting: perecnt did not approve of reactivating the TMI pla,e and that

1) the NR2-funded study condJcted by tha ::cJntain . , G Nbt UOuld CVaCM3tO 1:7?diately in ti.e eycat of caj ,;w
;;est Pesearch group (2), and * w t .uclear disaster at the reactor site.

2) the Pennsylvania State Health Depart ent study Ee s.:t y st tM t thesa long-lasting, profccnd et:Lycs in psych:-
d.racted by Dr. Peter S. Houts of the Hershey Medical Center (3). logical strcss and antinuclear activism presage definite exacor-

We believe that both of these studies indicate that, in ad- t st:en of sevsre psychological stress and potential civil discue-
| datitn to the sescre tsychological trauma which endures from the .:a .re in the pcpulation surrounding TMI tho;14 tha prepasad

accident and its af termath, that venting of krypton-85 into the vanting of krypton-85 bei attempted.

at :sp: ere of this same population in 5 days wall sisaificantly in sc- .ary, as all tests, including the F2. Jny Cc-ricrien's

cue:ertate this stress.
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cwn findings, have indicated severe psychological stress in -6- |
.

. .: .
the cormunity surrounding TMI as a result of the accident which -*',

would be only.' increased by ven' ting the krypton-85. and that the softent releases of radiation re-emphasizes the need for a
gas ought not to be vented into the atmosphere of these same cemprehensive Environmental Igact State-ent.
afflicted peoples.
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.overall. psychological stress and a wntse adverse health potential Telephore Surveys Preliminary Peport on procedures and
: than the original venting proposal. If *senting is to be coepleted Findings 1NUDEG/CR-1093).
within five days, the average krypton-85 per day levels will ex* 3. Tranklin, B.A. 11990) Long distress found over atom accident,
ceed 11.000 curies. **e find the proposal of the Environnental

Mew York firf_s April 18, 1980, p. A18 (see attachment).s

. Assessment. Addendum 2. ineffective for the purposes.for which it

was designed.

Two additional portions of the seccad AddendJs deserve

co.ent. In describing the health effects which m1;ht come L

frca elevating the stack another 140 feet. becaJse the $ resent

stack at 160 feet in a valley does not afford much cpportunity
!

r

~

'.r ; reper dilution, the Assessment Adden$a dismisra * effective-'

t s ;s even thcugh two- to four-fold increa se diluti:n :ald ha

..w ed. ;.s this woJ1d esase two- to four-:old fe.er adverse

'
Pealth effects, e do not feel the advantages inherent tn ele sted

4tz.:k Scig5t shculd be taten so lightly.

fem ndly, it is pre; osed in the Addendum that the var: ting of

** 000 curies be 2/312 of that al!cwable tais year. This pre;; sal
.

.

f sils to recogrdae the 20.000.000 curies released 13 .tonths ago and

the -ajor releases that could occur af ter the ;rasent Ica.r duif.g the

'. tare phases of the clean-up operation. This new atte pt ta
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It inne cyteenn[2),

j.
men be permed n is nuie ed. Ai shis rm af produe- s31 cyheders 23 em ie esmeier ==su be regered is see-

sien, the eherente.e et seering spensJuel bundes on-sies anim she eeMe gas pelanned each year as each feel repe>
i

bereductims
,

es awweeable. Thus a typscal plane meidd require 30 Mg af eenesas plans. There are several p, aa=== wish this8"~*

f.,eg to be eeproceswd each year of _ epermasse, meched of . - Ruhsham, she decay pedues of

N8''U's af safe dispeaal af radioacem wuses been , , Corp. and which has developed several methods [1] se Of this mass, about 390 g would be "Kr, shoes 5 = 10'' "Kr, causes a et fervous alleys; se these is

ascens er 2.3 sr 6(CL If we pregets es the year 20nB and doubt sheen the lang4ere integrity of the cylinders.euclear denies power pinses is a mWor ebennede to the capswa "'Kr. The N=-=3 Eas neering a , ee.
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940 K. The mothers anancese thew peaks weh mecha- che** cal assure of s==or impenry _ and can
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as the tarsee and the asher as the see.frase electrode. N
er d W dw Wisd=eal et Ihe '*P,ecessing piana oceid be radencewe "Kr. Lst es___ t e ts,- _ Q j- gases. He. Ne. Ar. Kr. or Xe. to avoed chemeed reactees
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h,, ,e,o,,a as- .e xe i se,a,ud een b, .esmuise w .h=(~" {

A{4
- ,pg g -d me tusa and sub-=e nie=nes. le ruiece. At is

ace,,asma energies of3.13. 3.34.1_30. and I.71 eV for endy Kr is s'ered. Ths we=W seem to be aceae*icaBy
,,,,, ,a,.. w, a,,e ,o,e,u e., .m .ew we,wa ,oe doowe. akhome - comu dw asiry == * xe *r

h. N
y unmally chesse en the be3is of coat and spuereries rate., ,

i " evew, The Kr and xe spuner as rapidly se mens appscatens bus
m we pahwy museured with insersedeel seigra. espeeding she eine of the spunenes mesa. EwerueRy.,*

-

M. ( M ,;,, gg ,3,g g,,yg ,,,,,c, go,m.non gg.33 evL I s arg stb wel be cessaind is the s enise M Theyt are more espennewe The escharge convens the optde gas
kh ,y ,maecy e,igraise p33 ev3. and surface d feeson wenid be enough se afees many mymasse naeas sub-

Et* d ;4 32$I ** * P"'''" '"*'aan.oe staie. e g, Krt hw ions m-- ,, .# gg gg ,yg asassidy but wo=W how e seghgese efecs se a W
, , , . - - ,,= 6 =ceinw 4 isend me sarges eiectide. .hich is b.awa e,neryheme hose. such hem muenals = she las umwep-

| |'se w. megatswe with myect se the plama by the forgerpwe"
Tee above resuks for Kr as polycrywalbee Ni should be sabie se red anea damage because the corrents predeced"'"''

aief. The plasma is se here biased from groups by a small
-% awam d stesma percomer. When she met ** gas ions reach the tar 6 .we the thermalreles-e af Kr frose _. . by aemams ra6asion de met persens as long and becaew

Cd('e seg GdCohle aDoy $3 sues by Fnsc% and Reuter[Hb me essekaas asesuc desease does ese heise as much ef-
, . , , , , ,_ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , nei e-fue mey nearme ww-d womic i ym. prodme-, see rig. m ne mead e.d ie aisdy an ame paises fe=' o= * ===== *" i' sh"*r *"***leg a process knees as a colhsion cascade is whch the,,.

mm Madu w eas of Kamance er of encept chas me
emergy of as incideas ice is transferred to many asema of

neasing rase was 80 Kheie and a hip-wesiirway mass Tk sem d h med paMN h,M
the target sessenal. Sewral of these aseos are sub-

specoemeter was used. Estensive - have which to form she 2 seg hoes newnd seguires
sequently emiried from the serges samface in a masser

g,, ,,,, ,, , g,, m,m,,er i mese bias . the ceasederation of Sout facters' 7 iee co-
sunitar se the *'treak" as the stess of a game of bilhard*-

_." . GdCe and CdCaste aney glas AE of the packy. Ilermal aralaty. chemical mabdey. med cest. bsufers hem the facs mes if weser sets se the asseries. in The targes asome are generany eewarar and travel by vir- g,,,g u,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, g,, _ a 4 Ehes have the es more och the . _ bubble seemoryreacts and rapiipy refenses the gas, la crysaalEse metals see of their koetis energy throesh the sneerweems space
character showe is Fqs. W Osidasion lowers she eso. 1 CdCoMe. for whd ee ' . me of luceIhm Kr forms sma8 bubbles. As high coeceserunee the between she targes and the : - _ perhaps serenes a permere a whch Kr selease ecce1 [Hbl Be the apsentities of notde gas was tres escoved Thi= mesenetpressere in these bubbles is semciens se cause mechanical frw colksions with the sputsenes gas se the way. For mor-

feihee a . . knome es bEsmering,in which she mat choeces of substrase temperature and mesenals vime- a wphees aany lums ne detectable rose eresbie gas ewe- can incorporane more then 30 art Ar and more shee
auses was abnerved essa de Em besse es cryssaskao 30 ers Kr and Xe when she three bios echages of thepas escapes. Funkenmere. mese bubbies need se senses any as of she sarges esoms reacheog the subWram esich D4} As me cry *=e;***see umpransre 6e gas ou sytrem are 34essed property. This large noble ses incer-at ytes beendaries and micsecracks along whach they dd- shore. As normdly practiced. this resuks in the greeth of
eudwd way rapidy. le he case the battact af ges likes- parasaan apocoy acars becmsw ee rm more dementAsae as sigeAcass races even at room temperasure. More- a polycrystdhee 5 m en the sebstrase. Homewr,l'iewick _. -- m ase : " by er kee'ics af the crysralEsasion- ^ Gd has as asseur radius much largu eas the Erne-wnesever, due to the power produced by the decay of de"Kr. and Mader [8] decovered shat whee two er mere ele- obch as a nucleasemand growth process As activause traesses elemens Co.The second-series arenaisies de-the coesasement meserial wel be self-heased se a temper * , means are deposated simeskaneously and the rade of shei'
emergy ard ev has been emianased for she migraties of Kr mens hee is intarmediam en mee and moes se heren 6e-esere dependene en the size of she individual consamer; asema are samcently differees. she res.haos mas are aos
in assswphan cd e eney Dan) Thes implies the the ardu me drphs esnsceuse se that these misteres will coe-she larger she container. she larger the masseaf semper- potycryssanme best amorphous. fThes encaes than they are ,,, ,,,, gy,,,,,,, ,,.i, ,;se wouW be abeus ig" t. ease in se amorpheus phase over a wide raege of cese-

asure and the eiere severe the thereial dMussee and des- macroscopecalty desordered base macsoscopcNy homoge.
years as $7e K: as 9070 K. ene Kr would dMuse about penismos and we have e setesively large ammber ofradation. For seems sserage schemes the wohunes of con- eeous as cenerassed se the polycryneanme Sims. =bch
se em in se 40 yews required fw me redescsivity se inserwissel spaces lary eneveh se ac - a Kr er- masend e.guired are substamial. Each repre- are mecesscopscany ordered bis sucre. cop.cany dis- e eca, a n d his wiginal edue. Me s'em H** ewer. the GdCoMe compeeis.ee of thencesseg phet would require [2] the fonowies per ordered ) le is aise possible se etnaea amorpheus Ehes

mageresc bubbee seemory *emed ese be se astractiveyear for the various proposed methods: compressed gas wash asons an the sasse saae if one deponies fasser rham a
cytieders. 6.3 m*; rechee. 7J m*; Ni.1.3 m*. Al. I 6 se*i cntecal rase, this rase being a functies of suburme see- . Hmetum for a mate- choice hem me poms of == ef set kauw es eA Asttherbenens of as _

,;g ,,,,,,,,, mKg is that et deerder improves Ihe abd- eare enreents (which is fact am ese thes ruelam a5 wyShes M98 m*- perasure (91
isy of she essend se essaase radaties dassage and inipe. similar is their chemical behavior. eey am espeemin le
neses. Ewee d the cessaiemens maseriel were pere se be. eheir pese elemeesJ form. A typical price for pure GdSterage le bias-apultered amorphoers enesasie aper le bias spenering. a asessrere han is also apphed be- gie & in =msW em semais se because she "Kr wesid te 5'etag. If one inwead purchews she rare carelbIn the course of developmens of amorphous materials for tween the plasona and the seinarase. This has she efrect of
gras.si.tes se stb by rad.m cs.e decay. The stabstisy"of e e4sseess le ao vesrparand rene, caned smachmetal ermagnetic bubble memory devices [41 we have come wree accelerating noble gas ions seward the surface of the
crysranime hens maserid would be adversefy afecsed by SLMM [t35 the price is souch less. eypicaBy $1Mg. anda me&cd for the sserage of Kr. Xe and other noble gases, growing Alm as met as toward the target. The ice bom-

whether er est radiegstive. *bch seems capable of com- bardmeos of she Ele dering growth has a amemberof swful me sissnskasicam efects af irradiasies. nh generony sk themical behawier as it aNect' Kr seerage in
,,,g,,,,,,,,;, gg,,;,ea.g og g,;ec,,perse,em of she - desys is se eerse. One can aise reple o Cesaising the radienctive essse from ese of shese reprocess- efects. le the Erse place,is leareduces amsidropses is the

er imp. which is ekssiicany incompasaba, .ish wah Fe wishews arccting the cessauemees propertars sie-les plaats le just 9.2 m' of maserial, and of retaining a properties of she she. le she dewe" : er asserpheus
the cryssd testice of the propewd hoss masends. Thes =Acanity, With resped se theemsl sia')Aity,is has butstably up to semperasures as high as 3073 K.We esaisease magmenc bubble materiaas. is was necessary se use thes
messid caew embrintemens of a crystanee heia material shome that GdCoMe and CdCeCr seemary alleys arethe cent of storing the ''Kr by this method as eeR seJer efece to ieJace a perpendicular easy sais of mag ==s-

14 that af storage la the compressed gas c)fseders.Lt irassoa. In the second place, it anows one se eliminase and neutit acceter; se siech eecal faaure by such mecha- much more stable than besary aneys hhe GdCe er ewe
ernes as tEssenes However, shone asnorphout alleys seemary afers causamag As er Co. e p., GdCoAs erless thae 10.24 mdlion per repeecessmg plant. enany types of isoperisers that are ear as mes bound as

hose atoms. The in does by ieJuces a colhame saacade .h.ch are ssabilieed by asoons siae eiesasanch and a h.ghty CJCeCo. For esemple. B5 se 29 ar2 He secmanes the
J.s.irdereildrphs uruchsre are mesch tess wesiseve se the crysrasiaanoe teaiperature from 779 K for GJCe se meseThe cessainment materials in question are formed by in the subsarate mas is see sumciently wissent se remove

200 lisas-specier deposisies [7) Thss process is ilhestrated in hess asems. A therd efect. which was discovered by
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. st c s Casin ut.-Desee mandean Peding ef Had s,hesse Spemenes. J. ver. 3r* Ter6=ed lA H3 tm7k I have read hVEG-C662 and analyzed it as carefully as my capabilities pemit.
3 ' " * " " ' " "' ' ''. Q '(***'d,$7,ses "# I am s cst technicauy oriented and, therefore, may fail to coeprehend some of the.

sk eas t # 8d"''* ^ 8 "**'' **8 L E D**"W'** * 8''terlat presented. However, I are sure most of the ot.her residents of this area

f 6 . as vn.heer Aerein ed Nores 6er 6. lf'8. eedsed lemmary #.197, th.s respo.L1 to this assessment will find thesiselves in the same unconfertable posi-
g, g. ri m e.a n a. see,se.-T,a, pas sa8 Thermer t Lot. therefore, the q.aestions I pose may seem trivial to the scientist, but they
mereae st mensrcenei as s k=nes sursene. J. 4,ys. Mys. re present r.y beat effort to better unferstand the decontamination of the reactor

, g ,M',',',",",,"3,,, ,, meese. -Thermes subiner et The tauWng at:mphere at M Unit #2. I will begin with several corzients ar d follow*
,

II' 8" rests are Ierered er #&e J34d Themes J. Watsee with my questions.rams hs temadesas seen Meu . . be.
reedays armhr2 sed C. f ., se areas sperme=very end Aaseerse Creeee. Fer&Joeo licighes. Aeir Tend 10J88.

@ M S-3000 1 have attended reperous meetings held by the trRC. D'et Ed and the P4 Depart est
of thetem n-atal Resources to discuss the clearup. Continuous assurances that
the propo a venti.ng of the Kr-55 will have no adversa health impact on the people
h..wa 1>-n etde. I as'4e4 Mr.,Rcbert Arnolde senior vice-president of GRJ, if 57,000
CL of Kr-85 had ever been vented frem a facility of any type that has in excess
of 150,000 people residing in a ten-mile radius? His ansser was*no."

Mr. Jchn Collins of the NRC has stated that a nuclese plant routinely releases
1.000 CL of radioactive gases per month. Nas point seem.s to be that "he've been
dotag Lt all along, so why be so upset now?" ndhen questioced further about the
roit.Ln rele .ses under normal operating conditions, Collins stated that Kr.55 .
constitutes approsimately 50 Ci of the 1,000 C1/ month. Therefore, nor sal operations
rete.u.e approsinately 600 Ci of Kr-35/ year, er.d the 57,000 Ci in the containnest
imellataq woiald erguate to 95 years of routine releases. D*pending upon the time
perled chosen for the venting - if venting is chosen - t.he people of this area
weista tw. subjected to 95 years of Kr-85 exposure in any.here from 5 to 60 days,
or thereabouts. .Is this acceptable? tfhat assurances can you give me, based art
conected health data over a period of years, that even the routine releases from
sueetc.sr poseer plants are safe? It seems to me that asurnotions are made about
h-.lth eifects based on calculations and models that very well may have no proven
b.er.es 49 acceptable measureunts of health inpact. My preference ist determining
he.elth Lapsects of operating nuclear pcm.,er plants is to deal in obje.ctive, indepen-
dent dat.e rouected enrt analy=ed over a substantial period of ties. Please direct

to thLs typ.e of information so that I can see ashat you use ist man.ing yourso-
ev hi.ittons.

My suspLctona about the la:'c of hard data that should be the basis for making
a htt:. ton of this magnitude.are further heightened by the following statement
execrpted from page %4 of IdtJCG.C662. It states, "Another objective of the
progr.ece e Lu be the a*-veteereat of informatten on the atoospheric t.ransport of
raillcentrLtdes urvder weu c:ocumented meteorological conditions in order to test
an.Y..e v s11.bte transoort codelst and to determine the edeouecy of nodels ess
.w.si'e .r tm . ut.ed in current regulatory guides, including an assessment of tneir
~ .srs Les et conservatisra." (Emphasis added) That statesent means the nuclear indust.rym
h.es been operating on a lot of ass,.imptions for a long time and now is an excellent
onutunity to see if those assunptions have may relationship to reality.a e o resenme e we es vasse .ont :n. en s . e .e.
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Page 2
. p.g 3

hempwmt the long cleanup of hree Mile Island, there will undoubtedly be
ILwa y"o rea.S the report on alternative methofs for reroving Kr-85 preparedinsma.-raMe occ.nslaus to carry out unprecedented experimentation, h te:3ptation
ty car 414 L. Paliack, Professor of Physics at Michigan State University, forto the scientist will be ove.rwhelming. Some of those experiments ces probablY

bc := cforms with little or no risk to the health and safety of area residents. Cae.issioner cilinsky on March 74, 19907 Please concent on his conclusions.
Is the Kc-SS eenting experiment worth the risks? I think nott

Respectfu11y' submitted,.
As a resident of t>e TEI area, I continue to experience, as do my fastly,

friormis anJ swighbors, the psychological stress of the continuing accident. .

pAlthou$ this is generally perceived as intangible, and by some unmeasurable, th*
presence cannot be denied. I enclose a copy of an article frors the Catholic s B. tharst -

witnase, a weekly paper in this area. he article was written by Fr. Zhomas
H. tLiwy, Pastor of a Catholic parish in Palmyra, PA, apuroximately 15 miles
frore D I. He states, ".... the psychological and emotional state of siany of us
is et th= breakin.; point. his state is aggravated by the distinct possibility
thst no ace in charge really cares." lie concludes by asking a question, that I
will ask of you, "Who is morally responsible?"

.

My questions with pagr references to the hW.G-0662. ~
,

p. 1-4 In reference to fission products and particulates. H.:ne sure can you be that
these other products will not be released? I realize filtering will be done,
but no filter is loc". effective. Some of these particulates are apt to be
very dangerous isotopes. *

P. 4-2 Is reactor coolant sampling considerably less effective than neutron flux
hmitors in providing assura .ce that the core is not going critical? If
this sampling provides adeqJate inforsation, does the licenses have a real
necessity to repair or replace any of the damaged nuclear instrtnents?
It f-ns that maintain containment at negative pressure stop operating,
wMt 11ke1Lhood is there of Kr-85 leaking? Is it greatly increased since
the pressure within containment will not increase that ssach?

p. 4-2 The Kr-85 contributes approalaately 755 of the total body game field '
on the operating floor. The Governor'.a corvaission Report done by the
state of PA states that the level of radiatios above the water was 200 R
per hour in October. Hw such work can be done inside containrent even
if the Kr-85 is removed? Won't maintenance and any further clea.r.ap be
seriously hampered by the 7 feet of water?

p. 6-2 ".... good dispersion due to high winds." What are high winds? Hw
predictable are winds?

p. 6-3 ".... the filters will be changed only once at the end of the purge opera-
tions." Only once for the entire operation 7

p. 6-4 "the primary isotope .... released during a purge operation would be Kr-SS."
WMt would the secondry isotopes be?

p. 6-G ".... we assu:ned that JO minutes were reqaired for the operator to detect
the leak and isolate the system." In early February during sampling of
the containment atmosphere, the systes ran for 18 hours despite radiation
readings three times higher than peraltied. Why do you assure operators
will be so much efficient during purging?

p. 6-7 * controlled releases can be maintained within ai plicable federal regulat.icas."
In this for each purge seperately, or for the entire 57,000 Ci?

p. 6-14 "..... tMt does not ordinarily react che alcally." (referring to Kr-S5)
hhn does it react cheraically?

p. 6-101;to is MPit Associates 7
p. 610 "... 20$ of the piping and would cor.tain 90% of the Kr-85." Does that intply

th.gt with purging during the first 20% of the Purge (the first 4,600,000
ft I tMt 907. of the Kr-SS (51,301 C1) will be released?

519
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'* ''* wing haJ the epsvetunity to rev6ew the various cleanap imptions

F.L T!!LW M R.'luNEY}I I 5 A Dr . . , .. .. QQ.-f' Y ,..W
$ - Even'~if"~eseE[hing"J '. ~ ' * Pr***nteJ to the Nuclear Regulatory Cermission and having studied the .,> -s

Here at is etmetly one '. hf{D *// g)N 9 were see'ure and sure, | regierts on the Selective Absorbtion System prepared by Dr. Cerald Pollack
year . tater and we who;, that does not atteWee at the request of Commissioner Cilinsky. I felt the Selective Absorbtion

..o
. q . , the disintegratirg psy.g - System required more consideration. #

e
endured the agony.of the .s .;

of*they,T&tl acc, dent. theconhis-. doubt, disbeticf an1 dis, chological statei

Ion of the.reasserances trust of those in charge. people. A little child in as '

.4

and the heartbreak o(ig . * As a ress!t, the psy. dark room snay go into i. . On Saturday. April 19. WiC Cor.missioner Victor Gilinsky and I fleu

of fear.. . to the Oak Ridge Caseous Dif fusion Plant, in ak Ridge. Tennessee,amutance are now bespg chological and ernotional coaustsions out
subjected tg the dread of state of many of as is We know there's - no $' to esamine the pilot plant designed to remove grypten.85 8Kr-SS)
wenctng, the fear of its at tbe breakirg rotat.This daeger, but the chif f s *; from a contained atmosphere through the Selective Absorbtion process.tarnifications sadtheten. state-is' aggravated by fear is as real as jf t
stun of knowing there are the distinct possibility there mere. ~ ] . This prucess is de*crited on pages 6-32 through 6 38 of the try

"" " '" " ''other ways tu clean up - that no one in cha rge The point here hew'-the pI4nt ' *c really cares. ; ever Unit 2 me ctor Buildang Atsosohere (NWLG-0662). Co=wsissioner Gilinsky
We te to!J thatthodo- Tne whole TMI ordeal rouen. As that in the dark *ad 1 al** had the opportunity to discuss this process with the engineersof wentmg Nre is;

ses of released krypton,.has been like a dull knife indeed a reatdanger.Who sho have desis-ted and operated this pilot plant, and officials from

ThML''s'."s' "d****.. **et' 'ia*, T.'ad is ->"i - - is| unica carbide hich has conducted the proora- under conteact -ith
,

But a litt!e plus a lit. adght cow be the last f.. *'.".e. d*.T the Department of Energy.
.

tia pl.s a little equals . strand of that rope?
a los. The effects of the - ? The cleanupisreeded. The Selecttwe Ab.orbtion System has bee.s worked on'at the Oa:s Ridge

U t$ $ $ "e''s's'1*I Y s'e'd'b'y"*,Eti,'F* *I
*''' **''*** '' ' '** ' *a ' 2 *a t * ' a** l '6 7 - Th* * ** *** **d*F '' * thi rd-

. generation process ethich has been operating successfully for .ene- - a m
and one. half years. Its f!f.= rate jo 15 cubic feet per minute.

*
With the obvious eaceptiers of wenting, the Selective Absorbtion
pruce . As tne least expensive of the eptiotas presented in IfutEG-0662
an.t could t.e placed in operatio.i at lut 2 in less tire than the i.

other optistis. According to the engineers at Oak Ridge. assuming
'

the availability of materials and the necessary approvals, this
siystem can be built and _ tested in about three months. .This contrasts.

with tne time requirement discussed an NUREG-Oe%P

Because I believe that the Nuclear Regulatoey Come.ission, and all
other acttwe parties, are moving toward approving the wenting of
the radio.ctive gases in the damaged reactor. I am concerned that
a.tequ.te consideration has not been given to the Selective Absorbtiori
System. The f. elective Absorbtion System has already been proven
to to e f fective, and it can be put into place quickly.. Passing
tha 9.ses in int unit 2 through the system only once would reduce

* the tr-s'. see cent.einment by a factor of 100 to 1000 times. Scaling
t o.e point ple.it i,p from a 15 cubic feet /sinute fle rate to a rate of

E
i
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3 g _ j, , . ,zh la200 ewhic fee t/ minute does not represent any significant problems..*

fa,2.iEE3"Fh p !]5mgkg $g 5 hA 'h,, [ IThe sy.tc. ts not a coeplex one and its components are all "off-the-sent t"

**g]jy;35ga2 .g[gS 4
. e s h,, O'Al 3 R 7.lt. $ which should be readily available.

jit ar g g g,.
_'yacao . g ==gr 2 s Og .We must remember in as.. ,ains this optio,. . hats the Kr-es is already J {bh 2$'d Ek I$I=

-

In the reactor at TM11 unless we implesent the selective Absorbtion D *''"

h .;? p,,A c
.mJyst==. the Kr-s$ will be vented into the atmosphere 1 the worst

th t could happen with the Selective Absorbtion System is a failure a3ggggg ya za.:g3gy cQ * q,p
requirima ve,t ing (an option which will be othe wise approved). ,

,_f ] g, . hTgg{g Qgg r ,3, f j
L- h ;~ g ;

-
g '

9*202 1 $g '
,

j '8 g 9 3 $ p' g >g.- ?,I $ j g 4 . E E
* *in .dJition, it is not necessary to require that the Selective Abscrbtion ,,

y
gB8Ig q- Jsystem be built to nuclear code construction standards. This will s" g

1.'*.
zg;

e f { { g [.+g g,j gi E. g ].
s a

.' g..fonly deiay the process and, because of the small volume of gases g
gg-{ e-N y g.h.y 8pr y . 5 a ,in the system at any one time, even a total failure would not result

"* a f j sEg gg.pp 5*in any major detrimental release. c23 y 4Eff.""gE'3
' * 9[4 g:j A F[[x3*j gI[E{E

3E
I. r.

. g. ,% *

EP.gg R 2.T E4g i DO " Q -=.'..) gE & -1 t.elieve that venting is unacceptable for a nu-ber of reasons .
The Selective Absorbtion'5ystem is a viable alternative. The longer ( {j gS=IEg"g jg*gg g!gy Q Sy , h..EEgggse spend debating the various options, the more we force ourselves g '

,.qp E fEa 2 *. a r. K'into a situation where venting in'the only alternative because of [jjggjs.kgge ggegg M2 %
e '

time con.traints. In accordance with our converation, it is my * [' Q* ,--
*

underetanding that a detailed analysis on this system will be preper..d by
Oak RsJge by this Friday. I am sure that this detailed analysis will [N ". f f. E"'3h 2

.

confirm the initial conclusion that this system should be utilized. * gh . -

=* ae - 'w ,

1 em ane tens to work with you in moving forward'with this process
[ '. N D)and will,do everything in my power to expedite its installation g s

and operation. . 3 Ph y 4 ;
*

'E.3n E 9*. O
Sincerely. & n$ c | ->-

. g g y;[g. hcM = ' ' h'h U
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cc: h w victor .ns t, mky, Commissioner, Nuclear Regulatory Commission '

wJ Peter Brderd, Coenissioner, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Hon. Jon,crF> Hendrie, Commissioner, Nuclear Rejulatory Cortsission , ;'r "ggg,E *

*. A gg ji
+ ,g.,

Hon. Richard T. Kennedy, Commissioner, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
f f k'E ,

.O

1,1

ljon. Charles Duncan, Secretary, Department of Energy * ,' G,

g
g g,1. p 'Mr. George W. Cunnin#am, Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy, DOE gg ,

a =- .:asMr. Jack H. Watson, Jr., Assistant to the President for Inter-,

governmental Atfairs {g E rfgE Iy
= g Fag ,(,

*
tion. Alchard Thornburgh, Governor, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania k g*

'

Mr. Herman Dieckamp, President, Ceneral Pubisc Utilitics g
e sm oMr. Robert Arnold, President, Metropolitan Edison _,.

Mr. Watts-r*Vannoy, President, Rabcock and Wilcox
Mr. R. J. H. ort Union Carbide
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Dr. Richard H. Vollmer9 Fc g i 13 ] 'o

3.r*TI?s =s Wre ' Director, Three Mile Island Support303 - E f.y9 * NRR, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormaission?-?8aaf$* a

1717 "H" Street, N.W.i ..
Washington, D.C. 20555*39143-~ h N-

E'*55d N$ j!?kg f " W %
2

* ;

dje,pf$j!I 3 i55 V .. Re COMMENT TO ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE

$ } j j ! g N h }a)
n - a | 7 5:

~*I4 * DECONTAMINATION OF THE THREE MILE ISLAND-

*24 '! ;
. ,

UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ATMOSPHERE
E , ; e. g *1 g , g ( g. r~1.. d .21 . .= n: --

fflI Dear Mr. VollmersE y 4":$5[3 g ps'em

Please be advised that the TMI Legal Fund,on whose behalf
. k

. .' we recently submitted conunents to the krypton venting EnvironmentalP* f K|~3gj2*h ! al* ('')
Ej | *iu;g5Il5 fi 5 Assessment, consists of the following six groups
:, g -sa j ati , - >===d.

S5"h bT555N12hV i (1) Susquehanna Valley Alliance (SVA)
w

(2) Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power (ECNP)v,c. ;ea g y a. c :o ! a ga
* F---

Q ~a (3) Anti-Nuclear Group Representing York (ANGRY)o =, .-

. *. f r $ { il! E ' QI
k (4) TMI Alert= w

(5) Newberry Township
5 f"., E $ g 3 2-s

. byiIi; ;

5I$E4 (6) People Against Nuclear Energy (PANE)@lj5*ja E'Ef
2 7 5 = = *=*a,n

,is o g Please ensure that this information appears in the record ofy . w
g.jl

-

*s (" _ ! ',=, 3 E } ,, . 5M' 2' g
@ the com nents.* f3 a" o

i ^., 7 ETf
8 3 =% 3 f. ?9 ?T.0 g *- E W erely,
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"
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,

J dith Dorsey, EsqEg a.3?o .a

3e soga '~ so er Bruce Molholt, Ph.D.

* k ,. b I 3 $.g g = = hhk!
h y{Ir E 2 w ," |% ,Z@,: . j Q Jean Royer Kohr, Esq..,
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May 16, 1980

% - Honorable John F. Ahearne
- -

Acting Chairman
,[ Q g g g g M - Nuclear Regp atory Commission

i .

64t. Loo N Washington, P.C. 20005

Dear Mr. Chairmansom Do -,n
. - ,

L. Ne s Fog Ni . ! This is to notify you of my views, on behalf of the Co mon-
~ wealth of Pennsylvania, regarding the proposal now before yougggq

'

( y to remove radioactive krypton 85 from the Three Mile Islandg ggg qeco Do w. Liges Unit 2 containment building by the process of venting it intoA Il64.tuq the atmosphere,

'
h e. i.co ni

I have sought and received essessments from the broadest
range of knowledgeable sources available regarding potential

; 'N Sauoan To he Ith effects of that proposal. These sources have included:
. '# No t-D V6,gy p * Members of your own staf f, and especially Mr. Harold Denton,I

gqq your director of nuclear reactor regulation.
-

*The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), the nation's'

N gg lo foremost critic, I believe, of existing nuclear power safety
levels.Succo.

CO " 'N G
i' on

To u,cq - g
8DO fJ G,10 ments (NCRP), an organization of distinguished scientists and

*The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure-
%.% physicians which has been instrumental in setting radiation

health standards in this country for nearly 20 years.
y

* Representatives of the electric utility and nuclear in-G4o u t) D L G g/g ( dustries.
, ,.

*The U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

*The Governor's Commission on Three Mile Island.
* ---I M.1 g g, gM *The Pennsylvania Departments of Health and Public Welf are,

'
,

- -- _ . _ _ the latter of which has jurisdiction in the area of mental health_CFF $ y5,3,;,$ in our state.

T?R.Guyeg qq '

'C H A AVE Y L. % d
M.u.vens P4 >

3/3 I./ so
,

T5
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Mr.'Ahatrn's -2- May 16, 1580 Mr. Ahatrne -3- May'16, 1980
.

*The Pennsylvaala Department of Environmental Resources I recognize that part of the delay already experienced
(DER), including its Bureau cf Radiation Protection. has been due to my ef fort to be assured of the safety of venting.

I now have that. assurance, and I feel that a safe cleanup plan
The assessments of these various groups and. institutions should be implimented as quickly as possible.

are being forwarded to you under separate cover, and I respect-
fully request that you enter them into your official record on Should you proceed with the venting proposal advanced by
this matter. your staff, be assured that I am prepared to support that

decision. To minimize stress, I also am prepared to commit
There is, I have found, a broad-based consensus among these all of the resources at my disposal to assure the residents ,

sources that the venting proposal now before you would have, of the area, as I am now persuaded, that this plan is, indeed,
in the words of the Concerned Scientists, "no direct radiation- a safe one.
induced health effects on the residents of this area." Similarly,
the NCRP concludes: "the exposures likely to be received as It has been said that some of the alternatives should have
a result of venting are not a valid basis for concern with res- been considered as soon as the immediate crisis on Three Mile
pect to health effects." Island had ended. Recognizing that hindsight is an easy thing

to employ, I do recommend that you begin now to identify all
There is a consensus on the accuracy of the radiation dose of the future problems and every possible solution to those

rate calculations made by your staff, in conjunction with the problems that we may confront in other phases of the cleanup
utility, and there is a consensus that those dose rates are operation. I also recommend that you arrange to tap all
" insignificant."

,
potential sources of technical and scientific advice regarding
those problems. Be assured that I stand ready to work with

I should point out that the Union of Concerned Scientists your staff in that regard.
feels that the psychological stress already experienced by many
residents of this area since March 28, 1979 should serious 1Y Thank you for the opportunity to express my views on this
be considered in any decision you make with regard to the cleanup important matter.
operation on Three Mile Island, and I agree with that. As you
know, I previously instructed attorneys for the Commonwealth to 1 4 er
introduce stress as a legitimate factor for you to consider in 1

other decisions growing out of this incident.
r-

I am advised and I believe, however, that the question of Dick Thor
stress, as related to the venting plan, is directly linked to . Governor
the question of its safety, and that the consensus finding that
the plan poses no radiation threat to public health should, in
itself, substantially redace any stress that might have accompanied
it.

UCS also recommends that you consider two alternative venting
plans described in its report, and that you reconsider two non-
venting plans previously rejected by your staff. I am sure you
will give due consideration to those recommendations. I do urge
that any new assessments be completed as promptly as possible.
I an advised and believe that the sooner this matter is resolved,
the sooner any stress related to it will be dissipated.

i
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